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ABSTRACT

Bable (also k¡ow¡ as Asturianu) is the Ronrance vernacular of the Spanish region of

AstLrrias. Surveys suggest that up to 40o/o of the population claim oral competency in the

langnage. with rnuch lower figures for litelacy. Unlike Calalan, Gallego and Euskerra,

Bable has ¡ot yet achieve_d official statLrs. During the period 1981 to 1998 there was a

strong debate, often intensely conflictive, on the language's future which led frnally to

the promulgation of a law on the promotiou of the use of Bable, rather than

coofficiality. Taki¡g into considelation. amongst others. sociolinguistic theories such as

Kaplan's on language planning, Sr-nolicz's or-r core values, Mül-rlhaüslef's on langr-rage

ecology, Giles' et.ttl. on ethnolinguistic vitality as well as the work of .T. and L. Milroy

on social networks (ancl also G. Wiliiams'critique of the lattertwo theories), this study

argues that the case ol Bable represents at once a uuique but also an exemplary rnodel

for understanding key issues in the developn'rent of language planni[rg and education in

situations of marginalised languages.

In the lead Lrp to the 1998 law in Asturias, issues of language status, planning, usage

domains, codif,rcation and educational implementation wele all the subject of debate

whose patticipants were not solely linguists. educators or governlllerlt policy tnakels.

but includecl maly in the cornrnunity. After outlining the historical origins of Bable and

the context of the language debate, this study sought to collect and analyse plimary data

on language use and opinion in relation to Bable principally over the period 1994-98.

btrt with some additiolal data from the preceding six years. Two methodological tools

were used in the study. The first was a study based on the principal daily newspaper of

the region , Lo Ntret,a España, analysing the incidence of Bable and refèrences to the

language; a key part of this study was the analysis of 463 letters to the editor writter.r

over the periocl in question. Other articles in the newspaper relevant to Bable were also

analysed. The second research instrument was a survey of 122 attendees of a training

conference on the teachi¡g of Bable. held in 1995 and organised by the Academia de lct

Llíngua Asturiana. Tl're survey questions sought their views on the significance of

Bable. the histor.y of their experience of the language and their views on normalisation

and officiality.

The data showed lotable differences in dornain usage and attitude. Variotts respondents

attributed differ.elt meanings to their shared cultural and linguistic lexicons (such as

culture, identity, patrirnony, Asttrianismo, Bablisla and even the pronoLln



nLrct;tro/'rlLtcso). Opinions were diverse not.ir.rst about what the word Buble signihes' but

also the character of Asturias and of being Asturian.

The analyses of the letters ancl other material lroltr Ia Nuet,a Espcrñu, the survey of

coltfer.ence attendees and the intelviews all gave some deglee of support to the notion of

a core value of pais'añin (in the rnotd of, but characteristically distinct from. the concept

of cJas gentlentanitleul frsl ploposed itt 1922 by Wilhelm Dibelius, writing of the

Engtish coltext); a core value which was wicler than. but included, language. In contrast

to this romantic notiol. the p-raterial also revealecl the more recent development of an

,,identity of the alienated" u,hose relationship rvith their language retlected their owtl

perceivecl marginalisation by the mainstream of society. A third olientation evìdent in

tlre data, that of tlte mileru (based on a loug regional rnining tradition), became a bridge

between the former two. The respondents' attitudes to subjects such as language

no'nalisation and off,rciality, the oligins of Bable and the status of its dialects were seen

to be lelated to these ideological orientations'

These f,rndings invite the development of langr.rage attd education policies which reflect

the leecls of the respondents in the three different ideological groups rather than opting

for a lowest common denominator approach which would satisfy none and fail to ensure

Bable's future vitality. The study also notes that there will be significant

sociodemographic impacts on any chosen policy array. Considering these aspects the

thesis concludes proposing a'double helix' model of policy development for langttage.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

Language name

For the purposes of this thesis, the term llable is rnost generally used in denominating

the language of the Asturians. When the altet'r'rati.r'e - Asluricttttt/o - is used it has

nor.mally been anglicised to Asturian. The use of the term Bable has not been out of

personal preference (for, as argued in the conclusions, the contention is t¡ade that the

lern-t Astutl¿r should now be considered the rnore appfopfiate). but out of recognitior.t

that such is its name in the Autouomy Statute (even though in 1998' in legislation

specifically dealing with its use and promotion, boTh Asluriano and Bable ale used)'

In Chapter 2 (The Asturian Language) the issue of language name is exploled; suffice to

say at this point that, while there has been something of a n1ove away lrom the term

Bable towards that of Asturianu, the historic pfactice has largely favoured the former'

There has also been dtral usage by rnany; i¡deed a form of typology seems to have

developed whicl-r for rnarry would provide the following meanings:

Bable: The romance language of the Asturians, derived from the

Medieval Leonés (olAstur-lleonés); sornetimes also called the

'pure' or 'primitive' Astttrian language'

Asturianu(o): The present day Asturian language wliich has undergone

interference from Castilian'

As will be seen later, the issue does not end there, for the dialectal variegation of the

language is of such an extent that many Asturians pr-efer to use neither Asturiaru't nor

Bable but the term Bables in reference to that which is spoken in Asturias'

Finally. as something of a conpromise. the factually correct tetn Llingua Asturiuna s

used by many (and indeed by myself in a number of instances)' The term simply

acknowledges that there is a non-Castilian romance vernaclllar spoken in Asturias'
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Though the tenn Bable is most generally used in this thesis, there has been no alteration

to tlie nomenclature adopted by persons quoted or to whose comments reference is

made where they have used an alternative ten"n'

Alphabetic ordering

When listing nalres or worcls that are either in Bable or Spanish, the practice has been

followed which adopts that used until quite recently by the Real Academia Española -

nanrely characterising Ctr, Ll and Ñ as separate letters (appearing aftet C,I and N

respectively).

Intl-re specific case of Bable, I treat LI, _,, and Îs as all being regional derivatives of

the same letter - naniely I/. This is despite the different phoneme that attracts to each

variant - with sounds in the range of between I,./ &, lJ respectively. The reason is that,

though they are each sounded differently, they mostly reflect regional varìations in the

pronunciation of that same consonant. Thus the toponym Lluarca is also written as

__Llarca; while Allel has also been transcribed as Atser. It is true, however, that this

typology does not always apply; there are instances where the regional phonemes

rnigrate across the alphabet - fol example, muyer fwoman] is also written in different

regions as'. muller, mtLcher.^ mutser and nru-er.

Tl1ere is also the case of II which is a softly aspirated h (lhwl) - a sound difficult

for Castilian speakers. but not uncomrnon in tl-re eastern part of Asturias. As a character

in Bable it can appeaf in place of both J (gua.ie> guaþ.e [youth]) andF (facer> h-acer

[to make])

aa

Another Asturian letter, now archaic, which appears in the text isX . This character

had sorne currency around the turn of the twentieth century amongst some of the group
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known as Los Nuevos Boblislas. The character seetns to have been created to t'epresetlt a

sofier sounding X (l l) i¡ place of the aspirated Spanish J (lhl)' It appears in this te xt as

part of citations fi'om writers in the late nineteenth and early twer-rtieth century'

Names

When listing personal narnes normal Spanish practice is followed. The standard u]odel

for personalnames in SPatn ts:

Prename lnombre de pita)+ Principal surllame lapellidol -l Secondary
sufnan]e

lapellidol

Tlre pÏename can often be a nontbre cttmptte'sÍo [a conbination of two names] -

exarnples being Xosé Lluis, Ana Maria. and Xuan Xosé. Thus there can be a total of

four names, two plenames and two surnames. The plenalnes, however, always have the

affect of being one (as if they were hyphenated)'

Tlre first apellido is tl-re father's principal sllrname of an individual, while the second

apellido is the mother's principal surnane'

For the purposes of alphabetic listing of personal names, the first apellido determines

location. Furthermore, as sometimes happens, if only one apellido is written' it will

always be the fust.

Thus the following ordering of narnes is correct (the principal surname is undellined):

Ana Maria Cano Gonzëiez
Xosé Lluis García Arias
Xuan Xosé Sanchez Vicente
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Place names (Toponyms)

Many Asturia¡ locations have Castilian and Bable equivalents of theil place-name

(topo¡ym), generally the Castilian version has been used except where a particular

reference has citecl the Bable version or where it is now clear that cornmon usage has

replaced the Castilian version witl-r the Bable.

Translations

Most citations originally wlitten in Spanish ancl Bable appear in the body of the text

translated i¡to English. Unless otherwise noted, these translations have been done by

rnyself. In all instances where I have done the translation, since I neitl-rer speak Bable

nor am I a¡ expert translator, the original versions of texts translated have been included

for. t¡e purposes of verification; the original texts appear as footnotes identified by u ' '

Where I have not done the translation, the identity of the translator is noted in the

Bibliography and associated footnotes in the text where appropriate.

I have not provided t¡anslations for comments made by people I intelviewed for this

thesis. The reason for this is that at the time of interview I simultaneously translated

corìnìents into English and kept no lecord of the actual words said (which were either

in Bable or in Castilian).

Citatio¡s of inclividual wolds or phrases ale followed within the text by their

translatior-rs in English, which are contained within square [ ] brackets. In a nutnber of

instances I have i¡cluded both Bable and Castilian versions of words to either highlight

diffèrences o¡ similarities between the two languages. These translations are shown in

the followir'ì.g Inanner:

Or i c' i os { Castilian: e rriztt.s\
Rohle {Bable: rebollo t\

or
or

{C: errizos}
{B: rebollo)
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Dictionaries

As is evident from the Bibliography, a number of dictionaries have been used in

providiug definitions and in lexical ar-ralysis. Apart from the first reference to each

dictionary in the text, in order to sinrplify tirther refèrences to those dictionaries the

following notation system, rather than fbotnote system, has been used for sucl-l

purposes. The notations are:

GdP 1788 - Diccionurio de Algtrnus \ioces clel Dialecto A'çltu'iano, Carlos

Gonzítlezde Posada, 1788. replinted as part of the BiblioÍecct de Filoloxíct

Asturiana series, Uviéu, 1989'
RAT 1891 - Dict.ionario gruntúticu buble, Apolinar de Rato de Argüelles, 1891.

republished by RamórL de Rato, Editorial Planeta, Bacelona, 1979'

SOM 1901- printer Énsoyo de tu.t l/ocahulario Bable, Julio Somoza, 1896-1901,

repri¡ted as paú of the Llibrería Lingùística series, ALLA, Uviéu, 1996'

NOV 1983 - Diccionario Generctl Español-Asluriano, Lorenzo Novo Meir.

Asturlibros, 1983.
BAS 1984- Diccionariu Bá5icu tle la Llingtta A,sturiana. Félix Ferreiro, Pablo

Manzana,Ur-bano Rodríguez, Ecliciones Trea, 1984 (3'd edition 199i)
XXSV 1988 - DÌccionariu de la Llinguct Asluriana, Xuan Xosé Sánchez Vicente,

GII Editores SA, 1988.
JN 1989 - Diccionario de Los Bables tle Asturias JesirsNeira &.MatíaRosario

Piñeiro, IDEA, Oviedo 1989.
ALLA 2001 - Diccionariu de Ict llingua a,s'lru'iona, ALLA, Uviéu, 2000.

Grammar sources:

At various points I rnake comments about Bable and Castilian grammar. I claim to be an

expert in ¡either. Unless otherwise cited, the source of rny information on the gramlnars

of both languages has been my understanding of the contents of the following texts:

ALLA, Norntes ortográfiques y Entumos Normativos, uviéu, 3'd ed. 1990'

.l de Bruyn e, A cornprehensive spanish gran'tmor, Blackwell, cambridge 1995'

Norntes OrtogróJiques y Enfantos Nr.trntativos is the official publication of the

Acaclemio de la Llipgt¿a Asturiana and, while there is contention within Asturias as to

orthographic ald syltactic norms of Bable, this publication can be taken to represeut a

r.easonable consensus with respect to those norms. Jacques de Bruyne is a member of
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the Recil Acctclemict Española and therefore could be expected to follow the orthographic

and syntactic rulings of that body with respect to Castilian.

Frequency numbers:

O¡ sonte occasions reference is made to lexical frequency surveys. The sources used

with respect to Bable and English were:

F Cuentos et.al., Diccionaritt cle.fi"ecuencies léxiques del Asturianu, I

K Hofla¡d & S Johans son, Frequency analysi,ç of English vocabulary and
gl"ammar.

Sometimes such information with respect to Bable words is included in tables and

appears as a figure in brackets after the word, egJameyy which signifies that the Bable

lexical frequency survey cited above identified that the wordJ-ame lhunger) appeared 83

times in the documentation snrveyed. Where the word did not appeil in the lexical

frequency survey the notation ¡*1 is used. The Cuentos study only listed words which

appeared five times or more.

There cleally ale caveats on how such information regarding lexical frequency should

be used and what conclusions can legitimately be dlawn. However, I have incorporated

the figures where I felt that some indicatìve findings could be drawn from tl'reir

inclusion

One of the caveats results from the signifìcant diglossic character of much Bable usage

in Asturias. Thus, for example. while a number of tl-re words in Figure 6,3 have

fieqnently appeared in basically Castilian-language articles in La Nueva España, the

' F Cuentos et.ctl, Diccionariu de.fi'actrcncies lëxiques clel Asturianu, Estaya Pedagóxica I I, ALLA'
Uviéu, 1997.2 K Hofland & S Johalrssot't, Fret¡ucnc.t' onttl)'si,v o.[ English vocabulary & grammar, oUP, oxofi'd,
r 989.



lexical fì.equency sltwey found that they had not appeared frequently in Bable only

alticles (eg caml:anu, Guirria and oric'itt)'

Primary source reference notations

ln chapters 13-15 primary source rnaterial is the subject of analysis. This nraterial'

however. is also used throughout the text as t'efèreuce tnaterial'

For ease of cross-referencing, items of prìr-nary sollrce material are identilìed by

notations. These notations cross reference with the relevant appendices'

'fhe appendices relating to the letters to the editor. which are a principal primary soufce'

contain two seties of notations. The f-rrst, by letter. numbers each letter in chronological

order - 001 - 462. The second. by author, proceeds alphanumerically -L001-L377'

References to these lettefs in the text cite both notations' Thus, for exan-rple' L060/350

refers to letter nurnber 350 (er-rtitlecl La o./icialictad det asturiano lThe of,ficiality o/'

ASturianf- from original letter listing) written by letter writer nurnber L060 (Llucio

Blanco Llera - as Per APPendix D)'

The appendix relating to casual quotations in the Asturian language which have

appeared in La Nueva España uses the alphauumeric sequence Q001-Q123; this is done

in chronological order. There is no separate alphabetic listing of persons quoted for this

rnaterial.

With respect to other prin-rary soufce rnaterial garnered frotn Lct Nueva España the

following sequences have been used to connect citations in the text with the associated

appendices:

E00l - El4g - for interviewees of the Encuentros ct la Esterilla lEncounter,s on

The beach towell (compiled in chronological order)'
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P01 - PZI - for interviewees of the Patio de las luces lSun porch) selies
(compiled in chronological order)

0204- 0418 (or O+date) - foL issues of the oreia verde [The green ear]
children's series (compiled in cluonological order). The system
being based upon the published series number or date of
publication.

Tlrere were three souïces of primary rnaterial which were not from la Ntteva España.

They are the survey of attendees at a confèrence convened by ALLA and two series of

interviews. The conference on Formación )¡ recic:l,ctx cle la llingua astttiana lTraining

ancl lungttctge recLLperat.ion for Íhe Asturictn languagel was held in Cangas del Narcea,

27-30 August 1995. The suruey responses have been notated in a random compilation in

the sequence S00l -S122.

The interviews were of two types. First a series of interview-s with people

knowledgeable and involved in the debates surrounding the future of Bable; some of

these wele colducted on a one-to-one basis and some in small groups. Second were a

series of interviews with people who spoke some folm of Bable in their daily life, but

who were not activists i1 the debates. All references to these debates are by the initials

of the interviewee or date reference (in the case of gfoup interviews).

I¡ addition to tl're above notation system for primary sources of information which are

the subject of analysis, there ale also included tnany refereuces to news iterns and

articles i¡ LNE. Each of these are identified in the footnotes by the prefìx LNE and the

date of the issue in which they appeared. Page references have not been included.

The extensive use of tliis newspaper as a refereuce soulcs for this thesis is also worthy

of brief comrnent. The public interest in Asturias in language issues has ensured that

there has been extensive coverage given to them in the daily press. Whilst all the local

dailies have given such coverage, Lct Nuevu Es¡taña would justiff being a najor source
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without cross reference to colnparable coverage itl other dailies; this is due both to its

relati'e size (tl-re lar.gest regional claily in Asturias. with its readership exceeding all the

others combined) and its prepared[ress to cover the diversity of opinion on Bable'

Valiclation for such a viewpoint is provicle by the work Llinguct y Xtticitt" 'sobre ¿{elle's

cuestioncs b(t,|iclues clel debate lling[iís'licu n'A'sÍtLries' by Rarnón d'Andrés'3 This writer

had282 f'ootnotes in thìs work, 152 of them carne frotn newspapers; and of this latter

number, 97 came lrotn Lu Nuevu España'

ALLA

BOE
HdeA
TDEA/zuDEA

IU

ABBREVIATIONS

Academict cle la Llingua Asturiana lAcadenty of t.he Aslurian

ßoletín lfficial Bullefin o.f the Spcmish State)

Histori volume set issued bY LNE
(Real) Instituto de Estudio.ç A,çturianos l(Royal) In,slitute of

Asturicm Studiesl
Izquierclct Uniclct lUniled Lcfl - a coalition of parties including

the fot'mer Spanish Communist Party]

Lletre,s A,sturiane,s. biannual publication of ALLA
La Ntteva Españu lThe Nett' Spain- au Asturian newspaper]

P ctrtitJa Asturi ani sla lAslurianist Party]
Partido Pttpular lPoPular PartYl
parti.do Soiíalisto rJe Obreros Espaíioles lSocialis't Parly of

Stucliesl

LLAA
LNE
PAS
PP
PSOE

RAE
SADEI

fNote:ALLA,HdeA&LLAAareoftencitedinfootnotes]

BABLE AND CASTILIAN BQUIVALBNTS OF SOME COMMON TOPONYMS

CASTILIAN BABLE

Aller
Cudillero
Gijón
Langreo
Luarca
Oviedo

Ayer, Atser
Cuideiru
Xixón
Langreu, Llangreu
Lluarca. _tJarca
Uviéu

, R d,André s, Llingtø ), Xuiciu' ,sobre delles ctteslittnes básiques del debate

Prncipáu d'Asturies, Uviéu, 1998
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INTRODUCTION

I.1 Bable - the language of Asturias

As with many countries, Spain is l<nown by a wide array of steteotypes, A supelhcial

assessment would reduce the irnage of the country to a place of bull fights, flamenco.

r,vine ancl siestas, Yet wele superficial irnage rnarkers to be sought for that northern part

of Spain known as Asturias, they would be different. More plobably they would be:

bagpipes, clogs, cider ancl fèstivals.

Thìs little known and unique northeln region of Spain also has its own langtlage -
Bable - a language which has received very little attention beyoncl the Ibeliau

peninsula. Onl1, ¿ handfìrl of non-Spanish scholars have dedicated time to the stud¡' ef

this romance language. President of the Asturian Language Acaderny fAcadenlia de la

Llingua Asturiana] Xosé Lluis Galcía Arias has noted that tl're first such non-Spanish

stncly was the 1887 wolk of Swede Åke Mturthe, who published in Uppsala el primer

esfuclio c,ientí/ico lthe./irst scientific s'ttrcly) of Asturian.r García Arias also refetled to a

1907 work by Elik Staaff, L'ancien tlÌctlecte léonnctis'tl'aprè,s'des'charte.v du XITI 'çiècle

lThe ancient Leone.çe dialect afier rhe charler cloatmenls' o.f the lhÌrteenth cenluryl.

In the English language donain there have been two commonly cited major writers

about the languages of Spain - Williani Entrvistle2 ancl Ralph Penny,3 Both of these

nracle refereuce to Leonés. Entwistle's workThe LongtLages' of'Spain (pr"rblished in 1936

with a new edition in 1962) nade brief lefèreuce to Bable (also calling it Asturian) ancl

inclicated tliat it arose lrom Lconé,s. Penny's A His'trtry of thc Spanish Language (1991)

rlade no reference nnder either nalne. The two refereuces by Entwistle were:

I X Ll García Arias, Algunct,s'cctt.tsu cle la,s cliferencict.\'enlt'e Ias lengttct.s hispítnicas, paper delivered at a

coltfèrence held at the Universily of Vienna in 1993, LrnpLrblished co¡ty of text supplied by atrtlior; pl6.

'W J Entwistle, The Spani,sh Languctge, together v¡th PortugLtesc, Culalan ancl Ba,sque, Fabet & Faber',

Lonclon, 1936; second edìtion 1962.
t R P"nny, A Hislot't,of the,S¡tctni,sh Langtmge, Camblidge UP, Carnbridge, 199 1.



Ancl

... sheltered behind the Calrtablian mountains ancl more and tnole cttt off fì'orn the

ir-¡per.ial plans of León, the Asturiar-r clialects cotttinued their uninterruptecl
development ilom the contrnon Latin base, and to this day constitute the most
differentiatecl region of Spanish speakers.a

tþe Asturian (bable) clialects lie in the confìned valleys behincl the Cantabrian
.)fange.

At the nìore generalist level of infbrrration about Bable in the English langttage domaiu,

a cleteriolation of knou,ledge appeal's to have occurled over the past hundred or so

years. An exarnple olthis is a compalison of the entlies about tsable which appealed irr

two editions of the Enc¡tclopediu Britlctnic¿r over a gap of neally a centttry and a quarter.

The 1875 edition of Enc¡tclopediu Brilannic'a rnade the following reference to Bable:

The native clialect is called Bable, and among other distinctive marks employs./'
f-or the usual Spanish h in lnally r,vorc1s, thus approaching nearer to tlie oliginal
Latin. 6

Later.in the same eclition, under the ently for Rctntonce Langttages, thete was iuclucled a

consiclerable amount of cletail in relation to Astulian grammar'. This comnentary

included twelve clistinct grammatical or lexical observations sltch as commentary on the

originsof -ie-,theabsenceofaguttural.i, thet'eplacemenTof gi andge byxi trndxe,

ancl the characteristic natttre of personal pronol.tt.tr. t

However by tl-re 1998 eclition. such expansive treatment of Rable was ledltcecl to a sole

reference br"rried in the l'ollowing entry for Spain:

the regional dialects of Aragon. Navarre, Leon, Astulias and Santander were

crowded out graclually and today survive only in secluclecl rural areas. 8

4 W J Entwistle,The Spcttti,sh Lcrttgrtoge, Iop¡etherv'ilh Pttr/ugtte.se, C)ctlrtlott and Bosque, op.cìt., p. 139.
t W J Entwistle, The Spcrnish Lqngrrtrge, Íogether tvillt Porluguese, C¿tt¿tlan ancl BosqtLa, op.cit. page 225
6 Enclyclopeclict ßrittunica Vol. 2, Ninth edition, Edinburgh,l875, page 824'
'1 Et'rqtçlçp¿¿ia BrÌttanicct Y ol 22., op. cit. pp 350- |

8 Enq,clep¿¿ia Brittanicct. Vol. I I, Chicago, 1998, page 69.



Table I - B le & selected other lan ase citations from qener list books on
lanquage

Reference

Some other references to
languages with fewer
speakers than Bable

Table I summarises alì examination of a rallge of books wliich cleal with languages

which have been publishecl in the English language domain. The examination is of

references in those books to larrgr.rages spokeu in Spain as well as certaiu other ninority

languages from other parts ol Europe. The other languages chosen were selected on the

basis that they currently have lewer speakers than Bable (which has between 200.000

a¡d 400,000 speakers), The languages selected beir-rg Arumanian (50,000 speakers),

Faroese (47.000), Friulan (60,000), Istro-Rurnanian (147,000) ancl Sorbian (67,000).

e B Cronibie et.al (ecl), The Allct,s nJ Lctnguages; The Origin & Developntent of Lttnguctge,s ThroughouÍ the

ll/ot'tcl, New Burl ington Bool<s, London, 1996'
l0 D Crystal, The Canbridge Enq'}cloped¡(t of Ltrngrltrge, Camblidge UP, Canrbl'idge1992'

'' K Katrner', The Lctngtrttges of the Worltl, RoLltledge, Londorr, 1995.

't R Posnet, The Rotnctnce Langttages, Carnbridge UP, Carnbridge, 1996.

't V Steuenso n (ed), Word.g. An illustratcd hi,slot'.v ofvestern longucrges, MacDonald, London, 1983.
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Atlas of Languagese ./ ,/ ,/ Arumanian. Faroese. Friulan,
Istro- Rumanian, Sorbian.

Cambriclge Encyclopedia
of Language lo ,/ ./ ./ FaLoese, Sorbian

Languages of the worlcl
ll ,/ ,/ ./ Faroese, Friulan, Solbian.

Ronrance Latrgttages l2 ./ ./ ./ ,/ J ,/
Alnmaniau. Friulan, Istlo-
Runanian.

Words: an illustratecl
history of westeru
langnages ll

,/ ,/ ./ ./ Faroese, Friulan, Sorbìan.



I.2 The thesis

This thesis is clivicled into f-tve palts. Part A deals with the Astulian setting (histoly,

geography, politics, sociological leatures and some iconic characteristics); Part B treats

with Bable (its history, characteristics ancl Lrsage as well as promotion and issues facing

Bable at this time). Part C deals with theolies (sociolinguistic ar-rd sociologìcal) relevant

to the themes of rny thesis. Part D is the core of the thesis clealing witlr my empirical

research; it ir-rcludes the explanation of my methoclology as well as analysis of tl-re

findings. Finally Part E draws conclusions from the finclings.

While Par.ts C and D are the most important parts in terrns of the objectives of this

thesis, Part A is itself longer than might normally be expected. Tl-re reason for this

greater lelgth has to do with the relative obscurity, at least in the English language

domain, of k¡owledge about Bable. This relative ignorance is matched by little

awareness outside Spain about the unique historical and social characteristics of Bable's

bir-thplace - Asturias. Consicleration of my findings is made more useful if there is some

ulderstandi¡g thelefbre of the histoly ancl sociology of Asturian society ancl the

linguistic and sociolinguistic situation of its autochthonous language - Bable'

The key research question which this thesis sets out to investigate is "'What are the

current status and vitality of Bable in the region of Asturias ancl what are its most

pr.obable futures?'' Addressing this ke1, researclr questiorr lras involved a sttrdy of

tr Bable's historical developtrent within the legion;

D Cunent Pattems of usage;

tr Pelceptions about ar-rd attitudes toward Bable;

tr Opportunities lor leaming the language; ancl

tr Policy options for the support and promotion of Bable.
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A wide range of data from various sources has been used in parts A, B & D to answer

the key research question, The data gathered have been interpreted in the light of the

theories cliscussed in Part C.

I.3 Some key observations

In the process of undeltaking this thesis I have macle many observations about the

sociolinguistic cìrcumstance of the language. Principal among these were the following:

tr Thele is a stroug identif,rcation arnongst the Asturian population with their'

unique heritage and their self-pelception of the Asturian character; tl'rese include

lecognition of rnarry almost iconic features of heritage, heroic self-inage as well

as the perception that the region has a special lingnistic inheritance fSections

13.3,2; 14.6; 15.3; 1 5,71;

D There is a division within the population as to the character of those perceptions

of that linguistic inheritance between those who believe there exist a range of

clisparate bctbles'which are unique one frorn another and those who believe that

these bables are simply dialects of a unitary concept which can be called Boble

or Asturia¡r. This polarity complicates cliscussions abottt normalising the

language and granting it offìcial statlrs [6.3; 13.3.1;14.5;f5.2);

tr With respect to the language itself: there is significant lexical overlap between

Bable and Castilian [6.1.1]. Like other languages, Bable exhibits change

chalacteristics [6.1.2], but often the pelception of this is confusecl with views

that there is consiclerable Castilian irrterfèrence irlto Bable with sone evidence

of consequential hyper-correction [1 3.2.2; 13.3.7; 14.3.I; l5.2.11;
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tr Bable is relatively stronger in the mining cLtencús and lural zones than in other

areas particularly the lalger popr"rlation centers with the exception of the region's

largest cit¡,, 6¡ 5t't 17 .1 ; 1 4.2.1 ; 13 .2.2: 1 4.3 .21;

tr In the current context there are two clispalate groups of Bable speakers -
traditìonal Bable speakers frorn lural ancl mining areas; and a growing nuuber

of young people who harre had sor.ne exposure to the language. Unlike

traditional speakers, some yolulg people have aclopted the vernacular as being

leflective of a self'-view of-alienation fiom the holders of powel. 17.4.3:15.4.3];

o There is significantly less breadth to the domains and genres where Bable is

used cornparecl with the more dominant Castilian 17.5; 13.2.51;'

fr Olal usage of Bable is tnuch higher than written [7.3.1,7.4.1'. 1.4.2.2:14.4.1].

Publishing ol'litelatr.rre jn Bable remains conparatively limited with snall

prodnctior-r rr-uts; however there has in recent years been increased activity and

output of-titles in nore geut'es than just poetry fChapter 8];

D There are strong patterns of fèstive ancl seasonal usage of Bable by those who

trse it only occasionally or in limitecl degrees 114.3.3;15.1; 15.41; and

tr There is significant lexical borrowing from Bable into the Castilian spoken by

nrany in Asturias [6.1.5;14.34.3; 15.5]. This borrowing is often relatecl to

cultnral ancl historical icons but also inclucles its use in hutnour 17.4.61as well as

nicknanres anc'l diminntives 17.4.7: 13.3.4;14.6.8; 15.61. There is also a

signifìcant Lrsage of the third person singular of the Bable verb lo be þe116.2.3;

13 .3 .6; 14.4.2; 1 5. 1 ; 1 5 .2.11in everyclay comtrunication ir-r the region.

I.4 The thcoretical framework used

Analysing the observations through the frarnework of the theoretical approaches I have

used have giver.r lise to a selies of clecluctions about the implications for language policy

ancl development for Bable based upon the issues of perception and iclentity in

palticular'.
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The following theoretical approaches are considered in Chapter' 11:

tr Peter Mühlhäusler's promotion of the concept of language ecology and in

particular his proposition that dialectical variation can be beneficial to a

language's survival prospects I L1];

tr Robert Kaplan and Richald Baldauf s consideration of three levels of language

planning (macro, rneso and micro) and that top-down apploaches may not be as

benefìcial as bottom-np when in conres to language sustainability [11.2];

tr Jerzy Smolicz's work on core value theory examining those features of

identification (inch-rding oftentimes language) valued by a commltnity whose

maintenance is impoltant to the self-perceived integrity of that community

[11.3];

o Howarcl Giles, R Bourhis and D Taylor's ploposition that understanding

ethnolinguistic vitality plovicles a neans of better undelstancling the relationship

of group ancl language status [11.4]; and

tr James & Lesley Mih'oy's premise about the lelationship between the

replacement of strong community network ties by weak ones and the sources of

language change l1 1.51.

In addition to considering such sociolinguistic theories, in Chapter 12 sociological

pelspectives from the following have also been used:

tr Glyn Williams' critique of sociolingr"ristic analyses lI2.ll1'

D The concept of thesis/antithesis as explessed by Hegel and others 112.2); and

tr William Dibelius and the concept of Dqs' gentlemanideal. lI2.3l.
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I.5 Analytical tools

Using the framewolk of these theoretical approaches for analysing the reseatch, I have

cleveIopecl the lollowitrg anal¡'tisal tools'

o Attitucle circle - a schematic showing how arrays of attitudes to language issues

(such as change/interference) nray be mapped. The schetlatic considers such

attit¡cles fi'on-r cliffèr'ent perspectives - positive/optirnistic, r-regative/pessirnistic,

dispassionate intet'est and absolute disintelest [ 1 0.2; I 6.2; 1 6.3);

D Ge¡re & Dornain colrelation glaphic - a table whìch attetlpts to analyse 'usage'

in the active and pz.tssive senses both by genre and dornain [10'3.3; 16.3.4];

tr Socioli¡guistic double helix - a diagrammatic conceptualising possible

relationships between counter-posing sociolingr"ristic perspectives and how they

may interaot with each othet' 112.2:12,4;16'4.11: and

o La¡guage status & vitality matrix - a glaphic giving a visual dimeusion to

lang¡age status and vitality and iclentifying deficit zones where particular types

of policy resporlses niight be needed Il 1.4; 16.3.2].

Finally

In lris opening adclress to the I Asuntblecr Regioncrl tlel Bablc lFir',tt Regional As,sembly

on ßaltle) in 1973. the late. notecl linguist Emilio Alalcos Llorach saicl:

So¡e think that Babte is clyirrg without remission; othels consider it contaminated
and i¡vacled by alien elenents, but (that it) is fìr'rnly rooted, Some resign

the¡rselves to its loss; others gild tl-remselves to seek means of strengthening it.
For. some this Assembly shoulcl have to commit itself to delay issuing the
certificate of clysfinction fbr Bable. For others, our treeting ougl'rt to be an

assembly constituting an acaclemy of Bable which would clictate fixed norms and

wotrlcl make these cornple1e tctblu rosu, ptrifying our speech and promoting its
written and literary Lrse. 'u '

This thesis rnaps these cljverse eler-nents and tries to chatt solne clirections forward.

'n E Alarcos Llor.ach, Pres'entaci(tn cle Ia Asamblea, I Asarnblea Regional del Bable, 1973. pLrblished itt

Proceedings. Editoriaì Naciorlal, Madrid, I 980.

' [J-tros piensan que el bable nutere it'remi.sihlententc; olt'o:i lo cottsÌderttn conttttttinado e int'ctcldo

cle elentenlos alienígeruts, pero,/irnrentenle tu'r'crigado. LJno.s se resignctn cr str pérclídì olt'os '\e

e5frrerzon ep Ltuscttr proceclimienlos p(ira robuslacerlo. Prtra trlguno.s e.sttt Asamblea lettdríu ¡tor
coneticl¿ el axten¿ler el cet'tifìccttkt tle tleli.rnción del bable. Pttrct olt'o's, nueslra t'eunion clebería ser

conto la ctsantblect conslihryente cle una ctcatlemia del bable c¡tre diclttra ttotmos fiias )' Ict,s lticie'ge

crrntplir a rujutctbltt, ¡ urificctnclo nLte.elt'o ltuLtlay ¡:tromot,icndo stt uIilizctci(¡tt escritay lilet'ttriu.
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PARTA_THESETTING

CHAPTER ONE - GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY & POLITICS

Overview

Asturias is a relatively small region with many distinct geographical, historical and

political features when compared with the rest of Spain. This chapter provides some

insights into those distinctive features from which, in later chapters, will be drawn

themes and hlpotheses relevant to the Asturians and their autochthonous language -

Þ^1.-l^DAVLW.

The distinctive features include significant differences in the periods of occupation by

Celts, Romans and Moors. Also noted is the 'Gothic Mfh' created during the Middle

Ages in the interests of the then newly dominant Castlian crown. This myth would

ultimately be a part of a process which would lead to the supremacy of the Castilian

language, first over Astur-Leonés (precursor to Bable) and ultimately over all other

Spanish vernaculars.

1.1 GEOGRAPHY

Sometimes called the Switzerland of Spain and included as part of the country's Costa

Verde lGreen Coast) on the northem litoral (between Galicia and Cantabria), Asturias is

a mountainous region of 10,565 square kilometres. There is a coastal zone with a

rugged coastline and undulating hills. Behind that zone, mountains rise steeply,

separating the region from the high plateau of Castille and León. The steepness of these

geologically young mountains has created deep gorges, narro\¡/ passes and secluded

valleys. The coastline is pocked with coves and inlets which provide safe anchorage

from the Bay of Biscay.
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The mountainous area contains, in the eastern part of the region, the Picos de Europa

{B: Picus d'Europa} lPealæ of Europel, one of the highest points being Naranco de

Bulnes {B: Picu Urriellu) rising to 2,500m above sea level. The delineating

characteristic of the mountains separating Asturias from the regions to the south has

given rise to the use of the wordpuerto {B: puertu) fusuallytranslated asport, but in

this context meaning gateway] as the term to describe the pass at the head of each valley

which then leads out of the region (eg Puerto de Pajares, Puerto de Tarna &c). (As

elsewhere in Spain, the term puerto is also used to name points on the coastline where

settlement meets the sea).

The rains of Spain do not fall anywhere near as much on the plains to the south as they

do in hilly and mountainous Asturias. Annual rainfall well above the national average

(along with heavy winter snowfalls on the mountains) fuels numerous rivers whose

flows are fast enough to drive the water-wheels of mills and whose volumes are large

enough to carry substantial stocks of salmon and other fresh water species. The high

rainfall, often leaving sodden ground underfoot, has given rise in country areas to the

still frequent use of madreñes ¡sq lwooden clogsl.

Agricultural settlement covers much of the landscape but still a third of the provlnce ls

forest. Much of the forest area consists of autochthonous species such as rebollo tol {C:

roble) foakl, castañal r¡qt {C: castaño¡e1\lchestnutl andfaya ¡.1{C: hayapg}lbeechl'

The woodland area has provided sanctuary to the osu {C: oso} fthe black bear, a species

which originally lived all over the north of Spain and is now much reduced in numbers

living in pockets of the Asturian mountainsl, the llobu ¡zr:1{C: lobo}lwolfl and xabalí ¡s1
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{C: jabalí} lwild boarf. The bears and wolves are protected species while the wild boar

are pnzed, and expensive, hunting targets

In the open high country can be found the Asturian native horse, asturcón, a small,

strong horse first recorded in the cave paintings of Tito Bustillo (near Ribadesella).

Pliny recorded that breed was an equis memorabilis lremarkable horsel.t Much reduced

in numbers today, the asturcon is o en used in Asturian symbols (such as the trade

mark of the Caxa d'Aforros d' Asturies/Caja de Ahorros de Asturias lAsturian Savings

Bank), and the export award of Exportastur - the Asturcón d'oru/Asturcón de oro lGold

Asturconf).

Two of Spain's twelve species of autochthonous cattle (the stocky Carreño, raza

asturiana de los valles lrace of the valleys) and the agile, short-legged Casina, raza de

montaña lrace of the mountains])2 form a declining part of the region's cattle herds as

more international varieties of cattle make increasing inroads. In the farmyards and

country byrvays the pitu de calleja lchicken of the streetsl spend their lives free ranging

and then become a highly pnzed meat in the region's shops of specialist fare. There is

also an autochthonous species of sheep - xaldas {C:ovejas}.

Salmon lB: zancáu ¡*1& salmón ¡*f C: salmónl once were so abundant in the rivers that

story has it Asturian coal miners protested to their employers in the late nineteenth

century that they be fed the fish no more frequently than two days a week. Though the

salmon are not so numerous any more, annually in each river there is vigorous

competition to become the season's campanu ¡*llcatcher of thefirst salmonf.

t C Pli.ty, Naturalis Historiae, VIII, 166, as cited in O.Schneider (comp.), In C Plini Secundi Naturalis
Historiae - libros indices, Georg Olm, Hildensheirr¡ 1967, page 119.
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Along the coastline, pecebres*,*, 1C: percebes\lgoose-necked barnaclesl and oricius¡*1

{C: errizos}lsea urchinsl are much sought. Away from the coastline, many varieties of

shellfish and fish are caught with pixín ¡01 fliterally little fishl {C- rape} fanglerfish]

achieving the highest unit price at market.

1.2 HISTORY

Summaries of Spanish history speak of the successive appearance of different peoples

over many centuries - for example reference is made to the Atlantic (or Guanche)

people who lived alongside the ancient Iberics: then there were the Celts who arrived in

about the sixth century BC; and later still, the Romans who remained for some centuries

as Spain became a key part of the Roman Empire. The summaries note that the Empire

came under stress, eventually collapsing as barbarian peoples either journeyed through

Spain (the Vandals) or stayed (the Visigoths, Suevi and Alani). Those who remained,

most notably the Visigoths, and the indigenous population whom they governed, in turn

came under the domination of the Moors who remained in Spain for up to eight

centuries. In tum, the tide went against the Moors as the Reconquest slowly reasserted

the suzerainty of the remnant northern Christian kingdoms of the north over the whole

peninsula, culminating in their expulsion after the fall of Granada in 1492.

Such summaries are simplistic, principally because they ignore both the variable

duration and differing levels of impact of the imprints of each successive wave of

occupation.

2 Enciclopedia Universal Ilustrada,- Suplemento 1942-44, Espasa Calpe, Madrid, pp 1189-90
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Figure 1.1 illustrates the point as to the differing durations of the various historical

imprints. The two diagrams in this figure measure (very approximately) the periods of

time during which the Iberics and Celts, Romans, Visigoths and Moors held sway over

the bulk of Spain and over Asturias in particular. The diagrams also indicate the period,

up to the fifteenth century, during which the successes of the Reconquest enabled the

Christian monarchs (in particular the Crown of Castille) to control ever increasing

territories until, in 1492,total control was finally achieved with the fall of Granada.

Figure 1.1 - Duration of historical imprints

CENTRAL, SOUTHERN & EASTÐRN SPAIN
BC AI)

Celt/Iberic
Roman

Visigothic
Arabic
Castille

ASTURIAS
BC

Celt/Iberic
Roman

Visigothic
Arabic
Castille

Celt/Iberic

The commencement and concluding dates are easier to identify for the periods of

Roman or Arabic rule than they are for the Celt/Iberic period. The broad classification

Celt/Iberic is itself little more than a generic term used to refer to all pre-Roman peoples

of the Iberian peninsula. It is known that some of these peoples arrived as part of the

general Celt migrations across Europe in the sixth century BC; but it is also known that

* Note that pecebres is a metasthesised version of percebes - metathesis is a not infrequent phenomenon

AD
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prior to their arrival, there already existed populations who had lived there since before

neolithic times - peoples who have been called the Iberics.

The Iberics had lived in the peninsula since the dawn of time with evidence of

settlement dating back before neolithic times. Cave paintíngs lrupestresf at Cueva Tito

Bustillo {B: Cuevu del Ramu}, located near Ribadesella, have been dated at between

12,300 and 13,450 years old3, while those at Cuevu del Buxu, near Cangas de Onis, are

ten to twenty thousand years older. Many cave painting sites have been found in the

northem litoral of Spain (not only Asturias but also Cantabria and the Basque country).

Man 1.1: Upper Paleolithic Parietal Art in the Iberian Peninsula

Ç
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Asturias marked in outline

in Bable, a subject which is retumed to in Section 3.1.5.
3 E Ripoll Perelló, Rock Art in Spanish Pre-History, in The Peoples of Spain; Their origin, Instituto
Español de Emigración, Madrid, 1984, page 50.

a
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Map 1.14 indicates the sites dating from the Upper Paleolithic epoch discovered in the

Iberian peninsula thus far. It reveals that in the northern litoral, such finds almost

exceed the total number so far found in all other regions of Spain. This comparatively

higher incidence would seem to indicate a longer, denser and more consistent history of

settlement in northem Spain than in the rest of the peninsula.

Beyond such cave paintings and the strange 4,000 year old markings at a hill top site

known as Peñu Tu (in the Sierra Plana de la Barballa, eastern Asturias), however, there

is little other remaining evidence of these earliest settlers.

The arrival date of the Celts can only be guessed as being in the sixth century BC. kt

any event it would have occurred over many decades. Even less definable is what might

be determined as the finishing point of their period of occupancy. V/hat indeed would

'finishing point' mean2 I have taken it to refer to the period where we may guess the

cultural and linguistic influences ceased to be dominant and began their decline.

V/hat is not so well known is the extent of the diversity within those Celt and Iberic

populations. Were all Iberics of the same origin? Were they the same as the Atlantic

people (the Guanche) who were to live on as a rentnant in the Canaries until the

fifteenth century? Were the Iberics of Asturias the same as or related to the Basques?

Were the Celts comprised of one or more distinct racial group who merely shared a

language and culture? Answers are still being sought through the array of theories the

questions have inspired.

7
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However, it is apparent at the very least that the pre-Roman peoples of the peninsula

were neither homogenous in language nor culture. The same applied to the Asturian

region. José Manuel González noted:

... protohistoric Asturias did not constitute a uniform whole, rather within its
terriìory there could be identified different cultural and ethnological groupings. s 

'

Goruâlez noted that there were four principal groupings in Asturias - the Astures,

Cantabros, Pesicos and Galaicos. He correlated the geographic zones of these peoples

against some present day linguistic frontiers (ie the -esl-as, h-lf- isoglosses and the

Astur-Gallego - Bable Occidental - Bable Central - Bable Oriental dialect frontiers

discussed in Section 2.1). The uppermost map in Map 1.2 shows the current linguistic

situation while the lower map shows the geographical spread of the pre-Roman peoples.

Man 1.2: Correlation of present dav istic zones with nre-Roman oeonles6
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Pre-Roman peoples

s J M González, Antiguos Pobladores de Asturias; Protohistoria, Ayalga Ediciones, Salinas, 1976,p. 40.

' ... la Asturias protohistórico no conslittúa un todo uniþrtne sino que se distinguían en su
territorio comarcas etnoló gic as y cul turales diferentes .

6 J M Gonález, Antiguos Pobladores de Asturias: Protohistoria, Op.cit., page 133.
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While no formal census was ever known to have been taken of the Celtic population

living in Asturias at the time of contact with the Romans, Pliny asserted that there were

240,000 librerorum capitum þfree persores] in that region. 7

Roman era

The length of Roman rule varied in different parts of Spain. The first Roman contact

with the Iberian Peninsula began with the start of the Second Punic War in 2188C.

During the following century the majority of the peninsula came under Roman rule,

simultaneous with the colonisation of northern Italy but preceding the occupation of

northern Gaul. However, Roman control of northwest Spain was not to occur until

much later (by 19 BC in the case of Asturias). Thus the Mediterranean and Andalucian

portions of Spain would ultimately be under Roman control for between six and seven

centuries; whilst the northwest, including Asturias, would experience Roman rule for

only a little over four centuries until the Suevi invasions, followed by the Visigothic,

prised the region from Roman control.

Besides the issue of duration, the impact of each imprint also differed in various parts of

the country irrespective of the length of contact. The Roman soldier/settlers of eastern

and southern Spain became the predominant populations of those regions. ln other parts

(such as the north), the Roman presence amounted to little more than administrators and

military personnel sent to apply Lex Romana over the locals. It is true that, to these

groups of existing people, there were added some additional numbers of specialist

populations of Roman settlers (such as miners), but nowhere did this compare with the

t Plitry Naturalis Historiae III, iii 28, Loeb Classical Library, HeinemannÆfUP, Boston, 1947. pp 24-25
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level of colonisation of the Mediterranean litoral. Thus in these areas the pre-existing

local populations remained in the majority.

Visigothic

Both because the Visigoths had already come under significant Roman influence even

before their invasion of Spain, and also because they were never very large in number

compared with the population already resident in the peninsula at the time of their

arrival, there was very little specific Visigothic influence on Spain in general or

Asturias in particular.

The latter may seem surprising given that it has been stated in some histories that

Asturias remained a Visigothic kingdom for much of the time that the rest of the

country was under Moorish domination. Yet an alternative viewpoint, expressed by an

unnamed muslim writer of the time, writing after the Moorish defeat by the Asturians at

Covadonga, disputing the view of Visigothic continuity said of their new leader and

their nationhood:

Pelayo is a new king who reigns over a new people.s t

The historic evidence is incomplete as to whether the remnant Christian realm in

Asturias was, during the Moorish epoch, inhabited by Visigoth refugees or was an

autochtonous political entity formed largely from and by the then indigenes with only

limited Visigothic involvement. J B Trend wrote of "the Gothic legend" and of sangre

de godos lblood of the Gothsl as entering into the historiography of the Asturians:

The most quick-witted were the Asturians who were probably of Celtic stock.
They took in fugitives from the defeated Visigothic army as an addition to their

8 V Fernández &Paco Abrll, Famosos personajes asturianos de todos los tiempos, Ayalga Ediciones
1978, page 23.

' Pelayo es un rey nuevo, que reina sobre un pueblo nuevo.
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number of their frghting men, rewarding them with Asturian wives; and so began
the Gothic legend of Asturias.e

Whatever the strength of the Visigothic connection, following the victory of King

Pelayo at Covadonga in 722AD and before amalgamation with the Crown of Castille,

there would be a lineage of twelve, Christian, Asturian monarchs following him until

Alfonso III, while the Moors continued their occupation of the rest of the peninsula.

Arabic

The above is not to suggest that there was no Moorish impact on Asturias;just that its

duration was brief, with only the southern part of Asturias and the southern reaches of

what became the furthest extent of Astur-Leonés (the romance vemacular which

eventually sired Bable), subject to anything which could be considered a period of

stable occupancy by the Moors. For the rest, Moorish contact was limited to seasonal

aceifas lraiding partiesl and the presence of educated individual Moors in public

service at the court.

As a subset of the Arabic imprint was the impact of the Mozarabic language and culture

on the Christian kingdoms as they spread southwards. The Mozarabic language was the

Romance vemacular which developed from Late Latin, with slight Visigothic

influences, and which survived alongside Arabic during the Moorish occupation. It lost

its Roman script and absorbed many Arabic words; indeed it became a vehicle for the

transport of Arabic words into the later languages of Spain. As with the slight Moorish

impact, so too Asturias never experienced the extent of Mozarabic influence as occurred

elsewhere.

e J B Trend, Language & History of Spøin,, Hutchinson's University Library, London 1953, page 82
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Christian Spain

The defeat of the Moors at Covadonga led to the proclamation of Cangas de Onis as the

capital of the Kingdom of Asturias . Later, in early years of the tenth century, the capital

would be moved to Oviedo.

Thus with the seminal victory over the Moors, a local Visigothic chief became the first

king of Asturias, which itself would become the beginnings of the Spanish Kingdom

Later following the death of Alfonso the Great (852-910) and the ascension to the

throne of Ordoño II and as the Moorish frontier was pushed southwards, the court was

moved over the mountains from Oviedo to León situated on the Castilian plateau,

converting the Kingdom of Asturias into the Kingdom of Leon. The romance vernacular

of this kingdom came to be known as Astur-Leonese and its maximum reach matched

that of the boundaries of the kingdom stretching as far as Miranda do Douro (in modern

day Portugal) to the south.

In 1061, the kingdoms of Castille and Leon were combined and the capital of the

merged realm moved south to Toledo. In 1253, the inequality of this union was

underscored when Alfonso X recommended to the Cortes that Castilian be the language

of the realm; relegating Astur-Leonese, which itself had been considered the most direct

heir of the vernacular as it was spoken at the court in the Visigothic period and the most

faithful preserver of the ancient traits.t0

t0 R K Spaulding, How Spanish grew, IJniversity of Califomia, Berkeley, 1943,page 220
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The new kingdom resolved the split personality of its origins and the depreciation of

part of its linguistic inheritance by extolling the present power of Castille and the past

glory of the Visigoths (as represented in the history of León and Asturias). One early

writer wrote of the dominant position of Castille:

But of all Spanna, Castile is the best. The Creator chose to advance her because
she was greater in the beginning than the other regions.ll

Rodrigo liménez de Rada in the mid thirteenth century promoted the neo-Gothic thesis

- in what has been called Castilian historical myth-making.l2 By the mid-fifteenth

century when the Kingdom of Castille and León were in the final decades of expelling

the Moors and were already starting to eye the other Christian kingdoms of the

peninsula (Navarra, Aragón and Portugal), Alonso de Cartagena (d 1456) in Anacepha

Leonsis hijacked the Gothic myth of the Asturians by stating that the Castilian Royal

house descended from the Goths and that all the kings of Spain descend from the House

of Castille.ls

Yet whether such explanations of royal genealogy in the Spanish court were true or

false, Asturian society was very different from that of Castille, and even from rnuch of

León. In sociological terms, Asturias shared much more with the Basque country,

Navarra, Aragón and Catalunya.

Such myth-making would nurture amongst many Asturians over the centuries the belief

that their region was the proto-Spain. Pablo San Martín Antuña wrote of el mitificáu

goticismu hispanu lthe hispanic gothic mythificationl and the cuadonguismu

l' J N Hilgarth, The Spanish Kingdoms 1250- 1516 Vol 1, Clarendon, Oxford, 1978, page 9
12 Op. cit, pages Vol I, 198-200.
13 Op. cit, Vol. II, page 199.
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recoquistada lCovadongism of the Reconquesr] which arose from it and has affected

much of Asturian self-perception. 1a

In each of these regions (more so in Asturias, the Basque country and Navarra than

Aragón and Catalunya), a strong communal spirit developed at the local level, with the

result that there developed governance institutions and practices different from those

seen elsewhere on the peninsula. Local populations, whilst accepting their membership

within larger kingdoms, insisted on the recognition of their local rights. Thus fueros

lcharters but also meaning privileges, exemptions] were granted, first to the larger

centres and later smaller ones. Inthe case of Asturias, the first grantedwas to Avilés in

1085 AD. The nature of foral incorporation may perhaps have been differently

understood by grantee and granter. The former would have been inclined to see such

documents as protections for their autonomy at the price of tokens of obeisance. The

latter would have been more inclined to see them as the means for committing local

populations to loyalty and f,rscal obligations in return for ceding some rights lderechosl.

Pablo San Martín, ardent regionalist of the early twentieth century writing in Doctrina

Asturianista lAsturianist Doctrinef, saw fuero as different from dereclto stating that:

Fuero means exemption or privilege; on the contrary our private derecho was
born from the impulse of the needs and character of the region, perhaps much
earlier than communal legislation had appeared. 15'

San Martín further noted the extension up to the regional level of such status with the

birth of a concept of una region foral la foral region] where un régimen jurídico propio

't P Sa.r Martín Antuña, Doctrina Asturianistq, ín Regionalismo; Doctrina Asturianista - Junta
Regionølista del Principado 1918, Nueva Asturies Fundación, Xixón, 1999,page 59.
t5 Op.cit., page 78.

' fuero significa exención o privilegio; por el contrario nuestro derecho privativo nació a
impulsos de la necesidades y carácter de la Región.
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la unique juridical regimen) developed. He stated that such a structure was desconocida

en el resto de España lunlmown in the rest of Spain].16 From the local fuero grew the

institution of the regional junta {B: xunta} which would play a key role in peninsular

history half a millenium later, during the time of the French invasions.

An Asturian ethnohistoric study group - Equipu Büieda - noted the difference between

a juridical perspective from a sociological of not only the concepts of junta and fuero

but also of other communal concepts such as esfueya¡51/esfoyaza[7] lcommunal husking

of corn and creating strancls of corn cobsl*, estaferia¡*1 lcommunal maintenance o-f

community assetsl, andecha¡za1 lcommunal effortl and vecerap+1 lsharing the care of

small livestockl.lT

In the intervening centuries, the strong sense of communalism was fostered by the

greater equality of status between the classes in Asturias than elsewhere in Spain. Two

observations have been made in this regard by Claudio Sánchez Albomoz; the first that

there was, by the sixteenth century, a greater percentage of the Asturian population who

were regarded as hidalgo lnoblel than elsewhere in Spain, where the pecheros lbare

breasted ones, or plebeians] were in the majority. Secondly, that these Asturian nobles

had less wealth than their southern counterparts. On the first point, Table 1.1 records the

hidalgo:pechero ratio in different parts of Spain.

tu Ibid.- 
The interview notes with Angel additonally noted that Ihe esfoyaza also covered the stranding of onions

and garlic.
r7 A I Femández Rodríguez et.al, members of Grupu Büeicla, El Pueblt¿ Quirosón; una unidá social,
Cultures 1, ALLA, Uviéu, 1991.
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Table l.l: Hidatso/Pechero ratios in C16 in various Spanish provincesls

Region Hidalso Pecheros
Asturias, León 1 1

Burgos 1 4
Zamora 1 7
Valladolid I 8
Galicia, Avila, Soria 1 10
Salamanca, Madrid, Toledo, Guadalajara, Cuenca, Jaén,
Córdoba, Seville, Granada

1 20

Murcia, Segovia I 40

As to the second point, Sánchez Albornoz noted of the Asturian and Leonese nobility:

(they) constituted a nobility of lower hierarchy (than elsewhere) but quite
numerous and very jealous of their prerogatives.te'

In 1716 Felipe V, upon the defeat of the Catalans and their integration into the Kingdom

of Spain, promulgated the laws of the Nueva Planta lNew Program]. These laws

commenced a period of proscription of Catalan. Herbert Barrera quoted Rodrigo

Villalpando who had said at the time:

The importance of making the language uniform has always been recognised as
great and is a signal of the domination or superiority of the princes or nations. 20 t

The proscription did not have much impact on Bable as it was not a language in wide

official use at the time and therefore (as was also the case during the Franco era) not

seen as athreat in the way that Catalan was.

r8 C Sánchez Albornoz, España, un enigma histórico, Edhasa, Barcelona 1956, reprinted 1991, page 671.
re Op.cit, page 672.t ctcabaron constituyendo una capa nobiliaria de inferior jerarquía pero bastante numerosa y muy

celosa de sus preruogativas.
to H Barrera, Lengua e ldentidad,, LLAA 27,lg8'7, page 40.t La importancia de hacer uniforme la lengua se hq reconocido siempre por grande, es un señal

de la dominación o superioridad de los Prínapes o naaones
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The French Revolution of 1788 was to unleash a process of social change whose impact

remains felt today. Neighbouring Spain became an early frontline in the face of the

advance of new ideas confronting the Spanish equivalent of the ancien regime. The Arc

de Triomfe in Paris carries the names of battles fought in Spain as the French frontline

advanced through the Iberian peninsula. Asturias was to play a significant role in

Spain's response to the French invasions and its unique institution, the junta {B:

xuntapnl|, rose to national significance. Following the abdication of Carlos tV in

favour of his son Fernando VII, Napoleon had invaded the peninsula and cut off loyalist

parts of the country from each other. Asturias \¡'las one such part separated from the seat

of national govemment in Madrid. Thus it was that in September 1808, the Junta

General of Asturias expanded its character from the purely regional to becoming a key

part of the national patriotic resistance. Francisco Carantoña Alvarez referred to the

1808-09 period of the Junta às su momento de mayor esplendor lits moment of greatest

splendorl.2r

At the end of this time, in 1809, events on the national stage not only led to the willing

cession of that quasi-national authority by the Junta, but also the unwilling surrender of

many of its historic autonomy rights. Early twentieth century regionalist, Álvaro

Fernández de Miranda, a viscount, criticised the spirit of willing cession of authority by

those a century earlier writing:

Some of the eminent people, influenced by the ideas of French centralism,
infiltrated (the minds) of our people with the new and pernicious theories, which
extinguished the Asturian soul.22 t

2tF Carantoia Alyarcz, La crisis del antiguo regimen y el comienzo de la revolución tiberal (1805-
1833),H d A III, page 623.
'2 P San Martín Antuña, Docf ina Asturianista,... , op.cit., page 80.

' algunos tle ellos eminentes, inJluidos por las ideas del centralismo francés, infiltraron en
nuestros paisanos las nuevds y perniciosas teorías, que extinguieron el alma asturiana.
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The Junta, reduced in significance, would limp on until its virtual suspension in 1826,

its last meeting being held in 1834, Its demise did not extinguish regionalist sentiment

however.

The second French invasion of 1823 again provided a focus for polarisation within

Spain between the liberal and the conservative. The death of Ferdinand VII in 1833

crystalised this polarisation with the birth of Carlism (around the claims of Carlos, the

conservative brother of the dead king against those of the late monarch's daughter,

Isabela). In subsequent decades, the Asturian political constituency contained Carlists

and federalist liberals. Though seemingly at odds from the point of view of much of

their competing ideologies, they shared a desire for greater regional autonomy which

led to both groups being amongst the founding members of the Partido Republicano

Federal lFederal Republican Partyl in 1865 - a party which continued in existence

until 1936. Such an alliance of disparates was not unique in the Asturian context and is

a theme pursued in Chapter Twelve.

The diversity of supporters of the concept of regionalism was again apparent on the

occasion of the Magna Asamblea Regionalista lGreat Regionalist Assembly] held at

Covadonga in 1916. This assembly of 6,000 participants brought together xaimistes,

mauristes, católiques obreros, sindicales llabriegues lxaimistas (carlists), mauristas

(socialists), catholic workers, labour unionsf. What was seen to unite such a disparate

group at that time was not only a shared view of regionalism but also the location of the

assembly, Covadonga, which was the perfuete mitfficación hestórica dominante

þ e rfe c t, do minan t, hi s t or i c my t h ifi c a t i o n\.23

tt P San Marlín Antuña, Doctrina Asturianista... op.cit. pp 36,38
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Of significance to linguistic diversity, following a period during the late nineteenth and

early twentieth century of reinvigoration by various languages in Spain, was the decree

in September 1923 by the dictator Primo de Rivera against separatism. The rationale

behind the decree was to purgar el virus regional þurge the regional virusl.2a

One correspondent to the editor 1L27014591made reference to similar attitudes a decade

later the then Spanish Prime Minister, Francisco Largo Caballero; the writer noted that

there had been since the 1920s a growing reaction to linguistic pluralism which

provided a foundation for later actions by General Franco, and wrote that the Prime

Minister had said:

The autonomies only serve for discord between the states ... that in Spain there
were no differences between Castilians, Basques, Catalans, Asturians, Navarrans
nor Aragonese . . . (and that) Castilian is the envy of all languages.t

The October uprising of 7934, triggered by a miners' strike, was the climax of various

historic strands which finally interweaved themselves in that climactic event. The

increasing militancy of workers over the previous three decades, the democratic vs

autocratic tensions of the preceding fifteen years and the economic realities of the

global depression of the first years of the 1930s all came together in an event about

which Romain Rolland wrote:

Not since the Paris Commune had there been anything so beautiful as the
revolutionary movement of Asturias.2s t

'n A Rui, de la Peña Solar, La literatura bqble; hitos de una frustración in Estutlios y Trabayos clel
Seminariu de llingua asturiana II - Asturies I9T9,Universidá d'Uviéu, 1980, page2l5.t las autonomies solo servirán para discordiqs entre los estados ... en España no había

diferencias enre castellanos ni vqscos, ni catalanes, ni asturianes, ni navaruas ni maños &c ...
castellano que es la envidia de todos las lenguas.tt D Rri", Introducción a Octubre de 1934, inhoduction to A Camus Rebelión en Asturias, Ayalga

Ediciones, Salinas, 1978, page 10.
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Starting in the mining cuencas it spread as miners marched on the capital where

numerous buildings, such as the historic university library and the Teatro Campoamor

were gutted by arson. The uprising would leave 1084 dead and 2074 injured in

Asturias.

The trigger of the Spanish Civil War is commonly accepted as having been the events

of October 1934 (which entered into Spanish history under the title Octubre Rojo lRed

Octoberf). The democratically-elected government was destabilised and in 1937

Francisco Franco y Bahamonde (1892-1975), who had previously been intemally exiled

to the Canaries, initiated a mutiny there which led to the commencement of the civil

conflagration which would beset Spain until his forces claimed victory with the final

collapse of the Republican govemment on 1 April 1939.

During that Civil War most of the province remained loyal to the Republican

govemment, however Oviedo aligned itself with the Francoist rebels and sustained a3

month siege by the forces of the Republican govemment which ended on 8 October

1936; a siege second only in duration to the more famous one at Toledo.

In the early stage of the Civil War, there was once again the establishment of a proto-

national government due to the physical separation from the rest of Republican Spain.

From 24 August 1937 to the fall of Grjón nearly two months later on 20 October, there

existed a Consejo Soberano de Asturias y León lSovereign Council of Asturias and

Leónl under the leadership of General Belarmino. This authority issued currency (both

specie and notes) that became known as Belarmtnos.

¡ Desde la Comuna de Paris no se había visto nada tan hermoso como el movimiento
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The fall of Gijón saw an exodus of 10,000 political refugees who fled by boat to

England and France. Such a significant departure of political activists did not weaken

the Asturian temperament with the result that the Franco regime (mindful that the

mining zones had been the crucible of Octubre Rojo lRed Octoberl) exhibited:

A peculiar treatment ... reserved for the Asturian mining zone, practising there a
demagoguery and an intense police vigilance during the forties.26 t

Franco's victory brought with it a renewal of repression against minority languages in

Spain. Catalan and Basque were to be particular targets of this. The indicators of this

started very early in the Civil War; in October 1937 the then pro-Franco ABC

newspaper printed the following attack on the use of Catalan:

.... The brazen and provocative use of a dialect, when in these moments in the
Spanish nation it is an impertinence to use it in public. 27 t

And on the occasion of the second anniversary of the occupation of Bilbao, General

Franco said:

In the psychological order your region is like the other Spanish regions, with their
dialects, with their human identity. There we meet the origins of tradition, but we
encounter them underneath the mother race, underneath the mother language, the
language that we live united to Castile, the language that brought the Gospel to
America, the language with which our navigators set out upon the world, the
language that has given life to millions of beings_ and the language that we express
ourselves by today and which we all und¡rstand.28 t

revolucionario de Asturias.
'u D Rrir, Introducción a Octubre cle 1934, op.cit., l978,page34.t al tratamiento peculiar ... reset'vó a la cuenca hullerq asturiana, practicando simultaneamente

sobre ella la demagogia y una intense vigilancia policial en la décadq de los años 40.t' JUria, Ideologíay lengua durante elfranquismo; el case asturiano,LLAA 18, 1985,page26.
' el uso descarado y provocativo de un dalecto, que en estos momentos y en la Espøña nqcional es
de todo punto impertinente usar en público.

tt Ibid.
' En el orden psicológico vuestra region es como las otras regions españolas, con sus dialectos,
con su sentido humano. Allí encontramos los veneros de la tradicion, pero los encontramos debajo
de la raza madre, debajo de la lengua madre, la lengua que vivimos unidos a Castilla, la lengua
en que llevamos el Evangelio hacio Améríca, la lengua en que vuestros navegantes marchaban
por el mundo, la lengua en que dio vida a millones de seres y la lengua en que nos expresamos
hoy y que todos comprendemos.
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However, notwithstanding such stands against Catalan and Basque, Bable was left in a

category of its own and, in the words of Jorge Una no desdecía en nada las directrices

de una propaganda oficial franquista ferozmente dialectófoba ldid not clash with any of

the objectives of the ferociously dialectophobic fficial Francoist propaganda].2e

1.3 POLITICS

Aside from the general left-right polarity of Spanish politics, Asturias also has had two

conflicting political traditions - on the one hand a nostalgic conservatism as in the

tendency to traditionalist Carlis-* i.l the nineteenth century and on the other a change-

seeking left wing, sometimes revolutionary, politics most notably in the twentieth

century. Despite their fundamental differences in ideological roots, a common thread

through both traditions lvas a suspicion of power imposed from outside the region. This

shared suspicion on occasion created a type of s¡rmbiotic relationship between these

apparently competing tendencies.

The radical left wing politics of the region was itself made up of two disparate strands -
anarcho-s¡mdicalism and communism. The former until the Civil War had its stronghold

in Gijón, while the latter was predominant in Oviedo and the mining centres.3O G H

Meaker, who described anarchism as having assumed the form of a mass movement and

surrogate religious faith for the dispossessed,3t noted that anarcho-syndicalism became

an authentic and durable amalgam of anarchist and syndicalist impulses that was

unique to Spain.32

'n rbid.
' Carlism was a reactionary, religious movement rallied under the banner of Carlos and his claims to the
throne following the death Femando VIL IT championed a medievalist view of the world, opposing
liberalism which swept Europe rn the early nineteenth century.

li C H Meaker, The Revolutionary Left in Spain, 1914-1923, Stanford UP, Stanford,lg74,page l.
" Ibid.
32 Op.cit., page 2.
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The degree of the different penetration in different areas was revealed by the fact that in

l9l0 46.5% of workers' societies in Gijón affiliated with anarchists, compared with

32%o with socialists. On the other hand, no workers' societies in Oviedo aligned

themselves with anarchists.33

Another characteristic of the political traditions of the region has been the polarity of

views between Oviedo and the rest of the region. In the nineteenth century, bourgeois

liberalism prevailed in the capital whilst traditionalist views were entrenched elsewhere,

not just in rural areas, but even in centres like Gijón. By contrast, in the twentieth

century an apparent 'ideological flip' occurred, with Oviedo becoming the centre for

conservative politics whilst social democratic politics prevailed in many of the erstwhile

conservative rural communities. Map 1.3 identifies those communities which in the

1820s were considered realistas lroyalistsl and ultrareaccionario lextreme reactionaryl

and yet by the council elections of 1995 elected left of centre (PSOE and the extreme

left IU) councillors in greater number than those from the conservative PP.

3 Reactionary- 1820s

Left ofcentre - 1990s,
butreactionaryin 1820s

Notes: Map includes those locations in the 1820s which were reactionary and did not become radical by
the 1990s; but excludes those left ofcentre locations from the 1990s which were not reactionary in 1820s.

" J Uria Gonzárlez, La crisis de la Restauración (t 898-I931), H d A IV, page 178
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The deduction from this map is that, particularly in the rural/mining communities of the

Central zone, there has occurred what might appear to be 'ideological flipping' and

which may be explained by the growing significance of the mining sector in much of

that area. Nevertheless, an alternative proposition considered later is that the

relationship between reaction and radicalism in rural and mining communities need not

indicate flipping but a rational evolution..

Focussing on more recent years, the political voting pattems of Asturians since the

restoration of democracy in 1975 have shown a continued, though declining, level of

support for left of centre candidates þrincipally the social democratic Partido Socialista

de Obreros Españoles - PSOE - and the latter-day Communists and their allies,

Izquierda Unida - ru). There has also been the emergence of an Asturianist Party

(Partido Asturianista - PAS) and other regionalist parties such as Andecha Astur

lAsturian Cooperative Actionl and Liga Asturiana lAsturian League]. The conservative

side of politics has, in the 1990s, been represented by Partido Popular (PP), taking the

baton from the predecessor Alianza Popular and Coalición Popular before that. A

centrist party, Centristas Asturianos (CAS), flourished in the mid-1980s, but has not

since fared very strongly, though centrism has remained the tradition of two or three

rural counties in the province.

Table 1.2 shows the voting percentages of these parties in the four elections for the

regional parliament held in the region since the enacting of the Statute of Autonomy up

to 1995.34

'o LNE 2ll5/95 and3ol5/95
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Table 1.2 - Voting percentases in regional elections

While the overall vote for left of centre parties has declined, the makeup of that vote

altered as radical left share grew from I7%o of the total left vote of in 1983 to 32.9To ín

1995 (ie approaching half the share of the mainstream left party, PSOE). Surveys of

voter concern over the period 1991 to 1995, reveal part ofthe cause. The percentage of

those who believed the industrial sector had worsened over the previous five years rose

from 460/¡ to 78o/o; while for the mining sector the figures werc 67Yo and 84%. Both

sectors underwent signihcant rationalisation and restructuring as a result of policies of

the national PSOE government imposed as part of the process of Spain's entry to the

European Union.3s

More marked, however, has been the polarisation within the region. In local government

elections held concurrently with the regional, Oviedo in 1995 returned two conservative

(PP) councillors for every one from the left-of-centre (PSOE & ru). Though not by as

great a margin, a reverse situation applied in Gijón, Avilés, and the mining cuencas of

Siero, Langreo and Mieres (in the latter two the radical IU taking more than half of the

left-of-centre vote).

1983 1987 l99l 1995
iru i r}.ti r2.2 i rs.oi16.s
i ÞSoE i tt.r i 

-' 
3e.i'i-' 

'4'i:4' i ïi.6
LEFT

3.1
3.2

OTHER i CAS
1.2PAS

96.
7,,

3.8 i 18.7

" ibid.
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Out of 78 councils, PSOE won absolute majorities in 31 and was the leading party

(without achieving an absolute majority) in 13. Thus the social democratic parfy, the

main party of the Left, dominated the electoral map of the rural and mining cities of

Asturias. By contrast PP only won absolute majorities in 12 counties, the IU in 3 (all

mining centres) and the Centrists in one; lndependents won majorities in the remaining

slx.

Also of note was the fact that, in 1995, stronglyregionalist candidates (PAS as well as

Liga Asturiana and Andecha Astur) had their greatest suppof in mining areas; the

underlying cause, according to one such candidate elected to the council of Aller:

There is a need to change the mentality of the people. 'We continue being rooted to
HLINOSA and the mine ... the key is 'to empathise with the problems of the
p ais an o s lc ountry fo lk].t u'

Andecha Astur has been described by one of its leaders as leftist and nationalist but

encompassing both those for and against independence for Asturias, while supporting

methods of peaceful change.37

This chapter has, after some treatment of Asturian geography, largely dealt with the

history of the region and the political outcomes of that history. The next chapter deals

with the economic and demographic aspects of Asturias.

36 Alfredo Pérez Argüelles quoted in LNE, 7/5/97
' Hay que cambiar la mentalidad de ta gente. Seguimos anaigados a HIJNOSA y la mina ... La
clave es 'colar en los problemas de los paisanos'.

'7 Xulio Elipe Raposo, mayoral candidate for Andecha Astur for Avilés, LNE l215/95
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PARTA_THESETTII{G

CHAPTER TWO _ ECONOMICS & DEMOGRAPHY

Overview

A long history of agriculture and hshing, combined with a resurgent mining sector

along with its downstream industry in the twentieth, have all affected both the character

of the Asturians and their vemacular. In this chapter some key elements of these

economic sectors are examined; including the current crises facing each of these sectors.

Also of significance have been demographic factors, Emigration in the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries and the aging of the population over the past decade have also had

impacts on the Asturian language and its dialects, these issues are also examined.

2.1 ECONOMICS

The Asturian is a mixed economy with sizeable agricultural, fishing, mining and

manufacturing sectors. The history of the first three of these is extensive, the latter has

been developed only over the last century.

In the brief analysis of each sector which follows, there appear recurring themes of

reduction in the economic impact of each sector over the past decades and an even

greater reduction in the levels of people employed in each. There are some sector-

specific reasons for the declines in each sector (such as general reduction in fish stocks);

more significant, however, has been the two-phase impact of Spain's economic

transition since the 1960s.
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Asturias fared well in the state-sponsored Spanish industrial boom of the 1960s. Per

capita GDP in those years was better than for Spain atlarge and was underpinned by the

significant coal mining and steel industry investments of the national holding company

INI. The death of Franco brought a rush to economic liberalism in the country, spurred

on by the desire to be admitted to the European Union (achieved on 1 January 1986).

1ll1was broken up and its erstwhile investments subjected to harsh economic realities of

the liberalising market place.

For its part agriculture, which up until the 1980s had benefited from the increasing

prosperity (and therefore consumption) of Spanish households in the sixties and

seventies whilst being protected from the economic exigencies of the Common

Agricultural Policy (CAP) of the EU, suddenly found itself being restructured and

'quota-ed'.

By the 1990s economic liberalism for the manufacturing and mining sectors, along with

the peculiarities of the EU CAP for agriculture and fishing had brought average GNP

per capita down below the national average with negative impacts on each of the major

sectors (mining, industry and agriculture). State subsidies for industry went and

agriculture came under the control of production quotas of Brussels.

In the ten year period 1985 to 1994, total employment in Asturias fell 35,000 (or 10.2%)

to 308,000. I

'tNB 8.t2.96
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2.1.1 Rural Asturias and Agriculture

Landholding patterns have, at least since the Middle Ages and probably earlier, differed

from the general Spanish pattern of señorialismo laristocratic landholding] and

latifundia llarge estatesl forms of landholding. This was due both to the region's

topography and the Celtic individualism of its early settlers. On page 13 it was noted

that Asturian society was more egalitarian than other parts of Spain.

Mortimer Chambers et.al. assert that seigneurialism (señorialismo in Castilian) was the

predominant land owning or controlling regime in much of western Europe until the eve

of the Industrial Revolution with some additional evidence of latifundla in Spain and

Italy. The former involved the authority of nobles or clerics over land which might

either be owned by themselves or be in some form of tenure by peasants; in the latter

case landless peasants worked for land-owning nobles.2

Figures for the late eighteenth century show that only 9.5Yo of Asturian landholdings

were under señoríos (a third of those being ecclesiastic), the remaining 90.5% were

realengo [a word which came to mean secure tenure or freehold though originally

meant royal domain, not unlike the concept of Crown Land tenure in Australia] which

meant they were under the effective control of the occupiers.3 Thus in contrast to the

rest of Spain, it could be said that:

The Asturi an señorio lacked the importance in terms of the reach of his authorit¡
as much economic as personal, over the vassals, a t

2 M Chambers, R. Grew, D. Herlihy, TK Rabb & I Woloch, The Western Experience - Volume B: The
Early Modern Era, McGraw Hill, New York, 1995, pages 590-1.
3 B Barrei¡o Mallon, Cocejos y Señorios Asturianos en la Edad Moderna, H d A III, page 552.
a Op.cit., page 556.
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As to the occupiers of land under realengo, they had originally been land-occupiers by

royal permission. But as time passed their tenure of the land became stronger, starting

first with the right not to suffer summary eviction. A Royal Order of 1785:

established that in Asturias, in the future, no settler could be thrown (off the land)
at the end of a lease, when and always the land was well cultivated and the rent
paid with relative punctuality s t

The results were, from the earliest times, a much stronger tie of each farming family to

its land and a strong communal spirit between families and within small farming

communities.

This communalism, and the organisational models it inspired, was first noted in records

on the subject which appear from as early as the eleventh century. 'What have been

called the antiguas asambleas vecinales lancient neighbourhood assembliesl were

developed to organise the community aspects of village life. As Elena Díaz Palacios

noted:

The village council, the meeting of good men, that we see consolidating itself
from the eleventh century would have among other capacities, that of managing
the social space of the village 6 t

From such beginnings grew a strong sense of community, of 'us-ness' among Asturian

rural communities. The establishment of Conceyu Bable lBable Councill in 1974 and

Conceyu Abierta lopen Councilf in the nineteen eighties might thus be considered

modern inheritors of this tradition of neighbourhood assemblies.

t El señorio asturiano carece de importancia en cuanto al alcance de sus cargas, tanto económicas
_ como personules, sobre los vasallos
' R Anes Alvârez, El Campesinado en ta Edad Moderna, H d A III, op cit., pp 493-4.

I establecía que en Asturias, en el futuro, el colono no pudiese ser echado al terminer el plazo clel
arriendo, siempre y cuando cultivase bien la tierra y pagøse con relativa puntualidad la renta..

u E Díu" Palacios, La Sociedad Rural y su Dinamización, in A Roza Iglesias et.al, Origenes; Arte y
cultura en Asturias - Siglos I4I-XV. , Origenes y Lunwerg Editores SA, Oviedo 1993, page 27 5 .
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An important consequence of the lack of large scale farming has been the proliferation

of very small landholdings compared with the nation at large. Irr 1972 the average size

holding in Asturias was only 11,86 hectares compared with 19.72 ha for the Spanish

average; furthermore 9I%o of Asturian farms were less than ten hectares in size. Ten

years earlier 99%o of Asturian farms had been less than ten hectares in size,7

This pattern of smaller sized farms, which needed only an extended family for their

cultivation, resulted in a strong vinculation between family and farm, which latifundia

(with its large core of landless rural peasantry providing the labour) did not produce

elsewhere in Spain. As stated by Mari Cruz Alonso Antolín et.al.:

The house in Asturias is considered as the neurological centre of the organic
structure of the peasant family. No historic fact, however important it could have
been, has diminished its importance. This is thus, not only for the physical fact of
the building which lodges the peasant family, but also moreover, the house is an
agranan exploitation unit, generally small, integrated with its lands for working
which surround it, the beasts for its labour and the implements for their rlre. tt

The movement away from farming communities of supernumerary children in the

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries is noted elsewhere. This movement left behind

sufficient of each generation of children to manage the farms. However, since the severe

decline in farm incomes commenced a quarter of a century a3o, a new phenomenon has

resulted. Almost all of the younger generation began to leave the farms, with only their

grandparents (or perhaps parents) left to manage them, rather than siblings. Thus, not

r El concejo aldeano, la reunión de los boni homines, que yemos consolidarse desde el siglo XI,
tendría, entre otras muchas competencias, la de esa gestión comunitaria del espacio social de la
aldea.t M C Alonso Antolín et.al, Aspectos sociologicos de la emigración qsturiana, appearing in Indianos,

Monograph of the Zos Cuadernos del Norte: Revista Cultural, Caja de Ahorros de Asturias, Oviedo,
1984, page 77 .

t Ibid.
' La casa en Asturias esta considerqda como el centro neuralogico de la estructura orgdnica de la
familia campesina. Ningún hecho histórico, por importante que haya sido, ha menoscabado su
importancia. Esto es así, no sólo por el hecho Jísico del edìficio que alberga a una familia
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only have the total numbers of farmers decreased, the average age of the farming

population has also escalated dramatically.

Between 1985 and 1994 36,400 Asturians quit farming and fishing - a reduction in the

rural workforce of 44.4%.In terms of age profile the number of dairy farmers over 65

increased from 265 in 1994 to 1103 in 1996 with clear indications of worse to come. In

1994 34.7% of dairy farmers were over 50, this had grown to 57.4Yo only two years

later.e

Agricultural production

Beans, apples and corn have long been key products gro,wn in Asturias in addition to the

livestock and dairy industries (based on cattle, sheep and goats), These significant

sectors of Asturian agriculture are joined by chestnuts and a small vineyard sector.

Maízpe1lcornl is perhaps the most obvious agricultural product to the outside observer

due to the sight of strings of corn ears tied together hanging out to dry from the

balconies of almost every horreu¡zs1 lbarn] in the region. The ritual of husking com

and tying the ears in strings - la esþyaza¡4 / la esfueya¡s1 {C: la deshojadura} - is done

each seronda¡+q {C: otoño} lautumnf and was traditionally an occasion when los güelos

contaben histories a los neños y los mozos cortexaben lthe randparents told stories and

the young people courted].ro

The bean industry is much prized with the annual harvest of fabes¡+01 {C: alubias or

habas| [medium sized white beansl being assessed with almost the same attention as a

campesina, sino porque además, la casa es una explotación agraria, generalmente pequeña,
inlegrada por las tierras de labor que la circundan, las bestias para su labor y los aperos al uso.

n LNr 20.t.92.
'o q064.
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grape vintage, with the differences in the individual quality of the annual harvests of

beans being subject to much comment.

The apple industry, harvesting apples from the pumarada¡-t {C: manzanar} lapple

orcharfl,* has sustained the autochthonous cider industry of Asturias, first mentioned

by the geographer Strabo, with its unique sidralsTl fcider] and the cultural traditions

which pertain to it (such as escanciar¡.1 fto pour into a culínpzl or glass from a height of

more than a metre over a sawdust-covered floor] and espicha¡.1 fthe festival-connected

with the tapping of a large cider barrell).

Most cattle in Asturias today are made up of breeds introduced long ago; however, there

are two autochthonous breeds - cattle of the raza asturiana lAsturian racel - which are

called Xata¡+01, or more familiarly xatín, compared with the more frequent vaca¡ot1

{Bable plural: vaquest7¡l} for other cows. whose numbers by the 1990s had declined to

2,000 head.ll There have been efforts to prornote one of the breeds, the short-legged

casina considered ideal for mountain herding,

While the European Union has provided support for much of Spanish agriculture,

Asturian producers have not been significant recipients of such aid. In the period 1986-

1995, Asturian agriculture received just 0.86% of aid disbursements,12 despite the fact

that its share of Spain's agricultural output in 1990 was 2.1%.13 The reason for this

sidelining of Asturian agriculture was caused by the reduced size of the productive units

" Pumaracla is a Bable word of ancient origin; it is related To pumar {C: manzano} fapple tree], from the
Latin poma [apple]. While some have believed the word came via the French pomme [apple], variants
(such as the older word for apple orchard - pumariega) were hrst recorded in tenth century documents;
vide Elvuo Martínez, La manzana a través de la Historia, in Sidra y Manzana de Asturias, (ed) J A
Fidalgo Sánchez, LNE, Oviedo, 1992,page 22.
" L286/243.
" LNE rirT/91
t3 BANESTO Anuario del Mercado Españo\1993, BANESTO, Madrid , lgg3, page 197 .
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and the low productivity of their livestock r according to Jesús Arango, a former regional

minister of agriculture. 1a

Rural depopulation has been the result. According to some projections, and because of

CAP, only 20o/o of the livestock industry has a guaranteed future which will result in

even fewer livestock farmers.ls

2.1.2 Fishing

The Asturian fishing tradition predates the arrival of the Romans as records reveal the

use of boats by the ancient Astures. And in 1147 AD the Reconquest chronicles of King

Alfonso VII recorded that Asturians tienen bien mostrado su valor tanto por tierra

como sobre las olas del mar lhave shown their great courage as much on land as on the

waves of the sea).16 Along with this tradition of fishing developed the accoutrements of

fishing culture, including unique language characteristics.

Though significant in the local economy, unlike neighbouring Galicia, where fishing

has developed into a global enterprise with fishing fleets out of Vigo reaching as far as

the waters off Westem Australia, the fishing sector of Asturias is still focussed on the

waters of the Bay of Biscay. The organisational structure is also different, two of the

world's top ten fishing corporations are based in Galicia reflecting the significant

corporatising of that sector in that region necessitated by the fact that Galician fishers

take one quarter of all the fish brought in by European fishers. In Asturias, however, not

only is the sector much smaller, the average organisational unit is as well. In 1996 there

t el reducido tamaño de las exploitaciones y la baja productividad de su actividad ganadera.
'o LNE ri.7.g7
tt tNg 5.9.96
16 E Barriuso Femández, La lengua marinera cle Asturias,, RIDEA, Oviedo, 1987, page 18.
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were a total of 541 fishing boats registered in the province with a total of I,787 fishers

(compared with 8,687 boats in Galicia with 28,000 fishers)r7.

The one similarity with Galicia, and in a theme paralleling other sectors of the Asturian

economy, has been the increased application of new technology which has reduced the

employment needs of the sector. By 1996 the tonnage of the fleet had suffered a 37o/o

decline due to reduced catches and EU fishing policies; the impact on employment,

reflecting the increased application of technology, was more severe with the number of

fishers going down 59o/o from 1963 levels.l8 Further EU policy deeisions in the late

1990s (based upon falling fish stocks in the Atlantic) will almost certainly further

reduce employment in the Asturian fishing sector.

The largest individual fishing community consisted of the pixuetos [a possible

translation is the fish active ones lrom pix - fish - and ueto - activitylle of Cudillero

where there were 90 boats and 267 fishers; the second largest fishing community being

the a-djacent port of San Juan de La Arena (with 67 and77 respectively¡. 20 The Pixuetos

are noted for having their own dialect - Pixuetu.

There are two interesting sociodemographic features of the f,rshing population

(especially in terms of survival of fishing argots). The first has been the decrease in the

proportion of fishers who are still active (compared with those who have retired).

Already by 1985, less than half of all fishers (47.7%) were still active in the industry.21

't SADEI citing statistics provided by Consejería de Medios Rural y Pesca, www.sadei.es and, Datos
Estadisticos do Xunta de Galicia, 1999,page384.
't SADEI citing statistics provided by Consejería de Medios Rural y Pesca. Op.cit.
tt LNE 31.8.96
'o LNE 30.11.96 &27.4.97
2r Op.cit., page 28.
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The second has been the phenomenon, especially in smaller fishing localities, of

seasonal emplo¡rment in the fishing sector being complemented by rural employment

for the balance of the year.t' Thus there has been the possibility of some linguistic

transfer between the fishing ports of the coast and their rural hinterlands.

2.1.3 Mining

The history of mining in Asturias dates from pre-Roman times, with some evidence

indicating it may have commenced about 1500 8C.23 The principal mining activities

during this period were iron and copper mining.2a Whether gold mining also started in

this early period is the subject of some disagreement between historians; but what is

certain is that it was a significant industry in Roman times.

Mining grew substantially during the Rornan epoch. hon mining ,was further developed

in response to military needs with 32 iron works supplying all local legionary

requirements for iron armaments by the fifth century. Under Roman rule new iron ore

resources were discovered and exploited across the breadth of Asturias.tt Th"r" *ur,

also during this time, the mining of lead, silver and mercury.26 tn addition, the discovery

of a gold province in the west of Asturias led to significant growth of that mining sector

and led to it being the biggest gold producing region in Spain.27 It has been estimated

that 230,000 kg of gold were extracted during Roman times.

22 op.cit., page 27 .

" J LMayaGonzâlez, La explotación mineray la metalurgíce romana en Asturias, H d A I, page 194.
2a Op.cit..pp lg4, lg7.
25 Op.cit, page 197.
26 Op.cit., pages 209-210.
" C Pli.ry, Naturalis Historiae, XXXIII:78
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There is no clear evidence as to how labour was sourced for pre-Roman mining in

Asturias; however, in Roman times the industry was worked largely by the dedicated

use of slave, prison or mercenary labour.28

In the post-Roman period, it appears that mining ceased to be an independent sector of

the economy, being reduced to a part of village economy. This change was doubtless

caused by the disappearance of large consumers of mineral output such as the Roman

army and treasury. The Visigothic period and the successor Kingdom of Asturias did

not have such large sources of demand. Thus with demand falling, the only viable

mining enterprises were those small units which could integrate their mining activity

with rural production. Guillermo Morales Matos and Ramón Alvargonzitlez Rodríguez

commented that until the middle of the nineteenth century:

The greater part of the mines were in the mountains, and their workforce
combined the field workers with the rural unemployed, a duality which has
maintained itself until current times for the inhabitants of the rural zones
surrounding the mines .... The mines did not induce the appearance of a mining
populace in the form of barracks and dormitories as they were called until the
twenties in this century.ze t

The needs for metal by the Christian armies as they reconquered Spain came to be met

from mines and foundries elsewhere on the peninsula. And by the fall of Granada, when

Christian Spain began its reach out to the rest of the world, its treasury needs were to be

met from the riches of the Americas.

" J L Maya Goruâ\e2, La explotación minera y la metalurgíca romana en Asturias, op.cit, pp 208-9
2e G Morales Matos & R Alvargonzález Rodrígu ez, El Hábitat (Jrbana en Asturias (t ) in, HdAIlI, p 67 6.

' la mayor parte de las minas fueron de montaña, y su fuerza de trabajo combinaba las labores del
campo con las de asalariado en ellas, dualidad que se ha mantenido hasta nuestros días para los
habitantes de la zona rural en torno de las minas .,... las minas no indujeron la aparición del
poblado minero en forma de cuarteles, barridas, batqcones o 'colominas' que de todas estas
formas se llamaban, hasta los años veinte de nuestro siglo,
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It would not be until after the European Industrial Revolution provided a surge in

demand for coal and iron that attention would again be turned in Asturias, leading to the

reinvigoration of the mining sector, changing it from artesanal to industrial. Indeed

Gaspar Melchor de Jovellanos in 1790 proposed the establishment of a mineralogical

institute which would enable the introduction of mining technologies and promote the

training of locals to use them.

But it would take until well into the second half of the nineteenth century, and even the

early twentieth century before the mining industry would again become an independent

and significant sector of the regional economy, with its own labour force and capital

base. As Bustiello has commented on the development by the enterprise Hullera

Española del Marqués de Comillas of the integrated mining community in Mieres in

T914:

It could be considered as the first urban enclave of the mining area, without its
inhabitants linked with the surrounding rural area.3O'

Employment f,rgures confirm this. In 1860 7,000 were employed in all parts of mining

and downstream processing. By 1896 there were 27,000 (12,000 miners, 5,000

metallurgic workers and 10,000 in other mining related industries). This would become

35,000 by 1901.31 After the depredations of the Civil V/ar and the economic

difficulties of the immediate post-War period the mining sector grew again, peaking in

the 1960s. However, economic restructuring forced by more competition from

European and world marketplaces forced the industry into a period of steep decline with

consequent massive losses in employment.

t puede ser considerado como el primer enclave urbano de la cuenca minera, sin vinculación de
sus habitantes con el medio rural.

3o rbid.
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Two significant points concerning the rural-mining linkage can be made from the

historical and statistical record of the mining industry in Asturias:

- There was a close linkage between the mining and rural sectors until about a

century ago. Furtherrnore, even after the growing 'industrialisation' of the

mining sector, its geographical location in the rural valleys would ensure

close sociological and cultural links.

The labour needs of the mining sector were at all times met largely from the

rural sector. Initially as farmers worked both the land and mines; and later as

the 'surplus' children of rural families were forced to seek productive

activity away from the land and became the mining sector's source of labour.

Thus it is not surprising that the mining community has shared many Asturianist beliefs

with rural people, though the ideological underpinnings may have differed (eg the

Carlism of the rural populace versus the anarcho-sindicalism of the mining workforce).

On the subject of language, being closely linked with rural areas, mining communities

have had strong Bable traditions. In addition, as the mining sector grew in the late

nineteenth century there started the a mining-specific lexicon. César Rubín compiled a

core lexicon of Minero-Astur, which he referred to as:

The miners' language, their own language ... words were being born which,
undoubtedly, slowly increased the language of the Asturian mines. 32 '

This lexicon had its roots in Bable rather than Castilian

This language has something of what occurs^in the regional vemacular language
or Bables, variable from one zone to another.rr t

" J M Moro Barreñada, El Sexenio Revolucionario y la Restauración Monárquica (1568-1g02), HdA III,
page 710.
" C Rubín, Diccionario Minero-Astur, IDEA, Oviedo, 1985, page 9.tEl lenguaje minero, una lengua propria ... iban naciendo los vocablos que, indudablemente,

aumentaban paulatinamente el lenguaje de las mrnas ashrres
3' Op.cit., page 10.
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2.l.4Industry

At the beginning of the European Industrial Revolution in the late eighteenth century

Gaspar Melchor de Jovellanos had proposed the establishment of a minerological

institute to promote the development of mining and downstream industry. The

fulfillment of his vision would be a century in coming as Asturias missed out on the

necessary industrial investment for want of sufficient capital-raising capacity within the

region. The structure of Asturian agriculture was more conducive to the generation of

surplus labour than capital.

It would not be until the late nineteenth century when the flow of remittances from

Indianos - successful Asturian expatriates and returnees - created a capital stream for

local industry. In particular the creation of an Asturian banking sector by some of these

returnees enabled a high proportion of this new capital flow to be invested within the

region.

A failure by Asturian industrialists to capitalise on the trade gains which Spain's

neutrality during World'War I had delivered, brought severe economic recession to the

region by the early nineteen twenties. As Gerald H Meaker commented:

Asturian industrialists had neither modernised their methods of extraction nor
integrated their holdings; nor had they had the foresight even to increase their
production of coke, which was more easily salable.3a

The 1950s and 1960s saw a boom in state-sponsored industrial investment focussed on

heavy industry. The city of Avilés was a key destination of much of this investment

once it was selected as the site of a massive iron and steel facility for state-owned

' Tiene este lenguaje algo de lo que ourre en la lenguavernácula regional o bables, variables
desde una a otra zona

'o G H Meaker, The Revolutionary Left in Spain, 1gl4-1923, op.cit., page 355
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ENSIDESA. So significant was the investment that by 1964 Avilés would be described

as uno de los complejos industriales más poderosos de España lone of the most

powerful industrial complexes in all of Spain).3s

State investment, though the govemment holding enterprise Instituto Nacional de

Industria, dominated industrial investment in the region, and the by the early 1970s held

half of its investments in Asturias. The substantial size of this portfolio meant that INI

companies provided 45%o of the Gross Value Added to the province's economy,

employed ll3 of the industrial workforce and I3Yo of its active population. Hardly

surprising then that Asturias was given the nicknam e Inilandia.36

Investments in zinc and aluminium added to the industrial boom in Asturias; such that

by 1975 35% of the region's GDP came from industry (with an additional 9.6%o from

mining).37

Large increases in production and employnent resulted from these investments; with

labour being imported into the region from other parts of the country, particularly

Andalucia. Steel production in the region increased from 131,0001in 1940 to 896,8251

by 1962.38

Though by 1990, Asturian industry still represented 3.9o/o of national industrial

production (compared with a population share of 2.8yo), as with agriculture, it suffered

the vicissitudes of economic liberalisation in the post-Franco era, including the break up

" S stur it., page 86.

]l t gos mo asiuriano, AyalgaEdiciones, Salinas, 1976, p 54.'' G Evo lación en Asturias, zuDEA Boletín 103, l97ï,p 527,to
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of INI. Asturian industry which employed 96,600 in 1985 was only employing 60,400

by 1994.3e

2.1.5 General economic well-being

Whereas Asturian GDP per capita was above the national average in the nineteen

sixties, it fell below in subsequent decades. By 1997 only eleven of Asturias' seventy

eight counties were at or above the national average level of economic development.a0

This relative economic decline has reflected itself in a higher level of unernployment;

which at 75,800 in 1977 represented 18.5% of the working age population of Asturias

(compared with 15% for Spain).ar

2.2 DEMOGRAPHY

The demographic challenge for Asturias can be summed up in the finding from the 1991

survey of Francisco Llera Ramo that while 5l% of those aged 60+ regarded Bable as

their childhood language; only I5Yo of 16-17 year olds did so. The situation has been

exacerbated by emigration and reduced birth rates resulting in a much lower size of the

young age cohort compared with that of their parents and grandparents.

2.2.1 Population

Through the 1980s and 1990s, the population of Asturias declined after what had been

continuous though slowing growth until the 1970s. The population of Spain at large

continued to gtow throughout. By 1981 Asturias had a population of 1,116,699 (up

'n BANESTO, Anuario clel Mercado Español, op.cit, 1993
oo LNE 8.3.97o'LNE 16.3.97
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about 70,000 on a decade earlier); this fell to 1,098,725 (a reduction of nearly 18,000 or

an average of 1,800 per year) over the decade to 1991. From 1991 to 1991, the

population continued to decline at much the same average annual rate falling to

1,087,885 in 1997 .

Table 2.2 gives the population figures for the 25 most populous concejos {B:conceyus}

fcounties] according to the census statistics in 1991 and,1996.a2

Table 2.2 - Top 25 counties - 1960, 1991 & 1996 census

Countv
Gijón (Central)
Oviedo (C )
Avilés (C )
Mieres
Langreo
Siero
Castrillon
San Martín del Rey Aurelio
Cangas del Narcea
Corvera de Asturias
Aller
Valdés (Lluarca)
Lavíana
Villaviciosa
Lena
Tineo
Llanes
Grado
Gozón
Llanera
Carreño
Pravia
Piloña
Navia

1960
r24,714
r27,058
48,503
70,871
65,860
34,574
12,382
28,258
20,990

9,813
28,689
25,2r1
14,946
20,333
16,457
20,347
T7,45L
16,343
12,426
10,174
rl,l28
7I,42I
14,707

8,1 50

4,60-,96
+1200

+57.4o/o
+76.7o/o
-27.4%
-23.2%

+34.0o/o
+80.6%
-21.7%
-r3.7%

+69,20/o
-43.0%
-36.2%
+0.9o/o
-289%
-t3.0%
-33.3%
-24.s%
-263%

-8.2%
+12.t%

-s.3%
-r5.r%
-373%
+t2.t%

260,261
196,051
84,592
53,170
5 1,481
45,324
21,216
23,676
19,083
17,072
17,313
16,672
I 5,105
15,093
14,096
14,857
13,382
12,048
11,505
10,453
11,009
9,831
9,517
8,914

1996
264,391
200,049

85,696
51,423
50,591
46,315
22,36I
22,129
18,1 10
16,502
16,341
16,013
15,085
14,465
I4,323
13,579
13,lg4
12,051
11,410
lI,40l
10,533
9,694
9,215
9,136

1991
^,9l-196+

+
+
V
*
+
+
V
V
V
V
V

,1.

V
+
V
*

t<

+
V
*
V
+

1960>1991: Bold: growth > 20%o; Shaded: decline > 20o/".
199l>1991: *: growth >2o/o;*: growth <2To;Y: decline >2%o;*: decline<2%o

Legend:
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Mapping this table is done in Map 2.1

Man 2.1: Ponul n chanse 1991-96

Populetbn charge I 99 I -96
ûmvth:
1l-2.{Drb
25-4C96 .
5-7 Aotb r
7 5-99Vb o
lfl9ó+ I

Declinn:
r-2AVb
25-499li
5-7A+t
75-99qú
Ittg'ir+

a

I

a
T

The basic population figures indicate that the top twenty five centres contained 87.8%

of the Asturian population in 1997. The remaining 12.2o/o (or 133,048 people) were

resident in fifty three counties - an average of less than 2,500 per county (with the

smallest, Yernes y Tarneza, being under 200).

However, of perhaps greater significance than the simple population figures has been

the variation in growth or decline rates and what that might imply for future population

trends in the region. As indicated by the symbols used in Table 3, growth is focused on

the larger centres (with five of the top seven growing over the six year period); this

contrasts with the fact that only three of the next eighteen glew in that period.

42 Sources: G Morales Matos, Evolución reciente de la población en Asturias, op.cit.; BANESTO,
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2.2.2 P opulation movements within Asturias

In analysing the decline over the nineties, the top six population centres, with two thirds

of the region's population had only 5.9Y, (or 639 people) of the loss which occurred

over the period I99l-97. The result was that these six centres grew to a combined

64.2% of the region's population (compared wíth 63.6% in 1991). The bulk of the

population decline within Asturias has occurred in rural towns and communities as

people have moved from the countryside to the cities. So severe has the movement been

that many small hamlets have ceased to exist altogether. ln the mining cuenca fbasin or

zonef of Nalón, the number of abandoned villages climbed from 90 in 1991 to 112 in

1996,43 while in the neighbouring cuenca of Langreo, the figures were 40 abandoned

villages in1996 up from 10 in l991.aa

Asturias can be considered as consisting of four types of population centre:

(Ð the commercial/administrative/industrial triangle of Oviedo, Gijón and
Avilés;

(iÐ the mining cuencas (six of the top twenty five counties);
(iiÐ other provincial centres (the remaining sixteen of the top twenty five); and
(i") counties of a predominantly rural character (the remaining fifty three

Asturian counties).

The first category - the commercial/administrative/industrial triangle of Gijón, Oviedo,

Avilés and surrounding areas - by 1996 had increased its combined share of the

population to 50.6%o (from 50.0% six years earlier) with growth of l.lYo.In 1970 these

three cities had a combined population of 436,223, or 4l.7Yo of the region's

population;as and in 1960 they had, 300,275 inhabitants (30.4% of the regional

Annuario del Mercado Espaííol, 1993, op.cit.; and LNE 27.1.97o'LNE 16.9.96
on LNE 8.8.97
ot M C Alonso Antolín et.al., Aspectos sociologicos de la emigración asturiana,, appearing inlntlianos,
Monograph of the los Cuadernos del Norte: Revista Cultural, Caja de Ahorros de Asturias, Oviedo,
1984, page 80.
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population). The growth between 1960 and 1997 had been most notable in Gijón

(120%), the city where Bable has the most penetration of the top three centres.

Contrariwise growth had been lowest in the city least füendly to Bable, Oviedo, with a

growth figure of 56.70/" over the period.

As to why Gijón has been more Bable friendly than Oviedo, it may well be the result of

an infrastructure issue inasmuch as transport links between the rural and mining areas

were developed first with the former given its location on the coast. Between 1839-42

the carretera carbonera lcoal roadl was built between Sama de Langreo and Gijón,

This route was converted to a rail link in 1856. Gijón and Pola de Lena were connected

byrail inl874.a6

The second category - mining cuencas - the eight in the top 25 being Mieres, Langreo,

Siero, San Martín del Rey Aurelio, Cangas del Narcea, Aller, Lena and Lavtana

declined from 28.4o/o of the region's population in 1960 to 21.5o/o in 1997. As will be

seen later, the mining cuencas have been an important zone for the maintenance and

promotion of Bable.

The third category - other provincial centres - consists of fourteen counties in the top

twenty five. Their combined population declined from 20.9%o of the regional total in

1960 to 16.9% in 1997 with only two, Navia and Llanera registering growth over the

period (I2.1% in each case). In the sociolinguistic context, these centres have generally

been less significant than the mining zones in terms of the survival of non-Castilian

languages. The one exception has been Navia, located in the Astur-Gallego language

ou A Terrott Bañueles, La enseñanza primaria en la zona intlustrial (lSg8-1923), Principado de Asturias,
Oviedo, page43.
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zone; in this town there has been a reasonable level of local interest in the maintenance

of this non-Castilian language.

The trend of decline showed itself more dramatically in the fourth category - the

remaining 53 counties - which declined from22.7o/o of the region's pupulation in 1960

to 72.3Yo in 1997 . As with the mining cl4encas, this last group has also represented an

important resource for the vitality of Bable.

Tables 2.3 and 2.4 chart the impact of population change according to language zone

and also type of population centre.

Table 2-3: ation of nonulation chanse 1991-96 bv lansuas e zon"47

1991 Census 1996 Census Chanqe
Bable Central 934,918 936,796 +0.2Yo
Bable Occidental 57,514 55,247 -39%
Bable Oriental 4l,l8l 38,2I3 "t ao/-t.L/o
Astur-Gallego 60,418 57,629 -4.6%

Table 2.4: of nonulation bv lansuase zone and lation centre

Population centre type
Lang. Zone Top 3 Mining Provincial Rural

Bable Central Growth Growth 2
Decline 5

Growth 3
Decline 5

Decline

Bable Occ. Decline Decline Decline
Bable Orient. Decline Decline
Astur-Gallego Growth Decline

tvpe

Thus, on the basis of future numbers of potential speakers, the prognosis for Bable

Occidental and Bable Oriental does not look good. The situation for Astur-Gallego

seems somewhat ambivalent; while for Bable Central the outlook is more promising.

ot LNE 8.3.97
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The actual movement of people within the region will be a continuing phenomena as

there is also latent migration - the desire to move which has not yet been effected

because of perceived lack of opportunity to do so. For example, a survey conducted in

1997 in two of the mining centres found that 40% of residents of the mining city of

Mieres expressed a wish to move to Oviedo or Gijón, while the figure for another

mining center, Langreo was2SYo.aB

2.2.3 Extern al Migration

As discussed earlier, Asturian landholding patterns have been somewhat unique and

centre around the family farmstead. The diffrculty with this has been that, combined

with the small average size of landholding, the family farm could only sustain a

relatively static number of dependents. Any numbers in excess of that figure had to

leave. As Mari Cruz Alonso Antolín et.alhave stated:

Of this manner was how was produced a movement of "excess" sons with
destinations of Hispano-America, Europe, or else to the foci of greater economic
attraction (elsewhere) on the Peninsula, in search of other sources of income. ae t

A sizeable emigration was the result over very many years. In the hundred years from

1835 to 1934,330,000 Asturians emigrated to the Americas alone, the peak period

being 1888 to 1930 when 270,0001eft.50 During the troubles of the mid to late thirties

and the Second World War, the main movement was that of refugees (principally to

Europe and South America). Between 1946-1979 the pace of emigration slowed, with

ot LNE zg.5.g7
nn M C Alonso Antolín et.al., Aspectos sociologicos cle la emigración asturiqna,, op.cit., page 77.t De esta manera es como se produce un movimiento de los hijos 'excedentarios' con destino a

Hispanoamérica, Europa, o bien a los þcos de mayor atracción económica de la Peninsula, en
busca de otras fuentes de recursos.

to G O¡.du & J L San Miguel, La emigración asturiana a América, appearing in Indianos, op.cit., p 71.
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just over 40,000 leaving for all overseas destinations (ie excluding other European

countries) in that thirty three year period.5l

The mass departures of the nineteenth century were not the result so much of calm

decision-making on the part of each emigrant as due to desperation arising from poverty

and hunger. An anonymous commentator writing in a mining journal in 1855 likened

Asturias to heland and said that her children left because the region:

... scarcely has bread for its children and thousands flee from her in search of
remote lands for the work that their own land denies them. s2 t

2.2.4 Popalation movements with other parts of Spain

Figures of immigration and emigration between the communities of Spain over the

period 1962 to 1990 reveal that Asturias continuously suffered a net loss through

migration over the period. The figures of annual loss varied between 370 and I174 in a

sample of ten years spread over that period.t' Th" autonomous communities of Castilla-

León, Madrid and Galicia ranked first, second and third respectively as destinations for

Asturian emigrants as well as being the f,rrst three places of origin for immigrants to

Asturias. The economic powerhouse of Cataluña was the fourth ranked placed of

destination, while the relatively poor region of Andalucia was the fourth ranked place of

origin. However, it should be noted that contained within the net migration figures,

especially during the 1960s, has been a substantial amount of population chum. For

example in 1962 there were 2,066 arrivals into Asturias and 2,695 departures, and in

5t M C Alonso Antolín et.al., Aspectos sociologicos de la emigración asturiana, op.cit., page 81.
52 

Quoted in G Ojeda & José Luis San Miguel, La emigración asturiana a América, op.cit., p 69.
' apenas tiene pan para sus hijos y huyen millares de ella a buscar en remoras ilenas el trabajo
que la suya les niega.t'BANESTO 1993, op. cit, page240.
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ITTO 4,179 entered the region while 4,571leftsa - a churn of 4,761 in 1962 and 8,750 in

1970. The consequence of this chumhas been, notwithstanding the net migration loss

over the period, an increase in the proportion of the Asturian population born outside

the region - from 6.80/o in I 950, it reached l4o/o in lg7 5.ss

2.2.5 Age profiles

The lower than average level of immigration and higher than average emigration,

combined with reduced birth and marriage rates in Asturias have taken their toll on the

demographic profile of the region. For instance the number of live births within the

region each year has been exceeded by deaths since the 1980s.56 As a consequence,

Asturias is declining in its share of Spain's overall population. Asturias exceeded the

percentage rate of loss of any other Spanish region over the period 1985-1996 (at 2.3%

compared with + 3.|Yo for Spain overall).s7

Population transfers have been key to the skewing of the age profiles of most Asturian

communities, as young people leave to find work elsewhere leaving their parents or

now, more frequently, their grandparents behind. The marriage rate then declines in

those areas, and subsequently so does the birthrate. Both these declines in Asturias have

been exacerbating the falling national trend for each, which has been evident over the

past two decades. A further result has been that pensions have come to generate an

increasing proportion of the income of these declining areas.

54

55

56

57

BANESTO 1993, op. cit., pages 237-24O.
G Morales Matos, Evolución reciente de la población en Asturias, op. cit., page 514.
Instituto de Fomento Regional, Investing in Asturias, Principado de Asturias, I 99 I , p 1 I
LNE 8.6.97.
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On the income front, while in 1996 pensioners represented only about 20Yo of the

population of the principal three cities of Oviedo, Gijón and Avilés,58 in the mining

cuencas they were 25%o of the total.se Specifically, in terms of population statistics in

the three mining centres of Mieres, Lena and Aller, there were in 1997 a total of 19,773

employed persons compared with 23,094 retired persons (including prejubilados learly

retirees - those in receipt of redundancy payouts]).uo tn the mining valley of Quirós,

where the average age of the population in 1997 had reached 65, it was reported that:

It is this sector of the population which is the only one which sustains the zone
economically thanks to its pensions. ut t

In addition to the effect of population flows, has been the consequence of birth and

marriage rates. Modern-day Spain, like a number of other European countries, is

characterised by low marriage and birth rates. In Asturias the falls in these rates for the

region have been greater than for the rest of the country. The Asturian birth rate in

1996 fellto 6.121'000 compared with the national figure of 9.3162. And for marriages

the rate in 1996 had fallen to 4.451'000 for Asturias compared with 5.01 for Spain.

Reasons for the lower birth rate include a higher abortion rate in Asturias than the

national average (the figures for 1996 being 9.7 l'000 compared with the national figure

of 5.1/'000¡.63 The matrimonial situation is exacerbated by a higher divorce rate, which

at22.28Yo is the 3'd highest in country (where the national average is \6.4o/o).6a

tt LNE 2i.B.g5
'n LNE 27.8.95
uo LNE 12.5.91
6tLNE t.t2.g6t es este sector de población el único que sostiene económicamente la zona gracias a sus

pensiones.
u'LNE zl.4.gl
ut LNE 24.8.95
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However, the declines have not been homogenous across the region; with lesser

reductions in the top three centres and, by contrast, more marked falls in the smaller

centres.

ln two of the mining cuencas (Caudal and Nalón) the number of live births fell nearly

40Yo from a 1987 figure of 1477 live births to 891 ín 1996.6s

A consequence of falling birth rates (leading to progressively fewer mariages later) has

been the relative ageing of the population. This has been more dramatic in the smaller

counties. [r the region's smallest county - Yernes y Tameza - no wedding was recorded

between 1987 and 1994: while in another county - Santo Adriano - there had been only

one in the same period, and in the county of Pesoz there had been three.66 As to births,

Yemes y Tamezarecorded its first birth in a quarter of a century in 199661 and in Pesoz

there had been only one birth in 1994.68

The figures for all but the top three centres accentuate these aging tendencies. In 1997,

19.62% of the Asturian population was over 65, a figure which is predicted to grow to

21.6%by 2005,6e

The rate of depopulation and the ageing profile of the region's inhabitants are important

factors in considering the future of Bable, as until the 1980s, a mainstay of Bable's

survival had been its strong rural penetration, and strong presence in mining centres

uo LNE 10.8.97
Ut LNE rs.9.97
66 LNE rr.2.9i
Ut LNE 5.8.96
Ut LNE 15.5.95u'LNE 10.8.97
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Figure 2.170 shows the age-pyramids of a number of the key urban centres in Asturias

(excluding all the top three of Oviedo, Gijón and Avilés). They are categorised

according to the linguistic zone in which they are located (the linguistic zones are

shown in Map 1.2 onpage 8).

The conclusion to be drawn from the age-pyramids of these twenty three centres is that

not one of them in1996 had a base for sustaining its current population into the future

The impact of this on the viability of Bable is significant, especially in the context of

where population loss is occurring. Also of interest for Bable is the impact of a growing

proportion of the population having been born beyond the region's frontiers. The impact

of both these demographic features upon the future of Bable is dealt with later.

The age pyramids can be examined in a number of ways, but the inevitable conclusion

is that provincial Asturias faces serious population decline. There are variations within

the twenty three centres depicted. These variations can be examined from the point of

view of the language zone where each of the centres is located. Figure 2.2 locates the

centres according to zone and the strength of the 15-19 age cohort as part of the total

population of each centre.

The table postulates that the lower the proportion of a centre's population in the 15-19

age group the higher severity of population decline. The use of this age bracket as a key

is based upon its significance in terms of potential future household formation.

70 Information drawn fiom an LNE series on Asturian towns and cities published over the period
December 1996 to September 1997.
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2.3 EMIGRATION

Miners were not the only sons of the land to be the product of rural overpopulation.

The other famous sons of the land were the emigrants. Asturias was the birthplace of

many emigrants to the Americas (in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries) and to

Europe post Second World War.

The significant levels of emigration, particularly in the nineteenth century, had more

than an impact on the demographics and economics of the region (through remittances

and the repatriated wealth of those emigrants who returned successful - the Indianos);

the outflow of people and its causes embedded themselves in the psyche of the

Asturians.

Bable Central Bable Or. Bable Occ. Astur-Gallego
Minine Non-mining

Lower severity of population decline
Llanes

Castrillon

S. Martin RA Llanera Tapia de C

Langreo
Mieres
Siero

P. de Lena
P. de Laviana

Navia
Castropol

Luanco
Nava

Noreña
Candás

Cabrales
Ribadesella

Cangas del N

P. de Allande
Grado

Boal
Villaviciosa

Hieher severity of population decline
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Casas de los indianos lhouses of the Indiansl, built by those emigrants who returned

wealthy, dot the landscape. These elaborate and ostentatious houses, previously symbols

of the success of their builders, now often in a state of dilapidation, stand testament to

the difficult socio-economic history of Asturias itself.

But many Asturians did not return. They and their descendants formed an Asturian

diaspora which settled particularly in the Americas, but also in many other parts of the

world. They did not return to build individual casas de los indianos but established

collective centros asturianos in places all over the globe which have kept alive the

remembrance of the tierrina llittle landl they left.

Among those who left were many who would become noted literary figures writing in

Bable. Xurde Blanco identified the names of nine writers who wrote works in Bable

from Argentina and one each in Mexico and Venezuela.Tl

For those who remained behind, the emigration of friends and relatives, forced as it was

by economic necessity, left behind its scars. These scars found expression in the culture

from cartoon to theatre and poetry. A Bable language cartoon series appearing in LNE -
Constantino Turón - Figure 2.3 shows an episode which summed up the feelings of

those who remained,

tr X Blanco, Notes pal estudiu de la lliteratura dende la Guerra Civil al Resurtlimientu, LLAA 68,
September 1998, pp 125-6.
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Fieure 2.3: Episode oï Constantino Turon

Constantino Turon
r.li€
# Itr, lA Åe1ql

)
ì#.ß!rîA

rri

fTransiation from Bable: Boy - Grandfather, Will Aunt Manuela remember us? And is it
true that in Buenos Aires they eat chicken and hake whenever they want? Grandfather
- Much more than us! Pepín (mynote: diminutive of Pepe). Grandfather (alone)

- How silly a life, to be born for this, for nothing! Sixty three years already ... and it
seems that it was only yesterday when my mother sang to me The beautiful child ... and
when she died on me ... and when Rosina came.l72

This chapter has dealt with economic and demographic features of Asturias. The

following chapter examines what may be termed 'Iconic markers' - those features of

Asturian life and culture with which the local population feels a particular identification.

--+-

Y
{

V

t' LNE 15.1.98
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PARTA_THE SETTII{G

CHAPTER THREE _ SOME ICONIC MARKERS

Overview

The Asturian identity is a tapestry composed of many elements including Bable but also

a number of emblematic or iconic components. I intentionally use the word tapestry

rather than a word such as inventory as the elements impact on each other and form a

whole through both the aggregation of their independent natures and also their

interaction. Two quotes are indicative:

In its literature Bable is one motive more, an element that- (just) as the little land
Itierrina], the bam lhórueol, the children fneñes; my note: Bable word used in
preference to Castilian], the tamborine, Covadonga and other bagpipes lgaitasl -
uniquely destined to touch the sentimental fibre of a public that ... participates
now in those yearnings.l t

And:

The question is, then, the following: Is there an Asturian culture? There is
undoubtedly so: the Asturian language, an Asturian culture. But not only the
language: other social customs and of ideal type permit us to use the term
Asturian culture in order to study the cultural and social facts that can be found in
Asturias. 2 t

In this chapter some emblematic or iconic features that contribute to the appearance of

Asturian culture are considered.

I J A Marlínez, intro to 1978 edition of X Ll García Arias, Llingua & sociedá. asturiana,Xixón, pl6.t En esta literatura el bable es un motivo mas, un elemento que - como la tierrina, el hórreo, les
neñes, el tambor, Covadonga y otras gailas - únicamente se destina a tocqr lafibra sentimental de
un público que ... participa ya de esas añoranzas

2 R González Quevedo, La cultura asturiana, LLAA 38, 1990, page 732.
Ï (La cuestión ye, entós, la siguiente; ¿hai una cultura asturiana? Ye includable que sí; la llingua
asturiana, una cultura asturiana. Pero nun solo la llingua: otros vezos sociales y de tipu ideal
permítennos usar el \érminu cultura asturiana pa estudiar fechos culturales y sociales que puen
al co ntra s e n' As tu ries.
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3.1 THE VIRGIN OF COVADONGA

The victory of King Pelayo over the Moors at Covadonga {B: Cuadonga} was not only

the origin of the Gothic Myth referred to in the previous chapter but also an enduring

belief in Covadongismo, the idealisation of what had occurred at Covadonga in 722 AD

and its abiding effect on Asturias and its role in Spanish history.

Francisco Gonzâlez Prieto fPachu'l Péritu], one of the Nuevos Bablistas poets, wrote a

poem La Virxen de Covadonga lThe Virgin of Covadonga]. Some indicative lines from

the poem were

Oh Virgin of the Battles!

The Captain of Asturias ...

To the omnipotent Queen,

The little and gallant one.3 '

During Holy V/eek I observed penitents (mainly women) scale on their knees the couple

of hundred stone steps to the small chapel of the Virgin built inside the mouth of the

cave where legend has it Pelayo initiated the first successful resistance to the Moorish

invasion of Spain. In 1996 the newspaper, La Nueva España, distributed medallions of

the Virgin to its readers. Covadonga in the popular speech is referred to as the cuña

lcradlel of modern Spain, and thus the Virgin of Covadonga becomes the mother of this

perceived blessed concept.

In the time of Franco, Covadonga had very especial significance. It still does, but there

has also been some revisionist thinking about the previously unassailable position given

3 F Gonzâlez Prieto, La Virxen de Covadonga, tn9 García Rendueles (ed), Ios Nuevos Bablistas (tg25),
reprinted ALLA, Uviéu, 1987, pp 189-190.t 

¡Oh Virxen de les Battallésl / La Capitana d'Asturies ... / A ta Reina onipotente, / La pequenina
i galana.
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to the Virgin of Covadonga. A key instance was the disparaging reference by the Nobel

laureate José Camilo Cela who wrote in a column to the Spanish dally ABC:

If the Virgin of Covadonga 'ye pequeñina y galana ' [is cutely little and beautiful]
she is stuffed.a t

The reaction in Asturias was strong as a number of the selected letters to the editor

considered in Chapter 14 attest. V/hile Cela also made other comments critical of

Asturians, particular offence was taken to the disparaging reference to the Virgin of

Covadonga, whom they call affectionatelyby the diminutive Santina rather than Santa.

The affectionate use of the diminutive by Asturians is a theme returned to later, but its

application to the Virgin of Covadonga was commented upon by a writer in LNE:

... amongst ourselves the Asturian diminutives: Santín, Santina, Santinas , are
used always in a dear and familiar form not only to designate the popular image of
Our Lady of Covadonga, but also the people of our villages call in an equal way
with the same dearness and familiarity to other religious images of their devotion
and even to persons of affection and friendship, though for all Asturians Za
Santina is always used for Our Lady of Covadonga.s t

3.2 ASTURIAS PATRIA QUERIDA

The Asturian regional parliament in 1984 embodied in statute (Ley 1/8a) the status of

this hymn as a regional anthem. Of unknown authorship, the hymn is often sung (in

both Castilian and Bable, both versions being legally mandated), while the tune alone is

o cited inLr42lo64.
' Si la Virgen de Covadonga 'ye pequeñina y galana', que se joda. The phrase in quotation marks
was a Bable statement often applied in Asturias to the Virgin and quoted in the original by Cela.t tNrrLNq 27.9.95t ... entre nosotros los diminutives aslurianos; Santín, Santina, Santinas ... sonutilizados siempre
de forma cqríñosa y familiar no solo para desiguar a la imagen popular de Nuestra Señora de
Covadonga sino que las gentes de nuestros pueblos llaman de igual manerq y con la mismq
familiaridad y cariño a otras imagines religiosas de su devoción e incluso a personas de su afecto
y amistad, aunque para todos los asturianos la Santina por antonmesia es siempre Nuestra Señora
de Covadonga.
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rendered equally as often. The popularity and esteem of the anthem has existed for

many years, long before its formal adoption by the regional legislature.

The words of the anthem (in Bable, Castilian and English) are:

For a regional anthem, the words seem somewhat arcane. Yet such is the emotional pull

and iconic value of the song, that the regional statute giving it official status said of it:

This statute has been mandated to recognise the will of the Asturian people,
manifested in ostensible form and overwhelmingly in favour of the melody and
text of the very popular song Asturias Patria Querida, whose resonance has
reached beyond the limits of the region and of Spain.

Its profound symbolic value has come to articulate an anticipated dialectic of a
people's hymn of identity, assumed over time with emotions of solidarity and
respect for all the sons of our land . . ..6 t

6 Ley 1184,27 Aprll1984.
' Se cumple este mandato estatutario al reconocer la voluntad del pueblo asturiano, manifestada
de forma ostensible y mayoritaría en favor tle la melodia y el texto de la popularisima canción
"Asturias, Patria Querida", cuya resonancia ha traspasado los limites de la region y de España.
Su profundo valor simbólico ha venido articulando una dialéctica anticipada de identidad pueblo-
himno, asumida en el tiempo con emoción solidaria y respeto por todos los hijos de nuestra tieta

Bable Castilian English
Asturies, P atna querida
Asturies de mios amores;

¡Ai!, quien tuviera
n'Asturies

En toes les ocasiones

-Tengo de subir al arbol,
Tengo de coyer la flor,
Y da-yla a la mio morena
A que la ponga nel balcón

A que la ponga nel balcón,
Que la dexe de poner,
Tengo de subir al arbol,
Y la flor tengo coyer.

Asturias, Patria Querida
Asturias de mis amores;
Quien estuviera en Asturias
En todas las ocasiones

- Tengo de subir al arbol,
Tengo de coger la flor,
Y darsela a mi morena
Que la ponga en el balcón.

-Que la ponga en el balcón,
Que la deje de poner,
Tengo de subir al arbol
Y la flor he de coger.

Asturias, dear fatherland
Asturias of my loves;
'Who would be in Asturias
On every occasion

I have to climb the tree
I have to pick the flower
And give it to my dark

haired beauty
who would put it on the

balcony.

That she would put it on
the Balcony

That she could put it
I have to climb the tree
And the flower I have to

pick
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Except at special times (such as Christmas and Holy Week), the musical refrain of the

first two lines is played on the hour every day by the electronic bells of the clock tower

overlooking La Escandalera, the focal point where the rebuilt Oviedo meets the old

town.

3.3 MYTHOLOGY

It may be the result of their Celtic origins, or the remoteness of the Asturian valleys or

some other unknown causes, but for whatever reason Asturias has had a mythological

tradition distinct from and more extensive than most of the rest of Soain.

Roberto Gonziíez Quevedo, while noting that some Asturian myths have corollaries in

other regions, noted:

It is certain that in Asturias we find a country that conserves its mythology with
great force, in comparison ith other zones of Europe.T

Xuan Xosé Sánchez Vicente and Jesús Cañedo Valle in their book Mitoloxía: Refraneru

Asturianus lMythology: Asturian sayings)made the point:

Asturian mythology yes, because it is a given in Asturias and because in part (but
no more than in part) those beliefs remained, developed and were contained in our
nation with characteristics separated from (those of) others, with their own
richness; characteristics that ... (are) particular to the matrix of Asturian culture
and identity.e t

The latter point, concerning the application of the particular matrix of Asturian culture

and identity, has meant that external themes have been translated in ways uniquely

7 RGoruíiez Quevedo, Antropoloxía llingüística - cultura, Ilingua, etnicida, ALLA, Uviéu, 1994, p 180.
8 X X Sánchez Vicente & J Cañedo Yalle, Mitoloxía Refraneru Asturianu, Editorial del Norte, Gijón,
1986.
e Op.cit., page 110.t Mitoloxía asturiana sí, porque se da n'Asturies y porque'n parte (pero ná más que'n parte) eses

creencies remanecieren, esporpollaren y caltuviérense ne nuesfra nación con rasgos ntremaos ct

otres, con bayura d'aspeutos propios; rasgos que ... de la peculiar matriz de la cultura y la
identida asturianes.
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Asturian. Thus, while the origins of the some of the myths have echoes elsewhere (in

other Celtic traditions or even further afield in other cases), the stamp of the Asturian is

nevertheless indelible due to the impact of the culture within which the traditions grew.

Sánchez Vicente and Cañedo Valle identified nine categories of Asturian mythological

creatures:10

o Connected with springs and caves:
o Les xanes[2rl. of verybeautiful human form, sometimes very small.
o El Cuélebrepqi snake of very large size (sometimes with wings).

o Connected with the sea:
o El Pataricu¡"1: Giant Cyclops-like creature.
o La Serena¡s¡ Half woman, half fish; verybeautiful.

o Connected with forests:
o El Moþsu¡*1: semi-human plant being.

o Connected with clouds & thunderstorms:
o El Ñuberr.r¡01: human form.

o Connected with the mountains:
o Xuan de la Borrina'. accompanies a female dog and a female being,

but whose own character is unknown.
o Connected with the hearth and human activity:

o EI Trasgz¡rs1: Small-sized human of mocking character.
o El Sumiciu¡*1: indeterminate form.

. Mythological beings connected with death:
o La Güestia¡*1; collective noun, they are manifestations of people who

are going to die; a noctumal procession of troubled souls.
o EI Güercil¡*1: unknown form.
o La Guaxa¡sy'. unknown form.

o Mfhological beings without function or predominant location
o El Diañu Burllón: a devil who can adopt animal or human form.
o El Pasadiellu¡*1:

o The childish fears of children:
o Those that carry off children: El Cocu, el Rampayu, el Rapéu,

I'Home del sacu, el Fawoncu (type of trasgu), la Caparruciø. Those
that eat them: el Papón (gigantic size, eyes of fire, enonnous mouth,
stomach a buming oven), Ia Paparresolla lone who takes the breath
away), la Zamparuampa. Those that bring danger to them: I'Home
del untu lone who sucks out fatl, el Chupasangres lbloodsuckersl.
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Examining just four of these - El Nuberu, El Cuélebre, Las Xanes and La Güestia -

reveals how the Asturian matrix has resulted in uniquely Asturian mythological

characters developing from a range of sources (both autochthonous and external).

El Nuberu lCloudman] is ancient being responsible for natural calamities; Miguel i

Arrieta Gallastegui suggested that these beings (since there can be considered to be

more than one) appeared to be:

The legitimate descendents of the makers of storms in the most ancient animistic
cults.il t

El Cuélebre, a winged serpent is considered of Celtic origin but has universal parallels

to dragon and gnffin myths in other parts of the world. Additionally, it has

syncretistically merged in Asturias with Christian metaphors such as in the case of the

response people are said to make when they hear the noise of the creature moving in its

cave:

Look, look! There is the Cuélebre, tied with chains that bound Saint Peter./2 /

Les Xanes appear to have come onto the mythological stage only a millenium or so ago.

These beings, very short, beautiful women who live in caves, are of uncertain origin,

but Ramón Sordo Sotres has suggested that their legend grew from:

The women of the Moors who were left behind when they fled and that they were
put in caves. lt t

r0 Op.cit., page 11 for general listing and subsequent pages through the book for descriptions.rr M I Arrieta Gallastegui, Gentes y seres mágicos de la Mitología de Asturias, Ediðiones Trea, Gijón,
1995,page 49.

los legítimos descendientes de los hacedores de tormentas de los cultos animistas más antiguos.
12 Op.cit, page 78.t ¡Mira, mira! Ahi está el cuélebre, atáu con unas cadenas que I'ató San Pedru.
13 op. cit., page 13.t las mujeres de los moros que dejaron éstos cuando se fueron y que estøban metidas por las

cuevas.
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La Güestia, the nightly procession of souls in torment, appears to be the Asturian

version of a mlhological tradition that is very widespread. Arrieta Gallastegui

acknowledged as much when he noted the similarity of La Giìestia to the English

ankou,the French (and Haitian) revenants, the Chine se k'uei* and the lFrindu pretas.la

V/hether truly autochthonous or derived from wider such traditions, Asturian myths

have evolved their own unique characteristics, traditionally expressed in Bable.

However, Sánchez Vicente and Cañedo Valle noted that though Bable was the llingua

d'orixe llanguage of originl for m¡rthological stories, it has in recent decades been

largely replaced by a process of emissión en semicastellán la Semi-Castilian

emissionf .ls

This erosion of Bable has meant that it has largely been relegated to use in

nomenclature, each of the mythic creatures keeping their Bable names (in some cases

without Castilian equivalents) while the content of their stories is communicated in

Castilian. This survival of Bable nomenclature has also been evidenced in the names

adopted by some Asturian groups, such as:

Les xanines - a theatre and folkloric group

La xana - an animal protection association

Trasgu-afolkgroup

Güestia - a Gaita band (possibly an allusion to the Grateful Dead)

Ayalga** - publishing house.

* Dr Wong Siu Kit, of the University of Hong Kong and author of a work on Chinese mythology has
indicated that this reference is probably to Hue Yuan or return ofthe souls.
ra Op. cit., page 148.
r5 XX Sánchez Vicente & J Cañedo Valle, op.cit., page 13.-- 

Mythical treasure often felt to have been left by the departing Moors or also described as golden apples,
such as, in our tradition, the pot of gold at the end of rainbow.
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As mentioned by one writer of a letter to the editor, storytelling based upon the lore of

mythology represented in the past an important means for communicating Bable from

generation to generation as tales about diaños, bruyes, güesties, xanes, xastres y fames

{C: diablos, brujas, procesiones de los muertos, ninfas, sastras mágicas, hambres}

ldevils, witches, processions of the dead, nymphs, magical seamstresses, the hungersl

were told to young children.16

3.4 FOOD

Asturians, like the people from other regions of Spain, have developed a rich and varied

autochthonous cuisine. The cuisine traditionally was based almost solely upon the

ingredients of the region but, since the Civil War, has seen the adoption of some

elements typical of other regions which had been previously decried in Asturias - such

as olive oil (Asturians previously preferring instead the use of lard) and garlic. This

depreciation was noted by Paco Ignacio Taibo in hís work Brevario de la Fabada

lShort-takes of the Fabadal when he wrote:

On occasions (someone) will destroy a white-meat fish with a fry of garlic; when
such a thing is done there rises in the Asturian a tone of blame.lT t

Amongst the most popular of Asturian dishes is the Fabada¡q [a bean stew with blood

sausage and chorizo]. The main ingredient of the dish, beans, are denominated with a

Bable word - fabes - rather than a Castilian one - alubias - (or the more archaic

habas) even by those who would never speak the vernacular. In 1843 Antonio Peláez

Campomanes submitted a poem for publication in La Risa which said in part:

Allubies! Vl/hat are allubies? ...
Fabes, yes, fabes
we call these beautifut tittle things 18t

'u LzlU 18l,male, VillavicosaIt P I Taibo I, Breviario de la Fabada, José Esteban, Madrid, 1981, page 19.
' en ocasiones destroza un pescado de carnes blancas con un refrito de ajos; cuando tal cosa hace
se advierte en el asturiano un tono de disculpa.
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It should be noted that the word is more frequently fabes in place of fabas, representing

a morpholo gical carry-over from Bable into Castilian, As Taibo noted:

For the Asturian las fabes are not las fabes but les fabes.te 
r

One letter writer (writing in Castilian) supported this by writing that sonaría mejor

diciendo ... fabes lit would sound better saying ... fabesl.20

Cheeses are particularly pnzed in Asturias, With 28 artesanal cheeses, the region

regards itself as la mayor mancha quesera de Europa fthe best cheese region in

Europel.zr Some of these cheeses carry Bable rather than Castilian names such as

Afuega'I pitups1 fliterally choke the chickenf .

Like most things iconic in Asturias, cheeses have had esteem beyond their culinary

utility and entered into the folk literature; examples such as this popular Bable song

abound:

I gave to you a cheese

as a syrnbol of marriage.

The marriage was annulled:

I took the cheese back with me to thebam.22 t

tt A Peláez Campomanes, in X Blanco Notes pal estuclíu cle la lliteratura clende la Guerua Civit ql
Resurdimientu, inLLAA 68, pagel2T .

Attubies! Que son atlubies? .... Fabes, si, fabes llamamos, Á eses cosines gudpes.
'n P I Taibo I, Breviario de la Fabadø op. cit, page 109.

' Para el asturiano, las fabes no son las fabes, sino les fabes.
'o L03Ul4l, male, oviedo.
" LNE 15.9.96
22 

Quoted by X LL GarciaArias, .E/ Quesu cl'Afuega'l Pitu, LLAA 61, 1996, p 150.
t Regaléstime un queisu / en señal de matrimoniu. / El matrimoniu foi nutu; / Vuélvime'l queisu al
hurru.
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3.5 THE FIESTA

Asturias is noted for its fiestas. Each town has its own special festivals. Of one, the

Fiesta de los Bueyos lThe fiesta of the cattlef, held in the little town of Campo de Caso

in the Bable Central zone, a local resident, Marino, wrote:

There is not in Spain another festival such as this fiesta of Caso, not the Fallas of
Valencia nor the Fair of Seville. 23

A 1993 guide to ferías, fiestas, romerías y mercadillos lfairs,fiestas, pilgrimages and

streetflea marketsf noted the significance of such events in the north of Spain:

From antiquit.v, since the first collection of the fruits of the land, the different
families who formed a community, met to make festivities over a good harvest
and to give thanks to Nature for the help they had received. This concept has
evolved and been adapted through the different changes of civilisation, but always
has had an element in common - the fiesta. The fiesta always is a reason for
contact between the people who form a community. 24

The Guide provided brief details of such events in the northem litoral regions of

Galicia, Asturias and Cantabria. The monthly spread of these is shown in Table 3.1

Table 3.1: Monthly incidence of fïestas Ín the northern Spanish litoral

Thus in 1993 a total of 408 events was held in the 78 counties of Asturias (or an average

of 5.23 per county), compared with 416 in the 102 counties of Cantabria (4.08) and 530

in the 313 counties of Galicia (1.69). Whilst in all three regions, the majority of festivals

was held in the summer months, Asturias had the highest percentage held in the other

23 Marino was one of the people I interviewed, and his interview notes appear in the appendices. He gave
me a copy of some poems he had written, one of which was to the Fiesta de los bueyos.
'o AVergara Jorge, Guía Práctica de ferias, fiestas, romerías y mercadillos, 7993, page 3.

J F M A M J J A S o N D
Asturias 6 10 13 13 JJ 47 74 95 68 25 13 13

Cantabria T4 J 15 J 24 54 79 t24 68 t2 20
Galicia 18 10 12 11 a-

JI 75 86 t43 7l 22 18 27
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nine months of the yeat - 47.I% (compared with 42.6% in Galicia and 38.2Yo in

Cantabria).

It is noteworthy, horvever, that the table above only lists festivals considered to be of

touristic interest. From personal observation and media reports, it is also apparent that

there are many more festivals celebrated in Asturias than accounted for in the source

document for Table 3.1. Some of these are celebrated in single localities, others shared

with festivities in a number of places. For example, our family attended the Fiesta de

San Juan de la Mata lFestival of St John of the Bush) held in Bueño, the 'village' of the

managing director of La Nueva España; a festival held in honour of the patron saint of

the village and therefore unique to that locality. Similarly location specific are festivals

like the Fiesta de Nabo lFestival of the Turnipl held each year in a village in the county

of San Martín del Rey Aurelio.

Festive activities of wider celebration include the Xueves de comadres lThursday of the

neighbours - though originally comadres was quite gender specific and meant

kinswomen] with its associated distribution of Bollu Prenao fliterally: Pregnant Bunf

and bottle of sidra lciderl, where collectives (be they fraternities, community

associations or even companies such as LNE) a couple of times ayear distributed a bun

with a sausage-like filling and a bottle of cider to members or employees. Also lacking

mention in the tourist listings, perhaps understandably, are the Matanza del gochu

lKilling of the pigl celebrations which take place on the festival of San Martín in

November each year in many localities in the Sella valley in westem Asturias. Roberto

Gonzâlez-Quevedo, in the English language summary to his paper La cultura del gochu
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lThe culture of the pigf," noted that through many generations the economic

significance of pigs embedded itself in the culture:

Generation after generation every step in the rearing and operation of the pig are
being regulated carefully along every year. The most relevant facts of the growing
of pigs are ritualised in a very interesting form, especially in the samartinu
slaughter feasts.26

These events atûact significant popular interest resulting in a large amount of media

coverage.

For the purposes of this thesis two issues related to fiestas arise. The first is the

relationship of the act of participating in fiestas to communalism and the consequent

attitudes of those in power. The second is the issue of Bable usage in fiestas, and the

seasonal impact upon Bable usage patterns.

IV'ith respect to the first, it is clear that over many centuries those in authority had

ambivalent views concerning the celebration of many fiestas. The church for its part

often queried the Christian credentials of such festivals as Antroxu {C: antruejo (ant.),

carnaval (mod.)) lCarnival] noting that many of the traditional masks and costumes

appeared to have pre-Christian origins. The state also had additional concerns at various

times in history.

In 1523 the first of what Eloy Gómez Pellon referred to as una larga serie de

prohibiciones políticas la long series of political prohibitions] was initiated.2T The

most recent prohibition cycle started on 3 February 1937 when Franco's forces

2s R González Quevedo, La cultura del gochu, Cultures #2, ALLA, l992,Pp lgl-20g &.222.
26 Op.cit., page222.
" E Gómez Pellon, Las Mascaraclas cle Invierno en Asturias; (Jna perspectiva antropológica, RIDEA,
Oviedo 1993, p. 103.
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prohibited Carnival in zones under their control so as not to distract the war effort. That

prohibition outlasted the Civil War and was reinforced in the 1940s.28

Official proscription occurred not only at the national level, but also at other levels of

government. A local government order, telling as to real motivation, given by the

authorities in the concejo lcountyl of Quirós in 1902, gave as reason for a local ban the

need:

... not to raise offensive arrns nor costumes which could ridicule the respectable
classes.29 t

Not all festivals were banned by those in authority, in other cases they were colporately

absorbed, such as happened to Jueves de Comadres which, from about the 1920s

became adopted by corporations in acts of goodwill towards their employees with the

aforementioned distribution of bollos preñaos and sidra. Thus by the mid-1990s

corporate entities such as LNE undertook such distributions to their staff alongside

similar distributions by community associations to their members in nearby city plazas.

On the subject of fiestas and Bable, Padre Galo Femán re-established the Fiesta de la

Regalina lFestival of (Cape)Regalinal in the town of Cadavéu which mixed la tradición

relixosa cola cultura y la la llingua asturiana lreligious tradition with culture and the

asturian language].30

With respect to seasonal usage of Bable related to festivals, later evidence in this thesis

notes the correlation of such usage patterns. There is evidence that amongst many non-

Op. cit, p. 104.
Op. cit, p. 103.

' ... no llevan armas ofensivas ni trajes que pueda ridiculizar a las clases respetables
http ://www.asturies. com/asturianu./crono/cr I 9 32.htn:,

28

29

30
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traditional users of Bable, festivals have provided an opportunity for identification with

the language of their ancestors - a usage geffe or modality. Yet such usage has also

been isolated from wider usage patterns. The restrictiveness of this vinculation was

commented upon by Milio Mariño (columnist with LNE) who was quoted at the launch

of a book of stories he had written in the following terms:

The author of this story lamented that Asturian is only employed to write (only
about) aspects connected to fiestas and popular customs when "I do not consider
writing oiA.tutiutt traditions and the countryside other than doing it in Bable".3l t

One respondent to the survey of teachers (Chapter 13) gave a statement of the tlpe to

which Milio Marino was expressing concem:

(I speak Bable) when we are all together as a family in some family fiesta.t [5041]

Similar marginalisation of the use of Bable may also reflect itself in the use of the

vernacular to name groups associated with festivals (such as Sociedá de Festeyos

lSociety of Festivities]); with the selÊsame groups conducting their actual business in

Castilian.

3.6 OTHER ICONIC MARKERS

La Gaita [Asturian bagpipes]

Like their Galician and Basque neighbours, the Asturians have a traditional bagpipe

dating from ancient times. The earliest record is in a church carving dating from the

thirteenth century in Villaviciosa.

" LNE n/irg6.t El autor de este cuento lamentó que el asturiano sólo se emplee para escribir aspectos ligatos a

fiestas y costumbres populares, cuando 'no concibo escribir de las tradiciones o del paisaje de
Asturias sin hacerlo en bable.
' cuando tamos reuniós toa la familia en dalgwta fiesta familiar.
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Whilst in Spain, bagpipes are characteristic of the north of the country, the linguistic

effect has spread across the peninsula. The traditional Castilian word for bagpipes -
albogue ffrom the Arabic al boc] - has long been in disuse, replaced by gaita¡+01 ffrom

the old Gothic gaits - for goat].In eastern Spain, the word cornamusa still survives in

both the Catalan and Castilian of that region, though gaita is also recognised there.

The Asturian bagpipes share many features with the better known Scottish bagpipes,

having a fuelle lbag], a vestíu louter coverf , punteru lchanter], a soplete lblow pipe or

mouthpiece] but only one roncon ldronef (as opposed to tho Scottish three). The bag is

made from either sheep or goat skin, and the timber used is either the autochthonous

boxe {C: boj} lboxwoodf or ébanu {C: ébano} lebonyl, granadillo lblackwoodl and

palo violeta ljacaranda] from other parts of the world.

Before present times, the gaita achieved the height of prominence with gaiteru lbagpipe

playerl Llibardón who performed at the Paris World Fair of 1889 and cut the first ever

recording of the instrument in performance.

After achieving this international prominence, the twentieth century saw the onset of a

decline in both its popularity and the number of its practitioners. By the 1960s and

1970s it had nearly disappeared. It may be speculated as to why, by the mid-1970s,

there were less than one hundred gaita players in all of Asturias. The coincidence of the

timing of this decline with the closing years of the Franco era would not seem to justify

pointing the f,rnger at that regime, as folkloricism was esteemed by it provided there

was no threat to national unity. The propaganda book Asturias: España en Paz

lAsturias: Spain in Peacef, published by the Spanish govemment in 1964 on the
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occasion of the 25th anniversary of the victory of Franco's forces, contained a

photograph of members of the Organización Juvenil Española lSpanish Youth

Organisation youth wing of the falangist JONS {Junta Ofensiva Nacional

Sindicalista)]in parade each holding a gaita, it being highly unlikely that any of them

could actually play the instrurnent they carried.32 The cause may have been the

perceived contradiction between the economic boom of the nineteen sixties and the

perception of the gaita as the epitome of indolence as summarised in the refrain:

Haz esto y déjate Qg Saitas lDo this and put down the bagpipes - in other words
get on with thingsl"

Or it could have reflected a resistance to the regime. Writing over two decades after the

end of the Franco era, one correspondent to the editor wrote that there was still a need

romper cola utilización fascista del baille y de la música tradicional lto break with the

fascist utilisation of dance and traditional music]'34

Afier a somewhat slow start in the 1980s, serious recuperation of gaita playrng occurred

in the 1990s there now being about fifty active bands in the region and others based

around Asturian clubs in other parts of the world.

Honeos [Asturian barnsl

Just as the big red and characteristically-shaped bams of the North American prairies

typify more than just midwest American agriculture but also are symbols of a wider

cultural context, so too the Asturian horreu {C:horreo} is an icon of Asturias. So much

so that smaller versions are now sold in kit form for erection at the rural holiday sites of

many urban Asturians and even for export to the Asturian diaspora'

t' J M Mateu de Ros (ed), Asturias: España en Paz, Publicaciones Españolas, Madrid, 1964,page 86

" M quirós, El tibro de la gaita, Asociación Cultural Linares, L'Entregu, 1993, page 46.
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Whilst the oldest hórreo currently standing is only approaching aî age of three hundred

years, the Roman writer Pliny provided the first written record of the tradition of raised

drytng barns in the Asturian region.

The characteristics of the horreo and its larger sibling the panera aÍe aî enclosed but

ventilated storage area positioned on top of columns containing anti-rodent slate collars.

The enclosed area is surrounded by a verandah from which are hung strings of com

lmaízl for drying. In the undercroft wagons and other implements are stored'

Msdreñes [Asturian wooden clogs]

The high rainfall in the region and its terrain favoured the use of wooden clogs by those

in the countryside. Madreñes¡ss1 [a derivation from madera the word for wood, from

which the clogs are made] are not dissimilar to the better known Dutch clogs, except

that they have three short legs on the underside and decorative carving on the top,

Unlike their Dutch equivalent, madreñes are still in common use in rural areas. Quite

apart from their current usage, they are also icons of identity and there would hardly be

an Asturian household which would not have apair of the emblematic symbols. Though

he was writing about a period in the late 1940s, the statement of Alonso Zamora

Vicente reflected the rural Asturias I observed in the mid-1990s:

It is not only the village person who leaves home wearing the clogs in les c_aneyes

{C: caminos}lbyways); the doctor, the priest and proprietor also use them.3s t

34 l-3o1/2s3.
3t A Zamo¡a Vicente, Palabrøs y cosas de Libardón, ALLA, Uviéu, 1997 , page 146.
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Still used as work footwear in many parts of the country side, madreñes also have an

iconic character as testified by a maker of the shoes speaking of his aunt's marriage:

My own aunt married (wearing) madreñes. some that my father had made,36 '

Bolos Asturianos [Asturian bowls] and other autochthonous sports

Asturians share with many Europeans a passion for bowls, but unlike other regions of

the continent where one form predominates (such as Petanque in France and Bocce in

Italy), a number of forms exist in various regions of Asturias. Whilst the pins, rink

layout and rules may differ withìn different parts of Asturias, the passion for bowls has

long been a shared experience especially in rural areas. In the eighteenth century

Xovellanos wrote that:

ln the places and villages of Asturias of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
there were always bowling rinks.37 t

With the popularity of the game over time has grown its own lexicon of Bable nouns

(types of bowling games: eg batiente and cuatriada) and verbs (armar {C: colocar los

bctlos\ lto put bowls in the same placel; and birlar {C: lanzar} lto throw (as of a

bowl)l)

The connection of bolos asturianos to Bable was underscored by the comments of a

professor of physical education, Gerardo Ruiz Alonso, who said in an interview in

answer to a question as to whether Bable or bowls should be taught in schools:

' No es solo el aldeano que baja de los caseríos sorteando los charcos de les caneyes ['caminos];
tambien las usa el medico, el sacerdote, el propietario'

'u LNE 15.03.97, quoting Fidel Lorenzo who, with his brother, makes 6,000 pais of madrenes ayear.
t una tía mía se casó de madreñes, con unas que mi padre les hizo.

37 cited in J G Ruíz Alonso, Bolos Asturianos; modalidaes, téunica y estáu actual, Albora Llibros, Xixón,
1993, page 11.r nos llugares y pueblos de I'Asturies de los sieglos WII y WIII hai siempres una bolera.
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Asturian culture could be put (in schools): to practice and speak of traditional
games in Asturian. 38 '

In addition to bowls, there are a number of other games and sports which have long

been played in Asturias, many with equivalents in other parts of the country or world.

Traditionally, the occasion of many competitions was at the end of la esþyaza [the time

of husking and tying strings of corn for dryingl. In 1996 the first annual Olimpiada

asturiana de deportes autoctonos lAsturian Olympiad of autochthonous sportsl.

Amongst the games in competition were: Bolos, Llaves fliterally keys but actually a

game of horseshoe throwing], rana lcow herding], tiru cuerda {C: lucha de Ia cuerda)

Itug of warl, baltu lheartbeatl, bana {C: lanzamiento de pesos} [similar to shotputl,

tiru al palu ltoss the pole), tiru gües lcattle wrestlingf, gomeru {C: tirachinas}

lslingshotf, and llucha asturiana fAsturian wrestling].

In 1997 La Peonza became the first group promotingjuegos populares þopular gamesl

registered in Asturias. Formed by a group of teachers from Corvera, the group also

published a book of ninety such games.3e Alro reflecting growing community interest

in such games, La Nueva España in the 1990s ran a series (written, partly in Bable, by

Montserrat Garnacho) on childhood games - ¿Sales a jugar un poco? lAre you going to

play a little?).

Having dealt with certain iconic features of Asturian life and culture, the next chapter

deals with aspects of Asturian sociology. Starting with an examination of education in

the region, it then looks at the particular significance of social structures and responses.

tt LNE 2r.ro.gj
' P; ¿Bable o bolos nes escueles? R: Pondria cultura asturiana: prauticar y alar de xuegos
tr adicionales n' as turianu.

3n LNE 28.o5.gj
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PARTA_THE SETTING

CHAPTER FOUR _ SOCIOLOGICAL ISSUES

Overview

Besides understanding the economic and geographical contexts as well as the historical

and political influences which have affected Asturias, and the iconic or emblematic

features of their identity, there is also need to explore in some depth some sociological

issues. In this chapter some of these are considered.

Starting first with the institutional element of education, the chapter then explores the

impact on identity of place, the traditional sense of community, the impact of the frrst

industrialisation (namely mining), the role of resistance and the sense of alienation.

From these are developed some thoughts on regionalist versus nationalist sentiments in

the province, and the impact on social attitudes since the death of Franco.

All of these issues have their place in an analysis of the past and future of the vernacular

language (and its dialects) of the Asturians.

4.1 EDUCATION

The nineteenth century saw the coming of mass education to Asturias. The language of

instruction was notionally Castilian though the calibre of teachers in many rural schools

resulted in less than effective transmission of a sound grounding in that language.

Formal education did, however, erode the hold of illiteracy on the vast bulk of the

Asturian population. And that illiteracy had provided a nurturing environment for Bable

against the inroads of Castilian. Though literacy was not totally synonymous with
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Castilian (as the Nuevos Bablistas lNew Bablistsl proved when they promoted Bable

literature in the first part of the twentieth century - see Chapter Eight), it was, however,

counter-productive to the maintenance and spread of Bable until the introduction of

Bable courses in the 1980s.

IrL 1797, Asturias had thirty five schools rising by 1860 to 695 schools. By the census of

1900, Asturias ranked second only to León (of the then forty nine Spanish provinces) in

terms of numbers of schools on a population basis. With its population of 627,069, iT

then had 1422 schools. Illiteracy had shrunk to 53.98o/o of the population, down from

64.85% in 1877 and 69.32%o in 1860.1 Asturian illiteracy rates were lower than the

national average (where they had been 63.79Yo in 1900). The nearly ten percent gap

between Asturian and Spanish illiteracy levels in 1900, however, narrowed to just over

seven percent by 1920 (45Yo vs 52.23%).

It is noteworthy that the regional average figures masked intemal differences; firstly,

between the illiteracy rates in the cities compared with the rural areas (especially in the

last quarter of the nineteenth century) and secondly between cities (especially in the first

quarter of the twentieth century). Though the levels of illiteracy in rural areas declined

dramatically there were eight counties which still had illiteracy rates in excess of 70%

by 1900.2

In the first two decades of the twentieth century the rural/urban divide became less well

defined as illiteracy migrated to the mining and industrial centres carried by the rural

I F Canella y Secádes, Historia de la (Jniyersidad de Oviedo,Oviedo 1903, reprinted by the University of
Oviedo, 1985, page 523.
2 Op. cit., pages 885-6.
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poor who went in search of work. Table 4.1 highlights the difference between these two

periods of time with respect to six Asturian cities. 3

Table 4.1: Chanses in rates for six Asturian cities

ZonelCitv 1877 1900 1920 Change'77-'00 Change'00-'20
Oviedo s3.03% 4r.68% 39.76% -tt.35% -t92%
Giión 56.46% 47.76% 50.68% -8.70% +2.92%
Avilés 30-s0% 4r.41% 40.80% ? -0.67%
Aller 62.69% 49.70% na -r299% na
Langreo 62.84% s3.89% s2.t0% -8.95% -r.79%
Mieres 68.t2% s3.07% 59.04% -r5.05% +5.97%

The shadeC figures for llieres and Gijón in particular shor,v the effects of the city-bound

migration of illiterates. The rural unemployed or underemployed, who would have been

less likely to be literate than their employed compatriots, took their illiteracy with them

to the industrial centres of Mieres and Gijón, hence the increase in illiteracy in those

centres between 1900 and 1920 of 5.97% and2.92o/o respectively. Notably both these

centres continue to this day as relative strongholds of Bable.

The persistence of illiteracy in rural areas and the slower rate of improvement in the

many of the industrial and mining centres was also affected by the quality (or lack

thereof) of the education which was available. The poor quality of facilities was

matched by that of those teaching within them. María del Valle Moreno Medina noted

that the scarcity of proper school buildings:

Often obliged the teacher to conduct classes in the porticos of churches or in the
undercroft of hórueos.a T

3 Op. cit, page 39 and A Terron Bañedos, La enseñanza en la zona industrial (1898-1929), op.cit.p 292.
o M d"l Valle Moreno Medina, Historiq de la Escuela Nacionql Masculina de Oviedo (1844-1901),UGT,
Oviedo,1984, page 193.r obligaba al maestro a impartir clase en los pórticos de las iglesias, o debajo de los hóteos.
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On the subject of teacher quality, there was a marked disparity in the capacity and

interest on the part of the teachers employed for the purpose in different parts of the

region. María Aurora Fernández Femândez,t in her study of illiteracy in Asturias in the

last quarter of the nineteenth century, cited the following example of teacher disinterest

in a small rural school in Olloniego:

Such was the case with the teacher of Olloniego, who in the opinion of the locals
was not providing the sought for education, since he lived in Ribera de Arriba and
did not arrive at school at the proper hour, there being days when he entered at
half past ten in the morning and left quickly in the afternoon in order to have time
to return to his house before dark, and on days of rain and snow he didn't attend at
all.6 t

Data on the disparity of teacher salaries indicates what must have been a cause of the

wide variation in the capacity (and perhaps interest levels) of teachers. Salaries varied

widely between schools. In 1870 those in the twelve escuelas públicas superiores

lsenior public schools], based in the larger centres, were earning between 1,000 - 1,566

pesetas a yea\ whilst primary school teachers in the same centres were receiving were

receiving 625 - 1,100 pesetas a yeat and village schools were generally paying their

teachers only 275 -500 pesetas per year with some receiving as little as 125 pesetas. 7

How did the pay rates of teachers, especially those in the villages, compare with other

employnrent in the region? Fernández Fernënðez commented:

And we see that only the young lads working in the mines, in the factories or
women at work could be considered equally recompensed with the teachers in the
most discriminated locations. 8 t

' M A Fernández Femández, Analfabetismo en Asturia.r y JUJ relaciones con el movimiento obrero a
finales del Siglo XIX (1870-1900), RIDEA, Oviedo, 1992.
6 op cit., page 45.

' Tal era el caso relacionado con el maestro de Olloniego, que en opinión de los vecinos no
prestaba la enseñanza debída, ya que vivía en Ribera de arriba y no llegaba a la escuela a la hora
debida, habiendo días que entraba a las diez de la mañana y su salida por la tarde la realizaba
anticipadamente, ø fin de tener tiempo parq regresar a su casa antes de que oscureciera, y los
días de lluvia o nieve no asistía.

7 Op. cit., page 30.
8 Op. cit., page 31.

' Y obserttamos que tan solo los muchachos en las minas, en las fábricas o las mujeres, se pueden
equiparar en retribución a los meestros de los lugares más discriminados.
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Aside from the rate of remuneration, another limiting factor in terms of student

achievement was the limitation of the educational goals of many schools, most

particularly in the case of company schools. In 1900 the industrial enterprise HULLERA

established a school for four hundred girls, daughters of company employees, which

was

For the young, a school divided into three sections under the leadership of
Dominican nuns; where they learnt household management and accounts, kitchen
duties, repair and making of clothes.e t

Little mention being made of more substantial pedagogical goals such as the imparting

of Castiliano con correción lgrammatically correct Castilianf'

That there was a very restricted vision (subordinated to work) in industrial centres such

as Mieres as to what the outcome of education might be was also reflected in the

attitudes of those in commercial or goverrìment authority with respect to the advancing

of knowledge on the parl of adults in that community. Of a proposal to establish a

public library in Mieres it was said:

The intention (was) to establish in the town a public municipal library with the
aim of helping the worker to access reading without prejudicing (him) in his daily
tasks.io t

Education under Franco brought much more standardisation of curriculum and to some

extent of teacher quality, the impact of both being to ensure a gteater penetration of

Castilian into the daily lives of all Asturians. However, the educational actions of the

new regime were hardly undertaken for pedagogical motives rather, as Alicia Alted

n A Ter.on Bañuelos, La enseñanza primaria, op. cit., page 159'

' para los jóvenes, una escuela dividida en tres secciones dirigidas por monjas dominicas donde
aprenden la administración y contabilidad de la casa, labores de cocina, repaso de ropas y
confeccion de ves tidos.

ro Op. cit., page 152.
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pointed out, they were done for the purposes of creating a cultural model to shape the

behaviour of Spanish citizens, thus guaranteeing the regime's stability and

permanence 11

Noting that the prime channel for achieving this purpose would be education, Alted

wrote:

The regime's cultural apparatus was founded on two simple principles: the 're-
Spanishification' and 're-Catholicization' of society. The exaltation of a seamless
Spanish fatherland meant the persecution of all expressions of regional national
identity, language in particular.12

The effect in regions such as Catalunya and the Basque Country was the proscription of

formal education in the autochthonous languages. There had been no such official

proscription, however, in Asturias where Bable was viewed more as a quaint remainder

of a folkloric past rather than as an icon of regionalist identity and separatism.

Nevertheless the effect there still had impact on the vitality of Bable. Factors identified

above conceming poor teacher quality in many rural schools had actually provided

some elements for support for the continuity of Bable. The educational standardisation

of the Franco regime removed such support. As will be seen in the analysis of letters to

the editor (Part C, Section 71.2), there arose in that time, the beginnings of anti-Bable

attitudes within the school. The genesis of such attitudes was the perceived low status of

Bable as a rural tongue which represented lack of sophistication. A columnist in LNE

cited his own childhood experience as a Bable speaker:

t (a) íntención de establecer en la villa una biblioteca popular municipal, a fin de facilitar al
obrero en acceso a la lectura sin perjuicio de sus cotidianas tareas.

rr A Alted, Cultural Control, in H Graham &, J Labanyi (eds), Spønlsh Cuttural Studies: an introduction -
The strugglefor modernity, OUP, Oxford,1995, page 196.
12 Op.cit., page 197.
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I, in class, scarecely spoke and preferred to pass (myself) off as a fool (panguatu
they said in my house) and not respond to the teachers' questions so as not to
sufier the flageilation of the tips of my fingers.r3 t

A correspondent to the editor of LNE echoed the same theme of the depreciation of

Bable speaking in the classroom.ta As did another who spoke of a teacher, arrived from

Castile, who:

... used to hit me because I was speaking Bable. 15 t

Whatever the motivation and effect of the educational developments of the Franco

regime, one definite outcome was a huge reduction in illiteracy rates around the

country. So that towards the end of the twentieth century the rate in Asturias, for

example, had fallen to lo/o of those over ten years of age.16 Though a report in 1996 that

functional illiteracy amongst rural women could run as high as 60yo.r7

Country areas within Asturias still appear to have had a somewhat slower effect from

the increased quality of education due to reduced stays at school; possibly exacerbated

by closure of many small schools, forcing children to travel further away for education.

As noted by one interviewee, Angel:

Until ten years ago we were incomunicaos lisolatedl, the outside influ.ence were
the escueles lschoolsl, though children didn't stay as long as previously.ls

This was echoed by a correspondent to the editor who commented upon his use of the

Bable for schools instead of the Castilian:

'' LNE 2.r0.97.
' Yo, en la clase, apenas hablaba y prefería pasar por tonto (panguatu, decían en mi casa) y no
responder a las preguntas del maestros antes que sufrir laflagelación de las yemas de los dedos.

to Llgzl443, male, Mieres
's l-t+6r4ro

' llegó pegarme porque hablaba en bable.
tu LNE 13.6.95.
't LNE 1.11.96
l8 Interview notes with Angel.
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... and I say les escueles {C: escuelas} because they are antigües {C:antiguas}
lold); from when Bable was sPoken. '"

4.2 TH'F. ASTURIAN VILLAGE

Early in our time in Asturias, our children commented on the significance of the

"village" in the lives of their friends. Though we lived in the capital city, Oviedo, and

though most of their füends had been born there, our children would often hear their

friends talk of mi pueblo lmy villøgel; they also noted that their füends would spend a

number of weekends a year and almost always a portion of their annual school holidays

in their "v7llage".

The village of each, though not their own particular birthplace, vr'as often the birthplace

of at least one of their parents and certainly that of one of their sets of grandparents.

Their visits then were to accomplish what my children would have expressed as "to visit

our grandparents"; but there was also a broader sentiment than family implicit in such

visits.

Survey data conducted in Asturias and Catalunya in the nineteen seventies confirmed

the greater tendency of Asturians than Catalans to identify with village or city ahead of

province or region. In answer to the question - Of what part of Spain are you a part? -
59.6% of Asturians said 'town or city' compared with 46.8% of Catalans. While on the

other hand only 22.5Yo of Asturians answered 'region', compared with 40.3% of

Catalans.20 This greater tendency of Asturians to think 'village' rather than 'region'

would be a factor in the argument of whether it is Bable or bables that is/are spoken in

the region.

'n L2gg1306
t y digo 'los escueles' porque son 'antigües'; de cuando se hablaba el bable.

'o P de Silva Cienfuegos Jovellanos, El regionalismo asturiqno, op.cit.,pp 45-6.
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James W Fernández McClintlock, in his essay About 'moradas vitales': a

microethnographic essay on Essence and Provenance, and other vectors in the

negotiation of identity in Asturian village life,2t wrote about the concept of moradas

vitales lvital tiving areas) a term first coined by Américo Castro.22 He described them

as a vital source of identity and indicated that three questions are contained within:

In asking who these villagers are, we ask with whom or what they identify,
whom or what they are like. 23

Femândez McClintock noted that, in contradistinction to African heldwork he had done

where location was often only incidental to identit,v by kinship, in Asturian villages

Kinship and location are in marked tension with each other ... For one thing these
villages and their associated fields and meadows have been in existence in the
same site for hundreds of years in most cases easily more than a millenium.
Locality has great historical weight. People say this is "my'' or "our" villages ....
Such geocentric identity formation by location in space is very strong and must be
negotiated along with kinship. 2a

He further noted the sense of physical location is qualified by that which gives

"likeness" to the individual. Thus he wrote

It can apply to anything from a courtyard to a church or a bar, or a mill, where
people, the homebody lcasariegu], the barfly lboruachul, the churchmouse
lbeataf, come to be known through their predominant association with one or
another or several of these congregation sites.25

To these locational and kinship links are also added occupational and class links,

The Spanish philosopher, José Ortega y Gasset (1883-1955) coined the doctrine of

perspectivism þerspectivismol based upon his view, as Jorge Gracia stated, of the

" J W Fernández McClintlock, About'moradas vitales'; a microethnographic essay on Essence and
Provenance, and other vectors in the negotiation of identity in Asturtan village life in Cultures: Revista
Asturiana de Culturø 2, publishedby ALLA, Uviéu1992, pp 59-105.
22 A Castro, España en su historia, Buenos Aires, 1948.
23 op.cit., page 66.
2a Op.cit., pp 69-70.
25 Op.cit., page72.
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metaphysics of vital rectson [razón vitalJ and his perspectival epistemology.26 This view

was summarised in Ortega y Gasset's statement:

Yo soy yo y mi circunstancia lI am I and my circumstancel.21

As Gracia put it:

There is a dynamic interaction and interdependence of self and things. These and
the self together constitute reality.28

For the Asturians, place (and also their iconic emblem) become vectors of identity.

Thus, in the case of our children's friends. 'village' had become a vector in their

negotiation of identity, a part of their reality, even though they had neither been bom

nor lived substantial periods of their lives in their respective villages. Indeed, though not

unknown elsewhere in other Spanish regions, press references to people in Asturias very

often contain in brackets both the locale and the year of their birth.

This perception of the rural by the urban is in contrast to that felt in other urban centres

in Spain. The passage of generations has clearly put a greater distance between city and

country, especially in such centres of Spanish intellectual life as Madrid and Barcelona.

The rural portrayals of Spanish literature confirm this distance. As José Álvarez Junco

wrote:

Unwritten cultures and politically marginalized sectors of the population offer
historians no recourse to their favourite sources: documents. Nowhere is this
diffrculty more evident than when we try to penetrate the closed world of rural
Spain. There are of course literary accounts, for peasant life had from the middle
of the nineteenth century appealed to the costumbrista and 'realist' novelists,
generally conservative in attitude ... Both groups shared an image of the rural
world as dormant, passive, and inward-looking, where the rhythm of life was
punctuated by the tolling of church bells: a symbol of the parish priest's influence

'u R Audi (ed), The Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy, 2nd edition, Cambridge UP, Cambrid ge, 1999,
page 637.
" Ibid.
" ibid.
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on rural inhabitants' consciences, but also the continued operation of traditional
agricultural cycles.2e

In other words, literature from much of Spain has cast a deprecatory yet somewhat awed

view of the rural context. In Asturias, however, familiarity has not deemed the rural

world 'closed' or impenetrable but rather as almost a core value

The gift of the aldea

God gave it to he who desires it.30 t

4.3 PAISANU _ PAISAÑíN AND OTHER RURAL SYMBOLS

The word paisano in Castilian can mean 'peasant', but more commonly means

'compatriot', taking its origin from the word país, the word for country.

There is something held in tension in the word país since the Castilian word signifies

more than the concept of the nation-state. For example, it can also apply to regions

within a country. Thus denominations such as País Valencia lValencia country] and

País Vasco lBasque country) do not for most Spaniards signify nation-states, but rather

distinctive parts of the one nation-state, namely Spain.

This is not to suggest that nation-state allusions are always absent in such references

however. The tension between autonomy and independence was hinted at by the

Catalan government during the months surroundingthe 7992 Barcelona Olympics when

it sponsored a series of print advertisements inviting the answer to the question: In

which country would you place this point? (the point being labelled Barcelona and

'n J Aluur"t Jwrco, Rural & (Jrban popular cultures by in H Graham et.al. Spanish Cultural Studies; An
introduction, ed. OuP, Oxford 1996, pp 82-3.
30 F Goruáúez, Poesias Asturianas,IDEA, Oviedo, 1987, page 86.
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which appeared on an otherwise blank page). The sequel advertisement (on the

succeeding page), superimposed the same point on a map of Europe, contained the

headline: In Catalonia, of ,ourr".* The political starkness of this statement was more

strident in English language publications where country has much clearer nation-state

significance than in Castilian.

At another level the word país is related to a number of words, just as the word country

in English is related to countryside ín addition to referring to a nation-state. Similarly in

Castilian there are words like: paisaje lcountryside) and paisajista llandscape painterl.

Paisøno thus has both the compatriot about it as well asthe peasant. One correspondent

to the editor noted that there was something unique about Asturian usage of the term:

'paisanos' (as we say in Asturian) but, clearly, not all people are
, 3l tpaßanos

Thus paisano in Castilian looks more to the compatriot.While the Asturian sense of

paisano is more closely aligned with countryside (¡teasant) than with country

(compatriol). Asturian dictionaries ally the following words withpaisano and its Bable

equivalent p aisanu:

XXSV 1988- hombre, campesino lman, countrymanl
JN 1989 - campesino, labriego lcountry man,workerf
VdA 1987 - campesín lcountrYman]

A number of dictionaries also made reference to a paisano being someone not in

uniform, ie someone not associated with authority.

' EI regalu de aldea / Dios lu dëa quien lu desea..
* 

An example of this ad duet appeared inthe International Herald Tribune of 17 July 1992.The text of
the second half also contained the statement: This is where Barcelona is, in Catalonia, a country in Spain

with its own culture, language and identity.t' LziTlztz
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There is also in Asturias a high interchangeability between paisano(u) and aldeano(u)

þerson from a villagel. This interchangeability is even higher between the diminutive

p ais añín and aldeano (u) .

Exploring the issue by examining some vocabularios lvocabularies) published by

ALLA, based on lexical research in various communities in Asturias, there are found

some interesting definitions related to the concept of paisano, such as from Veiga:

Paisansmente l-literally - peasantlv] is given the meaning: vulgar, familiarmente
lc omm on, famili arlyl 32

contrasting with one from Riosa:

Ser paisana fliterally - to be apaisano] is given the meaning: ser personaformal,
ser person-a de fiar lto be aformal person, to be a person to trust]33

Thus has developed a type of imagined rural idyll based on hearth and community with

paisano(u), paisañín ¡za+1 and aldeanu ¡z+1 
joining other words in special lexicon of rural

identity which is shared even by Asturians living in an urban context.

Among other words in that special lexicon arc: quintana¡+1aîd llariega¡t+1. These Bable

words, more than their Castilian equivalents (casería and hogareño) both have special

significance in Asturias and are used more widely than their literal meanings would

merit. The first, quintana, refers to the farmstead and is thought to be of Roman origin.

Ramón Prieto Bances gave what could be considered a literal description of the

Asturian quintana'.

' 'paisanos' (como decimos en asturiano) ... pero claro, no todos las personas son 'paisanos'
32 J A Fernández Vior, Vocabulario da Veiga, ALLA, Uviéu, 1998, page 228 .

tt F Alvárez Fernández- Novo, Vocabulariu de Riosa, ÃLLA, Uviéu, 1998, page 130.
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The Asturian country house is the family patrimony par excellence in the manner
of saying that the country home is the conjunction formed by a house,-a stable, a
barn, one or two orchards, agricultural land and a piece of mountainside3a t

To this literal translation has been added an overlay of more figurative significance in

the spirit of 'home is where the heart is'. Thus when quintana now appears it is often

used to communicate more than the literal meaning. For example, La Nueva España

chose the title La Nueva Quintana as the masthead for the weekly supplernent on

Asturian cultural and heritage which it has produced with regional goverrìment support.

The choice by the newspaper of the name La Nueva Quintana, which also carried the

subtitle Paginas Asturianistas lAsturianist pagesl, may have been a clever allusion to

regionalist sentiment (counterpoised with the nationalist flavour of its own name), but

more probably, harkened back to an earlier publication, La Quintana, produced in the

1880s in a period described as a brillante primavera asturianista lshining Asturianist

springl.3s Thus was born the linkage between a word of rural provenance and Asturian

identity.

Likewise the word llariega lof the hearth] has come to have greater significance than its

literal meaning evidenced by its use in such phrases as llingua llariega llanguage of the

hearth - ie Bable]. This conjunction of the word with llingua alludes to the means by

which most acquired their knowledge of the language - at home, around the hearth. But

it does not only refer to language learning during the first years of childhood

ta R Anes Alvarez, El Campesinado en ta Edad Moderna, H de A III, page 494.
t la casería asturiana es el patrimonio familiar por excelencia" de modo que "decir en Asturias
una casería es decir el conjunto formado por una casa, una cuadra, una panera, uno o dos
huertos, tierras de labor y un pedazo de monte.

35 Statement athibuted to J I Ruiz de la Peña, quoted inthe 1416195 edition of La Nueva Quintana in LNE
of the same date.
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(mamándola lsuckling ir] as cited by one of the conference attendees in Chapter 1336;

and, llingua que mamanos llanguage that suckles usl3\ but also to the Asturian rural

tradition of language-sharing through story telling around the hearth on winter nights, or

during occasions of shared work (eg husking the corn - la esþyaza).

The contention is that the idealised view of the rural in Asturias has gone further than

farm and hearth, it has come to embody the virtues of communalism. This is consistent

with the history of the region which through the centuries has seen the development of

communal structures such as foral villages (villages under charter of self-government)

and mancomunidad lcommonwealthl where groups of villages combined together.

The further contention is that certain words - eg paisanín and aldeanu- symbolize both

the rural idyll as well as a sense of community mixed with solidarity.

4.4 MINERU¡r+1

In addition to the status of the peasant, that of the miner has played a significant part in

the tapestry of Asturian identity. Though later the body of miners would include a

minority of immigrants from other parts of Spain (and even, in recent years, from such

foreign countries as Poland), in the initial decades the workforce was supplied entirely

by the supernumerary rural population - that is those children of rural families for

whom the small size of the average Asturian farm could no longer provide employment

in agriculture. But, since they were sociologically and culturally rural in origin and

outlook, miners were just as much 'sons of the land' as their siblings who remained to

till the soil and herd the flocks.

tu so62t'L2s3r23o.
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Perceptions of miners by others

José Antonio Mases3s noted that nineteenth and early twentieth century writers

identified miners as coarse and quarrelsome drunkards and gamblers when they are not

murderers'In noting this, Mases explained that those writers:

ignore the authentic personality of the miner, whom they know only outside of the
mine, in the tavem or in the street, but not at his coalface nor in his family
environment. 39t

It was not only the coming of miners which was depreciated, but also the industry itself.

In his work La aldea perdida,the writer Palacio Valdés wrote:

From when the mineral exploitation of Langreo began I realised that our
patriarchal way of life, ouisimple customs wer: going to perish.ao t

Yet what actually resulted was not the destruction of a 'way of life' based upon the rural

idyll nor a degradation of a workforce but the creation of an expanded Asturian identity

which melded together the rural with the spirit of the miner.

The populations of the mining centres clearly brought with them the communal spirit of

their rural relatives. In 1919 the mancomunidad lcommonwealth] of mining town

councils initiated the movimiento municipilista lmunicipalist movementf, commenced

publishing a periodical, La Mancomunidad, and issued a pamphlet, Asturias Autónoma:

pr op ag and a r e gionlis t a as turi an a.4 
l

" J A Mar.r, Asturias en 100 palabrøs, Ediciones Trea, Gijón, 1996, page 37.
t son toscos, borrachos, jugadores y pendencieros únicamente, cuando no asesinos.

3e Op.cit., page 37.
' toscos, borrachos, jugadores y pendencíeros únicamente, cuando no asesinos. and Ignoraban la
auténtica personalidad del minero, a quien conocián solamente fuera de la mina, en la tabernq o
en la calle, pero no en su tajo ni en su entornofamiliar.

a0 
Quoted in J de Lillo Cuadrado Asturias: una crisis permenente, Ayalga Ediciones, Salinas, 1978,p296.

I Desde que comenzó la exploitación de las minqs de Langreo, comprendí que nuestra vida,
patriarcal, nuestras costumbres s encillas ib an a fenecer.
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Mases indicated that a perception change about miners took place in the twentieth

century largely as a result of their politicisation as they widened their concern from

immediate industrial circumstances to the future of all in the region. This change was

reflected in two paintings of mining action separated by nearly seventy decades. José

Uria y Uria's painting - Después de una huelga lAfter a strikel - evokes a spirit of

victimhood in its poignant and sympathetic, yet nevertheless introverted, portrayal of a

slain miner, a victim of a strike of the late nineteenth century. Decades later, in

Picasso's 1963 drawing based on a miners' strike against the Franco rcgimea2 - La

lámparo de los mineros alumbra un camino de porvenir lThe miners' lamp shines a

path ahead] - the message became extroverted conveying a sense of miners leading the

struggle of the disempowered in the community.

ßisure 4.1: Desoués de la huelea. J Uriav Uria

or P San Martín Antuña, Doctrina Asturianisla, op. cit., pp 43-44.
a2 Paintings depicted by J Baron Thidigsmann, Sociedad y Pintura asturiana Siglo XIX, and F Erice
Sebares, La Franqismo en Asturias, in HdA IV, op.cit., pages 124 and 887 respectively.
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Fisure 4.2: lámnara de los mineros ... - P Picasso

,A ) Iu R.[ n.S

b.

L

Literature too changed from that expressed in La aldea perdida, with works such as

Atrapados lThe entrapped onesl by Asturian writer Dolores Medio reflecting a world of

miners which was:

A world of work, heroism, poverty, suffering, rebellion and many other virtues
and many other conflictive elements.4s t

lrì. r¡ /b)

In his introduction to an edition of Albert Camus' play Rebelión en Asturiqs lRebellion

in Asturias], David Ruiz wrote of the rooting of much Asturian radicalism in the spirit

of the mining zones:

Mieres, Sama de Langreo andLaFelguera (were) the principal foci of inadiation.
It was in these three nuclei where, during the dawn of the 5 October the
machinery of rebellion \Mas put in place, that was going to throw almost fifty
thousand workers into the struggle for the realisation of a new world ...aat

o'F Pa¡a.er, Prologo to C Rubín, Diccionario Minero-Astur, op.cit., page 9.
t este mundo de trabajo, heroicidqd, penuria, sufrimiento, rebeldía, y otras muchas virtudes y
muchos otros elementos co nflictivos.

oo D Ruir, Introducción a Octubre de 1934, op.cit., page 27.
' Mieres, Sama cle Langreo y La Felguera como los principales þcus de irrqdiación. Fue en estos
tres núcleos en donde, durante la madrugada del 5 cle octubre, se puso en marcha la máquina de
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For much of the twentieth century there have been times when solidarity with miners

extended across a surprisingly wide section of both political and class divides. The

deaths of fourteen miners at Pozo San Nicolás lSaint Nicholas pithead) in Mieres on 31

August 1995 unleashed a widespread regional gnef. The overflowing attendance at the

memorial service held at the cathedral in Oviedo was testimony to the fact that it was

not just Asturian miners and their families who felt a profound sense of loss at the

tragedy, but also alarge and diverse portion of the region's populace'

During a period of intense industrial agitation in the mining cuencas in May 1997,

representatives of three regionalist parties reflected not only the wider agenda implicit

in the miners' strike action but also the resultant solidarity of many others in the

community with that agenda of autonomy and self reliance. The three were quoted as

saylng

I desire that the Asturian problem should be seen from Asturias.t

[Alfredo PérezArgüelles, Liga Asturiana councillor in Aller]

More and more every time it is being realised that we could resolve our problems
ourselves.t fMiguel Angel Díaz, PAS councillor in Pola de Lena]

We should apply our traditions at this time when others would impose (theirs) on
us.t fVioleta Santapa, Andecha Astur councillor in Riosa]

4.s LO NUESTRO AND LO COMUN [THAT WHICH IS OURS AND THE

coMMoNl

The concept of community within the village or mining centre merits further

investigation so as to understand better the way Asturians perceive the 'communal'.

la rebellion, que iba a lanzar q casi cincuentq mil obreros a la lucha por la realización de un
mundo Nuevo ...

" LNE 1.5.97.
' Deseo que el problema asturiano se vea desde Asturias
' Se dan cuenta cada vez más que nuestras problemas los resolvemos nosotros.

45
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While there is often a sense of idealisation of the rural (and even the mine) in modern,

urban Asturias, the reality of life for the rural poor and mine workers had very often

been harsh. The rural idyll certainly did not exist. Perception has often betrayed reality

to the extent that at times both reactionary forces (such as Carlism) as well as forces for

conservative change (such as during the era of Franco) played on the theme of the rural

idyll as a means of achieving other objectives.

It is first necessary to understand the different stances which can be taken to the same

setting. Fernández McClintlock contrasted the differing perceptions of Prieto Bances

(which he summed up as seeing the rural community of the nineteenth century as una

familia grande la great familyl) with that of García Femández who portrayed an

opposite view of Asturian rural life from the eighteenth century:

It was a society of extreme elements, from the rural hearth, where a class, the rural
aristocracy, bled everything from the lowest classes and after that, not openly
visible, but making use and abuse of the myths and symbols of family, religion
and of patronage in order to obscure the theft and the misery in which the majority

, 46rwere Duneo.

In his analysis Femández McClintlock used the device of testing the writings of the two

against an Asturian aphorism:

Lo común ye de nengún lThe common is of no-onef

' Debemos aplicar nuestras tradiciones en vez de que nos impongan otros'
ou J M Fernández McClintlock, Campos léxicos y vida cultural n'Asturies, ALLA, Uviéu, 1996.

Reference is made (on page 108) to J García Fernández, Sociedad y organización tradicional del espacio
en Asturias,IDEA, Oviedo, 1976.

'. Yera una sociedá de elementos estremaos llarada de torgues, onde un estamentu, l'aristocracia
rural, sangró de toes toes a los estamentos más baxos y, dende llueu, non a les clares, sinón

faciendo usu y abusu de los mitos y símbolos de familia, relixión y padronalgu, p'anubrir el
lladroniciu y, d'ello, la miseria na que sapozaron a la mayoria
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He concluded that Prieto Bances interpreted this to mean lo del común yera cosa de

nengún y yera de toos lthat of the common was a thing of no-one and it was (a thing) of

alll; whlle he attributed to García Fernëtndez the view that:

The idea of the community was of no-one still less of them, who took the power
or the artfulness of the blood in its own interest.aT t

However, Fernández McClintlock found both analyses unsatisfactory. He stated that

these perceptions came from the culture savant lacademic culture] and ignored /a

cultura del pueblu lculture of the people). He acknowledged that both have derived

from similar seminal aspects of la idea primitiva de lo común lthe primitive idea of the

common]but that their academic analysis had led them to diverging conclusions.a8

Fernández McClintlock himself concluded:

In Asturias there were many classes of common land, many modes of working for
the common good. Only, as shown: we have in the nineteenth century, a system of
sharing the gain called comuña and we have, in the twentieth century, disposed to
want to bring forward in the Revolution of 1934 la comuña asturiana. But here,
and very simply, I am going to talk no more of a system of working in common -
ofpeople helping each other- called estaferialshared labourf, and ofa system of
guaranteeing the common pasture of the cattle, la.^deruota lopening of untilled
ground],long since thrown out elsewhere in Spain. ae 

'

He analysed the perception from the local level of lo común in contraposition to a

parallel idea of el bien común lthe common goodf. He found evidence of a local level

suspicion that feared lo común ye d'ellos y non de nós lthe common is of them and not

n7 op.cit., page 108.

' lo de la comunidá yera de nengún sacante ellos, que tuvieron el poder o I'artería de sangralo nel
so propiu porgüeyu.

a8 Op.cit., p109.
ae Op.cit., pl10.

t N'Asturies hubo munches clases de tierres del común, munches meneres de trabayar pal bien
común. Sólo comu emuesa: tenemos en sieglu XIX, un sistema de llevar el ganóu denomáu
comuña y tenemos, en sieglu XX, I'entamu de querer llevar alantre nø Revolución del 34 'la
comuña asturiana'. Pero equí, y mui cenciellamente, voi falar namái d'un sistema de lrabayar en

común - d'ayudase la xente uno a otro - denomáu estaferia, y d'un sistema de garantar la
llindiadura común del ganáu, la derrota, mui espardío n'Españø otra miente.
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of usf .s0 In other words a myth of lo común. Yet this alienated sense of the common of

the others (best described as the common goodf,led to a parallel shared or collective

and reactive feeling amongst the dispossessed.

This concept of 'our-ness' or shared experience was revealed in a survey conducted in

1996 by the Centro de Investigaciones Sociológicas which found Asturians second

ranked amongst different Spanish groups (after Andalucians) in the index of feelings of

fellow kinship. 5r

V/hich brings the special place of the possessive pronoun lo nuestro loursf into focus.

Lo nuestro

Jacques de Bruyne, a member of the Real Academia Español, in his work .4

comprehensive Spanish Grammar, after describing the standard grammatical meanings

of the possessive adjectives also noted:

Forms llke Io mío, lo tuyo, lo nLtestro, &c can nevertheless also have a completely
different, figurative meaning. These expressions may allude to behaviour or a
state of affairs of which the person addressed is assumed to be informed. These
neuter (hence vague, general) terms are also used euphemistically and avoid more
precise words or expressions which might call up unpleasant memories or allude
to difficulties .. .. (they) may (also) refer to a typical or characteristic aspect of
someone's attitude or lifestyle.s2

It is the latter usage (with respect to the first person plural possessive adjective) that is

of most interest in considering the Asturian situation.

50 op.cit., pl l lttLNE 27.r.97t' J de Bru1 e, A comprehensive Spanish Grammar, Blackwell Publishers, Oxford 1995, page 187
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In their book Villaviciosa y su progreso, Victor Vallín Mafünez and Gerardo Fernández

Moreno unintentionally gave examples of such use of the first person plural possessive

adjective, such as:

J(, whose sound is so us

I speak of 'we' because imperceptibly though very logically it links us and
roaming through the domain of this Central Bable, perhaps also to be he that with
greater loyalty comes conserving the characteristics of origin, but there is no
ãoubt that it is principally to be ours, of our own county.s3 '

The relative significance of our and ours in Bable is also supported by comparative

lexical frequency analysis. Using the analysis of one million Bable words in

Diccionariu de frecuencies léxiques del Asturianu of Fernando Cuentos et.alsa and of

1,014,000 English words in 1989 by Knut Hofland and Stig Johansson,ss provides an

interesting difference in the comparative incidence of possessive pronouns between the

two languages. Table 4.2 gives the information in tabular form. The data is portrayed

diagrammatically in Figure 4.1.

The figures show a marked difference between English practice and that in Bable with

respect to utilisation of possessives. In English first person (singular and plural)

possessives represent oily 14.6%o of all personal possessives; whereas in Bable the

percentage is 92.Io/o. Contrariwise, third person possessive pronouns represent 80.2%

of English possessive pronoun usage, contrasting with only 4.87% in Bable. Only the

tt V Vallín Martinez and G Fernández Moreno, Villaviciosa y su progreso, originally published 1928,
reprinted Ediciones la Oliva, Villavicosa, 1993, page 185.

t X,, cuyo sonido ¡tan nuestro! and
Hablo de nosotros porque insensiblemente aunque muy lógico ello hétenos y discurriendo por el
terreno de este bable central, quizá también por ser él el que con mayor fidelidad viene
conservando los rasgos de origen, pero no hay duda que principahnente por ser el nuestro, el
propio de nuestro consejo

5a F Cuetos et.al., Diccionariu de frecuencies léxiques del Asturianu, Estaya Pedagóxica 11, ALLA,
Uviéu, 1997.
55 K Hofland & S Johansson, Frequency analysis of Englßh vocabulary & grammar, OUP, Oxford, 1989.
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figures for second person possessive pronouns were approximately comparable befween

the two languages.

Bable 
Engtish

I our/ours
Ø his/hers/its

The contexts in which this extensive use of the first person possessive is applied is

explored in the chapters on research (Thirteen to Fifteen).

4.6 RESISTANCE & ALIENATION

Perhaps arising from the strong individualism characteristic of their Celtic origins, the

Asturians have, from the earliest recorded times, maintained a spirit of resistance to

perceived oppression, or the threat of it. V/riting in the second century AD, Dio Cassius

Possessive pronoun
Bable Enelish

Frequency Percentage Frequencv Percentage
Mine, my 2,563 54.48% 1,879 r0.r0%
Your, yours (sg & pl) t27 a -lao/z,tL/o 856 459%
His, hers, its, theirs 228 4.87% 14,610 78.72%
Our, ours r,7 59 37.61% 1,23I 6.6r%
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noted the strength of the resistance of the Astures to attempts by Augustus to occupy the

regron:

Augustus himself waged war upon the Astures and upon the Cantabri at one and
the same time. But these peoples would neither yield to him, because they were
confident on account of their strongholds, nor would they come to close quarters,
owing to their inferior numbers and the circumstance, that most of them were
javelin-throwers, and, besides, they kept causing him a great deal of annoyance,
always forestalling him by seizing the higher ground whenever a manoeuvre was
attempted, and lyrng in ambush for him in the valleys,and woods. Accordingly
Auguitus found himself in very great embarrassment ... s6

The resistance of the Asturians to the Moors at Covadonga may well have annealed

among them a kingdom and united a people but it did not bring passive submission of

subjects to their revitalised monarchy. Maria Jesús Suarez .Ãlvarczsi noted aî

unsuccessful rebellion by servios Iterftl during the reign of King Aurelio, only five

decades after the victory of King Pelayo. The rebels were, in the opinion of A Barbero

and M Vigil, neither slaves nor freemen but:

Local peasants who continued being subjected to the nobility and the church.58 '

In 11.32, after the amalgamation of the Kingdom of Leon with the Kingdom of Castille,

Asturian resistance crystallised in the form of an uprising against Alfonso Vtr led by

GonzáiezPelâez. The rebellion lasted five years until it was finally put down in 1137.

The first quarter of the nineteenth century saw the Asturians twice play a significant

role of resistance. Napoleonic France invaded Spain in 1808 to install a satellite

monarchy in the person of Fernando VIL France reinvaded in 1823 to defend that

monarch. The region of Asturias has prided itself that it led the resistance to the 1808

56 Dio Cassius, Roman History Book LIII, tr. E Cary, Loeb Classical Library, Harvard UP, Cambridge
(Mass.) reprinted 1994, pages 259-261.
tt M J Suu.e, Alvarez Asturias en la Epoca de la Monarquía Asturiana, HdA II, pp 293-308.
58 Op.cit., page 305.
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invasion, being the first Spanish province to declare war against Napoleon. With that

resistance came the establishment of a proto-national Spanish govemment in the form

of the Junta Suprema de Gobierno del Principado de Asturias y Consejo Soberano de

Asturias y León lSupreme Junta of the government of the Principality of Asturias and

Sovereign Council of Asturias and Leónl. This govemment did not so much see itself as

a regional authority but as a kind of government-in-exile:

The Junta General of this province, in which resides the sovereignty until such
time as circumstances would permit the resumption of the legitimate monarchy of
Fernando VII. 5e'

A nineteenth century Carlist, Guillermo Estrada Villaverde [1834-1894], spoke of the

movement's aim to defend les llibertaes tradicionales lthe traditionalfreedomsf.60

Yet the Junta did not always defend the interests of all Asturians as it

... would continue being, until is disappearance in 1834, an instrument of the
oligarchies for the defence of its interests; if those coincided with those of the
común, all the better, (but), obviously, it did not always happen.6l '

The proletarianisation of the mining sector (the move from a rural workforce which also

worked the mines to a landless mining labour force) led to a more clear delineation

between miner and pit owner. The spirit of resistance which arose expressed itself by

means of strikes. The first significant strike in Asturias took place in Gijón in 1901,

t campesinos locales que van quedando sometidos a la nobleza y a la iglesia.
tn F Tnero Bertrand, La Junta General del Principødo de Asturias, Ayalga Ediciones, Salinas, 1978,p 59.I La Junta General de esta provincia, en quien reside la soberanía hasla que las circunstanciqs

permitan pueda resumirla el legítimo monarca Fernando VIL
uo Cited in una hestoria con nome propiu, an attachment to www.asturies.com.es accessed on28.09.97.
The use of Bable was not necessarily that of Estrada in the original but may have been translated from
Castilian by the author of the site.
ut J Rodríguez Muñoz & M A Gonzâlez Muñiz, Diccionario de Historia de Asturias, Silverio Cañada,
Gijón, 1991, page 183.t continuara siendo, hasta su desaparición en 1834, un instrumento de los oligarquías para la

defensa de sus intereses; sí éstos coincidían con los del común, tanto major, lo que, obviamente,
no sucedía siempre.
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followed in 1911 by the first general strike and the revolutionary strike of l9l7.ln the

period lg07 -I7 some 200 strikes were recorded.62

The increasing politicisation of the strike instrument reached its apogee with Octubre

Rojo lRed Octoberl - the strike and subsequent march on Oviedo in 1934 (which was

dealt with in Chapter One).

During the Franco regime the right to strike was not recognised in law; in addition,

other avenues to protest were severely circumscribed. Asturians, however, more than

other Spanish, availed themselves of what opportunities they could to express dissent.

In 1947 a referendum rwas held to approve the Law of Succession. Asturians recorded

the highest abstention rate of any region in Spain, with 23.15Yonot voting. Of those

who did vote, Asturias recorded a 'yes' vote of only 67.5Yo, compared with 83.2% for

Spain as a whole.63 This level of local intransigence to the Franco regime had a public

face in the strike of 1961 which attracted international attention,

Unlike the situation which confronted Catalan and Basque, there was no direct evidence

of the need for overt resistance by supporters of Bable in the face of proscriptive actions

by the Franco regime designed to favour of Castilian. Indeed, as is argued elsewhere,

the Franco regime to a certain degree indulged Bable as a folkloric oddity.

Nothwithstanding such apparent tolerance, one of the most noted Bable writers of the

era, Pachín de Melás (pseudonym of Emilio Robles Muñiz, author of many theatric

u' A Terron Bañuelos, La enseñanza primaria en la zona industrial de Asturias ( I S9S- I 92 3),Op.cit p 22u' F Erice Sebares, El Franquismo en Asturias, HdA Vol. IV, page 877.
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works in Bable) was one of nearly nine hundred people to perish in 1938 alongside

other republican activists in E/ Coto, thejail in Xixón run by Franco's rebels.6a

The strike instrument was not solely focussed on industrial issues but also increasingly

incorporated broader regional themes which themselves represented issues of resistance

to power. Paralleling strike activity in the first decades of the twentieth century were

activities to promote the autonomy of the region. The councils of Avilés, Oviedo and

the Mancomunidad d'ayuntamientos mineros lCommonealth of mining councils] voted

for municipal and regional autonomy. 65 And in 1918 Alvaro Fernández de Miranda

edited the bases for an autonomy statute.66

Since the death of Franco the language of both strike action and autonomy calls has

frequently been Bable.

Photo 4.1: Newspaper photo of miners' protest

Translation of banner (from Bable): To defend the mining zones is to defend Asturias

uo M E Ortega Valcárcel, Ejecutados y fattecidos en la carcel del coto Gijón, Azucel, Avilés, 1994, pp 15
&.94.
65 LNE l2l7l95 (La Nueva Quintana supplement)
66 A Femández de Miranda et.al, Doctrina Asturianista; aprobada por la Junta Regionalista del
Principado I 9 I 8, prologue by P San Martín ,Antuña, Nueva Asturies Fundación, Xixón, 1999 , page 9 .
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Photo 4.1 is a photo from a newspaper report of a miners' protest (behind a Bable

language banner) which took place in Mieres del Camino in May 1997.67 The aim of the

protest organising committee, 15-M, was in the words of one committee member,

Ramón García Caflal, not to seek special privileges for miners but to identiff with

regional problems. He proclaimed that when it came to solidarity with others in the

region:

To the miners and the people of the mining zones no-one can give lessons about
solidarity.6s t

Amongst other examples from the nineteen nineties of the use of Bable as the language

of protest was a demonstration organised by the union umbrella body FETE-UGT

(Federación de trabajadores españoles / Unión general de trabajadores lFederation of

Spanish Workers / General union of workers]) under the banner Pa ti esperanza ¡¡ya ta

bien!! lFor your hope - already it is welt!1.6e Another was a February 1998

demonstration by 300 local protesters demanding a national park in Picu Fariu {C: Peña

Careses), in the county of Siero; the demonstrators carrying a banner in Bable stating

Careses ye de toos {C: Careses es de todos} lCareses is for alll.7o 
*

The character of Asturians as a resistant people has also reflected itself in opposition to

conscription. According to the Carlos Martín Paniceres Estrada of the Oficina del

defensor del Soldado lOffice of the Defence of the Soldierl, Asturias has the highest

rate of those rejecting conscription lla milil of any region of Spain.Tr Again Bable has

often been chosen as the language to express this opposition. As shown in Photo 7.3

ut LNE r6.5.9i.68.r.'lolo.
' A los nrineros y la gente de las Cuencas nadie les puede dar lecciones de solidaridad.

un LNE 25.4.97.
to LNE 23.2.98.
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(page 244), the graffitti language of the anti-conscriptionists has been Bable; likewise

the names of two key groups of conscription opponents were in Bable - Coordinadora

Asturiana pola Insumisión lAsturian Coordinating Committee for Draft Resistancel and

Coleutivu d'Insumisos presos en Villabona lCollective of draft resisters imprisoned in

Villabona).

Connection of language with dispossession

Llera found that 44o/o of respondents identified Bable (or Asturian as he used) as lengua

propia fown language] of Asturias, compared with l9Yo identifying Castilian to be so; a

further 35%, indicated that both languages were in this category. Table 4.3 identifies

those sub-groups of population which Llera found exceeded the province average

(44%) of those nominating Bable as lengua propia; the table also lists some of the most

significant sub-groups below that average.Tz

Table 4.3: sienificant sroups above and below the averase rate of identification of

Exceeding 447o Not reaching 44o/o

Illiterates (92%) PP voters (34%)
Nationalist/regionalist voters (90%) Higher degree graduates (33%)
The young (77%) Students (33%)
Non-middle school graduates (50-66%) Middle class (30%)
Unemployed(60%\ University graduates (28%)
Lower middle class (56%)
IU voters (53%)
Native-bom children of immigrants (50%)
Housewives (49%)
PSOE voters (49%\

B.able as sole lenguø propia

- It is of interest that while the language of the barurer was in Bable and not Castilian, the Castilian
toponym was used and not the Bable.t'LNE 13.6.95.7'F J Llerc Ramo, Los asturianos y la lengua asturiana; estudio sociolingüístico para Asturias -1991,
Principáu d'Asturies, Uviéu, 1994,page 57.
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With the exception of the nationalist and regionalist voters, whose high support rate of

90% was predictable, the remaining figures correlated inversely very well with the

possession of self-perceptions of power within the community. Thus illiterates, arguably

the most disempowered, exhibited the highest rate of support for Bable whereas

university graduates and the middle class exhibited the lowest levels of support amongst

the categories listed. Thus those either feeling rejected by society or being ideologically

rejectionist of mainstream societywere more likely to be supportive of Bable.

Llera himself summed up the differences between those supporting Bable as the only

lengua propia compared with those supporting Castilian as the only one in the

following ways:

Bable onlyz There is a relative populist and progressive factor
Castilian onlyz There is a clearfactor of class and learningT3'

A particularly interesting figure, surprisingly high in the circumstances, was tkre 50%

support reported by native-born children of immigrant parents (ie those from non-Bable

regions). The largest group of these children would be those of Andalucian parents who

migrated to Asturias in the days when the local steel and coal industries still needed

labour. That the children of these Andalucian parents showed 50% support for Bable is

in marked contrast to the attitudes of the children of the same parentage in Catalunya

with respect to Catalan. In the latter instance, the perception of immigrants to Catalunya

has been that they have been the disempowered entering a region where their language

(Castilian) was not the language of those in power (Catalan). These feelings were

73 Op.cit., pp 57-58
' Hay un relativo factor popular y progresista and Hay un factor de clase e ilustración.
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reinforced by regional govemment education policies restricting access to teaching in

Castilian.Ta

This phenomenon of linking Bable (even at the most notional level of nomenclature) to

opposition to the mainstream has continued to reflect itself in the many groups who

have felt cause to be at odds with the powerful and mainstream opinion. Such groups

have often chosen Bable names for their associations rather than Castilian, in what

seems to be an identification of language with struggle and resistance. For exarnple the

following names of 'green' groups have been cited in LNE:

Ixuxu' Grupo ecologista'
Conceyu Ecoloxista d' Uviéu Arfueyu
Coordinadora Ecoloxista de Asturias
Coordinadora Ornitolóxica d' Asturies
Asociación ecologista' Freixo' (Mieres)
Asociación Ecoloxista pola Defensa la Natura (Aedenat-Asturias)
L'arcu la vieya (Oviedo)
Colectivo Ecoloxista La Llavandera
Coleutivu Ecoloxista d'Avilés
Conceyu Ecoloxista de Xixón
L'Asociación Asturiana d'Amigos de la Naturaleza (Yrllaviciosa)
Cuelmu Ecoloxista Pésicu

Of these eleven groups, nine have names entirely in Bable while the remaining two have

Bable appendages to their names (Ixuxu and Freixo). Relevant to the discussion on

interference in Chapter Ten are the examples in the above list of names (Ecoloxista de

Asturias - interference of Castilian into Bable underlined) and regional variations

GpleelUp_ E coloxista La Llavanderd versus C ol eutivu E co I oxis ta d' Avil és).

tn LNE 30.r2.94.
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Not only did environmental groups tend to adopt Bable names, but they also used the

language in some of their slogans. Photo 4.2 is of a protest organized by Coordinadora

Ecoloxista d'Asturies against a waste incineration facility.Ts

Photo 4.2: Newspaper photo of environment protest

Translation: The incineration of residues is not the solution. (note: onTy nun ye ís
characteristically Bable; the other words are part of the shared lexicon of Bable
and Castilian)

In a more political vein, Bable has been the preferred language of nomenclature for

radical gfoups in the 1990s, The group SOS Racismu was established in the 1990s as

part of a growing national campaign against racism. The slogan of the group has been

Nun te metas col mio collaciu lDon't you mess with my friend).In 1997 a like-minded

organisation, Llar Solidariu lSolidarity Hearthl, organised the Xornaes Antirracistes

lAntiracist Daysl. At roughly the same time the former Movimiento Comunista

Asturiana lAsturian Communist Movementl changed its name to Lliberación {C:

Liberacion\ lLiberation]. Mention has already been made earlier of anti-conscription

groups and their usage of Bable names.

tt LNE 23.11.96
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Equally telling is the choice of Bable for the name of the Asturian umbrella organisation

of Gays and Lesbians - Xente Gai Astur y Lesbianas Feministas de Asturias {C: Gente

Gai Asturiano y Lesbianas Feministas de Asturiasj lAsturian Gay People and Feminist

Lesbians of Asturias]. The slogan for this group has also been written in Bable: Ama

comu quieras lLove as you would wantl.

4.7 ASTURIANISM - REGIONALISM vs NATIONALISM

Asturias has had a number of expressions of regionalist sentiment over time. The

Partido federal republicana asturiana lAsturian Federal Republican Party), for

example, presented two draft autonomy statutes for the region, one in 1881 and another

in 1931. Asturian regionalism has generally represented a coalition of interests bringing

together mozos d'estremaes tendencies þouths of extreme tendenciesl from widely

differing p erspectives in these coalitionsT6.

Regionalist aspirations have been expressed in many parts of Spain, but the underlying

features of the sentiments are not the same from region to region. In some parts of the

country (such as the Basque country and Catalonia) there continue to be strong

independence factions amongst those who would promote greater autonomy for their

region. On the other hand, in regions such as Andalucia regionalism seeks to provide

greater leverage for their area within the broader national context.

Similarly the relationship of regionalism to vemacular differs. In some cases language

has been integral with autonomy/independence aspirations (once again the Basque

Country and Catalonia being prime examples); while in others, notwithstanding the

tu P Sun Martín Antuña, Doctrina Asturianista, op.cit., page 20.
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respect given to the vemacular in their own autonomy statutes, there appears to be less

vehemence in the vemacular connection (eg Valencia). In his work El Regionalismo

Asturiano, former president of the region, Pedro de Silva Cienfuegos Jovellanos

reported that surveys undertaken in the mid-1970s found that 30.6%o of Catalans

regarded their language as a princpal elemento de carácterización regional þrincipal

element of regional characterisation], while 23.2% of Asturians indicated support for a

less strongly worded statement about their vernacular being of tal carácter o forma de

ser sus habitantes lsuch character orform of being (for) its inhabitantsf.TT

Jorge Uria quoted Nicanor de Alas Pumariño on the capacity of regionalist movements

to be different and for language to be of differing significance:

The reasons that animate our regionalism ought not to be the same that motivate
the Basque, the Navarran, the Catalan. We do not have our own tongue nor do we
live in a special way ... 78 t

He also cited a study (Regionalismo - estudio general: el problema en Asturiasl by

Sabino Alvarez Gendin, which appeared in 1932. The study was preliminary work

which might have led to an autonomy statute atthat time. On the subject of language, he

had written:

'We in the preliminary work of the regional statute for Asturias, are not
establishing the coofficiality of languages, because \¡/e recognise that Bable is a
romance (language) left behind, that is not spoken except by country people.Te t

Such negative views of the role of Bable in the regionalist stance have not been the

view of everyone. For example, Alvaro Ruiz de la Peña Solar, using the imagery of

tt P d" Silva Cienfuegos Jovellano s, El regionalismo asturiqno, op.cít.,page 45,
'o J Uria, Ideologíø y lengua durante el franquismo: el caso asturiano, LLAA 18, 1985, page 28.

' Las rezones que animan nuestro regionalismo no pueden ser las mismas que impulsan el vasco,
el Navarro, el catalán. Nosotros no tenemos idioma propio ni vivimos un derecho especial ...'19.1

loem.
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recent decades, referred to the regionalism of Alas Pumariño and his Liga Pro Asturias

as b eing r e gi on a I i s m o d e s c afe in a d o ld e c affe in a t e d r e g i o n a li s mf .8 
0

Asturianism does not cover one meaning. Adolfo Camilo Díaz wrote that:

It is Asturianism, in politically correct language, that is at the margin of those of
the right and those of the left, of the nationalists and the internationalists, of those
in favour of normalizatíon and those against it ... and it is, at worst at the margin
of the self same Asturianists.sl t

Two contrary positions have been taken by those who would call themselves

Asturianista - oîe is in essence a regionalist (ie a Spanish nationalist), the other an

Asturian nationalist. The former seeks special recognition of Asturias as the founding

region of modern Spain (ie the most Spanish of all Spain), the latter wants recogntion of

the uniqueness (ie the non-Spanishness) of Asturias. There have been instances of Bable

usage by both, though this section examines the essential ideological characteristics of

each rather than comparative language usage.

The former, the regionalist, has been phrased thus:

The chauvinism that Asturias Ìvas the primitive, independent Spain and all the rest
was conquered 1and.82 t

Linking the sentiment with linguistic identity, the national govemment delegate in

Asturias, Fernando Fernândez Noval (himself a native-born Asturian) was quoted in a

newspaper article thus:

Ì Nosotros, en el anteproyecto de Estatuto regional de Asturías, no establecemos cooficialidad de
idiomas, pues reconocemos que el bqble es un romqnce rezagado, que no se habla sino entre la
gente de campo.

to A Rui, de la Peña Solar, Ia literature bable: hitos de una frustración, op.cit, page 215.
ttA Camilo Díaz, LNE 1.3.95

' y ye que I'asturianismu, en llinguaxe políticamente correctu, yelo al marxe de les dreches y les
izquierdes, de los nacionalismos y les inernacionalismos, de les normalizaciones y les
antinormalizaciones ... y yelo, a lo peor, al marxe de los mesmos qsturianistes.

82 L Castañon (ed), Fabriciano Gonzólez (Fabriciano) - Poesías Asturianas,IDEA, Oviedo 1987,p.12.I el chauvinismo de que Asturias fue la primitivø España independiente y todo lo demás tierra
conquistada.
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Bable is the very origin of Spanish, asserted Femando Fernández Noval, because
"as conveyed to us in the song of Covadonga, Asturias is the cradle of Spain". 83 '

Amongst the current anay of Asturianist political groups are representatives of both

trends. Xulio 'Xune' Elipe Reposo, singer with the group Dixebra, member for the

Conceyu de Estudiantes Nacionalistes, a,nd Andecha Astur candidate in the local

govemment elections of 1995, said of P,,4S that:

They are not nationalists, but regional folkloricists.sa t

Through his own words some three years earlier, the leader of PAS acknowledged the

regionalist tag, if not the folkloric, of such an assessment when he criticised Pelayismo

fPelayism, based upon the attributing of hyper-significance, in the Spanish national

context, to the role of King Pelayo, first monarch of Asturias] and Covadonguismo

lCovadongism, based upon the same process with respect to the victory of Pelayo over

the Moors at Covadonga and its subsequent denomination as the 'cradle of the

Reconquest']. He said:

I am not much interested in the figure of Pelayo as it has been interpreted by
Pelayism and Covadongism, that historic myth that has been bound to us in order
to give some noble origins to the Asturian monarchy. From the nineteenth
century, the reformulation that was done to this historic episode has worked
against Asturian history and given place to the construction of a hard and
culturally disagreeable, centralist state. My Don Pelayo is a parable against
historic manipulation. 85'

t3 LNE 9.9.97
' Et bable es el origen propio del español aseguró Fernando Fernandez Noval porque
'remitiéndonos a la canción de Covadonga, Asturias es cuna de España.

to LNE r2l5lg5
' El PAS no son nacionalistas; son regionatistas folklóricos.

8s LNE 2.5.93
' No me interesa tanto la figura de Pelayo como la interpretación del pelayismo y el
covadonguismo, ese mito histórico que se han empeñado en transmitirnos para dar unos origenes
nobles a la monarquía asturiana. A partir del siglo XIX, la reþrmulación que se hace de este
episodio histórico se hace contra la historia asturiana y da lugar a la construcción de un estado
centralista, duro y desagradable culturalmente. Mi don Pelayo es una parábolø contra la
manipulación histórica ...
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This statement recalls the historiographic Castilianisation of the Visigothic influence in

pre-I492 Spain referred to in Chapter One.

As to the label 'folkloricist', a co-pafüsan, Miguel Angel Díaz, then a newly elected

PAS councillor in the mining town of Lena commented on the Asturianist cause that:

We want to break that topical image that we are chained only to the folkloric.s6t

The new folk group Nuberu released a CD that had as its lead song ,Ser Asturianu fTo

be Asturian] whose first verse is:87

Ser asturianu nun ye [To be Asturian is not

dir con montera picona to go with traditional mountain suit and

cap

nin saber char bien la sidra nor to know how to throw cider well

nin xubir a Covadonga nor to climb to Covadonga]

The group, by this song, echoed the growing gap between old folkloricism and the new

regionalism of Asturians.

The contrasting views of regionalists versus nationalists has also had its impact in the

language domain with the consequent diversity of interpretation of the term bablista.In

1973 the I Regional Assembly of Bable lI Asamblea Regional del Bablel was convened

which, in the words of Xosé Lluis García Arias, se reunirán viejos bablistas y

estudiosos del asturiano lbrought together old bablists and scholars of Asturianf.ss

From this assembly arose Conceyu Bable lBable Councill which:

tu LNE 9.6.9s
' Queremos romper esa imagen tópica que nos vincula sólo al folklorett Nuberu, Agua defonte clarq,, music CD, Fonoastur, Uviéu, 1996.

88 X L García Arias, La Llingua Asturiana, ALLA 1995, page 15.
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Signified a rupture with the immediate 'Bablism' in measure that it supposed a
clear separation from the diglossic conception of the I nguage. 8e t

From that point there grew a divergence within the camp of those who would call

themselves defenders of Bable. Thus the terms Bablistas and Asturianistas no longer

came to have unique definitions but now came to mean different things according the

opinion of the person ascribing the labels.

4.8 THEMES OF RESURGENCE

Since 1975 two distinct trends of cultural resurgence have been observed. The trends

are contradistinctive though there has been some interaction between them. The two

trends are:

A renewal of interest in the folkloric.

The birth of new geffes out of old idioms

The first has not had a specific name, while the second has received such titles as

Surdimientu lResurgencel in the domain of poetry & narrative and Nueu Canción Astur

lNew Asturian Songfin song.

Concerning the first, the seeming vibrancy of the Asturian folkloric scene in the

nineteen nineties has masked the fact that it represented a reborn scene which had come

after a serious decline in interest in such matters in the fifties, sixties and early

seventies. This decline occuned notwithstanding the high level of patronage offered by

the Franco regime to the folkloric. As noted by one correspondent to the editor noted:eO

8e op.cit.I ... significaba una ruptura con el inmediato 'bablismo' en la medida en que suponía una clara
separación de la concepción diglósica de la lengua.

no L052l088, writer was representative of a women', grãrlp.
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The old regime did not prohibit the regional languages.

And gave as evidence the fact that a song and dance group touring Latin America sang

in the vernacular:

In their own native languages: in Bable, in Gallego, in Catalan, in Basque, in
Valencian, in Mallorquín.t

However, there was clearly a decline in the popular interest in the folkloric, by the

1970s there were fewer than one hundred players of the traditional Asturian bagpipes -
gaitas - the majority of those being older in age. Post-Franco that number grew over the

next two decades to number in the thousands by the mid-1990s.

The resurgence in interest in Asturian folklore was not immediate, as late as 1982, the

year of establishment of the now internationally-acclaimed folkloric group Llan de

Cubel, there had been only two established folk gïoups in the whole of Asturiasel

compared with the very significant number in existence by the nineteen nineties.

As part of this trend of renewal in interest has been the search for traditional forms in

the cultural inheritance which could be reactivated. Indeed some cultural groups tasked

themselves to find such abandoned forms. Andecha Folclor d'Uviéu lFolkloric

Collective of Uviéul has been called a group of investigation and discovery of the

folklore of the Asturians.t In 1995 the group reintroduced, as part of the traditional

foguera {C; hoguera\ lbonfirel of San Xuán, a dance (and its associated song in Bable)

which had not been performed for fifty years.e2

¡ El regimen anterior no prohibió las lenguas regionales and en sus propias lenguas nalives; en
bable, en gallego, en catalán, en vascuence, en valenciano, en mallorquín.

n' Llon de Cubel dossier 94-95, promotional booklet produced by the group in 1995.
t El grupo de investigacióny divulgación delfolklore asturianos.
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4.9 RELIGION

Asturias is a Catholic region by history (vide the special place of the Virgin of

Covadonga). There has been a small number of Protestants consisting of an historic

group based around a village in a remote rural part of the province þossibly remnants

of Waldensians), and some communities of converts of recent decades, largely based in

urban areas.

Notwithstanding this cherished tradition, church history in Asturias has seen periods of

extreme division leading to violence against church property and religious personnel. In

the troubled times of the early 1930s for example I47 priests, 48 religious and 22

seminarians died.e3

The Catholic church, like that in regions such as Catalunya and the Basque country, has

not been monolithic. There have been conservatives and progressives amongst the

clergy and religious orders. And both of these groups have had their own relationship

with Bable.

Miguel Ramos asserted that a significant section of the Bable promoting group before

the first world war were conservative clerics who used the vernacular as a means of

engaging with the rural population promoting reaction amongst them.

There is some evidence to support this position. The following is an extract from an

editorial to the second issue of the Bable language periodical Ixuxu published in 1901

nt LNE 25.6.95.
n3 

S Alonso Fueyo, Asturias; España en Paz, op.cit., page 73 .
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which commented on a statement of a colleague that 'l lliberalismu yera un pecau

lliberalism was a sinl:

.,. and he had good reason (to say so), because that liberalism that Cánoves
brought with the Constitution of 1876, breaking the Catholic unity; opened step
by step the gates of Spain to all the venomous mushrooms, and they came from
afar the worst of each house, to teach us to be evil-sayers, laggards, thieves,
perverts, womanisers, drunks, bludgers, unbelievers, free-thinkers, protestants,
jews, atheists, philosophers of the tavem, 'crousists', rationalists and sensualists
... Darwinists, ... pessimists, ... blasphemers, schismatics ... bourgeois socialists
... anarchists ... half-Catholics like Melquiades who burn a candle to God and
another to the devil; and anticlerical clerophobes ... who all call themselves
liberals of bad caste.e4 '

However, the Catholic clergy has also had some of its number align themselves with

radical causes, Even during the Franco regime, albeit in its last decade, the priests of the

mining cuencas aligned themselves with striking miners. The following was the

opening of a joint statement they issued during the mining strike of 1970:

The priests and some lay people of the mining zones wish to offer to all men of
good will a Christian and human reflection arising from the current situation in
the mining sector which affects the whole community. We are moved to them and
feel ourselves obliged to give a Christian judgement and thus to offer
collaboration in the search of a just solution. We are facing a labour conflict that
has come about from some just demands ...e5 '

eaFGorâlezPrieto, Elltiberalismu,inlxuxuYoll,#2,24November190l,page1.
t ... I tenia muncha razón, porque aquel lliberalismu que trexo Canoves co la Costitución del 76,

rompiendo la unida Católica; abríó de pqr en par les portielles de España á toes les setes
venenoses, I vínieren del extranxeru los piores de ca casa, pa'nseñamos a ser meldicientes,
pendencieros, lladrones, alcagüetes, muyeriegos, borrachos, folgazanes descreídos,
llibrepensadores, protestantes, xudíos, ateos, Jìlósoþs de tabierna, crousisles, racionalistes I
sensualists ... dat'vinistes ... pesimístes ... blasfemos escomulgaos ... socialistas burgueses ...

anarquistas ... católicos á medies como Melqiades que 'ncienden una vela á Dios I otra al diablu,'
I anticlericales clerófogos ... que toos se llamen lliberales de mala casta.

n' M A Gonzíúez Muñiz, El Clero Liberal Asturiano, Ayalga Ediciones, Salinas, 1976, page 111.¡ Los sacerdotes y algunos seglares de las zonas mineras deseamos ofrecer a todos los hombres
de Buena voluntad una reflexión humana y cristiana, partiendo de la situación actual del sector
minero que afecta a toda la comunidad. Nos mueve a ello el sentirnos obligados a dar un juicio
cristíano y ofrecer así una colaboración en la búsqueda de una soluciónjusta.
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A final demographic note re the church concerns the same dilemmas facing the Catholic

church everywhere, namely the lack of upcoming priests as older ones retire. In 1998 it

was reported that there were 950 parishes in the province, and only 458 priests (down a

hundred from eleven years earlier. The average rate of ordination over the period 1992

to 7997 was five priests a"year; compared with a average of 14 dying each year.e6

The first four chapters have dealt with the Asturian setting. The next six deal

specifically with Bable, starting with a chapter on its historical development.

tu LNE 23.03.98
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PART B _ BABLE

CHAPTER FIVE _ LANGUAGE _ HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

5.1 GENERAL

Asturian lBable or Asturianu/ol is a Romance language closely related to its

neighbours, Castilian lCastellano] and GalicianlGallego]. It has had some Celtic and

Visigothic influences; perhaps somewhat more than has been the case with Castilian.

On the other hand, there have been relatively fewer Arabic influences than found

generally in Castilian.

Though the language is mainly spoken in the Principality of Asturias there is also some

contemporary use of its varieties in the Spanish provinces of Cantabria, Castilla y León

and Zamora as well as in the Portuguese town of Miranda do Douro, contemporary

remainders of the maximum reach of medieval Astur-Leonés, parent to the Bable of

today.

There are three principal varieties (or dialects) of Bable which are called:

Bable Occidental (spoken in the western portion of the province, between
approximately Río Nalón and Río Navia)

Bable Central (spoken in the central, and most populous, zone located
approximately between Río Sella and Río Nalón)

Bable Oriental (spoken east of the Río Sella)

In addition Astur-Gallego (also referred to as Gallego-Astur) is spoken between Río

Navia and Río Eo in the westemmost part of the province.
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Map 5.1 shows the geographic reach within Asturias of each of these variants. The three

varieties of Bable arc all also spoken in some neighbouring regions (\¡/ith Bable

Occidental having the greatest geographical reach beyond Asturias).

Map 5.1 - Current Bable dialect domains within Asturias

The combined current reach of Bable compared with its maximum achieved in about

1200 AD is shown in Map 5.2.r

Map 5.2 - Extent of Bable - 1200 AD & current
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The earliest documentary evidence of the language so far identified has been the 1155

AD document, Fueru d'Avilés - a royal charter of rights granted to the town and

townspeople of Avilés. Other early documentation, also of official nature, include the

Fueru de Campumanes ll247l and Fueru d'Uviéu U295} The first known evidence of

a written literary work in the language (as opposed to a work of the oral tradition) is a

romanceþoeml entitleð, El Caballo fthe horse] by seventeenth century poet Antón de

Marirreguera (1605 - 1662). There are in existence also other works from the later part

of that century by Francisco Bernaldo de Quirós (1675 - 1710) as well as some

v i I I an c i c o s lc ar o I sl of anonl,rnous authorship.

5.2 NAME OF THE LANGUAGE

There are three terms in current usage referring to the romance language of the

Asturians to which must be added a couple, more historical, references. Today, the

following terms are currently used; Bable, los Bables, Asturianu(o)* and. Llingua

Asturiana; this is in addition to the two historic terms: Astur-L(t)eonés and L(l)eonés.*.

It should also be noted that there is also the Romance language of the westernmost zone

of Asturias referred to by the following terms: Gallego-Astur or Astur-Gallego. This has

variously been considered a dialect of Gallego fGalician] and alternatively as a hybrid

between Galician and Bable. One writer has even proposed the name of Gallego-

t A Zarnora Vicente, Diølectología Española, Gredos, Madrid, lg70 (2"d ed), cited in La Llingua
Asturiana, ALLA, Uviéu, 1995, page 10.
' Asturianu and Asturiano are variants from the Occidental & Central dialects in the first instance and the
Oriental in the lattcr. In Castilian the word Asturiano would be used..' 

Lleón is the Bable variant of the toponym León, similarly Lleonés is the Bable version of Leonés.
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Castellano out of his belief that such was its current status - a form of Galicran now

hybridised by contact with dominant Castilian.2

The Romance language of the Asturians has been named as a result of two processes:

historical identification and legal denomination. Alongside which we may also consider

the treatment lexicographers have accorded to the language.

Identification in history
The first recorded reference of a name being given to the language of the Asturians was

that of Carios Benito Gonzëtlez Posacia (1745 - 183i), who also constructeci the first

dictionary of the language. In 1794 Gonzá"lez Posada wrote:

The Asturian language which there they callvable3 |

The following is a sample of further references to Bable by various other notable

Asturians since the seventeenth century. In each instance the word or phrase chosen to

name the language has been highlighted in bold

ol790z Gaspar Melchor de Jovellanos (1744 - 1811): who wrote about nuestro
dialecto llamado comúnmente bøble lour dìalect commonly called Bable) and
who authored the essay Apuntamiento sobre el dialecto de Asturias lNoteworthy
points about the dialect of Asturias] written for the Academy of History as part of
its D i c ci on ari o ge o gráfi co pr oj ect.

o1839: José Caveda yNava (1796-1882): he published Colección de poesías en
dialecto asturiøno lCollection of poems in the Asturian dialectf - the first book
published in Bable.

oMid Cl9: Manuel Fernández de Castro (1834-1905): he wrote Torna al bable del
doma la Imaculada (tndated)

o 1878: Marcelino Menéndez y Pelayo: el dialecto hable lthe Bable dialect)

' LO77l1l5. The writer, Juan Castañeira Fernández, noted thaT la oficiatidad det castellano así como su
enseñanza obligatoria en las escuelas, hicieron surgir el gallego-castellano lthe fficiality of Castilian
thus with its obligatory teaching in schools, has given rise to Gallego-Castellano l.
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ol879z Gumersindo Laverde Ruiz: he wrote Apuntes léxico-gráficos sobre una
rama del dialecto østuriøno lLexico-graphical features about a branch of the
Asturian dialectf

o1886: Fermín Canella y Secades(1849-1924): he wrote about el llamado bable
Ithe so called Bablel and El bable (dialecto Asturiano) lBable (the Asturian
dialect)l and in 1903 refenedto voces y locuciones del bøble o dialecto asturiano
Ithe voices and locutions of Bable or the Asturian dialect]a

o 1896: Juan María Acebal (181 5- 1895): Vocabulariu asturíanu

o L898: Julio Somoza (1848-1940) Ensayo de un vocabulario bable o dialecto de
los naturales de Asturias.

oLate Cl9-early C20: José García Pelaez (aka Pin or Pepín de Pria) (1864-1928)
he wrote but did not publish Dicionariu bable.

o 1906: Atanasio Rivero: he wrote of nuestro bable dialecto lour Bable dialect)

ol9l2z José Aniceto González (1866- ?): he wrote Dialogo y poesíes en castellano
y en dialecto asturiano para los catecismos de las fiestas de Navidad.

o1925: José García Pelâez (aka Pin de Pria) (1864-1928), Diccionario del bable del
Centro y Oriente de Asturias.

o1946z Antonio Garcia Oliveros (1900 - 1985) Ensayo de un diccionario bøble de
la rima.

Legal denominations

The Asturian autonomy statute (Ley Organica 7/1981, de 30 Diciembre, de Estatuto de

Autonomia para Asturias lOrganic Law of the Autonomy Statute for Asturias))s used the

term el bable and acknowledged the existence of las variantes locales llocal variantsl.

The statute of the Academia de la Llingua Asturiana (Decreto del Consejo Pleno

33/1980) uses the following terms: las variedades lingüísticas del bable, el bable, las

zonas lingüsticamente asturianas, la lengua asturiana and la llingua asturiana.

' R d'Andrés, Llingua y Xuiciu; VII Premiu d'Ensayu 'Máximo Fuertes Acevetlo', Colección
Documentos, Principau d'Asturies, 1998, page 1I L

' Idioma asturiano que allí dicen vable.
a F Canella y Secádes, Historia de la (Jniversidad de Oviedo, op.cit., page 3.
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By 1984, the term Asturiano was used in preferenceto Bable in the law establishing the

hymn for the region - Asturias, patria querida lAsturias, beloved fatherlandl - (Ley

l/1984, de 27 abril, por la que se establece del Himno del Principado y se regula su uso

lLawfor thefixing the Hymn of the Principality and regulating its use)).

In 1998, the Asturian regional parliament passed the Ley del uso y promoción del

Asturiano lLaw on the use and promotion of Asturianf which introduced the term

Asturiano for the first time into a statute which dealt in whole or in part with language

management. However, even here there was only a singular use of Asturiano,

(appearing in the title), elsewhere, in the text of the law, the term Asturiano/Bable was

used.

Castilian dictionary defTnitions

In 1884 Apolinar Rato Hevia de Argüelles wrote a letter (in Bable) to the president of

the Real Academia Española that was suplicándole la inserción en la duodécima

edición de diccionario de la misma de varias voces del bable lsupplicating for the

insertion in the twetfth edition of (RAE's) dictionary of various Bable wordsl.6

The 1970 edition of the Diccionario de la lengua Española of the Real Academia

Española7 IRAEI gave the following definition:

Bable: (onomatopoeia. babble, of confused speech) m. dialect of the Asturians. t

t BOE # 9, 11.01.1982, quoted inLeyes Politicas Aulonomicas (page 163) inthe Civitas Biblioteca cle
Legislación series, Editorial Civitas, Madrid 1989.
u Cited in X Ll García Arias, Carta de I 884, LLAA 23, lg87 , page I 3 I .

7 RAE, Diccionario de Ia lengua española, Madrid 1970, pages 217 8¿ 247 .
t Bable; (de la onomat. Bab| del habla confusa) m. dialecto de los asturianos
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The 1992 edition of the same dictionary dropped the reference to babble, of confused

speech but added a definition to Asturiano:

Asturiano: 3. Said of the Asturian variety of the romance Astur-Leonese dialect.s t

Alternatively, the Enciclopedia Universal llustrada of 1930 defined the origin of the

Bable as being from the Latin fabula (rndicaïing it was later comrpted to babla).e

Martín Alonso, in the Enciclopedia del ldioma, included this as one of a number of

possibilities:

Fabula, bable, or perhaps onomatopoeia (word) to indicate the confused and
stammering speech of rustic persons. (Also the) dialect of the Asturians.l0 t

Juan Corominas and José Antonio Pascual have disagreed with the fabula/habla >

bable thesis, stating that for etymological reasons this thesis was sumamente

improbable ltotatly improbable].tt At the same time, they opined that bable was

becoming a generic identifier of a non-literary language:

Some recent authors . .. have employed (the term bable) in the sense of a common
dialect of whatever region without literary use.12 '

Bable dictionaries

Bable/Asturian Dictionaries provide a range of definitions. The earliest known

dictionary of Bable, Diccionario de Algunas Voces del dialecto Asturianot3 ¡So*e

voices of the Asturian dialectf, was a hand-written document undertaken in 1788 by

8 RAE, Diccionario de la lengua española, RAE, Madrid 1992, pages 217 & 241 ,¡ Asturiano: ... 3. Dicese de la varieda asturiana del dialecto romence aslurleonés
e Enciclopedia Universal llustrada, Espasa-Calpe, Madrid, 1930, page 41.
to M Alonso, Enciclopedia del ldioma, Aguilar, Madrid, 1958, page 606.

' 'fabula', habla, o tal vez sea onomatopeya para indicar el habla confusa y balbuciente de los
personas rústicas. Dialecto de los asturianos.rrJ Corominas & J A Pascual, Dicionario Crítico etimológico castelano e hispánico, Vol. I, Editorial

9t:1ot, Madrid, 7980,page 444.
roem.t algunos autores recientes ... lo han empleado en el sentido de dialecto vulgar tle cualquier

region, sin empleo literario.
13 C González de Posada, Diccionario tle algunas voces del tlialecto asturiano 1788, rcprinted Biblioteca
de Filoxía, Uviéu, 1989.
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Carlos GonzâIez de Posada. The only reference to the name of the language appeared in

the title (viz. Asturiano); there was no reference to the term Bable.

The Diccionario gramática Bable (1891) of Apolinar de Rato y lFreviata gave the

following:

Bable, f. V/ord by which is designated the Asturian speech, whose traces are
found, according to P M Feijóo, in all the territory which comprises the old Lancia
and the dominions of the kings of Asturias, something more extensive than the
extent of the bishopric of Oviedo. This word is very old and I am inclined to
believe that its significance comes from 'to babble', then having given origin to
Romance, that which they spoke, as time went by, they came to believe that what
remained of the language of Asturias they babbled, or as it were they were
expressing badly from the beginning their Romance tongue. Similarly we find in
French there is babiller and in English bable [sic], they signify the same, to
chatter, to
brebutiens

speak, and with these dictions conform with those of the stammerers,*15t

This dictionary also referred to Bable, by whose name is lmown the Asturian dialect 16 t

Another early Asturian language dictionary, Primer Ensayo de un vocabulario Bable, a

work edited by Julio Somoza between the years 1896-190117 contained the following

entry:

to A de Rato, Diccionario gramática Bable, 1891, reissued (ed Ramón de Rato), Editorial Planeta,
Barcelona, 1979, pp 72-73.* 

I have been unable to fìnd the meaning of the last two words.
rs Op.cit., pp72-73.

' Bable,f. Voz con que se designa lafabla asturiqna, cuyas trazas se encuentran, como dijo el PM
Feijóo, en todo el tenitorio que comprendía la antigua Lanciø y las dominaciones de los reyes de
Asturias, algo más extensas que el obispado exento de Oviedo. Esta voz muy antigua y me inclino
a creer que su significado viene de balbucear, pues habiendo dado origen al romqnce, los que
hablaban éste, teni ëndose por mós adelantados, debieron de creer que los que se quedaron con la
lengua de Asturias balbuceabqn, o see que expresaban mal el principio de su romance. Así
encontramos que en F. babiller y en I. Bable, significan lo mismo, charlar, hablar, y que estas
dicciones se confirman con las de balbuties, brebutiens [note: the laffer word has proved
untranslatable].

16 Op. cit., page 1 1.
r el bable, con cuyo nombre se conoce el dialecto asturianott J So-oru, Primer Ensayo tle un vocabulario Bable, originally edited between 1896 and l90l;

republished, with notes by Álvaro Arias Cabal, by ALLA as part of the Llibrería Llingüística series,
Uviéu 1996.
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Bable : name which is given to the Asturian dialect. A word of unknown
etymology though it sounds like the French babil and the English babble that
would merit it as a silliness or a chatter. l8 t

Interestingly, the entry in this same dictionary for the word asturianu had fanega

asturiana (or an Asturian grain measure) as its meaning.le

In the introduction to this dictionary, reference was made to another statement by

Somoza (in El carácter asturiano)

Bable is not even a dialect. It is a conjunction of dialects, where (according to its
situation) dialectical forms of the surrounding provinces predominate - that is
Galician, Bierzano, men+añes ... there exists in the Principality a vanety of sub-
dialects or jargons; fnote: crossing out appeared in the original manuscript]

and

Bable. Dialect (decadent form) by transition, relaxation (through strange
influences or degeneration).21 t

In the Diccionario General Español-Asturiano (1983) of Lorenzo Novo ly'reir.,zz apart

from the use of the word Asturiano in the title of the dictionary, Ihe lexicographer

referred to el habla asturiana, la lengua asturiana, nuestra lengua vernacular and las

hablas asturianas and the speakers as /os astur-hablantes.23

r8 Op.cit., page 116.

' Bøble : nombre que se da al dialecto asturiano. Voz de etimología desconocida, ounque suena
como lafrancesa babil y la inglesa bøbble que tanto valen, comojerigonza ó charla.

re Op. cit., page ll4.
20 Op. cit., pp 19-20.

t Et bable no es ni siquiera un dialecto. Es un conjunto de ellos, donde (segun su situación)
predominan las formas dialectqles de las provincias limitrofes - es el gallego, el bierzano, el
mentañe* ... existen en el Principado variedad de sub-dialectos o jergas; ...

2l op.cit., page2o.
' Bable. Dialecto (forma decadente) por transición, relajación (por influencias extrañas .'.
degeneración).

" L Novo }r/:eir, Diccionario Generøl Español-Asturiano, Asturlibros, Gijón, 1983.
t¡ ^'- Op.crt., pp l-lu.
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Finally, the Castellán-Asturianu Dicionaria published in 1987 by a local newspaper -

La Voz de Asturia, 'o - apart ftom the use of the word. Asturianu in the title, also

referred to el bable in the introduction.

IVhile the Diccionariu de la Llingua Asturiana, (1989) by self-avowed Asturianist Xuan

Xosé Sánchez Vicente)2s provided the following simple definition:

Bable, m Bable, Asturian Language.26 t

The introduction of the same dictionary also contained references to llingua asturiana

and asturianu.

The Diccionariu Basicu de la Llingua Asturiana (1984) by F Feneirc et. a1.27 contained

the following two entries

Asturianu: noun & adjective. The language of the Asturians. Synonym: Bable.
Bable, noun The Language of the Asturians. S¡monyrns: asturianu, llingua
asturiana.2s t

The Diccionario de Los Bables de Asturias, (1989) by J Neira & M R Piñeiro,2e

defined Bable thus:

Bable is then, equal to Bables, a groUp of speeches or functional languages with a
very precise geographic localisation. 30 t

'o LaVozde Asturias, Castellan-Asturianu Dicionariu, Oviedo, 1987.

" X X Sánchez Vicente, Diccionøriu de la Llingua Asturiana, GH Editores, Gijón, 1989.
2u Op.cit., page 87.

t Bable, m Bable, Iengua asturiana.
27 F Ferreiro et. aI, Diccionariu Basicu de la Llingua Asturiana, Ediciones Trea, Xixón, l't ed. 1984, 3'd
ed. 1995.
28 Op.cit., pp 65 &73.

¡ usturìanu: n. y ax. Lø llingua de los asturianos. Sin. bable. &. bable, n. La llingua de los
asturianos. Sin. asturianu, llingua asturiana

tn J N.ira Martínez & M u del Rosario Piñeiro, Diccionario tle los Bables de Asturias, RIDEA, Oviedo
1989.
30 Op.cit., page 15.

' Et bable es pues, igual a bables, grupo de hablas o lenguas funcionales con una localización
geográf;ca muy precisa.
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The Diccionariu Temáticu Asturianu (1991) of Ramón d'Andrés 31 contained no

definitions, nor did it refer to Bable, but did use the terms asturianu and l'asturianu

rt. 32utngua.

Surveys

In addition to these dictionary definitions, two surveys, one conducted in 1985 by

SADEI33 and the other in 1991 undertaken by Francisco J Llera Ramo,34 included some

questions as to the denomination of the language of Asturias.

The SADEI study surveyed 1500 Asturians; of these 1,190 (or 79.33%) proferred an

opinion concerning the name of the language with the remainder either not answering or

indicating that they did not believe such a language existed. Of the 1,190 who indicated

a Írame, 898 were from the Central zone, 188 the Occidental and 104 the Oriental (refer

to page 114 for description of these zones). The survey found the following:

- 68.66% of those who believed that there is a distinctive "mode of speaking"
(modo de hablar) opted for the name Bable, with 27.3I% selecting
Asturiano.

Men (71.33o/o) were more likely to choose the name Bable than women
(66.18%).

Residents of the Central zone (76.88%) were the most disposed to the name
Bable, compared with the Occidental (58%) and Oriental(55.56%).

Centre/Right voters (88.27%) were more likely to choose the name Bable
than supporters of the Left (73.9a%).

Urban residents (75.92%) chose the name Bable, ahead of inhabitants of
rural towns (59.92%) and residents of the countryside (48.06%).

" R d'Andrés, Diccionariu Temáticu Asturianu, Alborá Llibros, Xixón, 1991.
32 op.cit., page 8t' SADEI Asturias - Tercera Encuesta Regional, 1985, report published by Servicio Publicaciones of the
Principado de Asturias, Oviedo, 1985.
'o F J Llera Ramo, Los Asturianos y La Lengua Asturiana; Estutlío sociolingüístico para Asturias - I 99I ,
op.cit.
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Those under 25 (74.15%) were more likely to choose the name Bable; the
support for this denomination then declined with each older age grouP,
failing to 60.350/o for those over 59.35

A further question related to Bable in the SADEI survey found fhat 72.07o/o identified

Bable with la llingua asturiana while 16.34% responded that they identified it with

Castilian; (it should also be noted that a further 2.2%o identified Bable as una jerga

inv entada lan invented j argon]).16

In the Llera survey the perceptions of 1300 respondents were sought as to the terms

Bable and Asturian. Table 5.1 provides a translated version of the data reported from

the survey.

Table 5.1: Arsu for savins É.Asturiantt and ttBable" are distinct terms3T
n:1300

Propositions Yes No NS o,//o

Asturian is what is spoken normally 72 24 4 100

Bable is 'closed' or'primitive' Asturian 66 27 7 100

Bable is artificial and invented Asturian 22 66 t2 100

Bable is the Asturian of the central zone l2 7l 18 100

Llingua lløriega

Before closing the subject of what the language may be called, reference should be

made to the term llingua llariega which literally translates to language of the hearth or

less literally birthplace language. The use of this descriptor of the language is not

3s SADEI, op.cit, pp. 147-150.
36 Op cit., page 151.

" F J Llera Ramo, Los asturianos y la lengua asturiana; estudio sociolingüístico para Asturias, op.cit.
page 60.
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infrequent." In it. use there is the significance of familiarity similar to another

occasional usage - that of metaphoric reference to the language being leamt through the

breast (mamándolo lsuckling itl).tn

Dialect of what?

Depending on the definition of the word dialect, it can be said that every language is or

has been the dialect of another. There is then the question: of what is Bable a dialect -

Latin or Castilian? From a linguistic point of view it would seem clear that Bable is a

dialect of Latin and not of Castilian. The same can be said of any Romance language.

Yet there have been writers who have described Bable as a dialect of Castilian. Indeed it

has not just been people from the Peninsula who have thought thus. Glanville Price

while noting opinion differences, clearly chose a side when he was categorising

European languages for his work, Encyclopedia of the Languages of Europe. He wrote:

I am well aware that there are those who will quarrel with the decision to
recognize, say, Scots and Gascon as separate languages from English and Occitan
respectively, and, on the other hand, those who will object to the fact that the
speech-varieties such as Asturian, Norman, Schwyzertüütsch and Valencian are
considered as forms of Spanish, French, German and Catalan respectively.aO

V/hy might such writers have done this? Two justifications have been proposed

- Bable and modern Castilian both derive from (and are therefore dialects of)
Old Castilian.

- Bable, through the process of interference, is becoming a dialect of Castilian
(or of both Old Bable and Castilian). Such a form of Bable has sometimes
been called Asturian.al

Diagrammatically the various opinions could be indicated thus:

tt Lo6t/zts.
tn Lzsl/230 and s062.
oo G Price (ed), Encyctopedia of the Languages of Europe, Blackwell, Cambridge, 1998, page xii.
al Interview notes with Anselmo.
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Latin Latin Latin

+

\tCastilian Bable Castilian

+
Bable Asturian

Bable

With respect to Bable being considered a dialect of old Castilian, a comment from an

Asturian man on an audiotape, Di-ylo n'asturianu lSay it in Asturianl produced by the

Asturian Ministry of Education, captured the sentiment:

Man, that is what you could say, that it is old Castilian which we speak here.42 '

The view is not supported by historical linguistics. It has been acknowledged by such

noted Spanish linguists as Rafael Lapesa and Menéndez Pidal that there existed a

separate dialect of Latin - Astur-Leonés - alongside Cantabrian (the precursor of modem

Castilian, which it became as it spread from the neighbouring region of Cantabria

southwards with the advance of the Reconquest). However, the similarities between

many current usages and words in Bable with those in old Castilian at least offer some

support for this view.*

'With respect to the second point, the respected Asturian philologist, Lorenzo Novo Meir

pointed to the existence of a corpus of words that could be considered asturianismos, or

a2 Serviciu Publicaciones, Di-ylo n'Asturiano, [audiotape] excerpt from community responses to what is
Asturian. Principáu d'Asturies, Uviéu 1990, Side B 5:00.

' Home, eso es lo que te digas es castellán antiguo que hablamos aquí,
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Castilian words whose usage is typical of Asturias. This phenomenon he considered

grounds for asserting a degree of dialectal relationship between Bable and Castilian. He

wrote:

(There are) asturianisms collected by the Royal Spanish Academy in its
dictionaries, voices common to both languages, nowadays in disuse in Castilian,
but still living in Asturian, which implies .... a dialectalism on the part of the
second in relation to the first.a3 '

Two types of Castilianisation confront languages such as Bable. The hrst targets the

person and is evidenced by the loss of mother tongue as Castilian becomes an

individual's principal language of communication. The second targets the language

itself - the dialectilising of a language which had previously been a recognised separate

tongue. Thus, in what W M Entwistle called the conflict of dialects,aa alanguage such

as Bable (an Ll it an L2 dominant situation) confronts two front lines - the personal

(revolving around the choices the individual makes with respect to language use in each

of the communication domains) and the linguistic (conceming the impact on the very

nature of a language itself by its contact with a dominant other). The first can be

categorised as'interference', the second as'dialectilisation' or'creolisation'.

Jesús Neira, noted Spanish linguist who has written much on the Bables of Asturias,

picked up this theme of the Castilianisation of the Asturian language (though, it should

be noted, he has taken issue with the categorisation of Bable as a language) in the sense

of Bable becoming, though not having been, a dialect of Castilian. He wrote:

The apparent deformations (Asturianisms) that (Asturian speakers) suffer in therr
mouth do not impede their being understood by persons who speak (Castilian)

. 
This issue is further explored in Section 5.6.4.

ot L No'no Meír, Diccionario general Español-Asturiano, op.cit., page I 1.

' (hoy) asturianismos recogidos por la Real Academia español en su diccionario, bien a voces
comunes a ambas lenguas, hoy en desuso en la castellana, pero vigentes en la asturiqnø, sin que
ello implique ... dialectalismo por parte de la segunda lengua en relación con la primera.

oo W M Entwistle, The Languages of Spain,, op.cit., pp 224-5 .
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correctly. The Asturian, such as is realised (in the speech) of these speakers, has
converted itself for them and for their speakers, into a true dialect of Castilian ...
Payng attention to historical criteria . .. Asturian is not historicaliy a dialect of
Castilian, nor is it medieval Castilian ... However, the pressure of Castilian over
many centuries could have impeded certain speeches acquiring their own
characteristics. Castilian particularities in the lexicon, morphology or phonetics
had penetrated into them. In this manner, as we have just said, there has come to
pass the sense of (the speeches) being varieties of Castilian in the linguistic
consciousness of the speakers though they were not originally.ot '

In terms of considering the relationship of Bable to Castilian, some attention should be

given to the differences between the two. The following bilingual text, from Tardes de

1977 lAfternoons of 19771, by writer Humberto Gonzâlez (a writer of the Surdimientu),*

is indicative of the relationship:46

Bable
Encegoláu nos más testerudos acesmos
caminé comu una solombra pente aquella
fame d'esistir, deprendiendo a pronunciar
ensin regles la palabra Amor, durante
I'aguiyau dominiu de los llabios. Por
embargu, el tiempu de nós morrería nun
vienres de xuliu, impropriamente fríu,
mientres el coche reconocía los asuraos
quilómetros del regresu.

Castiliant
Absorto en los más testarudos
acechos caminé como una sombra
ante aquellas ganas de existir,
aprendiendo a pronunciar sin reglas
la palabra Amor, durante el excitado
dominio de los labios. Sin embargo,
nuestro tiempo moriría un viernes de
julio, inesperadamente frio, mientras
el coche reconocía los extrañados kiló
de regreso.

ot J Neira Mafünez, Bables y Castellano en Asturias, Biblioteca Julio Somoza - Temas de Investigación
Asturiana, Gijón, 1982.

' Las aparentes deþrmaciones que en su boca sufre el castellano no impide que sean
comprendidos por las personas que lo hablan correctamente. El asturiano, tal como es realizado
en estos hablantes, se ha convertido para ellos y para sus oyentes, en un verdadero dialecto del
castellano ... Atendiendo a un criterio hístórico ... el asturiano no es históricamente un dialecto
del castellano ni es tampoco castellano antiguo ... No obstante, la presión del castellano a lo
largo de muchos siglos pudo impedir que determinadas hablas adquiriesen rasgos propios.
Particularidqdes castellanas en el léxico, morþlogía o fonética fueron penetrando en ellas. De
este modo, como acabamos de decir, han pasado a ser sentidas como variedades del castellano en
la conciencia lingüística de los hablantes, qunque no Io fueran originariamente.* 

the word rrreans resurgence andrefers to a literary movement of the 1970s - this is detailed further in
Chapter Eight.
ou J A Cillerueto (ed) Nórdica; Útt¡ma Poesía en Asturiano, Universos, Llibros del Pexe, Gijón, 1994, pp
tt2-3.
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The 51 words in the Bable text as compared with the frfty in the Castilian text bear

differing degrees of similarity/dissimilarity to the Castilian words, as can be seen in the

following categorisation of the Bable words in relation to their Castilian equivalents:

Very Different Different A little similar Quite similar Same

Encegoláu ¡*1
Fame rr.t1
L'aguiyáu ¡*1
Impropriamente

[*]
Asuraos ¡*1

Solombra pzel
Deprendiendo

ll l4l
Pente px1
Nós ¡t+t1

Nos ¡zotzl
Acesmos ¡a¡
Esistir ¡zro1
Ensin ¡.rszt¡
Por embargo

Ír2.71
Moruería ¡zso1
Nun gz+az1

Quilómetros ¡*1

Testerudos ¡*1
Comu ¡+tzzl
Aquella ¡es+1

D' 1+szzl
Regles p1
L'¡s+tt1
f)n*viøitt ,.^,L vtlú.t.ee, Lrrl

Llabios ¡ttol
El tiempu¡rzosl
Vienres ¡ss1
Xuliu ¡*1
Fríu pozl
Mientres ¡trzl
Regresu ¡s1

Más ¡st+s1
Caminé ¡*1
Una ¡zaø01
A ¡ssoa1
Pronunciar¡s1
La p+tn+1
Palabre ¡tsi
Amor ¡zes1
Durante ¡o7¡1
De(x 3) ¡ttsool
Los(xZ) y++e1
El (x 2) nrt:sl
Coche ¡zstl
Reconocía po1

l0yo 8o/" l60/" 28o/o 3$yo

The conclusion therefore is that there is a high degree of similarity between Bable and

Castilian. Even though the ratios in this piece may vary from a similar analysis of

another piece, two statements could be made regarding any instance of Bable and

Castilian versions of the same piece:

(1) a significant majority of all words will be the same, quite similar or a
little similar in any comparison of Bable and Castilian versions of the
same text; and

(2) a significant minority of all words will be different in such a
comparison.

t Absorbed in the most stubborn spyings I walked as a shade beþre those wishes to exist, learning to
pronounce without rules, the word Love, during the excited sway of the lips. However our lime died one
Friday in July, unexpectedly cold, while the carfaced the estranged kilometers of return.
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These statements being so, a precondition for those pursuing the maintenance of Bable

as a language must be the acceptance of this high degree of relationship rather than

attempting to deconstruct it with artifice.

5.3 DIALECTS

hr Chapter Six the issue of The Bable or Bables debate is dealt with. This focuses on the

subject of whether indeed there is a language which can be called Bable or rather just a

family of varieties under the umbrella word Bables. However, and not withstanding the

polarity of views on this question, as noted in 5.1, there has long been acceptance of the

existence of three broad varieties of Bable - Bable Occidental, Bable Central and Bable

Oriental - and more recently of the separate identity of Astur-Gallego-Astur (also

known as Gallego-As tur).

úr addition to these four broad groupings of dialects, there are also identified sub-

dialects of Bable both within and without Asturias. The most notable of these are

discussed below, with a samples where available.

5.3.1Pixuetu

Pixuetu is the speech spoken in the fishing village of Cudillero {B- Cuidieru-}

Cudillero is located in the eastern part of the Bable Occidental zone.

' With the transposition of the inilial 'i' Cuidieru may be an example of metathesis from Cudillero (refer
to Section 6.1.6 re the significance of metathesis in Bable).
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Pixuetu
San Pedru, tú que pecasti / peixes en
maris lejanus / ya visti al nuastru Siñor
/ por arriba'l agua andandu / seguru
non si ti diou / el casu que aquí
tuviamos / un jabalí, ¿güisti tú? / unus
pixuatus 'pescarun' / peru nun piansis
que'n monti / nin con fusil disparandu /
que'l pescador de Cuideiru / nunca
usou armas de fuau / ya que'l gochu
salvajau / taba n'el agua andandu.aT

Standard Bablet
San Pedru, tú que pecaste / piescas en
mares lejanos / ya viste al nuestru
Señor / por arriba'l agua andandu /
seguru non si ti deu / el casu que aquí
tuviemos un jabalí / ¿güeyasti tú?.unus
pixeutus 'pescaran' / peru nun piensos
que'n monte / nin confusil disparandu /
que'l pescador de Cuideiru / nunca
usáu armas de fueu / ya que'l gochu
salvajáu / taba n'el agua andandu

This piece was ÍÌom a pregón foration] given as part of the traditonal L'Amuravela

festival held in Cudillero/Cuideiru in honour of St Peter. In it the essential differences

can be traced back to different spelling reflecting differing accents. That is not to say

that there are not also words which are radically different between the Pixuetu form of

Bable and standard Bable (for there are a number though they tend mainly to be related

to fishing such as - truel firon mesh basket with handle), chicadera {C: cucharón de

achiquej lbailing ladlef, soboga {C: chopa} [a variety of frsh, teleosteo marino

acantopterigosl, lloucha {C: brotola de fango} [a type of fish - phycis blennioidesf,

cabriella {C: barbada} [tfpe of fish - helicolemus dactylopterusl); however, these

words are not what might be termed 'mainstream', but rather idios¡mcratic to that

community and its fishing history.

La Amuravela is a festival unique to the region, its name is a word which doesn't

appear in any of the Bable dictionaries cited in this thesis. It literally meansfurl the sails

and appears to have its origins in the festivities that were associated with the fishing

' Saint Peter, you who fished for fish in faraway seas, who already saw our Lord walking on the
waters, not sure if it was your God. In the case that here we had a wild boar, did you see it? Some
Píxuetos 'fished' but not the food from the mountain nor with shots firing, that the fisher of
Cuideiru never uses fire erms since the saved pig was on the water walking..
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fleet furling their sails when they came into port. Another word not present in Standard

Bable and which represents a practice or custom of the pixuetos, is the mareaxis which

is the name used for conversations on the muelle, en el bar, en la calle y en el hogarl

and would appear to be derived from marearse lto be sea sick].a8

Emilio Barriuso Femández noted that fishing argots, such as Pixuetu, differ from other

languages principally on the basis of lexicon rather than grammar, syntax or

mo¡phology.ae He also noted that such lenguas especiales no son, pues, dialectos

lspecial tongues rtre not, then, dialecls] since they do not offer un sistema lingüística

propiamente dicho la self-evident linguistic systeml.so

From a sociolinguistic perspective (as opposed to the linguistic) and given the declining

numbers of fishing in fishing communities, however, Barriuso Femández expressed

interest in the theme of:

Up to what point (do) non-mariner speakers of a fishing locality know and use the
language of the sea.51 '

5.3,2 Vøqueiro

Vaqueiro is the speech of the semi-nomadic Vaqueiro lcowboyl people of the Bable

Occidental zone, who traditionally moved their stock between winter and summer

pastures (the latter called braña). Of uncertain origin, this group now numbering less

a7 Cesáreo Marqués, ínhis pregón [oration] at the haditional L'Amuravela sermon, LNE 30/6/95.
a8 J O SánchezFemândez, op.cit., page 193.
ae E Barriuso Fernández, La lengua marinera, op.cit., page 33.
50 op.cit, page 35.
5t op.cit, page 40.t hasta que punto los hablantes no maríneros de una localidad de pescadores conocen y emplean

la lengua del man
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than four hundred have maintained a distinctive speech characterised principally by

accent differences, but also with some lexical differences.

Vaqueiro
Fírite, miou tcheite, firite
Nu petcheyo d'un castrón
Sácame mucha manteiga
Pa ir hasta Vichayón 52

Standard Bablet
Ferite, mi lleite, ferite
Nun pelleyu d'un castrón
Sácame muncha mantega
Pa ir hasta Villayón

As with Pixuetu the differences in the example chosen are all connected with

pronunciation rather than differences in word etynology. Maria Catedra Tomás noted

the significance of pronunciation differences by quoting a Vaqueiro dictum:

He who can't say ftíelt'el,ltíiinol lil ltianal is not from the braña.s3 t

The highlighted words in Bable being lleche lmilkl, llinu lflxl and llana lwooll. k

appears, however, that the differences between this dialect and Bable must be more than

simply phonetic, for Catedra Tomás also quoted a Vaqueiro who commented on the

Bable of adjacent villagers:

The villagers also speak Asturian, but (it is) completely distinct from Vaqueiro.ss'

.5.3.3 Mirandés - Lhéngua Mírandesa

Mirandés - Lhéngua Mirandesa.- is the dialect of old Astur-Leonés still spoken by up

to 15,000 people in the Portuguese town of Mirando do Douro (and a surrounding 300

km2 area)56 near what was historically the southernmost reach of Astur-Leonés.

' Make, my milk, make it in a goat skin take out much butter to go to Villayón
52 F Feo Parrondo, Los Vaqueiros de Alzada: Estudio geográfico de un grupo marginado, Biblioteca
Academica Asturiana, Oviedo, 1986, page 87.t' M Catedta Tomás, La vida y el mundo de los vaqueiros de alzada, Centro de investigaciones
sociológicas & Siglo Veintiuno de España Editores, Madrid 1989.

' El que non diga [tielt'e], [tíiino] [i] [tíana] non é de la braña.
tt Ibid.

t Los aldeanos también heblan el asturiano, pero (es) completamente distinto al vaqueiro.
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Mirandés
Nua manhana de I més de Agosto, la
cotobia fui a regar la huôrta i al guiar
un suco ancuntrou un s(tPo, BendoJo
culs uôlhos mui relhamPosos, la
cotobia dixo-le:

"Ai que guapos uôlhos tenes!",
"Son para te ber", arresPundiu'l

sapo.
An seguida la cotobia preguntou-le:

"Quieres-te casqr cumigo? ",
",S¿, si quiêro!",
"Antoi bamos para casa"57

Standard Bablet
Nuna mañana de I més de Agosto, la
jardinera fui a regar la güerta y al
guía un sucu alcontró un sapu.
Viendo-lo cualus güeyus mui
rellamposus, la j ardinera dixo-le :

"Hai que guqpos güeyus tenes!",
"Son para te ver" respondióle el

sapu.
En seguida, Ia jardinera preguntó

"Quieres te casar conmigo? ",
"Si sl quiero!".
"Entós vamos pala casa."

In this instance, while most of the differences are related to pronunciation and not

etymology, one word - cotobia - presented a difficulty. I could find no reference to it in

any of the Bable dictionaries consulted. I have ascribed the Bable wordiardinera to ít

from the sense of the passage (a female person watering in a patch of vegetable garden)

and a guess at the etymological root being from one sense of the word coto la farm

enclosure].

5.3.4 Other local dialects

There are a number of local dialects in Asturias known generically, in the case of the

Bable Occidental zone, as faliella. One such was cited by one of the correspondents to

the editor of LNE who spoke of the speech of his village, I, faciana (which is actually

located just south of the Asturian border in the province of León), stating that there

56 C Martins, A vitalidqde de língua minoritárias e atitudes linguísticas: o caso de mirandês, in LLAA
62, 1997 , page 7 .

t One morning on August I the lady gardening was watering ø vegetable patch and at the end of
the garden saw a frog. Seeing it, whose eyes were very sparklíng, the gardener said to it: 'Ilhat
beautifut eyes you have!", "All the better to see you with" replied thefrog, The gardener then

asked: "Do you want to rnarry me? ", "Yes, yes I do", "Then lets go to the house".
t' 2819lg8 From the internet page: www.eb2-miranda-douro.rcts.pt/mirandes.htm - piece written by
Valter Raposo, sixth grade.
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parllen una faliella del astur-occidentol lthey speak an Astur-Occidental speechl which

he said was called Palluezu.ss Map 5.3 charts the speeches which have been identified

by lexicographers in Asturias.

Man 5.3: Locations with published lexicons

In the case of some, the lexicographers commented upon the lexical diversity of the

region, as in the following two examples

Atto Aller: Considered as a whole, this dialect is difficult to contain within the
classification of Bable as established by Menéndez Pidal in his Dialecto Leonés,
which is commonly accepted.se'

Cabranes: Asturias is a dialectal world in which the Bable of old has been
fragmented, acquiring distinct characteristics en each district. The soil, that does
not know the plain, left these villages isolated and in then the speech became
closed and took its own forms, since there didn't exist communication which
could bring uniformity.6o t

tt r.r3t/065.
tn L Rod.íg.rez-Castellano, La variedad dialectal del Alto Atler, (1952). reprinted IDEA, Oviedo, 1986,
pp28-29

t Considerado en conjunto este dialecto, resulta dificil encuadrarlo dentro de la clasificacion del
bable establecida por Menéndez Pidal en su'Dialecto leonés', comúnamente aceptada.

60 M Josefa Canellada, Et Babte tle Cabrances, originally published in Revista de Filología Española,
Madrid 1944, reprinted by ALLA, Uviéu, 1996,page 7.

t Asturias es un mundo dialectal en el que el bable antiguo ha ido frøgmentóndose, adquiriendo
caracteres distintos en cada comarca. El suelo, que no conoce lo llano, deja a los pueblos
aislados y en ellos el habla se encierra y tomaformas propias, al no existir Ia comunicación que
trae consígo la uniformidad.
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On the other hand the ALLA in issuing its Preseo series of local lexicons indicated that

this was being done from an inclusive view of Bable (as opposed to the exclusive view

which supports disparate bables):

... to achieve a lexical corpus that guides the reaching of the best of possible
dictionaries of the language.6l t

5.3.5 Jargons

Less developed than the local dialects of Bable are the xergas ljargonsl, often

occupationally-based, spoken in different parts of Asturias. These jargons are no more

than special lexicons superimposed on the lingua franca of the zone. Examples of such

jargons are the Xíriga fthe word being a local variant of xerga] of the tilemakers

Itamargosl {C: teyeros} of Llanes (in the Bable Oriental zone), Tixileira l'tilerese'f of

the tilemakers of Ibias (in the Astur-Gallego zone), Mansolea lwalking shoel of the

itinerant shoemakers of Pimiangu, Ribadedeva (in the Bable Oriental zone) and Bron

fnot translatable but it might be an abbreviation of bronce or 'bronze'] of the

coppersmiths of Mirand a, Írear Avilés.

Describing Bron, José Manuel Feito could also have been describing all such jargons

when he said

What then is Bron? As all jargon tongues is it the conjunction of non-technical
words, used by a social grou¡ which is more or less coherent.62

The only jargons for which written examples were found were Bron and Xíriga; a poem

in the hrst and some quoted speech in the second. J M Feito, in his paper, provided a

6r Unathibuted cover note to M A García Lado, Vocabulqríu de Quirós, ALLA, Uviéu, 1996.

' ... p'algamar el corpus lésicu qu'empobine a la igua del meyor posible de los diccionarios de la
llingua.

u' J M Feito, En torno al bron. Paper delivered to I Asamblea Regional del Bable, November 1973.
Proceedings published by Editora Nacional, Madrid, 1980. p 202.
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number of examples of Bron poetry in his paper delivered to the I Asamblea Regional

del Bable held in 1973. The Bronpoembelow was obtained from the internet: 63

Bron
Lamatinaya estrampia sus ansieras
Por el frache y solicio verdosero,
Los mundarros esgolman del fütero,
Las cornelas desuñen sus llaneras

Standard Bablet
La mañana ya esparce sus regueros
Pol fríu y solitariu prao,
Los borrios salen de la cuadra
Les vaques dexan sus llaneras

Carlos Rubiera cited some Xíriga speech he had heard spoken by a tiler from Llanes

With Bable translations a three of examples appear below:64

Manchuria, zancafieru; que'l qu'ascode verbea chisin maya
{B: Trabaya, compañeru; que'l que munchofala pocu come}

lI4/ork, comrade; he that talks much eats little]
Verbea xidu, que'l pelaguxu aparóse tamargu

{B: Fala con más cuidáu, que'l guardia civil tamiénfue tamargu}
lSpeak carefully, he that is a Civil Guard was also a tilerl

Costubu, llárgame un cascosu de yayu
{B: Amigu, ëchame un vasu vinu}

fFriend, pour me a glass of wine]

Though no examples of Tixileira were encountered, word lists were found for both

Xíriga and Mansolea. The following table gives examples of some words in each and

their Bable equivalent:

Xíriga6s Mansolea66 Bable Enelish

Aroga
Llea
Drama
Rieta
Doto

Llea
Alorame

Dotu

Agora
Ella
Madre
Tierra
Too

Now
She
Mother
Earth
Atl

63 www.mrbit.es/-miranda,/clbron.htm . The previously cited paper by Feito contains examples of Bron
poetry on pages 205-207.

t The morning already pulls its rivulets through the cold ønd solitary field, the pigs leave their pen
and the cows leave their pasture.

6a cited in A García, Lliterat pp 172-3.
6s Diccionario de xíriga rn
uu J"rgo Mansolea in www.ctv.es/USERS/pimianeo/jerqa.htm
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Verbear
ñarama
Esffia
Llargar
Mayar
Tamargu

Garlear, verbear

Uzmaya

Mocar
Tamargu

Falar
Mañana
Leite
Mercar
Xintar
Teyeru

To speak
Morning
Milk
To sell
To eat
Tilemaker

An interesting feature in some of the words in the list is the occurrence of dramatic

metathesis - Llea in both for EIIa,likewise Doto/Dotu for the Castilian Todo {B: Too} ,

which seems unlikely to have been the outcome of natural language development. It is

possible therefore that part of the etymological development of both Xiriga and

Mansolea came from a desire of their speakers to maintain a degree of communication

secrecy from those not of their occupation (perhaps like schoolyard Pig Latin or

Cockney Rhyming Slang). It also could be that the first grammarian of Castilian,

Antonio Nebrija, may also have thought there was an intentional connection. He noted

that:

Metathesis is when letters are transposed, such as they speak in girigonça
|iterully j a r g o n e s el.67 

t

It is also possible that some other words (such as verbear) may have their high

differentiation from both Bable and Castilian explained by such deliberate

manipulation. Indeed, José Ignacio Gracia Noriega, a LNE columnist, noted that

emigrants from Llanes who went to Mexico that they:

Demanded that their dependents speak lverbearanl {B: falaran} {C: hablaran}
the xiríga so that, communicating between themselves, they could not be
understood by their c1ients.68 t

67 A de Nebrija, Gramática rle la lengua castellana,l492, reissued Editorial Centro de Estudios Ramón
Areces, Madrid, 1989; page 227.t Metathesis es cuando se transportan las letras, como los que hablan en girigonça.ut LNE 27.9.95.t exigían a los dependientes que 'verbearan' (habtaran) la 'xiríga'para que, al comunicarse entre

ellos, no los entendieran los clients.
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The jargons have limited lexicons, indeed Ramón Melijosa Cuevos, a lexicographer of

xiríga identified only about seven hundred words after some years of research.6e

However, notwithstanding the limited lexicon and the apparent limited domains and

geffes of the language, xiríga at least appears to have been passed down through more

than just the tradesmen who were its original authors. Again citing Melijosa:

On the maternal side, all my ancestors, natives of the parish of Pría, have been
expert tilers by farnily tradition, and it was in f4ct my mother ... who from when I
was little had taught me some words of xiríga.70

Available evidence seems to suggest that these argots are dying. One person, Juan el

teyeru lthe tilerl interviewed in the Caleyes con oficiu series in LNE made this

comment about the xiriga of Llanes:

Xiriga, it was the language that was (which) we spoke between ourselves of our
professional things, but then, it has also died.71 t

5.3.6 Astur-Gallego

This thesis, for the most part, focuses on Bable and not the speech spoken between the

Navia and Eo rivers, Astur-Gallego. This latter language has been referred to as a

hybrid between Gallego and Bable; indeed the region between the two has been referred

to as a linguistic Mesopotamia.T2

At this point, however, it is worth noting the extent to which it is a distinct language

from Bable. This uniqueness was recognised in the 1998 legislation for the promotion

of Bable by the insertion of a separate section on Astur-Gallego.

ue op.cit.
70 op.cit.t' LNE 17.7.94t La xiriga, ya llingua que year no falabamos entre nosotros de les coses nueses profesionales,

pues igual, ya muerre tamién.
LNE 31.10.94.72
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The uniqueness was underscored by a question and answer sequence with Xuan

Pertierra, a lawyer, concerning language use at home

Q: How do you speak to your son, in Asturian, or in Castilian?
A: If he is with his mother, in Castilian, because she is from Tapia and doesn't
speak Central Asturian; if we are alone, in Asturian. 73 t

5.4 SUBSTRATES - CELTIC/IBERIC

José Manuel González,member of RIDEA and the Real Academia de la Historia, noted

that:

The linguistic aspect was not uniform as to how it can be deduced that the modern
distribution of dialects spoken (in Asturias) originated, in final analysis, from the
pre-Roman languages.Ta t

He also made three points concerning the substrate of Bable:

The traditional Asturian languages are nothing other than Latin learnt by the
indigenous peoples descended from the protohistoric population, modified
through time.

The language of the protohistoric Asturians did not disappear entirely . ..
many of their elements passed with Latin to Romance. The foundation of
sounds or linguistic elements of protohistoric origin, conserved by the
traditional speeches of the Asturian region, constitute the pre-Roman or pre-
Latin substrate.

The linguistic pre-Roman substrate of Asturias is not ... an homogenous
layer, but heterogeneous, formed by the diverse linguistic elements or
materials of diverse p.ov"rrance.tt

He then identified some words from two elements of this diverse substrateT6

t' LNE 18.r 1,97.t 
¿Cómu-y fala al so Jíu, n'asturianu o en castellan? - Si ta la so ma, delantre, en castellan,

porque ella ye de Tapia y nunfala asturianu central, si tamos solos, n'asturianu.
7a 

J M Gonzâlez, Antiguos pobladores de Asturias: Protohistoria,, op.cit., p 40.

' No era uniþrme en el aspecto lingüístico según se desprende de la distribución moderna de los
dialectos hablados en ella, originados, èn último término, en las lenguas preromanas.

7s J M González, Antiguos pobladores de Asturias; Protohistoria, op.cit., pp 123-4.
76 Op. cit, pp 125 & 128. With the exception of sapiego, these words also appear (along with many
others) in X Ll Garcia Arias, Contribución a la gramática histórica de la lengua asturiana y a la
caracterización etimológíca de su léxico, Uviéu, 1988, page 175.
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Origin
Basque

Celtic

Bable
Cabarra ¡*1

Carraspal ¡*1

Cueto ¡rs1
Sapiego ¡-1
Bringa ¡*1

Camba ¡*1

Candamo ¡*1

Güelga ¡lr1

Castilian
Garrapata
Terreno pedregoso
Cero
Especie de encina
Mimbre
Pieza curva del arado
Rama seca
Sitio húmedo y valdío

English
Gnat
Rocky terrain
Hill
Tlpe of holm oak
Osier
Curved piece of plough
Dry branch
Swamp

Diego Catalân has also stated that there were potentially other elements in the substrate

than those most often noted (Celtic and Iberic), believing that the appearance of similar

linguistic phenomena in isolated locations across the entire northern reach of Spain into

southwestern France was evidence of

The existence, in an undefined epoch, of an unknown substrate language that
would extend along the entire Cantabrian litoral from Gascony to Galicia.TT t

A final point to be made about the substrate of any part of Spain, but particularly

Asturias, relates back to the issue of the duration of impact. The Celtic/Iberic period,

unlike the Roman, Visigothic or Arabic cannot be delineated by historico-political

events which commenced or terminated it. On the contrary there is substantial evidence

to suggest that there was an extensive period of co-existence between the Celt/Iberics

and the later occupiers þarticularly Roman). The survival to this day of the Basque

language is proof sufficient of this contention for that part of the country; but there are

also historical commentaries that suggest such co-existence occurred in other parts of

the country over substantial periods of time.

úr support of this point, Paul M Lloyd noted:

" D Catalátn, Lingüística Íbero-Románica,Editorial Gredos, Madrid, |974,page285.
t Lq existencia, en una época indeterminada, de una lengua desconocida de substrato que se
exlendería por toda la franja cantábrica desde Gascuña a Galicta.
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The period in which the native languages of the north ... were finally replaced by
Latin is one still wrapped in mystery. Romanisation, which included the adoption
of Latin as the general language of all persons, had been rapid in the urbanized
south and in the Levant, but we have no certain knowledge of when the rural areas
also adopted Latin ... It is quite likely that in other (non-Basque) northem areas
the indigenous languages remained in use until the beginning of the Middle
Ages.78

In a similar vein, George Borrow, writing in 1842, suggested evidence of the durability

of some pre-Roman language goups as a result of isolation. He related an encounter

with a traveller in Castille.

One thing is certain, that yonder, far away to the west, in the heart of those hills,
there is a wonderful valley, so narrow that only at midday is the face of the sun to
be descried upon it. That valley lay undiscovered and unknown for thousands of
years; no person dreamed of its existence, but at last, a long time ago, certain
hunters entered it by chance and then what do you think they found, Caballero?
They found a small nation or tribe of unknown people, speaking an unknown
language, who, perhaps, had lived there since the creation of the world, without
intercourse with the rest of their fellow creatures, and without knowing that other
beings besides themselves existed! Caballero, did you never hear of the valley of
the Batuecas?7e

This example was not from Asturias, it referred to another part of Spain, a mountainous

region more accessible than many of the remoter reaches of the Asturian sierras, And

though undoubtedly the story had gro\Mn through the generations, undermining the

accuracy of the detail, it at least indicated that there must have been instances of

communities isolated from the mainstream over long periods of time.

Xosé Lluis GarcíaArias endorsed this point re the isolation of remote Asturian valleys:

In the Asturian case it is probable that we find ourselves facing a fitting situation
bringing us close towards understanding what could have been the latinisation;
perhaps the Asturian fragmentation, favoured by the isolation of many of its
valleys. 80t

]l p tut Lloyd Front Latin to Spanish, American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia 1987,page 174.t' G Borro*, The Bible in Spain, reprinted by Cassell & Co, London, 1908, page 113.to X L García Atías, Contribución a la Gramática Histórica de la Lengua Asturiana y a la
Caracterización Etimológica de su Léxico, Biblioteca de Filoloxia Asturiana, Uviéu, 1988, page 174.
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The tradition of believing there have been groups of people 'out of time' persists in

Asturias to this day. During my time there I heard references to the people of Tarna

being descendents of Jews who had escaped the 1492 expulsion order by retreating to

the remote high reaches of the Nalón Valley.8l Similarly, the semi-nomadic Vaqueiros

of Alzada have variously been referred to as descendents of a pre-Roman people,

fugitive Roman slaves, a Visigothic or Germanic people, the descendents of Moorish

remnants trapped after the southward progress of the Reconquest left them isolated from

their compatriots, or an isolated group of Maragalos (from the Zamoraregion) amongst

other possibilities.s2

5.5 STRATUM

5.5.1 The Latin stratum

Bable is regarded as a Romance language; altematively, it is often referred to as a

dialect of Latin. Both of these statements are meant to identify the prime importance of

Latin in the formation of Bable compared with other linguistic inputs. But there are two

issues to be dealt with in considering the Latin effect on Bable as compared with other

hispanic Romance languages. Firstly, what tlpe of Latin and, secondly, over what

period of time was Latin able to have an impact and how profound was that impact?

V/ith regard to the first - what type of Latin - it is clear that the term Latin actually

covered a group of'speeches' notjust looked at from the point ofview ofthe passage of

time (Early Latin, Late Latin, the Mozarabic romance vernacular or the Classical Latin

' El caso asturiano es probable que nos encontremos ante una situación idónea apara acercarnos
por buen camino a lo que pudo ser la latinización; acaso la fragmentación asturiana, favorecida
por el aislamiento de muchos de sus valles.

8l Interview notes with Raimond.
8'F Feo Parrondo, op.cit., pp 124-128.
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constructed in the Middle Ages), but also from the perspective of any one point in time

(concurrent dialects, geographically co-located languages affected by interference from

Latin). The diversity revealed by each of these analyses confirms that when Latin was

taken to different parts of the Empire, it was not a linguistic unity but a diversity which

was transported.

As to the second, the length of Roman rule varied in different parts of Spain. Roman

contact with Spain began at the start of the Second Punic War in 2188C. During the

second century BC the majority of the country carne under Roman rule, simultaneous

with the colonisation of northern Italy and preceding the occupation of northern Gaul.

However, Roman suzerainty of northwest of Spain would not occur until much later

(by 19BC in the case of Asturias). Thus the Mediterranean and Andalucian portions of

Spain would ultimately be under Roman control for between six and seven centuries.

The northwest, including Asturias, would experience Roman rule for only a little over

four centuries until the Suevi invasions, followed by the Visigothic, prised the region

from Roman control.

In addition, the extent of the Latin imprint was not only determined by the tlpe of Latin

introduced and its longevity of contact, but also the settlement patterns. Penny notes that

the eastern and southern cities of Spain \Á/ere populated by speakers of the prestige norm

(of Latin spoken by) upper class Rome83; these people were largely colonists and soon

represented a significant proportion of the populations of the regions they settled. The

consequence was that these speakers of the Latin-norm influenced the indigenous

population in those regions of Spain in a reasonably short time to forsake their own

8' R Penny, A History of the Spanish Language, op.cit,, page 6.
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languages.so kr the eastern and southem zones of Spain where the indigenous population

was soon outnumbered by the Roman colonists, the Latin-noÍn soon became the lingua

franca as locals abandoned, by the end of the first century AD at the latest, their own

languages.85

Roman settlement in other locations was not only shorter, but less intrusive. On the

subject of the variable impact of Latin during the Roman occupation, Paul M Lloyd

stated

In the north, on the other hand, the situation was rather different. The most
northerly areas had not been a highly civilized region under imperial and
Visigothic rule. Roman culture had reached there, but it was undoubtedly
somewhat attenuated by the lateness of its penetration ... The north was, in
general terms, marginal with respect to Roman culture and can be considered to
have been only half-Romanized in contrast with other parts of the peninsula.s6

ln Asturias, for example, the Roman presence was much less that of colonists (with the

exception of gold miners who displaced local settlers in places such as Castro de Coaña)

than of administrators and military personnel. Their Latin was therefore that of the

garrison not of the urban elite. Furtherrnore, there is the suggestion that the garrisons

were not necessarily even drawn from Latium (the part of Italy in which Rome was

situated) but may well have come from other areas of Italy. Indeed, more than one

writer has noted that there is evidence that garrisons sent to the northem reaches of

Spain were often made up of Osco-Umbrian speakers. The city of Huesca (in Aragón) is

claimed to take its name from the Oscans who were its first residents when it was a

Roman garrison town.

to Ibid.
tt rbid.
86 P Lloyd, op.cit., page 174,
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This difference between the Latin stratum of Asturias compared with other parts of

Spain led the unnamed writer of the entry on Bable in the 1910 edition of the

Enciclopedia Universal llustrada to write:

Appreciably it can be seen very clearly the mark of the Latin precedence in its
words that are disfigured from the linguistic evolution of Castilian.sT t

The same writer offered the following examples of Bable words closer to Latin than

exist in Castilian:88

Latin Bable Castilian Enelish

Massa
Penna
Pessulare
Vespertilio
Mustella
Fodio
Frangere

Masera ¡21

Peñera ¡*1
Peslar ¡o+1

Esperteyo ¡zz1
Mustuliella ¡*1
Fesoria ¡re1
Afrellar ¡*¡

Artesa
Cedazo
Cerrar ¡:t1
Murcielago
Comadreja
Azadón
Romper con violencia

Trough
Sieve
To close
Bat
Weasel
Large hoe
Break violently

5.5.2 Oscan/Umbrian

Pursuing this theme, J P Mallory wrote of the Osco-Umbrian language which existed

down the spine of haly in early Roman times and indicated that there is uncertainty

amongst linguists as to whether both it and Latin derived from the same Proto-Italic or

Indo-European or whether they represent independent developments ... which have

gained similarities through long-standing contacts.se He transcribed inscriptions in

each which appeared on an Iguvium tablet dated to about 200BCe0:

87 Enciclopedia (Jniversal llustrada, José Espasa é hijos editores, Barcelona, 1910.t (es) appreciable por dejar ver muy á las claras la marca cle procedencía latina en sus vocøblos,

88 . r que va desfigurándose con la evolución lingüística en el castellano.
loem.

te J P Mallory, In Search of the Indo-Europeans; Language, Archeology ancl Myth, Thames & Hudson,
London 1991, page 90.
e0 Author's translation: Commence this ceremony by observing the birds/ those from in front and those
from behind. Before the Trebulam Gate/ sacrifrce three oxen to Jupiter Grabovius. Present grain
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Osco-Umbrian
este persklum aves anzenales enetu
penaies pusnaes preveres treplanes
luve krapuvi tre buf feitu arvia ustentu
vatuva ferine feitu heris vinu heri puni
ukriper fisiu tutaper ikuvina feitu sevum
kutef pesnimu arepes arves

[My highlighting]

Latin
hanc caerimoniam avibus observatis
anticis posticis. Ante portam Trebulanam
Iove Grabovio tres boves facito, grana

Ostendito,
victimas in tabulato facitio, sive vino sive

potione,
pro arce Fisia, pro urbe Iguvina facito.
Formulam clare precator tostis granis,

We will see later (in Chapter Six), that Rebecca Posner proposes that there is a

similarity between a grammatical feature of Abruzzese and Bable which may derive

from a common Oscan ancestry, Whether that may or may not be so, the above pieces

in Osco-Umbrian and Latin provide some interesting possible links with Bable at the

very least at a lexical level.

In the Osco-Umbrian piece three different words (este, feitu and ferine) and words

ending in -u have been highlighted. The word este appears both in Bable and Castilian

as do minor variations of ferine (farina and harina respectively - though with a

meaning change ftom grain to flour in each instance). The word/eitu appearc close to

the Bable fechu (and is exactly the same as the feitu of Astur-Gallego, Galician and

Portuguese). Whilst it also seems strongly akin to the Castilian hecho, this latter is

claimed to have come from the Latin factu"." The durability of the y' beginnings of

those Bable words, where their Castilian equivalents have changed to h- may, therefore,

be connected to some residue of the Osco-Umbrian inheritance.

offerings,/ Place the ribs on a tray, sacrifice wth wine or with mead,/ for the Fisian mount, for the state of
Iguvium. Pray each (portion) in a murmur with (offerings) of fat and grain.
et Diccionario Etimológico Español e Hispánico, Espasa-Calpe SA, Madrid, 1985,page 221 .
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As to the frequency of -ø endings in Osco-Umbrian (as opposed to the -o endings for

the same words in Latin), this characteristic matches Bable whilst the Latin form

matches Castilian.

5.6 SUPERSTRATES

5.6.1 Visigothic

The Visigoths appear to have left very little linguistic imprint on any of the languages of

Spain, not even that of Asturias (where the continuity of their impact was of longer

duration than elsewhere in the country). There were two reasons for this.

Firstly, the Visigoths had been significantly romanised during their period in Gaul and

by the time they arrived in Spain they had almost completed the transition from being

monolingual in their own tongue, through Latin/Visigothic bilingualism onto being

effectively monolingual in Latin. As Rafael Lapesa pointed out:

The linguistic influence of the Visigoths on the hispanic romance languages was
not very great. Romanised quickly, they abandoned the use of their language,
which by the seventh century found itself in complete decay. There was not in
Spain a bilingual period as long as that in France.e2 '

The second factor is that the Visigoths never represented a significant percentage of the

population. They came as invaders who, as Roman authority retreated, took over control

of the local populations; but those local populations still remained numerically stronger.

" R Lapesa, Historia de la lengua española, Biblioteca Románica Hispánica, Editorial Gredos, Madrid,
1981, page 118.

' La influencia lingüística de los visigodos en los romqnces hispánicos no fue muy grande.
Romanizados pronto, abandonaron el uso de su lengua, que en el siglo VII se hallaba enplena
decomposición. No hubo en España un período bilingüe tan largo como en Francia.
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Nevertheless, there \¡/as some absorption of Visigothic and other Germanic words into

the language as the following table shows:e3

Visisothic/Germanic
Biutelen
Brikan
Gaits
Rùkka
Speut

Castilian
Cerner
Romper ¡so1
Albogue
Instrumento de hilar
Clavar

Enelish
to sieve
to break
Bagpipes
spinning device
to fasten, bang in

Bable
Bortelar ¡*1
Abrecar ¡*1

Gaita ¡sr1
Roca ¡zo1

Espetar ¡ra1

Probably more significant than any lexical impact, however, was morphological.

V/illiam J Entwistle wrote of the Visigothic platform upon which vernaculars such as

Bable were constructed. He spoke of:

The consensus of Spanish dialects which was the Visigothic platform, and which
was represented quite closely to Mozarabic.ea

This resulted in the adoption of certain features of accent and word structure which

were differentiated from developments on these fronts in Castilian. In this vein R

Lapesa noted the possibility that the ll feature of Astur-Leonés (and also of Catalan) (eg

llingua versus lengua,llobu-lobo,lluna-luna &c) came from the Visigothic pr"tence.et

Likewise the -ei- and -ou- dipthongs characteristic of Galician, Astur-Gallego and

Bable Occidental have been cited as being of possible Visigothic origin. e6

And J B Trend noted the morphological contribution of -engo words from Visigothic -
such as realengo [initially royal domain later free, unattached] and abadengo [clerical

t . -9'7aomatnl.

e3 Information drawn from various of the sources already cited.
ea w J Entwistle The languages of Spain ..., op. cit, page 142.
es Op.cit., Page 127.
tu Ibid.
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5.6.2 Arabic

The duration of contact between Bable and Castilian over some eight centuries

encouraged a lexical movement between the two. This can be particularly noted where

Arabic words entered into Castilian and then flowed on into Bable (eg azucar fsugarl).

However, there are some instances where the presence of words of Arabic origin did not

complete that journey into Bable. The following table identifies some examples

comparing Bable with mainstream Castilian:e8

Arabic Castilian Bable Enelish

Al arz
Al baitar
Al boc
Ad dabba
Al garid
Al midana
Al qatãm
Al zaquiya
Safi
Salãm
Saqat

Alerce
Albéitar
Albogue
Aldaba
Alarido
Almadana
Alcotán
Acequia
Zafto
Zalema
Zarracatin

Cembru ¡*1
Metrinariu ¡*1
Gaita ¡sr¡
Picaporte ¡01

Glalu ¡+el
Zutrón, futrión ¡-1
Ferlamicu ¡*1
Presa ¡rs1
Patayu ¡*¡
Llagotearía ¡*1
Recatiador ¡.1

Larch tree
Vet
Bagpipes
Doorknocker
Shriek
Sledge hammer for rocks
Falcon-like bird
Inigation ditch, gutter
Coarse, uncouth
Courtesy, reverence
Small-time trader

The example of differential rates of adoption of Arabic words is even more noted in the

comparison between the Andalucian varieties of Castilian with Bable. The following

table provides some examples where Arabic source words penetrated the speech of

Andalucia where the Moors remained for up to eight centuries but did not even make it

as far as mainstream Castilian spoken elsewhere in the peninsula let alone to the Bable

of Asturias:ee

e7 J B Trend, Language & History of Spain, op.cit., page 40
tt As per footnote #92.
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Arabic Andalucian Castilian Bable
Castilian
Aljuma
Almocela
Maharón
Racha
Zocato
Talvina
Zafar

A1þmma
Al muçallà
Mahrtim
Rai!'a
Suquãt
Talbiña
Zaha

Pinocha
Jergón
Holgazân
Vendaval
Zwdo
Gachas ¡rs1
Desenredar

Cuciayo ¡*1

Sergón ¡*1
Folgazán ¡*1
Vendaval ¡*1
Zurdu ¡*1
Faricos ¡*1

Desenguedeyar tsl

Enelish

Pine needle
Straw mattress
Lazy
Strong gale
Left-handed
Porridge
Unravel

However, notwithstanding the above, there have also been some examples of Arabic

words entering into the Bable lexicon where there either never were or currently remain

no Castilian equivalents such as:

Arabic
An-nazeha
Horr
Jabbaza
Sarawil
Zardajën

Bable
Añaciar ¡*1

Zona ¡*1
Zabarceru ¡*1
Zarabuelles¡*1
Sarasa ¡*1

Castilian
Ir de fiestas
Sin cria
Revendedora
Calzones ¡r+1
Percal

Enelish
To go to festivals
Infertile
Hawker
Type ofshoes
Fine cotton cloth

Commenting on this, Xosé Lluis García Arias stated that this may have been the result

of Moors who stayed behind in Asturias after the defeat of their side at Covadonga.

Alternatively, he suggested there may have been Arabic speaking officials (Moorish or

Mozarabic) appointed to positions in the new kingdom's civil service. 100 Milio Cuetu

also proposed that some Arabic words were absorbed into Asturias, as with other parts

of Spain:

For the cultural prestige which the Arab reigns of Hispania had. 10r '

ee V García de Diego, Diccionario Etímologico español e hispanico, Espasa-Calpe, Madrid, 1985, various
entries.
roo X Ll García Arías, Contribución a la gramática históríca de la lengua asturiana y la caracterización
etimológica de su léxico, op.cit., page 253.
r0r M R Cueto, Manuel de ltingua asturiana,, Llibros del Pexe, Xixón, 1994,
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5. 6.3 Mozarabic/Romance

There is very little information available conceming the form of Mozarabic from which

Bable drew a linguistic inheritance. Mozarabic itself was a term coined for those

varieties of Hispano-Romance which had continued to be spoken in Islamic and ex-

Islamic Spain.I]2 Under Arabic rule the language was written with Arabic (and

sometimes Hebrew) script rather than Roman and almost nothing survives of its corpus.

Given the lack of written material it is difficult to assess the impact of the Mozarabic of

the Astur-Leonese region upon Leonese and its successor Bable. Again quoting R

Penny:

Some have argued that ... Mozarabic exercised influence on the expanding
northem languages, but the only clear evidence of such influence belongs to the
field of vocabulary ... it is also likely that many Arabism present in Spanish,
Portuguese and Catalan (and presumably Bable) reached these languages through
the mediation of Mozarabic.103 [my note in italics]

Notwithstanding this uncertain and limited contribution of Mozarabic Romance, it is

worth noting the views of Roger Wright about the relationship of Bable to this language

and the very quality of the Romance of the region in those early centuries. Posing the

question as to whether Asturian texts of the ninth and tenth centuries were in barbarous

Latin or written Romance, Wright noted the references of a number of Spanish linguists

who referred to the language in such terms as clumsy latin, barbarous in style and that

the era ìwas a time of literary decaden"r.'00

t pol prestixu cultural que tuvieron los reinos arabes d'Hispania,page 45

'o' R Penoy, A history of the Spanish Language, op. cit. page 14.
to3 R Penny, entry on Mozarabic in G Price (ed) Encyclopedia of the Languages of Europe, op.cit. p327.
'on R Wright, Early lbero-Romdnce: 2l studies in language ancl texts from the lberian Þen¡nsuta between
the Roman Empire and the Thirteenth Century, Juan de la Cuesta, Newark, Del. Page 135.
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Contrary to such views Wright concluded that the language of Leon and Asturias in the

ninth and tenth century was:

... a multifaceted, versatile and lively language, and we can call the language of
their texts 'well written Romance'.105

His conclusion was based on the reality that:

Early Romance, if and when it was written, had in practice no alternative but to
exhibit ... more features characteristic of oral registers than are normally visible
in the artificial texts of 'Classical' Latin. Such oral features are in themselves

neither 'bad' nor 'decadent'. In oral contexts, every language has greater

flexibility and more nuances than it has in writing

V/right's altemative interpretation of the character of lbero-Romance offers much of

value for contemporary consideration of the relationship of spoken bables, various

orthographic versions of transcribed language and the concept of a normalised form of

written Bable.

5.6.4 Frankish

A final superstrate may have been Frankish. Rafael Lapesa hinted at some Provençal

influences in Asturian citing linguistic peculiarities in the Fuero de Avilés of 1289 AD,

suggesting that the immigration of monks, clerics, bishops, feudal lords and

merchantsl}T t brought various Frankish and Provençal influences. Lorenzo Novo Meir

cited the following words from the Fueru as being of Provençal origin: le don, altre,

ambes and negún.108

to5 op.cit., page 152.
'ou Op.cit. page l4l.
to7 in D Catalan, Lingüística lbero-Romattica, op.cit. page 198.

t monies, clérigos, obispos, señores feudales y mercaderes'
r08 L Novã Meu, El habla de Asturias; comparada con las otras lenguas vernaculqs hispanicas,

Asturlibros, Oviedo, 1980, Page 28.
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In addition, an examination of the Diccionario Etimológico reveals that one such

introduction was the Bable güetar lto spy on ot watchl from the Frankish wahten; while

another was teto fnipple] from titta.

5.6.5. Relationship to Medieval Castilian

It appears that Medieval Castilian and the Bable of today had a closer correlation (at

least lexical and s¡mtactic) than is apparent today. Indeed there are some who believe

Bable has a parent relationship to Castilian. A small dictionary published by the

newspaper La Nueva España in 1970 was entitled Primer diccionario de la lengua

asturiana - madre del idioma español lFirst dictionary of the Asturian language -
mother of the Spanish languagef.

At a lexical level, for example, the following words appear in a dictionary of Medieval

Castilian,l0n b,rt "ith"r do not appear at all in recent editions of the RAE dictionary as

being in current usage or do not appear with the same meanings (that is there has been

meaning drift, or semantic shift, between Castilian and Bable since the Middle Ages):

Medieval
Castilian

Escaecer
Manjar
Pescanzar
Pescudar
Prestar

Modern
Castilian

Olvidar ¡os1

Comer ¡rzol
Comprender ¡zr1
Preguntar ¡ror1
Gustar ¡zos1

Bable

Escaecer ¡zsz1
Manxar ¡*1
Pescanciar ¡se1
Pescudar ¡or1
Prestar ¡rrz1

Enelish

To forget
To eat
To understand
To seek/ask
To like

'on J Ce¡ado.,l/ocabulario Medieval Castellano, Visor Lib¡os, Madrid, 1990, pp 183,265,305,308 &
319
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At a syntactic level, it has been noted that enclisis and proclisis existed in Medieval

Castilian which is no longer the case with its present day succesor. Bable on the other

hand has continued with both practices.

The interview with Angel, from the village of Campo de Caso in the central zone, also

noted another archaism from Medieval Castilian - the survival of vos for you {C: tu and

vosotros\ in certain respectful situations between children and parents.ll0

5.7 DUOLECT STATUS

In 1990 in an article in Vox: Journal of the Australian Advisorlt Council on Languages

& Multicultural Education, I introduced the concept of duolect - a 'twin language

relationship'between tongues.lll In 1993 I further explained the concept at a short

presentation in 1993 to a conference convened by Instituto Cervantes on the Teaching

of the Spanish Language held at the University of New South Wales. I proposed that a

duolect be taken to mean a 'twin language', one which is closer in similarity to one

dialect than others derived from some original language. The term was designed to

recognise this similarity yet at the same time remove the negative perceptions caused by

the linguistically incorrect usage of the term dialecr in reference to one language in

relation to another sibling of the same the linguistic tree.

Thus both Bable and Castilian are dialects of Latin, but not of each other. Their

relationship to each other is undoubtedly closer than that between other languages in the

Romance dialect continuum and for good reason. The linguistic soils (or matrices) of

both Bable and Castilian have had more similarity than say those of Romanian and

Castilian. To use terms of familial relationship of each to their shared parent languages

llo Interview notes with Angel.
rrt L M F Arnold, Languages ofSpain - a causerie, Vox #4 1990, pp 46-55
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- Mozarabic, and Vulgar latin - and grandparent language - Latin - Bable and Castilian

would be siblings, while Romanian ('child' of Daco-Rumanian or 'Roman of Dacia'

and 'grandchild' of Latin) would be a cousin to them both. All three are dialects of

Latin, but I would propose that Bable and Castilian be termed duolects of each other; in

the same way Romanian, Moldavian and Amrmanian could be considered to be

duolects ofeach other.

The purpose of this terminology was to remove the perception of subsidiarity between

languages given that any ascription of inferior status to one language compared with

another makes language planning more difficult.

This chapter has overviewed the historical roots and the dialectical variety of Bable.

The next chapter examines some of its characteristics (including grammar and

morphology). It also pursues the significance of lexical richness in the context of

dialectical diversity.
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PART B _ BABLE

CHAPTER SIX _ CHARACTERISTICS

6.1 LEXICON

It is not the purpose of this study to provide an exhaustive analysis of differential word

usage between Bable and Castilian, rather to identify some examples by way of

comprehending the lexical relationship between the two.

Implicitly lexicographers of interlanguage clictionaries recognise the uniqueness of

languages by their work in mapping meanings of words and in the provision of

translations. Bable lexicographers have done just this and in the process identified

signif,rcant incidences of word difference between Bable and Castilian. Though

admittedly a crude analysis, the statistics of word entries in their dictionaries provide

some indicators of their understanding of the lexical depth of Bable. Table 6,1 records

the number of entries (in most cases approximate) of the Bable dictionaries used in this

thesis.

Table 6.1: Bable dictionary word entries

Dictionary Year first written
or published

Approximate number of
Bable word entries

GdP 1788 1788 39s
RAT 1891 1 891 5,000+
soM 1901 1896-1901 2,704
NOV 1983 1983 15,000+ (Cast>Bable)*
BAS 1984 1984 4,000+ #

xxsv 1988 1988 30,000
JN 1989 1989 32,000

ALLA 2OO1 2001 50,000+ #
* This dictionary only contained Castilian to Bable entries'
# These dictionaries are Bable only.
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6.1.1 LEXICAL OVERLAP

Since both Bable and Castili an are Romance languages, and since they are both spoken

in Asturias, it is not surprising that there is considerable lexical overlap between the

two. Part of this overlap has occurred because of common features in the linguistic

'soil' or matrix from which they both grew; and part because of the dynamic of their

being co-existent in the same geographic space. Later (in Chapter 10) the issue of

linguistic interference/transference which also results from this dynamic is considered.

But at this point, the focus is on the lexical impact of that co-existence'

Figure 6.1 below, diagrammatically (via a Venn diagram) represents the overlap of

Bable and Castilian. The area "B" represents those words which are unique to Bable.

These words will very often have Castilian equivalents, but the etymology of each will

be distinct. Area "C" represents those equivalent, but etymologically different words in

the Castilian domain. The size of the circles does not imply that the lexical corpus of

each are of similar size. They are not. It has been said that Castilian has at least 83,500

words in its lexicon.t While Table 6.1 indicates a figure of about 50,000 words as being

the lexical corpus of Bable. The area contained within the intersection of the circles B

and C has been labelled A and represents those words which are either the same or

similar in both languages. Their etymology may be the same or, to borrow a term from

biology, they may be the result of convergent evolution.

t The entry count indicated in the preface to the 1992 edition of lhe Diccionario de la Real Academia
Española. ln 1994, the newly re-elected director of the Academy, Línaro Carreter, noted that there is ¡.¿rz

'ròrput', un registro, constituido por cien millon de palabras la 'corpus', a register made up of one
hunàrecl million words)- LNE 3.12.94; this 'corpus' would include all forms (declined, conjugated &c)
ofbase words.
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Fisure 6.1: V diasram relationship of B le & Castilian

ln this third area, we may consider that there are four distinct sub-groups. Two can be

listed under the general heading of "variants" (that is to say Bable words that are

variants of Castilian words); in the diagram below these have been labelled these Vl

andY2. 'While the other two come under the heading of "same" - Sl and 52 below.

Figure 6.2: Categorisation of shared words/meanings between Bable & Castilian

The following eight words are examples of the categories in the diagram above:
B - escaecer rzt6l Ì -
c - otvid'ar ¡is.' ) lto forgetl
Yl - llobu ¡zrol (the Castilian equivalent being lobo lwolfl).
Y2 - estaferiar ¡*1[to work in common with neighbours in a village], the

Castilian estafar lto swindlel
Sl - brotar ¡ylto sprour in both languages]
32 - prestar ¡rrol (Castilian) - to lend; prestar (Bable) - to like.
C (shaded ui"ui - alevín ,1, guapu(a) ¡zs+1*

. 
The indicated frequency figure of 264 did not indicate how many of those usages were of the extended

meaning used in Asturias.
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For the purposes of the analysis Vl and 51 are words which share the same meaning in

both Bable and Castilian; while Y2 and 52 are those that have different meanings' Thus

the diagram may be redrawn as in Figure 6.2. A fourth element, the shaded area in this

figure, is dealt with in Section 3.1'2.

A study has not been done as part of this thesis as to the percentage of words which

might be in each of the categories above. However, research conducted in 1987

provided some indicators as to the relative lexical strength in terms of actual usage of

each category, a!.least with respect to oral comrnunication in an urban setting. Concha

prieto undertook a study of conversation which had taken place in 1987 in a butcher's

shop in Xixór/Gijón.' Two hours of conversation were recorded and then analysed. One

aspect of the analysis was to examine the incidence of different word forms. The

categories were:

1. Castilian words in Castilian form.

2. Castilian words in Asturian form.

3. Castilian words with common form'

4. Asturian words with Castilian form.

5. Asturian words with Asturian form.

6. Asturian words with common form.

7. Common words with Castilian form.

8. Common words with Asturian form'

9. Common words with common form'

The analysis then categorised the results above into the following groupings: Common

words (Group 9 above - approximating the 51 category in Figure 6.2), Indistinct words

(Groups 7 &.8 above - approximating Vl, V2 & 52 categories above), Castilian words

(Groups | &.3 above-the C categoryabove), Asturianwords (Groups 5 &'6 -theB
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category above), and hybrid words (Group 2). The percentages observed from the two

hours of oral communication were:3

Common words (aPProximating 51)
Indistinct (Vl, V2 and 52)
Castilian words (C)
Asturian words (B)
Hybrid words

68.8%
II.6%
r0.t%
8.s%
r.r%

The figures above can only be indicative, however, as the setting was very particular

(urban and amongst a closely defined group) and in a context of an expected high rate

of interference between the two languages (as opposed to what might have been

observed in a rural setting).

6.1.2 SEMANTIC SHIFT. EXTENSION OF MEANING

There are some other examples of interest which are suggestive of idiosyncratic usage

of Castilian within Asturias. This is represented in Figure 6.2 by the area of shading

within the C circle, symbolising a shadow cast by Bable over Castilian. This area can be

taken to suggest the existence of an Asturian form of Castilian (or what Lorcnzo Novo

Meir referred to as asturianismos - vide page 135). This form would not consist of

Bable words as such, but would be made up of:

- Castilian words used differently or in extended ways in Asturias compared

with the rest of the Castilian-speaking domain. Examples arc guapo/u and

alevín,both of which are the subject of comment below; and

- Castilian words used more frequently in Asturias than elsewhere' An
example of this would be chigre, a Castilian word for tavern used

extensively in Asturias but rarely elsewhere.

The first category - extension of meaning - can also be labeled semantic shift. The first

of the two examples is the word guapu/a(guapo/a). ln present-day usage, the most

2 C prieto, Investígación sociollingùística na plaza'l sur de Xixórz, Principáu d'Asturies, Uviéu, 199 I
3 Op.cit, pages22 &25.
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common meaning of the adjective guapo/a in Castilian is handsomelbeautiful; these

meanings also apply in Bable (the masculine form, guapu, being a Vl word, whilst the

feminine, guapa, is an Sl). However, an episode during a visit to Galicia in a meeting

with colleagues where we were discussing different cities in Spain, revealed to me that a

semantic shift has taken place with respect to this word. [n conversation I happened to

say:

¡Salamanca, qué guapa es!

To which I received the response:

¡Es obt io que vives en Asturias !

The response evoked good-natured mirth. My intent had been to say: "Salamanca, how

beautiful it is!". They had responded: "It is obvious you live in Asturias". A non-

Asturian speaker of Castilian would have said:

¡Salamanca, qué preciosa es!

What I had done was to reflect an extended use of the meaning of handsomelbeautiful

from persons to objects, a practice common in Asturias - and indeed identified

elsewhere in Spain as being tlpical of that region. Photo 6.1 is an example of such a

practice being followed even in government promotional material.

A second example of semantic shift is the noun alevin. Again this is not a Bable word

(for instance none of the dictionaries used cited the word), and the extended sense in

which it is used in the Asturian-domain of Castilian is not unknown elsewhere in its

other domains. The Collins Spanish-English dictionary interpretation of abvin is young

fish, beginner, neophyte, novice; the former being its standard usage in the bulk of the

Castilian domain. However, in Asturias, alevin extends from the fry meaning (as in
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salmon spar't/n) - well understood in this salmon-fishing region - to apply to young

people (not dissimilar to smallfry in English), in particular to young sportspeople.

Photo 6.1 - Asturian Government tourism advertisement
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Thus Za Nueva España, in its weekly roundup of sporting results, includes coverage of

results from teams in the Alevin category (8-11 years of age). The equivalent

nomenclature in the rest of Spain, as noted for example in a sister publication in Murcia,

is Infantil.

From both these examples a common element may be drawn - that of familiarity. The

use of a personal descriptor (handsome or beautiful) to describe place, implies an

intention of personalising the relationship of person to place. In a similar vein, the use

of an animal (or in this ease, fish) as a diminutive term of description carries with it the

sense of familiarity just as cubs in English conveys a sentiment which junior boy scouts

does not.

This desire for the familiar in relationships and networks is a recurrent theme in

Asturias

6.1.3 SIGNIFIER AND SIGNIFICANCE IN BABLE

ln terms of considering whether there might be a construct to help understand semantic

shift or meaning extension, Milio Cueto used a model which originated from the work

of Ferdinand de Saussure. Saussure had proposed that there were two elements for any

word which link the lexeme with the morpheme - he labelled these signifier and

signified (Cueto for his part used the Bable words significante and significáu.)a

Signifier being the visual representation of the word (lexeme), and signified being the

meaning (morpheme) given to that visual representation. I believe that significance is a

4 M R Cueto, Manual de llingua asturiana,, op.cit., pp 75+
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more satisfactory word than signified and accordingly use it in subsequent application

of Saussure's analysis. Cueto gave the following example:

gochuþigl (signifier)

(significance)

The wordpzg in English need not only have the significanc¿ of the animal of that name,

it has also been used in perjorative senses to refer to certain individuals or classes of

human being. 'Where that has happened there has been extension of meaning, or

semantic shift. An example of this semantic shift in Bable is noted on page 194'

As indicated above the words guapo and alevin are two examples of meaning extension.

A further example in the Bable/Castilian relationship cited by Milio Cueto was deber

[to owe - in this instance in the sense of to be obliged] which, again using the

Sausurrian approach, he diagrammatically represented thus :

Bable Castilian

deber deber

probabilidá obligación

þrobabilityl lobligationl
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His suggestion was that in Castilian deber carries the sense of obligation - debo que

hacer lI must do ...1, whilst in Bable its sense is that of probability - debo que facer lI

am likely to dol.

6.1.4 DURABILITY OF LEXICAL FEATURES FROM THE STRATUM

Some lexical differentiation between Bable and Castilian has been the result of

differences in the rate of change in each - or rather the greater tendency for 'stalled'

lexical change in Bable compared with Castilian. Thus Sergio Marqués, president of the

region in the rnid-1990s stated his belief that:

Asturian proceeds from Castilian: what happened is that, isolated by the
mountains, it didn't evolve.5'

An instance of such differential rate of change for Bable and Castilian is evidenced in

the word facere lto make, to dol inherited from Latin. In the case of Castilian, facere

became facer in the Middle Ages and later hacer. In Bable, however, for the most part

facere stalled at facer; though there have been some minor occurrences of it developing

intofaer andthenfer in parts of the region.

A further example of the difference in durability of stratum features between Bable and

Castilian is the maintenance of the Latin prefix per- (in the sense of very) in the former

compared with its almost total disappearance from the latter. Latin had two meanings

for this prefix - by way of and thoroughly. Both forms are seen in English in such words

5 tNB 9.9.97t el asturiano proceda del castellatto; lo que pasa, es que 'aislado por las montañas, no
evolucionó'.
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fervidl

as perþrce fby way of forcel and perfect lthoroughly made)6 and perfenid lvery

Thus the Castilian muy mucho lvery many] translates to permunches inBable. Likewise

muy guapa to perguapa lvery beautifulf, muy importante to perimportante lvery

importantl and muy interesante to perinteresante.

Milio Cueto, however, has noted that the exclusive use of per in this comparative sense

has also often been e'¿idence of hiperasturianismo lhitperasturianisrn]:

Unfortunately, many writers limit themselves to per and avoid other possibilities
(which) are equally conect in Asturian... they thui commit hiperasturianismos.T '

6.1.5 CASTILIAN BORRO\ilING FROM BABLE

Commenting on why words from a substrate might survive a more dominant language

moving into its domain, Milio Cueto noted that they may do so either because the

dominant language has no equivalent, or because there is extensive existing social use

of an earlier word which the new entrant cannot dislodge. In making this comment he

noted not only the survival in Bable of the word fabada [a bean stew very typical of

Asturias] but its passage across into Castilian (where it would more properly have been

called alubiada). Fabadanow exists as a word in Castilian throughout Spain'8

6 W Skeat, An etymological dictionary of the Engtish language,4ú edition, Oxford Clarendon Press,

reprinted 1978, page 442.
7 M R Cueto, Manual de llingua asturíana, op.cit., page 86.¡ clesgraciatlamente, munchos escrítores limítense al per y escapen de les otres posibilidades

igualmente correctes n' asturiano ... cometen asina hip erasturianismos.
8 Op. cit., pp 43-4.
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There are many other examples of Bable words being commonly borrowed into the

Castilian spoken in Asturias. These words are not only spoken, but written, including in

the print media. Sometimes their non-Castilian origins are indicated by the use of

quotation marks, at other times the words are cited without any such degree of

separation from the surrounding text. Examples of such are

Afuega'l pitu trsl- {C: ahoga del pollo} - literally'choke the chicken', the
name of a cheese typical of Asturias.

Amagüestu ¡r¡ Autumnal festival at which chestnuts are roasted - no
equivalent word in Castilian.

Antroxu tzst- {C: antruejo, more frequently carnaval\ - pre-Lenten festivities.

Argayu [r2] - nearest Castilian word is avalancha - a small landsiide,
common in the geologically-young Asturian mountains.

Braña [12] - sunmer, mountain pasturage for herds - no equivalent.

El campanu rl- first salmon of the season caught - no equivalent.

Fabes ¡+01- {C: judías or alubias\ - a white bean typical of Asturias.

Güelu tr36l- {C: abuelo) - grandparent

Guirria ¡-1 - typical character of fiestas (eg New Year's Eve) - no equivalent.

Oriciu t-l - {C: errizo} - sea urchin

Xana t2sl- nymph of springs or rivers - no Castilian equivalent

Xiringüelu ¡*¡ regional dance (t1,pe of Asturian bam dance) - no equivalent.

Figure 6.3 gives examples of a selection of headlines from La Nueva España which

have included the words above. Of the twelve words in the selection, four relate to

festivals and other communal activities (Amagüestu, Antroxu, Guitia and Xiringüelu),

three relate to foods typical of the region (Afuega'l pitu, Fabes and Oriciu), three to

unique characteristics of the region (Argayu, Braña and El campanu) with the

remaining two relating to forebears (Güelu) and mythology (Xana). These words should

not be considered as lexical interference so much as a desire to keep words of iconic

value to Asturians.
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Fisure 6.3: Selected headlines from La Nueva snana
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6.1.6 METATHESIS

Metathesis is the transpositioning of letters within a word. The example often given is

the metathesising of the Old Gothic word bryd into the English word bird. A further

example is in evidence on page 191, with the indication that the word wasp is still

spoken in parts of England in its original pre-metathesised form - waps'

Previously quoted on the subject, the author of the first grammar of a modern Romance

language, Antonio de Nebrija, in his Gramática de la lengua castellana noted the

example of diziendo por Pedro vino, drepo nivo lsayingfor Pedro vino, drepo nivof.e

Metathesis appears to occur more frequently in Bable than in Castilian as the following

list of words derived from two Gothic and nine Latin words indicates:

Latin/Gothic
Gramen
Haribairgon
Fibra
Frater
Fundula
Mano
Nati
Permittere
Persona
Revalgare
Tremulare

Castilian
Esconderse ¡rz1
Albergar
Hebra
Fraile
Funda ¡01

Manosear
Nadie ¡zo1

Permitir ¡roz1
Persona ¡zool
Rebalgar ¡s1

Temblar ¡s1

Bable
Engarmarse ¡*1
Abellugar ¡+s1
Friba ¡*1
Flaire ¡*1
Flunda ¡*1
Masuñar ¡*1

Naide ¡szo1

Premitir ¡*1
Presona ¡rrs1
Reblagar ¡ru1
I 9ll1Þrâr ¡*1

Enelish
To hide
Shelter (from rain)
Thread
Friar
Case, cover
To handle
No-one
To permit
Person
To stride
To fear

There is the possibility that metathesis has affected on of the few Celtic words related to

mining to have survived into modern day Bable, the word arrugia lcave-inl. The Bable

n A de Nebt¡ a, Gramatica de la lengua castellana, 1492, op.cit. page 227 .- It may be that metathesis occurred relatively late to this word, as 1639 poem by Antonio Gonzíiez
Reguera, Pleitu ente Uviéu y Merida pola posesión les cenices de Santolalla lDßpute between Oviedo
and Merida for the ashes of St Julian] contains a version of þmbrar closer to the original Latin: Line 20

- que tremaba de pavor - cited in XX Sánchez Vicente Literatura relixosa: Entamu y Notes, Conceyu
Asturies, Xixón, 1983, page 8. Also one conference attendee (5010) noted tremar in answer to the request
for ten Bable words.
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word argayu lsmall tandslidel may be etymologically derived, through a process of

metathesis, from arrugia.*

The relatively higher incidence of metathesis in Bable may be the product of a stronger

oral rather than written tradition for the language as well as the absence, until recent

times, of an orthographic normalisation for such written usage which has occurred.

It also appears that there are two types of metathesis in Bable - which might be called

'embed.ded' and 'fluid'. A^n 'embedded' instance of metathesis is one rvhich is more

resistant to change back to some unmetathesised version than a 'fluid' one. Tembrar

would be an example of the former and reblagar andpresona of the latter.

In their work Diccionariu de frecuencies léxiques del asturianu lDictionary of lexical

frecuency of Asturian], Femando Cuetos et.al.lo explored the incidence of Bable word

usage in a series of publications (narrative, press, essays and theatre) over a nineteen

year period (1977 to 1996). One million words were considered in the study. In terms

of the examples of metathesis noted above (tembrar, reblagar and presona) as well as

the word naide lno-onef, this study noted the following:

- Tembrar lto fearf - the dictionary indicated there were eight uses of this
word and none of the unmetathesised form. Thus this word could be
considered a example of embedded metathesis.ll However, as the footnote *
on the previous page noted there had previously been usage of the
unmetathesised version.

' J Corominas & J A Pascual, (in Diccionario crítico etimológico ... op.cit.) list the Castilian word argayo
as meaning anabrigo grandellarge overcoatf,no reference is made to anymeaning of landslide,p328.
r0 F Cuetos, A Álvarez & J R Alameda, Diccionariu de frecuencies de léxiques del aslurianu, Estaya
Pedagóxica I l, ALLA, Uvtét, 1991 .
rrOp. cit., pagel22.
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Naide lno-onef - there were 576 uses of the word naide compared with 26

for nadie, suggesting this example of metathesis rwas quite strongly
embedded. 12

Reblagar lto stridef- the evidence of the dictionary indicated that this word
and its versions was in a minor state of fluid metathesis since there was also

some usage of unmetasthesised versions of the word. There were seventeen
uses of the word in metasthesised versions (reblagos ¡01 & reblagu tst), with
five instances of it unmetasthesised (rebalgu ¡1))'

Presona þersonl - there appears to have been substantially more fluidity in
this example of metathesis than those above. The evidence of the dictionary
indicated that the metathesis of this word and its versions may be receding
under the influence of the non-metathesised version used in Castilian. There
were 115 instances of versions of this metathesised word Qtresona Ízi),
presonal l7l , presonaxe lT , presonaxes ¡t1& presones ¡oo1 ), compared with
906 references to unmetathesised versions (persona Ízaq , perscnal poei ,

personales Í4il , personalida Vrl , personalidaes l\ , personalmente ¡qr,
personas Uzl, personax p), personaxe rcq ' personaxes rro4l, persones Pt2l )

Jean Aitchison noted the theory of Charles Hockett where a frequency maximum

represents the clustering of the majority of a groups' articulatory motions. The theory

noted that the frequency maximum (also referred to as bullseyef shifts when a lot of

shots miss the target.lt It is possible that the lack of an anchoring effect of a strong

written tradition in Bable (due to prevailing high rates of illiteracy amongst the common

people in previous centuries) provided opportunity for such bullseye shifts.

6.2 GRAMMAR: MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX

6.2.1 Bable grammatical features

Xosé Antón Gonzâlez Riaño, tn Interþrencia Lingüístgica y Escuela Asturiana

lLinguistic Interference and an Asturian school],16 provided what can be considered a

12 op.cit., page 91.
13 Op.cit., page 109.
ta Op.cit., pp 100 & 104

" iÃ;;;#; , ioisuos" change: progress or clecay,ClrP, Cambridge' 1991, page 107 '
16 X A González Riaño , Interferencia Lingüística y Escuela Asturiana, ALLA, Uviéu, 1994
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grammatical template of Bable as he examined the incidence of Bable-Castilian

interference amongst school students in the city of Mieres. (He also identified

phonological/phonetic al and lexical interferences as well as the morpho-syntactical, but

the concern here is only with the latter) Those grammatical (or morpho-syntatical)

distinctives between Bable (indicated bV [B]) and Castilian ([C]) which he identified are

summarised below:

a) The absence of the definite article in combination with en - ta en prau lBll esta

en el prado lcl lhe is in the field)

b) Triple distinction of gender in adjectives (eg masculine, feminine & neuter) - anu

pasáu (neuter) and añu pasrÍo (masculine) lBllaño pasádo (C) þear pastl

c) Triple distinction of gender in pronouns in the third person singular - dá-yosla (la
nota) lBll Os dió la nota lcllhe gave us the notel

d) Feminine plurals ending in -es - les otres cuentes lBll las otras cuentas lCl [the
other storiesl

e) Second person singular and third person plural conjugated verb endings in -es and

-en inplace of -as and -an - Corten lBll Cortan lCl lthey cut)

f) Combination. of the definite article with a possessive and noun - ye'l mi hermana

lB)l es mi hermanalCllit is my sisterl

g) Appearance of both full and abbreviated forms in possessives - el míu and el mi
lBl I mio lCllminel

h) Triple variation of gender and double variation of number in full forms - ye'l míu

fmale gender], ye la mía ffemale] and ye Io mío [neuter] [B]/ es mío, es mía (withno
neuter) (C ) - [all translating it is mine]

i) Absence of laísmos, leísmos and loísmos (use of le, la, lo(u) being replaced by -
y/-yos) when in the presence of third person pronomial references -.|íro-y algo (B)
lo hizo algo (C) lhe made somethingf

j) Different application of enclisis with finite verbs - téngoles (B)l las tengo (C) tI
have theml; and proclisis with infinitives and imperatives - lo tener (B)l tenerlo (C)
Ito have i/] (however, Bable also uses the following form more similar to Castilian:
tenelo)
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k) Use of the indefinite preterite in place of perfect preterite - mandó-ylo (B) [both
he was sending it and he sent itll lo mand ba (C) lhe was sending i/ with he sent it
being translated bY lo mandóf.

l) Use of the imperfect subjunctive for the pluperfect indicative - tuviéremos (B)/

hâbío*o, tenido (C¡ ¡*" had had - tuviéremos in Castilian meaning that we would

have hadf

m)Different participles ending in -au (c: -ado), -ao (-ado), -á (-ad), -aos (-ados), -

aes(-adas), -tu ç+ao¡, -ío (-ido), -ía (-ida), -íos (-idos), -íes (-idas)'

n) Imperatives ending in -ai, -éi - Callái la boca (B)lcalla la boca (C) [lit: shut the

mouth or shut upl

o) Double use of preposition - ensin (B) fliterally in without]l sin (C) lwithoutl

p) A^bsence cf the preposition a ltol in constructions with the verb ir lto go] when

*"pt"a with an infinitive - vamos ver (B) llet us go to see)l vamos a ver (C) llets
see -literally let us go to to seef

q) Presence of suffixe s -ín, -ucut7

Further describing the use of the neuter gender in Bable, Rebecca Posner has noted that

it is the incidence of 'mass/count' noun distinction which has become categorised as a

neuter gender (where the particular or specific is either female or male and the general

neuter).l8 She also uses the term abstract neuter, where the collective form is in the

neuter gender and the particular in either female or male genders. She cited two

examples in relation to Bable:le

Ten el pelo lneuterf rojo vs La cayu i un pilu [masculine]
lHe has red hairf lOne of his hairs fell outf

and
Yedefierrofneuter]vsDameisifiirrufmasculine]
lIt ß (made) of ironl lGive me that ironl

17 op.cit. pp.277-9.
r8 Op.cit., page 63.
't R Posner , The Romance Languages, op.cit.' page 60'
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In addition to the above listing of morphosyntactic differences between Bable and

Castilian, José Antonio Martínez García has noted what he referred to as a greater

predisposition for doble negación in Bable than in Castilian; he noted the:

The accumulation in a preverbal position of nun together with other negattve
20tterms.

Since double negation is already a phenomenon in Castilian, in English (where it is not)

we might use the term 'triple negation' in place of Martínez's doble negación- The

following comparative example of Bable and Castilian utilisation would thus be

(negative elements underlined) :

Bable: Naide nun alvirtió na de la so presencialNo-one didn't advise nothing
of their presence]

Castilian: Nadie la adiertió nada de su presencia lNo-one advised nothing of
their presencef

English: No-one advised of their presence

Rebecca posner has also noted certain usages which are more cornmon in Asturias than

in the rest of the Castilian-speaking world such as:

- the te¡dency to replay -mos with -nos in the present indicative and present

subjunctive'- trabános (B)l trabajémos (C) llet's worklzl

ln the first instan ce trabános is believed to a residue of oral usage confusing the

subjunctive trabajemos with a poorly constructed imperative , traba + nos (which should

be trabajanos or trabajarnos-

6.2.2 Grammatical features carried from Bable into castilian

Many of the grammatical features noted in the previous section have been noted in

spoken Castilian as well as Bable. Such instances can certainly be considered examples

to J A Martínez í+lverrez, Algunos adverbios y construcciones adverbiales del asturiano, appeartng ln

LLAA 41, page 35.
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of Bable-inspired interference in Castilian. However, an alternative perspective would

be to consider such Bable grammatical usages as evidence of their relative durability

compared with other features of Bable in the face of the pervasive environment of a

dominant Castilian. Indeed, Professor José Antonio Martínez García contended the most

durable feature of a language is its grammar. " His views are considered further in

Chapter Ten.

Jacques de Bruyne, a member of the Real Academia Española, in A comprehensive

Spanish Grammar,noted the following eharacteristics of Castilian spoken in Asturias:23

1. Use of possessives (mío, tuyo, suyo &c) with prepositions of place - eg

delante mío, en torno tuyo, detrás suyo. (Generally considered incorrect in
Standard Spanish, and seldom appearing in literary language).fpage 188]

2. Increased used of tener t past participle (in place of haber * past participle).

[p5s7]

3 . Use of the diminutive -ín (which is described as typical of Asturias , with -ucu
being attributed to Santander)' [p631]

In addition he noted the following features without particular attribution to Asturias,

though they are reflected in Asturian grammatical practice:

1. The placing of pronouns after (rather than before) a finite verb. [p155]
(enclisis which is the opposite of another phenomenon in Bable - proclisis)

2. The shortening of nada to na. lp}l9l and todo to to. lp22\ Likewise the

abandonment of the intervocalic d in the sequence -ado. lp5l
3. Use of past anterior and pluperfect tenses in preference to the now more

common preterite. [Paa8]
4. Use of the conditional tense after si in a conditional sentence. [p452]

t (una) cierta preferencia por la 'doble negación, o sea, por la acumulación en posicion preverbal
de 'nun' junto con otros sintagmas 'negativos'.

2t R Posner, The Romance Languages, op'cit', page 50.
22 Interview notes 27 September 1995.
t'J de B*yne,A comprehensive Spanish grammar, op.cit' page 188.
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6.2.3. Two types of Yeísmo

V/ith respect to Bable, linguists have traditionally used the term yeismo to refer to one

of two non-standard ways (the other being cheismo) Asturians deal with the letter ll' To

quote XL GarcíaArias:

... in terms of statistical frequency, it is in the yeismo zones (that) the presence of
[y] is much greater than in those of cheismo where ... the sounds of the tlpe [ô]
it ó."ut. considerablY.'o t

Of course, many Asturians practise neither, pronouncing the letter ll in a standard way -

as [ly] - as noted by H Armamayor Gonzilez, lexicographer of the district of Tanes:

In Tanes YEISMO is not usual, and in daily speech they express and differentiate
LL and Y perfeclly.2s t

I propose to differentiate this well known form of yezs mo from another by denoting it as

linguistic yeismo to be differentiated from sociolinguistic yeismo - this latter term I am

suggesting be applied to the disproportionate use of the word ye (the third person

singular of the verb ser lto bel) compared with other forms of that verb and the

Castilian equivalent - es..

The lexicographer quoted above also noted the use in Tanes of el clásico (ye) asturiano

Ithe classic Asturian 'ye'1.26 Similarly others have pointed to what may be considered

disproportionate use of the word because it has developed almost iconic status such as

the correspondent to the editor who wrote:

... the 'markers' can be dropped that leave us as ever saying ye. lLl92l443lt

24 X L García Arias, Contribución a la Gramática Histórica de la Lengua Asturiana y a la
caracterizacÌón etimológica de su léxico. Blblioteca de Filoxía Asturiana, Universidá d'Uviéu, Uviéu,

1988. page 54.-'-... 
en terminus estadísticos defrecuencia, es que en las zonas deyeísmo la presencia de [yJ es

mucho mayor que en las de cheísmo, donde se incrementan considerlblemente las

realizaciones de tiPo [êJ.
2t H Armamayor González, El Habla de Ia Parroquia de Tanes (Principado de Asturias), Publicaciones

Obra Social y Cultural Cajasw, Córdoba, 1995. Page 19'
, Ei Tor", no suele dares el YEISMO, y en hablar cotidiano se expresan y se diferencian
perfectamente la LL Y Y.

26 op. cit., page23.
I ... quitaran las 'marcas' déjenos decir 'ye'como srcmpre'
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6.3 BABLE OR BABLES _ LINGUISTIC VARIATION

Much of the argument between the contending camps as to future planning objectives

for Bable rests on whether it is considered a single language unit or a collection of

dialects. More importantly, is the significant differentiation between the dialects

significant enough to invalidate efforts at creating a normalised version of the language?

This debate has received much attention in the past couple of decades. But its origins

are much older. An example of much earlier opinion on the subject is a letter to the

publication Ixuxú, published 15 December 1901 in which a writer noted that:

Not in all the places of Asturias do they speak anything equal to our language.2T '

This same writer also noted that

True Bable is what is used in the periodical but that does not have anything to do
with the style of my birthplace 28 t

José Manuel Gomez-Tabanera, a Miembro de Número of IDEA, in a paper written for

the VI Anthropology Congress held in Tenerife in 1993, stated:

.... the risk that threatens the integrity of the patrimony of (the Asturian)
community ... (by) the imposition of what has come to be called the Asturian
language, which is nothing other than an aberrant pot-pourd with which they
plan to normalise the Bables of Asturias, without taking into account that these
(Bables) have arisen through almost two thousand years, and by virtue of the
generative dynamic of the pre-Latin Indoeuropean speech ... in spite of the
geographic proximity of the population (there has arisen) a genetic distance,
imposed by the different folkloric and ethnologic patrimonies of the different
populations who for tens of thousands of years have been located in the Astur--Ca-ntabrian 

corniche. 2e t

21 F GotuáiezPrieto, Ixtmú,Issue #V (Siglu I, Añu I, Mes II, Númeru V), op.cit., page 3.

' Non en toos los chugares d'Asturies sefala igual nosta chingua'

" ibid.
t 'l verdairu bable ye'l que usa nel pedíóricu pero eso non lien que ver nó paque al estilu de la mió
quintana.

'n J M Gomez-Tabanera, Bables de Asturias y Llingua Asturiana: Problematica de una normalizacion,
reprint of a paper presented to VI Congreso de Antropología, Tenerífe 1993, page 3.t el riesgo que supone para la integridad del patrimonio de una comunidad (Asturiana) ... la

imposición en la misma de la que se ha venido a llamar llingua asturiana, que no es otra cosa que
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His thesis is reflected in MaP 1.2

In a counter viewpoint, Xosé Lluis García Arias, president of ALLA, has written:

There are those at the same time who, hlpocritically, say more: Bable in teaching,

yes, literary Bable, yes. But which Bable? This obstacle is the very sign of the

assimilationists, of those who would want Castilian to be situated where our
language corresponds, though they would want to make a curiosity of it with the
hand oiappur"nt gooáwiil and throw the blame on linguistic difficulties.3o '

Just how different are the various dialects of Bable? There is general agreement that

there are four language zones within Asturias, with the varieties called Bable Oriental,

Bable Central, Bable Occidental and Astur-Gallego. There is also now something of a

consensus that the fourth (Astur-Gallego) is a special case. However, with respect to the

other three, disagreement centers around whether each can be considered simply a

dialect of a core language entity called "Bable" or whether they are so signifrcantly

different between and within themselves as to merit some other attribution than merely

to be called dialects of one another in the sense that they are in relationship. The

common practice of those supporting this claim of significant differentiation have

preferred to use the title los bables rather than that of Bable.

h my various research instruments (refer Part C) I examine opinions expressed on this

matter in the primary source material. At this juncture, however, it is worthwhile giving

some attention to the level of lexical differentiation which actually exists.

un pot-purri aberuante con el que se pretende normalizar los bables de Asturias, sin tener en

cuinta que éstos han surgido tras casi dos mil años, y en virtud de la dinámíca generativa de un

habla indoeuropea prelatina ... pese a la proximidad geográ/ica de las poblaciones, una dístancia

genética, la misma que imponen los diferentes patrimonios etnológicos y folklóricos de las

ãitfintot poblaciones que desde decenas de miles de años han venido asentándose en la cornísa

astur-cantabrica ...
3o X Ll García Arías, Llingua y sociedá astrtriana,2nd edition Comuña Literaria, Xixón, 1984, page 59.

' Hailos mesmamente que, hipócritamente, dicen más: bable a la enseñanza sí, lliteratura bable,

sí, ¿pero qué babte? Esa torga ye propia de los asimilistes, de los qtte quixeren que'l castellán
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Using a selection of six dictionaries of the hablas lspeechesl of five different

communities within Asturias and one in neighbouring León,31 I have sought to

understand better the significance of lexical difference between various Bable-speaking

regions. The five communities in Asturias consist of one from the Astur-Gallego

linguistic zone, one from the Bable Occidental zone and three from the Bable Central

zone; none is from the Bable Oriental zone, though one of the Bable Central dictionaries

- Cabranes - comes from the periphery of that zone. The dictionary from León is from a

community within the southern reach of Bable Occidental.

Table 6.2 is a compilation of a selection of concepts which appeared in all six

dictionaries and a further, smaller group of four which appeared in most of them. This

table (as with the deductions from it) can be no more than indicative. Firstly because

only thirty words have been chosen, with little account to actual significance of these

words (as may be attested through frequency of usage). Secondly the words contained

in those dictionaries have been through a filter of selection by the lexicographer of each.

Thus for example, while the extensive differences in the six dictionaries for the word

axe might seem significant, the lexicographers might intentionally or otherwise have

left out local words for translating the Castilian hacha that may have been closer to

words appearing in other dictionaries.

s'asitiare onde a la nuesa llingua corcespuende, anque quierøn acuriosalo con una mzno

d'øparente bona voluntá y echen les culpes a les dificultaes llingüístiques.

"J DíazLópez & M García-Galano, Vocabulario D'A Roda (Tapia de Casariego), Principáu d'Asturies,
1994; AM Cano Gor.øíúez, Vocabulario del Bable de Somiedo, IDEA, Oviedo, 1982; M J Canellada, E/
Bøble tle Cabranes, ALLA, Uviéu, 1996;L Rodríguez-Castellano, La variedad dialectal del Alto Aller,
facsimile edition of 1952 edition, IDEA, Oviedo, 1986. David, Vocabulario Cantlasín, originally
published in El Comercio de Gijón, issued separately in 1981;A Alvarez Cabeza & F J García Martínez,
Vocabulario de la Cepeda (Provincia de León),, privately published, Cepeda 1994.
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Tohlo nmnârison of selected words from six dictionaries6.2: C

Cepeda
Anque/i,Inqui
Macheta

Pita, Pula

Niñu
Diañe, Diantre,
Iáiule
Facer-e
Orvallar,
Pintiar
Esnalar
Cachola,
T(i)esta

Hom-e

Mu
Muñir

Cabranes
Mas que
Achu, Azau

Esperteyu

Pitu

Neñu, Neñu
Diañe

Fer
Llobicar,
Orbayar
Esñalar
Tiesta

Ome

Munchu
Catar, Mecer,
Escaturriar

Alto Aller
Anque
Azâ, Acet

Espirtu

(Pito), Gatsina

Ninu
Diablo

Facer
Urpinar

Alar

Ome, Home

Muncho
Mecer

Candás
Enque
As

Pita

Neno, Nenón
Diaño

Facer

Esnalar
(Magín)

Home, Homón,
Homaco
Muncho, Mucho
Catar

Somiedo
Anque
Bruesa, Hachu,
Machau
Murciegalo,
Murciegano
Pita, Poôa,
GaSina
Nenu
Diablu

Fer-e
Chuviscar/nar,
Urvachar-e
Vular-e
Cabeza,
Cabeceiru,
Mioôa
Ho, Hom,
Home
Muitu
Catar, Mucir,
Muñir,
Respelar-e

D'A Roda
Anque
Brosa

Morcego

Pito,
Gallía
Neno
Diaño,
Xúcaras
Fer
Choviscar

Enalar
Cachola,
Testa

Home, Ho

Muito
Mecer

Castilian
Aunque
Hacha

Murciélago

Pollo,
Gallina
Niño
Diablo

Hacer
Lloviznar

Volar
Cabeza

Hombre

Mucho
Ordeñar

English
Althoueh
Axe

Bat

Chicken

child
Devil

Ito) do
(to)
drizzle
(to) fly
Head

Man

Manv
(to) milk



Nouche/i,
Nu(i)chi
Hora, Agora,
Aguaño
Robre/I
Jorno
Bui, Güey
Cudurniz,
Cugurniz
Apirtar
Garabato

Fiu, Fiyo, Fillo

Fablar
Cuchar

Alendrina
Metrinario/u
Ve/itrinario
Onde/i, Aunde,
Aú
Muyer-e,
Muyier

Agora

Carbaw
Forna
Güé
F(l)aipayar

Calcar
Rastru

Fiyu

Falar
Cuyar-a,
Cuchar, Cuyer
Andarina
Metrinariu

Onde, U

Nueche

Abora

Re(b)útsu
Fornu
Bue, Gué
Co(g)orniza,
Farpayar

Garabetu,
Ratsón
(Afryeu)

Partsar
Cuyár

Alandrina
Albeite

Onde, u

Muyer

Nueche

Angora, Agora

Carbayón
Foma
Güe
Parpayuela

Calcar
Pradera

Fío

Falar
Cuyar

Andarina
Albeite

Onde, U

Muyer

Nueite

Agora, Hora

Carbachu
Forno
Buey, Touro
Cugurniz,
Palpachara,
Apretar
Rastrillo

Fichu, Fiyo,
fiu
Falar, Hablar-e
Cuchar-e,
Cuyar
Andolina
Albeitre,
Vitrinariu
Ande, Onde, U

Mucher

Noite

Agora

Carbayo
Forno
Boi
Parpayega

Apertar
Garabato

Fiyo

Falar
Cuyar

Andulía
Albeitre

Unde

Muyer

Noche

Ahora

Roble
Horno
Buey
Codorniz

Apretar
Rastrillo

Hrjo

Hablar
Cuchara

Golondrina
Veterinario

Donde

Mujer

Night

Now

Oak
Oven
Ox
Partridge

Pressure
Rake

Son

Ito) speak
Spoon

Swallow
Vet

Where

Woman

Notes: (i) alternative word endings indicated by '/' in front of the alternative - egAnque/i represents Anque and Anqui.

(ii) alternative additional end syllable indicated by .-, in front of the extra syllable - eg Fer-e represents Fer and Fere

(iii) alternative additional letter mid-word indicated by '( )' - eg T(i)esta represents Testa and Tiesta

words not exact synonyms contarned within brackets - eg (Magín) and head &. (Afiyeu): not son'(iv)



Nevertheless three types of differences can be noted from the table:

- Low order variants: words that are largely similar to each other and whose

transcription probably reflects differences in pronounciation (metaphony) -
eg an q u e / en qu e/ in qui lt h o u ghl

- High order variants: words which have the same etymology but which
have undergone a reasonable amount of differentiation - eg muito/muncho.
In this category could also be included words which have undergone

metathesis in some situations - eg andolina/alandrina.

Abbreviations: words which have been abbreviated in some domains - eg

home/ho.

Alternates: words which have different etymologies
br o s a /ha chu/ az á/m achet a.

eg

On the subject of low order variants which are pronounciation-dependent (ie subject to

metaphony), Bable represents an example where non-standardisation of the orthography

permits the literal transcription of regional accents and pronounciations. This situation

can be contrasted with English which, even though it does not have formal

standardising procedures (such as a language academy) does have implicit orthographic

standardisation which has resulted in breaking the nexus between orthography and

pronounciation. That is to say that in Castilian (and Bable) there is a high degree of

correlation between grapheme and phoneme (what you hear is what you will read);

whereas in English this need not be the case.

Thus while the lexicographers of the various dictionaries above have given three

different ways of spelling qnque according to regional pronounciation differences,

English would provide one. ln English, for example, the written word dance is accepted

to represent both d/a:/nce and d/æ/nce (ie with long and short a respectively). And as

an Australian example, there is the case of the word dent, with its normal pronunciation
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of d/e/nt being complemented in the state of Victoria by a high incidence of the variant

pronounciation d/I /nt.

If such pronounciation differences are removed from the list above, the 175 versions of

the twenty eight concepts reduces to 75 versions. This process of reduction on the basis

of pronunciation has aggregated words according to the Bable pronunciation spread.

Thus muyer and mucher are considered pronunciation variants, as are

gaS ina/ gat s ina/ gall ía and chovi s c ar/l I ob i c ar.

However even these 75 groups can be simplifred further when other simple steps such

as morphological change (including metathesis) are considered in determining what

number of core words have been used in the dictionaries to represent the twenty eight

concepts. Such an analysis reveals that 13 of the versions were examples of such

morphological change leaving 62 core words. Can we regard this rate of differentiation

as exceptional? That is, would we expect lesser rates of differentiation within other

languages?

As a first language English-speaker who has lived in a number of Commonwealth

countries, I am used to some minor lexical differentiation within English, such as:

CandY (Canada) >

Jandals Q\Z) >

Fritz (SouthAustralia) >

None of these examples could be regarded as of the order of magnitude exhibited by the

table above. However, ffiy experience has been largely limited to "new" environments

to which English has spread and not those where the language has existed for centuries.
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Thus a fairer comparison with the Asturian situation, would be provided by examining

the degree of lexical differentiation that exists (or has existed) within England itself.

Clive Upton et.al., from 1948-196I, created 200 word maps measuring word usage in

over 300 English localities.32 The following is a list of twenty six of the words

mapped, indicating the varieties discovered:

Adder:
Armpit:
Beak:
child:
Dig:
Flea:
Gorse:
Hedgehog:
Hinge:
Hungry:
Molars:

adder, ether, hagworm, viPer.
armhole, armpit, oxter,
beak, bill, neb.
baim, child.
delve, dig, grave.
flea, fleck, flef, flen,loP.
furbush, furze, gorse, whin.
hedgehog, urchin.
band, hanger, hanging, hinge, hinging, hinjing, hingle, jimmer'
clammed, hungered, hungry, leer, leery, thirl.
backteeth, chockteeth, doubleteeth, eyeteeth, grinders, j ackteeth,

jawteeth, molars.
blather, clarts, glar, muck, mud, slud, sludder, sludge, slutch,

squad.
pigeon, quist.
lake, play.
feather, pick, ploat, pluck, Pull.
cosh, hull, husk, pod, shell, shuck, shull, swad.
dub, mere, pit, pond, Pool.
bobbin, pim, reel, spool.
rind, scram, swad, swath, sword'
kelter, kelterment, ket, rammage, rammle, rubbish'
lay,lea, scythe.
shiver, sliver, speel, spelk, spell, spile, spill, splint, splinter,

spool,
brant, brent, steep, stickle, stunt.
chuck, clod, cob, cop, fling, hain, heave, hoy, hull, pelt, swail,

scop, throw, Yack.
wamps, wappers, wappies, waps, wapsies, wasps.
butty, mameÍ,mate, Pal, workmate'

Mud

Pigeon:
(to) play:
(to) pluck:
Pod (peas):
Pond:
Reel (thread):
Rind (bacon)
Rubbish:
Scythe:
Splinter:

Steep:
(to) throw

Wasps:
Workmate:

The differences noted above can be categorised in a similar way to the Bable selection;

that is by aggregating according to accent goups and morphological groups. For

,, C Upton, S Sanderson, J Widdowson, V[/ord Maps; A Dialect Atlas of England, Croom Helrn, London
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example accent variations occur (eg sludge/slutch, lay/lea anó wamps/waps), as do

morphological changes (eg fleaffIeck, rammage/rammle and shiver/sliver); there was

also an example of metathe sis - waps/wasps - echoing a not uncommon occurrence in

Bable as noted earlier. There are 136 variants to the 26 word concepts in the list above;

after considering accent variations and morphological changes, this list reduces to 108

core words.

Often the differences appear to take their provenance from substrate, stratum or

superstrate characteristics of the locale or a diversity of choices from the same historical

buffet of word choices on offer. For the verb to tltrow, of the fourteen alternatives

indicated in the word map at least four would come, according to W'W Skeat,33 from

different language origins (Anglo-Saxonlheavel, Old Englishþeltl, Old Low German

lchuckl and Scandinavian Win7l \.

The attribution, by different communities, of changed meanings to certain words could

explain clod, cop, hoy andhullin the above example. While in other cases authentic,

local authorship of words may be the cause of diversity.

Comparing now the two sets of words, those from the six Bable dictionaries with those

from the English research, provides indicative evidence to support the statement that the

varieties of Bable do have a diversity of words for particular concepts, but that diversity

cannot be considered exceptional when compared with other languages. The analysis of

the Bable words in Table 6.2 found a core group of 62 words were used to express 28

1987.
" Vy' W Skeat, An etymological dictionary of the English language, op.cit..
' Though Skeat is silent on the origin of yack, it is possible that this word is also language-derived, in this
instance from the Latiniacere.
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concepts (an average of 2.2 per concept), while the analysis of the English list found

that 108 core words expressed 26 concepts (an average of 4.2 per concept). The

evidence is merely indicative, as only six Bable dictionaries rù/ere used (and there are

many more capturing local lexical diversity) and the word concept selection used in

both analyses may not be representative of diversity pattems in the compiete lexical

corpus of each language. However, the indicative finding is that Bable is at the very

least no more diverse than English in terms of dialectal variation.

A ccnclusion to be d.rawn from the above is that perceptions of diversity can lead to

different conclusions. As is noted at various points in this thesis, there is a polarisation

of perceptions regarding diversity within Bable - referred to as the Bable vs bables

debate. An example of a perception which sees Bable as a unitary concept (rather than

having a fractured identity) was expressed in a local council publication from Corvera

(an industrial suburb on the fünge of Avilés in the central zone). The document noted:

Of whatever manner are the 'little details' which enrich the speech and which
arise for all Corverans in the one and the same language of popular
communication: Asturi an.t4'

The relationship between oral speech and written language

Reference has been made above to the stronger relationship between the spoken word

and its written equivalent in Bable than often occurs in English. In linguistic terms, it

means that Bable, and its varieties, exhibit greater metaphony than English; metaphony

being the change in orthography as a result of a change in pronunciation). In the process

3a Fundación Municipal de Corvera, Enredarte Corvera, pamphlet, 1994'

' cle cualaqul", *onrro son 'detallucos'qu'enriquecen lafala y que xurren a tolos corveranos

nuna mesma llingua de comunicación popular: I'asturiano'
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of word/concept reduction in the previous section, metaphony has been described as a

'low order variant' cause

A significant implication for Bable is the effect attitudes towards metaphony have

towards attempts at linguistic codification or noÍnalisation of the language. Though this

is dealt with elsewhere, at this point it is worth referring to survey and associated

research work done in 1989 by Francisco Llera Ramo.* Amongst the questions asked in

the survey were two which tried to assess the attitudes of individuals to the written form

of Bable useC in publicaticns to which they had access. The tr¡'o questions sought

opinion about:

(1) the comparison between written Bable and the spoken form;35 and

(2) the judgement of the interviewee concerning the clarity of written Bable.36

The results are reproduced in Table 6.3.

Comparison between written &
spoken Bable

Judgement re clarity of
written Bable

Nothing like 8.s% 6.5'/., Very bad
A little like 30.8% 26.3o/o Quite bad
Something like 24.00h

46.3o/o Quite goodQuite similar 23.50Á
Very similar 5.go^
Practically equal 4.3Yo 6.8'Â Very good

NS/NC 3.1v, 14.lo/" NS/NC

Thus 39.3% (8.5% + 30.8%) thought there was either no or little comparison between

written Bable and the spoken form; while 32.8% (6.5% + 26.3%) judged the clarity of

- 
This work is dealt with in more detail in Chapter Seven.

3t F J Llera Ramo, Consumu Cultural de Publicaciones en Llingua Asturiana: Informe, Principáu
d'Asturies, Uviéu, 1989, page 65.
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Bable poorly. These opinions need not imply a negative view of the written form of

Bable by those whose normal usage has been oral Bable. As Vicente Rodríguez Hevia

said in an interview to LNE:

It is possible to write normalized Bable and not have anything against what one

talks- Normalised Asturian is to conforrn to the orthographic norms, nothing
more.37'

Some final notes on metaphony and the neuter gender

While it is generally true that metaphony refers to low order variants, it need not always

be the case. At least one research project in Asturias on the subject of metaphony has

found cases where two differently sounded versions of a word were perceived to rnean

different things.

Xulio Vixil Castañon conducted a research project into metaphony in a parish in the

county of Bimenes (in the Bable Central zone).38 Among the questions asked of

respondents concerning examples of metaphony was one concerning the possibility of

meaning differentiation between differently pronounced versions of a word. 70o/o of the

respondents indicated that the existence of metaphony in different versions of a word

made no difference to its meaning. However, 28% asserted that there were meaning

differences. Concerning the word gochu lpisl and its variant guchu, one respondent

said:

Ye más guchu'l guchu que'l gochu lguchu pig is more pig than gochu pig]'n

36 Op.cit., page 64.
" LNE 26.12.94.t Se puede escribir el bable normalizado y no tiene nada que ver con el que hables. El asturiano

normàlizado es conforme a unas normas ortográficas, nada más'
3t X Vixil Castañón, Metafonía nuna parroquia de Bimenes; Análisis sociollingüísticu, in LLAA 61,

1996, pp 7 -32.
3e Op.cit., page 16.
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Note that this concept of greater intensity implied, by the respondent, is mirrored by the

use in Bable of the neuter gender'

Other respondents, though going in a different direction defining gochu as the animal

and guchu as an insult to a person, also noted a relationship between metaphony and

meaning.ao Thus using the Saussurrian model diagrammatically adapted by Milio Cueto,

two diagrams would be drawn:

gochu (signifier) guchu

(significance)

4o ibid.
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PART B _ BABLE

CHAPTER SEVEN _ LANGUAGE USE

Overview

Over many years Bable has been and continues to be used in many more genres and

domains than may have been expected by the casual observer of this Spanish minority

language coexisting with the third largest global language. This chapter and the next

deal with use of the language. In this chapter the use by individuals. Firstly there is a

section summarising surveys on the use of and attitudes towards Bable. Then there is a

section on pattems of individual use including conversation, documentation, story

telling, toponymy, nicknaming and graffiti'

In the following chapter, Bable's use as a medium in literature and the media is

investigated.

7.1 SURVEYS OF USAGE

A number of surveys has been done over the years regarding the usage of Bable. Of

interest here are four region wide surveys and four others. The region wide surveys

focussed on general usage (oral, reading and writing). Two of the other four surveys

were conducted in mining towns. The remaining two examined patterns of the

consumption of Asturian language materials. ln this section, a surunary of these

surveys is provided.
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The SADEI surveys

The Sociedad Asturiana de Estudios Económicos e Industriales ISADEI] has conducted

three surveys in Asturias which included questions relating to Bable and its usage. The

surveys were conducted in1977 (n:660), 1983 (n: 1200) and 1985 (n:1500)' The

first two sought responses to questions on the following topics, some of which were also

asked in the 1985 surveY:

Knowledge of Bable.
Attitudes toward Bable.
Disposition to learn Bable'
Bable in the rnedia.
Bable in the e<iucation system.

The 1985 study also included questions on:

- Nature of Bable.
- Denomination of Bable.
- Usage of Bable.
- The future of Bable.

Table 7.3 summarises some of the responses to questions common to all three surveys'

The figures reveal that between l9l7 and 1983 there was a deterioration in all levels of

utilisation (but most signif,rcantly in the ability to write in Bable, with the number

reporting inability increasing ftom 75.8%o to 91.4%). They also reveal a relatively static

situation with respect to status of Bable. With respect to educational themes, a

deterioration in support for teaching Bable between 1977 and 1983 (indicated by the

increase in support for teaching only in Castilian) was more than compensated by a

reversal in the following two years to 1985 (with the figures being 30.9, 34.0 and26'5

respectively).
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Tah le 7.3: fnse resnonses to kev o about Bahlel

* In the 1985 survey the last three categories were different from the 1911 and 1983 surveys - this time

the th¡ee final options were: Bable as an option out of school hours [45.53o/of, Bable as an option in
school hours [23.93], Teaching predominantly in Bable with Castilian as a subject 10.67%).

' SADEI, Segunda encuesta regional, 1983 and Tercera encuesta regional 1985, both published by
Principado de Asturias, Conseyería de la Presidencia, Oviedo.

Question Options 1977 1983 1985
II: 660 1200 1500

Can you understand
Bable?

Yes "con soltura" 17.6 15.2

€oj¿
(h
ñ
oz

With difficulty 3 8.3 36.0
No 44.t 48.8

Can you speak Bable? Yes 8.0 6.4
'With difficulty 30.0 19.8

No 62.0 73.8

Can you read Bable? Yes 74.5 r0.4
With difficulty 33.2 20.6
No 52.3 69.0

Can you write Bable? Yes 4.8 2.6
With difficulty t9.4 6.0
No 75.8 9r.4

Question 1977 1983 1985

To speak Castilian is to
speak well and to sPeak
Bable is to speak badly

Agree t5.2 15,1
(n

Disagree 72.0 71.7
No opinion t2.8 t3.2

Disposition to learn Bable No, it is not important 26.7 50.2 53.3

No, less important 15.9 9.4 1 1.9

Yes 15.6 27.0 22.0
Already leaming it 0.5 1.5

Know enough akeady t7.6 6.1 1 1.0

Don't know 24.2 6.8 0.3

Question 1977 1983 1985

Attitude to use of Bable in
print media

Should be publications in Bable 51 .3 46.4 II,4
Press should have some Bable 22.8 23.3 47.3
Only Castilian should be used 7.2 t4.4 33.7
Don't know/care or no answer 18.7 15.9 7.6

Attitude to use of Bable in
electronic media

Should be programs in Bable 65.0 s9.0 s6.6
Only Castilian should be used tr.4 22.0 36.9
Don't know/care or no answer 23.6 19.0 6.5

Question 1977 1983 198s

Use of Bable in education Teaching only in Castilian 30.9 34.0 26.5
Separate schools for each language 4.2 5.8 T,7

Castilian teaching with some Bable 39.7 48.5 *<

Bilingual teaching 23.6 11.0 *

Teaching only in Bable 0.6 0.7 >1.
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On the subject of the use of Bable in the media, a signihcant decline in support over the

period 1977 to 1985 for there to be publications in Bable was compensated by a more

than doubling of those supporting the inclusion of some Bable in the press.

An interesting finding of the 1977 SADEI survey was the differences in language ability

between different zones of the region. Table 7 .4 was originally presented at a seminar in

1979 onthe basis of the data.z

Table 7.4: Bable abilitv bv tvpe of population centre

The table supports other findings that the mining cuencas are not only equal to rural

areas in strength as a repository of knowledge of Bable (where 60Yo indicated they

could understand it well or with difficulty, compared with 59Yo in the rural area); but

that there has also been more actual utilisation in the cuencas than any other area (48%

speaking and 6l%o reading, compared with 32Yo and 44o/o respectively in the rural

areas).

The Llera Studies

Francisco J Llera Ramo undertook two surveys on Bable; the first in 1989 and the

second in 1991. The 1989 study had the objective of assessing Bable readership pattems

in the region; those findings are reported upon further in the following sub-section.

2 Reported by F J Llera Ramos, Introduccion a la sociología del bable, in Estudios y trabayos del
semínariu de llingua asturiana I University of Oviedo, 1979.

Urban ùIinine Rural Totai
Understand well or with difficulty 52 60 59 56
Speak... 38 48 32 38

Read... 43 6l 44 47
Write... 2l 40 20 24
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However, at this point it is worth summarising his findings as to Bable usage in general

as well as associated attitudes expressed.

In this study Llera surveyed 400 people in ten population centres in the region. One was

in the Bable Oriental zone, one (of two towns) overlapping the Astur-Gallego and Bable

Occidental zones, two in the Bable Occidental (one being a mining centre) and six in

the Bable Central (the three principal centres, two mining centres and one other).

Tabie 7.5 reports his findings regarding usage of Bable in that surv-ey and compares the

information with the 1983 SADEI (reported on above in Table 7.3).3

1983 1989

Don't know and have no interest in learning it J5.5 20.2

Don't know but am interested in ir 21.2 30.1
Am alread it 0.8 1.5

Understand but don't it 28.2 24.6
Speak it, but don't read it 6.8 10.0

Speak and read it 4.2 5.9
Write it as well 1.2 6.5

No answer 2.1 1.2

The 1989 study also reported on some interesting variations in usage patterns and

attitudes in the various centres where it was conducted. Firstly, the 1989 data was, for

the purposes of analysis, subdivided into two groups: those who had an interest in

reading material in Bable and those who didn't. The figures in Table 7.5 are the

combined results for both goups; but by way of indication of the spread of results from

the two groups, Llera Ramo reported that while 6.50/o of the total goup could write in

t F J Llera Ramo, Consumu Cultural de Publicaciones en Llingua Asturiana: Informe, op.cit., page 24
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Bable, only O.5Yo of the group who weren't predisposed to read in Bable could do so

(compared withg.3o/o of the group predisposed to doing so being able to write in it).

Analysing the most positive responses from both groups found that, in terms of levels of

usage, the best response rates came from the mining centre of Mieres (84% of the

interested group and 52o/o of the disinterested indicating they were either leaming the

language or could speak, read and/or write in it) and the Astur-Gallego/Bable

Occidental centres of LluarcaA.I avia (80o/o and,7 60/o respectively).4

The other two mining centres in the survey, Langreo and Cangas del Narcea, by contrast

with Mieres, had much less positive attitudes. Two thirds of those who indicated

disinterest in reading material in Bable and came from these communities indicated that

they neither knew the language nor intended to study substantially exceeding the whole

group average of 41o/o. Whereas the respondents from these same centres who were

interested did not exceed the group average.

Amongst other notable results were findings relating to views as to the status of being

an Asturian; and also age-related opinions. On the former, Llera Ramos found Ihat 160/o

of respondents characterised themselves as being Asturian before anything else (versus

11% who regarded themselves as Spanish before anything else). 33% considered

themselves Asturian first and then Spanish (compared with 18% who considered

themselves Spanish first and then AsturiaÐ; while 20o/o regarded themselves equally as

both.s

a Op.cit. pp 26-27.t F J Llera Ramos, Los asturianos y la lengua asturiana
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On the subject of differences according to age category, the most significant finding

related to personal assessments as to what their first language rffas in childhood. A total

of 5Io/o of those over 60 indicated Asturian was their language in infancy (compared

with 24Yo indicating Castilian), while only l5To of those 16lI'7 did so (with 43% of

them indicating Castilian).6

In his 1991 study Llera Ramo undertook a more comprehensive sociolinguistic survey

of Bable (which he termed Asturian); the results were published in 1994.7 His survey

consistecí oi three components: oRe was a quarriitaiive study and two were qualitative.

In the quantitative study 1300 people, all over the age of sixteen, were questioned; 400

came from each of the three linguistic zones of Bable (occidental, central and oriental)

while 100 came from that of Astur-Gallego. These participants were asked 217

questions contained within a questionnaire.8

For the first qualitative study, Llera conducted ten discussion groups. Each of the ten

groups was made up of a particular segment of the population. Eight of the groups were

from a particular zone of Asturias (four from Central, two from Occidental and one

from Oriental); while two of the groups were general (one consisting of representatives

of the mass media and the other of members of political parties in the regional

parliament). The eight groups from the linguistic zones included such gtoups as:

young people (under 16) studying Asturian, all coming from villages of
between 1,000 and 3,000 inhabitants in the Central zone;

professional or middle class working women between 26 and 40 in urban
areas of the Central zone;

6 op.cit., page 56.
t F j. Ll".u Ramo, Los Asturiattos y La Lengua Asturiana: Estudio sociolingüístico para Asturias op.cit.
8 Op.cit., pp 183-190.
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group of fathers between 41 and 65, from villages and who work in the

countryside of the Oriental zone; and

group of housewives aged between 41 and 65 from rural parishes in the

Oriental zone'.

The second qualitative study consisted of a series of thirteen interviews conducted with

individuals. The individuals were all in responsible positions and connected with the

issue the status of Bable.* They included such people as a chief of studies of a scholastic

centre where Bable was taught and an equivalent person from an institution it was not;

two members of associations concerned with the revival of Bable; a representative of

Asturian priesthood; a business person; an editor; and four writers (two writing in the

Asturian language and two in Castilian)lo'

A summary of the quantitative data included the following findings:

- First language in infancy: Asturian 36Yo, Castllian32o/o, a mixture 24Yo,bolh
Asturian and Castili an 6Yo.

The lengua propia de Asturias lvery own language of Asturiasl: Asturian
44Yq Casttlian l9Yo, both 35%.

E asi est language o f expression : C astili an 47 o/o, Astuian 3 )Yo, b oth | 60/o.

Sensation of speaking Castilian badly: Always 4yo, many times 8o/o,

sometimes 33%o, never 5lo/o. (The figures for first language Asturian
speakers being 57o/o total for the categories - Always, many times and
sòmetimes)rr

ln addition, Table 7.6 indicates comparative knowledge levels reported for Bable and

Castilian.

e Op.cit., page 192.. 
It should be noted that Llera used the term Asturian instead of Bable

ro Op.cit., page 193.
rr Op.cit., pp 33, 57,66 and 69.
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Tq}¡le 1 6 : Level of understandins of Castilian & Asfurian P/nnses\r2

n: 1300

Particularly noteworthy in the Llera results was the apparent improvement in levels of

understanding of Bable professed by the respondents compared with the '77 and '83

SADEI surveys. Those surveys had each shown low levels of understanding and a

decline over the period between them. By 1991, the decline had been reversed with

strong improvement in all categories. For example, on the question of simply

understanding Bable, 55.9% said they either could do so easily or with difficulty in

1977, that declined to 51 .2Yo in 1983; by 1991, however, 68% responded that their level

of understanding was either 'very good' or 'quite good' (with a further 22o/o

proclaiming that their level of understanding was 'regular').

Examining the most difficult level of language facility - writing - the 1977 figure of

24.2yo (including 'with difficulty' responses) declined to only 8.6% in 1983; yet by

I99I, this had climbed to I3o/o claiming'very good' and'quite good'facility, with a

furlher 25Yo claiming 'regular' ability.

Very good Quite
good

Regular Quite bad Very bad

Castilian
Understand 51 4I 7 1

Speak 34 45 18 J

Read 43 48 6 2 1

\ilrite 36 47 I3 2 2
Asturian

Understand 27 4l 22 5 5

Speak t4 30 28 13 15

Read 6 2l 31 18 24
Write J 10 25 23 39

'2 op.cit., page 67
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Drawing from the results of all his survey tools Llera drew a number of findings about

the status of Asturian over the past fifty years which are summarised below:

There has been an estigmatización de caracter rural lstigmatisation of the
rural characterf of Bable as the population urbanised.

This was followed in the fifties by upward mobilisation of the population
and el abandono del código lingüístico asturiano lthe abandonment of the
Asturian linguistic codel.

As this occurred there was a breakdown of past structures in the new
socialisation of the population.

There was also a blurring ldifuminacion lingriísticaf oî the boundaries
between Bable and Castilian, leading to linguistic interference.

The significant absence of linguistic consciousness of Bable as a distinct
language entity with the concomitant dramatización de las diþrencias
lingüísticas locales ldramatisation of the local linguistic dffirencesf of
Bable.

Bipolarisation of views to Bable between one that feels it is an incorrect way
to speak and the other that can't ignore the emotional links with the
vemacular in the phase primary socialisation.

úr recent years there has been an improvement of linguistic identity for many
Asturians.

The development of the policy and politics of normalisation.l3

From these fîndings and the quantitative data, Llera drew the following concluslons rn

relation to Asturian (as he consistently terms it):

the linguistic identity of Asturian is reasonably well implanted socially,
despite the ambiguities arising from the diglossic situation and the lack of
normalisation.

Asturian is well implanted in the private domains of speakers, but it is in a
restricted social environment and has to fight for its own social space. There
is a double linguistic stigmatisation affecting20 - 30o/o of the population,
clear fruit of diglossia.

Majority opinion favours normalisation of Asturian and its cooffrciality.

13 Op.cit., pp 175-6
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The majority are dissatisfied with the role of regional institutions in relation
to the language but value positively moves that are actually done.

The social space of Asturian reduces with each step away from the ambits of
familial, friendship and neighbourhoods towards those of work, the general

community and officialdom. This differential utilisation results in the

languages'minoritisation' .

While there is a high sense of the need for the quality and clarity of written
Asturian, the same does not occur with the 'adequation' of written or spoken

Asturian on television compared with that spoken in the street.

there is a lack of normalisation - the linguistic estrangement is greatest the

zones where there are linguistic varieties of Asturian.

The autonomy process has occurred alongside a considerable reduction in
the ieveis of disinterest iä the Asturian language.

Three out of four Asturians want collective and institutional action to protect

the language.

Seven out of ten Asturians support recuperation measures for the language

and six out of ten believe that the process of language conservation is viable
and do not believe the language runs the risk of disappearing.

Asturians are increasingly wanting greater use of Asturian in publications
and the media.

The dissemination and recuperation of the language depends in large part on
the education system,

Bilingualism is the linguistic future desired by the majority of Asturians,
with the emphasis on pragmatism and moderation in its development.'* '

ra Op.cit., pp 177-179.- , ¡)- fa iclentitclad lingüística asturiana está razonablemente bien implantada scialmente, a pesar

de'la ambigüeclades propias de una situación diglósica y carente de normalizqción. (ü) El
asturiano está bien implantado socialmente en el fuero privado de los hablantes, pero se

encuentra estrecho en la estructura social y pugna por el reconocimiento de un espacio social
propio. Existe eI tloble estigma lingüístico que puede afectar 20% o un 300,4 de la población
-astiriana, 

fruto claro de la diglosia. (iv) Es mayoritaria también la insatisfacción de los

asturianos con respecto al papel jugado por las instituciones regionales en relación a la lengua

(v)El espacio social del asturíano va reduciéndose a medida que pasamos del ámbito de las
'relacioies 

familiars a las de amistad y vecindad y de éstas a las lqborales y a los set-vicios

públicos. Èt 
"f""to 

cle lq minorización se deja ver en la utilización diferencial (vi) Si el balance es
-altamente 

positivo para lø calidad y la claridad del asturiano escrito, no ocurre lo mismo con la
adecuación del asturiano escrito o habtado en la television con que la gente habla en la calle (vü)

(hay una) carente tle normalización, siendo masivo esta extrañamiento lingüístico, sobre todo, en

las zonas en que exísten veriedades lingüísticas tlel asturiano. (viii) desde el cotnienzo del proceso

autonómico, y probablemente fi'uto de é1, se ha producido una revolucion silenciosa del asturiano,

iniciantlose una clarq recuperación sociológica del mismo. (ix) Tres de cada cu(ttro asturianos

rlemanflan una acción colectiva e institucional para proteger la lengua. (x) Siete de cada diez

asturianos están por edidas claramente recuperacionistas y seis de cada diez ven viable ... el
proceso tle conservación de la lengua, ya que no creen que corca serio peligro de desaparición
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Some other smaller surveys

Vicente Rodríguez Hevia and Roberto González-Quevedo Gonzíiez in 1986 conducted

a survey amongst 330 middle school students (at the Institutu de L'Entregu) and 330

residents, both groups being from the mining county of San Martín del Rey Aurelio.

This survey found the following:15

92.85% of the total group indicated that they spoke a mixture of Castilian
and Asturian funa mezcla de castellano y asturianol compared with 2.88%
who indicated that they spoke asturiano 'puro' with 4.24Yo speaking
castellano 'puro'.

78.18% of the total group opined that hablar asturiano no es hablar mal lto
speak Asturiarr is noi to speak badiyj, agaiäsi 9.7oio who believed otlierwise
and 12.2%o who expressed no opinion.

70% of the total group believed that Asturian should be introduced into the
education system and the media.

Another small survey, reported through a letter to the editor, was conducted by a teacher

and students from CP Comarcal de Villaviciosa, aprimary school located in the eastern

portion of the Bable Central zone. In this survey 631 people were interviewed by

students. Most notable amongst the findings was the result that 64.82% of those

interviewed supported the use and diffusi on of Asturiano/Bable.16

Surveys ofreadership

V/hile Chapter 8 deals with, amongst other things, the published literature of Bable, it is

worth noting here some information conceming the choices of individuals with respect

to the array of literature available. Firstly, there is further commentary (in addition to

(xi) (los asturianos) demønden con fuerza una mayor presencia del asturiano en esos medios de
comunicación. (xi) la reproducción y la recuperación lingüíslicas dependen en gran medida del
sistema educativo. (xiií) el bilingüismo es claramente el futuro lingüístico deseado e imaginado
por la mayoría de los asturianos, planteándolo con un gran prqgmcttismo y moderación..
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that earlier in this section) on the 1989 survey undertaken by Francisco J Llera Ramo on

readership patterns. Secondly, there is a comment on a very brief survey I undertook at

a community centre library.

The Bable usage findings from Francisco J Llera Ramo's readership survey of 1989

have been reported above. At this point some comment is made upon that survey's

findings with respect to readership patterns. ln 1989, he had undertaken a survey into

the consumption of Bable language publications in Asturias.lT Four hundred people,

resirlent acïoss Asturias, were surveyed with respect to their consumption of Bable

language publications. One particular table of interest compared the pattems of

readership of those surveyed with respect to publications in Bable as well as to

publications in general (ie including those in CastiliaQ. Table 7.7 comes from the report

of that survey:

Tehle 7-7: Tvne of lifprefrrre read - in seneral & in Astu riøn P/^\ ln:400118

General Asturian
Yes No Yes No

Novel 7t.2 22.8 15.0 85.0

Essay 34.2 65.8 5.5 94.5

Poetry 63.0 37.0 28.8 7r.2
Theatre 46.5 53.5 8.0 92.0

Encyclopedia 69.0 31.0 3.8 96.2

Tales 74.8 25.2 30.2 69.8

Populist 64.0 36.0 t3.2 86.8

Lisht fiction 68.8 37.2 6.2 93.8

t5 XA González Riaño & JL San Fabián Maroto, La escolarización de la lengua asturiana: su incidencia
en el rendimiento educativo,Editore del Norte, Mieres, 1996, pp 30-1. Also cited in LNE 26.12.94
(interview).
tu Ll83/031.
't F J Ll"ta Ramo, Consumu Cultural de Publicaciones en Llingua Asturiana: Informe, op.cit.
18 Op.cit., page 51,
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Apart from the key conclusion that much more was read in general (ie including

Castilian language material) than was read in Bable, the table clearly indicates that tales,

poetry and novels are the three top preferences of readers for Bable language material.

The community centre survey was undertaken in August 1995 and consisted of an

examination of a collection of books in the fiction section of the library of the Corvera

Community Centre. This centre was maintained by the local council in a community

which lies on the outskirts of Avilés; it is an industrial area with a number of

Andalucian migrant workers resident there. The iocal councii has maintained an active

policy of promoting Bable and has run adult education classes in Bable.

The work consisted merely of an examination of the incidence of borrowing of books

written either in Bable or in Castilian or in both. Table 7.8 records the results of this

examination.

Table 7.8: of book borrowins - Corvera librarv

V/hile books in Castilian were more likely to be borrowed according to the table, there

\¡/as a surprisingly high incidence of borrowing of books in Bable. An interesting

feature arose from an examination of the actual Bable books which were borrowed. The

top eight Bable books borrowed were:

El cai nunca duerme lThe street never sleepsl
Silvia la negra lSilvia the blackl
Antigone, por exemplu lAntigone, for examplef
Miénteme: Dime la verdá lLie to me: tell me the truthl
Cuentos asturiana lAsturian talesl @ilingual)

6
4
4
4
4

Titles Borrowings
Books in Bable 54 51

Books in Bable & Castilian J 5

Books in Castilian 32 80
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Traficu de cuerpos lBody trfficl
Memoria de los cimeros lMemory of the cloudmen)
El silenciu enfuga lSilence inflight)

Apart from Cuentos østuriana and Memoria de los cimeros, the other works borrowed

were not Asturian-culture dependent books. That is to say that their themes were more

universal.

7.2 \ryORD INCIDENCE FREQUENCY

In their book Diccionariu de Frecuencies Léxiques del Asturianu. Femando Cuetos

et.al. reported on Bable word usage examining the words que componen el grupu de

pallabres de mayor usu del asturianu lwhich compose the group of Asturian words of

greatest usagel.te There are maîy purposes to which studies can be put but, for the

puryoses of this section, the number and character of words of high frequency usage can

be an indicator of the lexical richness of the practised language as opposed to the size of

its archive of all possible words.

The research project reported on the usage of one million words used in a variety of

pieces published over the period 1978 to 1993. The words came from narrative

(450,000), press reports (300,000), essays (200,000) and other sources (principally

theatre and monologues). The minimum incidence of any word reported was five times

(2,137 words being in this category); the maximum (the word de) 44,500. The first

fourteen words were prepositions, conjunctions, definite and indefinite articles, the first

'substantive' word being ye lhelshe/it is]. The top ranking noun was llingua (2,717

uses), while asturianu was the top ranking adjective (1,590) andye the most used verb

re F.Cuetos, A Álvarez, J R Alameda, Diccionariu de Frecuencies Léxiques del Asturianu, op.cit., p.24

J
J
J
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form (7 ,426). The top ten nouns represent an interesting collection of words in terms of

possible topics of published Bable pieces:

L I in gua ¡zt t q ll an gu a g ef
Día¡toq ldayl
Tiempu¡tzos1 ltime]
Años¡tz++1 þearsf
Xenteçtoaz1 þeoPlel
Cul tur a ¡otz1 lcul tur e)
Vida¡s\ Ufel
Güeyosprcl leyesl
P u eb lu ¡t sz1 þ e oP I e /v il I a g el
As turianos ¡eq lAs turiansl

The iist contains a high proportion of what may be termed 'self-conscious' words -

words focussed directly towards the identity of the group (Llingua, Xente, Cultura,

Pueblu and Asturianosf. This suggests that in the period of the study, much Bable

writing was focussed introspectively and linked to the very role of the language that was

being used as the medium of communication. It could be suggested that a language

would need less such focus if it is to have a viable, long term future. This point is noted

in the next chapter with the arrival of the current literary epoch.

Table 7.9: Incidence of Personal Possessives

includes the numbers for the singular as well.

Mine, My 2563
times

(s75%)

Mí (471), mia (15), mia (92), mías (7), mio (1439),
mió (146), mío (32), mios (282), miós (40), míos (18),
miou (14), mious (5)

Yours, your (sg) 44 Túa (18), tuya (10), tuyo (6), tuyu (10)

His, hers, its, theirs 228
(s.r2%\

Sua (127), suas (19), suya (24), suyes (14), suyo (10),
t4

Ours, our t759
(3e.s3%)

Nuesa (547), nuesas (12), nueses (77), nueso (59),
nuesos (145), nuestra (261), nuestres (77), nuestro
(29), nuestros (98), nuestru (194), nuesu (247), nuesus

13

Yours, your (pl) 83
(2.85%)*

Vuestra (32), vuestres (9), vuestros (12), vuestru (30)

* The percentage for Yours, your (pl)
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Personal pronouns

Section 4.5 raises the issue of the apparent high relative incidence of the first person

plural possessive pronoun. At this point the incidence of all possessives pronouns is

noted. Table 7.9 cites personal possessives.

V/ithout repeating the observations made in Section 4.5, at this point, another

observation can be made - namely that of the diversity of forms used within each

category of person. The forms cited include dialect varieties from Bable, Castilian

forms and also some hybrids.

Taking the first person plural as an example, the 1759 citations contained 1098 which

were clearly Bable forms (nuesa, nueses, ntteso, nuesos, nuesu and nueses), while 388

were identical with Castilian (nuestra, nuestro and nuestros) and either represented

interference or were from the zone of Bable Oriental where these forms are also used. A

further group appeared to behybrids with 271 instances of Bable endings (-es and-u)

being added to the Castilian stem (eg nLtestru, nuestres) or 12 of a Castilian ending (-as)

being added to the Bable stem (eg nuesas).

7.3 TOPONYIIfY

Theodora Bynon has commented on the durability of toponyms as opposed to other

words in the lexicon of an L1 existing in anL2 dominant environment and wrote:

... place-names can be an important source of information regarding people who
have inhabited an area, This is the result of two main facts. The first of these is

that the names attached to localities tend to be extremely persistent and_to resist
replacement even when the language spoken in the area is itself replaced. 20
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Xosé Lluis García Arias, in his work Toponimia: Teoría y Actuaciór221 suggested that

there are three categories of Asturian toponyms

Topónimos intelixibles lintelligible toponymsf: those for whom the
etymological origin is traceable.

Topónimos inintelixibles lunintelligible toponymsf: those for which there is
no reasonable explanation etyrnologically.

Topónimos s emi-intelixibles ls emi-intelligible toponymsl.

Furthermore, García Arias proposed an hypothesis with respect to current usage of

Asturian toponyms

If many topon¡rms of today are intelligible by the names of the (local) speech, it
could be possible to discover the meaning of those which are not understood or
which are no more than half-understood, they would be similarly motivated, by
the names that, through reasons that we cannot always reach, were hidden from
the very linguistic use of the community which has carried on the toponym. It
would, ttt.n, U" a diachronic-documental study...22 t

In section 10.1, amongst others, a diachronic look is taken of Bable as issues of change

and interference are considered. Whether such an analysis of topon¡rms would be useful

for the purposes of this thesis is less clear. Thus while it is acknowledged that the link

between meaning (significance in the Saussurrian model) and toponyn (signifier) is a

useful area of study it is not so certain if such study would add to the capacity to

recuperate a language under stress in the face of a dominant L2.

What has been undertaken here is some study of offlrcial and unofficial usage patterns

and attitudes towards Bable toponymy. As a result it is suggested later that the

to T By.ron, Historical Linguistics, Cambridge UP, Cambridge,7996 edition, page273.

'' X L García Arias, Toponimia: Teoría y Actuación, Llibrería Llingüística, ALLA, Uviéu 1995.
22 Op.cit., pp. l5-16.¡ si munchos topónimos de güei son intelixibles pelos apellativos de la fala, podría pescanciase

que los que nun son a entendese, o s'entienden namái a medies, taríen motivaos lo mesmo, por
apellativos que, per razones que non siempre sedremos a algamar, foron desaniciaos del propiu
usu llingüísticu de la comunidá que tresmite'l topónimu. Sedría, entós, I'estudiu diacrónicu-
documental ...
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relationship between autochthonous toponyrny and L1 language usage is not strong. The

most that might be said is that the use of such toponymy would not hamper efforts to

recuperate, though its actuality would not ensure the success of such efforts.

In Asturias there is evidence of a hierarchy of three levels of Asturian language

toponymic reference. Firstly, there is oral usage; secondly, usage in non-official written

forms; and thirdly, in official written usage, in particular señalisación (or use in road

signs). The third level may involve bilingual road signage or the use of Bable

nomenclature alone. There is also a type of second order involvemetrt in the ihird level

- namely, the use of graffiti.

Oral and unofficial written usage both have long histories, the former undoubtedly

having a much more mainstream character than the latter. Official usage has, with

exceptions (two such, cha- and Pobla, being dealt with later), a much younger history.

In 1984 the Junta de Toponimia (also known as Xunta de Toponimia) was formed to

catalogue popular usage of Bable toponymy with the aim of its translation into the

official domain where practicable. In 1987 this group produced una propuesta de

toponímia asturianos (a proposal for Asturian toponyms). It appears, however, that the

group's work was controversial, with much disputation about some of its proposals. The

group never met again.

In 1989, the ALLA retrieved the situation somewhat with the publication of Conceyos,

parroquies y llugares de Principáu d'Asturies lCounties, parishes and places of the

Principality of Asturas'|, an inventory of accepted Bable toponyrns. And in 1990 it

commenced the release of a series of publications on the toponymy of different
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localities within the region. In 1998, the new law on the promotion and use of Asturian

legislated for the creation of a new Xunta to work on the theme of Bable toponyrny.

7.3.1 Oral usage

The substantial corpus of research work completed over the past decades on Bable

toponymy indicates that, notwithstanding the absence of official, written Bable

toponymy until recently, there must have been considerable non-written usage of such

forms. José Benito A Buylla infemed as much w-hen he gave a paper to the I Asarn'olea

Regional del Bable when he commented on the local usages with respect to the location

officially known as Naranco de Bulnes:

Effectively, the locals of the place do not call it 'Naranco' ... but Pico Uriellu or
familiarly 'el Picu'. This then is its true name ...23 '

Oral usage of Bable toponyms was evident in those interviews conducted with people

from rural communities. It was also suggested by one coffespondent to the editor where

the writer staled pienso ... que Grao suena mejor lI think that Grao sounds better (than

Grado)1.24 An area where Bable toponymy may be surviving unchallenged is with

respect to those locations which are too small or insignificant to be recorded on official

maps. Another correspondent to the editor noted that maps up to 1:50,000 in scale

overlooked many perguapo lvery beautifull places which thus would have kept their

names as ascribed by local oral tradition.25

" J B A Buylla, Un plan de rescate del bable, paper delivered to I Asamblea Regional del Bable, 1973.

Proceedings published by Editorial Nacional, Madrid, 1980, page 175'
t Efectivamente, los naturals dellugarno llqman'Naranco' ... sino Pico Urrielluofamiliarmente
'el Picu'. Este es, pues, su verdaero nombre '..

'o Lo3uut
's LzoT/224.
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7.3.2 W ritten toponyms - non-official

Dictionary usage of Bable toponyms is a reflection of popular (ie non-official) usage

patterns at the time of their compilation more than a reflection of offrcial nomenclature.

Table 7.10 summarises the Bable toponyrns cited in entries of the dictionaries referred

to in the Introduction. The table indicates that, contrary to some views expressed in the

letters to the editor of LNE, with respect to Bable names for Oviedo, there has been a

long published tradition of such toponyms being used for the regional capital.

Table 7.10: Citations of Bable toponyms in dictionaries

Dictionary Bable toponyms cited -

GdP - 1788 Lluancu, Xsixsón
RAT - 1891 Asturies, Uvieu, Lluarca, Lluanco, Infiestu
soM - 1896-1901 Asturies, Infiestu, Llanera, Uviéu, Xixón
NOV - 1983 None cited

BAS - 1984
Asturies, Campumanes, Candamu, Cuadonga, Cuideru, Grau,
Llangréu, Llaviana, Lleón, Puela d'Allande, Sobrescobiu,
Uviéu, Xixón (Villabona)

XXSV _ 1988 Uviéu, Xixón
JN - 1989 Cuadonga, Xixón
ALLA _ 2OO1 Cuadonga, Cuídeiru, Llanera, Llangréu, Lluanco, \ltarca,

Uviéu, Xixón.
Citation appeared either as entries in the dictionaries or within the text of other entries.

The other non-official written forms to which I have had access include primarily

literary works, the semi-religious publication Ixuxú, and some documents dating from

the thirteenth century uncovered in the cellars of the Cathedral of Oviedo,

In examining the use of Asturian toponyms in literature, anthologies provide a better

indication of breadth of usage than the collection of individual poets and writers. The
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very first such anthology was a collection of Bable poems edited by Xosé Caveda y

Nava in 1839 contained the following Bable toponyms in the poems:26

Asturies, Olloniegu, Pola, Riosecu, Samartín, Santolalla, Uvieu, Xixón

Another anthology, Los Nuevos Bablistas, 'was a collection of poems and short stories

written by 23 writers between 1893 and 1924. Onginally published in 1925, the

anthology contained numerous Bable versions of locales in the works of the authors

included such as:

Arátqu, Asiuries, Cangues, Cuadonga, Grao, Llimaties, Lluanca, Naraitcu, Oviéo,
Picos d'(Jropa, Puertu de Vegarada, Rivisella, Sieru, Sobrescobiu, Toriellu,
(Jviedo, (Jvieo, (Jvieu, and Xixón.21

The use of Bable toponyms outnumbered citations of Castilian ones for which there

were Bable variants. Two which appeared in the collection were Covadonga, Vega.28

There were two particularly interesting features in these toponymic references. Firstly,

the fact that there were four separate Bable versions of Oviedo (Oviéo, Uviedo, Uvieo

and (Jvieu). Secondly, of all the instances where there were Bable and Castilian

alternative toponyms available, in only one did both alternatives appear in the same

work (ie the use of both Bable and Castilian versions for the same toponym by the same

author in the same piece). This occurred in the Virxen de Covadonga by Francisco

Gonzalez Prieto (nicknamed Pachu'l Péritu fPachu the skillful]), where the following

lines appeared (my highlighting):

26 X Caveda y Nava, Colección de poesías en dialecto qsturiano, 1839, reprinted as Esvilla de poesies na
llingua asturiqno, ed XX Sánchez Vicente, Biblioteca Popular Asturiana, Oviedo, 1979.
27 E García-Rendueles (ed), Zos Nuevos Bablistas, Xixón, 1925, reprinted as part of the series Llibrería
Facsimilar,ALLA,Uviéu, 1987;pages 25,26,27,60,61[x3]' 100, 101, 133, 148, 151,115,192,262,
312 and 318.
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Y en Cuadonga'nauguraba
L'Asturiana Monarquia.
Aquí la patria ñació
'Nãs riscos de Covadonga, ...2e

This phenomenon of dual usage was also noted in two of the letters to the editor

considered in the research (refer Chapter Fourteen). In those instances (L0l4lI63 and

L0741386) the Gijón/Xixón and Cudillero/Cuideiru pairs appeared. In the case of the

former the writer incorporated both in the text of the letter; with the Bable version being

used in the name of a local government agency. In the latter, the Castilian version

appears iir the tiile of ihe letier (and may have been the work of the sub-editor).

The periodical lxuxú is described in more detail in Chapter Eight. This publication

advised readers that it was published in Xixón yet also indicated it was printed in Gijón

by Socieda Tipográfica Asturiana - the Bable and Castilian names for the same place.

Advertisements in the publication used Castilian toponyms exclusively. In the editorial

content of the publication (including submitted articles), there was a much gleater use

of Bable toponyms than Castilian. Apart from an occasional reference to Oviedo and to

Covadonga, all other toponyms which appeared were in Bable and included the

following in the issues indicated:

Asturies (Issue I)
San Llorenzu,Llinares, lJvieu, Cangues de Onís, Sieru. (IIf
Langreu, Luancu (V)
Llangreo (XII)
lnfiestu, Rivadesella (Xil)

An earlier example of a publication incorporating Bable toponyms was E/ Carbayón

which contained at least two references to Uviéu.3o

28 Op.cit., pp 95 and 103
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7.3.3 Graffiti

As identified in Photo 7.1, graffiti has represented a frequent, fuither form of non-

official toponymy in Asturias, with road signage changed from official versions to that

favoured by the graffiti artist. Photo 7.1 contains two road signs on route AS-15 which

runs from just outside Grado/Grao up through Cangas del Narcea and beyond to the

provincial frontier with León in the western part of Asturias.

Photo 7.1 - Examples of road sisn eraffiti

2e Op.cir.,page 192.
30 in the issues of 14 li/ray and 1 Sept 1897, cited in LLAA 14, 1984, page 138
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The first photograph indicates a change from Castilian (El Llano) to Bable (El [Janu), a

not insignificant change (as suggested on page 227 and following regarding toponyms

beginning with cha-). The second indicates the opposition of the graffiti artist to the

existing toponym (Cibuyo) without an alternative being proffered; the Bable equivalent

is Cibuyu.

In Appendix A a series of maps is included which note the incidence on a sample of

Asturian road signage of: (i) road signs in Bable; (ii) Bilingual signs; and (iii) signs with

graffiti. Two examples of such maps are contained below in lViap 7.1 and Nlap 7.2,

while Table 7.11 analyses the information from all the maps in Appendix A.

Table 7.11: S instances of official and unoffìcial road sisnase in Asturias

Oriental Central Occidental
Official

Castilian I t4 6

Bable only 2 8

Bilingual 5 4

Graffïti
Bable over Castilian 1 t4 6

Castilian over Bable 2

Route AS 219 runs in the centre of the Bable Occidental zone of the province. The map

indicates that there was a very high degree of Bable only and bilingual road signage on

the surveyed portion of the route. This is consistent with data in Table 7.11 concerning

other roads within that zone.

On the other hand, AS 229 (in a zone bordering the Occidental and Central zones)

revealed less offrcial bilingualism or Bable road signs, but much more grafhti over

Castilian road signs. Again this is consistent with Table 7.11 with respect to the Central

zotle
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7.3.4 Official

In 1986 a new law lLey 10/19561was passed providing for Asturian toponyms to be

denominated in Bable as well as Castilian. For the most part, this law represented an

innovation not a conservation as the Asturian experience with official recognition of
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Bable nomenclature of toponyms did not commence until after the creation of the Xunta

de Toponimia {C: Comisión de Toponimia} in 1984.

Then in 1998, prior to the promulgation of new legislation promoting the use of Bable,

the regional govemment announced a two year plan to install bilingual signage on all

roads corning under its authority (ie excluding both national roads and county

maintained roads in the region). A total of 4,000 km of roads was to be involved in this

program with the first two routes being AS-15 and A5-16.31

The situation before the initiatives of the 1980s and 1990s had been a case of

paraphrasing the adage "the victors write the history'' to read "the victors write the

maps". An examination of maps from the nineteenth century indicates that the near total

use of Castilian in place names pre-dates the Franco period and has been consistent

throughout (more so than in some other regions of Spain such as Catalunya - where

non-Castilian toponyrns were in evidence, particularly between the First World War and

the Civil WaÐ.

However the pre-1980s absence of official recognition of Bable toponymy was not

absolute. There is some minor evidence of Asturian language topon¡rms at least partially

surviving the two great periods of Castilianisation in Spain (the beginning of the

sixteenth century after the conclusion of the Reconquest and the seventeenth century

during the period of the Laws of the Nueva Planta) not to mention the Franco era.

t' LNE 27.t.98
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With the exception of two instances detailed below, no historic, official application of

Bable names in place of Castilian toponyms can be found. An examination of some

nineteenth and twentieth century maps supports that conclusion. The one feature of

minor interest which revealed itself was the occasional use of å in place of v in some

maps published in the first part of the twentieth century, a practice much reduced these

days (though Ribadesella in place of Rivadesella [which literally means bank of the

Sella] is a remnant).

Two maps which lvere examined were from a 1912 German world atlas and another

appearing in the 1910 and 1930 editions of a Spanish encyclopedia. The German atlas

contained the toponyms Labiana, Cabo Bidio and Cobadonga in place of the more

usual Laviana, Cabo Vidio and Covadonga.32 On the other hand, the editions of the

Spanish encyclopedia contained Labiana and Cabo Bidio, but reverted to the standard

form of Covadonga.33 However, this use of b inplace of v was not, in itselt indicative

of a Bable toponymy, but rather of an orthography matching pronunciation.*

The two exceptions, referred to above, are the use of the toponymic Pola and the

relative higher incidence than normal in Castilian of place names beginning with chq-.

Polø/Pobls/Puebla

Puebla was the term applied to one of three types of urbanisations created in the Middle

Ages, either by royal command or under episcopal authority (which were themselves

t' Andru"t Allgemeiner Handatlas, Verlag von Velhagen & Klasing, Bielefeld and Leipzig, 1912, Maps
tt4lt15.
33 Enciclopedia [Jniversal Ilustrado, VoL6, José Espasa e Hijos (1910) Barcelona, Espasa-Calpe (1930)
Madrid, map facing page 824 in both editions.* 

The writer of one letter to the editor, L2961423, indicated his name, Rivaya, was spelt con 'v' porfavor
lwíth 'v' please] rather than with a b,
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ganted as royal privilege). These urbanisations were part of the renacimiento urbano

lurban rebirth],3a the first of the repopulation progfams which followed the southward

push of the Reconquest. The process of establishment of these urbanisations defined

both the land rights of existing inhabitants as well as the privileges and obligations of

the towns where they and any newcomers would settle. The documents establishing

these rights and obligations were similar to the Fuerus which defined the status of such

major centres as Oviedo, Avilés and Llanes.

The most prolific period of creation of pueblas occurred in the reigns of Fernando II and

Alfonso X el Sabio fthe Wise], with some sixteen occurring during their reigns. Eight

more occutïed after their reigns, all but one within the following century; while two,

puebla de Tineo, Puebla de Llanes, had occurred before.3t Today there are in Asturias

six of these onginal pueblas which retain something of the original title, though they are

now known as Polas (Pola de Allande, Pola de Laviana, Pola de Lena, Pola del Pino,

Pola de Siero and Pola de Somiedo) rather than Pueblas'

Similar localities in other parts of Spain (outside of the Catalan-speaking areas where

post-1975 toponym changes altered the situation)* have, with one exception, maintained

their original official nomenclature (eg Puebla de Sanabria in neighbouringZamora, and

Puebla de Valdavia in León). The only Pola beyond Asturias is La Pola de Gordon (in

León) which is only twenty five kilometres from the border of the Principality and is

located within the historic reach of Greater Asturias.

'o J A Grrtiér. ez Gonzâlez, La Dinamización de la Sociedad Feudal en los siglos XI-XII: el mundo urbano
y las vías cle peregrinación, in Ma. Cruz Morales Saro et. a\ Origenes; Arte y Cultura en Asturias Siglos

WI-XV, Lunwerg Editores SA, Oviedo, 1993,page 277.

" J Rodtíg.,e zqu¡¡oz & M A Goruâlez Muñiz, Diccionario de Historia de Asturias, op.cit., page 247.. In Catalan-speaking areas Pobla has returned since 1975, reflecting oral usage and replacing the

previous use of Puebla.
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It appears that the Asturian use of Pola may be derived from some dual usage of both

puebla and pobla in original ofhcial documentation which may have come from the

proto-Bable and proto-Castilian Romance vemaculars of the region where both terms

were derived from the Latin populus. Pobla may either have preceded or succeeded

Puebla in et¡rrnological terms; in either case the ultimate descendant has been Pola and

this seems to have occurred from a very early date.

As to the use of pobla, it appeared in a document wriiten by a notary public in 1289, by

way of identifying the location of signing. The location was given as Pobla de Prauia

(modem day Pravia).36 In another document in this collection, written in 1299, the

forms Puebla and Pobla both appeared (Ouiedo pueblq por nostro nomine en lugar

nominado Castro ... fagan pobla ... [my highlighting].¡37 ttre earliest reference that time

which I have found was a 1790 rcference to Pola; it appeared in a poem written by

Xosefa Xovellanos.38

The periods of official Castilianisation (such as immediately after the fall of Granada in

the late fifteenth century and early sixteenth, the Laws of the Nueva Planta in the early

eighteenth century and the Franco era in the mid-Twentieth century) appear to have

seen no attempts to alter the Asturian version and reimpose Puebla in an effort to

maintain consistency with usage beyond the boundaries of Asturias.

t6 M Tuero Moris (ed), Documentación de La Catedral d'Uvíéu (Sieglu XIII),published in 1994 by the
ALLA as part of the Fontes de la Llingua Asturiana series, page 160.
37 Op.cit, page206.
38 X Caveda y Nava, Colección de poesias en diqlecto asturiano, op.cit., page 223.
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In very recent times there has started to appear some use of the word puella in Bable

toponyms in place of poh; this has occurred particularly with Puella d'Ayande {C: Pola

de Allande). As this word has not, to my investigation, appeared on earlier occasions, it

may possibly be an invention aimed at creating a degree of differentiation from

Castilian. Altematively, it may reflect regional intonation of Pola.

Toponyms beginning with cha'

A second apparent survival of a characteristic of Bable in topon¡rmy seems to be the

greater incidence of names beginning 'with cha- than is obsersed in other parts of Spain

(with the exception of Galicia). The Mapa Oficial de Carreteras lofficial Road Mopl

contains approximately 21,000 place names. Of these only 38 begin with cha-. Sixteen

of the 38 come from northwest Spain (the western reaches of Asturias, and the northern

parts of León and Galicia).

It is my contention that the cha- morpheme in the toponyms of northwest Spain is

related Io the tt sound evident in Bable Occidental and Astur-Gallego and written as

either !|, ts or ll. The toponym Luarca is also sometimes written Lluarca (pronounced

llwl - thus Lwuarca) and Lfuarca (the Ir! pronounced ltff in phonetic terms - thus

Chwarca). While the toponym Aller is also sometimes written Atser (pronounced

Acher).

Photograph 7.2 shows the lintel of a small chapel moved in 1916 from the outlying

districts of Luarca to within its city limits. The location from which the chapel was

moved was called Chano. If the premise re the character of cha- in toponymy of the

region is correct, then Chano, had its spelling been Castilianised, would have been
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Llano. According to the dictionary of Julio Somoza, Llano is the name of muchas

localidades de Asturias lmany localities in Asturiasl (SOM - 1896-1901). It is also not

uncoÍìmon in other parts of Spain; according to the the Mapa Oficial de Carreteras

there are 35 Llano or Llanos entries in the country. But contrast there are only two non-

Asturian entries in this publication for Chano (one very much within the domain of

Greater Asturias and the other, near the Portuguese border also lies in the former Astur-

Leonés language zone of the Middle Ages and would appear therefore to be a relic of

same).

Supporting this conjecture is the view of writers on Asturian toponymy that El Chano

and El Llano, as well as variants of both, all derive from the same Latin word planum

lflat areal.3e

Photo 7.2 -Lintel of church near Luarca Chøno tononvm
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There are five places in Asturias called Llano and two called El Llano (there are four

other combined names involving Llano within the title). Photograph 7.1 (on page 219)

shows one of these, located in the area of Cangas del Narcea (in the zone of Bable

Occidental). The photo reveals that graffiti has changed the name to !!anu þronounced

Chanu).

7.4 PERSONAL USAGE

7,4.1Oral usage of Bable

As the survey of conference attendees (ccnsiCered in Chapter 13) re'r'eals, the bulk of

current usage patterns of Bable revolves around the spoken rather than written form.

This is supported by the higher rate of self-assessed ability in the spoken versus written

forms of the language (see SectionT.4 on survey data).

However, even this spoken usage of the language has most often been diglossic in

character. When asked if he would give speeches in Bable (as his predecessor had

done), newly elected Asturian regional president Sergio Marqués stated:

I have much respect for Bable and I recognise that I don't speak it and, truthfully,
I didn't dare to. I can introduce (into my speech) two or three phrases, but I never
went beyond speaking what in Gijón *" .ull Playu lBeach BablelaÙ t

An expansion in the domains of usage of oral Bable has been a goal of language

promotion programs. One domain where there has been some increased usage is the

religious. José Antonio Martínez Garcia noted that a local curate conducted a funeral

mass in Gijón in 1995 in bable espontaneo lspontaneous Bablel. Of the top three

tn A M Cano, Evolución Lingüística interna del Asturiano in La Llingua Asturiana, ALLA, Uviéu, 1995,

page37.
oo LNE 13.07.95, tengo mucho respeto at bable y reconozco que no lo hablo y, sinceramente, no me atreveré.

puette introclucir tlos o tres frases, pero nunca pasé de hablar eso que en Gijón llamamos playu,
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population centres in Asturias, Bable has achieved its strongest following in Gijón' Of

note in this particular episode identified by Martínez was that it occurred ín a baruio

lctistrictfwhere many mineros vieios viven lold miners livef'ar

Further attesting to the potential for community use of Bable in matters religious, this

time in a town in the Bable Occidental region, Tineu, a parish priest stated:

Many times I was imagining myself surrounded by people pronouncing the

sacrament in a langua ge lna tchuinga - a Bable occidental variant of llingual I
leamt as a child.a2 t

7.4.2 Personal documents

Whilst the sociolinguistic survey of Llera Ramo and other surveys identihed that the

level of written Bable has not been high amongst the general population, and whilst

there was until the 1980s some discouragement of the use of Bable inwriting, there is

nevertheless evidence that there had been sorne written use by the general population

from the earliest times. The earliest extant evidence of documentation written by

ordinary citizens as part of day to day activity dated from the thirteenth century and was

found in the Cathedral of Oviedo.

This documentation dealt with a wide range of topics by way of testaments, complaints

and pleas lodged with either lay or clerical authorities. They were either written directly

by the principals or by notaries public on their behalf. Transcripts of 131 of these

documents, written over the period 1240 to 13004D, have been reprinted by the

ar Interview notcs José Antonio Martínez García 1995.
o2 LNE 16.9.97t Muches veces imaxinabame ørrodiéu de Ia mio xente prenunciando la consagración na tchuinga

que apriendí de ninu'
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Academia de la Llingua Asturiana.a3 Th" documents, written in an antique form of

Bable, heavily mixed with late Latin forms, bear much closer links to modern Bable

than they do to modern Castilian. The following excerpt from the opening paragraph of

a testament written 24 Jluly 1240 AD is indicative (some particular words connected

more to current Bable usage than Castilian have been highlighted):

ln nomine domini amen hio donna Benayta con fillos mios Nomnados Pedro
boniellas ye Maria dominguiz faze¡nos Carta de uendicion auos Gonzaluo pednz
ye auostra mullier Marinna guillelmiz de toda la nostra parte dela casa que foe de
bon Domingo de quila ouiemos nos ye esta enna Rua de sancto ysidoro . .. aa

Rafael Lapesa noted that over the century and a half following the dates of original

authorship of this collection notarial use of Bable declined as a result of the

castellanización del lenguaje notarial lcastilianising of notarial languagef.as Lapesa

commented that this process occurred over the period 1270-1487 since:

The Asturian of the notaries ... didn't resist the pushing Castilian flood, supported
by the example of the Royal Chancellery, of the Partidas and of the later juridic
orders. As the form of the written language separated from the spoken,
conventional Asturian succumbed in the face of Castilian, that already in the last
centuries of the Middle Ages was the vehicle of richer and more ample
communication. a6'

7.4.3 Song & music

Today there are three strands of music in the region of Asturias - two traditional and

one modern. The two traditional strands are firstly the largely conservative grouping of

tonada singers and bandas de gaitas lbagpipe bandsl, and secondly the folk groups

ot M Tuero Morís (ed), Documentación de La Catedrsl d'Uviéu (Sieglu XIII, op.cit..
aa op.cit., page 1l.
nt R Lapesa, Tendencias en la normalizacion del asturiano medieval, in Estudios y Trabayos del
Seminariu de Ia llingua asturíana, Uruversity of Oviedo, 1979 , page 26.
a6 Op.cit, pp 45-46.I El asturiano de los notaríos ... no resistió la pujante ínfluencia castellana, apoyada por el

ejemplo de la cancillería real, de la Partidas y de los ordenamientos jurídicos posteriors. Como
forma de lenguaje escrito apartada del hablado, el asturiano convencional sucumbió ante el
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made up of younger people who are generally more progressive. The modern strand

(including rock, pop-rock and agro-pop) has sometimes been labelled Xixón Sound blut

in fact consists of groups from all over Asturias albeit that Gijón has been something of

the strand's Nashville.

The general tradition of conservatism in the music of the bagpipe bands and the songs

of the tonada singers is attested in the nostalgic and rural themes of such pieces as the

prize winning Vite baxar el monte lI saw you go down the mountain]. That is not to say

there has never been any hint of the radical amongst such rnusic and song, but rather tc

indicate their tendencies. However, by way of exception to the rule, the cultural group

Xana, in 1997 released as part of their series Cantos y bailes d'Asturies lSongs and

dances of Asturias] a CD entitled El son nos cantares de la Revolución d'Ochobre '34

lThe sound in the songs of the Revolution of October '341.0'

The movement known as Xixón Sound has included groups such as Australian Blonde,

Kactus jack, Manta Ray, Yellow Finn, Eliminator Junior and Penelope Trip. Despite the

use of English language names and the fact that they are bands þroducing noise pop)

rather than vocalists, these groups have identified themselves with resurgent Asturian

culture. Ramón Lluis Bande, author (in Bable) of the book Xixón Sound, wrote that

these bands were:

... the greatest exponents of the music of the nineties. And it must be emphasised
that it deals with a genuinely Asturian cultural movement'48 '

castellano, que ya en los últimos siglos de la Edad Media era vehículo de comunicación más rica
y amplia.

" LNE r4l3l97
4t LNE 11.08.95¡ Son los máximos exponentes de la música de los 90. Y hay que resaltar que se trata de un

movimiento cultural genuinamente as turiano'
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The linguistic radicalism, in support of Bable, of many folk groups and modem rock

groups is attested by the participation of the most notable of them in such activities as

Conciertu pola oficialidá 1997 lConcertfor Officiality 1997).In that concert fle sones

llariegos lsounds of the hearth - more traditional folk musicf and two folk-rock groups

played in support of officiality for Bable.ae At the same time a music CD, L'asturianu

muevese lAsturian - move yourselfl, was released in support of officiality. Sixteen non-

Asturian groups (five Basque, five Galician, two Catalan, one Aragonese and three from

Castille) joined three Asturian groups (Anarquia Positiva fPositive Anarchy], Avientu

lDecember, literally the windy (time)l and Toli fuIorilla fmeaning uncertain]) on the

disc; all groups, both from within and without Asturias sang their pieces in Bable. s0

This radical tradition called Nueu Canciu Astur lNew Asturian Song] has drawn strength

and character from the Nova Canço lNew Songl movement of Catalunya and Valencia

in the nineteen sixties and seventies. Jesús Ordovás wrote of that movement:

But despite harrassment from the Francoist régime, the movement was a great
success. The Catalan Nova Canço became so popular that it spilled over to the
rest of Spain. However it was precisely this success that prompted the initial
group Els Setze Jutges lthe Sixteen Judges) to split up and caused a rift among the
Catalonian singers. Some did not want to sing unless it was in Catalan whereas
others, such as Serrat, who did not mind singing in Castilian Spanish, reaped one
success after another. But in the end principles won out and so, when he was told
that the chance to represent Spain in the 1968 Eurovision Song Contesl was
conditional upon his singing in Castilian Spanish, Serrat refused,_.despite the fact
that when he wanted to, ñe was quite happy to sing in that tongue.sl

on LNE 2\r7l91
to LNE 2215197
5r J Ordovás, Pop Music in Antonio Ramos Gascón (ed), Spain Today: In Search of Modernity - Society
& Culture, Ediciones Cátedra, Madrid, 1991, page 458.
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A key song in the Catalan movement had been the 1963 song of Raimón's Diguem No

lIyte say nol, this title had an echo in the 1997 release Tamos fartos lWe are fed "p)

(released by the Asturian group Lliberdón in 1997).s2

Taking Bable to young people has also meant taking it to where they have congtegated,

according to Xulio 'Xune' Elipe Raposo, a singer with the first of the Asturian rock

groups, Dixebra:

It is important that the young hear in bars and discotheques music in Asturian. It is
a great step for normalisation.53 t

The need to be where young people were resulted in an innovating impulse to Bable

music and song evolving from the folkloric a new genre folk-rock. ln the words of Chús

Pedro Suárez, a singer from another group, Nuberu, commenting on adaptions to the

music played by that most Asturian of instruments, the gaita:

The youth prefer the discotheque, and there is a lack of renovation in this type of
traditional music which is so ours. We wanted to innovate (gaita music), and that
was seen very badly. The young people have to be included in this movement and
involve themselves in Asturian in whatever form. 5a'

The result of such innovation has not left traditional music untouched. ln 1997 an

established banda de gaitas - Avante Cuideiru - included pop and bakalao ftechno

music] in the CD it released that year.ss A parallel development has been the creation of

t'LNE 513/97t'LNE 24l5l9it Es importante que los jovenes escuchen en bares y discotecas música en asturiano. Es un gran
paso para la normalización.

tn LNE ri rT lgs
' Los jovenees prefieren la cliscoteca, y hay una falta de renovación en este tipo de música
tradicional tan nuestra. Queríamos innovar, y eso fue muy mal visto. La gente joven se tiene que
incluir en este movimiento e implicarse en lo asturiano de cualquierfonna-

tt LNE 2Br7r9i.
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the electronic gaita in 1997 by José Angel Hevia from Villaviciosa who said that the

possibilities for the electronic gaita are centred principally in works of composition.s6 '

Such 'modernising' of the gaita has faced a reaction from traditionalists. One

correspondent to the editor opined:

I am in accord that it is difficult to know how to lose (a tradition), but who knows
that it is much more difficult to know how to keep it with elegance.tT'

The surge in interest in Bable by rock groups still, however, only represents only a trend

which has to compete with the high utilisation rate of English in Spanish rock music

generally. Julio Antidio, of the group AC Soul, noted in 1996

Traditions are being lost, because the majority of the groups sing in English; there
will have to be a promotion of Asturian.ss t

A theme echoed by Raimundo García, of the rock band La Hora Bruja lThe Witch

hourl:

I don't understand that people would do lyrics in English, because it is not
possible to express oneself in a language which is not your own like your birth
iutrguug.. In which case, it would be sung in Bable.se t

There has been some translation of English-language songs such as the Rolling Stones' I

can't get no Satisfaction translated by Ana Relio Muñiz I Nun soitener) satisfacción].60

'u LNE 1616197t las posibilidades de la gaita electrónica se centran principalmente en trabajos de composición.
t'Lz4olroo.

' Estoy de acuerdo en que es díficil saber perder, pero cualquiera sabe que es much más díficil
saber ganar con elegancia.

tt LNE 1518196I se estón perdiendo tradiciones, porque la mayoría de los grupos cantan en inglés; habría que

fomentar el asturiano..
tn LNE rg/srgit No entiendo que la gente haga letras en inglés, porque no es posible expresearse en una lengua

que no es la tuya como en la lengua nalal. En todo caso, se cante en bable.
uo LNE 22.i.9s.
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The role and consequence of government subsidies in publishing is a theme dealt with

in the next chapter; but they have also played a role in Asturian music. 'With respect to

this category of subsidy, Xulio 'Xune' Elipe Rapaso (who also founded the label

L'Aguañaz lYesteryearl) posed the 'time and place' issues involved in whether or not

there should be subsidies:

V/hen L'Aguañaz was born, we held one thing very clear: v/e were not against
subsidies, but we wanted to demonstrate that a label could work without them.
Until now we have never released a disc with public aid, so that it could be shown
that we are an enterprise which functions. In the future, yes, we are planning to
seek some support to take projects forward... music is very important for
linguistic normalisation to advance among the youth. 61 t

In other words subsidies were seen as a negative in the first phase of establishment of a

group, but as a positive in the phase of extension of its reach

7.4.4Poetryz

In Chapter 8 consideration is given to published poetry; in this section attention is only

paid to the use of the poetic geffe by individuals on such special occasions as fiestas

and weddings. The interview notes for Marino indicated that he wrote and delivered

such poems. Indeed he gave me some examples of his work.

This tradition seems to have been strong all over the region for many centuries. José

Luis Pensado Tomé reported that in recent decades there have been rediscovered in the

6r Interview with les Noticies - periódicu selmanal de la nueva Asturies lThe News - weekly of the new
Asturiasf 20/2198

' Cuando nació 'L'Aguañaz' teniemos una cosa mui clara; nun tóbemos en contra de les
subvenciones, pero queríemos demoslrar que'l sellu funcionaria ensin falta d'elles. Hasta esti
momentu nun saquemos nengún discu con ayttda pública, lo que demuestra que somos una
empresa que funciona. Nel futuru sí que nos vamos plantear pidir dalguna subvencion pa sacar
proyectos alantre ... La música ye mui importante pa que la normalización llingüística avance
ente la mocedá.
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archives of a Scottish library, examples of villancicos lcarols or sung poezs] delivered

at festivals in Asturias in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.62

ln some instances, this tradition of delivered poems has continued on after the daily use

of Bable has disappeared, such as the pregones lorationsl at the Amuravela in Cudillero

and the Fiesta de San Mateo in Oviedo. In such cases, Bable words and phrases (or

Pixuato in the case of the former) may still appear, but the overwhelming the texts are

now in Castilian.

7.4.5 Sayings & Humour

Refranes lsayingsl have been a means of preserving vestiges of Bable amongst that

section of the population which has otherwise by and large abandoned use of the

language for most communication purposes. There is a very large corpus of such

sayings as revealed in a 1977 publication by IDEA (Refranero Asturiano) which had

over 250 pages of refranes.ó' The research detailed in Chapters 13-15 reveals the use of

such sayings by a wide cross section of Asturians.

The character of most popular sayings is in the manner of truisms, mythological

references, symmetrically neat phrases, or sayings of unknown origin. Some examples

encountered were:

llobu a llobu nun se come lA wolf isn't eaten by a woffi
(L264tr52)

Andái de día que nueche ye mía [literally You can walk by day, the night is
minef. The significance being. that the night is the property of the Güestia

Ithe procession of lost soulsl.o"

Et que fia nun ta y el que ta nun fia lhe who trusts is not here, and he who
doesn't isl. (a sign observed in a chigre [bar] in Campiellos).

62 J L Pensado Tomé, El asturiano en el siglo XVIII: los villancicos, LLAA 30, page 173.
63 L Castañon, Refranero asturiano,IDEA, Oviedo,1977 '
6a XX Sánchez Vicente & J Cañelo Yalle, Mitoloxía Refraneru Asturianu,I Norte, Gijón, 1986(?), p. 59.
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Unknown origin - Perdiste un veranu fliterally: You lost a summer]. The
significance being that the addressee is somewhat deranged. (interviewee
Ceferino).

Onde dixó la fame equí m'estaré lwhere hunger speal<s here I will be foundl
(interviewee Angel)

El tiu naide de sobrescobiu colgau de ninyuri lUncle nobody from
Sobrescobiu hangs around nowherel (interviewee Angel).

Many sayings are humorous, and it is obvious that much use of Bable is related to the

comic. One interviewee, Ceferino Sánchez, noted that many Asturians only used Bable

in jokes; a theme echoed by Fulgencio Argüelles, a columnist for LNE who, in an

article entitled La mio llingua lmy language] quoted an older person from his youth

saying that he used Bable:

When I am joking I speak in our language.65 '

This selective use of the language may well now be anchored in a diglossic context; but

it might be that originally the 'music' of the language made it more apt for comic

discourse than Castilian. Ludovino Díaz Gorzâlez (aka Pin de la Cotoya), a

monologuista, in answer to a question as to whether Asturian humor had its own

characteristics, replied:

Of course the language is peculiar, though I don't usually use a perfect Asturian,
but that which is spoken by the people. That makes its comprehension difficult
beyond the borders of Asturians, (except) in the Asturian centers.66 '

65 LNE 2.10.97.t cuandu ta chispafala na so llingua.
LNE 16.08.97.¡ Desde luego el lenguaje es peculiar, aunque no suelo emplear un asturiano perfecto, sino como

habla la gente. Eso díficulta la comprensiónfuera de Asturias, a no ser en centros asturianos.

66
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7.4.6 NICKNAMES

There are two types of nicknames lñomatus {C: nomatos}] in common use in Asturias.

The first is the abbreviation of formal names as happens in any language; thus Franciso

becomes Pachu (if the Bable version is used) or Paco (if it is in Castilian). The second

is the addition of descriptors after the first name. The descriptors can either reflect a

perception of the individual or be a marker of place.

The extensive use of descriptor-adding nicknames has been identified as

characteristically Asturian. Sara Gutiérrez Rodríguez67 studied the incidence of

nicknames in the town of Noreña, to the east of Oviedo. She identified three broad types

of nickname, with the third category having two sub-types. The categories identified

were (with examples and translations in brackets):

1. Proper name + article + noun (Gloria laxana- Gloria the tankard)

2. Proper name + article + adjective (Perfeutón el llocu - Perfeutón the
crazy)

3. (a) Proper name + article + preposition * name (Benina la de sabina
prudencia - Benina, she of the sabine wisdom)
(b) Proper name * article + preposition t article + name (Pin el de
les pites - Pin, he of the chickens)

In the Asturian context such descriptor nicknames are often used to define identity and

place. As Gutiénez noted, such nicknames:

have the function of making for a greater individualisation. 68 t

ln doing so, and taking her own example of Gloria laxarra, she further noted:

There could be other Glorias in the locale .... (but) it is impossible to encounter
another Gloria the tankard. óe'

67 S Gutiérrez Rodríguez, Nomatos en Noreña, LLAA 58, 1996, pp 35-43.
68 op.cit., page 35.

I Tien la función cle facer una inclividualización mayor
6e op.cit., page 35.

t Pue haber varies 'glories' nel llugar ... ye imposible atopar otres gloria la xarra
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But they also may have the purpose of communicating opinion about the person. James

Femández McClintock provided the example of possible multiple meanings to the name

Fulana la molinera lFulana the millerwoman) indicating six possible meanings:

Fulana is a millerwoman

Fulana is a crook who cheats her innocent neighbours

Fulana is a loose-liver who takes pleasure in letting her clients mill

Fulana is a demanding administrator who treats mechanically in her social
relations

Fulana is a slow moving person who oppresses and wears down everyone else
in her social circle

Fulana is a superficial person who doesn't see any big picture.T0 t

Femández McClintock noted that the actual meaning intended is siempre determinada

por el contexto lalways determined by contextl. 71 His more significant conclusions

from this essay and others in the volume are that:

- (There is) the constant necessity in human life of filling lexical holes and in

doing this frll not only structurally but also to revitalize our experienceTz t

- The metaphoric system in Bable-Asturiano is different from Castilian.T3'

His conclusions led him to state Bable has, through metaþras vivas lliving metaphorsf

the capacity to be a living, changing language (further discussed in Chapter 10)

70 J Fernández McClintock, Campos léxicos y vida cultural n'Asturies, ALLA, Uviéu, 1996 p78

' Fulana es unq molinera/ Fulana es una tramposa que engaña a sus inocentes vecinos/ Fulana es

una libertina que se complace en permitir q sus clients moler/ Fulana es una administrsdora
exigente que trata mecánicamente a sus relaciones socials/ Fulana es una pesada que oprime y
desgasta a los démqs en su contorno social/ Fulana es una nominalista que no admite cualquier
juicio global ,..

7' op.cit. p 79
t2 Idem.

' (hoy) la necesidad constante en la vida humana de llenar huecos léxicos y en este llenar no
s olamente es tructurar s ino revitalizar nuestra experiencia.

73 J Fernández McClintock, Campos léxicos y vida cultural n'Asturies, op'cit. p 30.

' El siste*a metáforica en Bable-Asluriano es diferente que en el castellano
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In the other tlpe of nickname, that of abbreviated formal names, we see in the

Australian context that they are often used as expressions of affection or camaraderie

(even if sometimes the nicknames use irony in the process, eg Bluey for a redhead

male). Doubtless in most cases it has been much the same in Asturias. However, what is

notable about such nicknames in the region is that there is a higher incidence of Bable

versions in place of Castilian versions than might otherwise be expected. Indeed it

appears that many who normally would not use Bable in their everyday speech,

nevertheless feel comfortable using Bable nicknames. Thus a Francisco living

elsewhere in the peninsula would expect to be called Paco; while if he lived in Asturias

he might more likely be called Pachu.In Chapter 15 there appears an analysis of the use

of nicknames in Asturian obituary notices.

This phenomenon may be partly explained by the acceptance by many non-Bable

speakers of the 'home and hearth' character of the village to which so many Asturians

acknowledge roots. Bable nicknames evoke a comfortable past of the rural idyll.

However, Bable nicknaming may also have been a means by which some in earlier

times circumvented the effects of restrictive legislation with regards to personal names.

Article 54 of the Ley de Registro Civil lLaw of the Civil Registerl proscribed the use of

non-Castilian forms of personal names for the purposes of official records. The Law of

the Civil Register had originally been passed in 1957 and was repealed in 1977 by the

passage of Ley 17/1977 which stated in part:

The names can be assigned in any of the languages of Spain'74 t

tnBoE #7,8.r.77.t los nombres tendran de consignarse en alguna de los lenguas españoles
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Thus over the past twenty years the use of such Bable nicknames has not been found

necessary with the civil register mostly accepting Bable personal names submitted.*

Some Asturians have kept the Castilian version of their names and maintained the Bable

versions for informal purposes. Others, born before 1977, formally changed their names

(such as ALLA President, Xosé Lluis [erstwhile José Luis] García Arias, and PAS

leader, Xuan Xosé fJuan José] Sánchez Vicente). The use of Bable personal names has

been noted amongst those born since 1977 - vide the children's letter analysed in

Chater 15 and the interview with Xosé Antón (in place of José Antonio).

The use of Bable abbreviations of personal names can be deemed to be an example of

Bable interference into Castilian since it represents the use of Bable sound patterns

when creating an abbreviated form of a person's name. Thus the name José María

would be Xosé María in Bable. The Bable version would be pronounced 'Chosay

Maria' which by a process of reduction becomes 'Ch'ay Maria' and then 'Ch'ay Ma"

which is transcribed Chema. Though clearly a reduction of the Bable version of the

original name, Chema is frequently used in areas where Bable is not normally spoken

(such as the capital Oviedo) as the nickname for those who would write and pronounce

their full name in the Castilian way - namely José María.

A similar phenomenon frequently occurs with Jesús (especially in the female variant,

María Jesús) which in Bable is Xesús (pronounced 'Chaysus') and follows a reduction

path of 'Chaysus' to 'Ch'us' being transcribed as Chús. Likewise Chesulín also from

Jesús but with incorporation of the diminutive -í¡2.

" Howeve. the publication LLAA 12, 1984, noted the case of eleven month old Marcos Xabel Iglesias
Oubiaña of Langreo, where the local registry office refused to accept the name Xabel entering the name
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Among formal names, the possibility of an early Bable influence seems limited to two

instances. The first - Fernández - which, though it exists elsewhere in Spain, is

proportionately more common in Asturias versus its more Castilian variant

Hernández. The second ís Fidalgo (the surname of the writer of Ll43lI14) which

derives from Fiu d'algo lson of someonef and is proportionately more coÍl.mon in the

region than elsewhere; the more Castilian variant - Hidalgo - has a similar

etymological origin - Hijo de algo'

7.4.7 Diminutives in Asturias

Jacques de Bruyne noted that-ín is a diminutive sufhx typical of Asturias and-uco of

Santander.T' Howerrer, as noted by Vallin Martinez and Fernandez Moreno, the latter is

also a feature of Bable Oriental while the former is typical of all varieties of Bable:

And what can we say of the diminutives in ín, ina that we lavish so much and so

softly it seems like a caress? And of the other type of diminutives in ucu, uca .. ..
'We also use them frequently, but with respect to these in the full sense of being
distinct from the ordinary, employing them for the common, though not always, in
a sense more or less depreciative. 76 t

Diminutives clearly carry a strong sense of endearment, but in Asturias they also seem

to double as markers of identity and place. Jovellanos, ardent Spanish patriot, but also

lover of his region, after suffering the vicissitudes of the Napoleonic Wars, sought

nothing more in 1811 than his llugarín del almalthe little place of (hß) soul), Gijón,

then only a town of 5000 inhabitants ." Ofsimilar spirit, in 1881 in Madrid and 1886 in

Havana, expatriate Asturians established Centros de Asturianos lCentres of the

Javier instead into the records.
tt J d" B-1me, A comprehensive Spanish grammar, op.cit Page 631.
76 V Vallin M artinez and G Fernández Moreno, Villaviciosa y su progreso, op'cit., page 185'

t Y ¿qué diremos del diminutivo en ín, ina, que de tal modo protligamos y tan suave que semeia

una iaricia? De otra especie de diminutivo en ucu, uca ... nos valemos también frecuentemente,
pero con respecto a éste en sentido harto distinto de ordinario, empléandolo por lo común,

aunque no siempre, en uno más o menos despactivo.
77 F Canella y Secádes, Historia de la (Jniversidad de Oviedo, op. cit., page 344.
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Asturiansl which would later be followed by a proliferation of such centres all of which

llevan el nombre de la 'tierrina' lcarry the name of the little landl.18

7.4.8 Graffiti

The language of ideological graffiti has very often been in or included Bable names,

words or phrases. Two examples are contained in Photo 7.3.

Photo 7.3: Ideolosical eraffiti

Translation: Freedom - Draft resisters - Prisoners

Translation: El Raposu is a terrorist, rural action group which demands its rights over
the streets.

78 Op.cit, page 599
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7.5 OFFICIAL & COMMERCIAL

In this section is considered only the direct communication between individuals and

official or commercial entities. Other forms of communication (such as policy

statements, offrcial documentation and advertisements) are considered in Chapter 8.

In the absence of formal directives by such entities, the episodic nature of such

communication can only be identified anecdotally and by survey of individuals.

Regarding the anecdotal evidence, some examples which arose during the investigations

for this thesis were:

Wedding service conducted in Bable: it was reported that the mayor of the
industrial town of Corvera conducted the first recorded instance in recent
times of a wedding entirely in Bable. Se enfundó el traje típico regional
ldressed in a typical regional suitl the mayor had changed from his normal
suit in which he had conducted other wedding services on that day. The
groom was the regional director of the Office of Linguistic Policy and had
wanted to use the wedding as an ejemplo de promoción del asturiano
lexample of the promotion of Asturian].1e

Thesis presentation: some years previously (in 1988), the first doctoral thesis
had been presented in Bable by Ramón d'Andrés. Newspaper reportage at
the time indicated that the matter had been controversial with one academic
withdrawing from the academic panel once he had discovered the intent of
the scholar to deliver in Bable.8o

A correspondent to the editor noted that his use of Bable at a medical centre
resulted in him being called a paisanín He noted with irony that the duty
manager was av/ay taking part in Día del bollu festivities. He offered to
share his story with aîy payaso lclown)who wanted it.81

ln addition, a report on the web-site Euromosaic indicated that in Xixón/Gijón texts

received from individuals which have been written in Bable received responses in that

same tongue; while at the regional level police would reply in Bable to informal

?'LNE 4.6.95
to LNE 12.10.88t'r-34t/tgs.
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questions.82 There have also been reports of some local councils introducing courses

for their staff to enable them to respond in this way to Bable-speaking contacts.

Conceming commercial establishments, only two indicators were encountered:

the use of the Bable word P¿sllao {C: ceruado} lclosedl observed on a
number of store fronts in the Bable Occidental zone, particularly Lluarca.
This would seem to suggest that the shopkeepers (when open) would
communicate with Bable speakers in that language.

A sign displayed on a chigre in the Casco Antiguo lOld Townl of Oviedo
advertising Bable singing at the bar every Friday night. This sign did not
appear during the tourists months of July and August.

As to survey information, Llera Ramos asked respondents to indicate which language

theypreferred to use invarious contexts. Table 7.12 summarises some of his statistical

information and Graph 7.1 plots it.

Table 7.12:Lansuage use by domains3

tt www.uoc.es/euromosaic/web/docume nt/ asfirial an/i1li 1.html
tt F J Llera Ramos, Los Asturianos y la lengua asturiana, op.cit. page 83

CASTILIAN BABLE BOTH
FAMILY 3ó 42 2l
FRIENDS 35 38 25
WORI( 40 25 77

STUDIES 46 t7 12

COUNCIL 57 22 15

PUBLIC OFFICES t) T4 10
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Graph 7.1: Language use bY domain
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The clear indication of the graph is that the less familiar the listener, the more likely the

speaker was to use Castilian in preference to Bable.

Further information in the survey found that Bable (or Asturian as he used in the

survey) would never be used by more than 50Vo of people surveyed in dealing with the

Council, Regional Govemment, Social Security, the regional administration, health

services, local police, banks or the post office.8a

The next chapter examines the literary, media and other means of communication which

have utilised Bable.

8a Op.cit. page 87
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PART B _ BABLE

CHAPTER EIGHT _ LITERARY, MEDIA & OTHER USES OF BABLE

Overview

In this section the usage of Bable in literature as well as in the media and ofhcial

sources is considered. The general premise is that such usage has on the one hand

been more extensive than generally appreciated, yet on the other is still very marginal

in comparison with Castilian output available in the region.

The analysis of literature includes treatment of both literary movements or epochs as

well some summarizing of genres in which Bable has been used as the medium of

communication. As is often the case with marginalized languages, folklore and poetry

have been dominant for much of the publishing history of the language. Xosé Bolado

García wrote:

The lack of a cultural focus, or foci, in the Asturian language that would favour
the formation of socially illustrious sectors, brought with it necessarily the
hegemony of the popular over the cultivated, of the oral over the written, io the
point that the written literature was itself ... imbued with the forms and
resources oforal narrative.l t

As a result, every genre of usage as well as every domain may contain its own internal

limitations which might restrict the potential of a language to survive in the long term.

If the interest of the audience in the folkloric wanes and Bable as a language of

t x Bolado García, Literatura contemporanea en 'llingua' asturiana, H de A IV, op.cit., p 734.
' la ¡aha de un foco cultural, o focos, en leigua asturiana que favoreciese ía^formación cle
sectores sociale's ilustrados, conllevaban necesariamente la hegemonia de to poþular sobre lo
culto, de lo oral sobre lo escrito, hasta el punto de que la misma literatura-esirita estaba ...
imbuida de las formas y recursos de la narratividad oral.
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communication has not achieved acceptance as a vehicle for other themes, its genre

usage will be marginalised whilst its domains shrink,

In fact, however, the situation with respect to genres has changed over the past two

decades. This chapter reports both on the past and current patterns of Bable usage (in

whole or in part) in different geffes and different aspects of life.

The Bable publishing sector is also dealt with; and in particular the issue of its

financial viability and the question of subsidies is discussed.

In terms of output the use of Bable in mass media has been even more marginal than

in literature in general; yet the readership of the former has been more extensive than

the latter. This issue is also briefly commented upon.

8.1 STATISTICAL DATA ON BABLE WRITERS

Has Bable been a literary language? Has its literature been diverse (across genres) and

widely published? Appendix B lists the known authors of Bable literature. A number

of features become apparent from an analysis of the table contained in that appendix.

Graph 8.1 indicates the number of Bable authors (including poets and dramatists) who

reached their thirties in any particular decade. This age criterion has been used on the

basis that in most cases the literary corpus of any Bable writer would have

commenced by that age. The graph also indicates approximately the name given to

different literary epochs of Bable literature. These epochs are dealt with later in this

chapter.
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Graph 8.1: Bable authors in their 30s by decade
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A number of conclusions can be drawn from the gaph:

the trend line for the number of people writing in Bable has been one of an
increasing number of writers.

Within that trend line, there have been three notable periods above the
trend line (the last quarter of the eighteenth century, the first decades of the
twentieth, and the last quarter century) and one below (the Franco era).

Notwithstanding the increasing nature of the trend line, the absolute
number of Bable authors has been and remains small compared with the
overall numbers of Castilian language writers.

Table 8.1 examines, by century, broad genres of literature from Bable authors. V/hile

Table 8.2 analyses the same information over shorter time periods, since 1880.

Table 8.1: Literary genre by century of birth

C #

Poetry
only

Poetry
&

other

Total
Poetry

Stories Fiction Total
Narra-

tive

Trans-
lations

cl6 1 1 1

ct7 aJ 2 2

cr8 12 8 8

c19 9l 46 t9 65 15 2 I7 aJ
c20 185 29 48 77 48i 40 88 J¿
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Table 8.2: Literarv senre bv birth over the past centurv and a ouarter

Born

Poetry Poetry
only &

other

Total
Poetry

Stories Fiction Total
Narra-

tive

Trans-
lations

1 880-1 91 0 18 8 26 6 0 6 1

19rt-1940 8 8 T6 11 i 2 13 1

t94t-t960 10 13 23 10i 16 26 8
Post-1960 11 23 34 25i 22 47 24

Amongst the observations from these tables has been a key one of the relative decline

in the predominant role of poetry amongst Bable writers. The tables indicate the

number of writers who were exclusively poets, or who were poets for part of their

literary output and the number of writers who did not use poetry as a genre to express

themselves. For this analysis villancicos lcarolsl and songs have been considered

within the genre of poetry. The tables indicate that until the nineteenth century, this

expanded sense of the poetry geffe was the only one used by writers in Bable. From

the late nineteenth century, writers using non-poetry genres have become more

significant and finally became a majority in the last quarter of the twentieth century.

Recognising that the writers bom post-l940 were generally only commencing their

output from the late sixties onwards, this conversion from a literature predominantly

focussed on poetry to one with a majority expressing themselves through non-poetic

genres coincides with the end of the Franco era.

A final table on those who produce Bable literature (Table 8.3) drawn from Appendix

B indicates the gender of Bable writers over the period.
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Table 8.3: Gender of Bable authors by centurv of bÍrth

Century Male Female

Sixteenth I 0
Seventeenth aJ 0
Eiehteenth 9 2
Nineteenth 87 4
Twentieth 154 31

This table underscores that, notwithstanding the particularly notable role of an earlier

female Bable writer, Xosefina Xovellanos, women only became significant

contributors to the corpus of Bable literature in the twentieth century; indeed (as the

table in Appendix B shows) this increasing participation has really only occurred in

the past quarter century.

8.2 LITERARY EPOCHS

Antón Garcia, in his work Lliteratura Asturiana nel tiempu, categorised Bable

literature in the following epochs:2

La Ilustración Asturiana - The illustrious Asturians: pre-Cl9. Though
few in number, this group of Bable activists arose at the time of rationalist
and reformist thought coming to Asturias.

Los ochocentistes - The 800-ers. Despite their name, they actually wrote
in the first part of the Nineteenth century; a time when rural Asturias was
finding itself cast into the forefront of the encounter with European
liberalism.

El Realismu - The Realists. .Wrote in the mid nineteenth century,
influenced by the economic and social stresses of a society that had come
through the Napoleonic 'Wars, followed by the revolutionary impact of the
1840s-50s. They touched upon the real circumstance of their community.

La Xeneración del Folklore - The Folkloric Generation. Wrote in the last
quarter of the nineteenth century. At a time when the political and social

2 A García, Lliteratura Asturiana nel tiempu, Principáu d'Asturies, Uviéu, 1994
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tensions of the decades before were aggravated by the coming of the
mining boom, the rural idyll became a sanctuary for the Bable writer.

El Rexonalismu - The Regionalists. Wrote in the first decades of the
twentieth century. They have also been referred to as Zos Nuevos Bablistas
lThe New Bablistsf.

La Xeneración de los Años Ventí - The Generation of the twenties

Lø Xeneración de la Postguerra -The Post-war generation.

El Surdimíentu - The Resurgence.

Lø llustración Asturianø - Though only a handful of writers composed this group,

with lives spread over a longer period of time than successive epochs and with a very

small corpus of work, the Illustrious became the first to provide positive affirmation

to Bable as an element of Asturian identity. They recognised a changing world

surrounding their beloved land and sought to identify new paradigms for their

communal identity. Antón Balvidares Argüelles ll75I-17921 was one such exponent;

the following is an extract from one of his works, a dialogue - Diálogu Polícu:3

Bable
Xuan - Non me digues más, Toribu,
En isi particular,
Lamercé, que tu me faes,
Ye fia de I'amistá. ...
Hai munchu vieyu per ciertu
Y pocu particular,
Vieyu y nuevu, como sea, Toribu, atiendi,

Que va.

English
Xuan - Don't say anything more, Toribu,
In that particular,
The mercy, that you do to me,
Is the daughter of friendship ...
There is much that is old for sure
And a little particular,
Listen, Toribu, old and new, whatever,

will happen.

Los Ochocentistes - Perhaps the most famous of this group was Xosé Caveda y Nava

11796-1882], publisher of the first book in Asturian (Colección de poesías en dialecto

3 Op.cit., page 42.
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asturiano). His poem La vida de I'aldea married together the rural idyll with the

global pressures that faced Spain in the Napoleonic era. The following is an extract:a

Bable Enelish
And I did not sleep, surrounded by

gentlemen
I walked from procession to procession
Lost between meals and between loves;
And when the King called and time it

would be
To obey the sound of the tambourines,
I would go armed to the war, and along

the way
Reached the limit in fame and riches
And returned holding my head high.

Y non dormia, y rodiadu de Señores

Ande de romería en romeria
Perdidu entre comides y entre amores;
Y cuando'l Rei lu llame y tiempu sía

D'obedecer el son de los tambores,
Yaya armadu a la Guerra, y llargavía

Tope nella alafama y la riqueza
Y volvia llevantadala cabeza.

El Realismu - After half a century of external and internal strife, Asturias at the mid-

point of the nineteenth century was in a condition of considerable community stress. It

would in the succeeding twenty years go through more, as Carlist reaction to

modernism (as the perceived cause of the region's woes) rose up in rebellion. The

Bable writers of this period sought to capture the plight of the people, as reflected in

this extract from Un ricu avarientu a poem by Manuel Fernández de Castro [1834-

19051, a bishop:5

Bable
Tien les tierres abondes
Y armentíos y rentes;
Fuelga, xinta, ye ricu,
Y nun pensa nes xentes
Que pasen fame y fríu

Enelish
It has bountiful lands
And livestock and incomes;
Time to spare and food is rich
And none would think that these people
Go hungry and col

a Op.cit., page 53
5 Op.cit., page79.
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La Xeneración del Folklore - The incipient populism of the previous group became

fused with community yearnings for a supposedly happier past as the nostalgia of

Carlism became more influential. This led to the period of folkloricism in Bable

literature (in my view the first of two such periods). This was the era of the idealised

Quintana lfarmstead]. The following extract from Los Quintos de la Manxoya of

Perfecto Femández Usatorre (Nolón) 11847-I9l1l reflected such themes:6

Bable
¿Qué va a ser, probe, de mi,
si mio esperanza está muerta
faltando de la Quintana
Pachín, la meyor presencia
Del llugar, a quien yo quiero
Desque con fe verdadera
Xuróme eternu cariñu
Ena fonte La Llumera,
Y vivo yo dende entoncies
Suañando con so querencia?

Enelish
What is going to become, poor one, of me
If my hope is dead
Lacking the farmstead
Pachín, the best presence
Of place, to her whom I want
From a true faith
I declare eternal affection
In the fountain of La Llumera
And live I from that moment
Dreaming of its favourite spot.

El Rexonølismu - The generation of '98 is famous in Spanish literature generally; it

was an angst-ridden group bom of the loss of Cuba and the Philippines as a result of

the 1898 war between Spain and the USA. For Asturias, somewhat later than had

occurred in Catalonia and Galicia, it was also a time for the resurgence of regionalist

sentiment. Constantino Cabal captured some of this in his piece Cantu Asturies, an

extract of which appears below:7

Bable
La tierrina ye I'aldega
Qu'esparrama por sos eros
Con tenrura amorosiega
El blancor de les casines y el golor de les

manzanes,
El ñalar de los xilgueros y el reyir de les

Enelish
The little land is the village
That throws up by its loves
With tender affection
The whiteness of its cottages and the

smell of its apples,
The wings of the songbird and the

6 Op.cit. page 90.
' Op.cit., page 108.
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moclnes,
El bravén de los maizos, y el encantu de

les xanes,

laughter of its lasses,
The vigour of the com, and the

enchantment of the xanes.

La Xeneración de los Años Venti - The poets of this group introduced themes of

romanticism, with regionalist sentiment waning. The lack of recognition given at the

national level to Asturias' regional aspirations and its vernacular in some key

decisions in 1924, saw Bable writers lose ardour for the political and take comfort in

the romantic. The following poem, La paxarina, by Valentín Andrés Álvarez is an

example:8

Bable
Graciosa y pequeñina,
Más guapa qu'una xana
Taba siempre Rosina,
Como unapaxanna,
Cantando na Quintana.

Enelish
Delightful and tin¡
More beautiful than a xana
Rosina was always
Like a little bird
Singing in the farmstead.

Ls Xenerøción de Ia Postguerra - Given their themes, this group could also be

labelled the Folkloricists 11. Though its folkloricism was more in the sense of the

nostalgic than the emblematic or iconic. Xosé Benito Álvarez-Buylla wrote the

following poem to the youth of Asturias - Lletra de la xuventú d'Asturies..e

Bable
Y agora, que toa t'empines
Llamando a conceyu abiertu,
Agora, Asturies del suañu,
Nin t'alcuentro nin m'alcuentro

Enelish
And now that all you stand your ground
Calling at the open town meeting,
Now, Asturias of dreams,
Neither do I find you nor do I find myself

8 Op.cit., page 122.
e Op.cit., page 146.
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El Surdímíentu - The Asturian equivalent of the Basque Eusko Pizkundea, the

Catalan Renaixença, and the Galician Rexurdimento, the Asturian Surdimientu has

been described in some detail by Xuan Xosé Sánchez Vicente Crónica del

Surdimientu (1975-1990).'o He wrote of the movement:

From the start of 1974 there began to arise a literature completely distinct from
that before, which we designate with the name Literature of the Surdimientu . ..
Now then what are the characteristics of that traditional literature to which this
new one opposed itselfl And in consequence what change or in what way did
the Surdimientu differ? the new literature, the Surdimientu, goes to
presuppose an absolute rupture with those characteristics of the former ... going
to understand in a distinctive manner the value and role of language and culture
in the daily life of Asturians. In a word, the new literature conforms with all the
characteristics of Western national literatures, breaking with whatever limitation
or inferiority complex.ll t

In the brief anthology of some works of these writers which Sánchez Vicente included

in his book were such works as Atiendi Asturies lAttention Asturias) by Manuel Asur

- poem about Bable and being a people (Un pueblu en sin acordanza nun tien futuru

la people without accord don't have a futurel).

Another work - Enllaname de nuevo lTake me again to heightsl by María Teresa

Gonzâlez - is a poem about the empowerment of literature. A piece of the latter is

printed below:12

r0 XX SánchezYicente, Crónica del Surdimientu (1975-1990),Bamabooth Editores, Oviedo, 1991.
rr Op. cit., pp 12-13.¡ ... a partir de 1974 comienza a gestarse una literature, completamente distinta a la anteríor,

que designamos con el nombre de literatura del Surdimientu ... Ahora bien, ¿cuáles son las
características de esa literatura tradicional a la que se opone la nueva?, y, en consecuencia,
¿qué cambia o en quë difiere la del Surdimientu? ... Pues bien, la nueva literatura, el
Surdimientu, va a suponer una ruptura absoluta con esas características de Io antiguo, ... va a
entender deforma distinta el valor y el papel de la lengua y la cultura en la vida cotidiana de
los asturianos. En una palabra, la nueva literatura va a conformerse con todos los rasgos de
cualquiera de las literaturqs nacionales de los países de Occidente, rompiendo con cualquier
limitación o complejo de inferioridad.

t2 Op.cit, pp 79 &,97 .
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Bable
Enllaname de Nuevo
de les filtrayes que'l carbon
dexa'n mios manes
Goler la tinta
enbonachame con ella.
Palpiar colos mios deos
I'argañosu papel.
Dexase soplexar
por esti torbellín d'idees
qu'entainen más que la pluma

Enelish
Take me again to the heights
of the stains that the coal
leaves on my hands
Smell the ink
make me drunkwith it
Feel with my fingers
the grained paper
Leave aside the criticism
for this little storm of ideas
that quickens more than the pen

To this listing of literary epochs I would add another - The post-Francollsls. 'While

this last group is literally made up of those who have commenced writing following

the death of Franco, the title is also meant to indicate a degree of disconnection with

all that went before, in the sense that post-modernism reflects the breaking of a sense

of direct historical connectedness. The post-Francoists, unlike their immediate

predecessors (those of the Surdimientu) have shown little inclination to choose as

their topics themes of reaction to the history and context of the region. They have thus

formed a school of writers who unselfconsciously find Bable a viable medium to

express themselves on a wide range of topics. An example is the following extract

from a poem by Xuan Bello - Les Roses Nueves :r3

Bable
Mentes tomes del café
En Saint Martin in the Fields
Sentir la inmensa tristura
De la tierra.

Ya ye tardi
Y ye agosto y escurez despacio
La vida en Trafalgar Square.

Enelish
While you took coffee
In Saint Martin in the Fields
Feeling an immense sadness
Of (our) land

Already it is afternoon
And it is August and space scarce
The life in Trafalgar Square
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8.3 SOME NOTES ON SPECIFIC GENRES

8.3.1 Religious materials

The special status of religious materials in the eyes of the faithful has led both to

opposition to the use of Bable in such materials and also to passionate defence of

translation into the verncacular.

Giving his opinion as to the unsuitability of Bable for liturgical and other religious

uses, Agustín Hevia Ballina, professor at the seminary of Oviedo, stated that:

Bable has been generated from the social layer of a very deep ruralism. A good
part of the liturgical language that tries this stream of continuous metaphors of
the rural world, (which) in large part express actions, attitudes or behaviours
unique to animals, resulting in being completely inadequate for 'expressing the
personal attitudes of humans in the face of the supernatural world',14 t

He went on to contend that the vulgarity and prurience of the language was absolutely

inadequate for a liturgical lexicon. Hevia Ballina also made two other points pertinent

to a consideration of the debate on various linguistic and sociolinguistic issues related

to Bable. The first was a deprecatory comment on some earlier religious material in

Bable which he opined was probably sin otra intencionalidad ... que meramente

coleccionista lwithout any other intention ... (than being) merely collection piecesf .\s

The second referred to the Bable versus bables debate:

A liturgical translation to normalised Bable, that distant thing which is offered
to us as from a laboratory, instead of a collaboration with that which is

t3 X Bello, Les Roses Nueves, in J A Cilleruelo (ed) Nórdica, ÚItima poesía en asturiano,
Universos,/Libros del Pexe, Gijón, 1994.
'o LNE 8.3.88.

' El bable se ha generado dentro de capas sociales de un acendrado ruralismo. Buena parte
del lenguaje litúrgico que se pretende estó rezumando de continuo metáforas del mundo rurql,
en buena parte para expresar acciones, actitudes o comportamientos propios de los animales,
resultando completamente inadecuødo pora 'expresar actitudes personales del hombre ante el
mundo sobrenatural'tt Id"-.
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culturally genuine of Asturias, would be an attempt against the peculiarities that
have always made Asturias plural.16'

In the opposite camp, Federico G-Fierro Botas, priest and Bable activist, wrote:

Sociologically the most important (aspect) of the spiritual culture of a people is
their langua.ge.17 '

The reality has been that there has been a small amount of publishing of religious

materials in Bable since the seventeenth century. In the early twentieth century the

rate of publication of religious texts increased, but it was still small in overall terms.

In marked contrast the period since the late 1980s has stood out in such publishing,

with almost as many titles published in that decade as in all the previous three

centuries. Regardless of the rate of publication of materials in Bable, overwhelmingly

such works have been translations from another language rather than pieces wntten ab

inicio in the vernacular.

For many centuries the ordinary citizenry of Asturias received their religious

edification not in the form of written texts (in whatever language) but as Brian Young

has noted, from the riches of its early medieval sculpture. Yottng pointed to the

particularly rich heritage of such sculpture in northern Spain which served:

... for centuries, the picture Bible of those who could not read - telling the
stories, drawing the lessons, encouraging the steadfastness in bad times, and
warning ofjudgement to come.ls

tu lde^.
t una traducción litúrgica al bable normalizado, que nos ofrece distante y como de laboratorio,
mas que una colaboración a le genuine cultural de Asturias, sería casi un atentado contra las
peculiaridades que siempre han hecho a Asturias plural.

tt F G-Fierro Botas, Presentación del catecismu Xesús ye'l Señor in LLAA 72, 1999,page 170.
t Sociolóxicamente lo mós importante de la cultura espiritual d'un pueblu ye la so llingua.

tB B Young, The Villein's Bible: Stories in Romanesque Carving, op.cit., pp 9-10.
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Current knowledge indicates that it was not until 1ó39 that the first piece of Bable

literature on a religious theme appeared (indeed it is still recorded as being the first

piece of Bable literature on any theme). This piece, not it should be noted a translation

but rather an original work, was a poem written by a priest Antonio Gonzëùez Reguera

11605-1662]. The writer, also popularly known as Antón de Marirreguera, authored

Pleitu ente (Jviéu y Merida pola posesión les cenices de Santolalla lDispute between

Uviéu and Merida for the possession of the ashes of Saint Eulalia); it was an entry to

a poetry competition conducted at the time of the declaration of Saint Julian as patron

saint of Oviedo. The work is recorded to have woî un de los primeros premios lone of

the first prizesl. There is no record of what proportion , if any, of the remaining entries

were also written in Bable as opposed to Castilian. The success of this work did,

however, indicate that the use of Bable was not considered by the judges to be an

impediment.

Another early religious work in Bable, also a poem and also not a translation, was La

Judit: Poema Epico en Asturiano lJudith: Epic Poem in Asturian] written in 1770 by

Juan Gonz âlez Yillartn. This six hundred and fifty line poem took the theme of the

Book of Judith (from the Apocrypha).

It would be nearly another hundred years before the next work on religious themes

would be published in Bable, this time a translation (as from then were almost all such

works - except for essays and commentaries on religious themes in such publications

as lxuxu).
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In 1861 a Bable version of the gospel of Saint Matthew was translated by Manuel

Fernández de Castro (1834-1905), Rector of the Diocesan Seminary of Oviedo and a

former Bishop of Mondoñedo in Galicia. Though the works themselves are now lost,

according to records he also translated other religious works such as Definición

dogmática de la Inmaculada Conceición dela Santísima Virxen fDefinition of dogma

of the Immaculate Conception of the most holy Virgin] and Bula 'Ineffabilis Deus'

[the Papal Bull of Pope Pius IXf.'o

There followed, in 1887, as part of a project commenced by the abbot of the

Monastery of Lérins to translate the Magnificat (Luke I:46-55) into one hundred and

fifty languages, a translation of that piece into the lingua asturiana.2l

In 1916, a work of considerable utility to the Bable-speaking rural population was

prepared by Luis García Suárez. His translation of the Catechisms, Los artículos de Ia

fe, explicación breve y sencilla de los mismos en bable fThe Articles of the Faith, a

brief and simple version in Bablef, was the first such religious manual for use in the

exercise of the liturgy for those for whom Castilian was not the mother tongue.

Later, Fabriciano Gonzäez García (also known as Fabricio) (1868-1950), a noted

regionalist and Bablist of the early twentieth century, translated the Stabat Mater

Speciosa into Bable.

te J GotnáJez Villar, La Judit; Poema Epico en Asturiano,1770, first published in the compilation by
Çrydu y Nava. Reprinted as part of the ALLA Llibrería Facsimilar series, Oviedo, 1996.'" F G-Fierro Botas, Obres completes de Manuel Fernandez de Castro, LLAA 66, 1996, page 206.'' An article on this translation, F G.-Fierro Botas, Z'l 'Magnifical'cte I8B7 n'asturianuiel contestu
d'un llibru espublizá.u n'150 llingues del mundu, appears in LLAA 30, l9gg, pages 197-201.
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There then followed a period of decades when few religious works appear to have

been published in Bable, with Lorenzo Novo Meir perhaps being the only person to

have done such translations during the Franco years with his Z'Evanxeliu de San

Marcos lThe Gospel of Saint Markl and La Santa Misa fThe Hoty Massl.

The late 1980s brought about a resurgence in the translation of religious texts. In

1987, the Gospel of St John was translated into Bable by Telvino Gonzátlez.2' Then

commenced a decade long burst of publication of religious texts in Bable. The

impetus for which appears to have been the establishment of the movement Collectiu

Manuel Fernández de Castro, under the leadership of a Jesuit priest, Federicu G-

Fierro Botas. The movement, whose members were priests, used the slogan: Dios

tamiénfala asturiano lGod also tall<s in Asturianf.

A spate of such works appeared in the 1990s. A total of ten titles was issued over an

eight year period including two biblical translations both under the auspices of the

Bible Society (the 1991 translation of the Gospel of Luke23 and the 1997 translation of

the complete New Testament and Psalms). The Bible translations were not from

Castilian language versions but from the original Aramaic, Greek or Hebrew.2a

The latter biblical work was translated as part of an ecumenically-supported project.

The Asturian Ministry of Culture and the Caxa d'Aþrros d'Asturies (the regional

savings bank), along with the Catholic Archbishop of Oviedo, financially supported

the project which was also endorsed by the Asociación de Ministros de Cultu

22 T Got:øâlez (tt), Evanxeliu cle San Xuan, ALLA, Uviéu, 1987." F G-Fierro Botas et. Al (h), Evanxeliu de San Lluques (version dende los orixinales griegos),
Sociedá Biblica, Madrid, 1991.
24 LNE 22.03.9s
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Evanx¿llicu del Principáu d'Asturies lAssociation of Evangelical Ministers of the

P rin cip a I ity of As turi asl.2s

The publication surge of the 1990s also produced two versions of the Catechism -
Padre Nuesu: primer catecismu de la comunidá cristiana lOur Father: first

Catechism of the Christian Community) (1997) and Xesús ye'l señor: segundu

catecismu de la comunidá cristiana lJesus is Lord: second Catechism of the Christian

communityl (1998).

In 1995, on the occasion of the millenium celebrations of the Royal Monastery of San

Pelayo, first established in Oviedo in 9954D, a special Bable-language edition of one

thousand copies of the Rule of St Benedict was published jointly financed by the

regional culture and education ministry and the monastery.26

The production burst of the 1990s could be considered a delayed reaction to Lumen

Gentium lThe Light of the peoplel issued by the Second Vatican Council in 1961.

Whatever the case, it is certain that some Asturian clerics and religious writers saw

Bable as more than just a tool of communication.

The final word as to the rationale behind efforts to promote the use of Bable in

religious matters could be summed up in the words of Federicu G-Fierro Botas,

founder of the movement which inspired the comparative boom in Bable religious

publishing and lead translator of the teams translating the gospels in the 1990s:

" F G-Fi.r.o Botas et.al (tr) Nuevu Testamentu y Salmos, Sociedá Bíblica, Madrid, 1997
tu LNE 22.03.95
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(It is) the way to make an Asturias mors ours and a church which would be
more 'of Asturias and 'in' Asturias and not only'for' Asturias.2T t

Apart from translations, from 1861 the bulk of original material in Bable on religious

themes came by way of commentary in publications. The most important appearing

at the turn of the twentieth century. Ixuxú, edited by Francisco González Prieto, was a

conservative publication over the period 190I-02; it focussed on religious themes and

promoted traditional social values. Gonzáúez Prieto (also known as Pachu'l Pérritu,

Rufino Argüelles and Xuan de les Portielles) subtitled the publication Viva la mió

quintana fLong live the farmstead of my upbringing].tt A total of thirty eight issues

were eventuallyproduced (of which fifteen arc extant).2e

8.3.2 Poetry

As indicated in the previous section, the earliest recorded work in Bable was a

religious poem by Antonio Gonzéúez Reguera. Also mentioned was La Judit: Poema

Épico en Asturiano by Juan Gonzäez Villar. Interestingly, although he stated he had

written the poem in Bable, the poet commented on the diverse linguistic richness of

the region in his introduction:

Some voices discovered in this work were used in some counties but are not
current in others.3o t

In that same introduction, the poet also alluded to what must even then have been a

debate about the origin and status of Bable:

" F G-Fierro Botas, Testos lliturxicos, LLAA 60, 1996, page 219.t el camín de facer una Asturies más nuesa y una ilesia que seya más 'de' Asturies, y 'en'

2a 'Pa' Asturies
of the word quintana is discussed in Chapter 4 page 93.
eprinted by ALLA, Uviéu, 1993.
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.... there could be concem that a story so sacred should have been put into a

rude and ridiculous tongue, but it should be noted that the Asturian language
does not merit this taunt, being the ancient Castilian language with some little
variation in the dialect.3l t

From that early start a comparatively significant body of Bable poetry has arisen. This

is not atypical of a marginalized language; indeed consequences of such a dominance

by poetry in other vernaculars have also been observed in Bable. For example, the

themes of such poetry have, until recent decades, been much more restrictive than for

Castilian poetry. Rural themes, the costumbrista lof local customs and manners)

communicated in Bable would be more widely accepted than themes which may deal

with psychological or sociological dimensions of modem life. As Jesús Neira, whilst

acknowledging that it may have seemed sorprendente fsurprising] that there has been

a Bable literature, wrote:

Bable literature is, almost exclusively, verse and festive verse.32 '

Xosefa de Xovellanos y Xove Ramírez (1752-1807), sister of Gaspar Melchior de

Xovellanos, was also a noted early poet (according to records only the second female

Bable poet). Her poetic works were generally in the form of panegyrics such as

Preparativos pa la proclamación de Carlos IV n'Uviéu lPreparation for the

proclamation of Carlos IV in Oviedol. That this was her style provides evidence that

the pregon loration or delivered poem] of today and referred to in the previous

chapter has a long ancestry.

t Algunas voces se hallarán en esta obra usadas en unos concejos que no son comientes en
otros.

'' Ibid.
' Podró alguno reparør en que una historia tan sagrada se ponga en lengua soez y ridícula,
pero debe advertir que el idioma asturiano no puede merecer este dicterio, siendo el antiguo
lenguaje castellano con alguna escasa varíación en el dialecto.

" J Neira, Bables y Castelleno en Asturias, op.cit, page 43.t La literatura bable es, casi exclusivamente, verso, y verso festivo.
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Modern scholarship has celebrated the works of other nineteenth century Bable poets,

such as Teodoro Cuesta (1829-1895) and Xuan María Acebal (1815-1895). However,

until this recent scholastic focus, it should be noted that these two and other poets of

the period had fallen into obscurity. Part of the reason, according to X L García Arias,

had been because none had ever been comprehensively published in their time nor

had, then or since, received critical consideration. These factors had limited both their

contemporary and later audiences; their publishing outlets, periodicals of srnall

circulation, had no wide readership at the time of authorship and have been dificiles

de encontrar [dfficult tofind] since.33

That Bable poetry has predominated in the delivered or oral tradition rather than the

published or read has created its own tensions. Just as spoken speech seldom reads

well in a literal transcription, so also it seems has there been a gap between delivered

poetry and its capacity to be published.

Father Galo Antonio Fernández Femández (Fernán Coronas) (1884-1939) has been

considered by many to be la máimportante figura literaria del sieglu XX asturiana

Ithe most important literary figure of the Asturian twentieth century).3a He wrote

hundreds of poems, a grammar and a dictionary; all of which remained unpublished

until a 1984 publication.

A proposal to publish more poems in the 1990s, met with controversy that in essence

focussed on the literary merit of Padre Galo. In 1994 IDEA (Instituto de Estudios

Asturianos) refused to publish a book of poems written by the priest. This decision

" LNE 03.02.95
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sparked an exchange, lasting four months, of letters to the editor between two

protagonists who took opposing sides concerning the institute's decision. The

protagonists were José Ignacio Gracia Noriega (who was also a columnist with

LNE)35 and Femando Alvarez-Balbuena Garcia.36 The exchange expended a great

deal of energy on personal invective, but in the midst of the vituperation were some

insights as to perceptions of the Bable used by Father Galo in his poems rejected for

publication. Contrasting opinions as:

And I recommend to them (critics of Padre Galo) the reading of the poet of
Cadavéu because I am convinced that, equal to the music which abounds at the
fairs, the poetry and the beauty of the words could also, at times, rid of us of the
bad smell ... (L018/119).t

And

What value to recover this sweet poet who speaks to us, through the distance of
so many years, with words that know our land and words that we guard with
what we most want and that have the power to take us to the deepest regions of
the heart. (L018/1 30).t

Compared with the opposing view:

... because (the opponents of IDEA) are shown to be those who don't know
how to read the language coflrmon to all Spaniards .... padre Galo, I repeat it
with all respect, is no Shakespeare. (L200ll2Dr

And

... but they did not want to publish (the poems) because the words of Fernán
Coronas were not adjusted to what linguists believe was the speech of
Cadavedu. (L200ll4qt

3a AGarcia, Lliteratura asturiana nel tiempus,op.cit., page ll7.
35 Lzoolll3,l2t,t3l,l33 & l4o
'u Lo18/t rg,l3o,l3g & 142t Y recomiéndo-yos le llectura del poeta cle Caclavéu porque toi convencíu de que, igual que la

musica abonda les fieres, la poesía y la guapura de les palabres pueden tamiéi, a veces, quita-
yos elfedor ... .I 

Que valga para recobrar a esi poeta tlulce que nos fala, clespués tle tantos años, con palabres
que saben a la tierra de los nuestros con eses palabres que guardamos colo que más queremos
y que tienen el poder de lleganos a les rexones más fondes del corazón.
' porque se demuestra que no sabe leer la lengua común de toclos los españoles ... el p. Galo,
lo repito con todo respeto, no es Shakespeare.
' 'peru nun quixen un publicá-lu porque las palabras cle Fernán Coronas nuns'axustaban a lu
que lus sous lingüístas cuntabqn qlre year la fala de Cadavedu'.
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Gracia Noriega also referred to the lapsus in the works and the need for se subsanasen

los fallos lthe mistakes to be rectifiedf before they could be published.3T

8.3.3 Prose

Enriqueta Gonzilez Rubin wrote what is considered the earliest novel in Bable. It was

published in the periodical El Faro Asturiano lThe Asturian Lighthoøsel. With this

exception, as noted in Section 8.2, Bable had seldom been the chosen medium for

prose. Vícente García Oliva noted:

The same (as occurred with poetry) did not happen with the case of narrative in
Asturian, and the only antecedents which can be found, came into being in the
first years of the twentieth century with authors such as Pachín de Melas,
Enriqueta Rubín and a few more.38 '

The main Bable prose contribution had therefore until very recently been largely in

the form of cuentus ftalesl. The period of the Surdimiento saw non-costumbrist

fiction appeat, but it would be the next group, the post-Franco generation who would

make the first significant contribution to the volume of production and the breadth of

topic.

The transition of themes was best symbolised by the 1993 novel El Cuartu Negociu

by Ismael ll;[ana Gonzëiez Arias published in 1993. The author said that he wrote this

detective story based on events in Bosnia in:

t'Lzoolt3t.
38 V García Oliva, (Jnes notes sol cuenu n'asturiqnu, in Primer Conceyu d'escritores d'Ashrries,
op.cit., page 63.

' nun sucede lo mesmo col casu de la narrativa n'asturiq,nu, y que los únicos antecedentes que
puen afayase, remontense a los primeros años del sieglu XX con autores comu Pachín de Melás,
Enriqueta Rubín y dalgunos pocos mas.
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.. . an attempt to introduce into contemporary Asturian narrative a certain type
of action novel.3e t

8.3.4 Theatre

There are two strands of performed speech in the Asturian literary tradition: theatre

and m on o I o gui s m o lm on olo guesl.

Asturian theatre in Bable is a somewhat problematic topic. While there is a Spanish

dramatic tradition in Castilian which covers many geffes, it appears that for most of

the time there has been only one genre in Bable - a deprecatory, picaresque-style rural

satire. Furthermore, it has most often been written in llingua amestada (Bable

creolised or interfered with by Castilian) rather than a pure Bable (either one of the

bables or the normalised version). José Bolado, h Llingua y Teatro: Delles

consideraciones so la nuesa hestoria teatral lsome considerations about our

theatrical historyf, took up the point:

In actuality, commonly, Asturian theatre wants to speak in a creolised language
and about stereotlped situations and characters of supposed popular demand. A
theatre, very much separated from the other prestigious forms of theatre
expressed in the Castilian language.ao '

Bolado also stated that such theatre created a mitoloxía lmythology] about the rural

idyll, only occasionally noting wider realities (such as emigration) and never dealing

with major social impacts such as industrialisation or revolutionary themes. So much

'n I M GonzÍtlez Arias - comments on the dust jacket of El cuartu negociu, dust jacket, Principáu
d'Asturies, Uviéu, 1993.r intenta introducir dientru de la narrativa asturiqna contemporánea un ciertu tipu de novela

d'acción
oo J Bolado, Llingua y Teatro; Delles consideraciones so la nuesa hestoria teatral, in LLAA 26, 1987,
p 53. r Na atualidá, pal comúnlamente, teatru asturianu quier dicir teatru nuna llingua amestada y so

unes situaciones y personaxes esteriotipaos, de pretendíu calter popular. Un teatru, amás
separtáu dafechu de les otres formes teatrales de prestixu y espresaes en llingua castellana.
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so that he indicated that attitude to Asturian theatre in Bable is diglósica ldiglossicl in

that

Theatre in the Asturian speech cannot be anything else than laughable, wooden

clogs and peaked mountain cap.ot t

The result of this being, in his opinion that there was the rise of an:

... inferiority
symbolises.a2

complex towards the birthplace language and that world which it
t

Notwithstanding this limited inheritance, the literary surdimiento lrenaissancef or

Bable which commenced in the nineteen seventies has had some little effect on the

world of theatre. A significant factor seems to have been the move from a reliance on

nostalgic themes to a broader range of topics; the use of translated scripts has been a

source of some of this breadth. A seminal piece appears to have been the translation

into Bable of La Confesion by Bemardo Santareno (adapted from the Portuguese by

Carlos Rubiera). The play was described as:

A double symbol: that of the mythic power of the sacred in the social

conscience of a people and of the individual catharsis with the supreme

harmony (in fact an act of undressing and personal liberation with the

confessor). a3 t

The fact that this play was a translation from another language and in an atypical

genre proved to Bolado that:

Asturian - like any other language - has the semantic registers, lexical, literary
and dramatic levels (needed) to be found by the ideological messages to be

represented or communicated. aa t

'' rbid. t teatru confala asturiana nun pue ser otro cosa que risión, madreñes y montera picona'
a2 Op.cit., page 54.' , êå^þrc*u tI'inferiorictá hacia la llingua llariega y hacia I'universu que simboliza
a3 op. cit., page 57.t un ¿oble símbolo; el cle potler míticu de lo sagrao na conciencia social d'un pueblu y el de la

catarsis inclividuut cola iuprema armonía (de fechu un actu de desnudamientu y lliberøción
pres onal col confes or).

aa op.cit., page 58.
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In a paper whose authorship was listed as being a gïoup from Xixón - Grupu de

Teatru 'Telón de Fondo' lThe backdropl the theme of Asturian theatre moving

beyond the limits of costumbrismo lcostume theatre] was explored. In particular, the

group determined the following requirements for a healthy future for Asturian theatre:

A national consciousness is necessary for the growth of a theatre with
characteristics of the hearth.
The (Bable) language is the iron foundation in all cultural recuperation.
All new theatre drinks from two fountains: the very own cultural heritage
on one side and, on the other, the adjacent cultures - in the case of
Asturias, the official Spanish culture.as '

In terms of the 'adjacent culture', in 1995 this group sourced material beyond Asturias

by performing a Bable translation of a Dario Fo play under the title Equí nun paga

naide {C-Aquí no paga nadie}lHere no one paysf.a6

The second strand of performed speech in Asturias is Monologuismo lthe practice of

speaking monologues to an audiencef . In that same paper names of various famous

monologuistes fmonologz'sfs] were cited as working in:

This peculiarly Asturian ggr_r{e, a mixed theatre of a special style in our festivals,
binges of popular taste ... 47 t

The works are almost always associated with folkloric festivals, with topics such as

rural life and love, nostalgia and themes of asturianismo. The monologues of one

r I'asturianu - comu cualaqttiera llingua - tien rexistros semanticos, niveles lésicos, lliterørios
o, _ , .l dramáticos, afayaízos u los mensaxes ideolóxicos que represente o comunique." Telón del fondu (group), Teatru y Bable,by Gru¡,u de Teatru 'Telón de Fondoi in rra,t g, 19g3,
page 93.

' - yu menester una conciencia nacional pa que xorreze un teatru con característiques
llariegues. - l'ídioma ye la ferramienta-pilpayu, en tou remenecer cultural. - tou nueu teatru
bebe de dos þntes: la propia herencia cultural per un llau y, per otru, de les cultures avercres -nel casu d'Asturies la cultural oficial española.

LNE 22.8.95.
a7 Op.cit., page 95.

t 

_ 
nesta fastera peculiar asturiana, teatru amestáu cl'una manera especial nes nuestres Jiestes,

folixes de tastu popular ...

46
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famous practitioner, Gabriel Maftinez Garcia, in the opinion of his biographer were

masterpieces in:

Playing without objective, speaking endlessly and saying absolutely nothing.as t

8.3.5 Comics, cartoons and humour

Called the 'Sixth art' cartoons (or comics) have had a place in Asturian literature. The

medium has been used to convey stories from history and legend such as the Crónica

de Leodegundo senes by Gaspar Meana Gonzâlez. Based loosely upon the Gothic

tradition, the main character Leodegundo embarks upon adventures in the style of

Asterix and Tin Tin. Indeed this series competes with them as there have now been

Bable translations of each - Astérix en Britania lAsterix in Britainf (in 1992) and the

Tintin story Stock de Cok (translation of Red Sea Sharl<s, yeat uncertain).

The medium has also been used for stories from a much wider settings. Such for

example has been the comic periodical Gomeru lSlingshotl. First published in 1993,

with the support of the regional Ministry of Education and Culture, by a private

publishing house (Ediciones Trabe), each issue of this monthly publication contained

an episode of eight different comic strips as well as printing a selection of the best

comic strips in Bable submitted by readers over the previous month. The eight comic

strips in a sample edition (October 1994) were:

El Planeta llamáu Guerra lThe Planet called W'ar]: a Star Wars-type
science fiction comic;
E nome la bruxa lln the name of the Witchl: a Celt-inspired tale;
Trop Guerra fTrop War]: a Flash Gordon-type science fiction comic;
Pixi lPixi): a humourous comic based on a young Asturian country lad;
Asur lAsurl: an Asterix-type comic based upon a fictional character, Asur,
resisting the Roman invasion of Asturias;

ar CDiazCastañon, Literatura asturiana en bable, Ediciones Ayalga,salinas, 2"d ed. 1987, p 180.t 
a jugar al despropósito, hablando y habtando sin decir abslutamente nacla.
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Selva selvaxa lsavage jungle): a humorous comic based on a black Dennis
the Menace-type boy in Africa;
Muyer cedru nun torna pa casa lCedar woman about the housef: a comic
based on North American lndians.
Imperiu lEmpire]: an adventure cartoon of the Dragons and Warriors style.

The newspaper La Nueva España has at various stages run series of comics in Bable

in addition to occasional use of Bable in its daily political cartoon.

Figures 8.1 and 8.2 contains examples of two series of cartoons from La Nueva

España which contained some Bable, The first (a story series entitled Constantino

Turon) was almost entirely in Bable; while the daily political cartoon, La tira y afloja

lPrudence) has often contained some Bable text.

Fiqure 8.1: Sample episodes from a story series

LNE 30/12197 - Constøtitto Turón series:

Constantino Turón
M{ ûrESi gÊô}0dÉtu
þtæ

Translation of text:
Old man: What are you doing there, listening to me?
Boy: { its that ... my mother sent me with dough to get bread ... and as they

say that today Tantino the Bandit arrives.
Old man: And your mother told you the bandit was going to rob you of

something?
Boy: No, she said that he is very good, but the oldies are walking, putting

fear into me all day.
Old man: Take this.
Boy: For me! Far out! Thanl<s! A pocket knife!
Old man: And you tell your friends that its Tantino the Bandit's knife ...
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Noteworthy in this cartoon and others in the series, is the Robin Hood-type, anti-hero

nature of the main characteÍ, echoing the Asturian theme of resistance discussed

earlier

Some examples of the political cartoons are:

LNE 13/9/96: concerning proposals to sell off the state-owned steel company

Ía ttua y afloja

Translation of headline (from Castilian): Prada: ENSIDESA will not be sold in parts.
Translation of commentary (from Bable): lí¡ell then what is he saying, that already
there is not enough to break up?

LNE 8/5/97: concerning mining dispute.

Ia tra y afloja åtìHi;,l;hffii*

Translation of rural person (from Castilian): That of my mother is going to fall!! (in
the sense of it is going to tipple') Translation of worker (from Bable): It is an
industrial matter that I plan to close the open slqt.

eu¿
Dgctn AE

YÄ To F+I B¿7A
ÊôHFEIå'?

f{ (stÞfla

a
.}i.

t:'

ÛáTDÊ
quF DfÂ^nEo c&Ê¡n
Ét ¿16l¡

t
¡, {.
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LNE 2615/97: concerning diffrculties of the head of the regional government.

la tira y afloia [t{hdo: PüGÅffih
&¡.1ñ. ñ{Ðb ÊCa¡á¡.¡

Translation of commentary (from Bable): he is very fed up of the dirty hernia

Of interest in this selection of political and story cartoons are the characters used to

speak Bable. The cartoon series always occur in the rural setting and are focused on a

paisano lcountry personl character as the lead. Though others in the series also

generally speak Bable, there are exceptions principally urban types appearing on

occasion (including govemment ofÍicials, especially representing the law).

In the political cartoons, the samples shown above reveal industrial workers and a

'person in the street' speaking Bable while the one rural person, in the above

selection, speaks Castilian. Other examples of political cartoons from this series often

put Bable in the mouths of industrial workers and more normally rural people. The

common person (person in the street, office worker &c) often also speaks in Bable

though not always. Finally representatives of regionalist political parties are almost

always depicted speaking Bable, with mainstream political representatives almost

never. The use of Bable for the voices of some common people and regionalists may

TÀ ${UT f}dttsrrr}
0e t¡l{¡¡*

dçcAÊ..,
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have represented an intention of the cartoonist to signify a marker of separation from

those in authority.

8.4 PUBLISHING

The first publication of a work in Bable was the 1839 Colección de poesías en

'dialecto' asturiano collected (with some written) by Xosé Caveda y Nava.

Subsequent production of titles in Bable remained slight with only a handful

appearing over the next hundred years,

During the nearly forty years of the Franco period a total of ll2 titles in Bable was

published, the spread of publication is indicated in Table 8.+.4e 1ny comparison, in the

first half of the nineteen nineties 58 titles were published).*

Table 8.4: Bable titles published in Franco era

Indeed the variety of titles produced remained small until the last quarter of the

twentieth century. In this latter period, while still very much dwarfed by the statistics

of Spanish publishing generally (and Castilian language publishing in particular), the

on Data derived from a table contained in V Brugos, Conceyu Bable; venti años, op.cit., page 34.
Original data appeared in J Uría, Cultura oficial e ideología en la Asturias franquista,IDEA.

Period Titles published
1938-1940 1

t94t-7945 J
t946-t9s0 I2
1951-1955 t7
1956-1960 2l
t96r-t96s 13
t966-t970 22
t97r-tgts 23
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level of publication in Bable has shown some (if somewhat erratic) growth,

particularly in the 1990s, as Table 8.5 shows. Particularly apparent has been the

growth in publication by private publishing houses; however, it should be noted that

much of that publishing has been with the support of subsidies from either the

regional government or even in some instances the European Union.

Table 8.5: Publishine in Bable by publisher types0

Year Publications
in Bable

Government/
ALLA

Private
publishers

1990 t4 7 7
1991 8 aJ 5
1992 9 J 6
1993 16 J 13
1994 15 2 t3
1995 10 1 9
1996 29 J 26

The genres of published work over time have reflected the same early predominance

of poetry noted amongst Bable authors (whether published or unpublished) as

indicated in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. Just examining the period since the death of Franco, it

can be seen that the percentage of the published corpus of Bable literature given over

to poetry has declined from 70% (7 out of 10 published works) in the second half of

the seventies to just under 25Yoin the first half of the nineties (33 out of 136), The

figures on the basis of fiveyear periods are shown in Table 8.6.

* By *uy of comparison, Miguel Siguan, España Plurilingüe, 1992, reported. that 362 titles were
published in Catalan in 1965 (still at the height of the Franco era), while that figure grew to 4,200 ín
1988.
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Poetry* Theatre Essays Narrative* Juvenile Translation
1976-80 7 1 2
1981-85 8 I 2 11 I6 3
1886-90 23 1 16 15 27
1991-9s JJ a

-1 J 32 2t 44
1ee6-(e8) J 2 2 4

Table 8.6: Genre of published works 1976-1998

* Excludes children's literature, all of which is incorporated in 'Juvenile'

Retuming to the point conceming the use of subsidies for much of the published

output of Bable literature, this has been a point of considerable debate within the

community. It is clear that the issue of the profitabiiity of the publishing sector of

Bable literature must have relevance to the sustainability of efforts to normalise the

language. On the positive side has been the existence of private sector publishing

houses either specialising in Bable literature or including a significant section of such

titles in their catalogues - such as Azucel, Norte, Pexe, Trabe, KRK and VTP. On the

negative side, however, has been the extent to which Bable publishing may not ever

be inherently viable; facing a future where it will either continue to depend on direct

subsidies or protected market share (such as in school book purchases).

Spanish publishing in general is characterised by relatively low print runs (2-3,000

being the most frequent size) and a proliferation of titles. While the titles on release

each year are not prolific, even compared with other Spanish vernaculars such as

Catalan and Galician, Bable publishing does share the experience of low print runs.

The example of the private publisher Norte highlights this. This publisher has released

to Dutu drawn from M Gottzâlez Iglesias, El faru cle normalida, a paper delive¡ed to IV Xunta
d'Escritores Asturianos (held in Villaviciosa in October 1996 under the theme lliteratura Asturiana nos
90, proceedings published by Principáu d'Asturies, Uviéu, 1997.
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over 50 titles since its establishment (with 20 of those being in 1996); the average

print run for each was only 1,500.51

Commenting on the sales trends of books in Asturian, a book seller in Oviedo,

Alberto Polledo, said:

Books in Asturian just don't take off, I don't know if (it is) because the lack of a
national sentiment or due to the lack of promotion in schools. s2 t

On the other side of the argument, author Maite Gonzâlez (author of Fonte de Xabú)

pointed to the impact of published literature being wider than the actual size of print

runs and alluded also to the prospect of reduced subsidies over time. On the former

she said:

The echo of the Asturian language book is much greater than its sales.s3 '

The level of support offered to Bable publishing houses by guaranteed sales has been

significant. In 1993, for example, the regional ministry of education and culture

bought 28 million pesetas (about $AU 300,000) worth of books from eight such

compailes. 54

As a final note on the topic of Bable publishing, it should be noted that there has been

some off-shore publication in the language. Though much less significant than was

tr LNE 7.1.97tt LNE 6.6.9r.t Los libros en asturiano no acaban de despegar, no sé si por la carenciq de un sentido
nacionalista o por la falta de promoción en las escuelas.t'LNE 23.05.97

' El eco de un libro en asturiano es mucho mayor que sus ventas
tn LNE 20.05.95
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the case for Catalan (especially during the Franco era), foreign publishing in Bable

nevertheless did occur (all of it from Latin America).

8.5 TRANSLATION

As part of the goal of extending the usage of Bable beyond traditional domains and of

proving the capacity of the language to be used in deeper levels of literature than the

folkloric, ALLA has supported the publication of Bable language editions of works by

non-Asturian writers. In addition, there have been some translations published by

private sector enterprises with subsidies from the regional govemment (such as

Llibros del Pexe). One translator (of an Edgar Alan Poe work) stated that the work of

translating the most significant works of universal literature into Bable was:

... indispensable for the survival of Bable. ss t

Examples of translations of works originating from beyond Spain's borders include:

El Principín lThe Little Princel of Saint-Exupéry (translation published in
1983, with a second edition in 1984)

Poemes y fragmentos lPoems and Fragmentsl of Sapho (1985)
La Pantasma de Canterville y el crime de Lord Arthur Saville lThe Canterville

Horror and the crime of Lord Arthur Saville) of Oscar Wilde (1990)
Poesíes Llíriques lLyric poemsl of Alexander Pushkin (1991)
El relato de Arthur Pym lThe story of Arthur Pyml by Edgar Alan Poe (1991)
Peter Panby James Barrie (1991)
Pinochio by Collodi (1991)
Peer Gynt by Henrik Ibsen (1991)
La muyer manzorda lThe deaf womanl by Peter Handke (1992)
Lo que vio'l mayordomu lWat the butler sawlby Joe Orton (1995)
Tres aventuras de Sherlock Holmes lThree Adventures of Sherlock Holmesl

by Arthur Conan Doyle (1995).

tt LNE 18.01.92.t imprescindible para que el bable sobreviva.
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Translations of works of Spanish provenance have most frequently been from writers

from regions of Spain such the Galician Xosé Neira Vilas (whose work in Gallego,

Memories d'un nenu llabriegu lMemories of a working lafl was published in

translation in 1996) and the Basque writer Bernard Atxaga (whose work Obabakoak,

published originally in Basque and then Castilian, was released on the Asturian

market in Bable in 1995). However, Spanish classics have also been translated. In the

1970s Florina Alías did apartial translation of Platero y yo lPlatero and 11, the Nobel

Prize for Literature winning work of Juan Ramón Jiménez. V/hile in 1998 the regional

goverrment commenced (in association with a private sector publisher, Nobel) a

program of translating Castilian classics such as El Quijote. 
s6

8.6 OFFICIAL DOCUMENTATION

The first official publication written in Asturian of which record still exists was the

Fueru d'Avilés dated 1289 AD (though this document was itself a copy of a now lost

original which records reveal was granted by Alfonso VI in 1085)57. The Fueru

d'Uviéu was issued by Fernando IV in 1295. Ana María Cano commented on the

linguistic significance of this document:

From the linguistic point of view, the Fueru d'Uviéu has a great interest given
that, leaving to one side the numerous Latinisms and the orthographic
vacillations that are displayed, logical in a text with these characteristics, it
shows us a good display of what our language would have been in the Middle
Ages, and which in many cases has continued until this duy.tt t

tu LNE 4.4.98.tt L Nouo Mefu, El Habla de Asturias; comparacla con las otras lenguas vernaculas hispánicas,
Asturlibros, Oviedo, 1980, page 26.tt Fueru d'Uviéu; Facsímil del manuscritu del sieglu XIII ctel Archivu Municipal de ta Ciuttá d'Uviéu,
part of the Llibrería Facsimilar series produced by ALLA, Oviedo, 1995, page 15.I Dende'l puntu de vista llingüísticu, el Fueru d'Uviéu tien un gran interés dao que, clexando a

un llau los numberosos llatinismos y les vacilaciones ortográfiques qu'ufierta, cosa lóxica nun
testu d'estes carauterístiques, amuésamos une bona muestra de lo habría ser la nuesa llingua
na dómina medieval, y qu'en munchos cctsos ta bien averada a la de güei.
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There then followed many centuries of an absence of official usage of Bable, until

(apart from official toponyrny) the legislative changes of 1998 which provided for

some official documentation to be published in Bable as well as Castilian. The result

has been that some regional government documentation is now issued in Bable.

Though not bound by regional government legislation, the national railway company,

RENFE, publishes bilingual timetables.

8.7 MEDIA

8.7.1 Print

Apart ftom Ixuxu (wholly in Bable) at the start of the twentieth century and Revista

Asturias (mainly in Castilian, but carrying some Bable articles) over the period 1885-

1915, it was not until the nineteen eighties that there appeared Bable language

periodicals. Mention has already been made of the comic Gomeru and the

publications of ALLA (Lletres Asturianes and Cultures). In addition, there have

appeared various literary publications and a weekly newspaper.

One newspaper columnist noted that:

Asturias has seen the birth and death in recent years of an endless run of
(literary) magazines.se'

Amongst the reviews born in the 1990s were two established by publishing houses in

1997. Zimbru: Cuadernos Lliterarios was jointly sponsored by KRK and VTP; while

Sietestrellu was launched by Editorial Trabe. Both of these publications grew from an

t'LNE 29.or.gl
t Asturias ha visto naber y morir en los últimos años un sinfin de revistas
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earlier periodical (Lliteratura) supported by literary circles generally in Asturias. An

unnamed reviewer lamented that both publications had entered the market place:

In early 1996 a cultural group Conceyu d'Estudios Etnográficos 'Belenos'launched a

Bable language publication Asturies.6r While in the second half of 1997 a weekly

Bable language publication, Les Noticies: semanario independiente d'informació

xeneral was released onto the market; this publication contained news and interviews.

8.7.2 Radio

Two radio stations in Asturias broadcast in Bable. The first, Radio KRAS (Kolectivo

Radioftnico Asturiano) was established in 1985 as part of the European Federation of

Free Radios which had the aim of:

Postulating an anti-systemic rebel stance and the defence of a society where
people would be an end in themselves and not a means for obtaining profits.62 t

The station itself characterised its eighty hours a week of programming (which was

included both Castilian and Bable programs) as:

One magazine only will be something more than a museum piece if it is
maintained ... Zimbru and Sietestrellu are two extraordinary journals that ought
to be one, great and strong.6o '

... attending to the necessities and problems of young people, of workers, of
pacifist movements and feminists, ecologists, Asturianists and citizens'
associations. It will put special care in the treatment of ways of life and culture
which present day society considers marginal and heterodox.63 '

6l

60 LNE 29.01.97
' Una revistq solo sera algo mós que una pieza de museo si se manliene ... 'Zimbru' y
'Sietestrellu' son dos extraordinarias revistas que deberían ser una sola, grande y firme.

LNE 5.07.96
62 Information obtained from internet via www.asturies.org 19.10.97.

t postula la rebeldía antisistema y la defensa de una socieclad donde las personas sean unfin en
sí mismas y no un medio para la obtención de beneficios.

u' Id"m.t por atender las necesidades y los problemas de los jóvenes, de los trabajadores, de los
movimientos pacifistas y feministas, ecologistas, asturianistas, y de las asociaciones
ciudadanqs. Pondró un cuidado especial en el tratamiento deþrmas de vida y culturales que la
sociedqd actual considera marginales y heterodoxas.
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Radio Sele, based in Oviedo and established in 1986 characterises itself as the only

radio broadcaster emitting entirely in Bable; its broadcast reach covers the three major

cities and the principal mining cuencas. On its web-site the following statement

appears in its English language page:

... by using Asturian as its only language, (Radio Sele) aims to contribute to the
full normalizationof the Asturian language.6a

8.7.3 TV

There has been a significant debate within the community on the merits or otherwise

of a full regional service of the national broadcaster being established. While on the

face of it, such a service might seem to parallel the offerings of such channels as TV3

in Catalonia, TV Nou in Valencia, TVG in Galicia and EITB in the Basque country,

these other channels have had a greater language focus than the proposals which have

been discussed in Asturias. During the period of study of this thesis, the national

broadcaster introduced short sessions of programming each day which were produced

in the region.

Two community TV stations were established in the 1990s, one based in Gijón (TLG)

and the other in Oviedo (TVO). The Gijón station introduced a daily, five minute

Bable language news service in 1995.

While the presence of Bable-language television has not been strong in Asturias, the

westem part of the province has felt the impact of Galician language telecasting. TVG

(Televisión Gallego) established a transmitter/repeater in the Galician border town of
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Ribadeo. The result has meant that broadcasts from the Galician language station have

good reception in f,tve counties abutting the border and an adequate reception in the

next four counties.6s This has meant that the hybrid language of Astur-Gallego

receives more language immersion support from its Galician roots than frorn its

Asturian ones. It might thus be expected that in time to come this language variety

rnay move closer to Gallego and away from Bable.

The absence of powerful transmitters to convey telecasts to remote valleys has meant

that until recent years parts of Asturias remained without television broadcasts in any

language. Remote valleys of Cangas del Narcea in the Bable Occidental zone and

Cangas de Onis in the Bable Oriental zone only received the necessary investment in

transmitters in 1995.66

8.7.4Informatic

Asturians have taken to the intemet with some enthusiasm; indeed by 1997 they had

done so on a percentage basis higher than any other Spanish region other than Madrid,

Catalonia and the Balearics. 67

The use of Bable on the internet has, compared with other media, been comparatively

strong. Firstly, a number of individuals have posted web sites which have been

partially or fully written in the vemacular. Also the sites of some groups have either

posted sites entirely in Bable or with it included as one of two or three language

options. These groups have mainly been cultural or political in nature.

6a www.radiosele.net/historia.htm
Ut LNE 22.06.95
uu LNE 13.06.95
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Most significant in terms of internet impact has been the site www.asturies.org with

its associated search engine ¿Útos? lWhere are they?f. Financed by advertising (both

classifieds and large), the site offers news coverage and extended interviews; there are

also direct links to related sites on subjects such as language, culture, recreation and

education. There is also an e-business associated with the site - Asturshop. kritially

changed weekly, the site changed to being a dally news site.

The businessperson who established the site, David Guardado, said of the project:

We decided to make an Asturian site on the network, on the Internet, but only in
Asturian. In Galicia it is normal to do it in Gallego and in Catalonia also. But
here it was not so easy. 'We constituted ourselves as a business. We thought that
in the medium term it could be profitable. To do it in Asturian could be a
handicap, but also the contrary, it could accustom people to enter this site which
is unique.68'

Related to this area was the publication in 1995 of Próspero Morán's book Llingua,

Información y Nueves Teunoloxíes, the first Bable language work to deal with the

impact of the Information Age particularly on minority languages.6e

Ut LNE r4.0i.97
ut LNE 16.09.97, interview in LNQ.

t Decidimos facer un barrio astru'iano en la red, en Internet, pero solo en asturianu. En Galicia
ye normal facelo en gallego y en Cataluña, tamién. Pero aquí non year tan fócil Nos
constituimos como empresa. Pensamos que a medíu plazu podia ser rentable. Lo de facelo en
asturiano podia ser un handicap, pero tamién lo contrario, podia acostumbrar a la xente a
entrar en esi barriu que ye únicu.

6e P Morán, Llingua, Información, y nueves teunolxíes, Editora del Norte, Mieres, 1 995.
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PART B _ BABLE

CHAPTER NINE _ LANGUAGE PROMOTION

Overview

There has been a significant body of negative attitudes expected towards Bable such as

the following from Lain Entralgo, a director of RAE who, though a supporter of

bilingual policies with respect to Catalan, Euskerra and Gallego, said :

... but I believe that Bable cannot be equipped to be a language.l '

And the opinion of Valentín García Yebra, also a member of RAE:

The use of Bable ought to be restricted exclusively to the family.2 t

In the face of such strength of opinion opposed to the promotion of the language, simply

leaving Bable to its own devices may not be sufficient to ensure its survival when faced

with a dominant L2 (CastiliaÐ. What then has been done to promote the language over

the years? The following chapter examines firstly language institutes and academies

(both proposed and actually established) which have been mooted over the years. Then

the issue of the support offered by the education system is considered. Finally, other

forms of language activism are commented upon.

' LNE 25.9.87.
' pero creo que el bable no se puede equiparar a un idioma.

' LNE 20.8.9i.t El uso del bable debería restringarse exclusivamente a la familia.
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9.1 LANGUAGE INSTITUTES & ACADEMIES

In 1790 Jovellanos had proposed the establishment of an Academia de Buenas Letras

Asturiana (also referred to by him as an Instituto Asturiana) to overcome the lack of

academic study of Asturian themes. In 1801 he indicated that a dictionary of el dialecto

asturiano should be one of the objectives of such an academy.3 His recommendation

was not acted upon by the authorities of the day.

In 1918 a Doctrina Asturianista was prepared by three participants in the Junta

R-egionalista del Principado (discussed in more detail in Chapter 4). The three were

Álvaro Ferníndez de Miranda, Ceferino Alonso and Xosé Gonzâlez. The doctrine

touched on a number of topics including the status of Bable. In particular dealing with

measures necessary to achieve perfeccionamento, fby which the authors meant

converting Bable from its perceived status as a dialect to a language and making it a

literary language], the doctrine stated:

One of the most practical measures would be the creation of an ACADEMY.4 t

The journalist Fabricio established an Academia Asturiana d'Artes y Lletres lAsturian

Academy of Arts and Lettersl in 1919. He stated at the time that:

'We are going to discuss the linguistic problem of Bable in the Asturian Academy,
fixing its grammatical and phonetic laws, regularizing its apostrophes and its
fixtures, its orthography and prosody and identifying its ethnographic origin;
cultivating by preference the classic Bable Central, refined of the strange voices
and subdialects that spoil it. 5 t

3 J Sureda y Blanes, Jovellanos en Bellver, in IDEA Boletín, July 1947, Oviedo, p69.
o P San Martín Antuña (ed), Regionalismo; Doctrina asturianistq, - Junta Regionalista del Principado,
19.18, Nueva Asturies Fundación, Xixón, 1999,p71.

' (Jno de los más prácticos sería la creación de una ACADEMIA.
5 Op.cit. page28.¡ El problem lingüístico del bable lo vamos a ventilar nosotros en la Academia Asturiana, fijando

sus leyes gramáticales y fonéticas, regularizando sus apostrophes y afijos, su ortografia y
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Of this centre it was said that it:

. . . would have achieved the tradition of the Quintana of the end of the nineteenth
century.6 t

9.1.1 RIDEA

The tnstituto de Estudios Asturianos (sometimes also referred to as Real lRoyal] and

therefore also abbreviated occasionally to RIDEA) was established in 1947 under the

Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientfficas lHigher Council of Scientific

Investigationf with the charter of encouraging Asturian studies. It was claimed to be the

slrccessor of Academia Astrtriene d'Artes y Lletres. The era of its establishment was

interesting given the repression being exerted at that time against Catalan and Euskerra.

J Uria Gonzáúez noted:

Well then, if the Asturian language had achieved conquering a place in the middle
of the liturgical, cultural apparatus in the forties, that state of events . . . contrasted
strongly with the attitude of ferocious repression that, during the same epoch,
characterised Francoism with respect to other peninsular languages. 7 

'

In its first year of existence IDEA convened a Fiesta del Bable, and four years later

organised a competition for regional lyrical poetry.8 However, Xuan Xosé Sánchez

Vicente would later reflect upon these events:

... in whose purposes were (included) the specification that the Asturian language
would only be admitted in text conversations of narrative roles.e t

prosodia y sefialando su origen etnográfico; cultivando preferentemente el bable clásico central,
depurado de voces extrañas y subdialectos que le afean.

u INB tz.o.qsI recogiera la tradición de la Quintana defines del XIX.
t J Uria, Icteología y lengua durante el Franquismo; el caso asturiano,LLAA 18, 1985.

' Ahora bien, si la lengua asturiana había conseguido conquistar un lugar dentro de la aparatosa
liturgía cultural de los años cuarenta, aquel estado de cosas - es forzoso recalcarlo - contrastaba
fuertemente con la actitud ferozmente represiva que, por la misma época, caracterizaba al
franquismo con respecto a otras lenguas peninsulares

t V Brugos, Conceyu Bable: venti años, Trabe, Uviéu, 1 995, page 3 1 .

t tNB t t.z.g¡
' ... en cuyas bases se especificaba que la lengua asturiana solo sería admitida en conversaciones
textuales de los personajes de la naruación.
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Subjects covered in its catalogue of publications (for the period 1946 to 1990) included

sociology, law, ethnology, economy, science, medicine, àrt, artistic archaeology,

literature, historic heraldry, geography, travel joumals and biography in addition to

philology. A total of 251 titles was released during the 44 year period to 1990

(including multiple volumes and reissues).

The corpus of philological work over that period was twenty three publications

(consisting of twenty one titles, one issued in two volumes and one reissued in a second

edition); this represented less than l0o/o of the total number of titles published by the

Institute over the time.

Of the twenty three titles only one focussed on the status of Bable in general

(Dignificación y enaltecimiento del bable lDignification and status elevation of Bablel,

published in 1950), while three others treated with aspects of Bable across the whole of

Asturias (dealing with rhyme, pronouns and medicine respectively). Seventeen of the

titles had to do with geographic, occupational or personal varieties or usages of Bable;

while two focussed on toponymic questions.

This rate of publication over nearly half a century contrasted with a much larger rate of

publication of Bable-related titles by ALLA during a much shorter period. Excluding

periodicals, the Academia de la Llingua Asturiana published 213 titles in the period

from its establishment in 1981 through to 1998.
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The organisation in its earliest days saw itself as preserving for future generations.

Writing of a Diccionario bable de la rima lBable dictionary of Rhymel published in

1947, it was said that the publication:

Wants to find smoothed the road and avoid the blunders of the day in gleaning the
kernels of thefala maternal lmother tonguef .r0 t

The commentary, originally written in 7947, not only used the Bable wordfala instead

of the Castilian word habla, but also spoke of /os bablistas de anteriores épocas

lBablists of earlier epochsl and las futuras generctciones literarias bablistas lthe future

literar¡, generations of Bablisls] in a more generous sense than later members of the

Institute would use the word bablistas in the eighties and nineties (when it became a

perjorative frequently used against those who would normalise the language seemingly

with disregard for the linguistic richness of the various local bables).

9.1.2 Organisations established in the seventies

ha the closing years of the Franco era there were two significant developments aimed at

promoting Bable. The first, in 1969, was the formation of a literary and musical group

Amigos del Bable. The group was established by Lorenzo Novo Mier and José León

Ledestal with activities focused on the production of records (such as poetry readings)

and the holding of literary competitions. An early flyer called on the reader to faite

amigu del bable lmake yourself a friend of Bablel which was referred to as la fala

melguera e la tieruina lthe sweet speech of the little landf .t' The group convened the 1

Asamblea Regional del Bable in 1973 and organised the I Andecha de la Poesía bable

lPoetry reading collectivel in 1975. Successive poetry events (called Semanas Poesía

to LNE 16.07.97 reprinting a piece which had appeared in LNE of 16.07.47.t quiere encontrar allanado el camino y evitar tropiezos a la hora de espigar en las mieses de la
fala maternal.
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Bable) were held annually at least until 1980. The group appears also to have been

influential in the publication (between 1974 and 1982) of Asturias Semanal lAsturias

Iteekly] which carried such articles as Que no se pierda el Bable lThat Bable not be

tost]by noted linguist Emilio Alarcos Llorach.l2

Despite its work promoting Bable, the Amigos de Bable took a limited view of the

vemacular's role in Asturian identity. A communication from the group in 1976 said:

The objectives (of Amigos de Bable) continue being the revival of values of the
Asturian culture through the cultivation of poetry, traditional music or the
convening of literary competitions; its activities are lirnited to the cultivation of
traditional Bable, for Bable itself, without any other motive or pretension.13 t

The early seventies represented a period when the movement promoting Bable became

more overtly political and themes of nationalism and autonomy once again became

linked with the survival of the vernacular. Pablo San Martín Antuña wrote of the period:

At first it was (a time) of linguistic and regionalist revival, but that changed into a
full-scale political and nationalist movement. 14'

From the I Asamblea Regional del Bable, in the same yeff (1973) the Conceyu Bable

lBøble Councilf was formed by Xosé Lluis García Arias (later founding president of

ALLA), Xuan Xosé Sánchez Vicente (later an Asturianist member of the regional

parliament) and Lluis Álvarez (noted Bable writer). The group operated under the

slogan para recuperar la lengua - escribirla y usarla lto recuperate the language -

tt C Vega & A García et.al., El Trabayu y los dies de Llorienzu Novo Mier (1917-1990), Principáu
d'Asturies, Uviéu, 1991, p33.
t2 Op.cit. p38.
13 Communication in Región, 15.'l .'76, cited in V Brugos, Conceyu Bable: venfi años, op.cit., page 105.¡ sus objetivos continúan siendo el rescate de los valores de la cultura asturiana mediante el

cultivo de la poesía, música tradicional o convocatoria de certamenes literarios; sus actividades
se limitan hacia el cultivo del bable tradicional, por el bable en sí mismo, sin otro motivo o
pretension.

'o P San Martín Antuña, Regionalismo: Doctrina asturianista, - Junta Regionalista del Principado, 1918,
op.cit. page 25.
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write it and use it]. In 1977 the Conceyu Bable cornmenced publication of Fueyes

Informativnt. ¡In¡or*ation Sheefs] which were described as a saltu definitive y fficial

al nacionalismu lan fficial and clefinitive leap to(wards) nationalism).rs

The aims of Conceyu Bable were recorded in the documents of the organisation's

official registration as :

(i) to promote through the press, radio, TV and publications, as well as

through short courses, studies and conferences, the diffusion and
teaching of the Asturian language;

(ii) also to contribute to the study and defence of Asturian culture; and

(iiÐ assistance, through means at its disposal, to those people interested in the
activities above.l6'

At the same time as these activities, and as already noted in Chapter 8, there arose the

Surdimientrz of Bable writers and poets. This movement was characterised by:

The intent for the normalisation of the use of Asturian in all ambits.lT t

9.1.3 Academia de la Llingua Asturiana

The Academia de la Lengua Asturiana, establishedby decree in 198118 has articles of

establishment (Estatufos), written in Castilian, but which note the Bable version of the

Academy's title - Academia de la Llingua Asturiana. Indeed, the Academy itself has

always used this version.

¡ de primeres foi tle reivindicqción llingüística y rexonalista, pero que ceo se tornó nun
movimientu plenamente p olíticu y nacionalista

- 
This publication, which appeared initially in Asturias Semanal, continued in existence until 1985.

't Ibid.
tu V Brugos, Conceyu Babte; venti años, op.cit., page 93.

' (i) promover, a través de la prensa, radio, TV y publicaciones, así como a través de cursíllos,
estudios y conferencias, la dffision y enseñanza de la lengua asturiøna; (ü) asimismo, contribuir
al estudio y defensa de la culturq asturiana; (iii) la ayuda, dentro de los medios a su alcance, a
todas las personas interesadas en las actividades antes citadas.

tt LNE 16:.95
' por intentar la normalización del uso del asturiano en todos los ambitos.

18 170 Decreto 9/1981 ("por el que se aprueban los Estatutos de la Academia de la Lengua Asturiana") of
the Conseyu Rexional d'Asturies and published in the BOPA 22-XII-1981'
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The statute of establishment initially set out the following aims:

o Investigate and formulate the grammatical laws of the linguistic varieties of Bable
o Provide orientations and norms for the literary cultivation of same.
tr Create a lexical inventory.
D Stimulate the use, teaching and diffusion of Bable in its distinct modalities.
tr To act for Asturian linguistic rights.
tr 'Work for the capacitation of the written language, to the end that, freely accepted, it

could become a means of expression at all levels.
tr Encourage the celebration of literary and didactic competitions.
tr Promote linguistic studies of Bable.
o Collaborate in the training of specific professionals in connection with the relevant

institutions.

The Academy was also charged with the responsibility of achieving two major areas of

work: research and teaching. The first, for example resulted in the publication of

orthographic norms (first issued in 1981, expanded and reissued in a number of times

over the following years, the latest being in 1998) and the comprehensive dictionary of

the language (published in 2001).

Founding membership of the Academy included fifteen Académicos de Númberu

þresiding academic membersf, nine Académicos d'Honor lhonorary membersl - these

being four institutions - the Spanish, Basque, Galician and Catalan language academies

- and five individuals). In addition there are sixteen Académicos Conespondientes

lassociate membersf.

Amongst the activities organized by ALLA has been a number of series of annual

events aimed at promoting Bable. These have included:

Día de les Lletres Asturianes lDay of Asturian Lettersf, first convened in
1979,in later years this focal day in May of each year has coincided with
events during the Selmanes de les Lletres Asturianes llkek of Asturian
Lettersl convened by the Serviciu de Política Llingüística lLinguistic Policy
Servicel
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Xornaes d'Estudiu lDays of Study], three day conferences first convened in
1981. The conferences, held in October, bring together lecturers on linguistic
and sociolinguistic topics related to Bable.

Cursos de braña lSummer schoolsf, first held in 1982, these week long
conferences held in regional centers, provide training and development
opportunities in Bable; principally targeted at teachers and graduands, others
also attend. Attendees at the 1995 conference (held in August in Cangas del
Narcea) were surveyed as part of the research for this thesis. Their responses
are dealt with in Chapter 11.

Xornaes de Llingua y Cultura Asturiana lDays of Asturian language and
culture], first held in 1995, these conferences are targeted at secondary
students.

The ALLA also publishes periodicals and monographs in series as rvell as incidental

publications. Table 9.2 provides a listing of ALLA publications.

Table 9.22 ÃLLA blication series fincl. oeriodicals & osranhsì 1982-1998

Series Purpose First
Year

Issues/
TitlesPeriodic als/Mon o graph s

Llettres Asturianes
3& I psr.vçÐ

Cultures: Revista Asturiana
de Cultura
Entrambasauguas

(3 times per year)

Research material, literary items,
editorial matter.

Papers on sociological and
sticsoclo

Review from Navia-Eo region re
Gallego-Astur

t982

199r

t996

68
issues

8

issues
8

issues
Collections

Escolín
Llibrería Académica

Collecha Asoleyada

Llibreria Facsimilar
Lliteratura Xuvenil

t4
Llibreria L

Mázcara
C art efuey o s d e I li t er atur a

Escaecida
Fontes de la Llingua
Asturiana
Preseos
r_!i,tsu!t!!çq Nqulq:
Other

School material and translated)
Literature (original & transla
Various including : Conference
proceedings, some literary reprints

status

Bspq{'l'q{q14
Children's literature (orig.& trans.)

studies
stic & s

P gical materials
Drama texts (original and translated)
Files of forgotten literature

Historical documents

Local variant lexicons
Documents on
Various

Astur

1982
1983
1984

1987
1988
1990
1991
t99t
t994
1995

1 995

t996
1998

vanous

53
28

9

44
6

t)
9

T2

5

55

4

5

1

2
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Each of the series of publications has contributed in different ways to the promotion of

Bable in the region. For example the series Lletres Asturianes was reported in the period

1982 to 1986 to:

... have been practically the only publication where new not so new writers were
able to bring their works to the public knowledge.re t

9.I,4 OFICINA DE POLíTICA LLINGÜíSTICA

In 1985 the Asturian government established the Serviciu de Política Llingüística

lOffice of Linguistic Policy] which later was changed to the Serviciu de Enseñanza

Llingüística lOffice of Linguistic Education]. The office came under the Ministry of

Education & Culture. Among its functions have been the following:

Administering the disbursement of subsidies for the promotion of
publications in Bable. This has been done under the auspices of a regional
government program called Programa 422R.

Convening of special events such as the annual Selmana des Lletres
Asturianes lWeek of Asturiøn Lettersl and the Conceyu de escritores
asturianes lCouncil of Asturian writersl.

Convening of literary competitions to promote literature in Bable (the
Premio Xosefa Xovellanos for fiction, Premio Maximo Fuertes Acevedo for
non-fiction and Premio Xuan Acebal for poetry).

Promotion of Bable toponymy

With respect to the first - provision of subsidies - the then director, Felix Ferreiro,

reported in 1993 that of approximately one hundred Bable language works published in

1992, only fourteen had received no form of subsidy from the Office. The subsidy

program operated in the form of subsidy payments to publishers and commitrnents to

tt X I Llope, Revistes lliteraries en llingua asturiana, paper delivered to the Primer Conceyu de
escritores esturianos and published in its proceedings, Principáu d'Asturies, Uviéu, 1996, p105.

r foí cuósique la única publicación onde los nuevos y non tan nuevos escritores podién dar la so

obra a la pública conocencia.
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purchase books for free-distribution to students studying Bable. For this reason he

opined that:

Thus we cannot talk of a market or a business (for Bable publications)2O t

In 1992 the subsidies paid amounted to 25 million pesetas (approximately $AU 250,000

in the exchange rates of the time).2l

The annual Selmana de Lletres Asturianes has been used by the Office not only to

promote Bable literature in general, but also to enable the esaltación d'una figura

importante de les lletres asturianes lthe exaltation of an important figure of Asturian

lettersl so as to ensure a wider community awareness of Bable's literary inheritance.22

The convening by the Office of literary awards had partly been an inherited function (in

the case of the Premio Xosefa Xovellanos which was first convened in 1979), but also

saw two prizes initiated by itself (Premio Maximo Fuertes Acevedo in 1991 and Premio

Xuan Acebal in 1995).

Following the cessation of functioning by the Xunta de Toponimia in 1988, the Office

assumed responsibility for promotion Bable toponymypa llograr la igua de los nomes

de los pueblos d'Asturies lin order to achieve equality for the (Bable) names of Asturian

townsf.23

20 F Ferreiro, interviewed in a special edition of LLAA (#48 May 1993), to coincide with the 1993
Selmana de Lletres Asturianes.

' Asina nun podemos falar d'un mercáu y d'un negoctu.

'' LNE 20.05.95.
22 op.cit.
23 op.cit.
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9.2 EDUCATION

'Whilst there was no formal inclusion of Bable into the school curricula until the 1980s,

it does appear that there was an inverse relationship between Bable and the education

system. It is certain that the continuing focus of the education system on Castilian has

over the centuries acted as an impediment to knowledge of Bable (certainly as a written

medium of expression). Therefore, as noted earlier, the high illiteracy rates up until the

1930s actually helped protect Bable since illiterates were not receiving formal education

in Castilian.

But even where education was provided, Bable was not totally at risk. As noted in

Chapter 3, the capacity to teach Castilian of a high standard depended on the quality of

the teachers; and in rural areas, until the time of Franco, many schools were in the hands

of local teachers whose own competence in Castilian appears to have been only average

at best. The Franco era did, however, result in a negative influence on Bable and its

varieties. As Jesús López Pacheco noted, when giving the official speech at the

Amuravela of Cudillero in 1987:

To speak to us at the Amuravela in Castilian language verses (since Pixueto is a
language not learnt in school).24 t

In the post-Franco era new dispositions more favourable to the vemaculars of Spain

were promulgated. These guaranteed el pluralismo educativo leducational pluralism]

and la formación en el respecto de la pluralidad lingüística y cultural de España

Itraining in respect of the linguistic and cultural plurality of Spainf .25

24 J López Pacheco, V Cuaderno Literaria in Escritores en Cudillero, La Yoz de Asturias & Junta
General de Principado de Ash¡rias, 1992, page 65.

' A decirnos con estq amuravela en versos castellanos (ya que el pixueto es lengua que no aprendí
en la escuela).
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In addition, there was the progressive transfer of governmental competencies from the

national to regional level in each of the regions; though this happened faster in some

regions than others. In the case of Asturias the 1981 Autonomy Statute enabled the

introduction of provisional criteria for the commencement of formal Bable teaching

with an official compact - Convenio entre el MEC y Ia Comunidad Autónoma del

Principado de Asturias para la colaboración en la Planificación Educativa lAgreement

between the national Ministry of Education and Culture and the autonomous community

of the Principality of Asturias for collaboration in Educational Planning] - this

document was signed in 7994, a decade after classes first started at the primary lerzel.

Separate educational regimes for Bable were established for primary and secondary

education. In the case of primary education, courses were to be offered from the first

grade to the sixth with between 2 to 3 hours of instruction each week in those schools

which opted to teach Bable; the approval of the Dirección lSchool Administrationl and

the Consejo Escolar lSchool Councilf was required in each instance. With respect to

secondary education, provision was made for optional courses to be offered.

The outcome has been that the teaching of Bable has had more impact in primary than

secondary schools. Table 9.3 gives the primary school enrolment figures in a series of

selected school years over the period 1984 to 1999.

2t BoE # r59,4.7.85, pp 21015-6.
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School Year Schools Students
84-85 6 1,351

85-86 30 3,052
86-87 54 4,076
87-88 92 6,550
88-89 133 10,470
89-90 147 12,850
90-91 177 18,000
9l-92 r69 16,557
92-93 116 16,865
93-94 121 16,389
94-95 136 18,r79
9s-96 150 19,737
96-97 155 16,721
97-98 r65 14,79I
98-99 173 14,238

Table 9.3: Primary School enrolments in Bable26

The figures for enrolment in primary school Bable classes showed growth in most years

up to 1996-97, whereupon a three year decline in student numbers began. This decline

was despite an increase in the number of schools offering the subject; the problem

appears to have had its origins in the actual number of teachers available to teach Bable.

Though, between 1996-97 and 1998-99, an extra 18 primary schools offered Bable

courses, the actual number of teachers involved in those courses declined from 155 to

106 - thus there were fewer teachers than schools offering the subject. Ana María Cano

labelled schools whose communities had made the decision to offer Bable, but who had

not received teachers qualified to teach it, as emblemáticos lthe symbolic onesf and

indicated that the absence of teachers in these schools had cost 3,000 students the

26 For most years up to and including 94-95: XA González Riaño & JL San Fabián Maroto, Za
Escolarización de la lengua asturiana: su incidencia en el rendimiento educativo, Editora del Norte,
Mieres del Camín, 1996, page 15 and La llingua asturiana, ALLA, Uviéu, 1995, page 17. Data for
subsequent years from www.asturies.com/asturianr¡/esco.htm . Also cited for some intervening years up
to 1994-95: Consejería de Cultura del Gobiemo de Astu¡ias in Euromosaic
www.uoc.es/euromosaic/web/documenUasturia/anli I /il .htm
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opportunity to learn Bable at school.27 In Chapter 14 reference is made to

correspondence to the editor of la Nueva España on this subject. 
*

Secondary enrolments in Bable classes have been much less than for primary as

indicated in Table 9.4.

Table 9.4: Secondarv s ol enrolments in Bable2s

School year Schools Students
88-89 7 215
89-90 T2 326
90-9r 5 84

9t-92 8 184

92-93 6 t70
93-94 7 2r2
94-95 12 388
95-96 l0 400
96-97 15 679
97-98 l4 956
98-99 14 772

As with the enrolment figures for primary education, secondary courses in Bable

showed a decline in 1998-99, though in this case there had not been a decline in the

actual numbers of teachers which, at 15, had remained constant from 1996-97. The

secondary enrolment figures also reveal that there had been an initial growth in numbers

in the late 1980s followed by a period of decline before growth recommenced.

" A M Cano, Palabres de la direutora - Pieslle de los cursos de branu, LLAA 61, ALLA, Uviéu, 1996,
p158.* for example L2801281.
2t ibid.
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Table 9.5: Bable offe ss in school bv countv

County # schools
offering
Bable

Range of
accept-

ance

Average
accept-

ance

Students
studying

Bable

County
popn.
1996

7o popn.
studying

Bable
Bie three cities

Avilés 9 rt-97 45 r664 85,696 t.94
Oviedo 7 8-5 8 25 649 200,049 0.32
Giión 2t 16-96 55 3634 264,381 t.37

Mining cuencas
Al1er 9 43-100 67 931 r6.347 5.73
C. del Narcea 7 19-100 63 7s7 r8.1 10 4.18
Langreo 11 30- I 00 s9 1279 50.597 2.s3
Laviana 4 34-92 43 4t4 15,085 2.74
Lena 2 78-98 81 502 t4,323 3.50
Mieres 7 56-100 80 821 51,423 1.60

Quiros 1 7 7 4 1,738 0.2
SM del Rey A 4 70-9r 72 705 22,129 3.r9
Siero J 20-78 JJ 4tr 46,315 0.89

Other top 25
45-74 85 449 10,533 4.26

Castrillon 5 20-80 56 703 22,36t 3.t4
Corvera 2 60-83 72 291 16,502 1.7 6

Gozon 2 21-62 53 213 11,410 1.87
Grado 1 3 43 209 12.05r 1.73
Llanera 2 8-34 28 168 \1.407 1.47

Llanes J 7-100 62 234 13.184 |.77
Navia 0 0 0 0 9,736 0
Piloña J 2t-66 42 486 9,215 5.27
Pravia 0 0 0 0 9,694 0
Tineo I 33 33 49 13,578 0.36
Valdés 1 62 62 r20 16.073 0.75
Villaviciosa 0 0 0 0 14,465 0

Remaininq
Benia de Onis I 80 t0.27
Bimenes 1 55 55 95 2285 4.16
Cabrales 1 JJ JJ 63 2393 2.63
Candamo I 61 6T 133 2688 4.94
Cangas de Onis 2 36-45 43 271 628s 4.41
Colunga 2 44-81 50 191 4681 4.08
Morcín 1 52 52 101 2933 3.44
Nava 1 100 100 66 s68 1 1.16
Noreña I 29 29 r15 4207 2.73
Parres I 49 49 20'7 557 4 3.7r
Ribadeva 1 JJ JJ 78 1916 4.07
Ribadesella I 52 52 166 6295 2.63
Riosa I 82 82 2tl 2663 1.92
Sariego I 46 46 92 1452 6.34
Soto del Barco 2 32-53 41 151 4450 3.39
Tapia I 25 25 97 4455 2.18
Teverga 1 22 22 35 2335 1.50
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Man 9.1: Distrib tion of students studvins Bable as Y. of nonulation

9t pupulationstunyiry Bebtt
<l g'fi l-2oJ6
2-3+6 . 3-49t .
4-591 . SVo+ I
No Bable inschools X

Compared with the total enrolment in primary and secondary education in Asturias,

Bable classes have represented a very small percentage overall - in 1988/89 for

example they were only 6.4Yo of total primary enrolments and, 0.5Yo of secondary .'n By

1998 these figures had grown to 28.1o/o of primary and0.9o/o of secondary education.

Examining the geographic spread of schools offering Bable gives an indication of the

range of interest by community in such courses. Table 9.5 examines, by county, the

offering of Bable at the primary school level in the 1994-95 school year. Map 9.1 charts

the information across the region.

Before commenting on some features of the table and the map, it should be noted that

the use of the percentage figure of a county's population studying Bable has some

limitations due to demographic differences. In particular, the age profile pyramids in

Figure 2.1 indicate that the school age population in some counties has been markedly

smaller than in others. Also of relevance is the number of counties not having any

2e Instituto de Fomento Regional, Investing in Asturías,Principado de Asturias, Oviedo, 1991, pl3

TX
ra

I\/

IfX¡¡ XII

a

a

Ã
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schools (11 of the 78 Asturian counties being in this category). Children from those

counties going to school in neighbouring counties would distort the percentages of the

latter.

Notwithstanding these caveats, the following features are of note from the information:

There has been a significantly higher involvement of schools in Bable
teaching in the Bable Central zone (only five counties having schools did not
offer the subject in this zone) and Bable Oriental zone (where only fwo such
counties having schools didn't offer it) than in the Bable Occidental or
Astur- Gallego zones (where nine and eleven counties respectively having
schools did not offer the subject).

The highest incidence of Bable study in schools occurred in the seventeen
rural counties where the subject was offered - the figure being 3.4%.
However, thirty six rural counties did not have schools offering the subject,
but as some of these did not have schools at all, their young people were
commuting to education in other counties.

Mining cuencas had an average figure of 2.42o/o, over double that of the
three largest centres (though that latter figure of 1.10% was dragged down
by the low figure for the regional capital, Oviedo).

There were various comments made in LNE which gave additional insights to Bable

teaching in schools such as

My students are the children of emigrants and they want to study Bable. All the
students of this centre (Langreo) speak Asturian and that is (because) this is a
working class district where when the majority are the children of immigrants.3O t

fBenjamin Mateo de la Reguera, teacher]

The subject of Bable ... reached all the teaching centres of the mining zones,
except three, and moreover it was taken up by 80% who choose it freely.3l '
[comments from a reporter]

'o LNE 29.09.97
t Mis alumnus son hijos de emigrantes y quieren estudiar bable. Todos los alumnos de este centro
(Langreo) hablan el asturiano, y eso que ésta es una barriada obrera donde la mayoría son hijos
de emigrantes.

" LNE 26.Í.96
r La asignatura de bable ... alcanzó a todas los centros de las cuencas mineras, excepto tres, y
además era seguida por el 80"/o de los alumnos que la escogieran libremente.
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I would say this instead, Pixuato nas iscuelas lPixueto in_schools) (resp.onding to
calls for normalised Bable to be introduced into schools).32 t ¡Juan Luis Ávarez del
Busto, official chronicler of Cudillero].

Summer schools

A significant component in the educational offering of Bable in the 1990s came from

cursinos de brañu {C:cursos de verano}lsummer coursesl. These courses have

variously been organised or sponsored by the University of Oviedo, the ALLA and local

councils. The ALLA first became involved in such offerings in 1982 with the university

becoming involved in 1985-86.

The participants of such a course in 1995 responded to a survey conducted for the

purposes of this thesis; the results of that survey are dealt with in Chapter 13. These

courses have been offered for a number of years and targeted different audiences; some

of the courses were offered sequentially upon completion of earlier ones. The 1994

program of the University of Oviedo consisted of 40 courses in which 495 teachers and

1,500 students participated.

In Chapter 13 it is noted that a number of participants in that intensive course had

indicated they had previously also attended cursinos lshort coursesf offered under the

auspices of local councils. Though in the 1990s the number of councils involved was

only about thirteen, in 1989-90 twenty six councils had offered such courses (Cursu de

la llingua asturiana p'adultos) in association with the regional ministry or education

and culture. Map 9.2 charts the distribution of those councils offering courses.

" LNE 29.04.97
' Yo diría este otro: 'Pixuato nas iscualas'
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Map 9.2: Distribution of councils offering courses in Bable

1t Ig94, the University of Oviedo created a formal course for the study of Bable,

Filologia Asturiana lAsturian Philologyl which commenced its offering in the 1995

academic year with 520 course hours. Subsequently this was replaced by two courses

Títulu d'Especialista en Filoloxía Asturiana lSpecialist course in Asturian Philologyl of

560 hours designed to enable students to teach Bable at secondary school level; and

Títulu d'Espertu en Filoloxía Asturiana lExpert course in Asturian Philologyl of 420

hours aimed at primary school teaching'

The combined effect of Bable educational offerings at all levels was reported by the

AILA to have involved some 25,000 students in 1998.33

9.3 LANGUAGE ACTIVISM

The Xunta pola Defensa de la Llingua Asturiana lJunta for the defence of the Asturian

language] was established in Oviedo in 1984 as a group which wasplural, unitariay

democrática þlural, unitary and democraticf. The group has organised carnpaigns,

demonstrations, seminars, concerts and interviews as part of its campaign in support of

officiality for Bable. It also published a Llibru blancu de la recuperación y

t'F G-Fierro Botas, op.cit., LLAA 72, 1999, ALLA, Uviéu, p 169
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normalización tlingüística d'Asturies lWite book on the recuperation and linguistic

normalisation of Asturiasl. Thegroup listed five goals:34

Schooling: the immediate introduction of the teaching of the language in all
centres, starting with those where it has been available as a voluntary option.

Means of communication: moving the presence of Asturian from
meramente testimonial lmerely token] in the media to a more normal
presence, particularly on radio and television.

Toponymy: introduction of Asturian toponyms in official usage and that
they would be the only ones used. Reactivation of the Xunta de Toponimia

lToponymy Councifl.

Officiatity: raising the status of the language to co-official in regional
legislation.

Social normalisation: assuring the full social normalisation of Asturian so

that its dignification, and hence its survival, would be achieved.

Another group, the Pautu pol Autogobierno y la cooficialidá del Asturiano lPact for

self-government and cofficiality of Asturianl, had as its slogan Por Asturies, por lo que

ye nuestro lFor Asturias, for that which is oursl.3s Mario Suárez, a member of the

Pautu, outlined five amendments the goup wanted to Article Five of the Autonomy

Statute; they were:36

The recognition of Asturias as an historic nationality.
The capacity for the Xunta to be dissolved and early elections called (note:
this right at the time only existed for the Catalan, Basque, Galician and
Andalucian regions).
The declaration of Asturian as an official language.
The creation of new institutions such as Defender of the People and Audit
Tribunal (note: agaín this had previously only applied in the four regions
named above).
The creation of a Consultative Council and the capacity of levying taxation
which would assure nuestra autonomia económica lour economic
autonomyf .

3a Internet, homepage for Xunta pola Defensa de la Llingua Asturiana, httpilll94.l'79.127.g9lxtrnta

" LNE 1r.r.98
36 htfp://ash¡ries.corn/ashrria/entrevvista.htm
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Two other groups which have been active arc Conceyu pol estudio y proteicción de la

Llingua Asturian lCouncil for the study and protection of the Asturian Language -

CEPLAI which has issued the periodical El Canciu'l Cuélebre, and Coleutivo Siero pola

ofi c i at i d á lS i er o C o I I e ct iv e for c o offi ci al i tyf 't'

CEPLA, based in Xixón, has the objects of :

deepening the consciousness of the study of the Asturian language, so as to
devèlop an effort of supporting of its ;urvival and normalisation.3s t

9.4 LITERARY COMPETITIONS

Literary competitions (poetry, prose, tales and theatre) have been a feature of Spanish

cultural life. They have thus also become means of promotion for vemaculars as

regional govemments, local councils, cultural associations and schools offer prizes for

works in the local language. Sometimes these competitions have been only available for

works in the vernacular, at other times they have been bilingual competitions.

Ilr Asturias, the number of such competitions have grown in recent times. The first

known competition admitting a Bable work is recorded as having taken place in 1639

(vide page 261). The next recorded instance occurred in 1948, a lyrical poetry

competition convened by RIDEA in the year of its establishment. With only a couple of

other such events during the Franco era, such competitions became more frequent in the

1970s, as commentary earlier in this chapter has noted.

3t Lo6o/350.
38 www. seocities. corrì/Capitol HilVCongress/ 1 8 5 2/index.htm

t o|ondo, na conciencia ya l'estudiu de la llingua asluriana, asina comu desendolcar un llabor
d'afitamientu de la so sobrevivencia ya la so normalización

3t2



Scanning reports of such competitions in LNE revealed reports of twenty competitions

admitting works in Bable and one for works in Gallego-Astur.* Of the twenty

competitions admitting Bable works, eleven were totally focussed on that language,

while the remaining nine conducted sub-categories for Castilian as well as Bable. A

feature of most bilingual competitions has been a disparity in the purse offered in each

sub-category, with Castilian-language award winners receiving normally about twice as

large as Bable-language award winners. A further twenty two literary competitions were

identified in LNE; one of those indicated that it was for Castilian-only language entries,

.vhile the reports of the remaining turenty-one did not specify any language criteria.

Of the twenty competitions admitting works in Bable, ten were offered by organisations

or govefltment entities covering the whole region; four were convened by the local

ministry of culture, two by ALLA, one by a publishing house and three by cultural

groups. The remaining ten were offered by local groups, schools or councils. The spread

of those ten (and the one for works in Gallego-Astur) is mapped in Map 9.3.

Map 9.3: Literary competitions bv location

" Premio 'Xeira' de relatos cortos en gallego-asturiano, organized by the Asociacion Cultural 'Xeira', in
the county of El Franco. This competition appears to have started in 1991 - LNE 17.2.97.

I

a
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Four of the Bable language competitions were for works of poetry only, five for short

stories, one for novels, the remaining ten admitted works in various genres. Twelve of

the Bable language competitions indicated the year when they commenced (as did the

competition for Gallego-Astur works - 1991). Three of the competitions were

established in the 1980s (the first at the start of the decade) and nine in the 1990s (with

five being established in 1993).

This chapter has looked at those aspects of Asturian society which have sought to

promote the sustainability of Bable. The next chapter looks at the challenges facing the

language in the current context and compares the situation with that facing other

Spanish vernaculars.
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PART B - BABLE

CHAPTER TEN _ LANGUAGE ISSUES

Overview

The contrast of opinions expressed within Asturias concerning the vitality of Bable can

seem surprising. For example, while on the one hand Ernesto Canton, an hotel owner

and a supporter for the future of the language, stated that Bable was:

A dialect to be conserved in the region.l t

On the other, Sara Suárez Solís, writer and former professor of language and literature,

said of Bable that it was:

A speech which has been lost, substituted by an artificial product.2 t

Tuming to survey data to resolve the differences of opinion as to the present state and

future of Bable is not wholly conclusive as responses to questions conceming the use of

Bable have not sufficiently explored utilisation variations in different domains or

geffes; nor have they probed sufficiently the issue of language change and the

symptomatic issue of interference.

More fundamentally, however, the opinion variations underscore the difficulties facing

attempts at linguisticfiats such as the imposition of standardized forms. ln the case of

Asturias, the debate has raged over whether Bable should be normalised linguistically,

creating a standard version from its dialect base; and/or whether it should be normalised

'os t¿.g.go
r (Jn dialecto a conservar en la región

' os 7 .t2.96
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sociolinguistically, expanding domain and genre usage of the language. These

difficulties exist because attempts to impose linguisticþc/s have to confront perception

and attitude held by differing groups within the region.

What are linguistic facts in relation to Bable? That the following questions exist in

relation to Bable indicates that accepted linguistic facts are hard to come by due to

variations in perception and attitude :

- Is there one Bable consisting of dialects, or are there various Bables too

significantly diverse to be considered part of one langwge?

- Have changes to the language been reflections of the process of linguistic

change or interference (or transference)?

In this section the Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale for Threatened Languages

IGIDS] model of Joshua Fishman [1991] is adapted to assess the comparative position

of Bable compared with other Spanish vernaculars. In addition, the areas of language

interference as well as domains and genres of usage are examined. The diglossic

consequences of domain and genre usage are then considered. The issue of

normalisation (in both its functions) is then dealt with. Finally, the question of official

status for Bable is discussed, given that the end point of the period examined in this

thesis is the concluding of the 1998 debate on whether the language should be granted

co-official status with Castilian.

10.1 CHANGE

In any language there can be various types of change: lexical, phonetic and morpho-

syntactic. The first, lexical, can involve both the introduction or creation of new words

t U, hoblo que se ha perdiclo, sustituicla por un protlucto artificial.
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as well as the alteration of meanings of existing words. The second, phonetic, involves

changes to accent or what might be termed the 'music' of the spoken language. The

third, morpho-syntactic, in its morphological component involves spelling changes to

words and can also include alterations to the shared alphabet. The syntactic component

involves changes to word order patterns and other alterations of grammar .

Lexical

Concerning two tlpes of lexical change which have occurred over time in Bable, the

foliowing two tables provide sorne exampies of each:

Chanses or of meaninp

Introduction or tion of new words

At this point it is of interest to note the propositions of James W Femández McClintock

re the inter-relationship of domains and the connection with language. He developed a

diagram which he proposed recognized the relationship of the rural domain as a source

Word ouerual-nqeaurg New or additional meaninq
Dixebrans¿ .ì To separate (agnc.) To perceive differences
Esmayar¡"1 To shell a nut To undertake a very difficult iob
Folixa rstt Trivial thing Pleasurable thing
Frayar ¡çt To separate wooden stakes (agnc) Very painful contusion of hngers
Gayola ¡s1 Trivial thing Joy

Güetar nqt To rake chestnuts To seek

\ilord Source word New meaning
Barrenu elétricu¡"1 Barrenu fmining drilll Electric hand-drill'
Ecolóxicu ¡2a1 (international provenance) Ecological
Esquistu ¡*1 Esquistu fshalel Petroleum
Vagoniar ¡*1 Vagon fwagonl To work (with wagons) [miningl
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of linguistic richness and change in Bable. In other words he took a contrary view to

Agustín Hevia Ballina (see page 259 in Chapter 8) who felt that the very deep ruralism

lacendrado ruralismof of Bable was completely inadequate for expressing the personal

attitucles of humans in the face of the supernaturøl world.a t

Fisure 10.1 The Fernández tock model

of lexical creativitv

3 L Amado Rodríguez et.al., Transferencia Llingüística nes Paruoquies de Trubia y Godos, Principáu
d'Asturies, Uviéu, 1993, page 133. Only one person from a sample of forly six people gave Barrenu
elétricu as a response to a visual representation of such a tool.
a JFernándezMcclintock,camposLéxicosyvidaculturaln'asturies,op.ci|.,p72.
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The model, shown in Figure 10.1, essentially proposed possible pathways by which

someone familiar with the rural setting could turn to it for words and phrases whose

meaning could be adapted from their prosaic origins to describe more complex ideas.

He gave a number of examples, a couple of which *ere:t

The church is a beekeeper

The saints are the hives

The bees are the women

The drones are the curates

That suck from the bees.t

And:

The compost is a holy body

To tell the truth:

It gives life to the fields

And fruits to the homesteadt

He derived the following theoretical proposition:

The theory which \¡/e expound here is a theory ... of the constant necessity of
human life to fiIl lexical holes and in thus filling not only to restructure but also to
revitalize our experience. 6'

Phonetic

Phonetic change (or changes to accent) are difficult to identify in the particular but

nevertheless appear to have occurred amongst some Bable speakers. The evidence is

more by way of reflection by those whose accent has already changed upon the accent

t completamente inødecuado para 'expresar actitudes personales del hombre ante el mundo
sobrenatural

s Op.cit.,p72.
' La iglesia ye un colmenar/ Los santos son los caxellos/ Les abeyes son muyeres/ Los zanganos
son los cures/ Que chupen de les abeyes.

' El cuchu ye un cuerpu santu/ por dicise la verdó;/ da vida a los campos/ y frutos a la heredó.
6 Op.cit., p79.

t la teoría que aquí exponemos, es una teoría ... de la necesidad constante en la vida humana, de
llenar huecos léxicos y en este llenar no solamente estructurar sino revitalizar nuestra
experrcncru.
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of those who still speak an older language'music'. The word ho is an abbreviation of

home{C: hombre} lman) and has been noted to have a characteristic pronunciation in

Asturias when used at the end of a sentence. It has a downward inflection when used in

this context. There is a feeling that the capacity to voice successfully this downward

inflection may be in the process of being lost.7

The durability of the ch sound in Asturian nicknames (eg Chema) is also, perhaps

surprisingly, indicative of accent loss inasmuch as it represents all that is left of a sound

which was much more widespread now- generally repiaced with the aspirated j sound

now increasingly more common.

Morpho-syntactic

In the area of mor-pho syntactic changes, there have been orthographic changes which

have tended to be heterogeneous and this has complicated the process of

standardisation. In the case of the shared alphabet there has been greater, but still not

absolute, uniformity. While the letter # has disappeared from use in all areas where

Bable is written, there continue dual ways of representing the sound lt/ l, namely /s and

tl . Other orthographic changes been caused by a variety of influences. For example,

tracing the present-day word privilexu þrivilege) through Bable dictionaries provides

the following path:

Privixellu
SOM

I 896-1901

Privilegiu
JN

1989

Privilexu

ALLA
2000

7 Anselmo Argüelles Alonso, interview notes.
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The first step in this path showed a move away from metathesis towards an orthography

influenced by Castilian (perhaps interference). The final step represented an attempt to

provide orthographic standardisation.

Yet it needs to be acknowledged that alongside paths such as the example above, there

has also been the continued survival of diverse spellings for many words. For example,

in Chapter 13 it is noted that, in the responses to the survey of teachers and others, the

following altemative spellings were given for the wotd maestru/a lteacherf:

Maiestro

Mallestra

Mayestru

Likewise, as recorded in the interview notes with Xosé Anton, there are still in current

usages various spellings of the word for woman lmuyer):

Muyer

Muyere

Mucher

Muller

Muller

Another example of morpho-syntactic change has been the simplification of

abbreviations in the language. Now overwhelmingly limited to d','1, pol and pola,

earlier usages included compound words such as:

Ent'empapiellos

Solitariu'sá'l valles

8 Examples from E García-Rendueles, Zos Nuevos Bablistas, reprint of original 1925 edition, ALLA,
Uviéu, 1987, pp 90-91.
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An example of a resistance to morphosyntactic change has been the survival in Bable of

enclisis (finite verb followed by pronoun). On the other hand, there has been a tendency

to change with respect to previous proclisis (infinitive verb preceded by pronoun)

patterns. It is noteworthy that Castilian has seen changes in both areas. Jacques de

Bruyne has noted that enclisis/proclisis, a continuing feature of Bable, were both

characteristic of medieval Castilian.e

The examples of change listed above would seem to be bona fide changes that were

independent of possi'oie interference from Castilian and thus couid be categorised as

'change' and not'interference'.

10.1.1 Interference

Milio R Cueto cited the following as examples of pure Bable (which he called

Asturianu), pure Castilian and interfered Bable (which he called Amestao or Mecíu)r}:

Díxome que morrió la muyer de Pepe [Bable]

Me ha dicho (or dijó) que ha muerto la mujer de Pepe [Castilian]

Díjome que murió la muyer de Pepe lAmestao or Mecíul

lHe told me that Pepe's wife had diedl

By his use of Amestao and Mecíu fboth of which mean mixed] as descriptors of the

third, Cueto was attesting to an interfering effect of Castilian upon Bable. Indeed he

referred to lo presión castellana lCastilian pressure] and the fact that Bable and

Castilian are llingues hermanes lbrother languagesl.rr

n J de Bru1me , A comprehensive Spanish grqmmar, op. cit, , page I 5 5
to M R Cueto, Manual de tlingua asturiana, op.cit., page ll2.
ttrbid, page l1l.
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Two further examples of interference, from the Mieres study of Xosé Antón Gonzáúez

Riaño, are no\ry added as cases of the reverse (namely, Bable interference on Castilian).

The first was from Angeles, a primary school student, the quote being:

A Inés rompió-y la hoia y ahora diz que nunfai mást2

lInés tore the page and now says that there aren't any morel

This compares with what would have been the Bable and Castilian versions:

Bable: A Inés rompió-y lafueya y agora diz que nunfai más.

Castilian: A Inés lo ha rompido la hoja y ahora dice que no hay más.

The second was from Dario, also a primary school student, the quote being

Cuandofuimos a Avila yo y el mi hermanu, pasemoslo muy bienl3
lllhen I and my brother went to Avila, we had a good time]

This Bable and Castilian versions being:

Bable: Cuandufuimos a Avila yo y el mio hermanu, pasemoslu mui bien (or
perbien)

Castilian: Cuandofuimos a Avila yo y mi hermano, lo pasemos muy bien.

What do these examples of interference (from whichever direction they may be viewed)

indicate? To consider requires some understanding of the nature of interference.

Is interference/transference a negative?

The word 'interference' faces the risk of being 'loaded' as a concept. Carol Renner, of

the University of Regensburg in Germany, said in an interview:

You have to accept interference, because interference is what (language
interaction) is all about. Interference is where you try to explain differences.
úrterference, I think, should be seen as something positive, rather than something
negative. lnterference is where the two languages or the two cultures differ and

t2 X A Goruátlez Riaño, Interferencia Lingüística y Escuela Asturiana, op.cit., page 402.

't lbid. page 412.
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have to be explained to one another. I decided at some poi4f, I'm not going to be
worried about interference, I'm going to accept it as natural.la

As far back as 1967, given the somewhat perjorative suggestion of the word

'interference', Michael Clyne suggested an altemative word - transference - defining it

as the adoption of any elements or features from the other language.rs This is not to

suggest that Clyne believed that a language was not negatively affected by transference

for he wrote:

... correlations between language contact and shift studies indicate reduced use of
a language in all or some clomains accommodating transference.16

M Sharwood-Smith and E Kellerman, in 1986, suggested an even softer term - cross-

lin guis t i c influ en c e.17

In 1968, W F Mackey added another perspective to the topic by distinguishing

interference from borrowing, denoting the former as contingent and individual with the

latter being noted as collective and systematic.rs

Given the different angles from which Cueto and Riaño considered interference

(indicated in the examples above), it is interesting to note that Clyne also proposed that

interference/transference should be looked at from the positive stance of remembering

(the Riaño examples could be considered thus) rather than the negative one of

forgettingto 1*hich the Cueto example could be so considered).

to C Renner, Language Maintenance; A Conversation with Carol Renner, www.zait.uni-bremen.de p 160.
15 cited by S Romaine, Bilingualisn, Blackwell, Oxford, 1989, page 51.
tu M Cl1me, Community Languages: The Australian Experience, CUP, Cambridge, 1991, page159.
17 cited by S Romaine, Bilingualísm, op.cit, page 51
tt Idem.
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10.1.2 Change versus interference

Have changes to language been bona fide or have they been the result of interference?

The Mieres study of X A Gonzáiez Riaño quoted one teacher in answer to the question

Do your students ... mix Asturian and Castilianby saying:

Without doubt. The situations of interference which you collected in your diary
are completely habitual, I am tired of hearing them in my class. I have made a

calculation on a student by student basis, of the 27 chlldren in my class, 15

commit similar interferences.2o '

On the other hand, with respect to the interference example of Milio Cueto, alternative

explanations couid aiso be proffered. The quoted sequence could point to the durability

('remembeting') of features characteristic of Bable in an environment where Castilian

has progressively become more dominant. Altematively, and this is the suggestion of

Cueto, they could be indicative of 'forgetting'. However, another possibility is that the

first and third versions (Bable and Amestau/Meciu) may simply represent two steps in a

sequence; evidence of a change process which Bable has undergone and will continue to

undergo.

With respect to the two examples from Riaño of interference from Mieres, both could

be taken to be situations of Bable durability inL2 settings rather than interference. But

again they could seem to indicate a process of change.

As noted in Chapter 13, a significant number of the respondents to the survey indicated

serious concern that they spoke Bable which had been interfered with by Castilian. The

ln op.cit., page 160.

'o X A Goru;âlezRiaño, op.cit,page 462.t 
¿Tus alumnos ... mezclan asturiano y castellano? - Sin duda. Las situaciones de interþrencia

que recoges en tu diario son completamente habituales, yo estoy cansada de oírlas en mi aula.
Estuve haciendo un cálculo, alumno por alumno, y de 27 niños de mji tutoría, 15 cometen
interþrencias similares.
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examples of interference cited in their responses may each seem clearly to have

represented an erosion of historic Bable-ness in the face of the dominating contact of

Castilian.

However once again what has been called interference may not so much have been the

result of contact with a dominant L2,btt may have reflected an inherent predisposition

on the part of anLl to change in a direction predicted by that which theL2 duolect had

already traveled.

Possible proofs that such an argument that those two duolects may both be proceeding

along similar paths of change albeit at different rates could be found in situations where

Bable and Medieval Castilian originally shared common features, but then went through

separate rates of change. An example would be the earlier adoption in Castilian of

enclisis pattems for infinitive r verb compared with Bable, and similarly of proclisis

patterns with respect to finite verb forms.

ln examining change in language, analysis can be done on each of these elements

(Lexical, phonetic, morpho-syntactic). Each one has the potential for different types of

change within it.

Lexical Phonetic Morpho-syntactic

Change Enhancement of
meaning

Accent change Grammatical or
orthographic change

shift Meaning shift Domain & meaning
change

Reduction in variety

Additions Introduction of new
words from other

languages

Introduction of accent
features of other

Loss ofaccent

htroduction of
Grammatical features

of other
Loss of grammatical

FeaturesSubtractions Loss of words from
conìmon usage
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The table needs some clarification. Additions and subtractions in the Lexical realm in

most instances could be considered to be discrete events. However, in the Phonetic and

morpho-syntactic realms, it is more probable that the two operate in a substitutionary

m¿rnner. That is the loss of a grammatical feature would see its replacement by an

external feature (ie from another language); similarly, accent loss would be as the result

of replacement by new accent features.

Examples of each would be:

We can now turn now to the question of whether the above were the result of change or

interference or some more neutral concept such as transference. Furthermore is there a

Castilian mirror to the table above for Bable? The examples of guapa andfabes indicate

that there would be such a mirror table. Would understanding the comparative size of

each table determine whether there has been change or interference? Does the above

methodology help identify change separately from interference as well as answer the

above questions?

Lexical Phonetic IVIorpho-syntactic

Change Folixa expanding
from meaning of
trivial thing to include
pleasurable thing

flack of electronic
recording over time
limits access to
examples'l

Privixelu to privilexu
(loss of metathesis)

shifr Güetar moving away
ftom to rake chestnuts
to to seek

Gochu/gocho lrefer
page 1951

Standardising -
introducing single
forms

Additions Ecolóxicu - addition
of word to lexicon.

Introduction of the
English J as in jazz

Loss of capacity to
intone Ho

Adoption of Castilian
proclisis pattems in
infinitive
Loss of traditional
enclisis pattern in the
infinitive

Subtractions Añaciar - loss of
word from lexicon
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A number of elements has been raised as gennane to whether an instance of language

change has been interference, borrowing or change. These elements include polarities

such as individual vs systematic, contingent vs collective as well as more neutral

concepts such as 'influence' and 'adoption'. These elements are then players in a

process which leads to a language evolving from earlier phases of its existence. Finally,

according to those referred to earlier, that evolution, which represents 'change', has

either resulted from 'borrowing' or 'interference'. Considering these polarities and

using the examples in the above table the following assessments could be made:

10.1.3 A pathology of language loss

In one of my interviews with him, Professor José Antonio Martínez García asserted that

in terms of language loss there are distinct phases - phases which make up what could

be called a structural 'pathology' of language loss. Professor Martínez argued that there

is a process of loss which occurs in the following steps (represented from the first, or

easiest, to be lost through to the last, or most resistant) as an Ll gives way to anLT:

- loss of lexicon
- loss of accent þhonetic)
- loss of grammar (morphology & syntax)2l

Analysing the three previous statements gives the following indications of types of loss:

Lexical Phonetic Morpho-svntactic

Change Change IInterference] Change/Interference

shift Change Change Change

Additions Transference Transference

Interference

Interference

lnterferenceSubtractions Change
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fuimos a Avila yo y ellh"r-on pot"*otl||tt"n

Lexical interference

It is important to remember that the first statement was cited as an example of Bable

interfered with by Castilian, while the latter two were Castilian statements interfered

with by Bable. The analysis above has identified differences between components of the

statement and what would have been the correct Bable forms. The three examples

reveal one lexical interference, three phonetic and five morpho-syntactic. This would

seem contrary to the proposition of Martínez García.

Xosé Antón González Riaño, in his study of interference in the language of students in

the city of Mieres,22 cited empirical evidence which looked at the subject of interference

from the L2 perspective - that is how much anL2 is retained, or is interfered with by,

features of an Ll. The study appeared to provide contrary evidence to the loss hierarchy

thesis of Martínez García.In particular, Gonzáiez Riaño provided statistical evidence

which attested to an apparent lack of durability of grammal (as opposed to the

maintenance of accent and lexicon) in the case of Bable. In his study he analysed oral

and written statements from 572 students at a primary school in the coal mining city of

Mieres. As indicated above, his work looked at the interference of Bable upon the

Castilian spoken by the students, rather than the interference of Castilian on Bable.

2r Interview notes 27.9.95.
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Table 10.1 indicates the incidence of interference in different categories found in the

study of written interference (from 286 samples).23

Table 10.1: Interference bv categorv from the Mieres studv

A further work which noted varying categories of interference was the research project

into linguistic transference by Lucinda Amado Rodríguez et.al. The research project

conducted in the communities of Trubia and Godos (both near Oviedo, but on the

boundary between the Bable Central and Bable Oriental zones) was based on interviews

with 250 general respondents, 150 students (Grades 4-5 and 7-8) and 82 adults. Table

10.2 indicates the recording of instances of linguistic transference on the part of a

seventh grade girl.2a

Table l0.2z Categories of Linsuistic sference in the Trubia/Godos studv

Category Incidence Example (interference shaded)
Phonetic 119 Llueve mucho en tolos países

Lexical rt2 Tiene un focico muy guapo
Morphological 36 Están haciéndolu o coloreándolu
Phonetic-Momholo gical 10 No tenían ni un güesín
Syntactic 9 El mi hermano estaba aburyido

Category Percentage Example
Phonetic s0% Llocu (vs loco)

Lexical t00% Tar (vs estar)
53% Ye (vs es\

Morphological r00% -y (vs le)
83% -n, -2, -l

Syntactic 66.6% Enclisis
2s% El mío (vs mío.)

22 op.cit.
23 Op. cit, page322.
2a L Amado Rodríguez et.al., Transferencia llingüística nes parroquies de Trubia y Godos, Principáu
d'Asturies, Uviéu, 1993, page 34.
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Whatever the case regarding a loss hierarchy, both Martínez Garcia and Gonzalez Riaño

acknowledge that interference exists at all levels (phonetic, lexical, morphological and

syntactic) when two languages engage; though Amado Rodríguez et. al. use the

altenative term tranderence, the significance of their findings is the same.

In the case of Asturias, it is clear that there is a substantial discussion there about the

nature of the interface between Bable and Castilian. In Chapter 13 for example, where

the responses of those attending a conference on language recuperation have been

analysed, many oi the responses reierred directiy to the issue of interference of Castilian

with Bable.

The perspectivismo proposition of Ortega y Gasset (referred to on page 87) can be taken

beyond the personal to the conceptual and applied to the issue of perception regarding

the effect of contact between languages. That is to say analysis of issues such as

interference and change can probably not be dealt with solely on the basis of linguistic

fact but also require treatment of the perception of those closely involved in any

particular language. The viewpoint of perception may be further modified by opinion

and in such cases would be termed attitude. Later in this chapter the link between

attitude and linguistic 'facts' is explored.

The 1991 Llera study found that 23.7% of the population considered that their first

language was a mezcla entre castellano y asturiano la mix betvveen Castilian and

Asturian]. While, as mentioned earlier (on page 133), the same study noted that 66Yo of

people believed that Bable is closed or primitive Asturian lcerrado y primitivo] while
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Asturian ís what is spoken normally lque se habla normalmenle] 'ù/ith the implication

that part of the difference had been due to interference.2s

Had Bable not been coexistent with another closely-related Romance language

(Castilian) the differences between what is spoken normally and the primitive versions

would be little more than evidence of a process of language change. However, Bable is

coexistent with Castilian and therein lies a problem: to what extent is the language

which is spoken normally the result of change from the primitive or the result of

interference from the dominant language (in this instance Castilian)? And can this

question ever be answered in a scenario where Bable would in any event have been

subject to change processes just as any other language? To what extent would the skew

of the change process caused by the presence of a dominant Castilian compromise the

validity of that change?

Asturian linguist Jesús Neira argued against a negative perception of interference when

he wrote

Castilian has been transformed and is being transformed by pressure from ancient,
but still living Bables. All of us who were born here and live here are dialectical
in speaking Castilian. None of us escape the phonetic, morphological or syntactic
chaiacterisiics which are not Castilian.26 t

So too did Emilio Alarcos Llorach, on the occasion of the I Asamblea Regional del

Bable (held in November 1973) when he said

" F J Llera Ramo, Los Asturianos y la lengua asturiana, Serviciu Publicaciones, Principáu d'Asturias,
Uviéu, l994,page 60.
'u J Neira, Bables y Castellano en Asturias, Biblioteca Julio Somoza: Temas de Investigación Asturiana,
Madrid 1982, page 80.Ì El castellano en Asturias se ha transþrmado y se transorma por la presión de los antiguos, pero

vivos bables. Todos los que aquí nacimos o vivimos somos un poco dialectales al hablar
castellano. A todos se nos escapan rasgos fonicos, morþlógicos o sintáticos que no son
castellanos.
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It is evident that Bable is Castilianised , with a process similar to that which
inundated English with Gallicisms in the Middle Ages ... Bable, though it accepts
many Castilianisms, conserves grammatical and phonetic features very different
from Castilian.z7'

In a related vein Xuan Xosé Sánchez Vicente referred to asturianización de los

castellanismos lasturianising of Castilianismsl in his paper on the series of stories

published by LNE in the late 1960s and early 1970s attributed to Xulín deLluza. These

stories contained many such examples of Castilian words being adapted according to

Bable norrns such as prinxipius {C: principios)þrinciples), obligaxón {C: obligación\

lobligationf and dexertu {C: desiertul¡ fdesertf.z8

On the other hand, the Asturian dialectologist who assisted with the normalisation of

Gallego, Dr Constantino García, noted that:

The greatest problem for Bable is that the Castilian which is spoken in the
Principality is very asturianise d.2e t

In answering these questions, there arise examples that are clear cases of a normal

change process while others may be perceived to be from interference. The latter cases

are often less clear cut than the former as it remains speculative whether they might

have occurred anyway even in the absence of the dominant language.

The analysis of whether risk comes to a language from interference or whether there are

change processes in place which are important proofs of language vitality relates to the

" E Alurcos Llorach, Presentación de la Asamblea, in Proceedings of I Asamblea Regional del Bable
1973, published Editorial Nacional, 1980. page 21.¡ Es evidente que el bable está castellanizado, con un proceso parecido al que inundó de

galicismos en la Edqd Media al ingles ... el bable, aunque acepte muchos castellanismos,
conserva. rasgos gramaticales yfonéticos muy distintos de los castellanos.

28 XX Sánchez Vicente, La lliteratura de Xulín de lluza; colonización y sodesarrollu, in Estudios y
Trabayos, op.cit, page 253.
" LNE 21.10.95.t el mayor problema del bable es que el castellano que se habla en el Principado está muy

asturianizada.
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issue of language ecology. Professor Peter Mühlhäusler, (whose ideas on language

ecology will be considered in the next section), made the point:

Preservation or maintenance thus cannot be restricted to rescuing static texts,
grammars, or dictionaries,-but needs to include the preservation of the possibilities
for discourse and change.3o

And included in any language ecology analysis is the key question: 'Would the absence

of language planning have been worse in any given situation than its existence?'. In

dealing with this question there are two implicit presuppositions: firstly what is

'planning' and secondly what is considered a 'desirable' or 'worse' outcome. In the first

instance, the consideration of what is planning also has to be dealt with in the context of

the pre-planning environment, especially with respect to domains of usage.

Jerzy Smolicz, citing Michael Clyne, has noted that there can be possible discontinuity

between language use and language attitudes.3l ln particular, there can be limits to

domain and genre use of language in the light of particular attitudes.

10.2 SIGNIFICANCE OF ATTITUDE OR PERCEPTION

Thus the issue of perception, or attitude, again comes into the analysis. Any particular

change can be viewed either as bona fide change or as interference, depending upon the

attitude of the opinion holder. And that attitude will be a function of a set of linguistic

and sociolinguistic factors including perception of the surrounding environment.

Moreover the attitudes will be held by experts, semi-experts and non-experts in

linguistics, with differing opinions within each group. In Chapters 14 and 15 the wide

array of opinions conceming Bable linguistics held by both expert and non-expert alike

'o P Mühlhäusler, A top-down approach to language survival, appearing in Oceanic Linguistics Vol 31,
#2.,1992, page 165.
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is revealed through their letters to the editor, column contributions, interviews and

chance quotations in news pieces. The result of such an opinion array caî lead to avery

confused sociolinguistic picture of the language.

Figure 10.2: Attitude circle approach to language questions
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These opinions then lead to choices from which arise language change. Denise Daoust

noted that language change results lrom choices, social and linguistic and she went on

to refer to Fasold's concept of explicit choices about which language planning is

concerned.32

How can some sense be made of the confused sociolinguistic picture of Bable? Figure

10.2 depicts a schematic showing how the array of attitudes to change in any of the

categories (lexical, phonetic or morpho-syntactic) may be mapped. As stated above

these types can then be perceived from different perspectives (the positiveioptimistic,

negative/pessimistic or two types of neutral).

In the schematic the four attitude positions could, in relation to an instance of

interference (such as those cited earlier), result in the following statements being made

Dispassionate Interest: It is an example of the survival of linguistic
features.
Positive view: It is an example of Bable affecting (interferring ) Castilian.
Absolute disinterest: It is an example of bad Castilian.
Negative view: It is an example of Castilian interference with pure Bable.

The model could then be extended to wider issues. Thus each particular example of a

language issue variation from some earlier norrn could then be assessed as to whether it

was perceived positively, negatively or neutrally. Multiple perceptions can then be

anayed helping an identification of the core issues involved in each assessment. The

utility of this analysis would both help clarify individual opinions by going beyond

simplistic assessments, as well as map the diversity of opinion held in a community.

32 D Daoust, Language Planning and Language Reþrm, in F Coulmas , The Handbook of Sociolinguistics,
Blackwell, Oxford 1997,page 436
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Language issues which could be so considered could be major issues (a proposal to

normalise a language, or introduce it as the medium of instruction in the education

system, or the introduction of topon¡my in the vernacular) as well as minor issues (such

as sociolinguistic yeismo or the use of per- versus mui or muy).

As examples in Bable of a major issue, the debate over whether Bable should be

normalised is considered below. Likewise the topic of yeismo is considered as a mlnor

issue. The following table could then be derived from the attitude possibilities suggested

by Figure 10.2.

Issue: normalisation of Bable

Type of view Opinion
Absolute disinterest Normalised Bable is an invented jargon, that no-

one speaks.
Negative/
pessimistic

Normalised Bable will threaten the varieties (/os
bables).

+
Dispassionate interest Normalised Bable could enable the gathering of

key elements which differentiate it from Castilian.
Postive/ optimistic Normalised Bable will ensure the survival of the

language.

A key outcome if negative views prevailed would be to see the individual varieties fail

to sustain themselves due to the individual weakness of each against a very

overpowering Castilian. A further, related negative view would be the stifling of any

natural tendency to standardise as demographics weeded out weaker varieties and

tended to support a stronger one.

On the other hand, if positive views applied there would be the prospect of the language

surviving and being accepted across a wider range of domains and geffes. In this

situation the varieties (/os bables) could become an integral part of the richness of the

complete Bable (the standardised version plus the dialects). Tuming to a minor issue as
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an example to test the model, the following could be the responses to the existence of

sociolingui slic y ei s mo :

Issue: exÍstence of sociolinguistic ysism ¿

Type of view Opinion
Absolute disinterest Yeismo is a quaint piece of language folklore.

Negative/
pessimistic

Yeismo represents artifice.(eg view of Ll921443)

+
Dispassionate interest Yeismo represents a marker of identity.

Postive/ optimistic Yeismo represents an opportunity to better
understand attitudes to domains and genres where
Bable can be promoted in the first instance.

A key outcome of the negative would be to see sociolinguistic yeismo either actively

discouraged (by educating for 'good Castilian') or disparaged (with quaintness being

linked as the opposite of trendy). With respect to the positive, sociolinguistic yeismo

could be become not only an acceptable marker of identity but even one with some

distinctiveness (such as the Asturian use of guapo).

10.3 LANGUAGE STATUS AND DOMAINS OF USAGE:

The most obvious objective of any language planning process is to increase the degree

of its utilisation both in quantitative terms (number of speakers) and qualitative

(domains of usage). Though it is often said that raising the status of a language is the

objective of language planning, the achievement of such a goal would be pynhic if it

was not also accompanied by increased utilisation.

The kish experience reveals that the link between status promotion and utilisation

improvement can be very tenuous. Yet it would be wrong to draw the conclusion from

that example that status is incidental to utilisation. The Spanish experience reveals that
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there is a nexus between the two and, while the statement "increased status will lead to

increased utilisation" is problematic, it can be said with certainty that "utilisation will

not increase unless there has been improvement in the status of the language".

10.3.1 Fishman GIDS model of language status

In 1991 Joshua Fishman proposed, as an aid to language planning, the use of the Graded

Intergenerational Disruption Scale for Threatened Languages (GDS).33 This scale

consisted of eight stages as follows:

Stage 8: Social isolation of the few remaining speakers of the minority language.
Need to record the language for later possible reconstruction.

Stage 7: Minority language used by older and not younger generation. Need to
multiply the language in younger generation.

Stage 6: Minority language is passed on from generation to generation and used
in the community. Need to support the family in intergenerational continuity (eg
provision of minority language nursery schools).

Stage 5: Literacy in the minority language. Need to support literacy movements
in the minority language, particularly when there is no government support.

Stage 4: Formal, compulsory education available in the minority language. May
need to be financially supported by the minority language community.

Stage 3: Use of the minority language in less specialised work areas involving
interaction with majority language speakers.

Stage 2: Lower government services and mass media available in the minority
language.

Stage 1: Some use of minority language available in higher education, central
government and national media.

Considering this scale against the experience of the languages of Spain reveals a

number of points. Firstly, as Fishman himself would agree, the scale is analogue rather

than digital, representing a continuum with each particular stage being a milestone

" J A Fishman, Reversing language shift; Theoretical & Empirical Foundations of Assístance to
Threatened Langudges, Multilingual Matters, Clevedon, 1991, pp 81-119.
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along a raîge rather than discrete and independent elements. Secondly, there would

appear to be a further stage beyond Stage 1 where the minority language has reached a

higher order of comparative relationship with the dominant language than merely some

use of minority language available ... . Just such a situation applies to Catalan in

Catalonia. Govemment schools in the region now teach in Catalan rather than Castilian

and, in terms of usage by the regional government, the former is of higher status than

the latter.

A furtlrer point is that Fiskrrrran's Stage Four speaks about formal, compulsory

education, while the stage below it (Five) makes no reference to government-supported

education. There is therefore no provision in any of the stages for formal voluntary

education programs offered in schools. Yet this is the situation which has applied with

respect to Bable in Asturian schools. Until 1998, such teaching was voluntary and

usually out of normal school hours; after the passage of the legislation, it remained

voluntary but now was largely undertaken within school hours. For the purposes of the

above table, therefore, Stage Four is taken to include voluntary programs in schools as

well as compulsory.

'With these comments in mind, the languages of Spain, in terms of their situation as of

early 1998 (ie before the passage of the legislation for the promotion and use of Bable)

could be mapped against the stages of an adapted GIDS (ie with the addition of a stage

O) as shown in Table 10.3. The stage (or stages) applicable to each language being

represented by the shaded areas.
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With respect to Bable, the table represents the situation up until the passage of the new

language legislation in March 1998. That legislation resulted in Bable moving from

Stage Five to Stage Four; and Gallego-Astur (Galician - In Asturias in the table above)

moving from Stage Six to Stage Five.

(as at early 19981.

V/hat is not clear from the table above is whether the advancement over time through

the stages has been dependent on improvements in status. Figure 10.3 proposes a

method for representing the correlation between levels of utilisation with status.

Opinion would seem to suggest that the status of a language must improve for its

utilisation to improve. Here language utilisation is measured along the Y-axis and status

along the X-axis. That is a vertical rise along the Y-axis (which would represent

increased utilization), would not seem likely in a situation where lower levels of status

recognition remained for a language. The key question such a graphic attempts to

I 7 6 5 4 3 ,, I 0
Aragonese
Aranese
Bable
Basque
In Basque C'try

In Navara
Caló
Catalan

In Cataluña
In Balaerics
In Valencia

Galician
In Asturias
In Galicia
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answer has been superimposed. The significance of the question would be determined

by the extent to which definitive elements could be identified in status and utilisation

which would enable a positive correlation (ie improvements in each) to result.

High &
broad

utilisation

Minimal &
narrow
usage/
Zero status

Before assessing the experience of Spanish vemaculars against such a diagram, it is

necessary to note the legal status which applies to each and then identify what

utilisation data exist for those languages.
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10.3.2 Status and utilization of Spanish languages in the 1990s

Spanish law, after decades of silence (if not outright legal repression) on the non-

Castilian languages of Spain during the Franco era, now makes the following references

in the relevant Autonomy (or equivalent) statutes to vernacular languages, dialects or

patois:

Andaluz: The Autonomous Community will exercise its powers with the
following basic objectives (including) ... the access of all Andalucians to
educational and cultural levels which will permit their personal and social
realisation. To strengthen the consciousness of the Andalucian identity through
investigation, diffusion and knowledge of the historic, cultural and linguistic
values of the Andalucian people in all their richness and variety. 3a'

Aragonese: The diverse linguistic modalities of Aragon deserve protection, as

integral elements of its cultural and historic patrimony. 35 t

Aranese: The Aranese Speech will be the subject of teaching and of special
respect and attentiorr. 3u 

'

Asturian: Bable will deserve protection. It will promoted in its use, its diffusion
in the media and its teaching, respecting, in all cases, the local variants and the
voluntary nature of its teaching. " '

Basque: Basque, the very own language of the Basque People, will have, with
Castillian, the character of official language in the Basque Country, and all its
inhabitants have the right to know and use both languages. The communal
institutions of the Autonomous Community, taking into account the socio-
linguistic diversity of the Basque Country, will guarantee the use of both
languages, regulating their official character, and will arbitrate and regulate the
measures and necessary means to assure their knowledge. No-one will be able to
be discriminated against by reason of language.3s t

'o A.ticle 3.2, Estatuto de Autonomia para Andqlucia, appearing on page 134 in Leyes Políticas
Autonómicas, Biblioteca de Legislación, Editorial Civitas, Madrid 1989.

' Para todo ello, la Comunidatd Autónoma ejercerá sus poderes con los siguientes objetivos
básicos ... el acceso de todos los andaluces a los niveles edttcativos y culturales que les permitan
su realización personal y social. Afianzar la conciencia de identidad andaluza, a través de la
investigøción, difusión y conocimiento de los valores históricos, culturales y lingüísticos del
pueblo andaluz en toda su riqueza y variedad.

" Atticle J, Estatuto de Autonomia de Aragón, page 304, op.cit.t Las diversas modalidades lingùísticas de Aragón gozarán de protección, como elementos
integrantes de su patrimonio cultural e histónco,

'u Arti"l" 4, Estatuto de Autonomia de Cataluña, page 70, op.cit.t El habta aranesa será objeto de enseñanza y de especial respeto y protección.
'7 Article 4, Estatuto de Autonomia para Asturias, page 163, op.cit.

' Et bøbte gozara de protección. Se promoverá su uso, su difusión en los medios de comunicación
y su enseñanza, respetando, en todo caso, las variantes locales y voluntariedad en su aprendizaje.

" Articles 6.1-6.3, Estatuto Autonomia para el País Vasco, page 42 op.cit.
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Basque (in Navarre): Castilian is the official language of Navarre. Basque will
also have the character of official language in the Basque-speaking zones of
Navarre. Statute law will determine such zones, will regulate the official use of
Basque and, through the general legislation of the state, will provide for the
teaching of this language. re

Catalan (in Cataluña): The very own language of Cataluña is Catalán. The
Catalëtn language is official in Cataluña, as much also as is Castilian, official in
all the Spanish State. The Generalitat will guarantee the normal and official use
of the two languages, and will adopt necessary measures to assure their
knowledge and will create conditions that permit the achievement of full
equality itr trr*r of the rights and conditions of the citizens of Cataluña.40 t

Catalan (in the Balearics): The Catalan language is the veryov/n language of
the Balearic Isles, it will have, along with Castilian, the character of official
language, and all have the right to know and use it. No-one will be able to be
discriminated against for reason of the language. al t

Catalan (in Valencia): The two official languages of the Autonomous
Community are Valencian and Castilian. All have the right to know and use
them. The Valencian Generalitat will guarantee the normal and official use of
the two languages and will adopt the necessary measures to assure their
knowledge. No-one will be able to be discriminated against for reason off their
language. Special protection and respect will be awarded to the recuperation of
Valencian. The law will establish the criteria of application of the local language
in Administration and teaching. Through the law the territories can be delineated
where the use of one or other language predominates, thus that they can be
exempted from the teaching and use of the very own language of the
Community. a2 t

¡ El Euskera, lengua propia del Pueblo Vasco, tendrá, como el castellano, cqrácter de lengua
oficiøl en Euskadi, y todos sus habítantes tienen el derecho a conocer y usar ambas lenguas. Las
instituciones comunes de la Comunidad Autónoma, teniendo en cuenta la diversidad socio-
lingüística del País Vasco, garantizaran el uso de ambas lenguas, regulando su carócter oficial, y
arbitrarán y regularán las medidas y medios necesqrios para qsegurar su conocimiento. Nadie
podró ser discriminado por razón de la lengua,

'n Articles 9.1-9.2 Estatuto de Reintegración y Amejoramiento del regimen foral de Navana, pages 393-
4, op. cit.
oo Articles 3.1-3.3, Estatuto de Autonomia de Cataluña, page 70, op.cit.

' La lengua propia de Cataluña es el cqtalan. El idioma catalón es el oficial de Cataluñq, así
como tambiën lo es el castellano. Oficial en todo el Estado español.

o' Article 3, Estatuto de Autónomia para Las Islas Baleares, page 448, op.cit.
t La lengua catalana, propia de las islas Baleares, tendra, junto con la castellana, el carócter de
idioma oficial, y todos tienen el derecho de conocerla y utilizarla. Nadie podrá ser discriminado
por razón del idioma.

ot Articles 7 .l-1 .6 Estatuto de Autonomia de Ia Comunidad Valenciana, pages 272-3 , op.cít.
r Los dos idiomas oficiales de la Comunidad Autónoma son el valenciano y el castellano. Todos
tienen derecho q conocerlos y usarlos. La Generalidad Valenciana garantizará el uso normal y
oficial de las dos lengttas y adoptará las medidas necesarias par(r asegurar su conocimiento.
Nadie podra ser discriminado por razón de su lengua. Se otorgará especial protección y respeto a
la recuperación del valenciano. La ley establecerá los criterios de aplicación de la lengua propia
en la Adminístración y en la enseñanza. Mediante ley se delimitarán los territorios en los que
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Catalan (in Aragón): [Refer to the Aragonese reference above]

Galician: The very own language of Galicia is Gallego. The Gallego and
Castilian languages are official in Galicia and all have the right of knowing and
using them. The public powers of Galicia will guarantee the normal and official
use of the two languages and promote the utilisation of Gallego in all walks of
public, cultural and informative life, and they will make available the necessary
means to facilitate its knowledge. No-one will be able to be discriminated
against for reason oflanguage. a3 

'

The regional statutes do not all deal with relevant local vernaculars, dialects or patois,

for example the relevant autonomy legislation of Castille-León, Extremadura and

Murcia are silent as to any reference to Bable, Extremeño and Murciano respectively.

Caló, the Iberian variant of Romany, which is spoken by many of the half million

gypsies of Spain, is without treatment in any autonomy statute. The same applies to

Portuguese, which is spoken by some Spanish communities along the frontier between

the two countries, and Arabic, spoken by some residents of the Spanish enclaves of

Ceuta and Melilla.

Finally, though the 1981 Asturian autonomy legislation cited above was silent on the

subject of Gallego-Astur, it was finally incorporated into relevant Asturian legislation of

1998 (ALLA Statute, the Law on the Use and Promotion of Bable &c).

On page 339 it was stated that an increase along the Y-axis was unlikely without a

move along the X-axis. It was also noted that the analagous situation of an improvement

predomine el uso de una y otra lengua, así como los que puedan exceptuarse de la enseñanza y del
uso de la lengua propie de la Comunidad.

o' Articles 5.1-5.4 Estatuto de Autónomia para Galicia, page 104 op.cit.
' La lengua propia de Galicia es el gallego. Los idiomas gallego y castellano son oficiales en
Galicia y todos tienen el derecho de conocerlos y usarlos. Los poderes públicos de Galicia
garantixarán el uso normal y oficial de los dos idiomas y potenciarcin la utilización del gallego en
todos los órdenes de la vida pública, cultural e informativa, y díspondrán los medios necesarios
para facilitar su conocimiento. Nadie podrá ser discriminado por razón de la lengua.
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in Status (ie a move along the X-axis) does not guarantee increases in utilisation (ie a

move along the Y-axis).

Figure 10.4 correlates an intuitive assessment as at 1998 of the situation applying in

each of the regions conceming status and utilisation of the vernacular in different

regions given the respective laws of the regions.

Fieure 10.4: Status/Utilisation of Spanish lansuases (1998)
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How does trend line data correlate with impact of status provisions? In other words, is

there any evidence that more supportive regulatory provisions, with respect to regional

vernaculars, saw improved rates of utilization compared with regions that had less

supportive provisions.

Table 10.4 charts survey results for various languages of Spain over the period 1981-

1996. The table gathers together information from a variety of sourcesa4 and, in most

instances, has aggregated the percentage scores of those who claimed they could speak,

read and/or write in the vemacular. Given the maximum percentage in each case is

looo/o, the maximum possible score would be 300. (Though, given that Spain reports a

IYo llliteracy rate and on the assumption every Spaniard could speak Castilian, the score

for that language would be298 [100 + 99 + 99]).

Table 10.4: Proficiency rates

Bable: 1991 figures list those who speak, read or write very good, quite good and regular

44 J Pau i Yidal, Sobre la lengua catalana y su situación actual, in proceedings of XIil Conceyu
Internqcionql de Llingùes y cultures amenctzaes, ALLA, Uviéu, 1987, page 125, Generalitat Valenciana,
Dades sobre la situació sociolingüístico de la Comunitat Valenciana, Valencia, 1990, page xx. F Ruiz
et.al Historia social I políticq de la llengua catalqne, Contextos 3i4, Barcelona, 1996. Secretaria General
de Política Llingüística del gobiemo vasco., Comparencia, a petición propia, ... ante la comisión de
instituciones e interior del parlamento vasco, Bilbo, November 1992, page 27. F Nagore Latn, El
Aragonés hoy: informe sobre la situación de la lengua orogonesa, Publicazións d'o Consella d'a Fabla
Aragonesa & iberCaja, Husca, 1985. page 24. www.uoc.es/euromosaic/web/document.html sites for
varieties of Catalan, Galician and Basque.

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 9l 92 93 94 95 96
Maximum 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300
Aragonese
Aranese 80 131

Bable 66 168
Cat.fCat) ll8 1.57 t76 194
Cat. (Bal) 178 236
Cat. (Val) 81 132
Cat.lArs)
Eusk. (PÐ )t 42 46
Eusk.lNav) l(

Gall. (Gal) 93 148 148
Gall-Astur
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Catalan (Catalunya): 1981 census figure adjusted by a factor of 1.75 as census results only indicated
capacity to speak and read; factor reflects relative capacity as revealed in 1986 census.
Euskerra (Navarra): Gallego: 1986 hgures list those who speak, read or wríte sin dificultad.

The table reveals that there is a correlation between status and the degree of utilisation.

However, within each status band, there are variations which recognise that there also

have been other factors at play to explain the differences. For example attitude variants

and chronological differences are two factors which may help explain some of the

differences in utilisation.

10.3.3 Relationship of domains to genres of use

Aside from the issue of domains of usage is that of genres of usage. Unlike domains,

which involve situations where language may be used, genres deal with the forms in

which the language may appear. Ralph Fasold cited such usage in the context of poems,

myths, proverbs, lectures and commercial messages and also noted Hyne's view that

casual speech is not the absence of any genre, but a genre of its own.as

As indicated in Chapter Fourteen, dealing with letters to the editor of La Nueva España,

episodic usage of Bable in a number of genres is relatively commonplace. The

questions which arises are whether these genres occur in a wide spread of domains and

whether the extent of such usage is a material factor in the survival or growth of the

language in a broader and more profound sense.

Table 10.5 the issue of geffe usage by domain is plotted. The table attempts to analyse

'usage' in both the active and passive senses. That is to say there is 'active' use when a

person authors something in Bable (ie speaks or writes in the language), while there is
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Table 10.5: Domain & Genre utilisation of Bable

STRONG AVERAGE WEAK NOT
RELEVANT

NO
INFORMATION

N

'passive' usage when a person receives something in Bable (ie hears or reads). Active

usage is recorded in the left hand portion of each table segment, while passive usage is

indicated within the right hand portion. Each segment is then pattem/colour coded

a5 R Fasold, Sociolinguistics of Language, Blackwell, Cambridge, 1990,page 46
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according to the strength of Bable usage. A position of strong usage indicates that there

are either actual patterns of such usage amongst a significant section of the population

or there is the capacity based upon current resource. For example the active segment of

the genre of informal (or casual) discourse in the family domain is coded as strong, as

there is substantial evidence that Bable is the dominant language used in this area in

many homes in Asturias, even if not the majority. On the other hand, the active use

portion of poetry in the family domain is listed as strong, not because it is Bable poetry

would be in the majority in any home in Asturias, but because it has the current capacity

LU U! ùU.

10.4 DIGLOSSIA

In 1959 C A Ferguson proposed the concept of diglossiø to explain the nature of the

relationship between co-existing languages in certain contexts. It aimed to explore the

complex of relationships between two languages for which a simple categorisation of

bilin guali s m w as unsatisfactory.

Is Bable in a diglossic relationship with Castilian? And if so, what features of that

diglossic relationship are in stasis and what features predispose towards a lessening of

the usage of Bable? And how would the domain and genre utilisation depicted in Table

10.5 change in a situation of greater parity of circumstance between Bable and

Castilian.
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Harold F Schiffinan has summarised the variables which subsequent research on the

topic of diglossia has identified.a6 Table 10.6 examines the situation confronting Bable

in terms of those variables.

Table 10.6: Analvsis of diglossia in Bable usase

'u H F Schiffman, Diglossia as a Sociolinguistic Situation, in F Coulmas (ed), The Handbook of

Variable Proposition Bable's situation

Function H & L are used for
different purposes.

L used for familial and
festive purposes

Prestige H more highly valued than
L 'bad Spanish' syndrme.

Literary heritage

Literature overwhelmingly
in H; only'dialect' poetry
& other'low' restricted
genres in L.

Poetry originally dominant
genre but eurrent wider
range still outnumbered by
L2 output

Acquisition L is leamed first, in home;
H acquired at school

Yes

Standardisation H strictly standardised; L
rarely, often by outsiders

Not done by outsiders, but
local conflict

Stability Generally stable Survey data inconclusrve

Grammar H grammar more complex
than L's Not absolutely so

Lexicon Lexicon often shared, but
also differentiation

Significant - refer Figure
6.2

Phonology
H and L either have shared
system; or H more
complicated than L

L more diverse than H

Difference between
diglossia & standard with
dialects

No-one speaks H as mother
tongue, it is only acquired
as a second system

Not so; H primary for a
significant percentage local
population

Distribution of diglossia in
language families, space &
time

Not limited to any area or
language family. Quite focussed

What and how is diglossia
engendered?

a)historic precedence of H;
b) role of literacy
c) take time to develop

a)
b)
c)

Yes
Yes, but complex
Outcome of history
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10.5 NORMALISATION

The word normalisation ín Asturias is not just a word describing a process and goal, it

is also charged with opinion. There are two categories of opinion: one to do with the

merits of the normalisation and the other with the capacity. Regarding the merit of

normalisation, it has been opined by opposing sides as, altematively, essential for its

survival and, by contrary opinion, as no more than the creation of una jerga inventada

lan invented jargon]. That opinioîarray is considered in more detail later.

The second category of opinion - capacity - assesses the likelihood of success of a

normalisation process for Bable. There are sceptics, even among those who are

proponents of the concept. The doubts arise from the condition in which Bable has

found itself in the post-Franco era compared with other languages such as Basque,

Catalan or Galician (where normalisation processes have fared well).

One such observer, José Antonio Pascual Rodríguez, after noting the success of Basque,

Catalan and Galician normalisation processes, commented on Bable and Aragonese

thus:

'We cannot overlook the fact that for several years now, attempts have been made,
some more successful than others, to group together what remains of Leonés and
Aragonés, both saturated with Castilian, to produce an Asturian and Aragonese
language.aT

Or there is the opinion of Ralph Penny:

The most notable experiment of this kind (standardisation) has taken place in
Asturias, where many Asturo-Leonese and other non-Castilian features have
resisted Castilianisation down to the present, at least in rural speech. Critics object
that such proposed standards are uneasy mixes of dialect features drawn from
several different varieties, but rarely shared by all, and it remains to be seen

S_o cio lin guis tics, Blackwell, Oxford, 1997, pp 206-8.
o' J A Pascual Rodríguez, The languages ofSpain, inSpain in search ofmodernity; society & Culture, ed
A Ramos Gascón, Câteðra, Madrid, 199l,page 244.
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Before proceeding to consider either the merit or capacity of normalisation in the case

of Bable, there needs to be clarification of what, in Spanish linguistics and

sociolinguistics, normalización means compared with its English corollary

normalisation.

[a English there are linguistic and sociolinguistic dehnitions of the term. The linguistic

definition, according to G Finch is

whether such experiments (a similar one has been made, more tentatively, tn
Aragon) will succeed, and whether serious writers will be persuaded to write in
the froposed standard forms of Asturian and Aragonese.4s

(normalization) is a process by which listener.s judge sounds to be equivalent even
when acoustically thãy may be very different.ae

In the sociolinguistic context, normalization refers to the process of norm selection from

amongst the available anay of lexical, orthographic or phonetic possibilities in the

context of any language, Standardisation is also used in this context.50 Rebecca Posner

posed two words:

Normalisation or 'status planning' (fitting the language for a wider range of social
roles) and normativization or 'corpus planning' (codifying the language).5r

Charlotte Hoffrnan noted that:

Spanish linguistic terminology _gan be quite different from that used by
sociolinguists writing in English. 52

nt Ralph Pewry ,Spanish, entry in G Price (ed), Encyclopedia of the Languages of Europø Blackwells,
Oxford, 1998, page 455.
ae G Finch, Linguistic terms and concepts, St Martin's Press, New York, 2000, page 38.
to For .*umple see W Bright, Social factors in language change, in F Coulmas, (ed), The Handbook of
So ciolinguistlcs, Blackwell, Cambridge, I 998, page 82.
ttRPosner, The Romance Languages of Europe, CUP, Cambridge, 1996, page2l5't' C Hoff-an, Monolingualism, Bilingualism, Cultural Pluralism, in Current Issues in Language &
Society, Vol 2. No. l,1995,page7l.
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She then discussed the elements of normalisation from the particular perspective of

Catalan writers on the subject, quoting two - Ninyoles (writing ín 1972) and Torres

(1e8a):

Normalisation entails placing a language on an equal footing with other languages
(neither higher nor lower: at the same level. - Ninyoles; and

(it is) a process during which alanguage gradually recovers the formal functions it
had lost and at the same time works its way into those social sectors, within its
own territory, where it was not spoken before. - Torres 53

Thus Hoffman concluded that normalisation involves language spread as much as

Iangttage recovery. This rnay altematelybe stated as issues of quantity and quality.

This bifurcation of the aims of normalisation occurs in the Asturian situation. In 1987

Ramón d'Andrés referred to two processes: Normatización lstandardisationf and

Normalización social lnormalisation of use], whlle writing on the social situation of

Bable. The following is a summary of what he considered to be the important elements

of each:54

Standardisation: orthographic standardising of the language, compilation of
a dictionary and a standard grammar; and the establishment of a language
academy.

Normalisation of use: the presence of Bable in teaching (under the slogan
Bable nes escueles lBable in the schoolsl), its presence in the mass media
(TV, radio and press); promotion of the traditional topon¡rmy used by people
in offrcial domains; and promotion of Asturian literature in new genres and
themes fuxendo de los prexuicios diglósicos lfleeing from diglossic
prejudicesl.

For effective language outcomes, the first, standardizing, is usually considered a tool

for achieving the second. In any event it cannot be considered an end in its own right.

t'rbid.
ta R d'Andrés, La situación social cle la llingua asturiana, in Inþrme so la llingua asturiana,AllA
Uviéu, 1987,page33.
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In terrns of the graph on page 338, the 'normalising' goal of language planning is to

move the language up the Y axis'

The decision of language planners in situations like that of Bable (ie highly dialectised)

has been that such a movement requires a standardising of the language before it can be

normalised. This leaves the residual issue of whether, in any language planning context,

there can remain any future place for the original dialectal richness.

The debaie has been repeated many times before. ln Spain alone, the standardising of

Basque, Galician and Catalan have all seen this issue raised, And beyond Spain's

borders, Belarussian and Slovenian are but just two examples of the same. Indeed the

former - Belarussian - in many respects parallels the situation facing Bable (high

identification of dialects in a language which feels itself the subject of significant

linguistic interference from a more dominant duolect - in that case Russian¡.- In the

case of Slovenian, Professor Newton Sabbe Guimaraes of Paraná, Brazll, noted thirty

dialects of Slovenian which were standardised into one shared form.ss However, such

standardization has not been without its critics. P Herrity, noting the heterogeneity of its

dialects, wrote of standardized Slovenian:

The standard language as presented in grammars and taught in schools and
universities is to a large extent an artificiai language in that its norm is modeled
on an idealized Slavonic pattern which differs from the general--colloquial
language ... and does not agteein detail with any of the living dialects.s6

A participant in a wide variety of efforts to normalise Bable, Xulio 'Xune' Elipe Rapaso

provided a synthesis of the contending positions when he said:

. 
Jim Dingley heats with this subject in his entry on Belarussian in G Price (ed) Enclyclopedia of the

Languages of Europe, op.cit. pp 29-32.
tt LNE 26.0i.95
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I believe that twenty years with the Academy (of the Asturian Language) signifies
that an academic authority exists which determines the norms for writing so that
we could all do it equally. Then, in the spoken language, each one would utilise
the variety of his/her village. 57 t

Certainly there is a need to define the relationship between normalised and non-

normalised forms. For if there is not some high degree of shared understanding

regarding this relationship, there would continue to be polarisation as to the merit of

normalisation. Hoffman coÍrmented on such a polarisation in the Galician situation:

Speakers (of dialect) now find that their dialect variety risks becoming a liability
as it does not conform to the standard that is being promoted, which represents a
superimposed variety. Having to accept and acquire literacy in this new form may
well be perceived as an alienating element. Culturally, it is probably hard for them
to recognise gallego normalizado as part of their heritage. Yet not accepting it
bears some risk ... One thing seems sure: constant contact with these two varieties
will remind rural speakers that they use neither of them well - and this 'not
speaking well' is an old, well-known complex they have had to live with for
generations. So now the situation is even more difficult than before for them. As
John Green so poignantly comments, it is a repetition of the old situation of
' conflict diglossia'. s8

10.6 COOFFICIALITY

As stated earlier the 1981 Autonomy Statute had defined the status of Bable as

deserving protection and that its use would be promoted, (along with) its dffision in the

means of communication and its teaching, respecting in all cases, the local variants and

the voluntary nature of its learning (see page XX, note below #xxx for original

Castilian version). In arriving at that final text, a series of amendments to the original

wording proposed in the draft bill had been considered in the regional parliament. The

s6 P Herrity, entry for Slovenian in G Price (ed), Encyclopedia of the languages of Europe, Blackwells,
Cambridge, 1998, page 446,
tt LNE L5lB/96.

' Yo creo que veinte años con la Academia significan que existe una autoridad acadëmica que
dicta las normas de escritura para que todos lo hagamos igual. Luego, en el idioma hablado, que
cada uno utilice las variantes de su pueblo.

tt C Hoffman, op.cit, pages 81-82.
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draft bill presented to the legislature had copied without change wording of an earlier

working document where the relevant language reference had read:

Promotion of the investigation and of the culture with special reference to their
regional manifestatiott. uñd linguistic peculiarities'se'

Amongst amendments considered were the following which were either defeated or

withdrawn:

Amendment of the Grupo Parlamentario de Coalición Demouática
lParliamentary Group of the Democratic Coalitionf: Bable, as the
vernacular linguistic modality of Asturias, is part of its cultural patrimony
and as such will be the obiect of special promotion and protection. -
defeated (1 for, 24 against);60 T

Amendment of the Grupo Parlamentario Centrista UCD lCentrist
Parliamentary Groupl: Bable, as the linguistic modality of Asturias, is part
of its cultural patrimony and as such will be the obiect of special promotion
and protection. It will be promoted in its use, its dffision in the means of
communication and its teaching, respecting, in all cases, the local variants
and the voluntary nature of its learning.-withdrawn.6l '

The final successful version was carried with 22 votes in favour, one against and two

abstentions. It was moved by Pedro de Silva Cienfuegos-Jovellanos of the Grupo

Parlamentario Socialista lSocialist Parliamentary Groupl, who was later to serve a

term as President of the Principality.

Thus, during the process of consideration of the legislation which became the 1981

Autonomy Statute, there had been a considerable move from a position of promoting

5e Principado de Asturias, El Proceso Autonómico Asturiqno, Vol. II, Oviedo, 1989, page 105.t Fomento de la investigación y de la cultura con especial referencia a sus manifestaciones
regionales y a sus peculiaridades lingüísticas.

60 Op.cit., pages 70 and 385.
' El bable como modalidad lingüßtica vernácula de Asturias es parte de su patrimonio cuhural y
como tal será objeto de especial fomento y protección.

u' Op. cit., page 385.
' El bable, como modalidad lingüística de Asturias, es parte de su patrimonio cultural y como tal
será objelo de especialfomento y protección. Se promovera su uso, su difusión en los medios de
comunicación y su enseñanza, respetando, en todo caso, las varilntes locales y la voluntariedad
en su aprendizaie.
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investigation of the linguistic peculiarities to one of recognition of Bable and accepting

an obligation to promote its use (albeit whilst still insisting that its teaching only be

voluntary and maintaining the focus on local variants as opposed to a normalised

version of the language).

This change during the consideration of the legislation had been significant, but it was

soon to be considered insufficient and by the mid-l980s there arose a push for Bable to

be accorded the same status as languages such as Basque, Catalan and Gallego - namely

that of coofficiality. Lobb/ng for this continued throughout the rernainder of that

decade and became more intense in the 1990s coming to a conclusion, at least in the

medium term, with the passage in March 1998 of the revised Autonomy Statute for

Asturias.

The political parties contesting the 1995 regional elections took contrasting viewpoints

on the subject of Bable. [n summary, according to reports in the LNE, then policies

were

PSOE: The then regional president, Antonio Trevín Lombán, said the PSOE
govemment's objective was: algamar que la ufierta del aprendizax
voluntaria de la llingua asturianû seya dafechamente obligatoria pa tolos
centros escolares .... 62

PP: In support of defence of Bable and the local variants. No mention of
officiality.63

IU: Support for recognition of Bable as an official language; promotion of its
use in the media.6a

PAS: In support of cooffrciality by reform of Article 4 of the Autonomy
Statute which would open the bridge to cofficiality; also supported a total
recovery of Bable toponymy. 6s '

u'LNE 5.5.95u'LNE 7.7.95
u4 ibid.
Ut LNE 4.5.95
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Centristas Asturianas: discussing the similarity of many of their policies with
PAS, this group stated: It is true that there are things thøt separate us, such
as thte defence which PAS expresses for cofficiality of Bable ..'66 t

The new statute was to contain no reference to official status for Bable that is specific

entitlement to its use in all domains. However, as something of a compromise, the

regional legislature, passed on 18 March 1998 the Ley de Uso y Promoción del

Asturiano lLaw of the use and promotion of Asturian]'

This ner'¿ la'w altered the nomenclature used in the 1981 Autonomy Statute (which had

referred to the language as Bable) by using the term Asturiano in the title and

bable/asturiano in the body of the text. Then legislation also included reference for the

first time to Gallego-asturiano, the vemacular of the westernmost part of Asturias

(spoken between the Eo and Navia rivers). Úr Article 3 the law proclaimed the following

objectives:67

To protect the right of citizens to know and use Bable/Asturian and to
establish the means by which that could be done effectively.
To encourage the recuperation and dissemination, defining measures for
promoting its use.
To guarantee the teaching of Bable/Asturian, in the exercise of the
competencies assumed by the Principality of Asturias, payrng attention to the
principles of voluntariness, graduality and respect for the sociolinguistic
reality of Asturias.
To assure its free use and non-discrimination of citizens for doing so. t

Other articles of the legislation dealt with the following areas:

r abriría la puente a Ia cooficialidad.
uu LNE 20.5.95r Es verdad que hay cosas que nos separan, como la defensa que el PAS hace de la cooficialidad

del bable.
ut A.ticlr 3, 1/98 - Ley de (Jso y Promoción del asturiano, BOPA #73,28 March 1998, Oviedo.

' Amparar el derechu de los ciudadanos a conocer y usar el bable/asturiano y establecer los
medios que lo høgan efectivo. Fomentar la recr.tperación y tlesenvolimiento, definiendo medias
para promover su uso. Garantizar la enseñanza del bable/asturiano, en el ejercicio de las
competencias asumidas por el Principado de Asturias, atendiendo a los principios de
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- Article 4: Administrative use of the language'
- Article 5: Publications.
- Article 6: Promotion of the language in the functions of government.
- Article 7: Translation service (including of some official documentation).
- Article 8: Local government and the promotion of the language.
- Article 9: Teaching.
- Article 10: Education Curriculum.
- Article 11: Teacher training and accreditation.
- Article 12:Themedia.
- Article 13: Diffusion of Bable/Asturian through budget provision and

cultural support.
- Article 14: Subsidies.
- Article 15: Toponyrns.
- Article 16: Consultative and Assessment bodies (University, ALLA,

Toponymy Council, Ministry, RIDEA).
- Article 17: Universityof Oviedo.
- Article 18: Academia de la Llingua
- Additional provision on Gallego-Asturiano.

Two of the education-related articles read as follows:

Article 9: The Principality of Asturias, in the exercise of the competencies

(on education), will gtarantee the teaching of Bable/Asturian and will
expand its use in the education system, within the terms of the Autonomy

Statute of Asturias.

In the exercise of its competencies, the Principality of Asturias will

guarantee the teaching of Bable/Asturian in all levels and grades, respecting

at the same time the voluntary nature of its learning. In all cases the teaching

of Bable/Asturian has to be imparted within school hours and has to be

considered as material integral to the curriculum.6s t

The provision relating to Gallego-Asturiano stated:

voluntariedad, gradualidad y respecto a la realidad sociolingüística de Asturias. Asegurar el libre
uso y la non discriminación de los ciudadanos por este motivo'

68 
Quoted in X A Gonzíùez Riaño, El Proyeutu Llingüísticu de Centru, Estaya Pedagóxica 13, ALLA,

Uviéu, 2000,p14.t Art. 9. El Principáu d'Asturies', nel exerciciu de les competencies de so, garantizara la
enseñanza del bable/asturianu y esparderá'l so emplegu dientro del sistema educativu, nos
terminus previstos nel Estatutu d'Autonomía d'Asturies. Art. 10. Nel exerciciu de les ror
competencies, el Principáu d'Asturies garantizara la enseñanza del bable/asturianu en lolos
niveles y graos, respetando sicasí la volunteriedó del so deprendizax. En tou casu, el
bable/asturianu ha ser impartíu dientro del horaríu escolar y ha ser consideráu como material
inxerta nel curriculum.
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Gallego-Asturian is going to have a similar treatment to Bable/Asturian and the
regime of protection, respect, protection, teaching and use is going to be

esiablished through special regulation in those zones which have this linguistic
modality.t

The provisions in relation to education maintained the voluntary nature of its learning

which had first been enshrined in the Autonomy Statute of 1981, but raised its status by

bringing its teaching to within school hours and indicating that itbe consideráo como

materia integrante del curriculu lbe considered as subject matter integral to the

curyiculum]. The legal provisions on education also provided for adult education,

subj ect accreditation and teacher certification.6e

While coofficiality has not been accepted at the regional level, there was in 1997 a

period during which Bable achieved such status in seven counties. The counties were

Bimenes (the first to do so) followed by Caso, Morcín, Teverga, Laviana, Langreo and

Castrillon - five from in the central zone, two (Castrillon and Teverga) in the occidental

with none from the Oriental or Astur-Gallego zones. The decisions of those

municipalities were subsequently overturned by the Tribunal Superior de Justicia de

Asturias (Asturian equivalent of the Supreme Court)'

A further four counties (San Martín del Rey Aurelio, Mieres, Aller and Riosa - all in

the Central zone) had been planning to conduct votes on the subject prior to the bringing

down of the Supreme Court's decision. In another two counties (Lena and Nava, again

both in the Central zone) such votes had already been held and rejected. In the case of

Nava, interest focussed on the fact that its mayor was the only Asturianist (PAS) mayor

' El gallego-asluriano va tener un tratamientu sitnilar al bable/asturiano y el so réxime de

protección, respetu, tutela, enseñanzct y usu va establecese mediante regulación especial naquelles
zones nes que tien calter de modalidá llingüística propia.

un Article 10. l, Ley del uso y promoción del Asturiano, op.cit.
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in the province. While in the case of Lena, the negative decision of the councillors

seemed not to indicate opposition to the use of Bable so much as a questioning of the

need for such a proposition. After the ballot the mayor said:

We are in a council where the utilisation of Asturian has always been assumed by
everyone and from the Council's perspective we have facilitated that use. 70'

Also of note, in this spate of council consideration of the status of Bable, was the

response of the mining communities. Only two mining communities did not support

such proposals (Lena, as indicated voting in the negative; and Sobrescobio, where no

motion was moved).

The map of Council decisions with respect to the status of Bable is depicted in Map

10.1

a^
le

]
a

a

Map 10.1: Distribution of councils votins on co-officiality

a Councils srry¡rortirg co-offciality
' Cor¡nrils yet to wtc (1997)
X Cou¡rcils not sr4rporting

To date the only place where any surviving descendant of Astur-Leonese has received

official status has been in Portugal. By virtue of the existence of Mirandes (Lhéngua

to LNE 5.ro.gi.
' Estamos en un municipio en el que la utilización del asturiano ha sido siempre asumida por
todos y desde el Ayuntamiento se hafacilitado este uso.
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Mirandesa) as a vemacular in the northeast of that country, on 17 September 1998 the

Portuguese National Assembly declared the language to be official.7l

However, notwithstanding the failure to date of legislative measures for official status

for Bable, there have been other resolutions of the Principality which were language

related such as:72

Authorising the allocation to cultural associations and private enterprise of
subsidies for the promotion of Asturian,
Authorising the allocation of subsidies for studies and research which
promotes Asturian.
Authorising support for produetion of films and music in Asturian'

Having considered the issues currently facing Bable, the next chapter reviews a number

of theoretical approaches to sociolinguistic issues and assesses their relevance to the

context facing Bable.

7r www.Asturies.com 1 8-25.09.98.
72 l'rttp://www.asturies.org/asturia/subvenciones.htm decisions dated 26.01.98 and 3.2.98.
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PART C _ THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

CHAPTER ELEVEN _ SOME RELEVANT THEORETICAL
APPROACHES

Overview

Chapters Thirteen and Fourteen deal with the research undertaken for the purposes of

this thesis. This chapter provides a summary of some of the theoretical approaches

which are used in analysing the output from the research work. In Chapter Twelve,

some additionai comments are made on some philosophical perspectives relevant to the

outcomes of the research and in particular connected to the development of a model for

analysing sociolinguistic coexistence between an Ll andL2

The theories detailed in this chapter have been chosen because of their approach to

humanistic sociology which go beyond quantitative measurement to observation of

behaviour and assessment of attitudes and perceptions held by the observed.

Five theories are discussed. Those of Peter Mühlhäusler on Language Ecology, Robert

Kaplan & Richard Baldauf on Language Planning, Jeruy Smolicz on Core Values,

Howard Giles et.al. on Ethnolinguistic Vitalit¡ then finally James and Lesley Milroy on

Social Networks. In that discussion some consideration is also given to the critique of

Glyn Williams on sociolinguistic approaches. The discussion of the theories in this

chapter leads in each case to critical questions which form the basis of Chapter 16, the

conclusion. Also, particularly with respect to the policy on Ethnolinguistic Vitality, the

theory of Giles et.al. is further developed.
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11.1 MUHLHAUSLER - LANGUAGE ECOLOGY

Langnage ecology was a concept devised by Einar Haugen and defined thus

This struggle between dominated and dominant groups for the right to survive
includes what I have called 'the ecology of language'. By this I mean that the
preservation of language is a part of human ecology, which in turn is a brand of
the larger disciplines of sociology and political science.l

Peter Mühlhäusler indicated that there were two questions raised in a language ecology

analysis, not just one. They were:

- V/hat is the minimum ecology needed to keep a language going?

- How much language is needed to provide speakers with a sense of linguistic
identity?2

From this he proposed fwo alternatives with respect to language survival which either

aim to:

(a) preserve existing language ecologies, or (b) restore/reconstitute ecological
conditions for language maintenance.3

He also rejected the idea of treating a language in isolation from others and stated:

The widespread belief that the normal case of language development is primarily
an internal matter is one that cannot be maintained in the light of growing
evidence of borrowing and contacts among languages in all parts of the world. a

Furthermore, Professor Mühlhäusler opined that a healthy linguistic ecology needs,

rather than is harmed by, a situation where dialectical variation abounds and where

closely related languages can borrowfrom one another.s

The ecological approach can very usefully be applied to the situation facing Bable.

Mühlhäusler cited nine ecological questions posed by Haugen as being relevant to the

t P Mühlhät,rler, Op.cit. quoting a statement by E Haugen in 1985, page 163
2 Op. cit., page 17I.
3 Op.cit., page 172.
a Op.cit., page 174.
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question of what constitutes an adequate home for languages to survive in?6 The

consequence of treating with these nine questions is the potential to develop a:

typology of ecological classification which will tell us something about where the
language stands and where it is going in comparison with other languages.T

Thus it offers a tool for defining more clearly both the current situation and the possible

futures of Bable. Paraphrasing these nine questions to Bable, and the consequences for

the research ambit of this thesis, the following table can be constructed:

Table 11.1: Language ecologv issues with respect to Bable

The final box ('Identification & Status') is the key to this thesis, not just for the sake of

each, but for the usage outcomes that result. In Chapter 10 the suggestion was made that

high volume and breadth of usage bear a direct relationship with Status (and implicitly

with Identity as well). However, Mühlhäusler up-ends the question cited earlier of what

t ibid.

Issue Question Answer Consequential issues

Classifïcation V/hat is Bable? A Rornance language
close to Castilian.

Diglossia, interference,
change dynamics.

Users Who speaks Bable? 400,000 Asturians Demographic profile
Domains Where is it spoken? Non-offrcial settings

Other langs. What else is
spoken?

Castilian Relationships between
the dialects & with
Castilian over timeVarieties What varieties? 3 dialects, 1 duolect &

various argots

Written trad. How extensive? Over many centuries
but not prolific

Tlpe of literature and
readership patterns

Codifïcation
Is there a
standardised
Bable?

Yes.
Effect on varieties,
usage patterns, degree
of acceptance

Inst. Support What level?
Official respect not
recognition. Education.

Significance of
coofficiality as goal cf
standardised norm,

Attitudes Degree of
identification?

High but folkloric
skew

Identification & Status

u P Mrihhausler, op.cit. page 164.
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is the minimum ecology needed to keep languages going with one demanding more

complex investigation:

How much language is needed to provide speakers with a sense of linguistic
identity?8

A further seminal point to Mühlhäusler's analysis is the contention that

Of particular importance is the maintenance of dialectal and linguistic variety, for
ru.h di,retsity is the basis of language regeneration.e

With respect to the Asturian situation, the focus is thus on the Bable vs bables debate.

The contention that the dialectal richness of Bable would be the basis of (its)

regeneration contrasts with the traditional view of many language planners that opts for

an exclusive standardisation as being key to ensuring a sustainable language future.

However later I will contend, on the basis of my research, that a complex and hybrid

response can and should be constructed which finds a place for dialectal variety whilst

at the same time establishing a strong linguistic core around which such variety can

thrive - ie an inclusive standardization (which integrates with the language's dialect

diversity).

11.2 KAPLAN & BALDAUF - LANGUAGE PLANNING

ln their book Language Planning: from practice to theory,t0 Robert Kaplan and Richard

Baldauf analysed language planning experiences in a number of different countries.

They made the point:

Most general frameworks (of language planning) suggest that language
planning is a large-scale activity, ie it occurs mainly at the macro level. However,
language planning actually occurs at many different levels ... For large-scale

t P Mtihlhansler, op.cit. page 165.
8 P Mühlhäusler, op.cit. page 17l.
e P Mtihlhausler, op.cit. page 178.
r0 R B Kaplan & R B Baldauf Jn¡ Language Planning; from practice to theory, Multilingual Matters,
Clevedon, 1997.
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They observed that microlevels of language planning are not well documented and are

not seen to be as prestigious. They further noted the work of C H Williams in

examining language planning in'Wales at the macro, meso and micro levels of planning

. .12tmpact.

In addition to this hierarchy approach, Kaplan and Baldauf stated that language

planning is ultimately about httm.an resource development (and) ... tuho has the right to

do what to whomfor what purpor"tt.

Kaplan and Baldauf further noted:

In an eco-system approach to language planning, individual decisions about
language use are the ultimate test for the language planner. Involving participants
in the planning is therefore a critical 'problem' in wider situational contexts if
language planning is to be meaningful and successful.la

In developing this theme, Kaplan and Baldauf then applied J L M Trim's suggestion

that human resource development can either be right branching (kB) or left branching

(LB)." Left branching activity is said to be a top-down approach while right branching

activity is bottom up. The dilemma for language planners they believed was:

planning to meet popular needs, and indeed for it to succeed at all, it must have
effect across all levels oflanguage and society.ll

... while language planning appears to be mainly LB, the information for and the
ultimate success of a language plan depends on RB activities. Devising a plan for
a particular language eco-system which creates an appropriate balance between
these two approaches needs to be carefully considered.l6

tt Op. cit., page 52.t'rbid.
13 op.cit., page 303
t4.i.rlDlo.
t5.r.rlDlo.
16 Op.cit., page 304
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With respect to language planning for Bable, methods followed in the period 1975 to

1998 appeared to be echoes of the early stages of language recuperation in Galicia and

Catalonia. Given the achievements of each of those programs (which involved

standardisation and normalisation), why should not the same have worked for Bable?

The question appears valid enough, but the circumstances and contexts were not entirely

similar. Firstly there were differences in the period in time when the first stages were

undertaken in each, as well as the effect of national reaction in key periods such as the

1920s and then later under the Franco regime. Secondly, there were important

demographic differences between the communities and their Ll speakers. Thus the

answer cannot automatically be assumed to be in the affirmative; namely that

similarities in language planning principles between Galicia, Catalonia and Asturias

would have similar outcomes.

Therefore in the Asturian situation, the relevant questions would appear to be:

Has language planning for Bable achieved the goals set at the outset? If not,
why have the outcomes been different from situations such as those which
applied in Galicia and Catalonia?

Will the legislation of 1998 for the promotion of the use Bable/Asturian
accelerate the recuperation of the language or will it make no difference to
what may transpire to have been a pre-determined future?

Furthermore, in terms of the Bable vs bables debate, does micro-level planning, RB,

appear to offer some viable options for resolving that debate and leading to some

consensus between the contending groups?

In trying to develop a model for language planning, Kaplan and Baldauf presented a

diagram which attempts to illustrate the various forces at work in a language planning

o
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activity." Belo*, in Figure I 1.1, I have adapted that diagram to the Asturian situation

by overlapping Bable and Castilian in a contrasting sense to that signified by Kaplan

and Baldauf. They described an overlapped minority language circle as representing a

non-standard variety of an officiat language.ts However, I have chosen to use

overlapping circles, not to depict Bable as a non-standard variety of Castilian, but to

reflect its duolect relationship with it (refer to Chapter 5) and in the same sense that the

two are depicted as overlapping in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 earlier.

Figure 11.1 - Forces at work in the Asturian linguistic eco-system le

Language

Language

Language

Language

Language

Language
Other bodiLanguage

Literacy NGO

Govt. Educational
agencies

Communities
of speakers

Figure 11.1 provides an inventory of the forces at work in a linguistic eco-system (in

this case the Asturian) though it does not, of itself, provide any understanding of the

interrelationship of the factors so identified, nor of their comparative significance.

Castilian

Bable

t7 Op. cit., page 31 I
tt lbid.
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Since diagrammatically the factors are shown to be impacting the larger outer circle

(which signifies the linguistic eco-system) the model implies that such factors do not or

cannot have effect at the particular or micro level in an isolated or discrete sense (eg

directly and separately impacting the Bable or Castilian circles) but rather impact at a

more general, higher ambient or macro level (ie affecting the whole eco-system of

which both Bable and Castilian are inseparable and interactive components). This leads

to the conclusion that the following statements (each related to various of the impacting

arrows in Figure 11.1) are more likely to be correct or prcbable than statements of the

opposite type (those indicated in brackets):

Language death: Bable could cease to be spoken in the community (Bable
could die).

Language survival: Bable will survive if the community of potential
speakers wishes to use it (Bable will survive with the correct regulatory
framework).

Language change: Bable, like other languages, is subject to the forces of
change (Bable is a victim of interference).

Language revival: Bable can only be revived by a complex series of actions
which involve various aspects of the community (Bable's revival depends
primarily on official actions)

Language shift: Bable will experience language shift as part of the normal
process of language change (Bable is a victim of interference when language
shift takes place).

o

a

a

o

Language amalgamation: Bable's prospects for survival do not depend on
differentiation at any price from Castilian (Bable needs to protect its lexical
integrity even if that means adopting hypercorrection).

Government agencies: Government agencies need to provide a broad
framework for encouraging the use of Bable in a wider range of domains and
provide status recognition (Government agencies can take a staged approach
introducing Bable education into the school system and then later consider
status questions).

'n This diagram is a modified version of the one which appears in R Kaplan & R Baldaul Language
Planning, op. cit., page 31 1.
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Which of these sets of statements may be deemed the more applicable is considered in

the light of the research undertaken.

11.3 SMOLICZ . CORE VALUES

In terms of determining a group's sense of identity Jerzy Smolicz has propounded the

theory of cultures having core values; his proposition has been that in many instances

'language' has been a key core value. The theory has been used as a tool in the analysis

of dynamic situations facing minority languages (particularly in plural societies such as

Australia) in addition to other sociological applieations. He wrote:

(E)ach culture possesses a number of basic characteristics which are essential for
the transmission and the maintenance of that culture; these core values identify a
given culture. For example, in the Italian community in Australia, family, religion
and language (dialect) appear to be three relevant core values, whereas for the
Jewish community they are religion, cultural patrimony and historicity .. . When
language is the core value of a cultural group, it may be an important factor in
determining the members' cultural identity. Lr extreme cases it might even appear
as the sole cultural value.2o

However, anticipating Fishman's conclusion of 1985 that language attitudes do not

always lead to language maintenqnce,2l Smolicz also noted that:

A group's resilience in maintaining its language and culture can be seen to depend
on the degree to which its heritage successfully interacts with new cultural inputs
both from within (in a multicultural setting) and from without (through diffusion
from other sources).22

Core values form the heartland of a group's culture23 and consist of those features of

identification valued by a community whose maintenance is important to the self-

20 JJ Smolicz, quoted in H F Schiffman, Linguistic Cuhure and Language Policy, Routledge, London
1996,ppll-12.
" Cited by M Clyne inMultilingualism,page 310, in F Coulmas (ed),The Handbook of Sociolinguistics,
Blackwell, Oxford, 1997.
22 JJ Smolicz , Minority Languages as Core Values of Ethnic Cultures, in W Fase et. al (ed), Maintenance
and Loss of Minority LanguagesSitdies in Bilingualism l, John Benjamrns Publishing Company,
Amsterdarr¡ 1992, page 278.
23 Op.cit., page 279.
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perceived integrity of that community. However, core values need also to be assessed as

to whether they are solely symbols or serve also as tools of social interaction.

Thus with respect to religion as a core value, the statement "I am a Christian" may be

such a value solely at the level of the s¡rmbolic or emblematic. That is to say the person

may be a non-participant in any religious activities, but still identify himselflherself as a

Christian on the basis of cultural inheritance and ambient environment. Altematively,

the expression of faith practices by others who proclaim themselves as Christian sees

the core va-lue becoming a tool of social interaction.

Smolicz has often used the model in order to examine questions of maintenance and

promotion of minority languages. With respect to Australia, for example, he stated:

It is important, therefore, to recognize that activation of a minority tongue and its
persistence in Australia is dependent not only on the linguistic tenacity of the
group concemed, and on whether language is recognised as a core value, but also
on the way the majority perceives the language in question, and on the majority's
toleration of linguistic pluralism in the society as a whole. Other factors
influencing the minority's language retention include the degree to which the
minority feels attracted towards the culture of the majority; the degree to which
the minority's cultural values overlap with that of the majority; as well as to the
extent to which the majority is prepared to socially and culturally 'embrace' the
minority to its bosom. One would also need to examine any advantages which
minority members might derive from a shift to the majority language, and whether
the same benefits would be available if they maintained their ethnic tongue
alongside English. 2a

The Asturian situation is qualitatively different from immigrant minority languages in a

country such as Australia. Bable is autochthonous, not introduced; the dominant

language with which it competes for domain space has coexisted with it for centuries

and is also related to it linguistically. However the theory of core values can be applied

2a Op.cit., pp 298-9
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equally as well (as indeed Smolicz has done himself with research conceming the

languages of the Philippines).

However, while language (whether as the language of immigrants or autochthonous

speakers) will frequently be a core value, it need not always be. Where it is a core value,

as with religion as a core value, there will still be variations in its significance, relative

to other cultural factors such as family structure, class, demography and religion

Thus while Bable may be the language of Asturians, an indi.¡idual may neither speak it

nor feel any imperative to do so or may restrict its use to culturally determined domains.

The result is that the actual number of Bable speakers who use it across a wide range of

domains and genres represents only a small proportion of those who may deem Bable as

a core part of their Asturian identity.

How likely in any context is it that there will be an individualist approach taken, or a

collectivist? And what of the Asturian situation? This brings into focus the issue of the

connection between social structures and language which Smolicz et.al have dealt with

as germane to Core Value theory. They have noted the roles both of family collectivism

and minority languages as core values of culture among some ethnic groups in

Australia.2t They have then have compared the contrasting patterns of the individual

versus collective approach to domains of life between what they refer to as 'Anglo-type

societies' and 'Some other European and Asian societies'. Their classification of social

systems is represented in Figures 11.2 and 11.3. The first table recognises that both

individuals and groups have two categories of relationships - primary and secondary;

25 JJ Smolicz, M Secombe & DM Hudson, Family collectivism ancl minority languages es core values of
culture among ethnic groups in Australia, draft paper supplied by authors in 2000.
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the first table gives some examples of such relationships. The second table examines the

types of approaches that two competing types of cultures take to primary and secondary

relationships.

Fisure 11.2: Classilïcation of social systems 2ó

Figure 11.3: Ideological values and social svstems in different societies 27

Type of system I 20

Personal Close friends Acquaintances & colleagues

Group Family Workplace

Anglo-type societies Some other European &
Asian societies

1
o Individualist Collectivist

20 Collectivist Individualist

ln proposing this analysis, Smolicz et.al. concluded that

Respondents from the groups under investigation strove to achieve their linguistic
goals by relying on their families and other ethnic social structures in ways that
were characteristic of their cultural heritage, as encapsulated in their core values.28

Given that Asturian society at the village level is collectivist, it can be understood how

Bable (or the bables) has survived. However as the authors also noted

Not all ethnic groups have been equally adept at radiating the collectivist family
ethos into ethno-specific ethnic secondary systems.2e

26 Based on table appearing in op.cit., page 5
27 Op.cit., page 13.

'8 op.cit., page 37 .
2e Op.cit., page 13.
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The challenge for Bable is whether it an survive as the collectivism of the rural and

mining context declines and the urban setting of individualist primary relationships

becomes more predominant.

The collectivist model of primary relationships has reflected reality for those Asturians

living in rural and mining communities. Smolicz, citing work by Clyne in 1991 noted

the extensive "intertvvining" of ... dialect and ... family and related this to the valuation

accorded to (a) regional language or dialect as opposed to that of the official

standard.3o 'With respect to the impact on Bable, it is nurtured in the pnmary but not

empowered to fare well in the secondary. Different drivers and processes are needed for

each. For example, stories at the esfoyaza need groups; while fiction needs its own

youth culture to connect with the individualist,

The Asturian village, even the mining community, can be interpreted as having

mutually dependent and reinforcing core values of communalism and solidarity which

have connections with language. In a situation of changing demographics (including

urbanisation breaking down rural and mining bonds) there has been a move away from

the collectivist to the individualist. This means that those traditional core values are

weakened and ultimately replaced by others more suitable for the urban context in

which most Asturians find themselves. The question is whether those new core values

can continue to have corurections with the vernacular and if so, how they might be

fostered.

30 Op.cit. page 33
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From these various issues raised by Core Value theory, there are a number of questions

in relation to Bable which arise from the point of view of core value theory:

- What are the core values of Asturian society?

- Are they the same for all sections of the population?

- Are there significant individualist versus collectivist perspectives?

What differences of perception are there in the core value of Asturianidá
lAsturianityl?

In what way may Bable be a core value? Can it change its nature as a core
value as context changes?

What are the implications arising fiom a dominant L2 (Castilian) for Bable
as a core value of Asturians?

Are there core value variations among different Bable dialects (in relation to
any Bable dialect and Castilian as well as the dialects versus normalised
Bable)?

Are there differences as to the perception of what Bable ('language') is in
terms of its possibly being a core value?

11.4 GILES et. al. - ETHNOLINGUISTIC VITALITY

in 1,977 Howard Glles et.al.31 proposed the concept of assessing ethnolinguistic vitality

as a means of better understanding the relationship of group and language status. They

wrote of a Taxonomy of the structural variables affecting ethnolinguistic vitality. Figure

11.4 depicts that taxonomy.

" H Giles, R Bourhis & D Taylor, Towards a Theory of Language in Ethnic Group Relatiors, Academic
Press, London,1977, page 309.
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Fisure 11.4 -Taxonomy of the structural variables affecting ethnolineuistic
vitality32

VITALITY

STATUS

Economic
status

Social
status

Sociohistorical
status

DEMO

distribution

numbers

INSTITUTIONAL
RT

National territory
Proportion
Concentration

absolute
birth rate
mixed
marriages
immigration
emigration

Mass media
Education
Govt. services
Industry
Religion
Culture

formal

informal

Language
status

Within
Without{

This taxonomy is then used to determine a vitality configuration for an ethnic group

with high, low and medium values being assigned to each of the three variables (Status

Demography and Institutional Support). Grant McDonnell stated that:

What was really innovative from a sociolinguistic point of view was the
juxtaposing of group and language in terms of presence and usage, as well as the
'three factored view' of reality construct, which proposed an objective set of
situational and structural variables in what was basically a cognitive approach. 33

" H Giles et.al. Towards a Theory of Language in Ethnic Group Relations, op.cit., page 309
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In the same way that various languages of Spain were represented as to status and usage

in the figure on page 346, a number of the elements of the taxonomy can be applied to

those same languages. However, the attribution of 'High', 'Medium' or 'Low' values

can more easily and consistently be done for Status and Institutional Support Variables

than for Demography variables. For example the following statement can be made with

the same degree of applicability to any of the languages of Spain:

A higher economic status for a region (ie better indicators of economic activity
and more significant comparative economic power) is more conducive to
ethnolinguistic vitality than the opposite.

Thus Catalonia and the Basque country both rank higher in the economic status tables

for Spain than Aragon or Murcia; and their vernacular language situations are likewise

stronger. Similarly the statement:

The more vemacular mass
ethnolinguistic vitality.

media available in a region the greater its

However, the following statement cannot be made with the same consistent degree of

application to all Spanish languages:

Immigrant communities within a region affect the utilisation rates of vernacular
languages and hence can impact ethnolinguistic vitality.

Thus, for example, many commentators have noted the intransigence of Andalucian

immigrants to Catalonia in the face of Catalan.3a Yet immigrants from this same region

going to Asturias, participate in Bable classes35 and self identiff with the language. 36

" G D McDonnell, Gtobat Scale Sociolinguistics, in The Handbook of Sociolinguistics, ed F Coulmas,
Blackwell, Oxford, 1997, page 354.
'n Joan Colomines, in La Lengua Nacional cle Catalunya, Generalitat de Catalunya, 1992 noted (page
192) rhat the competence coefhcient for learning Catalan was lower for immigrants from Andalucia
(0.32) than for any other part of Spain except the much less numerous immigrants from Extremadura
(0.30) - the national average figure being 0.35. with the figure for those born in Catalan-speaking regions
being 0.61, and for those born in Catalunya 0.74. However the situation may be overstated. Bonifacio
Jiménez and Gabriel Comes in their work Actitudes de los castellano-hablantes qnte Ia enseñanza de y en
catalón. Analisis global (contained within Miquel Siguan fcoord] Las lenguas en la escuela, ICE/Horsori
Editorial, Barcelona, 1994) noted that while 81% of students surveyed who were born outside of
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As a consequence a table can be constructed for two categories of variables - Status and

Institutional Support - but not the third (Demography), when matching them against the

recognition hierarchy of Figure 10.3. Table 11.1 applies'Low','Medium'and'High'

status to each of the sub-categories in the table.

Table 11.2: Correlating Status with Lansuage Support

Element / Status

Þ¡

Z,E

o

Þ¡o(.)
q)
ú

ôl

o

Þo
()
q)

(.)

o

ôl

cË
q)

Status
Economic status Low Low Low Med Hieh
Social status Low Low L-M Med Hieh
Sociohistorical status Low L-M L-M Med Hieh
Language status - within Low Low Med. Hieh Hieh
Language status - without Low Low Low L-M Hieh

Institutional support
Formal - mass media Low Low Low Med. Hieh

- education Low Low Med. Hieh Hieh
- govt. servlces Low Low Low Med. Hieh

Informal - industry Low Low Low Med. Hieh
- religion Low Low Low M-H Hieh
- culture Low Med. Med High Hieh

Thus, for example, no language in Figure 10.3 categorised as having Recognition 1

language status could also be assessed as being of medium or high economic status.

Contrariwise none of the languages in either the Officiality I or 2 categones could be

deemed as being in low economic status environments. Similarly, by way of example,

formal educational support for language would not be high in situations of Recognition

1 status, but would be in that of Officiality I or 2.

Catalunya (principally from Andalucia) rejected all subjects being taught in Catalan, 85% supported some
being so done.
" LNE 29.09.97.
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How can the taxonomy be further developed in a way which becomes indicative in

terms of McDonnell's claimed value of the model - namely the juxtaposing of group

and language in terms of presence and usage - in ways which might be useful for

understanding implications for language policy.

One possibility would be to construct a matrix comparing Group Identity with

Language Condition. This is done in Figure 11.5. In this figure demography, economy

and sociohistory are treated as inputs to Group Identity. Institutional support is

considered as capable of being applied in two ways: direetly (by the implementation of

language programs) and indirectly (by providing a supportive environment for language

within a group).

INSTITUTIONAL

SUPPORT

\

DEMOGRAPHY

ECONOMY

SOCIOHISTORY

The matrix then provides four areas of examination. The relationship of Language

Status with Group Status, Language Status with Group Vitality, Language Vitality with

Group Status and, finally, Language Vitality with Group Vitality. Each of these four

areas can be measured in a range between 'Low' and 'High'. Thus in any particular

situation Group Status might be high yet Language Status low, and vice versa.

Language condition

Status Vitality
HL HH HL HHStatus
LL LH LL LH
HL HH HL HHVitality

qÞ
9ÉÈé)9õ

LL LH LL LH

36 survey responses ..
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If numeric values are then ascribed from 1 for 'low' up to 3 for 'high', languages in

situations variously of minimum and maximum optimisation could be graphed as shown

in Figure 11.6. The first shows the optimal situation possible, namelybothhigh status

and vitality for Language Condition and Group Identity. The second shows the minimal

position. The hatched area in the second denotes the deficit zones which would need

policy responses to be overcome. Thus A indicates that policies focussed on Language

Vitality would be needed to raise the level from low to high. Similarly with areas B, C

and D for Group Status, Group Vitality and Language Status deficits.

and Vitality
Optimal situation:

Language Vitality

Group
Status

Group
Vitality

Group
Vitality

Minimal situation:

Language Status

Language Vitality

Language Status

382

Group
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The following examples of national or regional language situations can be assessed by

the application of this matrix

Irish: Language Status - High; Language Vitality - Low; Group Status -
High; Group Vitality- High.

Swiss German: Language Status - Low; Language Vitality - High; Group
Status - High; Group Vitality - High.

Gypsy: Language Status - Low; Language Vitality - Medium; Group
Status - Low; Group Vitality- High.

These would then be graphed as shown in Figure 1 1.7

Eitb{Gaelic) Lang.vit.

a

a

Group
Status

Swiss (Schwyzertütsch)

Group
Status

Group
Vitality

Lang.Status

Lang.Vit.

Lang.Status

Group
Vitality
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Gypsv (Romanv)

Group
Status

Group
Vitality

Lang.Status

Thus in the case of kish Gaelic the area needing policy attention is Language Vitality.

Which is to say that there is sufficient Language Status (through existing legislation and

education policies) and there are no requirements for proactive official responses to

enhance either Group Status or Group Vitality.

The case of Schwyzertütsch is more complex. As Richard 'Watts has pointed out, it

involves not only issues of status and utilisation within German-speaking (ie essentially

mono-lingual) cantons of Switizerland but also within the context of the remaining

cantons of pluri-lingual (as opposed to multi-lingual) Switzerland,3T Within the

German-speaking cantons Schwyzertütsch does not have institutional status but does

achieve a type of praxis whereby high rates of utilisation within non-written or official

contexts are complemented by a perceived status which is the product of German Swiss

reactions to German hegemony beyond the frontiers of the country. ln Watts' view the

dialects of Switzerl and serve a very important political and cultural function in marking

" R J Watts, Language policies & education in Swítzerland, in R Watts & JJ Smolicz (eds), Cultural
Democrøcy and Ethnic Pluralism: multicultural and multilingual policies in education. Peter Lang,
Frankfurt, 1997.
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off Switzerland from its germanophone neighbours." Ho*e'ner, the relationship of

Swiss German to a larger Germanic hinterland is not the only issue germane to language

policy. There is also the question of the nation-reinforcing needs which language policy

may need to address in the unique Swiss context given the pluri-lingual federal

composite of largely monolingual territoriality. V/atts concluded:

A federal policy on languages which can counteract the effects of the
Territoriality principle and which can help inject new life into language teaching
and apositive evaluation of multilingualism ... is an u:gent necessity.3e

On the other hand, the situation in many jurisdictions with respect to Rornany 'rvould

appear to require policy responses in the medium term that are more directed towards

the areas of Language Status and Group Status than towards Language Vitality. The

reason being that in terms of current measures, there is a reasonable level of Language

Vitality, however the long term prognosis is not good for that level of vitality to be

maintained in the absence of satisfactory levels of status for the language and for the

self-perceptions of the group as to their status.

The Group lLanguage Status comparison for the purpose of measuring ethnolinguistic

vitality need not be restricted to entire groups; it can also apply to contrasting situations

within a language where there are discrete sub-groups. Thus Michael Clyne's example

of the condition of Yiddish in different situations; firstly amongst Hassidic Jews and

secondly amongst Yiddish ideologues in the US gives rise to the comparative tables in

Figure 1 1.8.40 These would then be graphed as in Figure I 1.9.

38 Op.cit. page279.
3e Op.cit. page 300.
oo M Cl1 ", Multitingtnlism, it Handbook of Sociolingulslics, ed. F Coulmas, Blakewells, Cambridge,
1997,page.3I0.
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Fisure 11.8: Ethnolinsuistic comparison of Yiddish-speakins sroups

Hassidic Jews
Lanquage

Status Vitality

r¡

Status HL HH

Vitatity HL HH

Ideoloques
Language

Status Vitalitv

Lrl

Status HH HL

Vitality HH HL

Figure 11.9: Language & Group Vitality and Status in the case of Yiddish
Hassidic Jews vit.

Yiddish Ideolosues

Group
Status

Group
Status

Lang.Status

Lang.Vit.

Group
Vitality

Group
Vitality

Lang.Status
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The significance for Bable of this model would be to provide a guide to useful

directions for development of language policy.

11.5 L & J MILROY - SOCIAL NETWORKS

In an attempt to better understand the complexity of the processes of language

maintenance and language loss in situations of minority Ll, James & Lesley Milroy

proposed the concept of social network. This concept was proffered as the means to

answer the question:

V/hy do people continue to use low status varieties when they know that it may
well be in their economic and social interests to acquire a variety of high prestige?
41

In particular, the Milroys examined the density and multiplexity of social networks such

as exist in villages. Ruth Wodak and Gertraud Benke explained the value of the analysis

of such networks by saying they:

capture group structures, and the explanations of the observed
sociophonological phenomena trace particular language behaviour back to certain
peculiarities of the obvious network structures, enabling a very fine-grained
analysis, in complete contrast to the macrosociological approach of former
studies.a2

Lesley Milroy was particularly interested in investigating how a stable set of linguistic

norrns emerged and maintained themselves in a community. She called these vernacular

norms which wete perceived as symbolising values of solidarity and reciprocity rather

than status, and are not publicly codified or recognised. a3 These 's¡rmbolising values

of solidarity and reciprocity' nourished themselves by links within group structures (ie

norm enforcement). At the same time these links could not exist in isolation but were

o' J & L Milroy, Authority in Language; Investigaling Language Prescription and Stanclartlisation,
Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1985, page 57.n'R Wodak & G Benke, Gender as a Sociolinguistic I/ariable, in F Coulmas (ed) The Handbook of
Sociolinguistlcs, Blackwells, Oxford, 1997, page 136.
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interconnected with the world which surrounded them in a wider cobweb of links of

varying degrees of strength.

Strong ties are defined as close-lcnit and multiplex relationships which bind and insulate

relatively self-contained communities. V/eak ties are defined as weak, uniplex

interpersonal ties,aa and essentially the opposite to strong ties in their sociological

implications.

What do strong or weak ties mean in linguistic terms? V/hat is embodied in the line

between groups re language support? Can this be a language reinforcer or a point of

stress for a the language?

In terms of linguistic implications, the Milroys noted that strong ties seem to be

implicated in a rather negative way in linguistic change (though they would still have a

role as language reinforcers) leading them to suggest thal a closer examination of weak

network ties might be profitable.as That is to say, strong ties covertly and conservatively

nurture a language while weak ties become a source of change. This is

diagrammatically represented in Figure 1 1 . 1 0.

In this regard they point to the work of M Granovetter with regards to the nature of

weak ties that:

may be subjectively perceived as unimportant (but) are in fact important channels
through which innovation and influence flow from one close-knit group to
another, linking such groups (to) the wider society.a6

a3 AK Pugh, VJ Lee & J Swann, Language and language use: e reatler,Heinemarur, Lond.1980, pp 35-36
oo J & L Milroy Network Structure and Linguistic Change, in N Coupland & R fawoisn leA¡
Sociolinguistics: A Reader and Coursebook,,Macmillans, London,1997, page 200.
a5 Op.cit., page 200.
a6 op.cit.
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And that exarnining this from a linguistic point of view:

Has a number of important implications for a socially accountable theory of
linguistic change and diffusion.aT

How weakened therefore is a vernacular when these norm enforcers are reduced or

eliminated? In the context of Asturias with significant rural depopulation and

emplo¡rment decline in mining zones, the question takes on real significance. This

a7 op. cit.
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would especially be so when the vitality of the language is a function in part of these

norm enforcers.

Some of the interviews I conducted provided some answers to these questions. First

example one person interviewed, Marino, a village person, said of his descendants who

have now moved to the capital:

The young use more Castilian that I would. Closeness to Oviedo is a great
influence. Links with the village will not be sufficient to reinforce the villages - it
has the illusion that it is not forgotten.

And also noted that

The young understand (Bable) but respond in Castellano mezclao lmixed
C as tilianf , this includes with their parents.a8

The analysis of the Milroys also dealt with status and postulated that that there is an

inverse relationship between status and 'closeknitedness' of networks. The Milroys

wrote:

a close-knit network structure appears to be very common ... in low status
communities ... the close-knit network may be seen as an important social
mechanism of vernacular maintenance, capable of operating effectively in
opposition to a publicly endorsed and status-oriented set of legitimised linguistic
nonns ... they enable those who use them to show their solidarity with one
another and achieve some kind of group identity.4e

What significance would the network analysis of the Milroys have for better

understanding the sociolinguistic situation of Asturias? Figure 11.10 is suggestive in

terms of Asturian socio-economic reality. The close-tie grouping L-M-N-O might be an

Asturian village setting with the M-I strong tie being a rural person connected perhaps

with someone in the mining industry and thus linked with a mining close tie grouping

H-I-J-K. Both of these may have links with a now urban based grouping (D-E-F) which
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may consist of children and grandchildren who have moved away but still talk of their

'village' (in this situation as indicated in Section XX, it could be argued that the D-M

tie would probably be a strong rather than a weak one). A, B, C and G might be such

significant others as employers, shop floor managers, union leaders and administrative

contacts.

In linguistic terms, the close-knit ties would be sustainers of Ll (Bable in this instance)

while such ties as C-D and C-L might constitute pressures for change. The pressures

might either be 'intentional' (the imposing of 'correct' forms of speech) with the

consequence of diglossia; or 'unintentional' (the erosion of pure Ll due to its being

exposed to a dominantL2) with the consequence of linguistic interference.

Such pressures would lead to change which might be deemed language 'decay'. Can

there be a situation where alanguage may have been deemed to have 'evolved' rather

than 'decayed' as weak ties have their impact? In other words, would it be possible for

status to be maintained for a language which had changed/evolved/decayed due to the

impact of weak ties?

Answering these questions requires identifying what are the change agents which have

an inherently nurturing or reinforcing effect as opposed to those which are negative.

And whether these change agents can exist in the new social networks which a

community finds itself facing.

a8 Interview notes with Marino, Campo de Caso, August 1995
an L Milroy cited in R Wardaugh, op.cit., p 43.
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hr the case of the vernacular of Asturias, it is clear that the strong ties of low status

networks have been positive towards the idea of the 'bables' (the range of disparate and

diverse speeches), but they may also have been detrimental to the idea of Bable as a

unitary concept. As the strong ties weaken, will it be possible for the Bable/bables

debate to be resolved in a way which reinforces language status and vitality?

11.6 THE \ilILLIAMS CRITIQUES ON ETHNOLINGUISTIC VITALITY AND
SOCIAL NET\ryORIG

Glyn Williams in 1992wrote Sociolinguistics: A sociological critiques0 whichprovided,

according to Joshua Fishman in his introduction

a theoretical sociological perspective ... (that) bring(s) specialised sociological
knowledge, based on specialised sociological theories, hypotheses and
methodologies, into the sociolinguistic heartland from which these have all been
excessively absent for so long.sl

In the course of the book, Williams provides thought-provoking analyses of the works

of many sociolinguists. Of direct interest here, are his comments on the theory of Giles

et.al on ethnolinguistic vitality and the theory of J & L Milroy on social networks.

Ethnolinguistic vitality

In providing a critique of the ethnolinguistic vitality model of Giles et.al, Glyn V/illiams

noted a number of areas needing further work. Four of particular interest were:

¡ Culture as opposed to ethnicity
o Issues ofstasis versus change
o Language status and social status
o Issues ofclass

to G Williams , Sociolinguistics; A Sociological Critiqere, Routledge, London, 1992
sr Op,cit., page viii.
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The first posed the difficulties associated with considering together cultural and ethnic

matters. Williams noted that

If .... the ethnolinguistic group is a cultural group, and if status evaluation is a
feature of culturally conditioned values, the out-group evaluation derives from a
different set of values and it is futile ... to suggest that 'often, this amount of
group self-esteem closely resembles that attributed it by the out-group'. s2

úr a related vein, Roberto Gonzíiez Quevedo, writing on La cultura asturiana lThe

Asturian Culturel also noted in 1990 that the two concepts of culture and ethnicity are

not automatically the same. He wrote:

Discussing what is Asturian culture ... in order to enlighten the problem of
cultural identity in general and of the Asturian cultural identity in particular,
Intelligently, Ramón Valdés made mention of another key problem, the problem
of ethnic consciousness. How in Asturias is the idea of the group constituted, the
ethnic frontier? Here there will be seen anthropologically as the idea of the
Asturian cultural identity is manipulated, as much in a common sense as any
other. s3 t

From this can be deduced that Williams believed there was an interaction of

assessments between the in-group and out-group which makes it impossible to consider

each discretely. kr other words the statement - 1 am wlto I am because of what I am -
(where the 'what' is the cultural inheritance of an individual) is impossible to separate

from the statement - I am who I am because of what I am not - (where the 'what' is the

understanding by self of the out-group's assessment of self and of, correspondingly,

selfls assessment of the outgroup).

t' G Williams , Sociolinguistics; A Sociological Critique, Routledge, London, 1992 , page 208, referring
to page 310 in Glles et.al.
s3 R González Quevedo La cultura asturiana, LLAA 38, 1990. Author refers to work of R Valdés, page
238, in S Cañada (ed) Sobre Asturias y la cultura asturiana,, Xixón, 1987, page 133.t Discutiendo so lo que ye la cultura asturiana ... pa faer lluz nel problema de la identidá cultural

en xeneral y de la identidá cultural qsturiana en particular. Intelixentemente, Ramón Valdés fixo
mención a otru problema clave, el problema de la conciencia étnica. ¿Cómu n'Asturies se
constituye la idea de grupu, la frontera étnica? Equí habrá de ver antropólogu cómu se manipula
la idea d'identidá cultural asturiana, tantu nun sen comu n'otru sen.
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Thus to be Asturian would not simply be a self-ideation of Asturians independent of the

opinions of others, but would be the result of interactivity between self-perception and

of selfs interpretation of the views of self held by others. An example of such

interactivity r,¡/as provided by a sequence of letters to the editor on the comments by

Nobel Literature Prize winning author José Camilo Cela on Asturians. On 29 January

1994 he had made some comments about Asturias and Asturians that generated two

months of correspondence. Among the comments he had made were:

If the Virgin of Covadon ga ye pequeñina y gallana fis tiny and beautiful] then it is
stuffed.

And

Severo Ochoa would be a slow witted chicken ... a scared one from Lluarcat

Cela's comments played with metaphors (including the proximity of the words pavo

Iturkey) and espavoria lscared one]). He has also used some Bable (including the iconic

ye) and a diminutive as well as leveraging his criticism off the Virgin of Covadonga.

The reaction was swift and strong and included the following:

How can he opine in this way about Asturians and (their symbols)? lLl4ll064l

Severo Ochoa is a universal Asturian worthy of admiration 1L3231072)t

Secondly, Williams also dealt with the tension ('struggle' in his terms) between stasis

and change, Williams noted:

Groups that are referred to are merely a feature of their markers - the various
language markers that pertain to the situation. Therefore, the groups will
disappear when their markers disappear as a result of failure in the struggle that is

' Si la Virgen de Covadonga 'ye pequeñina y gallanø' que sejoda and Severo Ochoa 'sería una
pita fata ... espavoria de Lluarca.
' como pueda opinar de esta forma sobre los asturianos y símbolos and Severo Ochoa 'sería una
pitafata ... espavoria de Lluarch.
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an essential feature of language group relations ... Little reference is made to
struggle and there is a tendency for the discussion to lead to suggestions of
tautóiogical ethnic conservatism and primordial allegi nces.t4

5a Op. cit., page209.
55 Op.cit., quoting page 312 in H Giles et.al.,pp 209-210

V/illiams seemed to assume that there is only one set of optional outcomes from such

struggle - absolute disappearance or absolute continuity. It begged the question,

however, as to whether there might not be an altemative set of optional outcomes -
relative disappearance or relative continuity. Both these might be taken to be the sarne,

but in the sociolinguistic context it would be possible to rephrase them as an example of

the absolute - language loss through interference (diglossic change) - as opposed to an

example of the relative - language change through interaction (bilingual change) - an

evolutionary change.

Thirdly, Williams dealt with the relationship between language status and social status.

He noted:

Language status in which 'history, prestige value and the degree of
standardisation may be a source of pride or shame' ... if a language group is a
social group, then how does language status differ from social status? ... Pursuing
this issue of the relationship between variables it seems that we have both
subjective and objective variables seemingly holding the same analytical position
vis-á-vis the determination of vitality. Yet one would expect that the objective
dimension would assume the status ofìndependent variable with the subjective
dimensions being dependent variables. 5s

This raises the question as to whether there can be variable status relationships and also

the issue of what variables can be isolated. This is a corollary comparative analysis to

that indicated earlier with respect to questions of Group Vitality/Status matched with

Language Vitality/Status. Therefore similar graphics as shown on pages 379-381 could

be drawn to highlight diagrammatically areas needing policy attention.
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Fourthly, he noted the absence of any class analysis in the model of Giles et.al

Williams stated:

a (Weberian) analysis is obliged to demonstrate how the status group which ... is
constructed out of cultural attributes, relates to the objective class structure as an
inherent feature of the economic order. It should also demonstrate how conflict
derives from the denial of the rewards of power, wealth and status to specific
incumbents and it (is) evident that the work of those associated with
ethnolinguistic vitality systematically fails to address this issue.56

Class has been a relevant factor in terms of comparative adoption of Catalan (at least

with respect to Catalonia, if not so much with the Valencia region or the Balaeric Isles).

The question here becomes: Has class been a factor in the Asturian context with respect

to attitudes towards and take up of Bable?

What appears to have been the case is that Bable has been associated with the traditional

common person (the rural, later also the miner) and with the modern. In the latter case

there has been more sense of alienation than idealisation.

Social networks

Glyn Williams also criticised the social network analysis of the Milroys on a number of

counts not least being its failure to deal with issues of individual action and class. On

the former, he wrote:

Yet another feature of network analysis that must be mentioned is its link to
rational choice or exchange theory_with the emphasis upon individuals operating
on some principle of optimisation.5T

On the second, in the lead up to comments on the lack of a class analysis by the

Milroys, Williams stated:
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Solidarity is a feature, not of an allegiance to some norm whose source of origin is
unspecified, but of a socioeconomic unity which must have political dimensions.ss

And:

The class polarisation is reduced to one involving status and solidarity, individual
upward mobility and working-class cohesion, a perspective which ... inevitably
diaws (Milroy) into a the concencus orientation of individual liberalism.5e

Parenthetically it should be noted that Williams soems to have overlooked that the

Milroys stated, in noting that strong ties come under pressure as small communities lose

their cap acity for self-containment :

This observation, in addition to associating social class stratification with the
decline of close-knit networks, suggests a framework for linking network studies
with large-scale class-based studies in formulating a more coherent multi-level
sociolinguistic theory than we have at present.60

Returning to the main points, the earlier comments on family collectivism and core

values by Smolicz poses a significant counter point to that of Williams on individual

optimisation. However, as to the second, the experience of Asturian mining

communities, as opposed to superficial observations of the rural context, would seem to

support his contentions.

This chapter has dealt with sociolinguistic theories which have something pertinent to

say about the condition of Bable. The next chapter pursues some philosophical

viewpoints and commences the development of a new paradigm for considering

language condition.

56 Op.cit., pp2ll-2.
tt G Willia*., Sociolinguistics: a sociological critique, op.cit., page 192.
sB Op.cit. page 193.
5e Op.cit., page 194.
6o op.cit.
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PART C _ THEORETICAL COI\SIDERATIOI{S

CHAPTER TWELVE _ SOME RELEVANT PHILOSOPHICAL
PERSPECTIVES & THE DOUBLE HELIX MODEL FOR
SOCIOLINGUISTIC COEXISTENCE.

Overview

The last chapter considered the theories of various sociolinguists but also included

reference to a critique by sociologist Glyn Williams. In this chapter that critique is

further considered with particular reference to the dialectic since the role of tension in

language-related questions between groups within society merits examination from such

a perspective - that of the creative tension of counterpoised ideas leading to change.

In the case of the dialectic, brief consideration is given to such analysis as that of G W F

Hegel and Karl Marx in assessing the change engine of Asturian society and the impact

of that on Bable. The related area of alienation is considered via the views of Jacques

Derrida.

Another area that is examined in this chapter is the particular effect of nostalgic fixation

through stereotyping or quasi-role idealisation is explored. The conundrum of how an

historic stereotlpe can at one and the same time both build and yet constrict a society's

vision of itself. The contention is that the act of stereotyping along with the creation of

role myths can variously be an agent both for change and against it. Much has been

written, for example, about the role idealisation of women in terms of the chivalric code

and the regressive effect that was actually the outcome with respect to the participation

of women in medieval society. The focus in this chapter is on the effect of the quasi-

idealising of a class or group in society. In particular the analysis of the early twentieth
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century German philosopher V/ilhelm Dibelius on the effect of the myth of the ideal

gentleman ldas gentlemanideall upon English self-image in the nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries is applied to the particular role of the paisano lrural person] or

aldeanu lvillage personl in the Asturian self-image.

Finally, taking into account the issues of the dialectic, alienation and historical

stereotyping, there is developed a 'double helix model' of the historical interaction of

opposing schools of thought. That model is then further extended in terms of potential

application to sociolinguistic themes. The proposition is that a double helix model could

be useful to examine issues of language and identity in contexts were there is an

unusually close relationship between anLl and an L2, such as when they are duolects,

one of another.

tz.t A CRTTIQUE OF SOCTOLINGUISTTC APPROACHES

As noted in the previous chapter, Glyn Williams has been critical of the capacity of

sociolinguistics by itself to develop tools adequate to the task of analysing language and

society. He wrote:

There are those who insist that these areas (sociolinguistics and sociology of
language) are not subdisciplines of sociology but, rather, are either subdisciplines
of linguistics or constitute a coherent discipline in their own right, albeit one that
is in its infancy. Be that as it may, the sociological input is central to both areas
and, as such, changes in sociological theory and developments in theoretical
critiques cannot be ignored.l

One particular criticism of Williams was the lack in much writing on sociolinguistics of

a power-based class analysis as opposed to analyses that focus solely on issues of status

and solidarity.2 He also noted the absence in much sociolinguistic writing of other than

t G Wiiliams , Sociolinguistics: A sociological critique, op.cit., page xiii
2 Op.cit, page 194.
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a normative/rational approach to dominance and subordination rather than attempting to

understand conflict between groups leading to his assessment that:3

Sociolinguistics then becomes reduced to a discussion of the different identities
within ... society and how such identities are expressed through language within
the context of the reflection thesis.a

In terms of issues of class, it is true that class-related phenomena have been observed in

the history of Spanish vemaculars. However, the roles and characteristics of such

phenomena have not been the same in each instance. For example, while the middle

class have been the key to the current flourishing state of Catalan, it was r'¡ral small-

holders who kept Gallego alive through key periods of difficulty. And it has largely

been the working class and landless peasant who sustained the linguistic richness of

Andalucia. In each instance, was the class-related phenomenon of each vernacular

indicative of power tensions within the host society or simply a statement of sub-group

formation and status?

The case of Catalonia more clearly seemed to support a correlation between language

and power relationships than do the cases of Galicia and Andalucia. But whatever the

extent of the existence of issues related to power relationships in vernacular language

maintenance or erosion, there would be utility in examining the characteristics of

tensions which exist between competing groups in terms of language issues.

12.2 CREATIVE TENSION BETWEEN MOVEMENTS

Robert B Pippin wrote of Hegel's attempts at dialectical resolution of many of the

traditional oppositions and antinomies of past thought and said:

3 Op.cit. p2l I
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Robin Smith further commented that Hegel's contribution (and later that of Marx) to the

Hegel often argued that what appeared to be contraries in philosophy . .. appeared
such incompatible alternatives only because of the undeveloped and so incomplete
perspectives within which such oppositions were formulated.s

understanding of dialectic was:

... making dialectic into a theory not simply of arguments but of historical
processes with the developmegt of spirit; Marx transformed this still further by
ieplacing'spirit' with'matter'.6

Two streams of thought can be drawn from this understanding of the dialectic. Firstly,

the counterposing of ideas (thesis and antithesis) leading to the synthesis of an outcome

idea and secondly the issue of alienation.

Thesis and antithesis

As an example of the first is the historical counterpoising of the Reformation and the

Renaissance. There has often been a misconception that these terms were synonyrns for

each other, describing the same historical process. Modern usage may have reduced

them to that status, but the historic movements to which they referred were not only

separate from each other but also in a relationship of antinomy. The rationalist

humanism of such people as Erasmus and Sir Thomas More was the hallmark of the

Renaissance while the Reformation was more aptly syrnbolised by the pietist, simplist

conservatism of Luther and Calvin.

Yet there was an interconnection between the two movements. As Will Durant wrote:

a Op.cit. pp2l2-3.
'R B Pippin, Hegel in R Audi (ed), The Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy, second edition, CUP,
Cambridge 1999, pp367 -8.
u R Smith, Dialectic, op.cit. page 233.
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The debate between Erasmus and Luther goes on, and will, for in these large
matters such truth as men can attain is begotten by the union of opposites, and will
ever feel its double parentage.T

How may we understand the unfolding nature of society, read its history? Reinhold

Niebuhr wrote that there were two principal ways by which we seek to interpret our

history:

(A) the classical idea of the historical cycle; and

(B) the modem idea of historical development.

In his work The Self and the Dramas of History Niebuhr dealt not only with the

perspective of each way, and its respective contribution; but also the shortcomings of

each.8 He suggested that:

The two pattems of the cycle and the forward movement are therefore not so
much dramatic pattems as they are the two dimensions of the stage upon which
the drama is played.e

Can a pattem be developed which might give more 'dimensionality' to the historical

analysis of a people and their society? If this were possible, such a pattern would need

to both portray and explain the impact of both cycle and forward movement on the final

outcome. It would need also to represent the capacity of each separate dimension to

interact with the other. In short, diagrammatically speaking how might we integrate the

two? The two by themselves might be represented as follows:

7'WDurant,TheReformation:AHistoryof EuropeanCivilizationfromWyclifftoCalvin:1300-1564,
Simon & Schuster, New York, 1957,page 935.
t R Niebuhr, The Self and the Dramas of History, Faber & Faber, London, 1956, page 62.
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And

To my mind the answer lies in the geometric form of the double helix. Such a form

integrates the concept of forward movement with an understanding of cycle. It also

permits an understanding of the relationship of thesis and antithesis in any one area of

society:

Looking at an historical analysis in a similar vein, there has been a relationship between

contrasting and continuing themes of Asturian history represented by various polarities:

the Celtic myth vs the Gothic myth, regionalism vs nationalism, conservatism vs

liberalism, and later liberalism vs radicalism.

t Iderr¡ page 63
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In each instance these polarised themes have not been without interaction. Indeed the

interaction could even go as far as coexistence or mutual dependence. Thus for example

the coalition of Carlists and federalist liberals in the Republican movement of the

nineteenth century. Viewing history from the perspective of actual organizations finds

that there have been some alliance changes between groups and also some changes

within the characters of groups or their constituencies (representing both membership

changes and attitudinal change by individuals).

Fisure 12.1: Ideoloeical map s of Asturian nolitical srouos
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between some of those groups in the region. The figure pits radicalism against

conservatism and nationalism against regionalism; other sociological features could be

counterpoised in this way (eg working class/upper class, rural/urban &c). The

regionalist/nationalist polarity is best described as Asturias as distinctive region versus

as proto-Spain.

There had been in Asturias a number of examples of united action between groups

seemingly at odds with each other. Thus Carlism, born in the nineteenth century was

both conservative and regionalist in perspective, while the Partido Popular of the late

twentieth century has carried on the conservative mantle but has been, in Asturias at

least, a nationalist party.* The lines connecting Carlism and Falangism with the ultra-

conservatism of Franco reflect the modus vivendi established by Franco in the time of

the Civil V/ar; this coexistence between the three was to be shortlived with the effective

extinction of Carlism and the neutralising of the populist quasi-socialism of Falangism

after Franco's victory in the Civil V/ar. The line between PP and PAS is to indicate the

relationship they developed as a result of the 1995 regional elections.

Such links across the divide of polarities in Asturias can thus be considered in the

double helix model. Figure 12.2 presents such a model using some historical events.

Alienation

On another stream related to the concept of the dialectic - that of alienation - Jacques

Derrida, in his work Monolingualism of the Other or the Prosthesis of Origin, analysing

the statem ent I only have one language, yet it is not minelÙ wrote of an antimony

between two propositions:

' This has been in contrast to the strong regionalist sentiment of its sister organisation in Galicia, led
ironically by former Franco government (ie highly anti-regionalist) minister Manuel Fraga.
r0 J Derrida, Monolingualism of the Other or The Prosthesis of Origin, Standford UP, Stanford, I 998, p I .
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1. V/e only ever speak one language; and

2. We never speak only one language 11

Derrida brought the fwo together in words he quoted from a füend, Abdelkebir Khatibi:

If ... there is no such thing as the language, if there is no such thing as absolute
monolingualism, one still has to define what a mother tongue is in its active
division, and what is transplanted between this language and the one called
foreign. What is transplanted and lost there, belonging neither to the one nor the
other: the incommunicable. 12

He spoke of a trouble d'identité ldisorder of identity]I3 in the experiences of Franco-

Maghrebians such as himself.

The Asturian context finds many feeling sociolinguistically disoriented in the face of a

relatively weak Ll confronting a stronger L2 with both being duolects of each other

from the same mother tongue. Contrasting perceptions of Bable result, varying from

those who take pride in Bable and others who view it as speaking 'bad Spanish',

I2.3 DAS GENTLEMAN IDEAL

In 1922 Wilhelm Dibelius, Professor of English at the University of Berlin, visited

England so that he could write a book about his country's erstwhile combatants which

was not meant to be a compendium offacts, but to help to make understood the soul of a

people.la

rrop.cit. p7.
12 Op.cit. pp 7-8.
tr op.cit. pl4.
'o W Dibelius, M A Hamilton (tr) England',by, Jonathan Cape, London, 1930, page 8
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A D Lindsay, then Master of Balliol College at Oxford and author of the Introduction to

the English language translation of the book, noted that Dibelius summarised much of

his findings thus:

The English state rests on two specifically English assumptions - coÍLmon sense,
and the transformation of the antagonist into a privileged colleague.15

V/hich finding Lindsay stated was surely an interesting thesis. More interesting,

however, for the purposes of this thesis, was the key message R J H Tawney drew from

the work which was:

They analyse the historical elements in English cultural life, and argue, u'ith Herr
Dibelius, that it has been impoverished because the tradition of a single group -
das gentlemanideal - has imposed itself on the rest as a national ideal ... (it) has
them by the throat; they frisk politely into obsolescence on the playing-fields of
Eton. It is all very characteristic, and traditional, and picturesque. But it is neither
good business nor good manners. It is out of tune with the realities of today. What
á magnificent past Great Britain has had!16

Tawney referred to the class-saturated thinking whích is so pervasive that people are

not even conscious of thefact of its existerc".t'

V/hat then was this idea of gentlemanideal and how does it relate to Asturian themes

and Bable in particular? As to the former, Dibelius described a gentleman thus:

The gentleman is, in fact, the medieval knight with certain modifications of a
rationalistic, middle-class kind. The name still preserves the class character of the
ideal. The gentleman is the nobleman, and not merely verbally; good birth and
good social position are essential parts of the idea, unwillingly as the Englishman
may admit it .. . They want to spiritualise the ideal, but cannot break away from its
clais character.ls

But more than the content of the definition was its place in the world view of the society

which authored it:

15 Op. cit. pp 9-10,
16 RIH Tawney, Equality, , George Allen & Unwin, London, 193 l, pp 22-23,.
t7 op.cit.,p 22.
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Among the things every Englishman is proud of is the fact that the idea of the
gentleman is peculiar to England.le

That this view was not uniquely an English perception was attested by Leopoldo Alas

(Clarín) who, in his famous work La Regenta, wrote of aquel aire de gentleman2]

translated in English edition as that monner of an English gentleman.zl

Furthermore Dibelius wrote

England is alone among modern nations in having permitted its ethical outlook to
be confined within the limits of a single one. But this ethical ideal, though not the
highest, ìs certainly high; the t¡pe has been develcped to the utrncst of '¡¡hich it is
capaDle.

And therein lay both its noble and dark sides for, in the eyes of Dibelius:

... although the world would have lost something very precious if the English
gentlemanhad never existed, he does not represent the final word in ethical life.23

What then are the themes from Dibelius exploration of das gentlemanideal which may

be applied to the Asturian view of their world? Key themes would seem to be:

The derivation of a core value, based upon significant and ultimately
dominant historiographic perspectives.

The application of that core value as a template for the formation of a
contemporaryview of one's world.

The conclusion that such a world view has both strengths and weaknesses
contained within it.

And, drawing from Tawney's comments on Dibelius, there is the additional theme that a

pervasive consciousness of c/ass can be sustained by an ideal such as this.

r8 Op.cit., page 164.
re op.cit., page 165.

'o L Alur (Clarín), La Regenta, hrst published 1884; Sarpe, Madrid 1984, page 169.
'' L Alas, La Regenta, English hanslation, Penguin London 1984, page 182.

" Ibid.
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For the sociolinguistic purposes of this thesis, the questions which then arise from these

themes are:

Do differing perceptions of the status and rôles of Bable arise from
differences in degrees of attachment to some non-linguistic core ideal?

Are these perceptions of Bable, in any sense, related to perceptions of class?

I propose that the Asturian equivalent core value to the ideal of 'the gentleman' of the

English is the paisañin or aldeanu. The proposition is that for many Asturians there is a

view of their world coloured significantly by a widely shared ideal of the countryman,

drawn from history, mythologised and cross-referenced to a class view. Furthermore

this ideal of the paisañin has been a factor in perceptions about the status and future of

Bable which has impacted on language planning efforts.

The word paisañin would probably best be translated as the country bloke (in the sense

of Lindsay's Sentimental Bloke), a mixture of unworldly innocent combined in a person

of basic rustic commonsense who survives the hardships of living the rural idyll. More

literal translations such as peasant, yokel or countryman fall to reach this breadth of

meaning. Sometimes the non-diminutive version - paisanu(o) - is used in the same

context.

A synonym exists in the word aldeanu(o) lvillage personl.

This concept of paisañin (with its cohorts of paisanu and aldeanø) has weaved a

conservative perception of society and language in the minds of some Bablistas whilst

others, who would label themselves the same, would oppose such views. As examples

23 Op.cit., page 167
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of such contrasting views are the following two quotations; one from monologist

Ludivino Diaz Gonzâlez (aka Pín de la Cotoya) the other from a correspondent to LNE

(writing of views held decades earlier):

What image is inferred by Asturian? More than the foolish villager, it deals with a

wily person, innocent, bui who knows more than nothing. More vague than fool.2a t

and

To speak in Bable signified imitating the aldeano, the paisañín with the cow, the
ignoiamus, the illiterate.2s t

Philosophical underpinning of the idealised paisañín in his rural context and the

implications of both for Bable can be seen in the ideas of Santiago Melón. Jesús Neira

Mafünez, though admittedly a critic of Melón's views, summed them up thus:

(In Asturias) there is only one countryside: the rural. The urban is an invention of
recent geographic science. And it is precisely in the countryside where Bable
conserves most vitality. There they are ancient things with ancient names. The
man of the city feels attracted to the country because it has more personality, as

much in the countryside as in the language of those who live there ... The
Asturian of the city is "orphan of the fatherland', and alleviates that state by
directing himself to the countryside: its things and way of speaking. "He finds the
speech of the aldeano melodious and attractive beyond match". Ruralism is not
then a natural mode of being for the Asturian, as Ortega says. It comes to him by
elaboration, by an act of will. 26 t

tn LNE 16.08.97
' ¿qué imagen se infiere del asturiano? Mas que un aldeano tonto, se trata de un personaje pícaro,
inocente, pero que resulta saber más que nadie. Más despistado que tonto.

" L320l081.
' Falar en bable significaba imitar al aldeano, al paisañín con la vaca, al ignoranle, al analfubeto.

'u J Neira Martínez, Sobre Asturias, e Bable y la literature en Bable (comentarios a un prologo), paper
delivered to I Asamblea Regional del Bable, 1973. Editorial Nacional, Madrid, 1980. page 188.t (En Asturias) sólo hay un paisaje: el rural. EI urbano es un invento de la ciencia geográfica

última. Y es precisamente en el campo donde el bable conserva más vitalidad. Allí están las
antiguas cosas con sus antiguos nombres. El hombre de la ciudad se siente atraído po el campo,
porque éste tiene mas personalidad, lo mismo en el paisaje que en lø lengua de los que allí viven
... El asturiano de la ciudad está 'huéfano de patria', y alívia esa orfandad orientóndose hacia e

campo; sus cosas y su modo de hablar. 'Encuentra melodìosos e insuperables atractivos en el
hablar aldeano'. El ruralismo no es entonces un modo de ser natural al hotnbre astur, como decía
Ortega. Se llega a él por una elaboración, por un acto de voluntad.
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For his part Neira, accepting llrrat la población se nutre de la rural lthe urban

population nourishes itself from the rura[],27 posed an alternative view of the rural

setting and its language, Bable, to the antique artefacts seen by Melón:

I believe that Ortega was right: there is an Asturian ruralist spirit which is very
valiant. It knows how to adapt itself to modem life, without losing the
characteristics of the land of its bifth.28 t

With the consequence that Neira believed Melón promoted a falso aldeanismo

lingüístico lfalse linguistic aldeanismf2e andthat the true situation was that:

Bable is a living reality in the speech of Asturias, of all Asturias. One doesn't
have to go to the mountain or remote aldeas to encounter it. It is here, all around
us...3o'

Notwithstanding Neira's views on this subject, it should also be noted parenthetically

that he supported the bables perspective of the language instead of a concept of unitary

Bable, believing that the varieties entered into a mutually enriching relationship with

Castilian and not with each other:

The bables ... did not mutually enrich each other, but
Castilian, as thy enrich the oral language in a ongoing way

they can enrich written
31 t

I2.4 ASOCIOLINGUISTIC DOUBLE HELIX

Bringing together the juxtaposition of ideas posed at the start of this chapter along with

Figure I2.7 and the historical double helix of Figure I2.2 the opportunity is offered of

developing a sociolinguistic double helix.

27 Op, cit. page 190.
tt Ide-.

' Creo que tenía razón Ortega: hay un espíritu rurqlista asturiqno muy valioso. Sabe adaptarse a
la vida moderna, sin perder por ello los rasgos de su tierra natal.

2e Op. cit., page 193.
30 Op. cit. page 196.

' El babte es une realidad viva en el habla de Asturias, de toda Asturias. No hace falta irse a la
montaña o a remotas aldeas para encontrarlo. Esta aquí, a nuestro aldredor ...

3t Op. cit. page 199.
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Starting with the polarities indicated in Figure 12.1 (Radicalism versus Conservatism

and Regionalism versus Nationalism), consideration can be given to how proponents in

each quadrant would respond to the Bable versus bables debtate. The figure could be

overlaid with the following shadings with (cross hatching) representing the possibility

of support for a unitary concept of Bable and (vertical hatching) for support of the view

that there are diverse and disparate bables. This is done in Figure 12.3.

Fiqure 12.3: PolariW analvsis of Bable vs bables debate

RADICALISM

CONSERVATISM

Thus radical regionalists are likely to support the concept of a unitary Bable (and thus

be supporters of normalisation), while conservative nationalists would support the view

of disparate bables as part of the rich folkloric diversity of Spain and would thus be

opponents of normalised Bable believing it to be a separatist action against the national

lingua franca - Castilian. In the regionalist conservative group would be some who

support a unitary view of Bable and others who don't. tn the radical nationalist camp

would be those socialists who favour a centralist view of national development.

t Los bables ... no se enriquecieron mutuamenle, pero sí ptteden enriquecer al castellano escrito,
como enriquecen d la lengua oral de un modo continuado.
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The double helix enables an understanding of how counterposing concepts can interact

with each other (indicated by parallel yet dimensionally opposite backbones) and can

also feed each others forward progress. The double helix presented in Figure I2.2 dealt

with contrasting political tendencies in Asturian history. The model can then be

extended to linguistic and sociolinguistic issues involving Bable, bables and Castilian in

Asturias.

The idea of using this model for linguistic purposes appears first to have been suggested

by a booklet entitled Alba: Dà Chànan Dt¿alchasach:Scotland a lingttistic douhle helix

on the languages of Scotland (Gaelic, Scots and English).32 The title was evocative of

an interactive relationship between the each of the languages. However, the text of the

booklet did not specifically pursue the concept of the double helix even though the idea

of dynamic relationships was clearly the thesis of this work'

The double helix of DNA fame consists of two backbones intertwined around each

other. Each of the backbones are joined by the meeting of connecting half strands

known as base pairs. Thus the relationship of Bable and Castilian could be depicted:

32 I Macleod & A Mac Neacail, Alba; Dà Chànan Dualchasach/ Scotland: a linguistic double helix,
European Bureau for Lesser Used Languages, Baile Áthe Clith, 1995'
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Table 12.2 uses this terminology to consider a series of contrasting backbones in a

double helix relationship with each other and what might be the base pairs corrnecting

them. Also the contrasting directions at any one point of the backbones can be helpful to

a comparative analysis. Each backbone at any one point seems to be going in an

opposite direction to its companion; and thus forms the perspective that such is the case.

Taking the example of Bable, it is apparent that supporters of Bable have at different

times in Asturian history come from different camps and held differing views of those

who were not supporters of Bable. For example, contrast the view of Bable-supporting

Asturian Carlists in the nineteenth century which was assessed from the point of view of

the Spanish national perspective as being regressive and reactionary. By the late

twentieth century, the baton of support for Bable was being held by such groups as the

radical left IU, in addition to conservative regionalists (such as PAS). In the case of the

radical left, their view would see the Spanish national perspective as regressive and

reactionary.

To continue to use the DNA analogy, what would be the base pairs which hold the two

backbones in relationship, interacting with each other. Table 12.2 proposes some

possible base pairs.

Tal¡le 12.2 le base oairs of a double helix of Bable and
Castilian

Backbone A Base pairs Backbone B

Bable (Ll) Iconic words Asturian usages
Interferenc e/transference

(L2) Castilian

Bables (D1, D2
&c)

Source words Change Audience (Ll) Bable

Rural lang. Creation of new
meanings to

existing words

Rural iconic words Non-rural lang.
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Thus in the case of the first - the Bable/Castilian double helix - base pair linkages

between the two would include the following:

- Iconic words: the maintenance by Castilian of certain Bable words iconic of

Asturian life;

- Asturian usages: the development of Asturias specific usages of certain

Castilian words;

- Interferencetransference: The movement of words from one to the other

which may variously be considered interference (language deterioration) or

transference (language change) ;

If the base pair relationship doesn't exist or is altered then the backbones lose their

double helix relationship.

There is therefore the implication of:

- balance between divergence and convergence

- symbiosis

- appearing at times to be going in an opposite direction from its past and from

the other.

Returning to the characteristic of the backbones in terms of their relationships with each

other to appear to be going in a contrary direction, there is an additional significance in

terms of optimising the LllL2 relationship for long term sustainable bilingualism not

one based on a depreciative diglossia. The significance of this is that perhaps an Ll and

L2 in a relationship where both move forward may actually require that at particular

points they seem to be going in contrary directions. The implication being that such

contrary directions on the part of each may actually be more beneficial (for the survival

of both) than if both are going in the same direction.
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The history of the relationship between Bable and Castilian offers some support for this

theory. For example, in the nineteenth century, when Bable was nurtured in the Carlist

camp it was able to find a niche of vitality distinct from the dominance of Castilian in

predominantly liberal Spain. Likewise in the era of Franco, the folkloric milieu was

contrary to the modernising character of much of the country. The example of the

nineteen nineties reveals an ideological flip but still maintains the theme of apparent

contrary directions. The identification of Bable with radicalism in contrast with the

conservative mainstream has been referred to earlier'

This chapter and the previous one have examined theoretical propositions concerning

the issues confronting Bable. The next three chapters report on the research undertaken

for this thesis.
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PART D _ RESEARCH

CHAPTER THIRTEEN _ SURVEY OF CONFERENCE ATTENDEES-

13.1 OVERVIEW & OBJECTIVES

122 people, the majority teachers, attended a conference held in Cangas del Narcea

under the title Programa de formación y reciclax de l'Academia de la Llingua

Asturiana lTraining and refresher program of the ALLAI, organised by ALLA in the

period 27-30 August 1995. Conferences of this nature have become an annual feature

since the first one was held in 1982. The Program consisted of two courses, one with

two sub-units, the other with four.

The first of the two main courses was the Curso de grado superior e lengua asturiana

para enseñantes lHigher grade course in the Asturian language for teachers] which

was offered in two sub-units to primary and secondary teachers respectively. The

second main course was Perfeccionamiento cultural y lingüístico lCultural and

linguistic improvemenf] which offered the sub-units of cultura asturiana tradicional

Itraditional asturian culturel, vigencia y criterios de actualización, capacitación para

la traducción al asturiano fdemand and criteria for the implementation and

capacitisation for the translation of Asturianl, and práctica de la traducción al

asturiano lPractice of translation into Asturianl. A number of the attendees had done

sub-units in previous years.

' The substance of this chapter was presented as a paper at the Educational Research Confe¡ence 2001

held at Flinders University. That paper was printed inlhe International Education Journql, Vol 2. No.4.
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I sought and was granted permission from the President of ALLA to attend part of the

conference and seek responses from the attendees to a questionnaire I had prepared. The

questionnaire, written in Castilian, contained the following open-ended

questions/requests of conference attendees:

V/rite some words by way of a self-portrait.
Why did you attend this conference?
Do you speak Asturian in your daily life? If so, in what domains?
Do you believe you speak it well?
How did you learn the language?
V/hat is your opinion on (i) normalisation; and (ii) officiality for the
language?
Write ten significant words from the Asturian language that occur to you at
this time.

With the exception of the question on normalisation and officiality of Bable, none of the

questions/requests proposed any possible words which might have prompted the

responses.

The explanation, completion and collection of the survey took less than an hour. 121

people completed the survey in full though one person just wrote ¡Oficialidá ya!

lOfficiality Nowll in response to one question/request, and filled in personal pronouns to

the last question leaving all others blank.

The attendees had the following characteristics

o 54.1,o/o were teachers, l3.9Yo student teachers with the remainder from a variety
of occupations (including miner, lawyer, biologist, journalist and engineer)

. 115 indicated their gender in the survey (84 women and 31 men)

o The average age of those so indicating was 32.2 years (32.6 for women and 31.9
for men). 35.2% of those reporting age were in the 20-29 age group, 27 .9Yo in
their thirties and 15.60/o forty or more.

o 56.6%o indicated they came from the Central zone of the province, 8.2%o ftomthe
Occidental,4.9o/o from the Oriental and 0.8% (one person) from a distinct
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language area in the far-west of the province. 295% did not indicate a zone oÍ
came from outside the region.

o23.8o/o indicated a connection (either by birthplace, childhood or adult location)
that they were connected with an urban location, 16.4% with a mining
community, 36.9yo a rural zone with the remaining 23o/o either not reporting
any such location or coming from outside the region'

Two of the responses were written in Castilian, the remainder in either Bable or

Asturianu amestao lMixed Asturian - ie interferred with Castilian]. The responses were

analysed both quantitatively and qualitatively.

13.2 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The responses to six of the questions were tabulated firstly as raw data (Table Cl in

Appendix C), then as percentages (Table C2 in Appendix C) and finally as factors

according to the formula below. In each instance the results were tabulated by cross

referencing Personal characteristics (gender, occupation, à8a, language zone and

birthplace or current setting) with responses regarding Bable (motivation for attending

the conference, language capacity, where knowledge of Bable acquired and domains of

usage). In many instances the responses fell into more than one subcategory, hence the

combined totals sometimes exceeded 122 (the number of conference attendees).

Where
s : number in any one individual subcategory of response to questions
X" = total ofall subcategoryresponses to each questions.
n : number in any one individual category of personal characteristic.
Xn = total number of conferences attendees (122).

ns

a
a

>n>s
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le 13.1: Factor analYsis of resnonses bv conference attendees
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Table 13.1 contains all the factors so calculated. These factors were then graphed in

order to highlight any marked variations. A selection of significant graphs is provided in

the following sections.

Plotting the distribution of the factors derived for various subgtoups of significant size

provides an almost normal distribution curve. This curve reflects all subgroups except

those whose count numbered less than I}Yo of the total in any individual category.

Graph 13.1 gives the distribution curve for the 240 sets of responses from groups larger

thanl}Vo of the total. The peak of responses came rvithin the range 0.9 - 1.09, in other

words + I0o/o of the average.

Granh 13.1 : Distribution curve of sisnificant resoonse qroups

The significance of this distribution is that it indicated the survey group, topic specific

as it was, provided responses which, when analysed by defined sub-groups, varied from

the average for the whole group in a comparatively normal distribution pattern. The

implication can be drawn that for a majority of the sub-groups the sample size was

sufficient for the responses to be meaningful.
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However, in the case of 150 subgroups the sample size was less than l0o/o of the totals

of either personal characteristics or response categories related to Bable. Amongst this

latter group of responses was a much higher zero incidence (76) and some very high

factor ratings due to excessively small samples (for example the sole respondent from

the Astur-Gallego zone generated a factor of 4.75 by his interest in defending/promoting

the language as a motivation for attending, and a factor of 7.88 in his self assessment as

being a very good speaker of Bable).

In the analysis below the most significant variations by personal characteristic are

considered according to various of the response categories. Graphs have been drawn

based upon the factors in Table 13.1. Generally not included are those graphs where the

variations were not particularly significant between the subgroup responses. These are,

however, included in Appendix C. Also not included are the figures for those who did

not provide information in each personal characteristic category (eg the graph based on

gender plots only the factors of those who indicated their gender, not those who didn't).

However, comment is made in those sections where the response factors for those who

did not indicate a personal characteristic is significantly different from some or all of

those who did.

73.2.1 Motivation for attending

h the survey instrument conference attendees were asked why they had enrolled in the

course. The open wording of the question invited responses without specific prompts; as

a result the responses were wide-ranging. Nevertheless, the responses were able to be

grouped into seven categories which were:

. an expressed desire for speaking Bable 140.I% of responses];

. awish to leam how to write in the language l6.a%];
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cultural motivation s ll I.2%l;
linguistic activism (ie wishing to defend or promote Bable) 113.9%l;
an interest in teaching the language 118.2%];
other study or work interests 14.3%l; and
an intent to overcome a situation of diglossia with respect to the
respondent's use/knowledge of the language 15.9%].

The most frequently expressed reason was a desire to speak in Bable, followed by an

interest in teaching the language. Linguistic activism was somewhat higher than cultural

motivations.

The graph for motivation by age group is indicated in Graph 13.2. This graph reveals

that there \Mas a concuffence of opinion between those in their twenties and those in

their forties as to their relative disinterest in cultural motivations for attending compared

with the above average interest in this motivation category of those in their thirties.
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Indicative of the higher averuge interest of those in their thirties on cultural motivations

was the response of one attendee who stated "It is sentimental or intimate; it is a

criterion of self-identification and a nexus of the conjunction with others"'t

However, those in their forties parted company with their younger fellow attendees

when it came to defence or promotion of the language as a motivation, art atea where

those in their twenties and thirties expressed the greatest interest. One such respondent

from this latter group commented

(it is) to push for that which is our right.t

The issue of diglossia was noted as an area of concem for those in their twenties.

However, this did not mean that older age gloups did not believe their use of Bable was

diglossic, rather that it had not been a motivation for them attending the conference.

They were more likely to be concerned, howevef , at the quality of the Bable they spoke

as a result of interference from Castilian. In response to that category, the following

quotes from those in their forties appeared:

I don't speak it too well because of the many interferences from Castilian which
there are. t

I believe that I don't speak it 'well' (because it is a very Castilianised Asturian),
but the truth is that it embarrasses me to speak it any other way; people don't
understand you in Castilian nor in Asturian. t

Motivation according to responses categorised by language zone is mapped in Graph

13.3. The small sample size for those from the Oriental region (6) and Occidental (10)

qualify the conclusions which can be drawn from this graph.

¡ Ye sentimental o intima; ye ame mena d'autoidentificación y un nexu de xuntura pa colos demas
t Puxa polo que nuestru drechu.
t Nun lo falo bien del too porque son muncltes les interferencies del castellanu que lni.
' Creo que nun lo falo 'bien' (porque ye un Asturianu mui Castellanizáu) pero la verdci ye que me da

vergoñafalalu d'otra manera: si la xente nun ti entiende en Castellan nin en Aslurianu.
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Graph 13.3: Motivation bv languase zone
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Those from the Occidental zone expressed no interest in defence or promotion of the

language as a motivation; whilst those from the Oriental zone took a similar position

with respect to cultural motivations (which was contrariwise strongly supported by

those from the Occidental zone). Not unsurprisingly diglossia and the related theme of

interference were most significant motivationally for those from the Central zone

(where the urban context is strongest) .

13.2.2 Language ability

More than any other question in the survey, this one was open to subjective

interpretation. Respondents were not asked to provide any quantitative measures of

language ability. This subjectivity was not seen as a limiting factor in interpreting the

responses; rather it was seen as enhancing the capacity to probe attitudes as well as

facts. However, some manipulation of the responses was required in order to fit them

into a discrete number of response categories.
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The categories used for grouping were 'Nil' (1 .6Yo of responses), 'Poor' (15.6%),

'Average' (49.2%), 'Good' (ll.2%) and'VeryGood' (I3.1%).

Gender provided an interesting variation with respect to perceived language ability as

shown in Graph 13.4. With the exception of those who could be included in the

category of having self-assessed their language ability as 'very good' (where females

gave a higher response rate than males), females generally were more negative about

their language ability than their male counterparts. Males were significantly above

average in the 'good' category. Given the subjective nature of the responses it is more

probable that the differences in the quality of Bable spoken was as much perceived as

measurable.

Graph 13.4: Languase capacitv bv sender
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By way of example of different selÊperceptions were the following comments from two

men and two women respondents. Firstly the men:

I believe that I speak it well, but not in the normalised form. '

and

r)

' Yo creo que lo falo bien, pero non el normaticu.
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I could do it better, but I have made a very large leap (in knowledge of Bable) in
recent years. '

Secondly two from amongst the female respondents:

It seems to me that I don't speak it too badly, though still I could improve it t

and

I endeavour to use (Bable) whenever I can, above all at home, with acquaintances,
in school. No, it does not seem to me that I speak it well. t

The analysis of perceived language ability on the basis of language zone was relatively

inconclusive; however, the same did not apply to analysis by significant locality of

experience (either birthplace, childhood or adulthood location). Graph 13.5 plots self-

assessment according to whether the respondents listed an urban, mining or rural locale

as significant in their responses.

Graph 13.5: Language capacity bv locale
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' Podría¡acelo meyor, pero dí un salto pergrande nos ultimos años.

' Paezme que nún lo fal del to mal, anque tovía pueo meyorar.
' Procuro facelo, siempre que puedo. Sobre too n casa, con conocíos, na escuela. Non, nun me
parez que lo falo bien,
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Whilst those with rural connections roughly matched the whole group average, those

from mining areas were clearly more positive in their self-assessment of language

ability with those from urban areas less positive. It is notable that the mining zones has

provided more support for the positive promotion of Bable than rural areas where there

has been a tendency for it to be considered a somewhat archaic aspect of their heritage.

13.2.3 Source of language learning

Survey respondents were asked where they had learnt such knowledge of Bable as they

had. They were invited to nominate more than one source of learning; however no

possible sources were suggested. The responses were then grouped in four broad

categories, with one of them being subdivided into two sub-categories ('Mother tongue'

and 'Home environment' - 38.8o/o of all responses). The other three were 'Community'

(21.1%),'School' (3%) and'Other' (37.1%). This last category included courses

offered by local councils (often referred to with the diminutive cursinos), university

studies and through the reading of books. As indicated earlier, multiple answers v/ere

invited. The 122 survey respondents gave 232 sources of learning.

Graph 13.6: Source of learning bv age group
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Graph 13.6 plots the spread between learning sources by age grouping.The most notable

variation according to age group was in the 'school' category. The nil response rate to

this category from those in their forties and above was the clearly the result of Bable

classes only having been offered in Asturian schools since 1984. What was perhaps a

little surprising was that those in their twenties gave a lower response to this category

than those in their thirties. Further analysis of the responses from those in their thirties

who indicated school as being a source of their knowledge of Bable, revealed that all of

them were in their early thirties.

While those in their twenties were comparatively less likely to have nominated schools

as a source of learning compared with those in their thirties, they were slightly more

predisposed to nominate other sources than the latter group.

Graph 13.7 plots sources of learning by locale. The most notable variation which was

revealed by analysing source of language learning on the basis of locale was the

comparatively higher rate of response for 'school' being a source for such leaming

amongst those from mining communities than other areas.

Graph 13.7: Sources of learnine bv locale
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An interesting feature was a lower propensity for urban-connected respondents to

indicate 'mother tongue/home' as a source for the learning of Bable. The average

ranking for 'community' and the above average ranking for 'other' amongst this group

suggests the relatively greater influence on their learning of Bable of peers and courses

offered by local authorities than the home environment. The implication may be that

high usage of Bable in the home was not a normal feature in the urban zone, and

therefore the language learning of these respondents was by way of a recuperative

effort.

13.2.5 Domains of usage

Surveys of Bable usage have always contained generalised statistics as to the levels of

usage of Bable; what has not always been done has been an analysis of domains where

such usage predominates. The data from this survey was aggregated in four categories:

family (37.2% of all responses); 'friends' Qa.z%); work (14.1Yo); and general (14.5%).

As multiple responses were conìmon in this group, the total was nearly double the

number of attendees Q3\.

Graph 13.8 plots usage by gender.

Graph 13.8: Usase domains bv sender
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Domains of language use analysed by gender revealed that males were more likely to

use Bable amongst family and friends than females.

A particularly interesting comment in terms of differential usage of language according

to domain was made by one respondent:

I speak Asturian only in situations of 'the ghetto', that is, with people who also

know the Asturian speech. In other social situations ... affectively such as the

administrative I use a mixed Asturian. In situations of written cornmunication I
utilise Asturian most of the time, some 80% of the situations.t

Graph 13.9 plots domain usage by age category and reveals that breadth of usage

appears to decline amongst younger age gloups. Surveys have shown that whilst there

has been some increase in the percentage of the population claiming to understand

Bable, the increasing depopulation of rural areas and the decline of the mining sector

has undermined two key areas where Bable still has any sort of hngua franca status.

There has been a very significant movement of younger people away from these areas

in search of work and lured by the 'streets of gold' of the cities.

Graph 13.9: Usage domains bv ase
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t Falo asturiano solo nes situacíones 'de ghetto', esto ye, con la xente que tamién 'sé' que fala
asturianu. Nel reslu de les situaciones sociales ... afectivu comu alministrativu usu un asturiqnu
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Graph 13.10 plots the usage domains by locale and reveals aclear hierarchy of usage

with the greatest relative incidence being amongst those living or previously connected

with mining conìmunities; the second highest relative incidence being amongst those

connected with the rural environment. Not unsurprisingly urban connected respondents

had the lowest relative incidence in the work and general domains.

Graoh 13.10: Usase domains bv locale
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Exceptions to the noün of relatively lower incidence in the urban locale were invariably

from the city of Xixón/Gijón, typified by the following comment made about one

respondent's parents:

My parents are from Xixón and are Asturian speakers.'

Two comments from mining communities indicated contrasting effects on language use

of mixed parentage. In both instances one parent was from Asturias and the other from

beyond the region. In the first, the father was from Asturias, in the second, the mother:

I was born in a mining zone, daughter of and Asturian father and Castilian mother
and I am very happy bicause in my house Asturian is always spoken.'

amestáu. Nes situaciones de comunicación escrita utilizo mayorítoriamente I'asturianu, nun

porcentØc del 80% les situaciones.
' Los míos pas son Xixoneses y asturiano-falantes.

T-r' {
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and

I live in mining zones .. . my father is from Castille and my mother Asturian, in
my house Asturian is not spoken.t

One of the respondents who lived in a rural area made a significant comment of

differential usage by domain:

I speak in Castilian or in Asturian ... depending on if I work in the village or rn
the city.t

13.3 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

The survey responses also provided a wealth of information when analysed

qualitatively. Particular attention was paid to the question of normalisation and

officiality as well as to the invitation for respondents to provide a list of ten Bable

words. However, in addition some analysis was done of the way in which other

responses had been written.

13.3.1 Opinions on normalisation and officiality

120 of the conference attendees responded to both questions on normalisation and co-

officiality. One of the remaining two responded just on co-officiality (with the comment

¡Oficialidá ya! lOfficialityNow!l); while the other left the segment blank.

All those who responded to these questions were in support of both concepts. 'Words

like perimportante [very good] and pernecessariu lvery necessary] recurred many

times.

t Nací na cuenca minera, Jía de pá Asturianu y ma Castellana y toi percontenta porque na mío
casa falen toos I'asturiano.
' Vivo en cuenques mineres ... mío pr| ye de Castilella y mío y mío ma asturiana, na mío cd nun se

fala asturianu.
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In the case of normalisation there were, however, some nuances in the range of

supportive comments. One wrote of the significance of this as a "seña de nuesa

identidá" lsign of our identity] clearly taking a position in the Bable vs Bables polarity.

Yet others, still supportive of normalisation, were concemed for the survival of diverse

varieties of Bable with such comments as:

It is necessary for good communication ... (that) the differences between
Castilian, normalised Asturian and the distinct varieties be known.t

I understand that the normalisation of Asturian is necessary from the point of view
that there should exist a grammar and some noÍns of writing. But on the other
hand it seems to me that the dialectical variants, rather than prejudicing the
llingua, what they do is enrich it,t

It is necessary if we plan for an institutionalised speech, but it is very important
that the local versions are preserved.t

13.3.2 Free word choice

The conference attendees \Mere asked to nominate ten Bable words which occurred to

them at the moment of completing the form. The 1220 choices they made fell into 565

word groupings. A word grouping consisted of nouns, verbs and participles of the same

base word as well as different spellings. About ten percent (56) of these word groupings

were chosen a combined total of 451 times or 37 .jYo of the total, each with a minimum

of five citations.

' Falo en castellan o n'asturianu ... según trabaye nun pueblu o ciudad..
' Ye necesaría pa una bona comunicación (qur) ... se sepa dixebres ente aI castellan, I'asfurianu
normalizáu y les distintes variantes.
' Entiendo que la normalización del asturianu ye necesaria dende'l puntu de vista de que tien
qu'esistia una gramática y unes normes d'escritura. Pero por otru lláu paezme que les variantes
diqleutales, ñolle de peerxudicar la llingua, lo quefaen, ye enriquecela.t Necesaria si pretendemos una fala institucionalizá, pero perimportante que se caltengan les
dixebres fasteres.
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There were two most frequently cited word groupings, both with 2l citations. The first

was falar/fala/falable lto speak/speech./'speechness']. Given the theme of the

conference, it was hardly surprising that this grouping was the most cited. However,

that such citations represented only l.7o/o of all words cited perhaps was somewhat

lower than might have been expected. Indeed, considering that all language-related

word groupings only Eave a 4%o figure was unexpected. The other groupings were:

Llingua (11 citations)
C o ofi cialidá/C o ofi ci ali dad (7)
Asturianu (5)
Normalización/normativizaci ón (5)

The second of the top groupings was prestar/prestame/prestosu(o)(a) lto like/I

like/likeable]. As with a number of Bable words, Prestar is an example of a word whose

meaning is different from its homonyrn in Castilian (where it means to lend). It is

possible the tension of difference/similarity of this word with Castilian intrigued the

conference attendees sufficiently to prompt its inclusion in the responses.

I had expected a reasonably high occurrence of words connected with characteristics of

the region - such as the rural, festive, mythological or related to fauna and flora. Some

of the words in these and categories related to people were:

Flora/fauna: Curuxa [owlJ, Andarina [swallow], Xatu/xatín [cafl, Llobu
[*olf|, Arbeyu fptoJ, Fueya fleafl, Castañéu [chestnutJ, Zrezal [cherry tree],
Coríu fduckJ, Esperteyu [batJ, Caparina [butterflyJ, Carbayu [oak], Escarabaya
[beetle], Llor,éu flaurelJ.

Rural: Horreu [typical barn], Cachu [manureJ, Gueta [chestnut harvestJ,
Estropayar [to spoil the harvestJ, Enrestrar [Make a corn stringJ, Abeyera
[beehive], Espantaxu [scarecrowf .

Weather: Abellugar lshelter from rainf, Seronda lautumnf, Orbayu ldrizzle),
Borrina lmistl, Nublina lfog], Xaruiar lrain heavily), Xorociar lto rainf .
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Mythotogyz Trasgu [an elfJike creature], Xana [a mythicalfemalefigure],
Güestia [procession of the dead]

Festive: Folixa [good time], Gayola [good timeJ, Antroxu [Mardi GrasJ,
Amagüestu [chestnut festivalJ .

Iconic features: Madreñas [clogs|, Sidra [ciderJ, Gaita [bagpiped

Relatives: Neñu [childJ, Güelos [grandparentsJ, Pas [parentsJ, Má [mother]

Other people: Collaciu [friendJ, Guahe fladJ, Xente [peopleJ, Escolinos
[studentsJ, Maestru [teacherJ, Muyer [womanJ , Mozu [youthJ, Rapaz fladJ

Further to the example of prestar where a word may mean something different in Bable

from its meaning in Castilian, a total of six such words were contained in the word lists.

They were:

Prestar - to like in Bable; to lend in Castilian
Escaecer - to forget in Bable; to decøy in Castilian (though Medieval Castilian
also listed to forget as a meaning.
Gayola - good time or joy in Bable; prison in Castilian.
Seronda - Autumn in Bable; latefruit in Castilian.
Andarina - swallow (bird) in Bable; afemale walker in common Castilian
usage,though a swallow inrare and archaic usage.
Cai - streel in Bable; wharf in Castilian (derived from the French qucry).

13.3.3 Orthographic variation

An interesting feature of the word choices, given the overwhelming support of the

group for normalisation of Bable, was the variety of spellings given for some of the

words - which was clearly a function of different varieties to which each respondent

had been exposed. The following were examples:

Abellugar, aberyugar and abeyugar lto shelterfrom rain]
Andarina, andolina, andarines, andorines, andolines lswallowl
Galloleru, gayolero and gayoleru
Guahe, guaje and guahe Uadl

Horreu, horru and horro fname of characteristic Asturian barn]
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Maestru, maiestro and mayestru lteacherf
Neñu(a) and ñenu lchildl

Not included in the responses to the request for ten words, but incorporated elsewhere in

their responses were some other diverse spellings such as mallestra for maestra and

muller fot muyer lwomanf.

13.3.4 Use of diminutives

Asturians arê known amongst other peoples of Spain for their love of diminutives. The

use is almost always in endearing rather than deprecatory senses. Though the survey did

not provide for lengthy responses to each question which might, in their length, have

been more conducive to the use of diminutives, it was noted that there was usage in the

case of such words as tierrina llittle land - referring to Asturias, as opposedto the big

land which would be Spain] and pueblín llittle village - referring to the person's own

village as opposed to pueblo which would be anyone else's]. There was also an array of

diminutive forms of the Bable word for little.In that latter instance the forms used again

showed great variation: pequinica, pequeñin, pequetín, piquitín, poquitín, pocoñin,

po quiñin and puquiñin.r

13.3.5 Use of first person plural possessive pronoun

The use of the first person plural possessive pronoun is more frequent in Bable than in

English, and reflects a communal spirit traced back to Celtic times. In the case of survey

responses such extensive usage was not observed. Significant instances focussed on

language (9 cases referring to llingua and one to fala), culture (5), country (including 2

for país and one for tierra), identity (2) people (1) and human rights (also 1). Amongst
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the usages of this pronoun were the following examples: "The culture of Asturias, it is

something ours"t and ",So as not to lose (the language) which is ours".t

There \¡/ere seventeen uses of the first person singular possessive; eight related to

matemal language, eight simply to language and one to land.

Again an interesting feature of the plural possessive was the variety of forms used -
namely the forms common in each dialect zone of the region: Bable Occidental

(nueso/a/u), Bable Central and Bable Oriental (nuestru/a/o) as well as that found in both

those latter zones and in Castilian (nuestro/a).

13.3.6 Usage of Bable & Castilian forms of to be

Reference has been made earlier to the phenomenon in Bable usage patterns of

sociolinguistic yeismo. This the practice whereby a speaker would, in otherwise normal

Castilian speech, use the Bable ye instead of Castilian es for it is1' in this sense ye is

something of a sociolinguistic icon] in Asturias. One respondent noted such usage: "a/

home a mixture of Asturian and Castilian was always spoken (perhaps a little more of

thefirst > the use of pronouns, the 'ye', some verbs)".t

Sociolinguistic Yeismo represents one of the few examples of common interference of

Bable upon Castilian. More commonly interference is in the other direction. Such is also

the case with the two forms of the verb to be in both Bable and Castilian. Table 3

reveals the incidence of different forms of the two forms of the verb to be which

appeared anywhere in the survey response forms, It reveals some evidence of Castilian

' la cultura d'Asturies, ye algo nuestro.
t pa no perder lo que ye nuestro
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interference, though probably less than would be the case in everyday speech patterns as

the respondents may have wanted to avoid obvious interference. Certainly lexical

frequency studies such as Diccionariu de Frecuencies Léxiques del Asturianu2 stggest a

higher level of such interference than in the table.

Table 13 -2: Comnarison Bable & C an forms of verbs 6fo bet

Bable Castilian
Ser (17) [to be (self)]
Soi [I aml 86 Sov t4
Ie fS/he/it isl 244 Es 4

Somos e are 2

Soz lThey arel JJ

F¿¿i fI wasl 2

Foi fS/he was'l 13 Fue 1

Fuimos f'We werel 1

Yerallwas (imp)l 8 Era 1

Yeren fThey were] 5 Eran 0

Sedre lI will bel 1 Sera 0

SedralSlhe will bel 2 Sera 0

Seria lI, he/she/it would be (cond)] 2

S ey all w' d b e(subj unctive) 0 Sea 1

fform doesn't occur] Fuese fI were (subi)l 1

Fuera [I, he/she/it were ( )l 2

Tar 11 be Estar (0)

ToilI am (place)l 87 Estoy 0

Z¿ lHe/she/it is] 18 Esta 0

Tamos fWe are] 6 Estamos 0

Tan lThey arel 4 Están 0

Teallwould bel J Este 0

Taba lI, s/he was] 1 Estaba 0

[Note: Where Bable and Castilian share the same forrn, the form has been centred across both
columns.]

One respondent altered a Castilian usage to a Bable one (soy > soi) while two used the

Castilian form of the first person in one verb usage (soy) and the Bable in the first

person of the other (roi).

' En casa siempre se faló un amestáu de asturianu y castellán (quizas un pocu más de lo primero
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13.3.7 Usage of typical Bable words or forms

The use of typical words or forms which can be considered as markers of linguistic

identity was frequently seen in the responses from the conference attendees.

One example was the use of the prefix per- | in the sense of very - where muy would

have been used in Castilian or even sometimes mui in Bable]. Examples of such usage

were (one instance each unless otherwise indicated): perbueno, perbaxu, perclaro,

percomplicada, percontenta, perdiferente, perdificil (2), perfechu (2), pergrande (2),

perguapct (2), perprobe, pertriste, perimportante (28), pernecesaria (13), and perverde-

per- js not always used in Bable, in many cases mui would be more appropriate; use of

per- in such cases represents h¡percorrection. At least one such usage may have been

the use of the wordperverde lvery greenf in place of mui verde'

In answers to the general questions there were four instances of the more traditional

Castilian forms (though still using the Bable variants in both cases) of mui bien, mui

importante and mui necesaria.In one instance, a respondent used two different types of

mixed Bable and Castilian forms when he wroteperbien inthe context of normalisation

andmui bono inthe context of co-officiality'

Sentiments expressed

A number of survey respondents made comments indicating a rural sentimentality. For

example:

> usu de los pronombres, el ye, dellos verbos)
2 F Cuetos et.al, Diccionariu de Frecuencies Lëxiques del Asturianu, op'cit'
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I live in Uviéu though I feel myself affectively linked wit the rural zone. t

Two respondents noted feeling fear or embarrassment in certain contexts. One said, in

clarification of comment that he did not use Bable as often as he would like:

Fear at being ridiculed on the part of others.t

While the second commented on the negative treatment accorded to those speaking

Bable in the school system in the '60s and '70s:

Today I would speak it totally if it had not been that I kept it hidden at school in
the '60s and '70s where they didn't respect it.t

On the subject of fiesta use of Bable, one commented that he spoke it:

When we are all together as a family in some family fiesta.t

Conclusion

The survey of a group who might be considered partisans for recuperation of Bable as a

sociolinguistic force revealed both varying motivations and usage patterns. It can be

assumed that these variations would be no less marked in the general population.

The various motivations, though often consonant, represented a range of opinions which

reflected the varying circumstances of the participants; and which could not easily be

reduced to simple, homogenous statements.

' Vivo n'Uviéu magar siéntome afeutivamente lligóu cola fastera rural.
r de ciertu miëu afacer ridículo per parte la otra xenle.

' Güei ¡alariala dafechu si nun me Io fixera esceecer el colexu nos años 60 y 70 onde nun lo

respetaben.
' cuando tamos reuniós toa lafamilia en dalgunafistafamiliar.
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The usage patterns reflected the fact that at this stage Bable is still for many practical

considerations in a pre-nonnalised state. They also reflect the lnazaú.ds of the close

linguistic relationship existing between Bable (as an Ll) with Castilian (as an L2).

policy decisions which focus on normalization and officiality need, therefore, in the

case of Bable to reflect these local characteristics rather than be replications of policies

tried elsewhere where motivation and usage patterns will have been different.
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PART D - RESEARCH

CHAPTER FOURTEEN - LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Overview

A key empirical research focus of this thesis has been the analysis of 463 Cartas al

Director lLetters to the Editorl published in La Nueva España. The research focused on

the following types of letters:

letters on any topic written in Bable in whole or in part;
letters written in Castilian but dealing with Bable;
letters, on any subject, which though predominantly in Castilian coniairred
Bable phrases, words, names and/or toponyms.

The purpose of this research has been to identify both the range of utilisation of Bable

in this form of communication, and also to map attitudes expressed as to language. On

this latter point the research sought to explore if the use of Bable as the medium of

communication whilst discussing status of the vernacular correlated with certain

attitudes from the various polarities in the Asturian language debate.

As to the range of utilisation of Bable, the purpose has been to map such use by topic

categories and also by extent of the use of the language. The use of incidental Bable

words or even of entire phrases by writers who otherwise communicated in Castilian

was not coincidental. The research has therefore sought to analyse the significance of

such usage.

A further aim of the research, focussed particularly on the letters written entirely in

Bable, has been to examine the question of interference from Castilian and the plurality

of forms often available within the lexical inventory of Bable.
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I4.I LA NUEVA ESPAÑA

LA NUEVA ESPAÑA is the largest daily newspaper published in Asturias. First

established as a government newspaper by the former Franco regime, it was privatised

after his death and became part of the Editorial Prensa lbérica group in 1984. Since

that time its circulation and readership have increased each yea4by 1998 it achieved

ninth ranking nationally amongst Spanish dailies in terms of circulation. Table 14.1

indicates the comparative readership in 1996 for the top three regional newspapers in

the province.l

Newspaper Readership
LA NUEVA ESPANA 291,000
EL COMERCIO 142,000
LA VOZ DE ASTURIAS 121,000

As with other newspapers in the group, the editorial team of La Nueva España have

permitted the use of the local vernacular (in this instance Bable) in published material,

though overwhelmingly the medium of communication has been Castilian. Over the

period in question, Bable was observed to be used in the following:

o Some letters to the editor

. Some children's letters to Oreja Verde lGreen Ear], a weekly
supplement for children.

o A special supplement focusing on Asturian culture (La Nueva Quintana:
páginas asturianistas) lThe new farmstead: Asturianist pagesl)

o The weekly culture supplement (La Cultura) from time to time
containing segments in Bable. (N'asturiano and Llibros lln Asturian and
Booksl

o Columns written by regular or occasional writers, in particular columns
by Milio Mariño, Jeronimo Grande (Me alegro de que me haga esa
pregunta ll'm glad you asked me that questionl) and Montserrat
Garnacho (Caleyes con oficiu lTrade streetsf, ¿Sales a jugar un poco?

t tN¡ t S. t2.96, based upon audited data from Estudio General de Medios.
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lAre you coming out to play a little?l and Sal y el furmientu lsalt &
yeastl)
Cartoons (eg Constantino Turón) and light-hearted pieces.

Incidental comments by interviewees in the general reportage

Some nicknames in obituaries

Each of these is dealt with in the following two chapters. The remainder of this chapter

deals with the letters to the editor, while the next chapter treats with the remainder and

also some non-Bable pieces which contained references to the language.

However before commencing that study, it would be timely to understand readership

levels with respect to Bable language material in Asturian media. In his 1989 study,

Francisco J Llera Ramo reported on readership of articles written in Bable which

appeared in the Asturian press. He produced a table recording the frequency of articles

in Bable being read according to whether those surveyed generally had the practice of

reading in Bable or not. Table 14.2 rcprints this information in percentages for the total

gïoup, which numbered 400.2

Table 14.2: in of articles in Bable accordins to usu nractice of readins

a

a

a

Read in Bable

Read Bable pieces in Press Yes No

Never 6.1 42.5
Rarely 6.1 20.5
Time to time 23.8 19.6
Sometimes 22.7 8.7
Regularly 39.2 4.1

No answer 2.1 4.6
Total 100 100

in the language (Toagesl

2 F J Llera Ramo, Consumu Cultural de Publicaciones en Llingua Asturiana: Informe, op.cit. p.56
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Of particular significance in this table is that 4.lYo of readers who did not normally

class themselves as reading in Bable indicated they would regularly read pieces written

in Bable published in Asturian dailies. A further 28.3% of this category indicated they

either sometimes or regularly read such pieces in the press. Of those who did profess to

reading in Bable, 85.7% indicated some frequency in ready Bable articles in the press.

I4.¿TIJß, LETTERS IN THE STUDY

The analysis of the letters is divided into three principal parts. Firstly, the letters entirely

written in Bable are analysed regardless of whether they dealt with the language;

secondly letters containing Bable words, phrases andlor toponyms are considered,

likewise subject matters were not limited to the issue of Bable. Next, letters from any

category (completely in Bable, or completely in Castilian, or mixing both) aÍe

considered in terms of opinions expressed regarding Bable. Finally there then follows a

section dealing with a range of issues observed in all the letters such as expressions of

community (the nuestro/nuesu effect), family, seasonality and perceptions of Asturias.

Appendix D contains the following subsections in relation to these letters

Subsection 1: lndex of writers of letters in alphabetical order, along with
some identification of characteristics of the letters.
Subsection 2: Listing of select references from letters (such as topics of
letters written in Bable, references to villagelpaisano, mining, diminutives,
relatives), Bable phrases.

The letters were in two groups in terms of dates of authorship. The first group, those

dated between April 1987 and July 1993 (a total of sixty letters), were taken from press

clippings collected by Professor Juan Carlos Villaverde, of the University of Oviedo; he

generously let me have access to his newspaper files.
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This group of letters principally consisted of correspondence which dealt in whole or in

part with issues to do with Bable (48 letters) and/or were written in Bable (27). There

were three letters in this group which dealt with Bable toponyrny. Ten letters dealt with

other matters. Seven of these ten were written entirely in Bable and dealt with

international politics [1 letter], regional politics l2l, inter-city rivalries l2l,

environmental issues [1] and traffic [1]. The three others (of the ten) all contained Bable

phrases or sentences and dealt with medicine [1], folkloric competition [1], local

govemment issues [1]). There were no letters in this group whose selection was

determined simply because they contained isolated Bable words, names or toponyms (as

opposed to phrases or sentences). This group of sixty letters cannot be considered to

represent a comprehensive collection of all letters of these types published in La Nueva

España during the period 1987-1993.

The letters in the second group were writtenbetween January 1994 and March 1998;

there were 403 letters in this group. 255 were written either entirely in Bable (92) or in

part (37 including Bable phrases and I25 containing isolated Bable words); 767 were

written in Castilian but dealt with issues relating to Bable. While it cannot be

guaranteed that every letter published during this period which might have fitted the

above three categories was included in the collection, this group of letters would come

close to being reasonably comprehensive and representative. Table 14.3 indicates the

language usage of the letters in the collection. The letters B,A,I and C refer to the

categorization system used in Appendix D (Subsection 1).

The category "Letters with Bable phrases (A)" consists of letters which contained a

Bable verb in the phrase, while the category "Letters with Bable words (I)" consists of
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letters which contained no verb amongst the Bable words or where a verb appeared in

isolation

Table 14.3: Lanpuaqe use ln to editor

74.2.1 Geographic and other characteristics

Table I4.4 examines the distribution according to language in each of the twenty five

largest population centres and in the aggregation of the remaining hfty three. The table

indicates that letters came from 45 counties in the province; in other words there were

no letters from 33 counties. Letters totally in Bable came from 21 counties, while 15

counties were the locale of people using Bable phrases, and 22 counties of those using

isolated words in Bable.

The figures for letters in Bable can be taken as indicative of language usage patterns as,

for the period 1994-1998, every letter written to the editor in the vemacular has been

considered. Similarly with those letters involving Bable phrases and isolated words. The

figures for letters in Castilian, however, do not have that broader significance; as the

only letters chosen for the purposes of this research were those which addressed the

language debate. They can, however, be used to some extent to map the geographical

spread of feeling relating to the language.

Date Letters in
Bable (B)

Letters with
BabIe

phrases (A)

Letters with
Bable words

(r)

Letters in
Castilian (C)

Totals

'87-',93 27 6 7 20 60
'94-',98 9l 34 118 r62 403

Total 118 40 123 182 463
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Tabte 14.4: Language use in letters bv countv

*five of the Bable letters from Avilés were from one writer (L018).
** Two writers from Llanes (L200 & L334)were responsible for 19 of the total of 2l letters from this

city (1 and12 respectively).

Centre Letters in
Bable (B)

Letters using Letters using
Bable words

Letters in
Castilian (C)

Total
Bable

fïve counties
Oviedo 34 8 35 58 135

Giión 35 7 15 2l 78

Avilés 9'r I 4 t2 25

Mieres 6 I 10 t6 32

Lansreo 5 2 5 7 t9
Siero 5 5 2 7 18

Castrillon 1 1 2 4

San Martín de RA I 2 6

Cangas del Narcea I 2 J 5

Corvera I 1

Aller J 1 4 8

Lluarca I I
Laviana 1 I 2

Villaviciosa I 6 3 9

Lena 1 I 2

Tineo
Llanes I 76 4 2l**
Grado 1 1

Gozón I I
Llanera
Carreño 1 I 2 4

Pravia 2 J I 6

Piloña I I
Navia 4 3 4

Remainins counties
Cudillero I 2 J

Colunga 1 1

Noreña 2 2

Ribadesella 2 2 I 5

Pola de Allande 1 4 5

Bimenes 1 I 2

Teverga 1 I 2

Nava I I 4 6

Cangas de Onis 2 1 J

Tapia de Casariego I 1

Les Requeres I 1

Morcín 1 1

Candamo 1 I
Sobrescobio I 1

Taramundi I I
Illano I 1

Benia de Onis 2 I J

Parres 1 I
Muros de Nalon I 1

Boal I 1

Belmonte I I
External or dk

External or dk 5 5 8 11 29

Total 118 40 r23 182 463
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Map 14.1 charts the spread across the region of letters written entirely in Bable, those

with Bable phrases and those with individual words in the vernacular. It indicates that

letters written entirely in Bable came largely from the Bable Central zone þarticularly

the mining cuencas) and the western periphery of that zone. The use of entire Bable

phrases within otherwise Castilian letters came almost completely from the Bable

Central zone (this time less significantly from the mining areas). Finally the use of

isolated Bable words appears to have been reasonably spread across the whole region.

Map 14.1: Source of letters using some Bable

. Letters written entirely in Bable
r Letters with Bable phrases
. Letters with Bable wurds

Though not mapped, the geographic spread of the letters written only in Castilian shows

a strong bias towards Oviedo. The figures in Table 14.4 reveals that more than two and

half times as many such letters came from the regional capital than from the largest city,

Gijón; whereas letters entirely in Bable came in almost equal numbers from both these

centers.

l
t
a
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Table 14.5 indicates the geographic and gender spread of the letters which were either

written entirely in Bable or contained phrases/sentences or individual words written in

that language.

Table 14.5: nhic & sender of letters

* The total for letters written in Bable includes 2 (one by a male and one by a female) which did not have

a zone prescribed; these have been included in the figure for Extemal.

Thus writers from the Central zone wrote 87.4% of the letters written entirely in Bable

and 85.7o/o of the letters containing Bable phrases but only 7L3% of the letters

containing individual Bable words. The Oriental zone contained a disproportionate

percentage of letters containing individual Bable words (16.4%).

Multiple letter writing

A number of writers wrote more than one letter to the editor during the period. In fact

the 463 letters were written by 358 writers (multiple signatories for individual letters

Central Oriental Occidental Astur-Gall External Total
Male

Bable 83 2 J 8 96

Bable phrases 21 2 1 1 25

Bable words 74 t7 5 4 5 105

Female
Bable T9 19

Bable phrases J

Bable words 11 J 1 15

Shared
Bable 2 2

Bable phrases
Bable words 2 2

Total
Bable 105 2 J 8 1 18x

Bable phrases 24 2 I 1 40

Bable words 87 20 6 4 5 t23
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being categorised as single writers for this purpose). The incidence of multiple letter

writing was:

One letter
Two letters
Three letters
Four letters
Five letters
Six letters
Seven letters
Twelve letters

298
40
l3
2
2
1

1

1

As noted in Table l4.4,two writers from the town of Llanes in the Bable Oriental zone

between them wrote nineteen letters; while a writer from Avilés wrote five.

14.2.2 Incidence of Bable

As indicated earlier, of the 463 letters to the editor considered in this thesis 118 were

written completely in Bable, a further 40 contained some significant usage of Bable

while an additional 123 other letters contained Bable words. The remaining 182

contained no usage of Bable whatsoever. Whilst letters in Bable represented 25.7Yo of

all letters in the collection, it should not be construed this indicated that a quarter of all

letters submitted to the editor were written in Bable. The collection of 463 letters is a

subjective selection taken for the pu{poses of this thesis from the total corpus of letters

to the editor published during the period in question; there was clearly a bias towards

letters in Bable.

V/hat then was the incidence of Bable language letters to the editor in La Nueva España

during the period in question? In order to have some indication of the incidence of

Bable letters amongst the total, I undertook a sample of all letters to the editor published

during 1997.In that period a total of 883 letters to the editor were published by LNE; of
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these 19 were written completely in Bable and a further 53 contained Bable words or

phrases. This represented an incidence of 2.2Yo of all published letters during that year

being written completely in Bable.

Table 14.6 compares this percentage figure with other newspapers from the same

newspaper group which were published in areas of Spain where non-Castilian languages

are also spoken.

Table 14.6: Incidence of n usase in Letters to Editor of various
newsDapers

The figures suggest that there has been a very much lower level of utilisation of Bable

as a language for communication in letters to the editor in Asturias than has been the

case with respect to vernacular usage in such correspondence in other regions of Spain

where newspapers of the group were published. The closest to the case of Bable and

LNE was the use of the Valencian dialect of Catalan in letters to the editor in

Información de Alicante where the utilisation rate was a little higher at3.Io/o.

Newspaper and Language Total
letters

Letters in
vernacular

Letters in
Castilian

Survey period

Diaro de Ibizø
(C atalan f Eivai s s ano l)

58 8 (13.8%) 50 4lr-7712196

Diario de Mallorca
(Catalan fMallorquin])

Total

t6
t78
236

7
56
84

9
r22
r52

17-2312195
4lt0 - 3Ur2t9s

U3 - 3016196

430 147 (34.2%) 283

Faro do Vigo (Gallego) tt2 30 (26.8%) 82 March'96

Informøción de Alicønte
(Catalan [Valenciano])

390 t2 (3.1%) 378 3lL -3U3196

Lø Nueva Espøña (Bable) 883 te (2.2%) 864 t997

Levante
(C atalan I V al enc i ano ] )

Total

29
2t7

8

58
2T
159

t2-r8lU9s
U5-2816t96

246 66 (26.80/0) 180
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The comparison of the figures for letters in the vernacular published in each newspaper

compared with levels of vernacular comprehension revealed by surveys in their

respective communities indicated a comparatively poor position for Bable. Table 14.7

records the levels of both for each of the areas where Editorial Prensa lbérica has

newspapers which publish letters in both Castilian and the local vemacular. Graph 14.1

then plots that information with the addition of a datum line. The datum line predicts

what the incidence of letters in the vernacular would have been in the event that each

region had reflected the incidence of the highest ranking region (in this case Mallorc1 a

region where 89.7% claimed to have an ability to understand the Mallorquín dialect of

Catalan and where 34.2% of all letters published were written in it).

Table 14.7 z Comparison of levels of understanding and incidence of letters in
vernacular

Source of data: M Siguan Esp aña plurilingüe, Alianza Universidad, Madrid, 1992

Granh 14.1: Visual renresentation Table 14.9

100

80

60

40

20

0

Asturias Alicante lbiza Valencia Galicia Mallorca

Understanding 
-F- 

Letters -A-Dahrm

Level of understanding (%) Letters in vernacular (o/o)

Bable 51.2
,,)

Catalan (Alicante) 60.6 3.1
Catalan (Ibiza) 83.4 13.8
Catalan (Valencia) 84.0 26.8
Gallego 94.0 26.8
Catalan (Mallorca) 89.7 34.2
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Thus it can be seen that in the mid-1990s the newspapers published in Valencia and

Galicia closely approached the incidence of vemacular letters which had been achieved

in Mallorc a. In Ibiza the rate was approximately half that of the incidence of Mallorca,

while Alicante and Asturias exhibited much more marginal rates of incidence of letters

in the vemacular.

14.2.3 Editorial discretion

The incidence of published letters written in Bable is not just a function of the

commitment of letter writers to the use of that language, but also of the preparedness of

the editors of LNE to publish any such letters submitted to them. It raises the question

of how many letters in Bable sent to the editor of LNE might not have been published. I

examined the newspaper's records of Bable-language correspondence to the editor both

þublished and unpublished) over the period November 1994 to April 1995. Table 14.8

compares the number of letters written in Bable which were published with those which

were not during this period.

ed&un to LNE - Nov. '94 -
Month Unpublished Published Total
November 1994 1

aJ 4

December 1994 2 4 6

January 1995 0 4 4

February 1995 6 I 7

March 1995 5 2 7

April 1995 7 0 7

Total 2l t4 35

The figures indicate that over the six month period 35 letters written in Bable were sent

to the newspaper of which 14 were published, whilst 2l were not; thus forty per cent of

Bable letters received in this period were published. A similar study was not done for
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the publication success rate of letters written in Castilian, but the 40Yo hgure for Bable

does not appear to indicate any particular anti-Bable bias on the part of the editors.

Indeed my own conversations with the editorial team over a twelve month period never

revealed any suggestion ofsuch abias.

A further aspect to be noted from this data is the effect there would have been on the

figures in Section 14.2.2 if every single Bable letter submitted were to have been

published by the editors. Had this unlikely situation occurred over the whole period

surveyed the number of letters in Bable published would only have represented about

3.6%o of the total - a figure still well below the datum line in Graph 14.1.

14.3 LETTERS \üRITTEN IN BABLE

The letters written in Bable are considered in two ways. Firstly, a selection of five is

considered in some detail by way of revealing the t¡1pes of findings that are possible

from such analysis. Secondly, all letters written in Bable are then subjected to a

suÍrmary analysis of topics.

14.3.1Analysis of a sample of letters

The 118 letters written in Bable dealt with a wide number of subjects and were authored

by writers from many different locations within the region. Five letters indicative of

both the breadth of topics and diversity of authorship have been selected. They are:

L2221145 Pepe López (l9ll2l94 - Cøleyes con muchu oficiu floosely
Streets with much chørøcterl
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L1591257 Fabián García de Vega (01107196) - Los vedaos nos ríos lthe
bønks of our riversl

L2141288 Ricardo Igelmo Pérez (08112196) - El Rh vasco lthe Basque Rh
blood factorl
L2711342 Ramón Ordiz García (24106197 - Josefa lø del Praón lJosefa,

she of Prøónl)

L0711373 Xosé Net Caldevilla Vega (22108197 - Las autopistas de lø
inþrm ació n lT h e inþ rm at ío n s up erhighw ayl)

L222[45 Pepe López (l9ll2l94 - Caleyes con muchu oJi.cìu [loose translation
Streets with much characterl)

The writer, from Teverga in the Bable Occidental zone, dealt with a series of 'colour'

stories written by Montserrat Garnacho for LNE, each based upon interviews with

typical, ordinary Asturians from rural or provincial settings. The title of the series was

Caleyes con oficiu, lStreets of the old tradesl. The letter writer's insertion of muchu

appears to have indicated his appreciation of the series by drawing upon other senses of

the word oficiu - ie not just its colnmon meaning of tuade but its wider meaning of

character.

A very interesting phrase in the letter which represented an interesting crossing of

normal Bable and Castilian usages along with less than perfect grammar was:

te lo voi esplicar lI go/I am going to explain it to you]

The writer's placement of the pronouns te and /o would not have represented very good

grammar in either Bable or Castilian usages as they would normally have been placed in

relation to the infinitive to explain lesplicarf rather than the in relation to I go/I am

going lvoil.
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In addition there is the question of whether the pronouns te and /o should have been

treated proclitically (ie before the relevant verb) or enclitically (ie after the relevant

verb). Bable would entertain both usages, whilst Castilian would only accept enclitic

usage. Thus the phrase in Bable could have been either:

Voi esplicatelo or

voi te lo esplicar

But in Castilian it could only be rendered as

Voy a explicartelo

Of final interest in this phrase was the use, relatively more frequent in Bable than

Castilian, of the present indicative form of to go + infinitive in place of the more

common Castilian use of the future indicative tense. Thus while the Castilian phrase

above - Voy a explicartelo - is not incorrect (it should be noted that the preposition a

would be inserted after voy in Castellano con corceción), it would have been more usual

for the word explicaré [ will explain] to have been used. Adding the pronouns to this

Castilian word would have seen it done proclitically - ie te lo explicaré.

It appears that this Castilian proclitic usage in front of a non-infinitive form influenced

the letter writer as, with respect to other examples of infinitives with pronouns in the

letter, the writer chose to use the enclitic formula, thus'. tenelos {C: tenerlos} lto have

themf andxuntalos {C: juntarlos) lto join themf.

There were two examples of words more typically Castilian than Bable being used by

the writer. Firstly the use of the gerund aprendiendu in place of deprendiendu
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llearning]; the writer did, however, convert it to a Bable -z ending in place of the

Castilian -o. Thc choice of word stem would appear to have been a case of interference.

Another example of a Castilian word being used in place of a more typically Bable one

occurred with the verb to like. The writer used the phrase me gusten los retratos lI like

the portrails] using the verb gustar lto like); while this verb is not unknown in Bable,

the much more common verb used is prestar, which would thus have given rise to the

phrase prestanme los retratos (involving as it also would the Bable use of enclisis for

the pronoun).

Finally of interest in this letter was a single exception to the writer's general use of the

-es ending for feminine plural nouns. Whereas the writer wrote madreñes lclogsl and

tantes coses lso many thingsl he reverted to Castilian usage when he wrote eslas

paisanas {B: estes paisanes} lthese country womenf .

L1591257 Fabián García de Vega (01107196 - Los vedaos nos ríos lthe banks of our
ríversl)

The writer of this letter lived in Moreda in the county of Aller (which he spelt Atser).

Aller/Atser is a mining cuenca surrounded by rural areas. The topic of the letter dealt

with trout fishing in the local river and the need for fishing-free nursery zones for trout

breeding. Though written for the most part in Bable Central, there were a number of

localisms and some examples of apparent interference and h¡lpercorrection in the letter.

The localisms included not only the toponym Atser for Aller, the use of rs in place of ll

also appeared in tsueu {B: llueu\ {C: luego} þlacel. There was also the use of istu and

istes for esta and estes lfemale gender of this and these), though he reverted to the more
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standard form in the masculine with estu. Other possible localisms were the use of

quear for quedar lto remainl, the use of antanu for antañu {C: antaño}þore], and xixa

for xuiciu {C: juicio) ljudgementl (it also means fuerza lforcel but the former meaning

was clearly the intention of the writer).

Another usage which may either have been a localism or an example of the patois of

fishers was the use of minga and mingues. In the context of the letter the words appear

to have been used in reference to undersized fish. However, all Bable dictionaries used

in this thesis indicate that the word minga translates as penis'

A localism most probably brought from the mines was the word trabanca (and its plural

trabanques) which is normally a wooden prop used in a mine, though is used by the

writer to mezn fingerlings.

An interesting possible localism was panz'arriba lupper digestive systeml.Interesting

both for the use of the Bable abbreviation technique in the context of two substantive

words (instead of the more norrnal use of abbreviation between pronouns and nouns or

verbs); and also for its intended meaning by the writer.

An example of hypercorrection was in evidence in the word pollítica in place of the

more coffect política. There was another word which, according to the ALLA 2001

dictionary would be hypercorrection but not according to another (XXSV 1988),

namely the word persabemos meaning we very much htow. The former dictionary does

not contain this comparative form of the verb saber though the latter does.
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L2141288 Ricardo Igelmo Pérez (08112196 - El Rh vasco lthe Basque Rh blood
factorl)

The writer of this letter lived in Gijón and was responding to a separately reported

interview of a journalist, Isabel San Sebastián, carried in an issue of the national

Spanish daily ABC. The subject of the interview had been the origins of the Basque

people, one particular quote being of particular interest to the correspondent:

The Creator has offered to the Basques a treasure, that distinguishes us from the
rest of the races of the world, a clean and pure blood, without the Rh+ of the
monkey.t

The letter was written in a comparatively pure from of Bable, though there wsre some

instances of interference noted. The most significant examples of interference appeared

to be some proclitic usage of pronouns with finite verbs and also the use of a after forms

of the verb ir lto gol.

With respect to the former, a number of enclitic usages of pronouns with finite verbs

was in evidence, for example:

Cuéntolo lI tell itl
Entrenme lThey cquse in mel

Dejonos llt left usl

However alongside these usages coÍìmon to Bable were also the following proclitic

usages of pronouns with finite verbs:

Nun los envidio lI do not hate them)

Os digo lI say to youl

Me pongo lI dress myselfl

t El Creador ha ofrcido a los vascos un tesoro, que nos distingue de todas las demás razas del
mundo, una sangre limpia y pura, sin el Rh posítivo del mono ...
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With respect to the verb ir lto gol two examples following Castilian rather than Bable

usage were noted in the letter:

Vamos a contrar lwe are going to count]

Me voy a reir lI am going to laughl (this latter also had Castilian proclitic
placement of me).

The letter contained no use of per- (in the sense of very), neither was there any use of

mui or muy. Regarding the distinctively Bable usage of ll, there was only one word -
llimpios lcleanl.

The use of -ø endings predominated over -o endings by a significant margin. However,

regarding participles with feminine plural endings, the one example in the text -
responsibilidades - used the Castilian version in place of the Bable (responsibilidaes).

The masculine form (-aos) did appear (colgaos lsuspended, hung]).

The letter contained an unusual usage of the familiar form of the second person plural

(vosotros) against the more usual form (ustedes), a practice not unique to Bable, but

more conunon in that language than in Castilian in terms of the context (ie the writer

addressing the readers of his letter to the editor).

Tlre letter contained one usage of a diminutive - guapinos llittle beautiesl - and was

ascribed as God's reference to the Basque people.

L2711342 Ramón Ordiz García (24106197) - Josefa lø del Praón [osefa, she of
Praónl

The writer of this letter lived in Oviedo but wrote a bucolic piece about his grandmother

and his time as a child with her in a rural/mining setting, The childhood locality is a
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little hard to place as Praón does not appear on any map; however, other clues in the

letter include the reference that he went to school in Corralón and that cows were taken

to Robleo for milking. There is a location Robledo on Asturian maps; the Bable version

of this toponym would be either Robleo or Robleu. This locale is near the town of

Arriondas, in the eastem part of the Bable Central zone. Certain linguistic features of

the letter support the view that the community was more probably in the eastem part of

the Bable Central zone than any other. Of equal significance to which language zone is

referred to is the fact that the locale was obviously a community associated with mining

as well as being rural since his grandmother would llamaba a los sos fios ... pa dir pa la

mina lcall to her sons ... to go to the minef .

It would seem the letter was written in Bable as an affectionate gesture by the writer to

his grandmother as this was presumably her principal tongue. His affection for his

grandmother was clearly strong with such statements as:

Thanlæ, granny! For me more than being a grandmother I say that you are
mother twice over.Ï

Granny, I ever spoke the best of you; not only me, but all the grandchildren
and great-grandchildren: you are not (onty) special, but so different.t

Interestingly, though the Central zone is indicated as the childhood locale of the writer,

he used a diminutive form more common in the Oriental zone - -ucu - in relation to

himself and his peers - rapazucu(s) llad(s)], he could equally as well have used

rapazín,* a form which would have been more typical of the Central zone. There was

one use of that more typical diminutive (calentín llittle pan)).

t 
¡Gracies, güela! Pa mí, además de ser güela, siempre digo que yes madre dos veces!

' Güela, siempre disti lo mejor de ti; non a mi, sinón a tolos nietos, nietes y bisnietos que tienes.
nun yes especial, pero sí diferente.- 

In 8063 a variant rapacín is used by a woman from the Bable Central zone.
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The typical Bable -u ending in place of -o appeared frequently in the letter (eg duru,

pocu, tiempu, otru, pueblu, seguru) tranquilu, and nietu) but not in every possible word;

words which might well have ended in -ø but for which the writer chose -o endings

instead included: lo, pero, pienso, cuando, and como.

There was some evidence of orthographic variation, some of which may have been

reflective of partial interference from Castilian. The word for son (and its plural, sons)

provided one example of such variation (though not of interference), with the writer

using three forms -fiu,fios andfiyos - within the one letter. The same was also the case

with the word for very, withboth mui and muy appearing in the letter (the former once

and the latter thrice); it would appear that the two usages of the latter form were

instances of partial interference. Also an example of partial interference \Mas the use of

humanidad lhumanityl, when the Bable form would normally have been humanidá; the

more usual type of Bable ending did, however, appear with other words such as

madrugá {C: madrugada}þre-dawnf, sinceridá {C: sinceridad}lsincerity] andfelicidá

{Cfelicidad\lhappiness]. A further example of possible interference was nadielno-one)

in place of the more usual naide.

A particularly interesting possibility of interference \¡/as the use of the word manjar.

From the context, the writer was clearly intending the Bable word manxar {C: comida}

lmeall. The use of the letterj would not seem to indicate the adoption by the writer of a

practice of some in eastern parts of Asturias to use j instead of x since elsewhere in the

letter he reverted to the more typical Central Bable form (eg curuxct, dixi, baxar, xunto

and xareta). It is noteworthy, ho'wever, that he also used a j for the spelling of his

grandmother's name rather than an x.
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An iconic reference was in evidence with the insertion of:

Como cuando cantaba la beca (la curuxa) ... lAt when the beca flocal name þr
owlJ sangl

in reference to his grandmother's assertion that it only sang when someone was about to

die. In the context of the letter, this reference appeared justified as much by an intent to

indicate his knowledge of a local word for owl lbecaf (in place of the more usual Bable

word coruxø - knowledge of which he alludes by including it as well) as to add to the

picture he was building of his grandmother.

L0711373 Xosé Nel Caldevilla Vega (22108197 - Løs øatopistas de Ia inþrmøció,n
lT h e inþ rm øtio n s up er hig hw ayl

This letter, written by a resident of Gijón, dealt with the writer's concern about the lack

of effort in IT developments by regional authorities. The letter used normalised Bable

and was orthographically consistent. Two observations can be made about this letter,

Firstly, the writer used Bable to deal with a 'modern' topic, namely the information

technology revolution.

Secondly, he commented on Bable's capacity to deal with such new concepts. Whilst

noting some limitations, such as his reference to a speech by the president of PAS in the

regional parliament:

or if he was talking in the Bable of Quirós or of Tinéut (the former a noted
Asturian of the nineteenth century, the latter a locality in the Occidental zone).

He also noted that many of the best internet sites about Asturias tán n'asturiano lare in

Asturianl.

t o si tabøfalando nel bable de Quirós o nel de Tinéu.
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His implicit view was that Bable needed to change in order to have the capacity to be a

modem communicating medium. In his own letter, he showed such change with his use

of a number of new words such as vitrocerámica, dixital¿s and antimonopoliu.

V/hilst the writer used normalised Bable, there was a possible example of

hypercorrection in the sense proposed by Milio Cueto with particular reference to the

use of ll. The letter contained the word ellectrónica against the more correct eletrónica.

Also citing Cueto, the use of perllargues may well be considered a case of

hyoercorrection.

Among the conclusions to be drawn from the analysis of these letters is that the writers

did not feel constrained in their capaci|y to express ideas by any lack of comparable

richness in Bable compared with Castilian. Nor, in two cases, did they feel themselves

constrained from using the language to comment on topics beyond the focus of

Asturias. The lack of a commonly accepted orthographic and grammatical

standardisation of the language did result in diversity in usages. Finally, there was also

evidence of interference from Castilian.

14.3.2 Topics

Table 14.9 provides details as to the subject matter of letters written in Bable

categorised by various personal characteristics.
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Tahle 14.9: Subiect anal of letters written in Bable

Fifty eight letters dealt with Bable as a topic, while a further seven dealt with toponymy

issues. There were then fifty three letters which were not related to Bable as subject,

though written in that language. These letters dealt with a wide range of topics and

could have been indicative of wider domain usage of the language by those writers in

their daily lives. By way of example, the correspondent who wrote in Bable to support

the establishment of a community centre for older people 1L2201I93, male, Mieres]

probably also used Bable in his conversations with local authorities. Writers from the

rural setting ìù/ere the most likely to use Bable in letters on topics other than about the

language itself. They were followed by those in mining communities. This latter group
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were much more noticeably inclined to write about issues affecting the local community

whereas those from rural areas were almost equally inclined to address topics from the

local through to the international.

Of the letters which dealt with Bable as subject. Eleven dealt with the subject of

normalisation and twenty two with the issue of co-officiality. The remaining letters

dealt with general issues of promoting the language; in particular with decisions by the

university regarding courses in Bable.

Concerning the balance of letters in Bable dealing with the vemacular as opposed to

those that didn't, correspondents from the top three population centres wrote about

Bable slightly more often than on other topics (40 versus 36). A similar situation existed

with respects to letters from residents of the mining cuencas (13 versus 9). On the other

hand, residents of rural communities were equally likely to have written in the

vemacular on subjects other than Bable.

14.3.3 Seasonality:

Xosé Antón Gonzâlez Riaño, in his study of Bable interference in Castilian usage

amongst Mieres students, noted a degree of seasonality to such interference and

commented that:

It is noteworthy ... (thaÐ the majority of interferences \Mere produced in the
month of October - that is to say, immediately after the long summer vacation -
during the following months of school - November and December - where there
would be a notable decline in output with interferences and that the
recuperation is produced, precisely, in the month of January coinciding with the
retum to the classroom after the non-study period of the Christmas festivities. The
tendency to follow this model would be completed if we take into account that in
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He reported the incidence of interference in both written and oral examples from

students. The figures for the eight months of the school year are replicated in Graph

14.2 adjusted as an index measuring each month against a standard monthly average

factor of 1.

The graph also measures the incidence according to month of letters to the editor (again

measuring against a standard monthly average factor of l). The figures are provided in

Table 14.10.

Graph 14.2: Comparison of seasonal incidence factors of Bable - students and
letters to the editor.
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April, the month of returning to school after Holy Week, there is a new jump tn
the number of interferences declining later in the month of May.3 '

,s* *f sg* rs'

IM¡eres wr¡tten IM¡eres oral lLetters to editor

3 X AGonzátlez Riaño, op. cit. page3l9.I Es llamativo ... el hecho de que el mayor numero de interferencias se produzca en el mes de

octubre - es decir, justamente después del largo período vacqcional del verano -, que durante los
siguientes meses de escolarización - noviembre y diciembre - haya una descenso notable de la
producción escrita con interferencias y que la recuperación se produzca, precisamente, en el mes

de enero, coincidiendo con el regreso a las aulas después del período no lectivo de las fiestas de

Navidad. La tendencia a seguir este modelo se completaría si tenemos en cuenta que en abril, mes

de reincorporación a clase después de las yacaciones de Semana Santa, hay una nueva.subida en

el número de interferencias para disminuir, posteriormente en el mes de mayo.

I
I I
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Table 14.10: Comnarison of seasonal incidence factors of Bable - students and

J F M A M J J A S o N D
Mieres
(written) 1.08 0.64 0.86 1.11 1.0 1.3 1.1 I 0.81

Mieres
(oral) 1.1 0.78 0.86 1.1 0.79 1.34 t.07 0.79

Letters
to editor

t.t2 0.7 0.9 0 0.56 t.12 0.83 1.53 r.26 r.39 ].r6 1.39

letters to the editor

As indicated in the earlier quote the graph shows a tendency towards heightened Bable

interference amongst the students in the periods immediately after holidays. The

seasonality of Bable letters to the editor followed something of a similar trend for ten

months of the year. However for the months of December (when there was a much

higher relative incidence of letters in Bable than Bable interference in students' work or

statements) and April (when the opposite was quite dramatically the case).

I4.4 LETTERS WITH BABLE PHRASES & INDIVIDUAL WORDS IN
CASTILIAI{ TEXT

14.4.1 Conversation reporting

Forty letters in the selection contained Bable phrases within otherwise Castilian

language letters. For the purposes of this section Bable phrases were taken to include

verbs.

Six of the letters saw writers citing Bable-language conversations of other people. The

people quoted were:

- a taciturn old person lviejo generalmente en silenciol who said: This paisano

is more dfficult than a horn, he understands neither it nor God lEsti paisano
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ye más enrevesáu que un cuernr.,t, no lu entiende ni Diosl1L091l053, male,

Oviedol

two young people addressing a person of middle age in a street: Tranquilu,

paisanín ... lCalm yourself, paisanín... ]. Further conversation in a cider bar

with these same three people, this time involving the writer. Writer was

highlighting both the normalcy of Bable being used in daily conversation

and its use in an ambiente asturianu LAsturian environmentl because

nosotros somos toos asturianistas lwe are all Asturianisls] [L09llII7, male,

Oviedol

quoting a paisano who was a retired miner who had silicosis who was

complaining about the cancellation of a local bus service. lLl40ll69, male,

Mieres]

quoting a cheesemaker who had been participating in a cheese competition

in Cabrales (in the eastern zone) and was joining others in criticising the

cooperative . 1L299 1276, female, Oviedol

quoting a companion from Carbayín (in the Bable Central zone) who was

complaining about local council issues. 1L294/357, male, Gijón]

recalling un viejo amigo fan old friendf who was cynical about Bable in

education: Bable nes escueles y matemátiques en les cuadres lBable in the

schools and maths in the schoolyarfllL3l2l385, male, Arriondas]

It is noteworthy that the conversations reported were generally spoken by older people,

and these people were mainly associated with rural or mining contexts.

14.4.2 Yeismo

Other usages included a reasonable degree of yeismo (that is the relative higher

preponderance of the third person form of the verb to be than other forms). The iconic
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word ye was often used by writers inserting individual Bable phrases in their letters with

nine instances being observed. The use of the word ye was clearly often intended to

define an Asturian-ness to the subject at hand such as the writer who wrote mindful of

the historic Astur-Leonés region:

León nun ye Castiella lLeón is not CastillellL3l8l234, male, Salinas]

There were a number of uses of ye which did not seem immediately identity-related

such as the writer who congratulated a Council for a film event it had organised and

noted finally that not only did the film guarantee a laugh but that ye baratu lit is cheapf"

lL09 6 I 0 66, male, Oviedo l

One writer, however, criticised such usage in a letter consisting ostensibly of an address

to the President of the ALLA:

Tell us that there is a road where we can mix, that the 'markers' can be dropped
that leave us always saying 'ye'.lLl92l4ßl

14.4.3Individual Bable words in Castilian text

132 letters contained single word borrowings or lexical transfers from Bable (as

opposed to phrases) within the text. Such usages involved toponyms, nicknames and

other words or were related to Bable or Astur-Gallego.

Toponyms and other nomenclature

In 26 of the letters such words were toponyms. The places named in their Bable form in

these letters are listed in Appendix D (Subsection 2).
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The fact that Bable toponyms were used by writers otherwise communicating in

Castilian indicated that such a practice has achieved a degree of currency. Most of the

Bable toponyrns used would have been widely recognisable; however, some did not

appear to be so - eg Cueva I'Onga 1L3341287, male, Llanes] {C: Covadonga} in place

of the more usual Bable variant, Cuadonga.

Four of the letters dealt with one issue - that of the Canal del Texu in the Picos

d'Europe i Picos de Europa. Three used Bable for both toponyms while the fourth used

the Bable Texu, but reverted to Castilian in the use of Picos de Europa.a

One writer (L03lll4l, male, Oviedo) stated that he thought Grao suena major lI think

that Grao sounds better (than Grado)] in his otherwise Castilian-language letter. This

particular writer was nevertheless an anti-Bablist who, inter alia, wrote:

Bablistas, better say bablayos [a play on the word babayos - foolsl.l

A further nine letters referred to the names of groups, events or documents in Bable:

L3271I56 (male, Xixón): El Plan 'Nuevu Llangréu
L0l4l163 (male, conference organiser): Seminariu d'Estética y Semiótica
L3541I86 (male, Langreo): chapter headings of a book all given in their original

Asturian
L3531258 (male, Gijón, organiser of Tertullia): El Garrapiellu, Xuna pola

Defensa, Grupu d'Investigación Etnográfica 'Na Señardá', Sociedad Mixta
de Turismo y Festejos de Xixón, Les Mestes en Xixón la I Muestra de
xuegos y deportes tradicionales asturianos

L2151278 (male, Langreo): La Nuea España, El Comerciu, La Voz d'Asturies
L0991312 (male, Castrillon): Club de Vuelo Viento'n Cola
Ll97/321(male, Cangas de Onís): Santullano '97

' Díganos que hay un camino donde nos podemos mezclar, que para ello quitarán las 'marcas'
déjenos decir 'ye'como siempre.

o L27 0 137 8, L006/ 41 5, L33 413 5 6 and L334l3 80.t Boblirtor, más bien clìría bablayos.
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L05513 41 (female, Oviedo) : Grupo Sofitu
L0671402 (male, Mieres): Conceyu Bable
Ll2ll460 (male Siero): Asociación de Vecinos 'Xunta de Anes'

In all cases, bar that of L2151278, the writers had simply recorded the name used by

those groups or given by those responsible for events or publications. ln the exception,

the writer wrote his letter in Bable and translated the names of the newspapers to Bable.

This writer, a member of Andecha Astur, was also the person who contested a court

case on the right to give his son an Asturian name.t

Language related words

As would be expected a number of the Bable word inclusions related to language. In

other words, the writers, in dealing with issues related to Bable (normalisation,

officiality, promotion &c) obviously felt it added to their message to use the Bable form

of certain words rather than the Castlian. Examples were:

Nosa fala {C: nuestra habla} lour speechl, la fala, falistas, falietsa
Las jablas {normalised Bable: Ias falas} {C: las hablas} lthe speechesl, la jabla,

las jabas, jablaxe
C o - ofi c i al i d á {C : c o ofi c i al i d a d} lc o ffi c i a I ity), ofi c i a I i d á,
Llingua, llingùístas,
Asturianu
El bable lleunés

Though generally these usages were positive towards Bable, there was one perjorative

instance - llinguistas 1L1741411, male, Oviedo]. In the above list there are three forms

for the word for speech. The word fala was intended to refer to Astur-Gallego.

However, of more interest was the use of jablas.
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Other culturally related words

Another predictable group of words was those related to Asturian culture or heritage,

such as:

Food: fabas, fabes, cocies, pichadines, navajas, güevos, gamonéu, picu finu (ín
relation to cider), caxigølines

Farm: vaques, praos, paxos, leña, braña, oveyes, pazarines, picar
Festivals: Folixa na primavera lSpring Follyl, puya el ramu þush the branch]
Mythology: trasiegu,
Other: gomeru, pelotu

The usage associated with food and farm was extensive. That associated with festivals

was much less so. One such letter combined a food word (les fabes) with a rural one

(unes fueyes lsome leavesl) and a festive word (amagüestu) using them with some

yeismo to extol the annual festival of San Martín:

San Martín is not 'to move your worTn' .,. For San Martín it is better to take a
glass (of cider)! [L210 t4791

In relation to other people the following words were used

Relations: güelito, güelos,
Others: amigu, neños, guaje, chivato, xente,

Of particular interest amongst these words is the fact that collaciu as an alternative for

amigu lfriend] never appeared; yet in Chapter 13 it was significant that it appeared

frequently amongst the free word choice in the survey of conference attendees.

Also of interest was the lack of variants of neños lchildren] from correspondents in

contrast with the variety shown amongst conference attendees

t PAME, Discriminación llingüística: la importancia llamase Xabel, LLAA 12, 1984,pp 145-6.t Sqn Mqrtín nun ye pa 'mover vuestru cucu' ... ¡Per San Martín ye meyor tomar un culín!
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Finally, one of the letters contained a Bable ñomatu lniclcname] - El Costarapu

(referring to a person from Mieres, who had just died at the age of 96 and who had been

active against Franco)[L3131303, male, LaParé, Santa Barbara].

14.5 ATTITUDES TO BABLE EXPRESSED IN LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Normalisation & Coofficiality:

A considerable diversity of opinion on language-related issues was apparent amongst

the writers of letters to the editor. Table 14.1 lindicates the array of opinions conceming

normalisation and officiality amongst the various categories of letters to the editor.

Thirty of the letters written in Bable included specific references in favour of

normalization and/or coofficiality, while two contained contrary references; a further 31

of the remaining letters contained positive references to these topics while 23 made

negative references. Amongst the attitudes expressed in favour were a number who did

so while commenting on the decision by the University of Oviedo not to elevate the

status of Bable in its academic program in 1993. One writer commented of the decision

that it was an:

... insult to our people, to our tradition, to our culture and, at last, to our language;
the language of our elders and which the great majority of Asturians demand to be

B A I C
In favour of normalization and/or
coofficialitv

30 7 4 20

Against normalization and/or
coofficiality

2 , 8 13
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normalised and dignifred for transmission to future generations.t 1L2661050,
male, Xixón]

Of the two letters in Bable against normalisation, one wrote the following about those

who developed normalised Bable:

Taxidermists of the language who come out with their basket of academic
glamour to recover little Bable words from that linguistic detritis of Spanish that
no-one considers is Asturian or the egregious latter-Marxists pushing for a neo-
national-Covadongism that covers the impassiveness of the workers' movement
as if dealing with a field of lettuce for their own consumption. t ¡f,OSf lOl 4, male,
Oviedol

The only category where there were more letters against normalization than in favour

was that which consisted of letters using individual Bable words (the I group). Of the

other three categories those written entirely in Castilian (the C group) had the lowest

proportion in favour.

Amongst the I group there were often inclusion of words unique to different parts of the

region in efforts by the writers to contest the possibility of a normalised Bable; an

example being:

The güizos (sorry, the 'kids' of my village) speak their bable. [L186/404, male
Oviedolt

Others in this category used language-related Bable words depreciatively by placing

them inside inverted coÍrnas, such as the writer who likened proponents of normalised

Bable to the imperialists of earlier history:

t insultu al nuesu pueblu, a la nuesa fradición, a la nuesa cultura y, en fin, a la nuesa llingua; a la
llingua de los nuesos mqyores y qu'esa gran mayoríand'asturianos naguamos por normalizar y
dignificar pa tresmitila a futures xeneraciones.t Taxidérmicos de la llingua que salen sol paxu del so glamour académicu a recoyer les
palabrines 'bables' d'esi detritus llingüísticu del español que na so consideranza ye I'asturianu o
egrexios tardomarxistas puxando por un neonacionalcuadonguismo que cuche I'ataraxia del
movimientu obreru como si s'una güerta de llechugues pa consumu propiu se tratare.
t Los gäizos (perdón, los niños de mi pueblo) hablan su bable.
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But it is the same (with) those who want to do it with their 'llingua' in all
Asturias. lLlT 41 411, Oviedolt

On the subject of cooffrciality, the following were examples of arguments put in favour

of such a move

Asturian runs the danger of disappearing in a few years, with which we Asturians
would be contributing an impoverishment to the cultural patrimony of humanity
by letting die a language which we inherited from our elders and which we are
obliged to conserve, enrich and transmit to those who come after.t [L118/018,
signed by one person on behalf of 26 students of adult Bable classes organised by
the council in Llangréu/Langreo)

Here, in Asturias, we Asturian-speakers do not have rights thanks to people like
you (addressed to a regional govemment minister), we are not able to present
forms to the administration in our language, which is the language of here, we are
not able to educate our children in their maternal language, which disadvantages
them in life's journey, we cannot express ourselves in the language which we
suckled at the breast.t 1L2531230, male, Ribadesella]

'When Asturian is defended we are defending the civil rights of hundreds of
thousands of people .... Each day the human and constitutional rights of hundreds
of thousands of people are violated because they cannot ask to receive any type of
information from the three levels of govemment in the language which is their
own; which they can't use officially to call those places in which they live other
than with ridiculous terms (and invented moreover¡.t ¡l-060/350, male, Siero]

' Pero lo mismo quieren hacer ellos con su 'llingua' en toda Asturias.I L'asturianu cuerre'l peligru de desapaicer en pocos años, colo que los asturianos taríamos
contribuyendo a empobrecer el patrimoniu cultural de la humanidá dexando morrer una llingua
qu'heredamos de los nuestros mayores y que tamos obligaos a conserl)ar, enriquecer y fresmitir a
los que venga detrás.
' Equí, n'Asturies, los asturianos-falantes nun tenemos drechos gracies a xente comu usté, nun
podemos presenter papeles n'alminístración na nuesa llingua, que ye la d'equí, nun podemos
educar a los neños na so llingua materna, por lo que parten en desventaxa ne carrera de la vida,
nun podemos expresamos na llingua que mamamos ...¡ cuandu se defende l'asturianu tamos defendiendo los drechos civiles de cientos de miles de
persones ... cada día violense los drechos humanos y los constitucionales de cientos de miles de
persones que nun pueden pidir nin recibir dengún tipu d'informqción de les tres alministraciones
del Estáu na llingua que-yos ye propia; que nun pueden llamar o/icialmente a los llugares nos que
viven más que con términos ridículos (y amas inventaos) ., .
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Another writer, writing in Bable, supported officiality but did so using a variant of

Bable (the variety from Aller in the Bable Central zone); for example he wrote tsingua

in place of llingua.

Writers against co-officiality gave such arguments as

(to impose co-officiality) is to create still more difficulties for young students and
to waste numerous resources which are so needed in this beautiful, misunderstood
and unknown (even to Asturians themselves) region. 1L2251427, male, Illano]t

If we carry on in this direction, soon \¡/e will need interpretation in order to speak
with other Spaniards. lL256l 426, male, Gij ónlt

On the contrary it is to continue manipulating the Asturian people with 'linguistic'
problems, non-existent in our region. [L319/408, male, Oviedo]t

On occasions a communication strand developed with correspondents to the editor

responding to earlier letters on language-related subjects. One such involved reactions

to an initial letter by a writer which stated in part

The use of 'bable', then ... has its reason for existence in communication between
families and friends and ... little else. However, the bablistas come among us ...
and tell us that the Asturian llingua is the language of Asturias and that there is a
need to free it from the Castilian yoke . .. lL234l206,ma\e,Navia]t

This letter generated a number of responses which said such things as

I am fed up with people who fill their mouths with words of love for Asturias and
then deny her. [L071 l2ll, male, Gijón]t

Meanwhile young Asturians have had no idea of anything related with Asturias: I
have felt shame, rage and anger. 1L2071210, male, Felechosa]t

' es crear øún mas dificultades a los jóvenes estudiantes y malgastar numerosos recursos de los
que tan necesitada esta esta hermosa, incomprendida y desconocida (aún por los propios
asturianos) región.
t Si seguimos en estq dirección, pronto necesitaremos intërprete para hablar entre españoles.t Lo contrario es seguir manipulando al pueblo asturiano con problemas 'llingüísticos',
inexistentes ett nuestra region.
' El uso de 'bable', pues, ... tiene su razón de ser en la comunicación entrefamiliars y amigos y ...
poco más. Sin embargo, nos llegan los bablistas ... y nos dicen que la llingua asturiana es la
lengua de Asturias y que hay que liberaría del yugo castellano ...

' toifartucu de les persones que s'enllenen la boca col amor a Asturies y dempués reniegen d'ella.
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The original protagonist then closed the correspondence strand with a letter which

finished with:

How would you like us to communicate with the rest of humanity? With signs?

[L23 4 I 213, male, Navia] t

Diglossia

Two writers commented on the problems of diglossia. One lamented that attempts are

rectification llegan demasiado tarde para mi lhave awived too late for me] and urged

the regional authorities to adopt the relevant objective of the Real Academia Española

which called for the promotion of a bitingualism without diglossiat 1L0691136, male,

Oviedol.

The other, in calling for support for co-officiality, noted that his schooling left him in

the situation of being able to speak in Bable but writing in Castilian.lLl46l4l0, male,

Santiago (Galicia)l

14.6 OTHER ISSUES

14.6.1Toponymy issues

Toponymy selection

The use of Castilian and Bable toponyms by writers (in the indication of their city of

origin) showed a high degree of correlation with the main language used in the case of

the former but not the latter. Taking just the example of the two principal cities in the

region (Oviedo/uviéu and Gijór/Xixón) revealed that Castilian language users were

I mientras que los jóvenes asturianos no teníamos ni idea de cuølquier cosa relacionada con
Asturias: sentí vergüenza, rabiø y tristeza.
t 
¿Cómo le gustaría a usted comunicarse con el resto de lø humanidad? ¿Por señas ...
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overwhelmingly more likely to use Oviedo and Gijón (96.4% and 88.2Yo respectively)

than the Bable alternatives. However in the case of writers in Bable, only 25Yo chose

Uviéu and 4L7o/o Xixón, the balance opting to use the Castilian versions. Table 14.12

reveals the breakdown in actual numbers of usages.

Toponym B A I C
Oviedo

Uviéu
24
8

4 aaJJ 54
2

on
Xixón

2l
15

7
2

17 l5
2

Lan
Liangreu

J 4 J

Siero
Sieru

4 4 6

Candamo
Candamu

Despite the relatively lower usage by Bable writers of Bable toponyms, the table does

show that writers from Gijór/Xixón were more likely to use the Bable alternative

regardless of language used in the letter (24.1o/o of all writers doing so) than were

writers from Oviedo/[Jviéu (only 8%).

Aside from the issue of what language was used by writers in giving their particular

location, there was also the issue of what language was used for toponyms in the text of

letters. In this case, writers in Bable overwhelmingly used Bable toponyms. Of

particular interest, however, was the use of Bable toponyms by a number of writers

whose letters were otherwise written in Castilian leg L3291284, male, Navarra - the

writer, obviously an expatriate from Asturias had written of the school of his childhood,

referring to it as Poreñu {C:Poreño}1.

t 

fomentar un bilingüismo sin diglosia.
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Toponymy topics

A number of letters in the selection dealt with toponymy as their core topic. Nine of

these came from one particular correspondent Ramón Sordo Sotres (Letters L3341I26,

139, 148,287,339,356, 380, 381 & 418). His letters represented very analytical

treatments of toponymic issues. A few other correspondents did the same feg Ll87ll57,

male, Oviedo & Llanes].

However there were some other correspondents who entered into toponymic

controversy principally that over the Oviedo/[Jviéu toponym. Section 7.3.2 deals with

the usage of toponyrns in dictionaries and by writers/poets over a period of some two

centuries. That section provides evidence that the Bable variant Uviéu has not just been

a recent invention; however, it is likewise clear that correspondents to LNE were not of

one mind about this as the following selection indicates:

Uviéu is unknown in Asturian literature and in the fficial and popular
documents of medieval and modern Asturias and is almost solely used in the
normalised Bable that the Academia de la Llingua proposes 1L2911085,
male, Oviedo]

the form Uviéu that the corruptors of the Bables try to impose rs
inadmissiblelLlSll)ST, male, Oviedo, a member of RIDEA]

this calling it 'Uviéu' was a joyful concession to the process of distortion
with which these meddlers try to 'normalise' Bable 1L1731337, male, El
Entrego] t

Other controversies included a complaint about the non-use of the che vaqueira o ll ...(

it is a unique sound of a great part of Bable Occidental) in road signs in western

' (Jvitiu es desconocida en la literature astur y en los documentos regios y vulgares de Ia Asturias
medieval y moderna y casí solo empleada en el bable normalizado que propone la Academia de la
Llingua. / la forma Uviéu que pretenden imponer los corruptores de los bables es inadmissible./
esto de llamqrla 'Uviéu' era une alegre concesión al proceso de distorsión con el que estos
mangoneadores pretenden'normalizar' el bable.
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Asturias lL0l8lI74, male Avilés]; and complaint about influential persons ... throwing

to the four winds toponyms which were the form used by autochthonous locals for

centuries. lL334l287 rmale, Llanes] t

14.6.2 Identification with family

Twenty five of the writers made references to relatives. The references were sometimes

multiple and were as follows:

Grandparents
Güelos [Bable] 6
Abuelos fCastilian] 8*

Parents
Pas [Bable]
Padres fCastilian] 6

Children
Gtl"eñus/fios [Bable] I

Niños/hijos ICastilian]
Other

Ancestors 3
Relatives 2

Descendents 1*: one of the references to grandparents in the Castilian
language referred to tatarabuelos þreat-greatgrandparentsl.

The figures indicate that, in terms of social networks and language, grandparents were

more likely to be considered within the Bable language domain than any other

generation of relatives.

Of the seven who used Bable references to relatives, four wrote the bulk of their letters

in Castilian.6

t lhe che vaqueira o ll .. ye un soníu propiu d'una parte grande del asturiano occidental /
divulgardn a los cuatros vientos ... de unaforma por los vecinos autóctonos durante siglos.
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There was an implied recognition of the role of relatives in language preservation

(especially grandparents), expressed most clearly in the following excerpt:

(our language) an inheritance which we have received from our parents and
gtandparents. [L238l3 8 4, male, Gijón] t

On the other hand, another writer spoke of the traditional role of grandparents being

replaced by güela electrodoméstica lelectro-domestic grandmotherl (LL2lll181, male,

Villaviciosa)

14.6.3 Identification with the common

There were 259 usages of nuesu/a, nuestro/a (in both singular and plural versions) in

senses which implied the 'commonality' of Asturians or some aspect of their life.

Excluded from this number have been usages of the first person plural for what may be

considered ordinaryuses ofthe possessive such as our school.

In terms of language usage, 43 used the Bable words nuesu/a/os/as, twelve the variants

nuestru/es, and a further fifteen used the joint Bable and Castilian word nuestra along

with the Bable word llingua. Two used the Astur-Gallego term nosa;whlle 187 used the

Castilian forms of nuestro/a/os/as with Castilian nouns.

129 letters used the first person plural possessive in the sense of 'commonality', 42 of

the 1 l8 Bable letters contained such usage (or 35.6Yo of all such letters). This compared

with 87 letters (from the remaining 345 letters doing so or 25.2To). There were such

usages in 11 letters containing Bable phrases (27.5% of the total of this category of

u L02813 59, L03t 1382, L20U 428 and L3 12l3 85.
' (a lengua) una herencict que hemos recibido de nuestros padres y abuelos.
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letters); 29 letters containing isolated Bable words (23.6%); and finally, 47 letters

written entirely in Castilian containing such usages (25.8%). Thus users of Bable (either

completely or in whole phrases) were more likely to express this sense of commonality

than users of Castilian alone or with the inclusion of isolated Bable words.

The 'commonality' usages of the first person plural possessive can be categorised as

follows:

Place: twenty eight applied it to some concept of place. Twenty three
concerned definitions of the nature of Asturias (dealt with below), four used
it in association with the name of Asturias (three Castilian and one Bable);
while one used it in relation to a village (nuestro pequeño mundo de
Niembro lour small world of Niembro)).]

People: eight used it in connection with people or village Qtueblo l2f, pueblu
[4] and the diminiutive pueblín l2l).

Language: forty one used it in connection with language (thirty three with
lengua/llingua/tsingua; six with idioma; and t\No withfala).

14.6.4 Identification of Place

Twenty three of the correspondents gave opinions about their views as to the definition

of the nature of Asturias. The terms used were:

País [country] 2
Provincia fprovince] 1

Región fregion] 9
Tierra [and] 10
Tieruina flittle land] 1

Three of these responses were clearly in the Bable domain indicated by the use of

nueso/a in place of the more ambivalent nuestro/a. One was for tierra and the other two

for país. There were no Castilian domain responses which used país.
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One writer gave his view of the relationship of Asturianism and independence in the

following terms

Asturianism is something more than independence, it is tradition and the defence
of what is ours. lL025ll95,male, Cangas del Narcea]t

Another writer introduced a conception of patria lfatherlandf writing

And when I speak of 'fatherland', I am referring to Asturias. [L238/384,male,
Güónlt

14.6.5 References to Paisøñín and Aldeanu

Fifteen letters made reference to Paisañín or paisanu/o and a further five made direct

reference to aldeanu/o/os with one referring to an asturiano de aldea. The references

were of various types and ranged from the positive, through neutral to the deprecatory.

Amongst the most positive were those which associated either term with being Asturian

such as:

He is a paisano (referring to the writer's friend, whom he also called un gran
as turiano) 1L002 I 422, male, Bilbaol t

He is not a paisanu, he doesn't have a word [L135/168, male, Cangas del Narcea]t

Most dignifted aldeanos, of much honor ... guardians of nature 1L2551160, male,
Benia de Onislt

Asturias ... is of great paisanos ... with Antón Saavedra, Asturias recovers the
p ai s an o ïL289 I 246, female, Oviedo] t

Let us not trample down the paisano and let us defend the natural values of
Somiedo 1L2951207, male, Navalt

'l-zstlztg
... el asturianismo es algo más que la independencia, es tradición y defensa de lo nuestro ...
y cuando hablo de 'patria', me refiero a Asturias.
Ye un paisano
Nun ye un paisanu, nun tien pallabra
Dignísimos 'aldeanos', a mucha honra ... guardianes de la naturaleza
Asturias ... sí lo es de grandes paisanos ... con Antón Saavedra, Asturias recupera al paisano
No øtropellemos al paisano y defendamos los valores naturales de Somiedo
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To listen to the paisanos and to divulge what they tell us 1L3341I39, male,
Llanes]t

Two writers used one or other of the terms as self-descriptors either directly (egyo soy

aldeano lI am an aldeano) 1L2241005, male, Cudillero]) or indirectly (de pueblu vamos

Wo. the village we come] lLl39lI91, male, Oviedo] and a writer's signoff of un

asturiano de aldea lan Asturian of the village]1L1861404, male, Oviedo]).

The negative references were by way of reportage of such usages by third parties. One

writer noted that the Women's Section of the PP had at some earlier stage prohibited the

speaking of Bable as:

To speak in Bable signifred imitating the aldeano, the paisañín with the cow, the
ignoramus, the illiterate [L323l081, female, Gijón]t

Another reference to a negative usage of the term was a reporting of an incident where

paisañín had been used perjoratively by a receptionist as a descriptor of the writer.

However, the writer, whose actual topic was a complaint about the medical system,

playrng on the word and attitude of the receptionist offered to share the information he

had gleaned with arLy payaso lclown] who may have wanted it. The writer also noted

ironically that the doctor at the medical center was not present as he was away

celebrating the typical Asturian festivity of Día de bollu lDay of the (pregnant) bunl.

[L341ll 88, male, Oviedo]

One of the letter writers revealed an interesting play on word meaning with pueblu/o

meaning bothvillage and people in such statements as:

t Escuchar a los paisanos y divulgar lo que nos cuentan
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Los mineros, los aldeanos, los vaqueros, en fin, la gente del pueblo, la gente
obrera, la gente humilde. El Pueblo.lLll0l002, male, Bilbao]

In this excerpt pueblo in its first usage meant village and yet meant People in the

second, translating as:

The miners, the villagers, the cattlemen, in all, the people of the village, the
working people, the humble people. The People.

Another interesting reference to the village context came from a letter writer from

Xixón, the biggest city in the region (but with a significant population who had come

from mining and rural centres). Writing of the rivalry between his city and the regional

capital, Oviedo/Uviéu, he said that residents of the latter portrayed themselves as

carbayones (after a famous oak tree in the capital's main street which had been felled a

century earlier - the word derives from a Bable word for oak lcarbayrz]) while they

considered people from his city as culos moyaos lwet bottomsf. He commented that

such a view from residents of the regional capital was:

Aldeanising in the perjorative sense lie treating like village yokelsllL353/0301 t

14.6.6 Mineru

The relationship of miners with the rural setting was alluded to by two writers, one who

wrote specifically of asturiano puro þure Asturianl sung by los mineros [and] los

aldeanos lminers and villagers] [Ll10/002,ma1e, Oviedo]; and another who wrote:

I thought about our traditions, our music, that characteristic flavour of Asturias,
the mariners, the miners, the field workers ... lLl40lI01, male, Mieres].t

' Falar en bable significaba imitar al aldeano, al paisañín con Ia vaca, al ígnorante, al analfabetor 'aldeanizando' nel sentiu peyorativu.
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Another writer, a miner, though his letter was about folkloric issues, tangentially

alluded to the resisting spirit of his group stating that:

I am Asturian and a miner, above all I know what a strike is. 1L2081275, male,
Carbalnlt

Further mining references included one letter (by the same writer quoted above on the

characteristic flavour of Asturias) which spoke of a person the writer had met

describing him as having said of himself:

Estoy silicosu fliterally I am (a sufferer) of silicosis but in the context of the letter,
referring to the general difficulties of being a mineworkerl. [L1401I69, male,
Mieresl

Some letters which contained references to miners and their industry and also discussed

Bable and the role mining communities saw for themselves in relation to it. One was

against the perception that somehow Bable might be the preserve of miners:

Chaining the revival of national dignity to the defence of the mining sector is
excluding an important part of Asturian society ... the right to speak (our) own
language ought to be the meeting point of all Asturians 1L2231444, male
Oviedolt

Another, who was not from the regional capital but from the industrial city of Avilés,

entitling his letter Con los mineros lllith the minersf, and expressing his solidarity with

their cause also wrote of Government officials and representatives that they:

... did not speak of Asturian other than that it exists more to be at the fiestas (than
for any other purpose). [Ll691437 , male, Avilés]t

t Pensé en nuestras tradiciones, nuestra música, aquel olor caracteristico de Asturias, los
marineros, los mineros, los labradores ...

' Yo soy asturianu y mineru y de sobre sé lo que es una huelgat vinculando la reivindicación de dignidad nacional a la defensa de la minería están excluyendo a
una importante parte de la sociedad asturiana ... el derecho a hablar la lengua propia debe ser el
punto de union de todos los asturianos.t no hablar del asturiano que no existe más que para para estar en saraos.
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14.6.7 References to tradition and culture

A number of letters made reference to tradition and culture. Some wrote in praise in

terms such as

There are three things in Asturias which are patrimonial and famous: they are

cider, the tonada and a well bowled bola.lLl20l092,malq Oviedo]t

Topics covered included the tonada form of Asturian singing (eg L039/150, male,

Oviedo), cider (eg L0l6l196, L0451362), the gaita (eg L2571226), the autochthonous

form of bowls (eg L2081275) as well as other cultural issues. Generally such letters

were nostalgic, such as the writer on the subject of fabas lAsturian beansl who wrote:

Sirs, please, do not depreciate for us the little that is authentic and genuine which
stiil rèmains for us in Asturias, amongst them las fabas. lLl02ll27,maIe, Grado]t

However, in some cases they sought to integrate tradition with modern realities. One

writer, on the subject of an autochthonous variety of cattle, wrote:

'We could enumerate a rosary of sustainable tourist development possibilities,
what with the bad experience of English 'mad cow' disease we can drop our
complexes and feel proud of our vaca casina and of this region. 1L2861243, male,
Cangas de Onis]t

One writer, however, only gave qualified support to traditional culture. V/riting in Bable

about competitions for dance and traditional music, he said:

The competitions can raise the traditional music of a people to a higher level ...
but - take care - they can also ridicule it in the present and adversely affect it in

¡ hay tres coses en Asturias que son patrimonio y famø: son la sidrq, la tonada y una bola bien
tirada
' Señores, por favor, no nos desprestigen lo poco auténtico y genino que aún nos queda en
Asturias, entre ello las fabas.
' podríamos enumerar un rosario de posibilidades de desarrollo turístico sostenido, que con la
malø experiencia de la 'vaca loca' inglesa nos hacen quitar complejos y sentirnos orgullosos de
nuestra vaca casina y de esta region.
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the future ... (there is a need to) break with the fascist utilisation of dance and
traditional music. lL30ll253,male, Morcín]t

The most distinctive characteristic conceming the locale of writers communicating such

themes is that they more often came from communities other than the mining cuencas

þarticularly Oviedo). Indeed one writer, from the mining city of Mieres, was quite

vehement on the subject quoting the words of a noted Asturianist, Roberto Gonzâlez

Quevedo:

Those things which interest us on Asturian culture are not that we walk all day in
madreñes lclogsl, nor spend all day in the cattle yard, nor pass the night singing
t on adas. lLll I I 232, female, Mieres] t

14.6.8 Diminutives

There were 58 usages of diminutives amongst all the letters to the editor. Whilst some

seemed to be perjorative in nature (eg presidentín in L0271125 and L2161264 in

reference to then Spanish President Felipe Gonziúez; and to Camilín in Ll25/074 in

reference to José Camilo Cela), most were clearly intended as terms of endearment. The

characteristic reference to the Virgin of Covadonga as pequeñina was cited once

lLl42l064]. The tieruina llittle landl vision of Asturias reflected itself in a number of

references such as seven references to pueblín llittle people].

Similar to the situation noted in the survey of conference attendees, three diminutives

for the word little were observed: pequeñín(a), poquiñín and pouquín.

' Los concursos puen llevar a lo mós alto la música tradicional d'un pueblu ... pero - cuidiáu -
tamién puen rídiculizarlo nel presente y desvirtuarlo palfuturo ... romper cola utilizaciónfascista
del baille y de música tradicional.
' Los que nos interesamos por la culturq asturiana no andamos todo el día de madreñes, ni
estqmos todo el día en el cuadra, ni pasamos la noche cantando tonadas .. .
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Conclusion

The study of letters to the editor revealed a number of issues. Firstly it confirmed that

there is some usage of Bable as a medium of communication on issues other than

language. This usage has predominantly been in rural and mining areas, with some from

the largest city, Gijón. There has also been bilingual usage of Bable and Castilian in

letters, with Bable usage not solely restricted to language questions. Finally, the usage

of Bable words, via single word borrowings or lexical transfer, tended to focus on those

words which have had an iconic character or were otherwise related to Asturian

identity.

The letters also revealed a diversity of views with respect to the status of Bable. Users

of Bable as a medium of communication tended to favour normalization and co-

officiality (though this was not universal). Those who used isolated Bable words were

more likely to oppose such moves.

The next chapter deals with other information gleaned from La Nueva España. Some of

this information related to actual usage of Bable, other findings concerned attitudes to

the language.
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PART D _ RESEARCH

CHAPTER FIFTEEN _ OTHER USAGES OF BABLE II{ LNE

Overview

Apart from the letters to the editor, there were a number of other Bable-related usages

observed in LNE over the period of the study. Seven categories of such items are dealt

with in this chapter. The purposes of examining such categories is to assess the

character of Bable usage patterns as well as gain some better understanding of attitudes

relevant to the language.

The first category deals with Bable usage by people interviewed by journalists of the

newspaper. Consideration is given to incidental quotes in Bable attributed to

interviewees which appeared in news items in the paper.

The second category also involves interviewees, but in this case deals with other than

news items; examining responses from complete interviewees. In the first instance a

series of interviews conducted at seaside resorts in the region during the summer

months is analysed for Bable usage patterns. Secondly, specific attitudes regarding

Bable are investigated in one particular series of interviews conducted with residents of

Oviedo.

Thirdly, the use of Bable (and Astur-Gallego) by children who wrote letters to the

weekly children's supplement of the newspaper is considered.
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In the fourth category, the area of recreational or holiday reading is analysed. This

consists of light-hearted articles which were written for the entertainment of readers and

which contained Bable usages.

The fifth category examines Bable usage by columnists. In some cases entire columns

were written in the vernacular, in others there was incidental usage of Bable words and

phrases.

Penultirnately, the use of ñomatus lnicknarnes], particularl¡r those in Bable, which

appeared in obituary notices in the newspaper is considered.

Finally, comment is made upon a weekly series appearing in LNE - La Nuevq Quintana

fThe New Homestead). This series was published with financial support of the regional

government.

1s.1 TNCTDENTAL QUOTES

Over the period of the study there were instances where journalists directly reported

comments either in Bable or containing Bable words and phrases attributed to people

they had interviewed. Appendix E contains 122 such instances which occurred in

articles published between April 1995 and March 1998. This list does not purport to be

exhaustive, but rather reflects those which were observed in a daily scanning of the

newspaper over that time; it is acknowledged that some instances of such reportage may

have been missed.
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However, even if only 50%o of such instances were observed, it can be seen that the

relative incidence of such usage was still very much in the minority of all reportage. In

relation to such a minor rate of occurrence the research did not answer whether this

indicated:

o A low propensity of interviewees to use Bable in their daily speech; or

A tendency to revert to Castilian when questioned by a Castilian-
speaking journalist by those who would normally use Bable; or

A translation into Castilian by joumalists of Bable comments proffered
by interviewees in the majority of cases, leaving only a few to be
reported in their original tongue.

What has been sought has been qualitative rather than quantitative ans\Mers to the

following questions:

a Why might a joumalist not have translated such Bable encounters into
Castilian?

Does a study of such reportage reveal any particular usage
characteristics?

Does such Bable usage (as reported) reveal anything about the quality of
the language as used by speakers?

In every instance, apart from the quoted comments, the news items in which they were

embedded were written in Castilian by the joumalists. The quoting by the journalists in

question of Bable words and phrases spoken by interviewees may have been done for a

variety of reasons which could include:

colour - reinforcing a picturesque view of the ambience where the
interviewee was encountered. This could either be a permanent setting (eg a
rural village) or a temporary one (eg a festival location).

common touch - indicating that the comments quoted reflect those of the
person in the street, ordinary people as opposed to experts or the privileged.

curiosity - reflecting joumalistic interest that there "are still people who talk
like this".

a

a

o
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richness of expression things that the journalist believed were
communicated more expressively in Bable than in Castilian.

The 122 citations represented comments by 136 people as some of them referred to

situations where more than one person were interviewed.

Characteristics

The only biographical details available in each instance were those either provided by

the journalist or those which could be gleaned from an examination of any photograph

which may have accompanied the item. For example, in relation to the age of the

interviewees, in 33 cases their age was quoted in terms of actual years; a further 2l had

age categories implied by such descriptors as anciano lold personl, otro hombre

maduro lanother mature age man), jubilado fretired] and mozo þouthl.Interpretation

of photographs provided some evidence of age category in 12 cases. On the other hand,

in 70 instances no age was either cited or able to be determined from any accompanylng

photograph. Table 15.1 summarises the categorisations cited or observed.

Table 15.1: Age breakdown of newspaper interviewees

Aee stated (33 people) Ase inferred (33 people)

<20 4
20-39 4
40-64 5
65-90 11
90 -99 4
>1.00 5

Child/Youth 6
Youns adult (<40) 5
Middle-aeed 9

Retired 13

The total number of people for whom ages have been cited or estimated is 66 (out of the

total number of 136). A notable feature is the high ratio of older people (65+ in the first

column, and 'retired' in the second column) compared with the remainder of the group -
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namely 50% (33 out of 66). The spread of ages through the remaining age categories

appeared to be somewhat even in each group.

Seasonality was also an significant feature of the quotes. The spread according to

months of the year when the comments were made is indicated in Table 15.2 and

associated Graph 15.1 according to the months over the three year period when the

citations appeared in the neìù/spaper.

Table 15.2: Seasonality of Bable citations

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Graph 15.1: Seasonalitv of Bable citations

The holiday months of July and August represented very close to 50%o of all citations.

Given that many of the citations referred to participation in festival activities, two

alternative conclusions might be drawn about this higher level of usage of Bable in

reportage during the holiday period compared with the rest of the year. Either, speakers

may be more liable to use Bable when they are in relaxed, less work-related more

family/community related activities; or, the less intensive nature of news reportage
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during the holiday season may make it easier for joumalists to spend time at venues

where Bable would more likely be spoken.

Related to seasonality was the fact the nearly fifty of the quotes were related to fiestas,

either coming from participants in activities or by-standers.

Th¡ee citations referred to news stories relating to unfortunate news. One of these dealt

with the mine collapse at a colliery (Pozo San Nicolás)[Q009], one to a criminal action

[Q117] and one to a businessperson w'ho had disappeared iQ001]. In the case of the

hrst, the quote supports other evidence of the more extensive use of Bable in Asturian

mining communities.

Table 15.3: Comparative incidence of forms of the Bable & Castilianverbs to be

Ser (to be in the sense of self)
Bable Castilian

.lol [I aml 0 Sov 1

Ies lYou are (sine.)l 4 Eres 0
Ye lHe, she, it isl 44 Es 4
Yera lI, he/she/it was'l 1 Era 4

Tar (B)/Estar(C) (to be in the sense of place)
Tar ltobef 1 Estar 0
Toi/toy lI aml 2 Estoy 2
Ta lhe. she, it isl 5 Estq 0
Tamos lwe arel 1 Estamos 0
Tán lthev aref 1 Están 0
Taba lI, he/she/it wasl J Estaba 0
Tara lI, he/shewill bel 0 Estara 1

Sociolinguistic Yeismo

The phenomenon of sociolinguistic yeismo was clearly evident in the quotes selected.

Table 15.3 gives the comparative incidence of various forms of the two verbs to bein
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Bable and Castilian - Ser and Tar(B)/Estar(C). The table reveals that ye had the

overwhelming highest incidence of usage in the quotes with 44 usages. A distant

second most frequently used Bable form was ta (5) followed by yes (4).

Another feature of the table is that, not counting the form ye and its Castilian equivalent

es (where the comparative usage was 11-1 in favour of Bable), the incidence of Bable

usage for the combination of the remainder was only 2 Yc tímes that of the Castilian

forms. And in two instances the Bable form was less frequently used than the Castilian

farm (Yera/Era and Tara/Estara).

I5.2 INTERVIEWS

15.2,1 Summer interview series

Each summer in the years 1995 -1997, as part of La Nueva España's holiday offering, a

daily series of light-hearted interviews was conducted with selected beachgoers mainly

on the principal swimming beach of the city of Gijón known officially as San Lorenzo

and colloquially as El Pedreru, but also on certain other nearby beaches. The series went

under the title Encuentros en la Esterilla lEncounters on the beachtowel]. There is an

illustration of a sample interview in Appendix F along with some summary information

from all the interviews analysed.

The interviews reported such questions and responses as the following from a carpenter:

Q. And how does August present itself?

R. Quite weak, because many clients go on vacations. And if there are pelres
[literally dogs but in fact colloquial Bable word for money - eg bucl<sl for
vacations, there aren't any for furniture.

Q. (Do you have) a slogan for this month?

R. Yes, if you want to enjoy Gijón, (then) you have to walk on Cimavilla.
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Q. And some words of farewell?

R. A salute of Sohdaridá lSolidarityl to the suffering carpenters of the
Principality. Take heart,comrades! 1 t

In this instance the use of two Bable words (perres and Solidaridá) was observed. In a

number of other interviews similar incidental usages was noted. A small number of

interviews saw the respondents reply entirely in Bable. One of the responses was even

less serious than the other I47 as it was clearly a fabrication purporting to be an

interview with a pair of dogs who were on the beach. [80871

Only two of the interviews involved responses to questions which made direct reference

to Bable. The first involved an exchange with an actor and took place in the summer of

1996 and dealt with aplay:

Q: Would you perform in Dame con la goma butanero?

A; If it were in Bable (I would) with any Asturian actress. IF;074f

The second response was given in the summer of 1997 by a regional MP (from the

conservative PP) who was asked to say something in Bable; her response was Babayu

ffooll.lBlaTltIt is worth noting that this response had been given at a time when public

discussion of the coofficiality debate had resurfaced in the lead up to the regional

parliamentary debates on the Autonomy Statute.

I noi2
' ¿Qué se presenta agosto? - Bastanteflojo, porque muchos clients van de vacaciones. Y si hay 'perres'
pa vacaciones no las hay pa muebles. Un eslogan para este mes? Si de Gijón quieres disfrutar, por
Cimavilla tienes que pasear. ¿Y para despedirse? Un saludo 'solidariu' a los sufrídos carpinteros del
Principado. ¡ Animo, compañeros !t P: ¿Haría usted 'Dame con la goma butanero'?

R: Sifuera en bable, con cualquier actriz asturiana.t P: Diga algo en bable. R: Babayu.
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The purpose of studying these series of responses was not, however, to determine

attitudes to Bable, but rather to assess patterns of usage. Of the 147 reaT responses

(given by 196 individuals as 26 were responses from two or more people on each

occasion), twenty one were totally or had complete phrases in Bable (either B [9] or A

[12] according to the categorisation used in the previous chapter) and a further twenty

seven contained Bable words or short phrases (I in the categorisation of the previous

chapter). Five of the remaining ninety nine responses, though entirely in Castilian,

contained usages characteristic of Asturias.

Of those which included Bable words or phrases in their responses, the features of

sociolinguistic yeismo, the use of diminutives and enclisis were noted as were also

references to Bable toponyms, foods and fauna.

Sociolinguistic Yeismo was in evidence in ten of the responses. Each of these ten also

used the Castilian ¿s in addition to the Bable ye in their answers. It is thus useful to

consider the phrases where they chose to use ye in place of ¿s. The phrases were:

Ye muy de veranín lit is very much a summer thing] [80291
Ye buen paisano lhe is a good country man - the respondent was referring to the

Mayor of Oviedol [80401
El 'mojase'ye agradabtelto get soaked is agreeablel [8053].
Lo malo ye que como últimamente siempre nos tumben, ye meyor el pre que el

post lll'hat is bad is that as everything befalls us, it is better (that it
happens) beþre than afterl [8073]

En Gijón el turismo ye muy 'probe'lIn Gijón tourism is very poor] [8090]
Ye muy anchu, ye muy cachondo mental lit is very wide, it is very crazy but

likeablel [8098]
Ye un ácrata en potencia, como el güelu lit is very unconventional, like the

grandfatherl [8117]
Ye un neñu curiosu; no ye mi tipo lhe is a curious child; not my type] lBlZ2l
Ye demasiado honráu ... ye mi armafálicalit is much too honoured ... it is my

phallic arml lEl46l
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A number of the responses involving ye were in the categories of the familial or close

group (references to güelu, neñu and paisano); one was directly related to seasonality

(veranín); while two had a saying like character to them (E073 and 8098). Two others

verged on the rude (8146 and 8053). The remaining one reflected on the state of

tourism in Gijón (possibly choosing Bable words to differentiate the resort from the

prosperous resorts of the Costa Brava and the Costa del Sol).

Interference was also observed in a number of instances. An example of variable use of

enclisis/proclisis appeared in the intervie'w with 8007. The follo'wing two pl.rases

appeared:

Yo tengolu los ligues todo el año lI have pickups all yearl
And

La tengo lI have itl

In addition this interviewee also used a Bable word (highlighted below) in association

with the verb tener, the usage being almost in the context of an aphorism or saying

El que tenga fios los atiende lhe that has children, listen to them]

15.2.2 Urban interview series

Each Saturday, as part of the leisure reading component of the newspaper, La Nueva

España has published a supplement entitled Oviedo Semanal lOviedo Weeklyl about

people and events in the region's capital city. As part of this supplement there has been

a series of mini-interviews under the title Patio de Luces lSun patiof; the series could

best be described as a local colour series which focussed on people who had achieved

some degree of local prominence (such as sportspeople, academics, artists, professionals

- 
The fact that the interviewee was reported saying this in inverted commas suggests that he was using an

unseemly allusion sometimes done with the verb mojarse.
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&c). One person was interviewed each week. The interviews were conducted by Sandra

Solís whose views on Bable were noted on page 315.

Set questions were asked of each person interviewed, with the range of questions

varying at intervals. During the period August 1996 to February 1997, one of the

questions asked of each was ¿Qué es bable? lWhat is Bable?1. The answers of twenty

one people asked this question over the period are contained in Appendix G

Six supported the view that there existed bables rather than a single Bable. Translated

the responses of these respondents included such comments as:

Bable or the (bables)? The hispanic romance gathered in the valleys of
Asturias. (P009)

A dialect with three or more variants ... that scarcely has anything to do
with what certain persons have invented and fabricated. (P012)

A conjunction of linguistic varieties that are spoken in Asturias. (P013)

A conjunction of familiar expressions, very dear, and which I try to use
whenever I can ... Bable artificially unified lacks any logic to
me. (P014)

Which of them? (P016)

Three diversities which I don't know sufficiently. (P018)

Eleven supported the unitary view of Bable with such comments as

The other language that we understand. (P001)

I used to use the language (P002)

That which we speak, learnt by listening, that no-one can teach. (P003)

A dialect to be saved within the region. (P004)
For some, a chimera; for others, a headache and for the rest, the

maternal language. (P005)

Our second language. (P006)
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A patrimony which has to be revitalised in a natural way, not with
adulterated mystifications. (P007)

A valid alternative. (P008)

A language with verybad luck. (P015)

One of the denominations given to the Asturian Language. (P017)

A speech which has been lost, replaced by an artificial product. (P020)

One respondent spoke of Bable in the singular, but used Astur-Gallego to express the

statement:

For us few, the memory from our mother ... for manynow, a cacophonic
fraud ... (P011)

The three remaining responses were non-specific in a linguistic sense, but one stated:

A symptom more of the resurgence of the nationalisms. A fuse in the
powder keg of Europe. (P010)

Thus even amongst those who spoke of the language in a singular sense there were

divided opinions. The division focussed on normalised Bable. Two of the six in the first

category referred to it negatively; three out of the eleven in the second category did so.

The respondent who referred to Bable in the singular, but did so by using a distinct

variety (Astur-Gallego), was also negative to normalised Bable. Thus a total of seven

responses (or a third of the total) was opposed to normalised Bable; none expressed

opinions in favour.

Table 15.4 maps the responses (of all but four) on the basis of profession, categorising

the respondents as either 'known professional' (ie citing a position which requires
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tertiary qualifrcations) and 'unknown professional' (ie where the cited

occupatiorVactivity does not require such qualifi cations).

Table 15.4: Lansuase & status sst Patio de Luces resnondents

Known
professional

Non-
professional

Bables 4 t

Bable 5 6

The table shows that those known to have professional qualifications were more likely

to support the opinion that there are a number of Bables than those for whom no

information re pro fes si onal quali fic ations was availab le.

Turning to the question of whether the respondents were implicitly or explicitly in

support of normalization, Table 15.5 provides a breakdown of responses for all but three

of the interviewees.

Table 15.5: Attitudes to normalisation amonest Patio de Luces resoondents

Known
professional

Non-
professional

Oppose
Normalisation 5 )

Neutral re
Normalisation 4 I
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This table reveals that those who were obviously professional were more likely to

oppose normalisation than those who weren't.

It would appear, therefore, that the higher the professional status of the interviewee, the

more negative the attitude towards the promotion of anormalized Bable. Other evidence

suggests that people such as those in the negative group would in generally restrict their

personal use of Bable to iconic markers (culinary items, traditional artefacts, refrains

and perhaps sociolinguistic yeismo). More widespread use of Bable across domains and

genÍes would be more likely to occur amongst the less professionally-educated sections

of the community.

15.3 CHILDREN'S LETTERS

Each week La Nueva España has published a supplement for children, Oreja Verde

lThe Green Earl.Many issues of this supplement contained letters from children. These

letters were always in response to topics or questions set by the editor of the

supplement.

For the pu{poses of this thesis, 83 issues of the supplement published over the period

January 1994 to March 1998 were examined. 73 of these issues contained letters written

by children. Appendix H contains the data tables drawn from these issues.

In the 73 issues a total of 2,182letters was written of which 219 (10%) were written in

Astur-Gallego and 110 (5%) were written in Bable, the remainder (85%)were written in

Castilian. Of the 329 letters not written in Castilian, 150 were from boys and 179 from
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girls. The age distribution of the writers who did not use Castilian is shown in Table

15.6.

Table 15.6: Aee distribution of non-Castilian Oreia Verde letter writers

Age
Astur-Gallego zone Bable zones

M F M F
5 0 3 0 1

6 15 t6 1 )
7 2l 23 4 1

8 13 25 15 8
9 10 l4 6 20
10 20 15 12 t2
11 13 13 6 11
t2 5 5 2 5
13 4 1 0 3
t4 ) 0 0 I
15 1 0 0 0

Total 104 11s 46 64

The average age of writers using Astur-Gallego was 8.93 years for boys and 8,35 for

girls. On the other hand the avetage age of writers in Bable was somewhat older

(especially for girls) being 9.09 for boys and 9.72 for girls. This might tend to suggest

that the influence of teaching in Astur-Gallego started at a younger age than in the case

for Bable. Also of note was the more even gender distribution in the case of the former

(47.5% male: 52.5% female) than the latter (41 .SYomale: 58.2% female).

In the period under review there were 50 series of letters; many of these ran

concurrently. Letters written in Bable or Astur-Gallego appeared in 26 of these series

Table 15.7 provides information, in descending order, ofpercentage of the totals of each

series written in Bable or Astur-Gallego
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Series
Letters in

Bable or Astur-
Gallego

"/oage oÏ
total letters

Me disfrøzøre de ...11will dress up øs ...ì 25 100v"
Cørtas ø Pøca y Tola [Letters to Paca & Toløl l4 1000
Surf ', l00Yo
Mensajes fMessøgesl 2 66.7o/o
Maestros a la carta lTeøchers to orderl 29 59.2o/"
Møscotas lPetsl t9 500h
Premio de poesía [Poetrv prizel 3 50o/o
Pøz lPeøcel 7 46.70
).Oué prefieres?ÍWhøt do vou prefer?l 8 40Vr
Aut oretr øto I S elf p o rtra.itl 75 28.5"/r
Album de recuerdos lMemorabilial 1 2íyo
ÌRico, ríco! lNice, nicell t4 24.60/0
Monstruous ÍMonstersl 58 22.3o/o
Me sustøría ser ...11would like to be ...1 8 18.60/0
Desde mì ventana \From mv windowl 6 18.zyo
Dráculø 5 17.2'/o
Por qué me llamo ... lI øm cølled because ..,1 12 14.8"/o
¿lEstás contento/ø ...? lAre you happy ...?l 7 12.lo/o
Demonios lDemonsl 6 l2o/o
¿Qué me pongo? Illhat I wearl 5 ll.4o/"
Kekos lTeddy bearsl 22 l0.6yo
Si fuerø un ønimal IIf I were an anima[l t9 9.3y,
Erase unø vez llt happened oncel 3 8.10/,
La fømilia 8 7.7y,
Genio lGeniel 1 5.3o/o
Amistad lFriendshipl 2 2.9V.

Table 15.7: Letter series to Oreia Verde supplement

Of the three series which had a 100% Bable or Astur-Gallego response, it should be

noted that the Surf series had only two correspondents in total, both from Tapia de

Casariego (the principal Asturian coastal settlement connected with surfing). The largest

of the three, Me disfrazaré de ... lI will dress up r,,s ...] related to an annual festival

involving participants wearing costumes in celebrations connected with the festival of

Antroxu {C: Antruejo or Carnaval}fCarnivall All the children writing in for this series

came from the same school (CP Lugo de Llanera) which is located in the Bable Central
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zoîe.It may be that these students were encouraged by their teacher to respond in Bable

as part of a teaching program in that language. A similar situation occurred with the

third series having a I00o/o Bable response - Cartas a Paca y Tola - namely that they

all appeared to have come from the one school (all writers giving the mining city of

Pola de Siero as their locale).

Perhaps more significant were series where the responses came from more than one

locale and where the absolute number was relatively high, such as Maestros a la carta

lTeachers to order] and Las Mascotas lThe Pelsl but particuiarly Autoretrato lSelf-

portraitf and Los Monstruos lThe Monstersl. Each of these series had identity related

elements, albeit that the letters were nonnally no more than about thirty words long.

The following are examples of these four series:

o Maestros a Ia cørtaz

Quieru que la mayestra sea bona.
Tamién que sea bastante prestosa
con toos, como y agora

o Las Møscotas:

Ye un caballu. Nómase Marajulo.
Nun ye mui grande y ye de color
fueu y marrón, con una mancha
blanca. Yo en vacaciones
móntome n'ely vo con mio pa al
monte a ver les vaques. Tamién vo
a ver les mios yegües que tengo
dos con un potrín ca una.

María Luisa Diaz S ânchez

I want the teacher to be good. Also
that she would be quite likeable
with everyone, as she is now.

It is a horse. He is called Marajulo
He is not verybig and is of brown
and roan in colouring with awhite
mark. During vacations I mount
him and go with my father to the
mountains to see the cows. Also I
a go to see my colts of which I
have two with a stall for each one.

11 years old from Parres, Bable
Oriental zone IOV 341]

Diego Rodríguez García 9 years old from Grao, Bable
Occidental zone IOY 4l2l
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o Autoretrato

De altura soi normal. Güeyos
maffones, pelo pol llumbu.
Préstame xugar al tennis, dar
paseos. Allégrome de tar n'esti
cursu.

o Monstruos:

Ye foreyón. Tien cuatro pates,
cuatro manos, tres güeyos, cuatro
brazos y cuatro cuemos.

I am of normal height. Brown
eyes, hair ash in colour. I like to
play tennis, (and) to go for walks. I
like being in this course.

He ís aforeyon.He has four feet,
four hands, three eyes, four arms
and four horns.

Margarita Cueva Suardíaz 13 years old from Lluanco, Bable
Central zone IOV 280]

Saúl GonzáIezLozano 9 years old from Caborana, Ayer,
mining cuenca in the Bable
Central zone IOV 403]

There did not seem to be a particularly strong connection between Bable use and what

may be termed identity issues. Even the Autoretrato series did not evoke any messages

that resonated with being an Asturian. There may, however, have been some

connection between Asturian mythology and the high usage of Bable in the letters

regarding Monstruos.

In the context of the issue of Bable names, as part of the series Por qué me llamo así

lWy I am called thusl one child wrote of his Bable name Xagó:

My mother told me that I was without a name for five days because the Registry
did not want to give me the name of Xagó. They said that it was not on the list of
Bable names.2 t

' ov - LNE 8.05.94.
' Mi mama me cuenta que estuve cinco días sin nombre porque en el Juzgado no querían ponerme
el nombre de Xagó. Decian (lue no lo tenian en la lista de nombres en bable.
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Besides the letters written by children to this supplement, there was also an oral history

project sponsored by LNE and conducted by the Museo del Pueblo de Asturias

lMuseum of the People of Asturias]. The project, called De boca a oreja lFrom mouth

to ear] encouraged children to conduct interviews with their grandparents:

Those fascinating histories that our grandparents can tell us and that form a part of
oral tradition.3 t

Of thirteen such interviews conducted by grandchildren, seven were of grandparents

from the Astur-Gallego region, four from mining cuencas in the Bable Central zone,

one fiom Riosa (also in the Central zorre) and orre frour arr unidentihed locaiity. The

oral histories were not life stories but consisted mostly of cosadielles lriddles),leyendas

llegendsl and refráis lsayingsl. All but one was in either Bable or Astur-Gallego.

15.4 RECREATIONAL READING

Three writers for the newspapers wrote pieces which could best be deemed 'recreational

reading'. They each wrote regular pieces; one being a response column to questions

from correspondents.

15.4.1 Maxi Rodríguez

From time to time this writer, who also conducted the Encuentros en la esterilla

interviews in 15.2.1 above, wrote various series of lighthearted stories. These included:

El dramón de la semana lThe melodrama of the week) which ran during the
last three months of 1996.

Los amores del Velino lThe loves of Velino] which ran during the summer of
t997.

t ov 4oo, 29.11.97 .

' eses fascinantes historias que pueden contarnos nuestros abuelos y que forman parte de la
tradición oral.
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El dramón de la semana consisted of male-female racy dialogues. The series were

written mainly in Castilian but some Bable usage was observed. This usage was mainly

reflected in sociolinguistic yeismo and the frequent use of the iconic ho at the end of

sentences. By way of example, in one episode there was also evidence of Castilian

grammatical interference with Bable usages such as tú eres Diana ... si yes igual que

ella ... si ye inglés ... (three Bable forms of the verb to be and one Castilian - eres) and

Voy cogete .... Vamos a tomqr (the use of a after a form of the verb to go in the second

is Castilian not Bable).4

Los amores del Velino lThe loves of Velinol appeared during the summer of 1997. A

light-hearted fiction series written by Rodríguez in which the main character, Velino,

spoke in Bable. The conversation recorded was always of a superficial nature related to

the title; one episode finished with ¡Mirái p'aquí, ho! ¡Vuelve el home! lLook here,

man! The man comesl] (note: the use of both the iconic word for man,lto and the more

normal home). s

15.4.2 Jeronimo Grande

This regular columnist, also a noted Asturian humorist, anchored the response column

Me alegre de que me haga esta pregunta lI am delighted that you have asked me this

questionl. This was a weekly column series that ran until 1997 in which Jeronimo

Grande answered questions from correspondents on a wide variety of topics (from

Princess Diana to local community issues and personal problems). The answers \¡/ere

generally in an interfered form of Bable as the shaded sections of the following piece

reveals:

o LNg 13.10.96 as an example
'tNB z.og.gz
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Tú y el tu hombre tenéislo facilino, mira. Como ya no estamos en eda de respetar
les fronteres, cuando queráis ir q la playa, cruzóis el Puente los santos y pa la
playa de enfrente, Pasáis primero por Ia ermita de Buen Viaje, por Granda, y a
cruzar. De pasu dais un paseín que ye muy bueno pa los 73años y pa la
trombosís.6

The shaded items represent Castilian usages in what was otherwise a Bable piece.

15.4.3 Montserrat Garnacho

This prolific writer from the mining city of Mieres authored a number of series for the

ner,vspapü. The best known - Caleyes con oficiu lTrade streets or Streets with

cliaracterf - originally appeared as Casadielles. Appeanng weekl¡ the series contained

stories about people who represented the iconic spirit of the paisano in the Asturian

idyll. The pieces were written entirely in Bable. When questioned about whether this

had meant all the interviewees had responded in the vernacular, Montserrat Garnacho

responded in the negative stating that she had chosen to report them in the Bable of her

community (Bable Central from Mieres) using the language as an additional means of

conveying colour.T

Another seríes - Søl y Furmientu lSalt and yeøstl - consisted of short pieces which

could be categorised in the nature of exemplary stories. The series was mostly written

entirely in Bable, the exceptions always contained some words in the vernacular. One

such story told of e/ ricu ayaru lthe avaricious rich manf linking it with a story about an

encounter of Jesus with a greedy melon seller.8

A third series was ¿Sales a jugar un poco? lDo you want to go out and play a little].

Though not always written in Bable, this series recorded memories of childhood

u tNg zt.z.93
7 Interview notes, May 1995.
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recreation. These memories were then blended with other nostalgic features such as the

dance associated with the esfoyaza lesfoyando - a dance associated with the agricultural

task of sheafing the corn]:

. . . because the work of taking the sheaf from the corn, and plaiting it to hang from
the bam was not burdensome ... only because it was done by collective work that
brought together all the young people - and the not so young - of the village and
many other villages and households around about. And because it was work done
as play. And so much was the playrng that, for some of our grandmothers, the
word esþyaza continues today meaning almost only the festive.e t

As was noted in earlier references, Montserrat Gamacho was also involved in the

production of the Constaittino Turón series of cartoons portraying the acts of a rustic,

rebellious anti-hero

15.5 OPINION PIECES

Like other newspapers, LNE contained a series of pieces by columnists, normally under

the banner of Firmas fliterally Signatures but actually Columns]. One column was

regularly written in Bable, and some other such pieces were authored by occasional

columnists. The other pieces considered were generally written entirely in Castilian but \

from time to time contained some Bable usage.

The use of Bable by a columnist in an overwhelmingly Castilian language newspaper

can be considered to have represented an artifice of communication. The study of the

characteristics of such usage can therefore be of help in an examination of the general

t tNB ¿.0¡.9s.
n LNE 1r.04.97

' ... porque la labor de quitarle 'ta fueya' al maíz y de enristrarlo para colgarlo luego a secqr clel
corredor del hórreo no fuera pesada .,. sino porque se lrataba de un trabajo colectivo que reunía
a todos los mozos - y no tan mozos - de la aldea y de muchas otras aldeas y caserías de los
aldredores. Y porque se trabajaba jugando. Y tanto prestaba jugar que, para cualquiera de
nuestros abuelos, la palabra 'esþyaza' sigue teniendo hoy todavía un significado casi solo festivo.
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state of the vernacular. In addition, where Bable was not regularly used by a columnist,

indicators for motivation for such usage when it did occur can be sought.

Jaime Herrero, himself a columnist, spoke of the particular contribution of columnists

when he addressedthe Primer Conceyu d'escritores d'Asturies'.

The diverse columns over time form the steps of a crossroads, complete in
themselves, that integrate a more general narrative in the spirit of the columnist in
it that each one acquires a distinct space and dimension, but take life and are
completed in the memory of the daily reader, a mixed up archive without pages, in
whose progress the expressed comments remain in symbolic relation with what
has been recalled.lo t

The column which was consistently written in Bable was by Milio Mariño: he wrote

pieces which generally commented on the foibles of life but also often made direct

references to regional and national political issues. An example from one such column

which focussed on perceptions of life in the modern world stated that:

Today in the more advanced societies, that is the American, they do not know
what it is to eat a cooked meal, (instead they eat) a menu of vegetable scraps,
things which don't taste of anything and to compensate for the lack of flavour
need to be garnished with what is called ketchup, curry or mustard.ll t

There were a number of instances where Bable words or phrases had been inserted by

columnists in their pieces. In a number of instances, the columnists who used Bable

seemed, given their stated views conceming the language, to have written in the spirit of

"it is my language, so I have the right to depreciate it".

'o J He.rero, El articulismo literaria, in proceedings of Primer Conceyu cl'escritores d'Asturies,
Principáu d'Asturies, Uviéu, 199 5, page 77 .

' la columnqs dispersas en el tiempo forman los pasos de un Viacrucis, completes en sí mismos,
que integran una naruación más general en el ánimo del cronista en el que cada uno adquiere una
dimension y espacio distinto, pero cobran vida y se completan en la memoria del lector cotidiano,
revuelto archivo sin póginas, en cuya marcha atrds lo expuesto queda en relqción simbolica cn lo
recordado.t'LNE 2.06.95
' Hoy en día les sociedaes más avanzaes, y ahí ta I'americana, non saben lo que ye comer comida
cocinadq, menu a base morgazu, coses que non saben a nada y que pa dayos sabor, tienen que
peñerales con esa guatería embotellada que llamen ketchup, curry o mostazct
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One such columnist was Julio Vigil, a former president of the region who had not been

s¡rmpathetic to the officialisation of Bable. He nevertheless often included Bable words,

names and phrases in his columns which frequently had a focus of local festivals. One

example was connected with a festival in late June, where wrote of el 'rexidor o

rexidora de les paciones y nomares' lthe director of the fields and names '] in an

otherwise Castilian language piece. l2

Another columnist was Ladislao de Arriba (LNE 29.9.97) who in one column referred

to the coofficiality debate in the following temrs:

A language ... doesn't serve to designate or explain things ... there shouldn't be
any illusions in seeing on a can of cheese from Cabrales 'Quesu fechu con lleche
de les vaques de los montes d'Asturies'fCheese made from the milk of cows from
the mountains of Asturiasl.If Bable is going to remain (only) for putting 'Homes-
Mujeres' lMen-Womenl on toilets, I don't believe it merits the pain of struggling
for it.13 '

Sometimes the use of Bable words or phrases by columnists who normally wrote in

Castilian was reserved to paint folkloric images. Eduardo Gonzâlez Menéndez,

commenting on the Bable poet Padre Galo, wrote:

Also called 'faliellas' lspeeches] (are) the murmurings or chatterings especially of
the village women, and thus there is a saying for these lands that says: .' 'Quien

fay casu de faliellas, ya muyerina cum'ellas' lllho makes something of speeches,
- 

aiready the-little woman is with them].ta r

tt LNE 12.05.97
tt LNE 29.09.97

' una lengua ... no sirtte para designar y explicar las cosas ... no se hagan ilusiones de ver en el
envese de un queso de Cabrales 'Quesu fechu con lleche de les vaques de los montes cl'Asturies'.
Si el bable se va a quedar para poner en las puertas de los aseos 'Homes-Mujeres', no creo que
merezca la pena luchar por é1.

'o LNE r2.08.96.
' También se denomina faliellas'las murmuraciones o habladurías especialmente de las mujeres
pueblerinas, y así hay un refrán por aquellas tierras que dice: 'Quien fay casu de faliellas, ya
muyerina cum'ellas'.
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Another columnist who often used Bable as a folkloric or nostalgic was José Ignacio

Gracia Noriega, an example being:

I confess that I have read very few novels in Bable, but what I liked most was Za
ermita del portal' by César Rural, because it evoked an environment of the
aldeano.ts t

The Asturian spirit of solidarity was also sometimes expressed more effectively by the

use of Bable. Fernando Canellada, referring to the reception given to the then Spanish

Prime Minister, by workers in Gijón wrote:

On seeing their 'compañero Felipe'lcomrade Felipef, called out'ye é1, ye él'l'it
is he, it is he' - using Bable ye insteadof Castilian esl. they saidf.16t

A number of people publicly identified with the cause of promoting Bable were also

occasional columnists to LNE. People such as Xuan Xosé Sánchez Vicente, Xosé

Antón Gonzáiez Riaño, Manuel Asur, Nel Amaro, Lluis X itlvare4 Xuan Cándano,

Ramón de Andrés and Xosé Lluis García Arias. Some of these such as García Arias

always wrote in Bable; others sometimes did.

15.6 NICKNAMES

The principal means of observing ñomatu lnickname) usage in LNE was through

reading esquelas lobituaries]. 5565 obituaries were published in LNE over the period 7

September 1996 to 4 April 1998. The use of Castilian in the text of these obituaries was

almost total with only three Bable language obituaries being observed.* One such Bable

'5 LNE 26.03.9s.
' Confieso que leí muy pocas novellas en bable, pero la que más me gusto fue 'La ermíta del
portal' de Cësar Rural, porque evocaba un ambiente aldeano.

'u LNE 15.11.96.t al reencontrarse con el 'compañero Felípe', le dijeron 'ye é1, ye él'
' This lrnding was confirmed by correspondent L3341016, who noted that more thar 99o/o of Asturian
esquelas were in Castilian. As with the use of the vemacular in the letters to the editor, La Nueva España
had a much lower incidence of vemacular obituaries than sister newspapers in the group in other regions.
In Galicia for example, a one month sample (March 1996) revealed 14 of the 411 obituaries in Faro do
Vigo were written in Gallego, a percentage of 3.4Y'%o. While similar surveys (though only a week in each
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language obituary is shown in Figure 15.1; like the other two Bable language obituaries,

this one was related to the cause of the language.

Fieure 15.1: Bable language obituary.

fTranslation: ln memory of D. José Caso Gonzâlez - a wise man and Asturian who
spoke, wrote and defended his language. That his name not be forgotten. ALLA]

What was noted, however, in the remaining obituaries, was the extensive use of

nicknames lñomatusl with 662 instances being observed; with a significant percentage

of these being Bable nicknames, notwithstanding the surrounding Castilian text. Of the

662 nicknames observed 554 were informal variations of personal names and 108 were

in the character of identity markers'. of the 554 nicknames 53 were in Bable (9.4%).

Appendix I lists all the ñomatus observed in obituaries over the study

The application of the Bable ch as an opening sound in nicknames occurred in thirty

instances. In 2l of those cases, it was clear that they represented a residual Bable effect

upon Castilian names such as the following:

instance) in Valencia (Levante, January 1995) and Mallorca (Diario de Mallorca, February 1995) gave
percentages of l0o/o and27%o respectively.

NA ALCORDANZ,A DE

D. José Caso Gonzif,lez
L¡n home s.¡biu y astur;¿ìnu que talé,

escribió y eleíendiú la so l[irrg,ua

Que'l so nonle lllln s'e$L-aeza.

ACADEMIA DE tA
TLINGUA ASTURIANA
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Asunción
Consuelo

Marcelino
Jesús
José
José Manuel
José María
Josefa
Luciano

IVlaria del Rosario +
María Rosita f

Rosa '+
Rosario f

Ismael
Manuel
María Luisa

Aurelia
Teresa

Vidal

Chona (1)
Chelo (2)

Chuchi (1), Chuchu (1), Chus (4), Chuso (1)
Chelin (1), Chelu (1), Chepe (3)
Che (1)
Chema (2), Chemari (1)
Chela (1)
Chano (1)

Charo (3)

Chita (1)

Chichu (1)
el Chilu (1)
Chucha (4)

Cholo (1)

+
=>
./
+
+
.+
+
+
+

In a further 4 cases the nicknames appeared to reflect practices not uncommon in

Castilian itself, and therefore not unique to Bable:

V/hile in three cases the provenance was uncertain:

+
+
+
t
tI

.+

On 2I other occasions the cå sound appeared in the body of a nickname. In such

instances it was mostly reflected in Bable variants of Castilian nicknames - eg Pacho(u)

for Paco fnickname of Francisco]. Other examples included Concha (for Concepción),

which is not unique to Bable; and Menchø (uncertain).

Diminutives appeared in 137 instances. 28 of these involved the addition of -ito(a) at

the end of a name (eg Conchita and Juanito).'With one exception (Joseito - typical of

the western portion of Asturias), all these nicknames could just as easily have occurred

in Castilian as inBable. 107 were examples of the typical-in diminutive characteristic
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of Asturias and appeared in both Bable nicknames (eg Pachín and Toñín) and Castilian

(eg Juanín and Ramonín). The less common, though still characteristically Asturian

(and Cantabrian) diminutive ending of -ucu/uchu(a) appeared on two occasions.

Of the 108 instances where the nickname was an identity marker, descriptors were

found identifying occupation, location, personal characteristics and iconic associations.

With respect to occupation, there were twenty six such usages (involving twenty one

occupations, these being overwhelmingly agricultural-related occupations and trades

such as: pastorín lshepherd), cabriteru lgoatherdl, lechero lmilkmanl, frutera

lfruitererl, carnicera lbutcher), panadero(a) lbaker] as well as teyeru ltilerf, zapatero

lshoemakerf, ferreru lironmongerf, fontanero þlumberl, sillero lchairmaker]. There

were three mining related instances - mineru fminer] and carboneru lcoal minerl.

Amongst the other categories which appeared were: cartero(u) þostmanf, petrolu lgas

station attendantf and relojero lwatchmakerl, maestrolteacherl and municipal lcouncil

workerl. Bable forms were reasonably coÍrmon in this category (eg cabriteru, teyeru,

ferreru, petrolu, carboneru and mineru)

In a number of cases descriptors were iconic markers such as madreñu lthe clog),

gaitero lbagpipe playerf, la panera lbarnl* and tamboriteru ltamborine ptayerl. All the

terms here clearly were obviously typical of Asturias.

In seventeen instances they were markers of geographic place (of which nine indicated

the named were originally from outside Asturias). Of the eight from within Asturias,

four came from mining cuencas (Aller, Pola de Lena and Langreo) and two came from
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the Astur-Gallego zone. A further five were related to specific locations such as named

chigres lbarsl or cafes

Finally there were a tange of nicknames which v/ere personal identifiers. These either

included reference to some physical feature (eg rubiu lblondel) or some other obscure

reference (zapato leg shoe] and truchu ltrout])

15.7 LA NUEVA QUTNTANA

On lVfarcii | 1995, LNE comrnenced publication of a weekly suppiement entitled Iø

Nueva Quintana: Páginas Asturianistas. The paper announced on the occasion of the

first supplement:

... opens an ambit of encounter for Asturianism, it aspires to bring together all
those who desire to bring something substantial, valorous or simply interesting
that might pertain to Asturian culture, in the widest sense of the term.17 '

The supplement was published with the financial support of the regional govemment

Its aim was not simply to look backwards, nostalgically but:

... to know and understand (it), but (also) it will deal with inserting itself in the
present and open up to the future. It will dedicate its attention to those things
which constitute the great historic legacy of Asturias - its natural setting, the
language, the artistic patrimony, the popular cultural wealth - but it will not
renounce being modernist or in the vanguard each time that in these hidden
treasures would encounter an Asturian reference point worthy of being
resurrected. l8 t

' a ponuro is a larger form of traditional barn than an honeu(o).
tt LNE r.03.95

' ... abre un ámbito de encuentro para el asturianismo, que aspira a reunir a todos aquellos que
deseen aportar algo sustancial, valioso o simplemente interesante que tenga relación con la
cultura qsturianct, en el sentido mós amplio del término.

t8 . rloem.
' ... conocer y comprender, pero lratará de insertarse en el presente y abrirse alfuturo. Dedicarq.
su atención a lo que constituye el gran legado histórico de Asturias - la naturaleza, la lengua, el
patrimonio artístico, el acervo de la cultura popular - pero no renunciará a ser moderna o
vanguardista cada vez que en estos derroteros encuentre una referencia asturiana digna de ser
resaltada.
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The supplement carried articles in both Bable and Castilian. A sample of articles written

in Bable were:

o Asturianonanistes I & 2: articles based around the awareness that Xovellanos ye
un llugar común, un antroponónimu del que salen toles posibles coartaes pa
indicar 'preocupación' pol país lXovellanos is a common place, an
anthroponym from which rise all possible viewpoints to indicate 'concern' for
the country (of Asturias)1. [1 & 8.03.95]

o Les piedres de Ia culiebra lThe stones of the dragonl about the dragon in
Asturian mythology. [8.03.95]

o Luis Pardo da-y les sos obres al pueblu asturianu lLuis Pardo gives his works to
the Asturian peoplef a feature article about an artist giving his works to the art
galIery of Xixón. [5.07.95]

o Torero lBuUfighter] a commentary piece on the trend for young people in Spain
to call each other this term. Writer had endorsed the sensitivity of a Catalan
visiting Asturian who had preferred to use the term mineru. He wrote: Mineru
that represents us, as does the sailor and the construction worker.t 120.09.951

o Asturies pionera n'Internet lAsturias pioneers in the Internetf an article about
the significant early involvement in the net of the University of Oviedo and local
companies . 123.09 .971.

Thus the series contained Bable language articles on a wide range of topics from the

folkloric, to the spirit of resistance, and to the Information Revolution.

CONCLUSION

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the Bable usage in evidence in the sections

of the newspaper dealt with in this chapter. First of all, the use of Bable (and Astur-

Gallego) by children has been more frequent than was in evidence in terms of letters to

the editor written by older generations. Secondly, the children's letters were less

dependent in topic upon Asturian-ness than was the case with the letters of their

parents' generation.
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With respect to Bable usage by older people, this chapter has revealed that its use has

tended towards recreational activities (fiestas and holidays) and nicknames. Where the

usages were not recreational they tended to be in the form of iconic words and phrases.

Attitudes to Bable expressed by older people, from the pieces examined, have tended to

be negative to normalisation where views were expressed. However, in the case of

incidental quotes, the use of Bable was unselfconscious and implied no particular

attitude towards the language, its status or its normalisation.

' Mineru que sí nos representa, como marineru y como albañil
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PART E _ CONCLUSION

CHAPTER SIXTEEN - CONCLUSION

16.1 OBSERVATIONS

16.1.1 Patterns of language usage

The analysis of information in the principal regional daily newspaper, La Nueva

España, and the results of the survey of conference attendees revealed a number of

pertinent features with regards to Bable usage. Amongst those findings were the

relative strength of Bable in the mining cuencas and rural areas as well as in the

region's largest city, Gijón.

In addition to the generations of traditional Bable speakers who have come from rural

and mining areas, there have been gtowing numbers of young people who have had

some exposure to the language. Some of these young people have adopted the

vernacular as reflective of a self-view of being alienated from the holders of power.

Bable, the vernacular of the tonada is now also sometimes the idiom of Xixón Sound.

The spirit of resistance found originally amongst the reactionary Carlists, and which

fostered Bable in the nineteenth century is now to be found amongst anti-racist, anti-

conscriptionist and environmental groups, with these groups at least sloganeering in

the vernacular.

The research, however, also revealed a strong seasonality to much of the observed

usage of Bable along with restrictions to both the domains where the language was

used and the genres in which it was used. Sociolinguistic Yeismo (the above average

use of ye - he/she/i/ rs) and iconic references stood out in much use of the language.

All these factors indicated Bable (L1) is in a diglossic relationship with its duolect
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Castilian (L2). Furthermore, survey dataand extensive expressions of concern about

interference suggest that this diglossic relationship should be categorised as unstable

in the absence of sufficient support mechanisms.

The mapping of lexical frequency of Bable words (and of some Castilian words)

mentioned in this thesis also revealed that some traditional words have fallen into

disuse; while in some cases Castilian equivalents matched or exceeded the incidence

of genuine Bable words in Bable language texts.

Though the volume of output of Bable language material is still small in terms of

production runs, the absolute number of published titles and the Bable literati who

authored them, there has nevertheless been some growth in this area. Furthermore the

range of material available has started to leave the bounds of the folkloric and begun

to address more universal themes. This has happened within previous genres where

Bable was used (such as poetry where the themes of today have become much less

self-conscious in terms of attention to group identity and autochthonous markers); but

it has also result in a growing co{pus of works in what, for the vernacular, have been

comparatively new geffes.

16.1.2 Demographic context

The evidence provided in Chapter 2 indicated that there are significant demographic

challenges facing Bable. The demographic data contained in that chapter revealed that

the rural population of Asturias is declining in number; furthermore it is ageing.

Provincial centres are by and large facing similar futures; as too are the mining
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cuencqs. The only significant population growth is occurring in the top three urban

centres of Oviedo, Gijón and Avilés.

The challenge for Bable has been that - in the form of bables - it is strongest in the

rural community; whilst - in forms closer to normalised Bable - it is strongest in the

mining centres. Of the centres which are growing, Bable is only strong in Gijón; and

yet here it suffers from particularly high incidence of interference - No (I don't speak

Bable well) because of living in Xixón, in the city it is not so spoken so well as in the

villaget.[S044]

Notwithstanding small declines overall in the population of the region, Bable does

seem to have avoided negative reactions from immigrants who still represent an

important part of the region's population. Both survey respondents and others

revealed that expatnate parentage þarticularly from Andalucia) has not precluded

affinity with Bable. This situation has been in contrast with that encountered in

Catalonia.

16.1.3 Sociological features

Traditionally Asturian society, in both rural and mining contexts, has reflected the

close knit, low status communities reinforced by strong internal links as suggested in

the Milroy analysis. The demographic pressures facing the region have been breaking

down those strong links and replacing them with new, weaker ones in higher status

situations. The consequence is that the language norrn enforcers which existed in the

more traditional context have been reduced in effectiveness. These norm enforcers

t Nun,porque al vivir en Xixón, na ciudó nun sefala tantu comu nel pueblu.
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had, over the generations, been locally generated and sustained. The ambient nature of

the language (llingua materna or that which mamandanos lsuckled øs]) was

reinforced by identifiable norm enforcement (such as the esþyaza).

The disappearance of such strong, language reinforcing local settings has seen

traditional language norTn enforcers having to compete with 'norm eroders' (such as a

heavily Castilian dominated education system and media). Confronted with these

challenges, sustaining of the vitality of the language can no longer rely only on

traditional, locally generated and sustained norm enforcers. There is a need for new

norln enforcers to be supported (eg Bable classes in schools, Bable in the media and

publishing &c).

The demographic changes have also seen the paradox of a traditional language norm

enforcer becoming, on occasions, a perceived threat to the overall vitality of the

vernacular. That is a source of linguistic richness in the region - the bables - at times

is seen to represent an impediment to a unitary concept of the language being

developed. Still strongly linked to their 'village', many urban Asturians continue to

advocate for the bable of the region of their particular ancestry. Yet often in reality

they have inherited a severely reduced bable, even more limited in usage domains

(festive occasions and family reunions) and restricted in lexicon (nostalgic allusions,

humour and iconic references) - I don't lcnow as many Bable words as my parents

and they don't lvtow as many as my grandparents (interview notes with Xosé Antón,
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from Oviedo, whose grandparents lived in the aldea of Ambon near Grado, in the

Bable Occidental zone).*

As older people in the villages, who have been guardians of the vitality of the

linguistic richness of the bables, die so too will the wellspring upon which urban

Asturians have relied in their highly limited usage patterns of their linguistic

inheritance.

The research has found that usage patterns amongst those from Oviedo, where the

sources of reinforcement are limited, has been more related to iconic or nostalgic uses

than has been observed to be the case in Gijón and the mining cuencas.In these latter

two, and in the rural areas there is evidence of Bable being used for non-language

related topics.

What has been lost in the opinion of some Asturians has been an appreciation of the

creative capacity of the various bables to generate new meanings for words in

changing circumstances; expanding the lexical richness of Bable as a whole. Attitude,

and not linguistic fact, has been the critical factor in this regard as, like other

languages, Bable has provided examples of what Femândez McClintlock has referred

to as 'lexical hole filling'.

16.1.4 Language promotion

Efforts at promoting the language seemed to have been, at the micro level, popularly

supported in some geographic locations and amongst some sections of society more

* 
Interview notes with Xosé Antón were directly transcribed by me into English, I did not keep a
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than others. A wide variation was noted amongst various counties in the relative

incidence of school enrolments in Bable classes. Likewise there was evidence that

some areas had more teachers interested in attending courses in teaching the language

than others.

On the other hand, however, it was observed that efforts by government to promote

the language at the macro level have been relatively modest. Overall the level of

offerings of Bable classes has not simply been a function of community support, but

also of the availability of teachers to conduct such classes. - To say that from all

Asturian students only ten percent seek to learn their language and that ninety per

cent prefer to study other things is to lie ... the national and regional ministries of

education are tlte principal groups to blame that ninety percent of Asturian children

would be left illiterate in their own language.t¡nO9 .tUZl

The meso level has seen more enthusiastic responses from the local govemments of

mining and industrial centres with decisions on officiality and support for in-service

courses. In addition some other councils have supported literary competitions which

have included categories for Bable texts. However, this latler activity seems to have

been less conducive to increasing levels of utilisation than the former at the local

community level.

record of his comments in Castilian and Bable. Interview conducted July 1995.
' Dicir que tolos escolinos asturianos sólo 'l l0oÁ soliciten el desprendimientu de Ia so llingua, y
qu'el 90% preJìeren estudiar otres coses, ye mentir ... El Ministeriu d'Educación y Ciencia y la
Conseyería de Cultura y Educancia del Principáu son los principales culpables de que'l 90oÁ
de los neños asturianos seyan a estes altures analfabetos de la so propia llingua.
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In the final analysis the successful promotion of a language is a function of not just

macro or meso level actions but also micro level responses. 'Without local community

support, macro/meso language support is unlikely to achieve much. Figures 10.3 and

10.4 indicated a positive relationship between improvement in language status and

language utilisation. However as was also stated in Chapter 10, while improved status

(which can be offered at the macro/meso level) is, in the overwhelming majority of

contexts, a necessary precondition for sustainable language development, it is not

nevertheless of itself sufficient. Without a sufÍiciently responsive community,

language promotion efforts from above are unlikely to achieve their goals. In many

parts of the region that community responsiveness exists. ... to make Asturian co-

fficial would only recognise institutionally what ,s occurring in the street.

lL238t384lt

16.2 CORE VALUES AND ATTITUDES OF ASTURIANS

16.2.1Core values

In Chapter 10 questions were posed concerning 'Asturianity' lAsturianidál arñ Bable

as core values. On the basis of the research findings, answers can now be proposed for

those questions.

It is certain that Asturians collectively have very intense feelings of pride in their

region. That pride reaches out to engage with their feelings for the national pageant of

Spanish history - the spirit of Covadonga, the cradle of the Reconquest. And while

there are great polarities of opinion within the Asturian selÊview, common features

are "Asturias the tierrina llittle land]" and the shared feeling of being Asturian

r Cuando hablo de 'patria' me refiero a Asturias ... cooficializar el ssturiano solo sería
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symbolised by iconic references and by such things as the significant use of the first

person plural possessive pronoun (nuesu(o)(a)/nuestru(o)(a)). Also significant is the

pride of Asturians in cultural expressions of this shared vision of Asturias such as in

festivals and the vernacular of the region.

These feelings of pride can be characterised in many instances as being core values

held by people of the region. Thus we can speak of the core value of being Asturian;

the core value of Asturianidá lAsturianityl, including concepts of collectivism; and

also the core value of language. However, in each of these cases the core values have

not been not interpreted in the same way by different sections of the population.

With respect to the core value of being Asturian there has long been a tension

between the concept of Asturias as proto-Spain and the concept of Asturias as an

autonomous region, distinct from the concept of Spain.

Likewise there are differences in understanding the core value of Asturianidá

lAsturianityl.The sense of the collective group identity has had different

interpretations amongst different sections (including classes) of Asturian society.

The core value of collectivism has expressed itself both inclusively and exclusively.

In the case of the former, urban residents have sought to have their identity

credentialised by the collectivist rural background of their parents and grandparents.

The nostalgia for the rural idyll in its communal sense was in evidence in a number of

the letters to the editor; and certainly in the various newspaper references to local

reconocer institucionalmente lo que ocurre en la calle.
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fiestas and celebrations. On the other hand, the collective of the dispossessed, those

disconnected from power, has been in evidence particularly amongst the young and

the working class giving rise to a more political, class conscious solidarity.

Finally there have been clear differences in interpretation as to the way in which the

regional vernacular may be a core value. For some the distinctiveness of the bables is

key to such a language core value. V/hile to others the unitary concept, albeit with

dialectal richness, has been more important. The idiosyncratic, distinctive view of a

plural vernacular reflects itself in the lexicons produced in different parts of the

region; the unitary view, by the absence of such works in areas where Bable is

nevertheless still a lingua franca.

Furthermore the research observed a difference in perceived value of the language

between the two groups. For many who hold to the bables proposition the valuation

has been limited to the role of nostalgíc artefacl; while for many supporting Bable the

valuation has required increasing evidence of functionality in a world wider than

home and village.

16.2.2 Attitudes and perceptions regarding Bable

The research revealed a wide range of attitudes to Bable within the region. The

diversity of opinion did not reflect itself solely between those who support the

vernacular compared with those who oppose it, but also within the spectrum of those

who claim to support the language.
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One such finding was that the term 'Bablist' has meant different things at different

times and even within similar epochs. While in every instance it has meant a

supporter of the linguistic inheritance of the region, it has been a title to two different

attitudes:

one describing a believer in the multiple inheritance of the language (ie a
supporter of the 'bables' proposition); and

another describing a believer in a unitary concept of the langtage, albeit
dialectally rich.

Arguments have been mounted by each about the linguistic legitimacy of their stance.

Facts have been cited from history and etymology. Yet the reality has been that

predisposing attitudes and perceptions have been more significant than linguistic

'facts' in the vehemence of these positions. Thus proving or disproving such 'facts'

will never reconcile the positions until these predisposing attitudes have been better

understood.

Fieure 16.1: SimplifTed version of Attitude Circle

DISPASSIONATE
INTEREST

NEGATIVE
PESSIMISTIC ATTITUDE"ARRAY

POSITIVE
OPTIMISTIC

DISINTEREST
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It was for this purpose that the diagram of the Attitude Circle was introduced in

Chapter 10 þage 333). The circle was designed to juxtapose contrary attitudes; being

a circle it was intended to entertain nuances between the four key positions identified.

Those four positions are repeated in Figure 16.1 in a simplified form.

tr'isure 16-2: Ãttitude circle on the suhiect of ''Wh af is Rahle?tt

An inheritance that we
have receivedfrom our
parents and grandparents'2

L2381384

One more symptom of the
resurgence of
nationalisms. One match
more in the powder keg of

t3LUrOpe.
P010

\üHAT{S BABLE?

That language which has
been transmittedfrom
parents to children
r es is ting mar ginalis ation.t I

Ll84/010

... the language of their
grandparents such as a
badty spoken Castilianta

L2301235

Figure 16.2 applies this model to a primary question of "'What is Bable?" using some

comments made by the sources used in this thesis. 'With the one question receiving

four very different ans\ryers, it can be seen that propositions such as creating a

normalised Bable or of giving it official status cannot be considered simple questions.

If the vemacular is not seen as the same thing by different sections of the community,

can there ever be a homogenous understanding of what normalisation is or is not;

tz (Jnq herencia que hemos recibido de nuestros padres y qbuelos.
ß (Jn síntoma más del resurgimiento de los nacionalismos. (Jna mecha más en el polvorín
europeo.
't Esa lengua se ha transmitido de padres a hijos resistiendo la marginación.
'a ... la lengua de sus abuelos como un castellano mal hablado.
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likewise the issue of co-officiality? In addressing these issues, similar attitude affays

could be created for derivative questions such as:

V/hat is normalised Bable?

What benefits/problems would co-official status for Bable bring?

Some of the particular issues dealt with in the next section are considered using the

Attitude Circle approach.

16.3 ISSUES FACING BABLE

1 6.3. 1 Interference/change/decay

One key area of difference in predisposing attitudes has been in the assessment as to

whether observed non-standard events in Bable usage have represented interference,

change or language decay. The responses from conference attendees indicated an

extreme concern about interference in their own use of Bable. Similarly the parsing of

five Bable letters to the editor in Section l4.3.lfound various instances of possible

interference by the writers.

Figure 16.3 portrays a sample array of some comments which have

change/interference issues at their heart. The negative/pessimist position represents

the ultimate in interference - total loss of a language. V/hile the comment in the

'Disinterested' position doesn't go that far, it nevertheless ceases to consider Bable as

the base reference point (ie interference into Bable), replacing it with Castilian (ie

interference from Bable into Castilian). While the positive/optimistic position would

suggest that "interferenca" may actually add to a language, and in the case of a

minority language, contribute to its saving.
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I want to learn the
language so that I can
separate very well
Asturian from Cas tilian,
becauselhaveamixed
language'2

s022

A speech which has been
lost.t3

P020

cgÑcn vERSUS\
INTERF'ERENCE

(comparing the situation of
Bable with Castilian) Wat
would Castilian be if it had
not incorporated a
multitude offoreign
words?tl

L22U009
Speaking in Castilian, we
mix Bable words and
expressions as we learnt at
home.t4

L344t0r9

However, the issue of interference may have been overstated; it may also have proved

to be a distraction to the language debate. As noted in Chapter 10, Milio Cueto

referred to the issue of hlpercorrection amongst some Bable speakers as their

response to the fear of interference. The risks posed by hypercorrection include

creating an element of artificiality in the language. A number of complaints of such

artificialitywere noted in items in the LNE

The challenge of determining an attitude to change/interference (or some midway,

neutral concept such as transference) has not been unique to Bable. Even such an

o gui"ro deprender la llingua pa dixebrar perbien I'aslurianu del Castellán, porque yo tengo
una llingua amestá.
o Un hoblo que se ha perdido
" ¿Qu" seriq del castellano si no se le hubieran incorporado multitud de vocablos extranjeros
'a hablar en castellano, mezclábqmos palabra y expresiones babtes, tal como habíamos
aprendido en casa.
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isolated language as Icelandic has had difficulty separating the inevitability of

language change from a perception of interferen.".* Ho*ever, the situation is much

more problematic for a duolect co-existing with its more dominant twin, as has been

the case of the relationship of Bable to Castilian.

The context and circumstance of a language such as Bable appears to lead more

easily to the perception that observed changes were instances of language'decay' or

interference than that they were examples of bona fide change. Can there be a

situation where a language may have been deemed to have 'evolved' rather than

'decayed' as weak ties exert their impact and society moves from strong local group

networks? In other words, would it be possible for status to be maintained for a

language which had changed/evolved/decayed due to the impact of weak ties?

The negative answer would be that a restricted status would be found in artefact - the

maintenance of a reduced lexicon limited to words emblematic of a nostalgic past.

The positive answer would be that not only carr alanguage absorb change, but that it

needs to. In other words that it be organic. To extend the metaphor, the former would

deliver a dead language, the latter a living one.

16.3.2 Language Vitality & Status

In Chapter 11 the ethnolinguistic proposition of Howard Glles et.al was developed

into a model for diagrammatically representing the condition of Status and Vitality for

both Language and Group. The model was intended to communicate the relative need

for policy development with respect to language promotion in any one of the four

* 
Rory McTurk deals with loan words and language purism with respect to Icelandic in his entry in G
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areas. Figure 16.4 presents such a diagram, based upon the research findings, for the

Status and Vitality of Asturians as a group and their language, Bable.

Fipure 16.4zLansuase & Grou o Status and Vitalitv of Bable

Language Vitality

Group
Status

Group
Vitality

Language Status

The map suggests that, in terms of maintenance and promotion of their language,

Asturians do not need policies aimed at enshrining Group Status or Group Vitality; in

both cases the evidence suggests that they are strong and healtþ. They do, however,

need some policies promoting Language Vitality, but are particularly in need of those

which would promote Language Status. A key point of this diagrammatic approach is

also intended to indicate that the policies need to work together rather than be in

opposition to each other.

Thus the policies which would most effectively address the overall health (or ecology)

of Bable would need to address Language Vitality and Status issues in a coordinated

Price (ed) Encyclopedia of the Languages of Europe, pp 234-238.
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way. If they only address one, or if policies for both are in a state of disconnect with

each other, then there will be an impaired outcome for Bable.

The discussion in Chapter 10 argued that vitality and status are usually in a direct

relationship with each other. Given that the unofficial status accorded to Bable by

individuals in Asturias is highly constrained (to domains of the familial and local

community with low order genre usage), it would seem that official status is a sine

qua non for developing language vitality.

The evidence of this has been the relatively slow take up of Bable classes in schools

during the nineteen eighties and nineties. After an initial burst of growth for each

from a zero base, the situation for both primary and secondary education enrolments

in Bable classes effectively reached plateaux in the latter part of the decade. The

missing factor was the concunent application of policies promoting language status.

'Where there was a willingness on the part of local authorities to consider such policies

þrincipally the mining cuencas), it can be noted that the percentage of students

enrolling in Bable classes was higher than the regional average.

16.3.3 Bable or bables or both?

If there is to be policy development targeting language status for Bable, it would have

to address the Bable/bables debate. How should policy decisions which focus on

normalisation and officiality for Bable reflect upon the status and vitality needs of the

varieties?
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The words of both the autonomy statute and the law on the promotion and use of

Bable have noted the need to respect both Bable and the bables. Some of the actions

of the ALLA have sought to enact the spirit of both (for example the initiation of the

Preseo series of local lexicons seeking to integrate them in a Iarger, encompassing

Bable lexical corpus). On the other hand the Oficina de Política Lingüística and the

education system appear to have focussed primarily on the promotion of normalised

Bable.

The experience of Galicia cited in Chapter 10 þage 356) reveals that a policy

imbalance with respect to the status of a normalised version and local varieties can

raise the status of the former but at the expense of the latter. Asturias is clearly trylng

to avoid such a situation.

Complicating the situation for the region, however, is the way in which the

Bable/bables debate has become either/or rather than searching for responses which

would be inclusive of both in practical outcomes.

As evidence of the range of opinions on the subject, Figure 16.5 presents a sample

anay of comments relevant to language vitality and which in part anchor themselves

in the polarisation of the Bable/bables debate. The link of vitality to normalisation is

also implicit in these comments.
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Fieure 16.5: Attitude Circle on Bable/bables

Our language is already
normalised and though the
varieties are respected
forlunately, w^e only have
one Asturiant¿

L323108r

(The experts) don't see a
thing in the vernaculars,
butjudge that the progress
and the cultural plurality
of Asturias demands the
iacrffice of these relics.'3

L334t4t8

BABLÈ/B4,BI.Es

The theory of a thousand
bables ... present day echo
of the enemies of a
linguistic normalis ation of
Asturiantl

L239t463

The 'llinguistas' are
creating a problem which
is not there.ta

Ll7414ll

Until the practical implementation of policy for language promotion is able to address

concerns at either extreme (eg the fear on the one hand of being called upon to

sacrifice ... these relics against the fear on the other hand of a thousand bables ...

enemies of linguistic normalisation), its effectiveness will be limited. The key

therefore is that there needs to be no disconnect between the practical outcomes of

policies aimed atlangtage status with those aimed at language vitality with respect to

both Bable and the bables.

12 Nuestrø lengua yø estó normulizøds y aunque se respeten løs variøntes, afortunødamente
sóIo tenemos un ssturiøno.
t3 (os expertos) no tenían nada que ver con los vernáculas, pero se sdujo que eI progreso y Ia
pluralidad cultural de Asturias exigián sacrificar las antiguallas.
't la teoría de los milenta bables ... ecu actual nos enemigos de la normalización llingüística del
asturianu.
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16.3.4 l)omains and Genres of use

Language vitality is expressed most significantly in the normalisation of its use. The

issues of Domains and Genres of usage for Bable were discussed in Chapter 10.

Figure 16.6 presents some comments which connect with this issue.

Fieure 16.6: Attitude Circle for Domains & Genres of use

A new generation of
Asturians who simply want
to speak, think, write and
to sound in their
language.t2

Ll51/011

I write in Castilian so that
I can be understood, since,
if I did it in my
maternal/paternal tongue,
no-one w ould unders tand
anything.ta

L1861404

DONÃAINS\
OF\

& GENRES
USE

\ \ \ \

(I want) to be able to
speak my language without
shame in any situationtl

s03s

So many politicians (who)
want to impose on us
bables, dialects and idioms
to take out beyond the
home.'3

L2s6t426

'a los lingüístas' están creando un problema donde no lo hay.
o uno n 

"uo 
generación de asturianos que simplemente quieren hablar, pensar, escribir y sonar

en su idioma ...

'4escribo en castellano para que lo entiendas, ya que, si lo hiciera en mi lengua paterna-
materna, no te enterarías de nada.
tt pa poder fala la mio llingua sin vergoños en cualquier sitiu.
'3 cuantos políticos a implantarnos bables, dialectos e idiomas de andar por casa
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The aim of any language policy regime is not simply to improve status but to improve

its impact in a society. In other words it is to create an appropriate ecology to enable

the sustainability of a language.

In simple terms this implies improving the range of domains and genres where a

language is used. In terms of Bable, and using Figure 10.5 from Chapter 10, the task

is summarised in Figure 16.7.

INTER]\IET

This figure indicates that, in general, there is currently some degree of use of Bable

(or bables) in the more familial and personal domains and in the simpler genres. The

broad task is suggested by the area in blue; it signifies that wider domain and genre
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presence of Bable is needed for it to be in a stronger position vis-à-vis its duolect,

Castilian - the language which is also theLZ to Bable's own Ll status'

The figure also notes that expansion of use in these areas for Bable would also require

it to confront changed circumstances. The broadening of the range of domains where

the language is used would require both context and relational changes. The research

shows that Bable has generally been strongest in settings which have been collectivist

and where relationships have been more direct and personal. The domains to the right

hand side of the figure are settings where the collectivist approach cannot operate as

effectively (apart from such episodic activities as strikes); thus the transaction is more

between an individual, acting singly, and the 'other' of one of those domains. hr other

words at the same time as the relationship becomes less collectivist and more

individualist it becomes less personal. For example, there is no equivalent of the

esfoyaza in dealings with any level of govemment.

With respect to genres, as those at the bottom of the figure come into focus, we find

that they are increasingly more complex in nature than the geffes used historically.

As the geffes become more complex there is, with some exceptions, less active

involvement by the individual. He or she is less and less the interlocutor and becomes

more and more a passive listener, viewer or reader. In Asturias the couple of

exceptions are the print media (with its letters to the editor) and the Internet (with its

reasonable incidence of Bable language home pages and chat groups). If there were

talk-back programs on Bable-language radio, that genre could be added to the list of

exceptions. In each of these, the individual has the capacity to interact within the

geffe; in other words be an active participant, not just a passive one.
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16.4 ANEW LANGUAGE PLA¡INING PARADIGM

In Chapter 11 the key question was noted : 'Would the absence of language planning

have been worse in any given situation than its existence?'. In dealing with this

question there are two implicit presuppositions: firstly what is 'planning' and

secondly what is considered a 'desirable' or 'worse' outcome. In the first instance, the

consideration of what is planning also has to be dealt with in the context of the

environment prior to the development of new plans.

Kaplan and Baldauf, in their work on language planning (building on the foundations

of such people as Fishman, Ferguson, Das Gupta , Haugen, Jemudd, Neustupny,

Rubin and others), identified a number of factors relevant to a sociolinguistic

investigation of language - these included assessments of a language's vital signs

(death, survival, change, revival, shift and amalgamation) and also of efforts to assist

it. h considering those assessment categories, on page 37I various alternative

statements were pitted against each other. Some were considered more likely to be

correct or probable and others less likely. In the light of the analysis of differing

attitudes and the research findings, the components of those various statements can be

reworked into two which would characterise the more and less appropriate positions

which could be taken with respect to Bable:

o The more appropriate: Bable could cease to be spoken in the
community. However, Bable will survive if the community of potential
speakers wishes to use it. Bable, like other languages, is subject to the
forces of change; it will experience language shift as part of the normal
process of language change. Bable can only be revived by a complex
series of actions which involve various aspects of the community. It is
important to note that Bable's prospects for survival will not depend on
differentiation at any price from Castilian. Government agencies need
to provide a broad framework for encouraging the use of Bable in a
wider range of domains and provide status recognition.
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o The less appropriate: Bable could die. To prevent this will require the
correct regulatory framework being put in place as Bable's revival will
depend primarily on official actions. A key problem for Bable is that it
is the victim of interference; this is the result of language shift taking
place. It will need to protect its lexical integrity even if that means
adopting hypercorrection. Government agencies can take a staged
approach introducing Bable education into the school system and leave
until later status issues.

In designing alanguage plan which would target the more appropriate it would, using

the groupings in Attitude Circle construct, be important to build on the attitudes of

positive and dispassionate groups while encountering (as opposed to countering) the

views of the negative and disinterest groups. A particular need for encounter in the

Asturian situation is that of the bables.

hr Asturias, it is clear that the strong ties of low status networks have been positive

towards the concept of the 'bables' (the range of disparate and diverse speeches), but

they may also have been detrimental to the idea of Bable as a unitary concept. As the

strong ties weaken, can there be an accommodation so that it could be possible for the

Bable/bables debate to be resolved in a way which would reinforce language status

and vitality?

On the basis of my investigations, it is my contention that a complex, hybrid response

could be constructed which would find a place for dialectal variety whilst at the same

time strengthening a strong linguistic core around which such variety can thrive - in

other words an inclusive standardization (which would integrate with the language's

dialect diversity).
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Of course, given the demographic realities affecting the population of potential

speakers of almost all the local varieties, the practical implementation of any language

planning policy could not be homogenous between Bable and the bables. It could not

reasonably be expected that curriculum materials for the bables would have the same

level of funding invested in them, nor in terms of the investment in teacher formation

for them as would be needed for a program of expansion of Bable in the school

system. However, the creation of modules focussed on local varieties completing the

core curriculum would be an example of a feasible response accommodating the

polarity of views.

Returning to core issues related to language planning, there is the issue of change

agents which have an inherently nurturing or reinforcing effect as opposed to those

which are negative. In the way of encountering (as opposed to countering) planning

responses to the change versus interference debate need to deal with what are seen as

'desirable' versus what are seen as 'worse'. Whether change agents can exist in the

new social networks into which a coÍrmunity enters and whether they are positive or

negative becomes a key issue for investigation.

Again government fiat alone would not achieve this encounter. Language planning at

the macro level needs to pay attention to identifying change agents and supporting

those that are positive. This would require a receptivity on the part of macro level

decision makers to micro level opinions and responses. Meso level decision making

can play a useful intermediary role. There are distinctive characteristics to the

macro/meso and micro levels. The former grouping can be described as having

distributive decision making capacity - that is decisions result in actions being taken
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at and which affect other levels. On the other hand, at the micro level the decision

making capacity can be described as contributive and reactive - that is at the

community level people, can react to the decisions of the macro and meso levels and

contribute to them through democratic processes.

Examining the relationship between the levels and their interconnectivity can be

considered as depicted in the Figure 16.8. h that figure the heavy black lines

represent language norrn enforcers. That they are double headed affows is intended to

indicate that the noÍn enforcers need to be active - interactive - and not just passively

received from initiators.

Distributive
decision
making
capacity

Contributive
& reactive
decision
making
capacity

MICRO

MACRO

MESO
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The research has shown that at the Macro level, negative attitudes seem to outweigh

positive attitudes. This is evidenced by the failure of co-officiality proposals. At the

Meso level, there appears a more even balance between negative and positive

attitudes as evidenced by the councils which have supported co-officiality. While at

the micro level, there are communities where the positive outweighs the negative such

as the mining cuencas.

At the micro level and in the rural context, young children received Bable as their

mother tongue. As they grew they ceased being passive recipients and started to be

active participants in the norTn enforcement process by use of interactive, simple

geffes.

Between the macro/meso levels and the micro levels, noÍn enforcement by fiat alone

will be no more successful than attempts at norm erosion byfiat during the Franco era

in the cases of Catalan and Basque were. Thus the noÍn enforcement needs to interact

with community response.

16.4.1A double helix model for language promotion

This then brings us once again to the double helix model; in this case adapted to the

issue of language planning and promotion. Figure 16.9 illustrates the relationship in

this model between the macro/meso and micro levels of language promotion.
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Promotion.

What then would be the base-pairs which would keep viable existing community-

initiated norrn enforcers and develop new ones as well as creating similar functions at

the macro and meso levels (ensuring that they are all coherent with each other)? Table

16. 10 suggests some possibilities.

Figure 16.10: Possible base-pairs for a Language promotion double helix for
Bable

The implication of the double helix model is that sustainable development takes place

when key determiners (the backbones - in this case the macro/meso and micro levels)

maintain a dynamic interaction with each (through the base pairs). At any moment in

time the interconnection between these elements could then be examined by taking a

Macro/meso Base pairs Micro

Education provision Quality & extent of
offerine

Lingua maternal

Co-ofÍiciality or
equivalent

Level of opportunities in
new domains

Utilisation

Normalisation Level of provision rn new
genres

Utilisation and audience
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slice through the double helix at anypoint. Figure 16.11 illustrates both the concept

and an example.

ofpa
galf

Quality &
extent

of
offering

The example in the diagram would indicate that the quality and extent of the offering

of Bable in schools would be an outcome of education provision from the macro

level. That offering would support the survival of Bable as a lingua materna which
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would itself provide a supportive community environment for school offerings of

Bable. This supportive community environment would then feed back to the macro

level making it easier for the macro level to make decisions which would increase the

level and quality of such school offerings.

Other examples of interactive relationship between macro promotion and

implementation and community contribution and reaction could similarly be

constructed for the level of opportunity in new domains and new geffes and any other

base pairs which might be relevant.

Recapitulating, the purpose of this model is to indicate that progress at both the

macro/meso and micro levels would benefit from a defined connectivity between the

levels such that the distributive decision making capacity of the macro/meso levels

would complement the contributive & reactive decision making capacity of the micro.

16.5 ASTURIA¡IU OR BABLE

In the explanatory notes of the Introduction, I indicated that the conclusions would

suggest lhat Asturianu(o) would be a better term to be used to describe the vernacular

of the Asturians than Bable.

In the first place, an examination of the trend line of language nomenclature usage

indicates an increased level of opting for the name Asturianu(o) by supporters of the

language in recent decades compared with the practice of previous generations.

Indeed the current situation seems to be that Bable as a name is more often used by

those who would oppose its normalisation or its being granted official status.
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Using the name Bable in the context of the bables also faces the risk of pitting one

against the other. Certainly the responses by Patio de Luces interviewees contained a

number of examples of such an attitude. Emblematic differentiation of Bable from the

bables may enable the idea of each being supported without having to be considered

at the expense of the other. The two are, of course related, but the following diagram

probably reflects more accurately the current situation.

Supposed realitv More probable realitv

BABLE

bables

BABLE

bables

Time

The research has indicated that there are distinct bables; but it has also indicated that

in some instances differences between them were more due to a lack of standardised

orthography and phonetics than more profound differentiation. In any event, even

where lexicons have been identified they have tended more frequently to have been

associated with communities in population decline. The mining cuencas do not seem

to have developed an intense and exclusive self-consciousness of the Bable spoken in

each centre; they seem naturally to have accepted the concept of a unitary language

which contains dialects.
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Status could be given by the name Asturianu(o) in place of Bable, while bables could

be preserved for the varieties of the language.

F'INALLY

Writer Miguel Rojo was quoted in the Patio de Luces in answer to the question of

What is Bable? as saying:

(It is) a language with verybad luck.l t

hr fact the future facing any language need not be considered a function of chance but

an outcome which can be affected by intentional action. The intentional action needed

by Bable/Asturianu is that which will enable new ways of ensuring the continued

vitality of a language which has survived to this moment of time. In the words of one

letter writer:

I, who was born in a mining cuenca, have not had any inconvenience in being
understood in any part of Asturias when I speak in Asturian ... (it is important
that the authorities) respect the intent to recuperate Bable and observe the
pleasure of the children by knowing, speaking and writing in their own
language. L0261004.t

tPols
t (Jna lengua con muy mala suerte
' Yo, que nací en la cuenca minera, no he tenido ningún inconveniente en entenderme, hablando
en asturiano, en ninguna parte de Asturias.... respeten este intento de recuperar el babley
observen el placer de los niños por conocer, hablar y escribir en su lengua.
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APPEI\DIX B:
TABLE O RABLE LITERARY F'IGIIRES

part of an nthology.

Centurv Seventeenth centurY Eiehteenth centurv Nineteenth century Twentieth centurv

Author Decade Lifespan Field l0 20 30 40 50 ó0 70 80 90 00 l0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 00 l0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 00 l0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 00

Lucas Fernández 1474-1542 P

Antón de Resuera lAntón de Marinesueraì 1605-1662 P
p

Franci sco Benavides 161 5-17 l0 P
p

Benardino Robledo ct7 p

Bruno Fernández Ceoeda 17 44-t803 P
p

Carlos Benito González de Posada 1745-r831 dict p

Xosefa de Xovellanos y Xove Ramírez t745-t807 P
p

Xuan González-Villar y Fuertes 1746-t820 P

Teresa Cónsul I 750?- I 834 Þ D D

Antón Balvidares Argüelles t7 5t-1192 P

Francisco de Paula Caveda y Solares 1760-l8l l SONgS

García Alas v González Pola 1779-1866

Juan Fernández Porley Uuan de la Candongal cl8 P

Sr Conde P D
n D

Francisco Tamargo 1784-2 P Þ ?

Xosé Caveda v Nava 1796-1882 P D D D p D p p

Xuan Francisco Fernández Flórez I 80?- l 886 SF
p p

Frav Domingo Hevia y Prieto l 803- I 885 P ;
Xuan Junquera Huerqo 1804-1880 PSE D D

Xosé Napoleón Acebal v Morán I 806- I 879 PD
t)

Benito Canellâ Meana [El cieso de Sobrescobiol r 809- I 882 PS

Xuan Maía Acebal v Gutiénez l8l5-1895 PT D p t)

Baldomero Fernández l8l'7 -1934 M

José María Albuerne I 823- I 880 S
p n

Plácido Jove y Hevia I 823- l 909

Teodroro Cuesta y García Ruiz l 829- I 895 P D D D D D p p t) D

Xosé María Flórez y Gonzâlez l 830- 1 890 P
D p D

Marcelino Flórez y Prado 183 r-1903 P Þ 1) D

Enriqueta Conzález Rubín la Callina Vieial 1832?-? F
j

Þ

Manuel Fernández de Castro l 834- I 905 PT D

Olimpio Rato y Hevia I 840-? P
,|

Perfecto Fernández Usatone INolónl 1847-l9ll PSD
p t) o D

Félix Aramburu y Ztloaaa lSico Xuan de Sucuì 1848-1913 P
p p

José Ouevedo v Gzlz Llanos IPepin Quevedol 1848-l9ll P
p D D

Julio Somoza l 848- I 940 dict
Alfredo García Dórisa {Astur-Galleso} 184?-? P

,l D

Bemardo Acevedo v Huelves 1849-t920 P
p R D

Fermín Canella Secades 1849-1924 ed refr p

1849-t914? P

Francisco Fernández Santa-Eulalia 1850-1901 DS D p

P Félix Lóoez del Vallado 1853-1918 P D p

.losé García Gzlz del 1853-1938 P Þ p p

Carlos García- Ciaño 1855-r925 P

Angel García Pelaez lAnxel de la Moríal 1858-1895 P D D

Atanasio Palacio Valdés 1859-1920 P

Francisco Conzález Prieto lPachu'l Péntul I 859- I 937 PSE D D D p D

Antonio Fernández Martínez f Frai Verdadesl 1860-1912 SE
D

Jorse Suárez de la Riera r86l-1901 P
D

Juan Menéndez Pidal l86l-1915 P D p p p D

Amable González Abín 1863-l9r l PS
p p p p

Rufino MartínezYazquez 1864-1910 P D D p

Xosé García Pelaez (Pepín de Pría) r 864- r 928 PD D o D p D D

José Aniceto GonzáIez 1 866-? PR
, D p

Rica rdo García-Rendueles y Gonzâlez 1867-1913 P
p D

Fabriciano Conzález García f Fa I 868- l 950 FPMD D

I



Aurelio de Llano Roza l 868- I 936 vocab

R J Pérez Santamarina lRoque Pérezl I I P

Ramón García Gonzá\ez l 870-? P
,l p p

Nicanor de las Alas Pumariño r 870- I 935

Baldomeno Fernández r87l-1936 PM
Mario Gómez 1872-? P

,l
D Þ

Manuel Niembro Ia I 873- I 948 P

Fausto Visil Alvarez lEsol I 873- l 956 P

ConradoVillarLoza {Astur-Gallego} 187 3-1962 P D

Alfredo García García IAdelflorl I 876- I 959 S

Emilio Robles Muñiz lPachin de Melásl 1877-1938 PSDM p p D D D p

Carlos de la Concha v Garcia Ciaño t877 -? P p

Constantino Cabal t877 -1967 P
p p

Maía Balbín 1877 -1961 P
p

Moisés García Femández Vallín t877 -1969 P

.losé Fernández García 1878-1942
Isidro Díez de la Torre 1878-1917 P D D

José Villalaín Fernández l'Americanín del R I I 878- I 939 PD

Ramón de las Alas Pumarino l 879- I 929 P p D p

Valentín Ochoa Rodríguez [Antón el Chioval 1879-1951 D

Daniel Albuerne 1879-t912 P D

Enrique García-Rendueles 1 880- I 955 PS p

Antolín Santos Mediante Fenaría r 880- I 944 P

María Teresa Villaverde lTuxal 1881-1934 P

Xosé García Lueso l 882- l 923 EPS D

1882-1972 P

Manuel Galán García lManoxu de Zamploñesì l 884- I 947 P

Padre X Galo Femández Fernán-Coronasl I 884- l 939 PT p

Muñiz García-Robes l 884-?
,l

Alfredo Crespo YÍnquez I 885- I 969 P

Muñiz Arias nieto de I 885- r 945 P

Luis Martínez de la Vega I 886-l 9 l4 P D

Elov Fernández Caravera I 887-? 2 p D

Antonio Bascristóbal de Diego IPachín de Xuacal I 888- I 989 P

Valentín Andrés Alvarez 1891-1982 P

F Carral 1891-196ó
Manuel García Cachero 1892-? D

2

Ángeles López Cuesta I 892- I 989 P

Francisco Manuel Balbín de Villaverde IXiquínl I 892- I 985 P p

Matías Conde l 893- I 982 P p D

Benìsno Fernández. Martínez [Benimarì 1893-1961 S D

Francisco de la Vesa 1 893- I 957 P

Aureliano Bârredo l 894- l 958 DP

Emilio Palacio I 896-? S ? D D

Alfredo Villa v Villa l 899- I 969 E

Anxelu Menéndez Blanco 1899-1 987 M. D Þ Þ

Daniel G Nuevo Zanacina 1 899-l 983 P

César Pineda ITarfinì Late Cl9
Fernando Fernández Rosete L¿te C l9 D D D p

Manuel Antonio García Menendez Late Cl9 D D p

Faustino Cifuentes García ? PM D D p

Emilio Fernández ,) D D p

José Antonio Naves 1 9??- I 960 D
Antonio García Oliveros IAsol I 900- I 985 PS

p p 1)

Enrioue Pérez Alvárez t902-1975 PS

Francisco Sarandeses 1902-?
,ì

Þ Þ

Manuel Pa Pinón del l 904- I 928 P

Manuel García Pardo I 905-? P
,l

José María Malsor t905-1964 o D

Joaquín Alvarez Robles 1906-l 930 P

Laudelino León García Argüelles I 906- I 965 P l) D

José Manuel Conzález y Fernández-Vallés 1907 -1977 PE p

Marino BIanco Bartolomé 1 908-1 973 E

vatez r 909-? 2

r9l0-? Comic ?

María Xosefa Canellada Llavona 1913-r995 SJF D p p

Manuel Antonio Arias Anton de la Brañal 1913-r986 D D p

ll



Bemardino Guardado Rodrísuez l9r3-1982
Luis Aurelio Alvarez 1916- P f) D

Xosé Benito Alvarez-Buvlla r9l6-1981 P

Lorenzo Novo Meir l9l7-1990 PSE D D D

Manuel de Andres Fernández Mánfer de la Lleral l9l 8- PS p t)

Manolín de Dario l9l8- P

José María García IPepito'l de Llorianesl l9l8- P

Eva González Femández l9l8- PS D D

CandidoSaniurio {Astur-Galleso} l9r? - S

José Antonio Coto Gonzáiez 191? PS ?
,l ,| ,l ,l

?
,l

D

César Rubín t920- F

José Camoo Castañón t92t-1992 PSD
Xosé León Delestal l92l-1989 PMSD D Þ D p

Nené Losada Rico t92t- P p

Manuel García lel Galanal {Astur-Galleso} t922- D Þ

Benigno Suárez Valdés 1924- P

Adela CondeValledor {Astur-Gallego} t925- PS

José Âvelino Moro 1928-l S

Florina Alías ? P D

Aleiandro Antúnez Yázotez {Astur-Galleeo} I 933- P D

Isabel Lóoez Labrada lSabel de Fausta] 1934- J D

Telvino González 1937 - T o

Pablo Ardisana I 940- PS D D

Félix Ferreiro 1941 - D

Feline Prieto 194i- P D

Federico G Fierro Botas 1942- D

Joaquín Fernández García t943- J
p

Vicente García Oliva 1944- JFSTed p p

Milio Rodrísuez López IMilio'l de Nidol 1944- S

Celso Peyroux 1944- P

Xosé Lluis García Arias laka Lluis Fontetoba.ì 1945- PTJed D Þ

Manuel Amaro Fernández Alvarez [Nel Amaru] t946- PDTF

Xosé Máximo Fernández López {Astur-Galleso} 1947 - S

Manuel Gonzál ez García lManuel Asur] 1947 - PDF D t)

Alfonso Joslar Tamarso 194t - J

Luis Javier Alvarez García l 948- P p

Xosé Manuel Valdés Costales 1948- PS fl

Xosé Alvarez Fernández 1949- SJF p p

Miguel Ramos Conada 1949- ed p p

Xuan Xosé Sánchez Vicente 1949- PFSDE ed p p p

Xosé Rico {Astur:Gallego} 194? - F

Maria Elvira Castañon 194? 1989 P

Vital d'Andrés I 950- F
María Teresa Gonzâlez l 950- I 995 PS D

Ruben Sánchez Vicente l95t- M D

Montserrat Garnacho Escayo 1952- E

Concha Ouintana Pancar t952- P

Roberto González-Ouevedo GonzâIez 1 953- PJ D D

Fulsencio Arsüelles r 955- S

Alberto Cobreros Gil r 955- FJ D

Taresa Fernández Lorences i 955- P D

Carme Martínez Pérez l 955- J

José Horacio Serrano Femández I 955- FJ D

Andrés Solar Santurio I 955- I 984 t)

J Carlos Rubiera I 956- SFJPed p

Misuel Solís Santos I 956- FJ p

Xosé María Vega lChema Vegal l 956- F p

Alfonso Velázquez I 956- STP D p

Xosé Gaso 1957 - T D

Misuel Ansel Roio Fernández 1957 - FJP D D

Anxel Alvarez Llano I 958- Ped D

v 1958- FPJ D D

Nel Ricardo Álvarez Morán I 959- J D D

Ramón d'Andrés 1 959- Ted tt D

Yolanda Maria Fidalso l 960- P p

Antón García I 960- PFTEJ ed p p

Ismael María González Arias I 960- F p

ll1



Baristo Lorenzo l 960- P
D

Xabel Rodrísuez Monteserín IXicu Monteserínl I 960- .ìP
D D

Esther Prieto l 960- Pied
D p

Luis Salas Riaño l 960- T D D

Lourdes Álvarez García l96l- PT
o D

Xosé Antonio García r96l-1997 P
D D

Humberto González García l96l - PFST
p D

Xuan Isnaciu Llope l96r- PEed
p p

Consuelo YepaDiaz l96l - SEFTed Þ Þ

Crisanto Veisuela Martínez {Astur-Galleeo} l96l- P

Xulio Elioe Raooso lXunel t962- E D

Sabela Fernández t962- P
D

José Antonio Martínez Reñones {Læonés} t962- F

PrósÞero Morán 1962- E
o

Boni Pérez 1962- PF
D

Concha Prieto 1962- T
p D

Femando Manuel de la Puente Hevia 1962- JS
n

Milio Rodrísuez Cueto 1962- EFTed
p p

Berta Piñán Suárez 1963- PETed
p Þ

Xulio Berros l 963- J
D

NeI Caldevilla F D

Adolfo Camilo Dízz Lóoez 1963- FSDE JT D Þ

María Teresa l 963- J
D D

Xosé Nel Riesqo Morán 1963- F D

Xulio Yixil Castañón 1964- FP
D D

Xosé Ramón Martín Ardines 1964- FJ
D D

Lluis Portal Hevia 1964- F
D

Aleiandro Rodríguez Alonso 1964- T D

Xuan Paniceiros Bello Femán l 965- PSFTed
D D

Francisco Xavier Frías Conde I 965- JP
l)

Xilberto Llano Caelles I 965- FPT
p p

Xaime Priede 1965- P
D

Xosé Suárez 1965- PT D D

Xosé Lluis Campal 1 965- P
p

Alberto Alvarez Peña 1966- E

Sixto Cortina t966- T D

Pablo Antón Marín Estrada 1966- PSETF ed D D

Sabela Llano 1966- J

Xandru Martino Ruz 1966- S
D

Isnaciu Islesias 1966- EJT
D D

Xabiero Cayarga 1967 - F
D

Lluis Aique Islesias Femández 1967 - T D

José Luis Piquero t967- T

Xaviel 1967 - P

Xuan Santori l 968- PT

Octavio Trapiella I 968- T
1)

Xulio Vieio Femández l 968- FS
p p

Santi Fernández Ochoa r 969- F
p

Gonzúlez Fernández t969- P

Francisco Alvarez I 970- S

Enrique Carballeira Melendi 1970- J
p

Xandru Fern á n dez Gonzâlez I 970- PFT D p

Xosé Antón Ga rcía Fernández lChechu Garcíal 1970- PJ
D

Xe M. Sánchez 1970- PS

Balbín Loredo 197 1- E

Ramón Lluis Bande 1912- PET D

José Luis Rendueles 1972- PS

Xurde 1973- PS

Pablo San Martín Antuña 1974- E

Faes 197 5- F

Martín Lóoez Vesa 197 5- PJ

Pablo Rodrísuez Medina I 978- PSF

Vicente García C)liva FJ
D

XabelLónezDíaz ? S
D

Xosé Manuel Vázquez Arboleya ? S
D

Monchu de Andrés Díaz 2 SP
D D

Faustino Alvarez Alvarez 2 ST
D D

Xosé Antón González Riaño ? SE
t)

IV



Xuan de Sames ? S Þ

Ansel Benisno Lóoez Garcia 2 S
p

Xosé Lluis Rodríguez. Alberdi 1 955 J

Xuan Porta ,| P

Xuan P Reyán ? F

Ricardo Alsar ?

Xosé Manuel Bolado García 1946 ed
p D

Esther Castro
,| T D Þ

Daniel Coto
,l P D

Elena Fernández Poch
,l dict D

Pilar Fidalso Pravia 195 5 J
t)

Xelu Neira ?

Xosé I 956 F
p

Mariano Suárez Rodríguez ? J
p p

Elena Treio Fombella ? PT
p p

Chino García del Castillo ,,
J

þ

Manuel García Menéndez
,ì

J
D

Anxel Nava ,l

Xoán Blanco
,)

S

José Isnacio Fonseca
,| P D

Xosé Barbarro Gonzëiez {Astur-Gallego}
,,

S
D

Juan M Rovés
,) cartoon

Carlos Maria de Luis ?

Maria Dolores Sánchez ILa Galana] t937 SP

Tante Blanco ? S

Augusto González ? M
Xuan Carlos Busto ? ed

Manolo de la Cabén ? S

Tino Pérez del Rufo
,.1

Pablu Rodríguez Ordas
,,

Xenxu Trescantu
,l

Lluis Nel Estrada Alvarez ,l E

José Ansel Cabal Ciordia ,) P

Xulio Lluis Pardo Femández
,ì T

A¡senio Gonzál ez AIv arez
,| D D



APPENDIX C

This appendix contains information relevant to the Conference of teachers and others

referred to in Chapter 13.

The contents are:

o Table C l: Raw data of information supplied by conference attendees

[page ii]

o Table C2: Information from Table Cl reported as percentages.

[page iii]

o Original language responses from conference attendees to four of the
questions asked. fpage iv]

o Graphs derived factors reported in Table 13.1 which have not been
included in Chapter 13. [page xviii]
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held in Cansas de Narcea. 30 Aueust 1995

¿Como ha aprendido la llingua? Indique las
distintas formas si hav más de una.

En mio casa. Comu entá se tenía algo de
ganau y dalgrin prau y huerta, creo que teno
cie¡tu vocabulariu a cause d'ello. Na vida
cotidiana de casa utilisase comu yá dice
I'ashrrianu amestau.
Tamien fixe/toi faciendo un cursu de llingua
asturiana p'adultos subvencionau pol
Principáu d'Asturies n'Uviéu.
Mio ma, mio pá, mios güelos falaben
asturianu, frañín, pero asturianu. Tamién o
rnris de la xente de la rodiada de la mio
infancia.
Recuperelu dafechu colos llibros y cursos de

I'Academia Asturiana.
Sobre too a través de los cursos de I'Academia
y sintiendo falar a la xente, ya que al ser
mayestra interina, tengo recorrido munchos
pueblos de les diverses fasteres onde se falen
distintes variantes.
La llingua depredila en casa, mamela nel
ambiente sin dame cuenta, dase tamién la cosa
de que de guahe taba muncho colos mios
güelos, ayudavalos na yerba, diba a llindar con
ellos.
La llingua deprendila na mio cá so too. Pero
nel cursín deprendí munchu vocabularíu y la
fala d'otros partes d'Asturies

Nel sen familiar, tamién nel entornu social y
nos cursos de I'Academia de Llingua. La
forma foi oral nun primer momentu, pa facelo
a nivel académicu posteriormente.

¿Cree que lo habla bien?

Nun creo que falo mui bien I'astu¡ianu,
I'influxu del castellán ye mui fuerte

Prestaríame falalo entá más seveso(?) pa
cafiar más a los culturalmente intranxsixentes,
politicamente colonialistes.

Si bien, ye verdá que con difrcultaes

Falamos una amestanza col castellán, pero
falamos un bon asturiano.

El nivel de dominiu fue considerase de grau
mediu.

¿En que ambiente?

Sólo cuandu teno la oportunidá de facelo con
dalguién que tamiéen fala con cierta soltu¡a.
El asturianu lu falo más colos collacios y en
casa. Normalmente falo n'amestau d'asturianu
y castellán na mayor parte del tiempu, anque

si me pongo mui seciu o a discutir daqué con
enfotu o m'enfado, suelo falar rniís castellanu.

Na casa, colos fios; nes xeres culturales,
politique o sindicales colos collacios que toos
ellos falen tamién asturianu; nel trabayu colos
que tan por por oyime y colos que nun tau por
ello; na cai, nos parques, nos tiendes, lo
mesmo.
Cuandu toi con castellanofarlantes esprésome

en castellán mentantu que cola xente que fala
la llingua asturiana falo n'asturianu.

Na familia, nel pueblu, sobretoo colos güelos
y colos pas.

Colas amigas menos, nel sentí de que usamos

menos léxicu asturianu y pronunciamos
consonante que nun tien I'asturianu comu la

J'. Pero lo que nun desanicié(?) Fue¡on los
verbos simples polos compuestos.

¿Habla asturiano en su
vida cotidiana?

Falo n'asturianu poco, o mui
poco.

Falo n'asturianu darezu.

Depende de es situaciones y
con quren.

Sí.

En la mío casa normalmente
falamos n'asturianu.

Falo Asturianu (rexistru
coloquial) colos amigos y
familiares direutos. Nel resh.r

los casos alternolu col
castellan.

#

s001

s002

s003

s004

s005

s006

lv



Deprendilo na familia y nos pueblos onde los
míos pas y los míos güelos nacieron. Tamien
falando con collacios a los que yos presta falar
n'asturianu. Colos primeros llibros que mío
güela me regalara pa que no se m'escaeciese
la nuesa llinzua y colos llibros de agora.
De manera informal (na cai, cola collacios,
colos mios pas, nel pueblu de los mios pas) y
de manera formal nestos cursos y de cursos
adultos que organizen dalgunos
Ayuntamientos en collaboración cola
Conseyería.

Deprendí I'asturianu no mio familia. Va pa
unos años qu'entamé estos cursinos y
deprendilu me mou miís normalizau y
ganando altor de conocencia n'ello.
A traves de los cursos de llingua.

La llingua deprendila antes qu'el castellán
porque na mío todos falaben asturiano.
Tamién deprendí munches coses nos cursos de
I'Academia de la Llingua Astu¡iana sobre too
a I'hora escribila.
Ye la mío fala materna y deprendila na casa
míos güelos y pas. La escritura nun la se bien
porque nun se deprendia nes escueles.

El primer contautu cola llingua, tuvelas ya
dende pequeña, porque nací nuna cuenca
minera. Nel colexu dixerónme que falaba
"mal" y escaecí munches pallabres col tiempu.
Ya siendo mayor reecontréme con I'asturianu
nun cursu organtzâu pol Ayuntaminto de
Llingua Asturiana pa adultos y el siguiente
pasu fue'l d'apuntame nestos cursinos.
Pue dicise que deprendí a falar asturianu solo.
El cursu de l' "Especialistas en Filoloxía
Asturiana" ayudóme a afttar los míos
conocimientos y aportóme otros nuevos.

No. Paezme que la mío fala ye un exemplo
peruaro(?) de diglosia.

Falalu en forma correutu

Procuro poner en prautica too lo que m' nos
cursos-

Creo que lo fala bastante bien, anque too se

puede ameyorar.

Nun lo falo del too bien.

Pero faltame muncho per deprender y
gustaríme falalo bien, por eso toi tamién equí.

Na familia y con dellos collacíos y collacíes

Nel trabayo falo castellan, con xente foriata
tamién, y en situaciones formales y depende
que amistaes o el tema del que fale tamién.

Suelo falalo n'ambientes familiares y colos
collacios d'esti entornu.

Na mio casa.

Colos míos fios, col mio home, colos
collacios, nel llugar de trabayu...

Nel ambiente familiar.

Cuándu vengolos fines de semana a la
"tierrina", sí que digo dalgunes pallabres y
espreslones,

Falolu cuandu toi con xente rellocionao con
temas asturianos, col estudio de la llingua
asturiana.

No

L'asturianu que falo na vida
cotidiana ta mui entemecíu,
nun se paez ... cosa al que
falo agora nos cursos,
porque ente otres coses
cuestame a ... esfuercio y
camento que munches coses

nin me les entedieren.
Falo asturianu se xerres en

cuandu.

Dalgunes vegaes.

Falo asturiano siempre.

Falo asturiano

Como vivo fuera d'Asturies,
nun pudo falar normalmete
l'asturianu.

Nun me falo n' asturianu a

mio vide cotidiane porque la
xente colo que toi nun fala
asturianu.
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Al tener pas asturianos que vienen d'una zona
onde se falaba dalgo d'asturiano, dalgunes
coses aprendiles perlu. Lo que ye I'asturiano
normalizao y un vocabulariu más estenso foi a
través de los cursos de la Academia.

La mío conocencia de la llingua foi primeru
atravies de la familia y dempués de forma
autdidauta, pa finase afondando colos cursos
de la ALLA y na Universidá.
La llingua deprendí a falalo nel sitiu onde vivo
pero más correutamente nos cursos de
l'Academia de la Llingua.
Na mío famila y colos míos collacios de
pequeña. Nos cursinos d'asturianu de
I'Academia.

Laîala deprendila en casa. A escribi¡ y a lleer,
pola mío cuenta, cuandu garré conciencia
llingüística militante a lo dieciseis años.

Yo deprendí lo que sé d'asturianu, po lafala de
los míos pas y de los mios güelos. Na cai, per
exemplu, en Xixón onde vivo dende que ñaci,
nun deprendí ......., yâ que ta mui castellanizáu
elli la fala. Dafechu yo teo un acentu o ..... de
la zona de oido son los mos pas, nou de

Xixón. Perfeccionó lo que deprendí en casa a
travé de cursus d'asturiano p'adultos de la
Conselleria, y los que fice equi na Academia
de la Llingua.

Creo que too un nivel de llingua asturiana
suhcientemente altu.

Que deprender más porque hai muncha
influencia de pallabres en castellfur.

Nun lo falo bien del too perque son munches
interferencies del castellanu que hai. que les
son difícils de desaniciar.

El mío nivel d'asturianu ye bonu, pero les más
de le veces falo con castellanismos, lo mesmo
que falo castellán, les más de les veces, con
castellanismos.

La verdá ye que anque teo muches
deficiencies de vocabulariu, les estructures
más carauteri... del asturiano creo que les
empleo defechu.

Esto fagolo normalmente tanto nel amiente
familiar comu coloquial y laboral.

(familia, amigos, estudios &c)

en tolos llars tanto en la mío cá comu colos
collacios pero entovía teo(?)

La verdad ye que lu emplego (?) En tolos
ambientes nos que des... la mío vida.

Falo un entemecío
d'asturiano y castellán que

foi lo de deprendi, anque hai
más vocablos castellanos
qu'asturianos.

Falo asturianu na mayoría de
les situaciones

Normalmente falo asturiano

Na casa de los míos pas falo
lo que siempre se faló. Na
vida cotidiana colos
collacios/es falo amestao.
Profesionalmente "Lengua
Castellana" y nos cursinos y
nos ambientes asturianu
dafechu.

Falo asturianu en casa, colos
collacios de la Universidá
partidanos de la
normalización y con dellos
amigos. Na vida académica,
con dellos amigos o nes
instancies oficiales, en
castellán.
Teo que dicir que yo falo 1o

que se entiende por
"amestao", falo un asturiano
castellaizáu.
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La lingua deprendila nos tres cursos
d'astu¡iano que fice camentando les pallabres
que ya conocía. Lleendo llibros nllasturiano.
Falando colos míos güelos.

Con los mios güelos, col mio hermanu, colos
collácios na escuela, colos mayestros non
porque cuando yo diba al colexu non se

deprendia elli. Y tamien con esti cursin de
quince dies deprendí muncho.
Deprendí la llingua oyendo falar y falando yo
conellos, a lo mios güelos, los mios pas, la
mio familia, na cai y faciendo los cursos
d'asturiano p'adultos. Amás de lleer
n'asturiano que ye perimportante.
Deprendí la llingua de forma natural; los mios
pas falen n'asturianu; yo emprecipie a falar
castellán cuando fui por primera vegada ala
escuela. Agore toi deprendiendo más colos
cursinos de l'Academia de la Llingua; un
asturianu más culto. Lleendo llibros
n'asturiano, ...?, ....
En lo na mío familia, na cai colos collacios-es.
Lleendo daqué n'asturiano y nestos cursinos.

En casa. Estudiando.
Deprendí la llingua estandarizada nos cursinos
qu'entamó la Academia.

Yo la llingua deprendíla na mio cá y tamié
colos collacios del mio conceyu y agora equí
nesti cursu elemental nel que toi y nel que

deprendí muncho y sobre to a saber cuandu
falo una llingua u otra anantes nun la
distinguía.

Nun falo bien I'asturianu porque nun me
dexaben falalo nel colexiu y se m'escaecieron
munches pallabres daprendies cuandu yera
neña.

Camento qué ye un asturianu enforma
amestáu de castellan porque nun sé facelo
meyor.

Nun 1o falo tolo bien que quiero pero pasu
ente pasu voi meyorando.

Sí.

Ca añu que faigo ún d'estos cursos nolo que

falo ya escribe meyor. Creo que faloformal,
del montón.

Sí.

Nesti intre camiento que falo bien.

Entolos ambientes, en casa, na cai, na mina.

Na vida familiar y colos collacios falo un
asturianu más puro; con xente forietu falo
cuasi siempre en castellán.

En xeneral a nivel coloquial.

Praúticamente en toos (llaboralmente non)

Si, falo asturiano amestao na
rmo casa.

Sí, fálolo na casa con nuos
pas y tamién con los amigos
de tola vida porque criáronse
comu yo, falándolo na casa.

Falo una amesteura
asturianu-castellán, rruis

cargáu de asturiano que de
castellán.

Falo un asturianu meciu col
castellán.

Falo n'asturiano too lo que

pues y en cuantes que
pescancio que los que me
sienten le puen pescanciar
tamién.
Podria dicir que sí.

Sí, falo asturiano na vida
familiar y de rellaciones
pero, non nel colexu.
Si falo asturiano en la mio
vida familiar, tamién a
vegaes sin dame cuenta con
otru tipu de collacios de la
facultad, pero nun siempre
ellí porque paez que nun ta
mui ben güeyao.
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L'asturianu (amestas) ye la mío llingua
matema. Dempués na escuela entamé a

deprender el castellán, lo que fixo que

I'amestao fora espoyetando ca vez más. Nel
institutu y la facultá llegué a separtar bien el
castellán pa escribir, pero na fala nun soi
quien a falar nin lo úno nin lo otro.
Falando colos collacios. Lleendo llibrus;
lleendo da... ..... nos periódic... Nes cursus
d'asturianu.
Deprendila xugando coles mios collacias, na

calle y agora colos cursinos de llingua pa
enseñantes.

Deprendila per testos escritos, oyendo falar a

la xente colos cursos d'astu¡ianu de la
Academia de la Llingua y de la Universidá
d'Ovieu.
Nun cursin de I'Academia de la Llingua
Asturiana.
Deprendí algo de la llingua oyendo falar la
xente de l'aldea.

Ye la mio llingua rnaterna - na cái nos. Nos
cursinos de llingua.
Estudiando por "llibre" simplemente, garréla
normativa y dalgunos llibros pa neños y
púnxime a estudiar pola mio cuenta.

Deprendile'n mio casa, porque los mios pas

fálenla abondes vegaes y sobre too, teo que

dicir que con quien meyor lo deprendí foi con
mio güela, cola que vivé veinte años.

Anque la mio ma ye de procedencia
Castellana, el mio pa siempre lo fala y yo sigo
el mesmu camín. Le dici nel entornu familiar,
nel colexu. nos medios de comunicación &c.

El problem ye que falo amestao porque na mio
fascera fálalo ol mundu asina y ye comu lo
deprendí.

Polo nes ... intentandolo

Nun creo que lo fale bien, pero agora con los
cursos meyoré mucho y espero recliclame
lleendo y faciendo curso que sohet...

Colos que facemos los cursos d'ashrriano,
coles que ficieron el curso na universidá.

Faigo uso elemental dalgunes pallabres solo.

Camiento que lo falo bien.

Por otra parte, escribo cartes n'ash[ianu a los
collacios.

Creo qu'entovia tenía que falar meyor, por eso

vengo a los cursos.

Paezme que lo falo meyor que lo escribo, pero
teo que la escrifura pue superase.

Na casa, colos collacios.

Na casa lo mios güelos. N'otros interaciones a

vegaes.

Prauticamente en tlos ambientes, dependiendo
un poco del interlocutor.
Pero n'Asturies falo colos collacios
qu'utilicen esta llingua. Falo siempre ave

pueo, toi a favor de la normalización. Pienso
que lu falo de mou aceptible.

El ambiente ónde lo falo ye en tolos llaos en

casa, nel trabayu, nel mestau.

Falo asturiano na mio ca,
colos collacios, nel trabayu a

nivel coloquial, na vida
cotidiana de dir a mercar,
nos chigres cuandu salgo.

Si, fálola dâcezu.

Falo I'ashrian de la zona
onde yo vivo. Falolo allí,
pero cuando tengo que facer
coses oficiales falo el
castellán.
Falo asturiano colos
coyacios/es

Nun falo I'asturianu por
desconocelo.
Falo la llingua cuando tor
con los collacios que falen
I'asturianu.
Falo l'ashuiano.

Nun falo asturianu na mio
vida cotidiana, porque vivo
fuera la comunidá.

Falo asturiano siempre y en

tolos ambientes, fasta na

escuela, colos neños y
collacios, anque dalgunes
vegades teo que ..... al
castellán.
Si falo n'asturiano tolo que
pueo.
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Deprendí la llingua derapoza yá qu'esa la mia
llingua Íraterna. Agora deprendi mas nel
cursín.
D'aniciu foi familiar por pafe de pá y ma. Los
dos son de zona rural y falen dadqué
asturianu.
Pienso que l'aprendí de forma natural al lleva¡
viviendo n'Asturies desde fai treinta años.
Agora con esti cursín pues falar meyor poles
nuas pallabres que aprendí y tamién escribilo
se fai falta (por supuesto conbastantes
limitaciones).
Aprendíla dende que nací por oyela a mio pá
ya mio ma, xugando con otros guahes ...
Reprimíla tolo que pude cuandu a los 9 años
fui a un colexu intemu a Uviéu y llueu ya
mayor volví a falala y a intentar estudiala un
poquiñín
Deprendila de guaha nel pueblu onde nací y
anque foi a vivir con los pas a otru sitiu nun la
escaecí porque prestábame falala con toles
collacies na cai. Llueu comu diba tolos branos
nes vacaciones prauticábala abondo.
Aprendíla de neña, na mio casa ya que los
mios pas, falaben perbién l'asturianu y güei
préstame afondos nella pa poder deprendela a

les mios f,res y tamién a los mios alumnos.
La llingua asturiana no primero daprendióla
na escuela del so pueblu y con los sos pas.

Dempués fue pa la cuidá y na Universidá fizo
un cu¡sín de Bable.
D'un mou pasivu conocio daqué d'ella dende
la mio niñez. Vivía na mio cá una hermana de
mio ma que fala astwianu pues ye bastante
mayor qu'ella y en xamis esforzose por
escaecer la so fala de ñacencia d'otru llau
pasabamos les vacaciones del branu n'amieva
y siempre gustabame muncho sentir falar a la
xente d'equí > preguntaulos vocabulariu
normativamente nel llibru "les norrnes ..." de
I'Academia y falar equí en Cangas.

Creo que nun lo falo bien.

Falo daqué pero espero seguir recuperando.

L'asturianu que yo falo ye 'amestao' yá que
tien munchos interferencies del castellan debio
a diversos motivos que nun ye momentu de
falar d'ello.

Pero tampocu falo bien I'asturianu. Creo que
ye un amestao.

Nun creo que lo falo bien pero inténtolo polo
menos, que ya me paez abondo.

Fálalo un pocu bien porque daprendiólo ya
dende neña na escuela y porque cola so

Familia siempre se fala en asturianu.

Tengo la sensación de que puen resultar mas
ridicules los mios faltes ... pero esti año equí
entamé a falar asturianu muncho rnás que nel
añu pasau y estu ye motilu d'allegria pa min.

Xeneralmente nun ambiente familiar

Cuando tamos reunión toa la familia en
dalguna hesta familiar. Entós falamos toos de
les coses y recuerdos de fai tiempo.
En tolos ambientes.

Dende llueu nunca falo castellán bien falao
nun siendo que tea fora d'Asturies, pero
tampocu falo bien I'asturianu.

Falolo d'alguna vegada cola mi collacia que ta
faciendo tamien el cursín.

Anque dende que vivo en Xixón comu hai
xente de munchos llugares fálolo menos que

cuandu taba nel pueblu.

Falo pocu asturianu.

Nun falo de manera habitual.

Hablo más o menos igual en
tolos ambiente, a nun ser que

salga fuera.

Falo daqué d'asturianu.

Non, porque al vivir en
Xixón, na ciudá nun se fala
tanta comu nel pueblu.

Si falo n'asturianu

Si, habla asturiano na vida
cotidiana en el ambiente
familiar. En el trabayr diaríu
de la clas fala castellán.
Nun falo muncho en la mio
vida de tolos dies porque
entá nun toi segura de facelo
bien y pae mi que siendo
'foriata' n'Asturies cuandu
tou'l mundu faló equí
dacuala vegado daqué
d'asturianu na so cá. Va
notase muncho que nun soy
asturrana.
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Lo poca que sé deprendilo falando coles
persones que tuato (?) y un poquitín más neste
cursín.
Nesti cursín. Deprendí algunes palabres o
expresiones col mi home que ye de la cuenca
Í[nera.
Deprendila en casa al senti¡ falar a los mios
guelos. Dempués continue deprendiéndola na
escuela de Maxisteriu cuandu la escoyi coanu
optativa y nestos cursinos que frce I'añu pasau
y esti.
En casa, conociendo les distintes zones
d'Asturies. Y estudiándolo principalmente.

Un poco colos mios pás y lo otro en cursinos y
nestos cursos.
Deprendí a falar asturianu en casa, ya qué la
mio ma y el mio pa le falaben.
Aprendí la llingua sobre tol nos cursos que fui,
lleendo, escuchando na cai falar a la xente.
Nun soi consciente. Paezme qu'en casa dende
lluéu na escuela nunca, en tou usu
I'escolanizacios nun me sirvió más que pa
escaecer coses.

La llingua deprendíla nestos cursinos, enantes

tenía mui pocos conocimientos.

Ye la llingua de mio casa, pero con rasgos
castellanos. Esti cursín valióme muncho pa
deprender rrrás coses.

Na aldea (diba al monte polos branos de mio
niñera, diba al conceyu de Valdeurna), mio ma
falaba fino pero amestaba pallabres como:
cobertor, calcañu, respigos, riestra. Colos
trabayaores (xardineru, coanera &c) Lluéu,
dende'l otru añu nos cursinos (lo normativu).
En diversos cursos y oyéndola.

Nun falo bien I'asturianu , agora sé, un poquitín
más, pero nun lo falo bien

Non.

Nun paez que lo fale del too bien porque
entremercolo col castellan pero voi
emyorando.

No bien del tou. Entiendo más que falo.

Bueno agora falo algo meyor

Un pocu amestau.

Creo que nun lu falo bien.

Paezme que tovia puedo meyorar nesta llingua
pa domilala igual que'l castellan.

Nrur lo falaba mui bien pero camiento que

ameyoré equí.

Nrur y doy a la parpayela tolo bien que me
petare, pero camiento que toi meyor fue'l añu
pasáu.

Portanto no lo hablo bién.

En ambiente coloquial.

L'asturiano falolo más bién en cá que fuera
della.

En el rural.

En tolos ambientes

Nel ambiente en que nuis lu falo ye equí.

Colos collicios, na casa y ónde puelo. Non ye

siempres porque entamé non ta comu llingua
oficial.

Pero sobre too en casa y colos collacios.

Colos asturianistes y tamién na ... das

d'asturianu. Delles vegaes na radio, cola
prensa.

Yo nun falo I'asturianu.
Colos mios amigos falo
amestao

Falo I'asturianu amestao

Delles vegaes falo asturiano
entremeció col castellano y
otres vegaes falo castellano

A veces.

No siempre falo n'asturianu
cuandu nun toi trabayando.
Falo, un pocu amestau.

Na mia vida cotidiana fala
astuflano.
Falo asturiano, o eso pienso

Nun falo asturianu na mio
vida cotidiana porque nel
entorno onde me muevo nun
lo falen.
Fálolo normalmente

Sí, na Universidá.

No hablo asturiano en mr
vida cotidiana
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En los cursos de Asturiano en Luarca y aqui
en Cangas. Si decir que lo entiendo todo mi
problema es hablarlo.
Llingua materna (anque mediatizada).
Llectures tempranes (autoaprendizax). Cursos
de branu. Universidá.

Marníndola/ cola xente al oyela xugando/
trabayando/ estudiandoV leyendola.
Un pocoñín na familia y na cai de neñu.
Mayormente nos cursos de llingua y pola
lliteratura.
D'oreya, leyenda, cursos

Con la familia y en la vida cotidiana y ahora
nos cursos y leyendo literatura n'asturiano
Daqué conocía por tresminiáu familiar y
social, pero entamé el so deprendimiento nos

cursos p'adultos del Ayuntamiento de Llanera
y seguir nos cursos de I'Academia.

Lo poco que sé deprendilu nesti cursu y amás
de lo que oyo falar al mio home y la so familia
nel pueblu.

La principal fonte foi la llingua materna y güei
falariala dafechu si nun me lo hxere escaecer
el colexu nos años 60 y 70 onde nun lo
respetaben. Güei gracies a los cursinos de la
Academia y al propiu interés toi
recuperándolo.
A través de los mios pas y del contautu colos
collacios.
Deprendí I'asturianu nos cursos de la
Academia de la Llingua, equí en Cangas.
Tamien dellos recuerdos de las mis vacaciones
en ca mios güelos, en branu.

No lo hablo porque empecé a decir mis
primeras palabras lia ... solo 3 años y caola ..
que tenia que hablar me costaba un tiempo.
si.

Perbién. Yo suaño en voz alta a glayíos Y
faigolo n'asturianu.
Faigo lo que puedo

Non faltarme muncho

Non, nun creo que lo falo bien, entovía me
queda sobre too en lo que se refier al
vocabulariu

Bastante bien, y toi equí pa meyoralu.

si.

Falo meyor qu'hai un año ya espero meyorar

Solamente cuando asisto a cursos de asturiano.

Parcialmente nel ambiente familiar, en
dalgunos pueblos y sifuaciones, con xente que

ye tamien asturfalante.

En toos los que m'entienden.

Nos cursos de llingua

Nel de la mio ñaceacia, o cola xente que ta'
nesta mena o cuando nun atopo pallabres que

pa min lean al mesmu siñu(?) en castellan so

tou ab nivel sentimientos

Cola familia y algunas amigos, nos pueblos
cuando fago turismo ru¡al

Na cas de mio ma falase tamién más cuandu
tamos en conceyu.

Nel ambiente familiar y nel colexu onde
trabaw
solo fala asturianu cuando topa a le mis
hermanes

Nada de nada.

Falo asturiano na universida,
con collacios de la faculta,
en cursos y aconceyamientos
academicos.
si.

Non.

A vegaes

A veces

Nun falo asturianu puru, ye
amestao como'l ambiente
nel que vivo, anque dende
que vivo en Llanera entama
I'asturianu a superar al
castellán.
Non, nunca falo asturiano.
Entamo a facelo agora.

Utilizo expresiones
asturianes xeneralmente pero
nun lo falo dafechu a nun ser

na clas d'asturianu.

Si,

Nun falo asturianu na vida
cotidiana: vivo una criore
baxo'l fenómeno de la
diglosia
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En casa, na cai, nel colexu colos collacios, nos
cursinos de Llingua Asturianu, en maxisterio
na asinatura de llibre configwación de llingua
astunana.
Deprendíla en casa y na cai; lleendo lliteratura
asturiana y falando con amigos nacionalistes
asturianos. Dempués matriculéme nestos
cursos.
En primer llugar transmitiéronmela los mios
güelos y los mio pas. Dempués principié
cursinos d'aprendizax y de meyoramientu na
escritura y na fala nel mio Ayuntamientu -
posteriormento colos cursos de l'Academia de
la Llingua y cola especialidá en Filoloxíu
Asturiana.
Na familia, falamos asturianu mecíu con
castellán. Lo que nun deprendí na casa,
deprendílo nos cursos d'asturianu.
Sobre too, deprendíla en casa de los mios
güelos asturianos y nos cursos de l'Academía,
Ceps(?), colos collacios/collacies.
A falar, aprendí en casa, de mio pá y mio ma
(aunque los pas d'ella yeren castellanos,
falaba muncho asturiano), na caleyas tamien
caleyando per ehí. Casi nada leyendo -
Tamien nos distintos cursinos d'asturiano que

llevo fechos.
Ye la mio llingua materna. Falábala colos
mios pas y la mio hermana y toi deprendiendo
más colos cu¡sinos. Tamien lleendo llibros
n'asfuriano.
La llingua aprendila en casa y na cai y
dempués na relativo a cuestiones más
específiques comu la escrinra nos cursinos de

l'Academia de la Llinzua asturiana.
Lo que sé de llingua astuiana deprendílo
n'este cursu elemental y daques pallabres
oyéndole a persones que falé con elles.

Paezme que nun lo falo del to mal,, anque
tovia pueo meyorar muncho

Falo amestao comu casi asturianos d'orixe
urbanu (metá asturianu, metá castellán).

Creyo que lo falo bastante bien. Anque
siempre se pue meyorar nello.

Se que'l mio asturianu mrn ye rpuru'. Doime
cuenta de que ta mecíu col castellán, y de que
la diglosia ye la causa d'esta situación.
Non, nun me parez que lo fale bien.

Creo que nun lo falo 'bien' (porque ye un
asturianu mui castellanizáu) pero la verdá ye
que me da vergoña falalu d'otra manera: si la
xente nun ti entiende en castellán nin en
asturianu, acaba dexando de comunicase
contigo.
Yo camiento que lo falo perbien. La xente
cola que falo entiendeme.

Paezme que nun falo totalmente asturianu,
anque lo que se fala na mio zona si que la
tengo mui aÍraigao, porque ye d'usu diariu.

Nun ambiente familiar

Esto davezu na vida cotidiana. Pero cola
familia, na mio casa falo asturianu y sobre too
equí en Cangas nestos cursos d'inmersion.

Cuandu'l mio interlocutor tamién lo fala.

Sobre too en casa, con collacios, na escuela.

En tolos ambientes, a nun ser dando clase nel
colexu.

Fálolo na mio casa, colos mios collacios na
escuela, colos vecinos &c.

En tolos ambientes anque na escuela y el resfu
d'estudios tenía que camudar esta fala na
posible pol castellano.

En ningún sitiu (llugar)

Na ambiente poléticu (?)
falo asturianu darreu, nel
resto de les llugares falo
m€ua
Sí

A vegaes falo amestao, ye

decir asturianu entemecíu
con delles pallabres
castellanes.

Falo n'asturiano

Procuro facelo, siempre que
puedo.

si.

Falo asturiano dende que

nací.

Yo tola vida falé asturianu.

Na vida diaria nu¡ falo
asturianu
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Deprendilo de los mios pas y de la xente del
mio pueblu.

N'un principiu deprendes d'alguna pallabra
n'asturianu sin sabelo, pero ónde me puse en
contautu direutu con la llingua fue en los
cursillos de branu de l'academia.
Lo poco que sé, falelo n'escuela, colos
cogacio (?) y en casa mio güelo, pa sofitalo
(abondo) n'estos cursinos.

Deprendilo na mio casa, colos collacios, na
cai, y como non nestos cursinos.

Na mio casa, dientro de la familia, dende
piquitín falo I'asturianu.
La llingua comu tal, deprendila un pocu nesti
cursu anque algunes pallabres ya les conocie
al falalo en mio casa, con la mio familia ya
que los dos son d'un pueblu.

Deprendila de pequiñicia ensin dame cuenta,

más allantre foi perfecionandola y
deprendiando ciertes noÍnes nos cursos
d'asturianu y delles coses no comerciante a la
cultura asturiana que nun conocia bien.

La llingu asturiana fa lo que me deprendieron
los mios pas y lo que-yos deprendieron a ellos
ya que la nuesa familia ye asturiana cuantayá
(???). tamién deprendo meyor la llingua nestos
cursos d'ashuianu.
Deprendíla de los mios pas y de la xente del
pueblo.

El conocimientu d'asturianu que teno (?) ne

desía a la asistencia del cu¡su ofertau pola
Academia de la Llingua.

Regular

Camiento que sí, anque too se pue mexorar y
pa eso toi nesti cursu.

Non, nun lo falo bien del too, y por eso vengo
equí a deprender.
Camento que nun lo falo bien pues ye comu
dixi - amestao.

Camiento que lo falo como tien que falase:
bien.

Creyo que puedo meyoralo.

Na casa y cola familia atrevome a decir que
hablaba un asturianu amestao y mezclas de
castellan.

Fálolo colos mios collacios.

Tamién depende de la xente, cola que es toi,
dices mas o menos pallabres n'asturianu.

Falo como ya dixe anantes en casi toos los
ambientes, respetando como non, a los
interlocutores que nun falan asturianu.

En casa, nel trabayu y na car.

Nel ambiente tanto de casa comu per la cai ya

que de xuru que si falase el castellán n elena
dalgune qu'otra pallabra o expresión
asturiana. Seria lo que conocemos comu
'meter la pata'.
Fálolo colos collacios, colos pas, colos neños

Fálolo lo mesmo en casa, colos collacios, na

cai,ye 1o único que se falar.

Pero na casa de los mios pas falo n'asturianu,
anque agora doime cuenta que tampocu ye un
asturianu pura.

Non, tantu nel trabaju comu nel tratu coloquial
y cotidianu.

Si, pero amestáu.

Xeneralmente non, lo que

octrre ye que na fala
cotidiano siempre dicos (?)
dálguna pallabra n' asturianu.
Non falo, ni con amigos, nin
profesionalmente, sí falo
algo (pallabres sueltas) en
casa y familia y persones
miu alleeaes(?)
Sí.

Si falo algo d'asturianu.

(ffi) Falo lo amestao

Na mio casa falamos un
asturiano que ye el que

conocimos siempre. Tien los
rasgos orientales, pero como
vivo n'Uviéu conozo
perbien lo que ye l'asturianu
central.
L'asturianu que yo falo nun
ye perfeute, ye mecío.

Normalmente falo nun
asturianu entemecía con
castellan.
Hasta'l momentu, non,
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Ye la mio matema, pero mayormente nos

cursos d'asturianu de l'Academia.
En casa con mio güela. Nel pueblu colos
amigos y vecinos. Lleendo. Colos cursos de la
Academia. Col enfotu los mios fios.
Nun sé tous I'asturiano. Toi aprendiéndolo
equí.
Deprendila al través de los pocos medios de

comunicación qu'hebia n'asturianu nos años

80, y de mou autodidacta sobremanera. Nos
distinta cursos de llingua alquirí los
conocimientos teóricos imprescindibles y les

norrnes ortográfiques.

Falàndole na mio casa y d'otru llau
estudiàndole.
Na mio casa. Pel conceyu colos neños. Mia
má ye asturiana. Na caso dalgunes vegaes
falábamos na asturiano. Tambien y sobre too
nestos cursinos.
Pa entamar conotola como llingua rnaterna
anque al nacer nuna zona industrial ta un poco
tapecía. Por ello apuntáme a los cursinos de

I'Academia de la Llingua.
Na universidà. Na cursos de I'Academia. Nos
cursos de la ayuntamientos.

Daprendilo na mío casa, la pena ye que fuimos
castellanizándonos toos.

Na mio casa cola mio familia, tamien na
escuela cola collacios. Esa en cuantu alafala
coloquial. La normativa aprendilo nos cursos
de la Academia de la Llingua Asturiana.

Faltame munchu pa falalo bien.

Quisiere falalu y conocelu meyor

Tengo que deprender falalo mrurcho meyor

Camiento que falo regular

Paezme perimportante esmolecese por falar
bien la llingua

Nun lo falo tan bien como quisiera.

Yo creo que lo falo bien, pero non el
normativu si non lo falo real del pueblu donde
nací.

Na mio casa y daque na car.

El ambiente que topo mÍrs afayaizu ye colos
collacios y amigos y de mou bien especial
colo de mio, na familia.
... en ambientes coloquiesles y con xente que

lo fala.
... nes situaciones 'de ghetto', esto ye, con la
xente que tamién "sé" que fala asturianu. Nel
resto de les situaciones sociales, tanto del
mundo familia, afectiru (??) como
alministrativu usu un asturianu amestáu. Nes

situaciones de comunicación escrita utilizo
mayoritariamente I'asttuianu, nun porcentax
del 80% les situaciones.
Na mio casa

Colos collacios del colexio

en llugares

En tolos amibientes, anque fundamentalmente
nel familiar y na escuela emplégolu siempre
que puedo.

Sobre too nel ambiente familiar y nel mio
pueblu

Non tanto comu quisiera

Si. Procuro falalo en toles
ocasrones anque non
siempre lo faiga.

Non. Puedo amestar mis
cuantes pallabres ...
Falo asturiano solo

Falo asturiano amestao

Dalguna vegaes

Na vida cotidiana falo
amestao anque intento falar
rnás n'asturianu de un
tiempu a esta parte

Nun falo asturianu
normalmente. Colos mios
collacios emplego castellán
amestàu col asturianu
Sí

Si anque ca vegada menos
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Realmente nun considero que sepa o coñozca
la llingua, ya que los mios conocimientos son
abondo escasos, pero tolo que sé, o la mayor
parte deprendilo nel cursu.

a) nel tarréu 'amestau' de los pas mios, y de

la xente del mio alrodice?? (ya comenté
l'ataque de los nos enemigos).

b) Nel tarréu normalizáu nun cursín del
Ayuntamienh.r y pola Academia.

Ye la mio llingua materna, y perfecioneme
mentantu, estudié coma asinatura optativa,
amás de nestos cusinos.

Ye la mio llingua rnaterna, anque fai abondos
años me la prohibieron y cambie pol castellan.
Tamién aprendí muches coses nos cursinos.
Deprendile nos cursinos que fize nel mio
pueblu, organizaos pol ayuntamientu en

collaboración cola conseyería de cultura, ya
parte d'equí foi cuandu m'animé a apuntame a

estos cursinos que foi la Academia de la
Llinzua Asturiana.
Sobre too en casa colos mios pás, colos mios
güelos (ellos falaben muncho más asturiano)
y colos amigos na cai. Agora creo que mi
conociencia del léxico y de delles norrnes ye
meyor dempués de ... esti cursu.

Entamé colos cursos de I'Academia y llectures
de llibros n'Asturianu.
De mano, de mena autodidacta; lleendo,
escribiendo y recuperando lesicu remanáu na
mio familia. Dempués cola asistencia a

cursinos pa perfecionar lo deprendîo enantes.

Na cai y na escuela.

Espero qu'antes que d'escaezca tenga xente
cola que pueda falar

Meyor que lo escribo.

Creo que nun lo falo bien porque non lo
practico pero entiendo perféutamente.

Nun creyo que lo fale bien, porque en primer
llugar lo de la amestaura tendria que

desapaecer.

Nun creo que apo... mesmo sea capaz de
separtar del too y falar castellán puro o
asturianu puro.

Cola xente emplego un asturianu poco
correuto. nun uso pallabres oue diría equí.
Creo tener un nivel de falo mediu, n'especial
nel central, y daqué meyor no que ye
I'occidental.

Nun del tou

Nos ambientes de la vida diaria (casa,

amistaes ...) non n'ambientes onde'l castellán
ye llingua oficial (universidá, oficines del
Principau ...)
Pero sola en ca con los mios pas y los mios
hermanos y dalgun collacio pero hai xente con
lo que nun lo falo.
Falolo en tolos llaus, o seya que siempre falo
igual nun sitiu que n'otru

Colos collacios tamién falo enti tipu de

amestáu.

En casi toos, sobremanera colos amigos

Na mio vida cotidiana nun
falo asturianu, entamé a
falalo un pocu nesti cursu y
caso que tengo abondes

dihcultades
Falo colos collacios amestao
y nos sitios oficiales intento
falar un castellán debío al
vezu que me fixeron tener
cuandu yo diba a la escuela
(dielosia dura)
si.

Si

Na mio vida cotidiana falo,
comu ya dixi anantes, un
asturianu amestao, con
formes de la nueso llingua y
con formes del castellán.

En casa siempre se faló un
amestáu de asturianu y
castellán (quizás un pocu
más de lo primero - usu de

los pronombres, el ye, dellos
verbos)
Falo asturianu nel trabayu y
nel ambiente familiar
Al vivir tol tiempu en Lleón,
I'emplegu .... Nel tratu
colos collacios y cola
familia; en siendo especial
l'emplegu dientru
d'asociación cultural.
Nun falo asturianu
académicu, pero sí fálolu.
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La fala que falo deprendila fuera del ambiente
familiar; mios pas son inmigrantes y la llingua
la deprendila en la cai, colos collacios, y agora
nos diez dies que llevo nel cursín.
Toi aprendiéndola nesti cursu, year mui poco
1o que sabia d'asturianu. Dalgunes pallabres y
de oir a mio güela falar dalgunes pallabres.

Deprendí esto poco nesti cursin de Cangas
pero paezme que cuandu vaiga pa casa nun
voi poder falalo porque naide diba
entiendeme, sólo un pocu la mio neña (fia)
que tien 7 años y entamó a deprendelo esti añu
na so escuela.

Deprendi la llingua cola familia, colos amigos

Colos amigos, na cai. Na escuela ficieron por
que lo escaeciere. Cola mio ma. Lleendo
llibros. N'estos cursinos.

Col averamientu que frce nesti cursin a la
llingua ya pues seguir perfecionandome.

Pola y en primer llugar através de la expresión
oral, nel entornu onde vivo, na cai mas que nel
colexu o que la mio casa, onde falase nun mui
bien tres tipos de llingua: gallego, asturianu y
castellán. Nel colexu deprendíamos el
castellan y asina nos comunicábamos tanto en
espresión oral comu escrita.
Principalmente na mio casa, pero non
deprendí tolo que yo quería en casa, por eso
vine a estos cursinos.

No lo falo ni bien ni mal pues no ye nin
castellan nin asturianu.

Y poro camento que nun lo falo na bien,
lVamos! nun lo falo ná. Anque paeciome
increible qu'entousa m'alcordase dalgunes
coses.

Falo un amestao del asturiano y el castellano.

Fálolo bien pero podría falalo muncho meyor.

Polo tantu nun pue dicise que lu falo bien.

Camiento que falo meyor el castellàn anque el
asturianu ye lo que prestaríame falar na vida
cotidiana y cavez faigolo meyor. E,stos cwsos
son perimportantes pa perfeccionar sobre tou
con respeuto a la pràutica oral.

Agora sí camiento que ya lo falo o lo escribo
bien y non enantes, que comu ya dixe, year un
amestao lo que falaba.

Utilízolo en ambientes familiares y colos
anugos.

Falo asturiano cola familia, colos amigos y
cola xente de los pueblos desa fastera.
De mano falábalo colos amigos y en

situaciones informales, tamién en casa cola
mio ma. Agora faigo por remanalo en

cualquier situación (esceuto con aquelles
persones que nun entienden gota).

Comu ca añu tengo que tan nun sitiu distintu
por necesida llaboral, falo 1o que ehí.

En tolos ambientes, pero nrás na mio casa y
colos collacios, y nenos na universidá o nel
trabayu.

Por el pocu conocimientu
que hasta agora tenía, falo
amestáu.

Nun falo asturiano na mro
vida. Na mio casa y con los
mios amigos falo castellano,
o mellor amestao, pero más

castellano qu'asturianu.
En mio casa nun se fala
asturianu nin siquiera
amestao tola vida me reñien
si me salia dalguna pallabra
del pueblu. Tampocu fala
asturianu naide del mio
ambiente.

Si

Hai pocos años que recuperé
I'asturianu de la mio neiez.

Na vida de tolos dies falo un
amestamientu un tantu raru.
La suitasis ye asturiano el
palabreru coloquial más

d'andar per casa tamién pero
les demás pallabres son
castellanes.

Xeneralmente falo el
castellàn porwue nos
ambientes nos que toi falon
el castellàn.

Falo un amestao asturiano-
castellano.
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Deprendí la llingua asturiana yendo a los
cursinos, tamién de fai 4 años pacó toi
trabayando na fastera occidental d'Asturies,
en zones rurales y sientu pallabres que puen

resultame enforma rares o curioses, ya que

nun les sientu'n otres fasteres. Asina que

xemes en cuandu quedame con daqué.

Sintiéndola nel mio pueblu. Dempués yá

escoyí la optativa en mxisteriu, y agora equí.

Na mio casa. Caltengo un nivel de fala bonu
prauticando con falantes "concienciaos" de la

mio ciudá. Viví dellos años en L'Infiestu
(zona rural) onde tuví en contautu cola llingua
nun llugar onde tien menos interferencies del
castellán. Esto ayudóme enforma a meyorar la
fala.
Aprendi la llingua falando cola xente, col mio
mariu y su familia y faciendo diversos
curslnos.

En casa sobre tou con mios güelos y la mio
ma v tamien cola xente del pueblu. Falando.

Aprendí la llingua na universidá comu
optativa y en los cu¡sinos. Delles veces oía
falar n'asturianu a mios pas.

Anque lo más dificil ye poneme a falala cola
demás xente. Eso cuéstame abondo.

Dende llueu podría facelo meyor, pero di un
salto pergrade nos últimos años.

Parezme que lo falo aceptablemente, coles
interferencies del castellán, inevitables nun
contestu urbanu como'l de Xixón.

Intento falarlo bien pero camento que puedo
meyorar muncho.

La fala meyor que lo escribo. Si bien.

Falolo con deficiencies, pero toi
deprendiéndolo.

En un ambiente de cierh¡ miéu a facer el
ridículo per parte la otra xente.

En tolos que ... ye posible. Colos collacios y
na vida cotidiana nun siendo en delles

instancies oficiales onde I'usu del Español ye

obligatoriu.

Falo asturianu sobre too en casa, el mio mariu
ye asturianu y cuandu tamos cola so familia
que son toos asturianos. Nel colexu algunes
vegaes tamién fálase colos collacios o cuandu
los entrugan n'asturianu.
En casa y colos collacios

Na mi vida cotidiana nun
falo na de asturianu, solo lo
falo mentatu faigo los
cursulos, pero ye un
esfuercio pergrande para mi,
da mio conocencia de la
llingua asturiana ye perprobe
y tendría que deprendela
muncho meyor.
Non too'l que me prestaría
por razones nidies. Pero en
xeneral mui de xemes en

cuandu.

si.

Algunes vegaes.

Si

Nun falo asturiano na vida
cotidiana
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Granhs of factors drawn from survev resnonses not included in Chanter 13

Graph Cl: Motivation according to occupation
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Graph C4: Language capacity bv occupat¡on
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Graph C7: Source of learning bv occuoation
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Graph C8: Sources of learning bv locale

Graph C9: Usage domains bv occupation
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APPENDIX D
Section 1

Preliminary analysis of letters to editor - by name

Legend:
Z:zone. E: Oriental C: Central, W: Occidental, G: Navia-Eo
G: Gender
L: Language used Asturian: A Castilian: C Castilian/Asturian phrases: CIA Castilian/Asturian words:
P: Politicat affiliation: PAS: A IU: I PSOE: S PP: C

R: relatives G: grandparents parents: P

T: Toponymy Asturian: A Castilian: C Castilian/Asturian phrases: C/A
ñ: Personal names: Asturian: A Castilian: C Castilian/Asturian: CIA
F = Folkloric markers {
V:viltage or aldeu references (including "paisanu" and variants) /
M: Mining or mineru references /
í: diminutive /
A = Nomenclature Bable: B Bables: Bs Asturian: A Llingua Asturiana: L Gallego-Astur: G
D : Language or Dialect Language: L Dialect: D
O : Cooficiality Support: Y Oppose: N
N : Normalisation Support: Y Oppose: N
S: Asturias status Región: R País: C Patria: P Tierra: T Nación: N Other: O
U: Asturian diaspora (incl. Lleón, Cantabria, Miranda do Douro) t
E = Education references {
G: Usage of words Guapa/u, Patrimonio/u
n : Use of "nuestro(s)tt, ttnuesu(s)t' and variants.

CIB

Name:
Other information:

Other
EUSP

Asturian
NoA

Usages/references
InGMVFnTR

Self
LGZ

PlaceRel. corrDate#



Other
EU

{
SNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
F

Place

León

Rel. corr

9/s195

Date

L001 AbadB Ernesto
Other information:

#

t73

Other
EU

T
SNoD

Asturian
A1MV

{
Fn

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
F

Place
Gecho

(Bilbao)

Rel. corr.Date

slt2l97422

L002 Gonzalo
Other information:

#

Other
EUS

T
NoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRP

B
L

F
GZ

C

SelfPlace

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

t4ltt/95

L003 Alado Rebecca

Other information:
#

220

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A1MVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

231U98

L004 Alberto Luis
Other information

#

440

n
Other

EUSNoD
Astu¡ian

A
B

IMVFnT
C

R
G

PL
B

G
M

Self
Z
C

PlaceRel. corr.

425

Date

4/121974t7

L005 Aller Lo Victor
Other information:

#

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMV

{
Fn

Usages/references
T
A

RPL
C

G
MC

Self
Z

Place
Pola de

Siero

Rel. corrDate

4n2/97

L006 Almanza Ismael
Other information:

#

415

1l



Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

A
G
M

Self
Z
w

Place
Muros de

Nalón

Rel. corrDate

25/2198455

L007 Alonso
Other information:

#

G
{

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A

{
IMV

{
Fn

Usages/references
TRPL

B
G

F

Self
Z
E

Place

Sobrepiedra
Cangas de Onís

Rel.Date

2314195

L008 Alonso Estrella
Other information:

#

110

n
{

Other
EUS

T
N
{

oD
Asturian

A
A

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
B

G
F

Self
Z
C

Place
Pola de

Siero

Rel. corr

t8/8/96

Date

L009 Alonso Ana
Other information:

#

268

Other
EU

P

SNoD
Asturian

AIMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
COviedo

PlaceRel. corrDate

24llU94

L010 Alonso Faustino
Other information:

#

135

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AI

{
MVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
F

Place

Mâlaga

Rel. corrDate

7/10194

L011 Alonso Eduardo
Other information: to article Carlos

#

tt2

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRP

C
LG

MC

Self
Z

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

s/10194

L0t2 Antonio J
Other information: writer is

#

lll

lll



L013 Alvarez. Jesús Manuel & Alvarez, Lourdes (shared)

Other information:
Other

{
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IM

{
V
{

FnT
Self

RPL
A

GZ
C

Place

Turón

Rel. corr.Date

l8/6194

#

95

L0l4 Alvarez. Lluis
Other information: SEYF; LLA 12 ll984l. Conference title in Asturian.

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFNT

{

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
C

Place

Gijón

Rel. corrDate

30/3195

#

t63

L015 Nvarez María Dolores & Fernández Mier

# Date Rel. corr Place Self Asturian Other
n
{

G
P

EUS

T
NoDAIM

{
V
{

FnTRP

{
L
B

G
F

Z
COviedo2314/95tlr

L0l6 Nvarez Alvarez. Lucio Aurelio
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVF

{
nT

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
C

Place

Mieres

Rel. corrDate

29/8195

#

t96

L017 Nvarez Argüelles, A.
Other information: referrins to book of poems bv Antón de Chiova, edited bv Pablo Antón Marín.

Other
E

Asturian
USN

{
oDA

B

IJsages/references
1MVFnT

{

Self
RPL

C
G
,

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr

191

Date

23/619s

#

t87

lv



G
{

Other
EUSN

{

oDA
,l

A

Asturian
I
{
{

{

MV

{

Fn
Usages/references

T
A
A
A

A

RPL
A

G
M

Z
C

SelfPlace

Avilés

Rel. corr

t2t
131

r40
LNE 13/5

t6lt0l94
t3ltU94
26/t!94
t0lt2l94
18l5l9s

Date

t42
t74

L018 Alvarez-Balbuena tr'ernando

Other information: with J.I. Gracia N over the Padre Galo reference to IDEA. 174 refers to

#

119

130

138

n
{

Other
EUSNoD

Astu¡ian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

2218191

L019 Alvarez del
Other information:

#

37s

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFN

A

IJsages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Z
w

SelfPlace

Cudillero

Rel. corrDate

2316/93

L020 Avarez del Juan Luis
Other information: Asociación de Cudillero.

#

051

n

{

Other
EUSNo

{

D
Asturian

A

A

IMVFn
Usages/references

TR

{

PL
A

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

2316/93

2lt0l97

L02l Alvarez Fernando
Other information: 393: el a ultranzatt

#

052
403

Other
EUSNoD

Ashrrian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

A
G
F

Self
Z
c

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

t3/t0/9r

#

021

L022 Alvarez Ludivina
Other information:

V



Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

A
G
F

Self
z
C

Place

Uviéu

Rel. corrDate

6lt2/92

L023 Nvarez Lourdes & Antón Marí
Other information:

#

039

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A
I

IMV

{

F
{

n
Usages/references

T
A

RP
{

L
I

G
M

Z
C

SelfPlace

Oviedo

Rel. corr

t|tU94
28/2196

Date

L024 Alvarez Mario
Other information:

#

128
236

n
{

G
Other

EUS

R
NoD

Asturian
A
ll

IMVF
T

n
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
w

Place
Cangas del

Narcea

Rel. corr.Date

29/819s

Other information: writer describes himself as 'asturianista after more than nacionalismo asturiano.)

#

195

L025 Alvarez

Other
E
{

USN
Y

oD
Asturian

A
+

IM
{

VFn
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
F

Self
Z
c

Place

Colunga

Rel. corrDate

tt/6t88

L026 Alvarez Maria del Carmen
Other information: reference to rhan mamadot. ALLA

#

004

Other
EU

{

SN
{

o

{

D
Asturian

A
A
+

I
{

MVF

T

n
Usages/references

T
{

RPL
I
C

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión
Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

7tt/94
t0/9191

L027 Ãlvarez-La, tr'uente Constantino
Other information: 367: is' milenaria' ALLA

#

125
379

E
Other

USNoD
Astu¡ian

AIMVFn
Usages/references

TR
G

P

{
L
I

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

3017/91

L028 Alvarez José Luis
Other information:

#

359

VI



n
{

G
Other

E
{

USNo
{

D
Asturian

A
+

IMV
,f

Fn
Usages/references

TRP
{

L
A

G
F

Self
Z
CGijón

PlaceRel. corrDate

s/8194

L029 María del Mar
Other information: references to C Bable and reference to l' asturianismu.

#

103

Other
EU

{
SNoD

Asturian
A
+

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
I

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corr.

409

Date

28112197

L030 Alvarez Xicu
Other information:

#

43t

n
{

{

G
Other

EUS

R
NoD

Asturian
A
t

IMVF
{

H

nT
A

Usages/references

G

R

US

P

I

L
I
I

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

2n2/94
t3l9l9l
5lt2l91

L031 Alvarez José Luis
Other information: reference to 'bablistas bien diría )

#

r4t
382
420

E
Other

USNoD
Asturian

AI
{

MVFn
A

Usages/references
TRPL

c
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Trubia

Rel. corrDate

8/8/94

L032 Alvarez S

Other information:
#

105

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIM

*
VFn

Usages/references
TRPL

A
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place
La Nisal
(Langreo

Rel. corrDate

t2/6/95

L033 Nvarez Xuan
Other information: reference to union 'señes d'identidá'. * : union matters re

#

183

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

c
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corr.Date

t513196

L034 Alvarez José Manuel
Other information:

#

238

vl1



L035 Alvarez Merino, Enrique
Other information:

Other
E
{

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RP

{
L
C

G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

t2l5/97

#

328

L036 Alvarez Peña, Alberto
Other information: reference to 'señas de identidad'.

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

A

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place

Xixón

Rel. corrDate

r0l419s

#

166

{

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
c

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

tT ls/94

L037 Alvarez Ricardo J
Other information: anti-Catalan

#

090

n
{

G
Other

EUSNoD
Asturian

AIMVF
{

n
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Sotrondio

Rel. co.Date

218194

L038 Antuña Manuel
Other information:

#

t02

n
{

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVF

{
n

Usages/references
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place
Soto de Rey,
Rib.de Arriba

Rel.Date

8/u95

Other information:

150

L039 Laureano

#

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

{

Usages/references
T
A

RPL
c

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

22/t/98

L040 Arcadio Alonso Gabino
Other information: refers to an article in LNE 8/1/98 omenzaron las obras de rehabilitación de la de Santo Medero

#

438

v11l



Other
EUS

T
NoD

Asturian
AIM

{

VFn
Usages/references

TRPL
C
B

G
M

Self
Z
c

Place

Mieres

Rel. corrDate

5t4196

2v7196

L04l Arévalo Celso
Other information:

#

244
263

n
{

Other
EUS

P

N
{

o
{

D
Asturian

A
+

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
B

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Mieres

Rel. corr.Date

2719197

#

398

L042 Arévalo Alberto
Other information:

Other
EUSNoDA

L

Asturian
IMV

{
Fn

Usages/references
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

2514194

L043 Arias Alberto
Other information: Comments on 3 contributors to LNE: Juan Y Montserrat Garnacho & Gracia N 'señas de identidad'. ALLA

#

082

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIM

{
{

VFn
Usages/references

TRP

B

L
B

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

El Entrego
SMdelRAur'

Rel-Date

2614194

ts/919s

L044 Javier
Other information:

#

083

20t

E
Other

USNoD
Asturian

AIMVF
{

n
Usages/references

TRPL
I

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr

618197

Date

L045 Armando Jesús

Other information:
#

362

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

IJsages/references
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
COviedo

PlaceRel. corrDate

30nt98

L046 Arribas Siro
Other information:

#

445

lx



L047 Artime Fernández, Florentino
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
E

Place

Carreño

Rel. corrDate

t9l2192

#

025

Other
EUSNoD

Astu¡ian
A
B

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
CGiión

PlaceRel. corr

205

Date

t719l9s

#

202

L048 Nacho
Other information: Writer from Luanco where tfatu' is tfato'.

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AI

{
MVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place
Villa

vrclosa

Rel. corr.Date

913194

L049 Francisco A
Other information:

#

071

n
{

G
Other

E
{

USN
{

oD
ll

Asturian
AI

{
MVF

{
n

Usages/references
TR

{
PL

C
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Mieres

Rel. corrDate

3019197

L050 Balbino Arias César
Other information:

#

400

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVF

{
n

IJsages/references
TRPL

B
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

El Entrego

Rel. corrDate

tSlt/97

L051 Baldomero Prendes Nicanor
Other information:

#

296

E
Other

USNoD
Asturian

A
+

I
{

MV
{

F
{

n
{

Usages/references
TRPL

B
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Mie¡es

Rel. corr

081

Date

ts/s194

L052 Ballesteros Manuel
Other information:

#

088

X



L053 Baños, Remedios
Other information:

Other
G
{

E
{

Asturian
USNoDA

B

IJsages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

c
G
F

Z
c

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

813194

#

070

L054 Barbón Eloi
Other information: Codinadora Nacional del d'Estudiantes Nacionalistes.

# Date Rel. corr Place Self U Asturian Other
n
{

E
{

USN
{

oDA
ll

IMVFnTRPL
A

G
F

Z
CGiión2/3195158

{

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

{

Usages/references
TRP

{
L
C

G
F

Self
Z
COviedo

PlaceRel. corrDate

23/6197

L055 Barceló María Isabel
Other information: written in the name of a number of re course at CP Villabona

#

341

Other
EU

{
SNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Avilés

Rel. corr.Date

6/5197326

L056 Baro
Other information: refers to LNE article o13014197

#

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Navia

Rel. corrDate

t8lt0/95

L057 Bedia Andrés
Other information:

#

214

nG
P

Other
EUS

t
NoD

Asturian
AIMVFnT

Usages/references
RPL

A
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Uviéu

Rel. corrDate

3t/U94

L058 Bello Xuan
Other information: Liberal cited as one of the writers of the Acad. Corr. de ALLA.

#

063

xl



Other
EUSNoDA

Astwian
IMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

A
G
M

Self
Z
,l

Place

Villamayor
(Piloña)

Rel. corrDate

23/3196

L059 Benito Rafael
Other information: use of a on effectiveness of academies. to column of Ladislao de

#

239

G
P

Other
EU

{
SNo

{
D

Asturian
A
A

1MVFn
Usages/references

T
{

RP

{
L
A

G
M

Self
Z
CSiero

PlaceRel. corrDate

tU1l97350

L060 Blanco Llucio
Other information: member of Coleutivu Siero Oficialidá

#

n
{

G
Other

EUSNoD
Asturian

AI
{

MVFn
{

Usages/references
TRPL

C
G
F

Self
Z
F

Place

Zaragoza

Rel. corr.Date

2ltt/95

L061 Blanco María Pachina
Other information: comes from Pola de Laviana.

#

2t5

Other
EUSN

{
o
{

D
Asturian

A
A

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
c

Place

Noreña

Rel. corrDate

281t2/91

L062 Blanco Daniel
Other information:

#

430

n

{

G
Other

EUSNo
{
{

D
Asturian

A
A

IMV

{

Fn
Usages/references

TRP
,f

L
A
A

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

t3/9/97
t/10197

L063 Blanco Xurde
Other information:

#

383

401

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVF

{
n

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
?

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

ts/919s

L064 Tete
Other information:

#

200

xll



Other
EUSN

{
oD

Asturian
A
B

IMVFnT
Usages/references

RPL
C

G
M

Z
F

SelfPlace

Madrid

Rel. corrDate

t2l1/88

L06s Carlos
Other information:

#

012

{
nG

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A
A

IMVFn
Usages/references

T
{

R
G

PL
C

G
M

Self
Z
F

Place

Madrid

Rel. corr.Date

818/94104

L066 Juan Manuel
Other information: not born in he himself as from Asturias Oriental. Refers tanacronismo del castellano )

#

n

{

Other
EUSNoD

A

Asturian
AIMVFn

{

Usages/references
TRP

{
{I

L
C

G
M

Self
Z
c

Place
Mieres del

Camino

Rel. co.Date

812/97
Ut0/97

L067 Ernesto
Other information: Fed. dt reference to Bable.

#

298
402

Other
EUS

+
NoD

Asturian
A
*

IMVFn
Usages/references

T
A

R
G

PL
A

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

3lt/9s

L068 Busto Xuan R.
Other information: * : various

#

141

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A
A

IMVFn
Usaqes/references

T
{

RP
{

L
c

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

24n!94

L069 Cachero Juan Luis
Other information

#

t36

n

{

G
Other

E
{

US

R
No

*

D

A

Asturian
A
B

IMV
{

Fn
Usages/references

T

A

RPL
C
A

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión
Xixón

Rel. corr.Date

tt/6188
tL/|9s

L070 Caldevilla Ismael
Other information: reference to 'bablistas' in 003.

#

003
154

xl11



n

{

Other
E

{

USNo

*

D
Astwian

A

A

B

IMV

{

F

{

n
Usages/references

T

A

RP

{

L
?

A
A
A

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place
Xixón,
Gijón

Rel. corr.Date

2316/93

21l8l9s
tllt0/95
2218197

L07l Caldevilla V Xosé Nel
Other information: Andecha en Defensa de la Identidá Cultural Asturiana

#

054
t92
2tr
313

Other
EUSN

{
oD

Asturian
A
?

I
{

MVFnT
Usages/references

RP
{

L
A

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Avilés

Rel. corrDate

914/87

L072 Camilo Adolfo
Other information: cited as a writer of the Académico de ALLA reference to )

#

001

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

515/9r

L073
Other information de Oviedo.

#

0t7

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A
*

IMV
{

Flt
Usages/references

T
A

RPL
B

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

t619l91

LO74 C José

Other information: writer describes himself as a Pixueto. * : Pixueto.
#

386

Other
EUS

C
NoD

Asturian
A
ll

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
A

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Giìón

Rel. corr.Date

6/t0/95?

#

208

L075 Xosé
Other information: l'Asamblea de Xixón de la Xunta defensa de Ia

xlv



L076 Carbaio Quirós, Manuel
Other information:

Other
E

Ashrrian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFn

{
T

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
C

Place
Sama de
Langreo

Rel. corr.Date

14lt/98

#

435

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A
*

IMV

{

F

{

n
{

Usages/references
T

{

RPL
C
C

G
M

Self
Z
F

Place

Madrid

Rel. corrDate

rUt0l94
t3lt0/94

L077 Castañeira Juan
Other information: * re Gallego-Astur

#

115

116

n
{

G
Other

EUS

T
N
{

oD
Asturian

A
+

1MVF
{

n
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

319/96

L078 Castañón del Raúl
Other information: writer refers to a letter in LNE on 715196

#

269

Other
EUSN

{
oD

Astu¡ian
A
B

IMVF
,f

n
Usages/references

TRPL
A

G
FC

Self
Z

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

19lt/gt

LO79 C Natalia
Other information: d'Estudiantes Nacionalistes

#

013

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
T
A

RP
{

L
I

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place
Villa-

vrcrosa

Rel. corrDate

20/7196

L080 Cavanilles N Ramón
Other information:

#

262

xv



n

{

Other
EUS

,.

NoD
Asturian

A

+

1MVFn
U

TRP

{

L
A
A
A

G
M

Self
Z
C

,u4[u4uuuËl

Place

Uviéu,
Oviéu.
Uviéu

Rel. corr.Date

2!s192
2219/92

tU6l93

Other information: 034:
#

033
034
043

L081 Xabier

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFnT

Usages/references
RPL

C
G
F

Self
Z
E

Place
Melverda

(Ribadesella)

Rel. cDate

tsl5196

L082 Cerra Yolanda
Other information:

#

25t

n
{

G
P

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVF

H
n

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
F

Self
Z
E

Place

Ribadesella

Rel. c.Date

9/9196

L083 Codesal Carmen
Other information: writer is student of and

#

271

n
{

Other
EUSNoD

Astu¡ian
AIMVFn

{

Usages/references
TRP

{
L
I

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place
Villa

vrclosa

Rel. corr.Date

U4l9s165

L084 Collada Mundo
Other information: PAS

#

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFnT

IJsages/references
RPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

t312/98

L085 Sabino
Other information:

#

453

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

U
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place
La

Felguera

Rel. corrDate

2213/94

L086 Francisco
Other information: Part of the Cela

#

077

xv1



Other
E
{

USN
*

oD
Asturian

AIMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
c

Place

Avilés

Rel. corr.Date

24lt!94137

L087 Costa Evelio
Other information: * =

#

Other
EUS

t{
NoD

Asturian
A

{
IMVFn

A

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
G

Place

Taramundi

Rel. corrDate

t9ls19s

L088 Cotarelo I)imas Antonio
Other information: ALLA. About . tOrtodoxa asturianistat

#

175

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

IM
GZ

C

SelfPlace
Villa

vlclosa

Rel. corr

6/12/92

Date

L089 J
Other information: * 4 uncited

#

038

E
{

Other
USNoD

Astu¡ian
A
ll

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
A

G
F

Self
Z
COviedo

PlaceRel. corrDate

613191

L090 Cuervo
Other information:

#

304

Other
EUSNoD

B

Astu¡ian
AI

{

MV

{

F

{

n

{

Usages/references
TRPL

B
B

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.

Cela

Date

2316/93

2913/94

t5t10194

053

079
tt7

L091 Cuesta Braulio
Other information: 117: asturianistas.

#

xvll



L092 d'Andres Diaz, Ramón; 056 shared with d'Andres Diaz, Vital (Instituto de E.S. de Valliniello & Alvarez Menéndez, Alfredo
(Facultad de Filoteía)
Other information: Escuela Universitario Magisterio, Academico de numberu of ALLA [1981ì; LNE "Tribunz" 2316193;LLL4Il987]; LLA 9.

Other
n

{

GE

{

Ashuian
USNoDA

A

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

A
C

G
M

Z
c

Place

Xixón
Oviedo(s

Rel. corrDate

t413l92
29/6193

#

027

056

E
{
{

Other
US

P

No
{

D
Ash¡¡ian

A
ll
ll

IMVFn
{

Usages/references
T
A

RP
{
{

L
A
A

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Gijón

Rel. corr.Date

t4l8l97
2|rt/97

L093 d'Andres Manuel
Other information: Cited as one of the writers of the Surdimientu; 351: valores culturales. P: Pequeña Patria

#

363
4t2

Other
EUSNoDA

Asturian
IM

{
VF

{
n

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

t719/9s

LO94 De Ladislao
Other information: LNE columnist

#

203

nG
Other

EUS

C

NoD
Asturian

A
*

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
A

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corr

210+

Date

81919s

L095 de la Ballina-Carús
Other information: Castellán. * : Astura

#

t97

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

B
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

712194

L096 de la Froilán
Other information:

#

066

xvlu



L097 de Lausen, Enrique
Other information: ALLA

Other

{
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
I
{

MV
{

Fn
{

T
Self

R
{

PL
C

G
M

Z
F

Place

Barcelona

Rel. c.Date

25/4197

#

323

L098 Delgado Munden, Paloma
Other information: Periodicucho.

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

USNoDA
B

Usages/references
I
{

MVFnT
Self

RPL
C

G
F

Z
E

Place
Pomia

(Llanes)

Rel. corr.Date

2U6197

#

338

Other
EUSNoD

Ashuian
AIMVF

{
n

Usages/references
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Castrillon

Rel. corrDate

2613/97

L099 Alberto
Other information: del Club de Vuelo Viento'n Cola

#

3t2

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

A
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

221U96

L100 Díaz del Ro Juan Oviedo
Other information:

#

229

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A1MVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

2019191

L101 Díaz Marino
Other information:

#

391

n
{

Othe¡
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVF

{
n

Usages/references
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
w

Place
Anzo

(Grado)

Rel. corr

tvtt/94

Date

Ll02 Díaz tr'rancisco
Other information

#

t27

xlx



{

Other
E
{

USN
{

oD
+

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRP

{
L
A

G
Mc

Self
Z

Place

Gijón

Rel. corr

t6/s194

Date

L103 Díaz Rubén
Other information: varieties.

#

089

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVF

{
n

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G

M

Self
Z
C

Place
Aramil
(Siero)

Rel. corrDate

t6l7196

Ll04 Día;z Ludivino
Other information

#

260

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVF

{
n

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corr.Date

2813/94

Other information:
#

078

L105 Díaz J José

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

A
G
F

Self
Z
C

Place

Xixón

Rel. corrDate

201t2192

L106 Díaz Ana María
Other information:

#

041

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AI

{
MVFn

{

Usages/re ferences
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Mieres

Rel. corr

212198

Date

Ll07 Díaz
Other information:

#

447

n
{

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

IJsages/references
TRPL

A
G
M

Self
Z
C

Sama de
Langreo

PlaceRel. corrDate

27/3198

L108 Dítz Oliver
Other information:

#

462

xx



L109 Echevarria. María
Other information: GruDu d'Investigación "L'Aniciu"

Other
E

Ashrrian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

A
G
F

Z
C

Place

Mieres

Rel. corr.Date

2316/93

#

049

Ll10 Escobar Díaz, Francisco
Other information: * ttasturiano puro", ALLA

Other
n
{

E
Astu¡ian

US

R
N
N

oDA
t

Usages/references
IM

{
V
{

F
{

n
A

T
A

Self
RPL

B
I

G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

1313l88
rsls/96

#

002
250

Other
E
{

USNoD
Asturian

AIMVFn
Usages/references

TRP
{

L
B

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

tt/6197

L111
Other information:

#

335

n
,T

G
Other

EUSNo
{

D
Asturian

A
+

IMVFnT
Usages/references

RP
{

L
CF

G
Self

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

5lr2l9l

Lll2 Estrada María
Other information: identidad cultural.

#

421

L113 Fandos Celso
Other information: ' ALLA

# Date Rel. corr Place Self U Asturian Other
n
{

EUSNoD
D

A

B

IMVFnT

{

R

{

PL
I
B

G
M

Z
CEl Entrego2t/5191

t8/6197
330
33t

Other
E
{

USNoD
Asturian

A1

{
MVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

B
G
M

Self
Z
E

Place
Ribade

sella

Rel. corrDate

4/8196

Lll4 Feito Javier José
Other information:

#

267

xxl



L115 Felsueroso. Dionisio
Other information:

Other
n
{

E
Ashuian

USNoDA
A

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RP

{
L
C

G
M

Z
C

Place

Giìón

Rel. corr.Date

23/9/97

#

395

Ll16 Fernández, Alfonso Mauricio
Other information: Sec. la Aqrupación de PAS

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

I
{

MVF
{

nT
Self

RP

{
L
C

G
M

Z
,l

Place

Gozón

Rel. corr.Date

t4.6.96

#

254

LllT Fernández, Enrique
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMFnT

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

2713196

#

240

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFnT

Usages/references
RPL

A
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Llangreu

Rel. corrDate

26/5191

Ll18 José Manuel
Other information: also 26 uncited

#

018

{
n

Other
EUSNo

{
D

Asturian
A
A

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
A

G
F

Self
Z
C

Place

Xixón

Rel. corrDate

7/6197

Ltlg Y
Other information: ALLA

#

334

n
{

G
P

E
Other

USNoD
Asturian

AIMV
{

F
{

n
Usages/references

TR
{

PL
B

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

116/94

Ll20 Fernández Rufino
Other information:

#

092

xxll



Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPLG

M

Self
Z
C

Place
Anes

(Siero)

Rel. corrDate

20/3/98

Llzl Fernández J.L.
Other information:

#

460

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A1MV

{
Fn

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

1611196

Ll22 FernándezC Luis Manuel
Other information: Asoc. de Vecinos de Fitoria-Pando- it.

#

26t

G
{

E
Other

USNoD
Asturian

AI
{

MVFn
Usages/references

T
A

RP
{

L
C

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corr.Date

218/96

Ll23 Fernández del V José María
Other information:

#

266

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place
El Entrego

Rel. corr.Date

t3t9l96

Ll24 Fernández Francisco utn
Other information:

#

273

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A
A

I
{

MVFn
Usages/references

TRP

I
LG

M

Self
Z
F

Place

Mad¡id

Rel. corr

Cela

Date

14l3l94

Ll25 Fernández Leonardo
Other information:

#

014

n

{

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMV

{

F
{
{

n
Usages/references

TRPL
I
B

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Candás

Rel. corrDate

17/8197

t8/8/97

Ll26 X'ernández Luis
Other information:

#

365
369

xxlll



Ll27 Fernández García, Carmen María
Other information

Other
n
{

G
P

E
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

1MVF
H

nT
A

Self
RPL

C
G
F

Z
C

Place

Corvera

Rel. corrDate

24/7197

#

355

Other
EUSNo

{
D

Astwian
A
+

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRP

{
L
C

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

1919l97

Ll28 Fernández Luis
Other information:

#

389

n
{

G
P

Other
EUS

o
N
{

o
{

D
Ashrrian

A
+

I
{

MVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
A

G
F

Self
Z
,|

Place

,l

Rel. corr.Date

22/9192

Ll29 Fernández Yolanda
Other information:

#

035

n
{

Other
E
{

USNoD
Asturian

A1MVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

r0lt/98

L130 f,'ernández-Guisasola Francisco Jesús

Other information: re Castilian. Medico and Latin references.
#

433

n

{

G
Other

EU

{

SNoD
Asturian

A

+

IMVF

{

n
Usages/references

T

*

RPL
A
A

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Mieres
Mieres del

Camin

Rel. corrDate

22/6193
612/94

L13l Fernández Gauzón
Other information:

#

048
065

Other
EUSNoD

Astu¡ian
AIMVFn

{

Usages/references
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place
Moreda
(Aller)

Rel. corrDate

t/t2197

Ll32 Fernández Guillermo
Other information

#

414

xxlv



n
{

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMV

{
Fn

Usages/references
TRP

{
L
I

G
F

Self
Z
C

Place
Loriana
(Oviedo)

Rel. corrDate

30l419s

Ll33 Marisa
Other information:

#

772

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A
*

IM
{

VFn
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

15/6/88

#

008

Ll34 tr'ernández B
Other information: anti-ALLA.

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMV

{
Fn

Usages/references
TRP

{
L
B

G
M

Self
Z
w

Place
Cangas del

Narcea

Rel. co.Date

t4/419s

L135 Fernández
Other information:

#

168

Other
EUSNo

{
D

Asturian
A
A

IMVFn
Usaqes/references

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Mieres

Rel. corrDate

2219191

L136 f,'ernández Raúl
Other information: ALLA

#

392

nG
Other

EUSNoD
Asturian

AIMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Gijón

Rel. corr

2!rt/95

Date

Ll37 Fernández José

Other information:
#

221

n
{

G
Other

EUS

+
N
{

oD
Astwian

A
B

IM
{

V
{

F
{

nTRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
w

Place
Pola de
Allande

Rel. corr.Date

1/t!94

L138 Fernández Elías
Other information: señas de 'el bable más hermosa de toda

#

124

xxv



L139 Fernández Rodríguez, Jesús Antonio
Other information: 'nacionalismo' . cites 'Tribuna' of 18/6 in LNE. Enclisis 'enseñóme'

Other
n
{

GE
Asturian

US

n
NoDA

Usages/references
IMV

{
F
{

nT
A

Self
RPL

B
G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

2U8195

#

l9l

Ll40 Fernández Ruiz, Florentino
Other information: 101: mi identidad

Other
n
{

GE

{

Asturian
USNoDA

B

Usages/references
1M

{
{

V

{
{

F
{
{

nT

{

Self
R

{

PL
C
B
I

G
M

Z
C

Place

Mieres

Rel. corr.Date

2817194

18l4l9s
2313/97

#

101

169
310

n
{

Other
E
{

USNoD
Asturian

AIMVFn
Usages/references

TRP
{

L
c
C
I

G
M

Self
Z
G

Place

Navia

Rel. corrDate

t6nU94
8/t019s
4l|96

Lt4t Federico
Other information: materna: CP Ramón de C

#

t32
209
227

n
{

G
Other

EUSNoD
Asturian

AI
{

MVFnT
Usages/references

RPL
B

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr

Cela

Date

r/2194

Ll42 tr'ernández V Luis
Other information:

#

064

Ll43 Ferrara, Xuan
Other information:

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

IMV
{

F
{

nT
A

Self
RPL

B
G
M

Z
c

Place
Pola de
Laviana

Rel. corrDate

2314/97

#

320

xxvl



Ll44 Fidaleo L6p,ez, Alberto
Other information: Ensame Xuvenil Trisquel

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMV

{
Fn

{
T

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place

Candás

Rel. corrDate

tUt0l94

#

tt4

Lt45 Delfina
Other information: 12 other uncited from a of teachers of CRA II ares. Castellán.

# Date Rel. c Place Self U Asturian Other
n
{

E
{

USNo
{

DA
a

IMVF
{

nT
{

RP

{
L
A

G
F

Z
C

Campomanes
Lena28/U98442

n

{

Other
E

{

US

C
C
t

No

{

D
Asturian

A

B
+
+

I

{

MV

{{

Fn

{A

Usages/references
TRP

{

L

B
B
B

G

M

Self
Z

F

Place

Compostela

Rel. coDate

2114/96

t0l7 /96
7 il2/91
9n!91

Lt46 Uxenu A
Other information: Xuntanza Astur en 222: zsturianismo.

#

245
259
297
410

Other
EUSNoD

Ashrian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
T
A

R
{

P
{

L
A

G
F

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

3lt0l97

Ll47 Fonticiella Chari
Other information: from Ribadesella note tthabestt not

#

405

n
{

Other
EUSNo

,|
D

Asturian
AIM

{
VFn

Usages/references
TRPL

C
G
F

Self
Z
C

Place

Langreo

Rel. corrDate

2916191

Ll48 Ana Rosa
Other informúionz 262 more uncited to letter. Re Gitanos

#

344

XXVII



n
{

Other
EUSNoD

Astu¡ian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TR

{
PL

B
G
F

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

23/5197

Lt49 Asunción
Other information:

#

331

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
T
{

RPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

13lll98

L150 Friera Florencio
Other information:

#

434

n
.f

G
Other

EUSNoD
Asturian

A
?

IMVFn
U

TRPL
I

G
MC

Self
Z

Place
La

Felguera

Rel. corr.Date

sll/88

L15l Galán
Other information:

#

011

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A1

{
MVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

7lr2/97

Lt52 Valentín
Other information:

#

424

n
{

E
{

Other

USNoD

Asturian

AIMVF
{

n

Usages/references

TRPL
B

G
F

Self

Z
C

Place

San Martín
del RAu¡elio

Rel.
coIÏ.

Date

t3/2197

Ll53 Elena G
Other information: refers to LNE article of 29lll97 Silvino Lantero Vallina alores

#

299

n
{

Other
E
{

USNo
{

D
Asturian

A
B

IMVFn
Usaqes/references

TRP
{

L
C

G
M

Self
Z
CBimenes

PlaceRel. corrDate

rt/7191

Lt54 José María
Other information:

#

349

xxvlll



L155 García. José María & Hevia, Rafael
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/re fe rence s

I
{

MVFn
{

T
Self

RPL
C

G
M

Z
C

Place

Avilés

Rel. corrDate

3011197

#

360

Ll56 García Antuña, Mario
Other information: rep. Ensame Ecoloxista Musgosu.

Other
E

Astu¡ian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFn

{
T

Self
RPL

C

G
M

Z
C

Place

El Entego

Rel. corr

276

Date

t2l6l97

#

336

Ll57 García Barrero, David
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVF

{
n
{

T
Self

RPL
c

G
M

Z
C

Place

Lugones

Rel. corrDate

11/7197

#

348

n

{{

Other

EUSNoD

Asturian

A

ll

1MVFn

Usages/references

TRPL
A
A

G
M

Self

Z
C

Place

La Pola
(Sieru)

Pola de Siero

Re1.

cotï

2slt/9t
t0/t0196

Date

L158 García Xosé Firmu
Other information: 014: writer is anti-bablist.

#

014
277

n

{

Other
EUSNo

,f

D
Asturian

A

A

IMV
{

Fn
Usages/references

T
A

RP
{
{

L
A
A

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Moreda
(Aller)

Rel. corrDate

t/7196
2219191

Ll59 García de Fabián
Other information

#

257
393

XXIX



L160 García de Vega, José Anibal
Other information: Castestsán. Tsingua Tsariega

Other

{
E

Asturian

USNoDA

+

Usages/references

I
,l

M
{

V
{

FnT
A
A

Self

RPL
A
A

G
M

Z
F
F

Place

Ponferrada
(León)

Villafranca del
Bierzu

(Ponferrada)

Rel.
co.

Date

315/94

t4l9/95

#

086
r99

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMV

{
F
{

n
{

Usages/references
TRPL

A
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Villaviciosa

Rel. corrDate

271t2195

L161 García F
Other information:

#

225

Ll62 García Fernández. José

Other information:
Other

E
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

IMV
{

F
{

n
{

T
Self

RPL
C

G
M

Z
w

Place

Teverga

Rel. corrDate

12/8194

#

106

Ll63 García Alberto
Other information: sec. del PAS

# Date Rel. corr. Place Self U Asturian Other
n
{

EUSNoDAI
{

MV
t<

FnTRP

A
L
C

G
M

Z
ENava6lt/9129s

n
{

G
p

Other
E
{

USNo
{

D
Asturian

A
+

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.

328

Date

8/7197

Ll64 García José

Other information:
#

346

xxx



L165 García José Manuel
Other information: Ensame Ecoloxita M

# Date Rel. corr. Place Self U Asturian Other
EUSNoDAIMV

{
F
{

n
{

T
A

RPL
C

G
M

Z
CEl Enteso318613191305

n
{

G
Other

EUSNoD
Asturian

AI
{

MVFn
{

Usages/references
TRPL

B
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Avilés

Rel. corrDate

2/4/91

Ll66 García Manuel
Other information: orisinallv from Pola de Allande

#

316

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A1MVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

CM
G

C

Self
Z

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

22/6193

Ll67 García Alfonso
Other information:

#

046

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRP

{
L
I

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Colloto(O)

Rel. corrDate

t2l8194

L168 García Carlos
Other information:

#

t07

E
Other

USNoD
Asturian

A
A

IM
{

VFn
Usages/refere nces

TRP
{

L
I

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Avilés

Rel. corrDate

2t/u98

Ll69 García
Other information:

#

437

Other
EUSNoD

Astu¡ian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place
S Claudio
(Oviedo)

Rel. corrDate

9/8/9s

Ll70 García Marcelino
Other information:

#

189

xxxl



LlTl García Menéndez. Elia
Other information:

Other
E

Astruian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

C
C

G
F

Z
C

Place

Mieres

Rel. corrDate

30lt/96
!6196

#

232
252

Ll72 García Muñiz, Carmen Fabiola
Other information:

Other
n
{

GE
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

IMVFnT
Self

RP
{

L
I

G
F

Z
c

Place

Avilés

Rel. corrDate

8lt/95

#

151

Ll73 García Oliva, Vicente
Other information: Cited as one of the writers of the Surdimientu. ALLA.

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

A

Self
RPL

A
G
M

Z
C

Place

Xixón

Rel. corr.Date

217194

#

097

Ll74 García Rodríquez, M.
Other information : bablistas.

Other
E

Asturian
USN

{
o
,f

DA
+

Usages/references
IMVFnT

{

Self
RP

{
L
I

G
,l

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

19/t!97

#

4tt

Ll75 García Ruiz, Ketv
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
U
{

SNoDA
B

Usages/references
IMV

{
F
T

nT
Self

RPL
B

G
F

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corr.Date

4lt0l91

#

406

Ll76 García-Sampedro Vega, Xosé Antón
Other information: 54 other signatories to letter (all teachers and students)

Other
E

Asturian
USNo

{
DA

ll

Usages/references
1MVFnT

Self
RP

,f
L
A

G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

2418/97

#

377

xxxll



Ll77 Garrido Barrientos, Antonio
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/refe¡ences
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

t4l6/95

#

185

Ll78 Gimeno. Ricardo R
Other information:

Other
E

Astu¡ian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMV

{
FnT

{

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place

El Castañéu,
El Remediu

CNava)

Rel. co.Date

3014197

#

324

Ll79 Gómez. José Antonio & de Eusebio, María Sonia (shared)

Other information:
Other

E
Astu¡ian

USNoDA
Usages/references

IMVFnT
Self

RPL
I

GZ
Place

,1,1,)

Rel. corr.Date

t0ltzl95

#

223

L180 Gómez Alonso, Francisco
Other information: enamorada de Asturias, asturianista. ALLA

Other
E

Asturian
USNo

{
DA

+

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corr.Date

4lt0/97

#

407

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A
B

*

1MVFn
Usages/references

T
{
{

RPL
C
I
C

G
M

Self
Z
c

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.

085

Date

sls/94
rDn197
30/U98446

L181 Gómez-T José Manuel
Other information: ALLA. RIDEA

#

087
347

xxxlll



L182 González, José
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

+

Usages/references
IMVFnT

A

Self
RPL

A
G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

8tr2l96

#

289

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/re ferences
TRPL

c
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Mieres

Rel. corr.Date

3013192

Other information:
#

031

L183 Gonzáùez Alfredo

n
{

Other
EUSN

{
oD

Asturian
A
B

IMV
{

Fn
Usages/references

TR
P

PL
I

G
M

Self
Z
G

Place
Roxios
(Boal)

Rel. corr.Date

t6l6188

L184 Gonzáùez
Other information: bablistas. * Castilian with "a nosa fala"

#

010

Other
EUSNoDA

Astwian
IMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

A
G
?

Self
Z
C

Place

Xixón

Rel. corrDate

2t/tU92

L185 Gonzâlez Fran
Other information: de folc Xixonés

#

031

Other
E
{

USN
*

oD
Asturian

A
*

IMV
{

Fn
{

Usages/references
TR

G
PL

I
G
MC

Self
Z

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

3/10197

L186 Gonzilez Norberto
Other information: anti-ALLA

#

404

xxxlv



L187 Gonzáùez Fernández, Oscar
Other information: It appears that#345 was written whilst he was travelling through the area (perhaps on holidevì-

Other
n

{
{

E
Asturian

USNoDA

B
+

Usages/references
I

{

MV

{

F

{

nT

{
{

Self
RPL

A
C
A
A
A

G
M

Z
C

E
C

Place

Uviéu
Uviéu
Oviedo
Llanes
Oviedo

Rel. corr

151

Date

214/92

t6l6l94
U2/95

2717197

2313/98

#

032
094
r57
358
46t

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
T
{

RPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

sl3l91

L188 Gonzáùez Vicente José

Other information:
#

302

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

c
G
F

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corr

Cela

Date

3013194

L189 Gonzáùez ueta
Other information:

#

080

n
{

G
Other

EUSN
{

oD
Astu¡ian

A
B

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
B

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Fuentespino
(Siero)

Rel. co.Date

t|l6/88006

L190 GonzálJez Manuel
Other information:

#

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

B
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

24/4197

Lf 91 Gonzilez
Other information:

#

322

xxxv



Ll92 Gonzáùez Islesias. Joaouín
Other information: ALLA. n is ironic

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

USNoDA
A

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

B
G
M

Z
C

Place

Mieres

Rel. corrDate

29/U98

#

443

Ll93 Gonzá,Jez Lada. Aleiandro & Noelia (shared)

Other information:
Other

E
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

IMV
{

Fn
{

T
Self

RP
{

L
C

G
M

Z
C

Place
Urbiés
(Mieres)

Rel. corr.Date

279197

#

399

Ll94 Gotl¿.iùez Morán, Xurde Nel
Other information: Tertulia 'El Garrapiellu'

Other
n

{

E
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

IMVFnT

A

Self
RPL

A
I

G
M

Z
C

Place

Xixón
Giión

Rel. corr.Date

17/9194

U6/9s

#

110

180

L195 González-Ouevedo. Roberto
Other information: Cited as one of the writers of the Surdimientu; Academico de numberu of ALLA [19811.

Other
E
{

Astuian
USNo

{
{
{

DA
+
+
A

Usages/reference s

IMVF

{

nT
A

Self
RP

{
L
A
C
C

G
M

Z
C

Place

Uviéu
Oviedo
Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

2016193

25/9191

412/98

#

044
391
448

Other
EUSNo

{
D

Asturian
A
ll

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRP
{

L
A

G
M

Self
Z
w

Place
Cangas del

Narcea

Rel. corrDate

22/8197

Ll96 Gonzáùez x.A.
Other information: Academico de numberu of ALLA [1981ì; LNE "Tribuna" 2216193; LLA9 [f 995]. Asturianista.

#

374

xxxvl



Ll97 Gonzilez Sobrecueva, Angel
Other information: Asociación 'Valle de Güeña' de Deportes Autóctonos.

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFn

{
T

Self
RPL

c
G
M

Z
E

Place
Cangas de

Onis

Rel. corrDate

2314/97

#

32t

L198 GonzáùezYizquez. José Luis
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFn

{
T

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place
Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

7 ts196

#

249

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFlt

Usaqes/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
G

Place

Navia

Rel. corr.Date

t0l9/96

Ll99 Goti del Manuel
Other information:

#

212

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A

B

B

I

{

MVFn
Usages/references

TRP

{

{

L

I
I
B
C
I
I

G
M

Self
Z
E

Place

Llanes

Rel. corr

28t

Date

2sl2l92
7lt0l94
29110/94

t6lrt/94
t9lrt/94
Ut2l94
2713/97

L200 Gracia N José

Other information: IDEA
#

026
113

t2l
t3l
133

t40
313

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AI

{
MV

{
Fn

Usages/references
T
A

R
G

PL
IM

G
Self

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

26112197

L20l Grana Juan Carlos
Other information: re ln as a child.

#

428

xxxvll



L202 Granda Rodrísuez. José María
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMFnT

{

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place
Villalegre
(Avilés)

Rel. corrDate

t/3197

#

300

L203 Gutiérrez. Deva
Other information:

Other
n
{

GE
Asturian

USNo
{

DA
A

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RP

{
L
A

G
F

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

8/U98

#

432

L204 Gutiérrez Busto, Manuel
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Ijsages/references
I
{

MV
{

F
{

nT
Self

RPL
B

G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

2!8/97

#

371

L205 Gutiérrez García. José Luis
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

{

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
c

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

3t/3197

#

3r4

n
{

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A
A

IMVFn
Usages/references

T
A

RP
{

L
A

G
M

Self
Z
F

Place

Barcelona

Rel. corrDate

23/9191

L206 Gutiérrez Xelu
Other information: el castellanu

#

394

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

c
A

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Felechosa

Rel. corrDate

t!t0/95
161t2/9s

L207 Gutiérrez T Ernesto
Other information:

#

2t0
224

xxxvlll



L208 GutiérrezValdés,Maximiliano
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IM

{
VF

{
nT

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
C

Place
La Rasa

(Carbayín)

Rel. corrDate

2219196

#

275

L209 Hevia Llavona. Nacho
Other information

Other
nG

P

E
Astwian

USNoDA
Usages/references

IMV
{

F

H
nT

Self
RPL

A
G
M

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

412198

#

449

{

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVF

{
n

Usages/refe rences

TRP
{

L
B

G
M

Self
Z
C

Felechosa
(Aller)

PlaceRel. corr.Date

5l12/914t9

L2l0 Hevia Jesús Manuel
Other information:

#

n
{

G

P

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIM

{

VF

{
{

n
Usages/references

T
{

R

G

P

{

L
I
C
I

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place
Villa

vlclosa

Rel. corr.Date

6/U95
t9/5195
416/95

Other information: co-author of book on gaita playing.

t49
176
l8l

L21t IIevia José

#

Other
E
{

USNoDA
Asturian

IMVF
{

n
Usages/references

TRP
{

L
C

G
F

Self
Z
C

Place
Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

4/3198

L2t2 Paloma
Other information:

#

458

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVF1lT

{

Usages/references
RPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place
Villa

vlclosa

Rel. corrDate

12/2198

L2l3 Iluerta Andrés
Other information: Coordinador de IU de Villaviciosa

#

452

xxxlx



L2l4 Igelmo Pérez, Ricardo
Other information: re Basques

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

A
G
M

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

8/t2196

#

288

L2l5 Iglesias, tr'rancisco
Other information: Andecha Astur; 12 years earlier (in Llangréu) he had lodged a complaint of discrimination for the refusal of the authorities
to acceDt "Marcos Xabel" as the name of his son instead of the Spanish "Marcos Javier" (LLAL2 [1984ì)

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFn

{
T

Self
RP

{
L
A

G
M

Z
c

Place

Langreo

Rel. corrDate

t2/10/96

#

278

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AI

{
MVFn

Usages/references
TRP

{
L
A

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Llangréu

Rel. corrDate

2317196

L2t6 Lluis
Other information:

#

264

G
P

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

A
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

t7 /1195

L2t7 José Manuel
Other information:

#

155

Other
EUSNoD

Astu¡ian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

3/2196

Other information:
L2l8 Juesas

#

233

L2l9 Junquera-Huerso v Torres, Felipe Neri
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

IJsages/references
IMVFnT

{

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

26/3197

#

311

xl



L220 León Costales. Julio
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
I

{

MV

{

F

{

nT
A
A
A

Self
RPL

A
I
I

G
M

Z
C

Place

Mieres

Rel. corrDate

27/8/95
t3l3l97
2318/97

#

193

307
376

L22l Lóoez. Manuel Jesús
Other information: ALLA

Other
n
{

G
P

E
{

Asturian
US

C
N
{

oDA
A

Usages/references
IM

{
VFnT

Self
R
{

PL
c

G
M

Z
C

Place
Pola de Lena

Rel. co.Date

tsl6188

#

009

G
{

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMV

{
Fn

Usages/references
TRPL

A
G
M

Self
Z
w

Place

Teverga

Rel. corr.Date

t9l12/94

L222
Other information:

#

r45

Other
EUSNo

{
D

Asturian
A
A

IM
{

VFn
Usages/references

TRP

{
L
C

G
M

Self
Z
c

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

29lt/98

L223 Antón
Other information: nacionalista militante

#

444

Other
E
{

US

R
NoD

Asfluian
AIMV

{
Fn

Usages/references
TR

{
PL

C
G
M

Self
Z
V/

Place

Cudillero

Rel. corr.Date

r!6/88

L224 Antonio
Other information: ALLA

#

005

xli



L225 LóoezGonzáùez. César Ramón
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVF

{
{

nT
Self

RP

{

L
I
I

G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

20/8195
20/tU96

#

190

28s

L226 Lóoez Hernández. Enrique
Other information:

Other
E

Astuian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

A
G
M

Z
C

Place

Suares
(Bimenes)

Rel. corrDate

4lsl96

#

241

L227 López Junquera, Guillermo M.
Other information: vocal de Defensa del Patrimonio Asturiano. RIDEA

Other
G
P

E
Astr¡¡ian

USNoDA
Usages/references

IMVFnT
Self

RPL
c

G
M

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

20/3195

#

159

L228 L6oez Méndez, César
Other information: re Gallego-asturiano. Asturianismo.

Other
n
{

E
{

Asturian
USNo

{
DA

+

Usages/references
IMV

{
FnT

Self
R
{

PL
I

G
M

Z
G

Place

Illano

Rel. corrDate

26112197

#

427

L229 Lóoez Pacios. Jesús
Other information:

Other
E

Ashuian
USNoDA

Usages/references
I
{

MVFnT
Self

RPL
A

G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

t0lU9s

#

153

L230 Lóp,ez Robledo. Pilar
Other information: asturianismo.

Other
E
{

Asturian
USNo

{
DA

+

Usages/references
IMV

{
FnT

Self
R
G

PL
C
C

G
F

Z
C

Place

Mieres

Rel. corrDate

27121996

2016/96

#

235
255

xlii



L23l Loredo Fernández, Fernando
Other information:

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

US

T
No

{
DA

X

Usage s/references
IMVFn

{
T

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

tsl6188

#

007

L232 Loureda Fernández, Abel
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

A

Usages/references
I
{

MVFn
{

T
Self

RPL
c

G
M

Z
C

Place
Caborana

(Aller)

Rel. corr.Date

419/96

#

210

L233 Loy Madera, Isnacio
Other information: Colectivo de Universidade de fU

Other
E

Astruian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RP

{
L
C

G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. cor¡.Date

2/7193

#

060

L234 Loza Cortina, Constantino
Other information: iefe del servicio de pediatría del Hospital comarcal de Jarrío

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
G

Place

Jarrío
(Navia)

Rel. corr.Date

2lt0l9s
t7lt0l9s

#

206
213

L235 Lozano López. Tino
Other information:

Other
n
{

G
P

E
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

I
{

MVFnT
A

Self
RPL

A
G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

tsl8194

#

109

xliii



L236 LlamazaresMartínez.Santiaso
Other informationz 27 2:, identidad.

Other
n

{

E
Asturian

US

o

No

{

DA

A

Usages/references
IMVFn

{

T
Self

RP

{

{

L
A
A
c

G
M

Z
w

Place

Pravia

Rel. corrDate

29112194

28/5/95
413197

#

t46
t78
301

L237 Llaneza Fernández. Xulio
Other information: 17 uncited other co-signatories, all from Colexu Públicu [sicl Pinto Joan Miró

Other
E

Asturian
USNo

{
DA

+

Usages/references
IMVF

H
nT

A

Self
RPL

A
G
M

Z
F

Place
Palma de
Mallorca

Rel. corrDate

23112196

#

293

L238 Llera Pedro
Other information:

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

U
{

S

P

No
,f

DA
+

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
R
G

PL
C

G
M

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corr.Date

tsl9l9l

#

384

lt
{

Other
EU

{
S

C
N
{

oD
Asturian

A
l1

IMVFn
Usages/references

T
A

RPL
A

G
F

Self
Z
C

Place

Xixón

Rel. corr.Date

2713198

Other information: ALLA - Galician connection. Asturianidá
#

463

L239 María Xesús

G
P

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

2U7l9l

L240 Llorente Félix
Other information: P is ironic.

#

354

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
A
L

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
F

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

716/94

L241 Machicado Montserrat
Other information:

#

093

xliv



L242 Maire Fernández. Gilberto
Other information: LNE 7/6 - José Angel Hevia

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVF

J
nT

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

tU7/94

#

100

L243 Marín Estrada, Pablo Antón
Other information: Cited as one of the writers of the Surdimientu; in 1984 lived in Llangréu and lodged complaint on behalf of Xunta pola
defensa la Llinsua (LLA12[19841). Responding to Manuel Lombardero LNE 2715195 (Cultura)

Other
E

Asturian
USN

{
oDA

1l

Usages/references
I
{

MVFnT
{

Self
RPL

A
G
M

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corr

r93

Date

t2/619s

#

184

L244 Mariño, Milio
Other information: Columnist for LNE, F: fala.

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

USNoDA
F

Usaqes/references
IMVFnT

Self
RP

{
L
A

G
M

Z
C

Place

Salinas

Rel. corr

285

Date

20t3l9l

#

309

L245 Marqués Rodríguez, Guzmán
Other information: * : Castilian & Enelish

Othe¡
E

Astu¡ian
USNo

{
DA

A

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RP

{
L
I

G
M

Z
V'/

Place

Cudillero

Rel. corrDate

2814194

#

084

L246 Martín, Norberto
Other information: sec. de Asturies SUATEA

Other
E
{

Asturian
USNoDA

+

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

A
G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr

212

Date

2819195

#

205

L247 Martín Martínez. Félix
Other information: Asturianía. r : Navia-Eo referred to as Region

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

US

r
NoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
G

Place
Tapia de

Casariego

Rel. corrDate

t6/9196

#

274

xlv



L248 Martínez Alvarez, Fernando
Other information:

Other
n

{

E
Ashuian

USNoDA
Usages/references

IMVFnT
Self

RPL
I
B

G
M

Z
w

Place

Pravia

Rel. corr.Date

24/s191

231U98

#

332
439

L249 Martínez tr'ernández. Ignacio
Other information: rep. Conservation & ecological groups.

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

IMVFnT
Self

RPL
I

G
M

Z
C

Place

Langreo

Rel. corrDate

2ltU95

#

216

L250 Martínez M Manuel
Other information: I. d'Asturies.

# Date Rel. corr Place Self U Asturian Other
EUSNoDAIMVFnTRPL

A
G
M

Z
C

Les
Reguerest3ll2l91023

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

c
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Mieres

Rel. corrDate

tl lt/96

L25l Martínez Manuel
Other information:

#

228

{

Other
EUSNo

{
D
D

Astu¡ian
A
B

IMV
{

Fn
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place
Sama de

Langreo

Rel. corrDate

2419/91

L252 Martínez V Alberto
Other information: bablistas. Enclisis?:

#

396

L253 Martino Xandru
Other information: llicenciáu en filoloxia francesa en Asturiana

# Date Place Self U AsturianRel. corr Other
EUSNo

{

DA

ll

IMVF

{

nT

A

RP

{

L
A
A

G
M
M

Z
E
E

Ribadesella2s/U96
t9/9197

230
388

xlvi



L254 Mateos, María Antonia
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
I
{

M
{

VFnT
Self

R
{

PL
I

G
F

Z
C

Place
Sama de
Langreo

Rel. corrDate

30/s197

#

JJJ

L255 Medina García. Valentín
Other information

Other
nG

P

P

E
Asflrrian

USNoDA
Usages/references

IMV

{

F

{

nT

A

Self
RPL

I
B
I

G
M

Z
E

Place

Benis de
Onis

Benia
Benia

Rel. corrDate

t4l3l94
22133/9s
t2lt!9s

#

076
160

2t9

Other
E
{

US

P

NoD
Asturian

A
*

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

t5/t2197

Other information: 'el idioma de su patria chica'
#

426

L2s6 A. Francisco A.

L257 Menéndez, Manuel
Other information:

Other
E
{

Asturian
US

P

NoDA
t<

IJsages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
C

Place
San

Claudio

Rel. corr.Date

3!12/95

#

226

L258 María Berta
Other information: bablistas Emilio: t'el or del

# Date Rel. corr Place Self Astuian Other
EUSNoDA

B
IMVFnTRPL

C
G
F

Z
COviedo7lt2l96286

xlvii



L259 Menéndez Revero, Ezequiel
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
F

Place

Madrid

Rel. corrDate

1712/92

#

024

L260 Menéndez Veisa. Federichu
Other information

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RP

{
L
A

G
M

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

14lt2l94

#

t43

L26l Merchán José & Mari Luz Alvarez Suero
Other information: in Niembro

Other
n
{

GE
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

I
{

MFnT
Self

RPL
C
C

GZ
C

Place

Avilés

Rel. corrDate

2815/95

3lI!95

#

179
2t8

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMVFn

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place
Villa

vrcrosa

Rel. corr
158
160

Date

t8lt2l94

L262 Mere Ildefonso
Other information:

#

r44

L263 Mesa José Antonio
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

*

Usages/references
IMV

{
FnT

Self
RP

{
L
C

G
M

Z
w

Place
Pola de
Allande

Rel. corrDate

3!10/94

#

t22

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMFn

Usages/references
TRPL

B
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corr.Date

9lt/9s

L264 Miranda Juan Carlos
Other information: Defensa del Patrimonio Asturiano.

#

152

xlviii



L265 Miranda Roces, Manuel
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
I
{

MVF
{

nT
Self

RPL
A

G
M

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corr.Date

t2/8194

#

108

L266 Monteserín, Xicu
Other information: 349: aqainst ETA

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

A

Self
RPL

A
A

G
M

Z
C

Place

Xixón

Rel. corrDate

2316193

518/97

#

050
361

L267 Montero Escrisas. Francisco Javier
Other information:

Other
n
{

G
{

E
Ashrrian

USNoDA
ll

Usages/references
IMV

{
FnT

Self
R
G

PL
A

G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

tt/6/95

#

t82

L268 Murias César
Other information: some used extremo occidente Asturiano born in Grandas de in Madrid in Civil War

# Date Rel. corr Place Self U Asturian Other
EUS

t
NoDA

+
IMV

{
FnTR

G
PL

B
G
M

Z
COviedot0/rU96282

Other
EUSNo

{
D

Asturian
AIMVFn

{

Usages/refe¡ences
TRPL

C
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

slt0/97

L269 N José
Other information: LNE 3/10 news

#

409

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMV

{
Fn

Usages/references
T
A

RP
{

L
C

G
M

Self
Z
F

Place
Ispra

(Italia)

Rel. corrDate

26/8197

L270 Alberto
Other information: Instituto del Ambiente CCI de EC

#

378

xlix



L27l Ordiz García. Ramón
Other information:

Other
E

Astuian
USNoDA

Usages/references
I
{

MV
{

FnT
Self

R
G

PL
A

G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

24t6/97

#

342

L272 Ordiz Suárez, Nicanor
Other information:

Other
E

Astu¡ian
USNoDA

?

Usages/references
IMVF

H
nT

Self
RPL

B
G

M
Z
c

Place

Sotrondio

Rel. corrDate

2013/98

#

459

L273 Padilla. Fernando
Other information: Colegio María Balbín

Other
E

{

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

A
I

G
M
M

Z
C
C

Place

Oviedo
Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

t2lt!92
2|t2/96

#

036
292

L274 Palicio, Marina
Other information:'gloria nacional'

Other
E

Asturian
USN

*
oDA

B

Usages/references
1MVFnT

Self
RP

{
L
C

G
F

Z
c

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

r0lll94

#

099

L275 Palacio Noval. Misuel Eladio
Other information: pres. Asociación de vecinos de Valdesoto

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPLG

M
Z
C

Place

Siero

Rel. corrDate

2sl2l98

#

456

L276 Pañeda Ouirós. Enrique (Kike)
Other informationz 7l years of age. LNE editorial

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
F

Place

Madrid

Rel. corrDate

2ltU96

#

280

I



L277 Paredes Yá¡¿quez. Adrián
Other information: 17 years of age.

Other
E

Astruian
USNoDA

A

Usages/references
IMV

{
FnT

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place
Sama de
Langreo

Rel. corr.Date

814197

#

318

L278 Pedrayes. Carmen
Other information:

Other
E
{

Asturian
USNoDA

+

Usages/references
I
{

MVFnT
Self

R
P

P
{

L
A

G
F

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

tt/1U96

#

283

L279 Pendás Benito. Juan Manuel
Other information:

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

IMVFnT
Self

RPL
C
C

G
M

Z
C

Place

Avilés

Rel. corrDate

22lt|94
!3198

#

t34
457

L280 Pérez Capellín. Juan Luis
Other information:

Othe¡
E
{

Asturian
USNoDA

A

Usages/references
IMVFnT

A

Self
RPL

A
G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

9/lt/96

#

281

L28l PérezLópez,Roberto
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
E

Place
Belmonte

de Miranda

Rel. corrDate

t713l92

#

029

L282 Pérez Rodrísuez. Mercedes
Other information:

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

I
{

MVFnT
Self

RPL
I

G
F

Z
V/

Place
Cangas del

Narcea

Rel. corrDate

2417/96

#

265

li



L283 Pontigo Concha, Frutuoso
Other information: Coordinadora Ecoloxista d'Asturies

Other
n

{

G
P

E
Ashuian

USNoDA
Usage s/references

IM
{

V

{

Fn
{

T
Self

RP

{
{

L
C
C

C

G
F

Z
C

Place

Avilés

Rel. corrDate

22ls/9s
tÙl5/97
2!8/91

#

t77
327
372

L284 Porta Allende. Xuan
Other information: Concevu pol Estudiu v Proteición de la Llingua Asturiana

Other
nG

P

E
Asturian

US

o
P

No

{
{

DA

+
1l

Usages/references
IMVFnT

A

Self
RP

,f
{

L
A
A
A

G
M

Z
C

Place

Xixón
Giión
Giión

Rel. corr.Date

t2/12192
t8l9l91
20t2198

#

040
387

454

L285 Prado Alvarez, Carmen
Other information: SOS Racismo Asturias. Re Gitanos

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

A

Self
RPL

I
G
F

Z
c

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

2216/97

#

340

L286 Puente, Antonio
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
C

Place
Cangas de

Onís

Re1. corr.Date

4/4196

#

243

L287 Puertas Cabal. Victor Arturo
Other information

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

IJsages/references
tMVFnT

*

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place

Noreña

Rel. corrDate

72/94

#

067



L288 Quintana Fernández, Ignacio
Other information: refers to LNE article l29lll1 r6Asturias. ,'.4 la deriva?".

Other
E

Asturian
U
{

SNoDA
+

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
c

Place
Pied¡as
Blancas

Rel. co.Date

20112/96

#

29r

L289 Rancaño Cardo. Nieves
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

C
G
F

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

3ls196

#

246

L290 Rato Blanco, Francisco
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFn

{
T

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place
San Martín

de Anes
(Siero)

Rel. corrDate

2014/91

#

319

L29l Recio García, Tomás
Other information: ALLA, some Latin references

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

USNoDA
B

Usages/references
IMVFnT

{

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr

087

Date

t/s194

#

085

L292 Redondo Viado, Arturo
Other information: re ETA + sovt. 'terrorism'

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

IJsages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RP

{
L
A

G
M

Z
C

Place
El Remediu

(Nava)

Rel. co.Date

20/7/97

#

352

L293 Reverte, Javier
Other information: 'asturiano del corazón ... yo no tengo ningún antepasado asturiano ... hiio adoptivo de Quinzanes, Pravia.'

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

IJsages/references
IMV

{
F
{

nT
Self

R
x

PL
I

G
M

Z
F

Place

Madrid

Rel. corrDate

t4/s197

#

329

liii



L294 Ribera Pardo, Manolo
Other information

Other
nG

{
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFn

{
T
A

Self
RPL

B
G
M

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corr.Date

25/7/97

#

351

L295 Riesco, Dieso
Other information: sacerdote somedano y párroco de Ceceda (Nava)

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/refe¡ences
IM

{
FnT

A

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
c

Place

Ceceda
(Nava)

Rel. corrDate

3lt0l9s

#

201

L296 Rivava Luis
Other information: from La Chalea Producciones SL

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/refe¡ences
I
{

MFn
{

T
Self

RPL
c

G
M

z
C

Place

Nava

Rel. corrDate

5l12l97

#

423

L297 Rodrigo Romeo, Javier
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

2916196

#

256

L298 Rodríguez. María
Other information:

Other
n
{

GE
Asturian

US

N
N
{

o
{

DA
A

Usages/references
IMVFnT

A

Self
RPL

A
G
F

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

28n1197

#

413

L299 Rodríguez,Serafín
Other information:

Other
n
{

GE

J

Asturian
USNoDA

IJsages/references
IM

{
{

F
{
{

nT
A

Self
R
P

PL
I
I

G
F

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

t/t0196
t2l3t9l

#

276
306
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Other
EUSNoD

Astu¡ian
A
+

IMVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr

331

Date

2616t91

L300 Ricardo
Other information:

#

343

L301 Rodríguez Benito, Flavio
Other information: director de la Banda de Gaites "Xaranzan " and various other gaita sroups

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

US

T
NoDA

Usages/references
I

{
MV

{
F
{

n
{

T
{

Self
RPL

A
G
M

Z
C

Place

Morcín

Rel. cDate

4/6196

#

253

L302 Rodríguez Camino, Ricardo
Other information:

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

US

T
NoDA

Usages/references
1MVF

{
nT

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place
Pola de Siero

Rel. cDate

8lt2l96

#

290

L303 Rodríguez Coya, María
Other information: reference to linguistic situation in Mallorca.

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

C

G
F

Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

16ll0l94

#

118

L304 Rodríguez Escudero, María Victoria
Other information: Conseierade Educación, Cultura y Deportes

Other
E
{

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
1MVFnT

Self
RP

{
L
C

G
F

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr

2t3

Date

2s1919s

#

204

L305 Rodríguez Faniul, Ignacio
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

IJsages/references

IMFnT
Self

RPL
C

G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

s/s/96

#

248

lv



n
{

Other
EUS

P

NoD
Asturian

AI
{

MVFn
Usages/references

T
A

RPL
G

G
F

Self
Z
C

Place
Rebellada

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

28/2/94

L306 Rod Fernánd Ana María
Other information:

tf

069

L307 Rodríguez Fernández, Rosario
Other information: presidenta de Coral 'Mohíces'

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/refe¡ences

IMVF
F

n
{

T
Self

RPL
C

G
F

Z
V/

Place

Luarca

Rel. corrDate

|4/97

#

315

L308 Rodríguez García, José Manuel
Other information: Secretariáu de Mediu Ambiente del PAS

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
1MVFn

{
T
A

Self
RP

A
L
c

G
M

Z
C

Place

Xixón

Rel. corrDate

ts/2194

#

068

L309 Rodríguez Gonzáùez, Rafael
Other information: Asturian is heavilv interferred.

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
I
{

MV
{

FnT
Self

RP

{
L
A

G
M

Z
C

Place

Lugones

Rel. corrDate

8/2/98

#

450

L310 Rodríguez Pérez, Fernando
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
w

Place
Pola de
Allande

Rel. corr.Date

t6l3l9r

#

015

L311 Roldán, Justo
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFn

{
T

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place

Siero

Rel. corrDate

r4/3/94

#

075
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Other
E
{

USN
{

oD
Asturian

A
+

I
{

MVFn
Usages/references

T
A

R
G

P
{

L
B

G
M

Self
Z
E

Place

Arriondas

Rel. corrDate

t5/9/97

L3t2
Other information:'exclusiva nacionalistat.

#

385

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AI

{

M

{

V

J

Fn

{

Usages/references
TRP

{

L
I
C

G
M
M

Self
Z
C
C

Place
La Paré (Sta

Bârbara)
Sotrondio

Rel. co.Date

21ll196
s/3/91

L313 Rozada Nicanor
Other information:

#

231

303

L3l4 Rozas Gutiérrez, Ana
Other information:

Other
nG

{
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
1MVFnT

Self
RPL

I
G
F

Z
E

Place
La Galguera

(Llanes)

Rel. co.Date

t0l2l98

#

45t

L31s Pio
Other information: re tñt; reference to 'bablistast

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
1MVFnT

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

t8l8l97

#

366

L316 Ruíz Alvarez, Rebeca
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFn

{
T
A

Self
RP

{
L
C

G
F

Z
C

Place

Uviéu

Rel. corrDate

1211/94

#

061

L3l7 Ruíz Helena
Other information: reference to 6señas de identidad'.

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

IMVFnT
Self

RPL
C

G
F

Z
F

Place

Bilbao

Rel. corrDate

t6l7l97

#

351
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L3l8 Ruí2, Jacinto
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
1MVFnT

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
C

Place

Salinas

Rel. corrDate

3/2196

#

234

L3l9 Saavedra Rodríguez, Antón
Other information: responds to comments of Sr. Llamazares (sec-gen'l PCA) reported on 26/9

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

US

R
NoDA

Usaqes/references
IMVFnT

Self
RP

{
L
I

G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

4ll0l97

#

408

L320 Sánchez Candanedo. Juan José
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

IJsages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

A
G
M

Z
C

Place

Siero

Rel. corr.Date

22/5193

#

042

L32l Sánchez García. Gonzalo
Other information: Andaluz.

Other
n
*

E
Asturian

US

P

NoDA
Usages/references

IMVFnT
Self

RPL
I

G
M

Z
F

Place
Lebrija
(Sevilla)

Rel. corrDate

919/95

#

198

L322 Sánchez Guardado, Eduardo
Other information: sec. regl. de Sanidad FSP-UGT

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usaqes/references
IMVF

F
nT

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

t6lt/98

#

436

L323 Sánchez Iglesias, María E.
Other information: ALLA,

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

US

R
N
{

o
{

DA
+

Usages/references
I
{

MV
{

Fn
{

T
Self

RP
{

L
C

G

F
Z
c

Place

Giión

Rel. corr

088

Date

414/94

#

081
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n
{

G
Other

E
{

USNo
{<

D
Asturian

A
A

IMFn
Usages/references

TRPL
C

G
F

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

t/7193

L324 Sánchez Encarnita
Other information: reference to ' materna' to Javier Neira's article

#

059

L325 Sánchez Marino. Enrioue
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

2lt2l95

#

222

L326 Sánchez Sánchez, Gustavo
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
1MVFnT

A

Self
RPL

A
A

G
M

Z
C

Place

Xixón
Giión

Rel. corrDate

2316/93

lt/3194

#

055
072

L327 Sánchez Vicente, Xuan Xosé
Other information: PAS, would regard himself as one of the writers of the Surdimientu; Academico de numberu de ALLA tl981ì.

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

A

Self
RP

{

L
A
I

G
M

Z
C

Place

Uviéu
Giión

Rel. corrDate

t6t3l92
281'/9s

#

028
156

L328 Sandoval Rodríguez, Pilar
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references

1MVFnT
Self

RPL
I

G
F

Z
C

Place

Avilés

Rel. corrDate

22/319s

#

161

L329 Santa MarinaZapico, Crisanto
Other information: from Poreñu

Other
n
{

G
P

E
{

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
I
{

M
{

FnT
Self

RPL
C

G
M

Z
F

Place
Tudela

(Navarra)

Rel. corrDate

t5ltU96

#

284
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L330 Santana Yâzquez, José Ramón
Other information: coordinador del Aula de Paz'Camín de Mieres'

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMFn

{
T
A

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place
Camín de

Mieres

Rel. corrDate

4lt2l97

#

416

L33l Sánz Rioia. Jesus
Other information: "llamado lengua asturiana"

Other
E

Asturian
USNoD

D

A
rÊ

+

Usages/references
I

{

MVFnT
Self

RP

{
L
C
C

G

M
M

Z
V/
w

Place

Cangas del
Narcea

Rel. corrDate

tT ls/94
2t/6/94

#

091

096

L332 Sarmiento Suárez, Susana
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

B
G
F

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

t6ll0/9s

#

212

L333 Somoza, Santiago
Other information: ALLA

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
1MVFnT

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place
Valdesoto

(Siero)

Rel. corr.Date

t 17 /94

#

098

1x



L334 Sordo Sotres, Ramón
Other information: 254: 'asturianísimo'. * : includes Latin. ALLA 369 - * : terrina.

Other
n

{

{

{

G

P
{

E

{
{

Asturian
US

*

N

{

o

{

{

DA

H
*

+
A

Usages/references
IMV

{
{

{
{

{
{

F

C
T

ñT

{
{
{

{
{
A

A
{
{

Self
RPL

C
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
C
I
I

G
M

Z
E

Place

Llanes

Rel. corrDate

t4l4t9t
tt/tl194
r/12/94
sl|9s
3t/3/96
7/12/96
2216/97

2slt 197

2U8197
r|9191
t3/9197
4lr2l91

#

016
126
t39
148

242
287

339
356
370
380
381

418

L335 Suárez Antuña. Faustino
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
C

Place

Sotrondio

Rel. corrDate

t6/10/94

#

120

L336 Suárez Arias, Xosé Lluis
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

A
G
M

Z
C

Place

Candamo

Rel. corrDate

3016193

#

057

L337 Suárez Fernández, Antonio
Other information: born in Yernes.

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMV

{
FnT

Self
RP

{
L
I

G
M

Z
V/

Place

Pravia

Rel. corrDate

t/4/9s

#

164

1xi



L338 Suárez Fernández, Manuel
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

A
G
M

Z
C

Place

Avilés

Rel. corrDate

13ll0l9l

#

022

L339 Suárez Morán, Chema
Other information:

Other
n
{

GE
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

I
{

MV
{

FnT
A

Self
RPL

C
G
M

Z
C

Place

Pola de
Laviana

Rel. corrDate

5/4/97

#

3t7

L340 Suárez Pérez del Río, José Luis
Other information: Teacher at CP San Cucao de Llanera

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

A

Self
RPL

C

G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

tsl3l91

#

308

L34l Tamargo Alonso, Angel
Other information: 52 vears old.

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
I
{

MV
{

FñT
{

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

6t8t95

#

188

L342 Tapiella Fernández. Octavio
Other information

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMFnT

Self
RPL

C

G
M

Z
C

Place
Morea
(Aller)

Rel. corrDate

22/6/93

#

041

L343 Tejón Llaneza, Santos
Other information: note Andalucian reference.

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

IMVF
{

nT
Self

RPL
I

G
M

Z
c

Place

Giión

Rel. corr.Date

2/5197

#

325
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L344 Torga y Llamedo, Alberto
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

A
I

G
M

Z
C

F

Place

Nava
Nuremberg

Rel. corr.

Cela

Date

13l8l9t
12l3l94

#

019

073

L345 Torrente Fernández Ballester, Isabel
Other information:

Other
nG

P

E
Asturian

USNoDA

+

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

C
C

G
F

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

2216193

18l8l97

#

045
367

Other
EUS

*
NoD

Asturian
A
A

IMF
>F

n
Usages/references

TRPL
A

G
F

Self
Z
C

Place

Giión

Rel. corrDate

28l8l9s

L346 Helenao

Other information: written on behalf of the Comité Antitaurín.
#

194

L347 Valdés, Ansel
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
US

N
N
{

oDA
Usages/references

IMVFnT
Self

RP
{

L
C

G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

20/797

#

353

L348 Valdés Fernández. Antonio
Other information:

Other
E

Astwian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
C

Place

Avilés

Rel. corrDate

6ltol9t

#

020
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,f
n

Other
E
{

USNoD
Asturian

A
A

IMVFn
{

Usages/references
TRPL

B
A

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Avilés
Llaranes

Rel. corrDate

t/7193
2913/96

L349 Yaldés Lino
Other information: also 120 uncited Reference to'antiasturianismo'

#

0s8
241

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AIMV

{
F
{

n
{

Usages/references
TRPL

I
G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

29/10/96

#

279

L350 Valencia Manuel Ricardo
Other information

Other
EUSNoD

Asturian
AI

{

MVFn
Usages/references

TRPL
C
I

G
M

Self
z
C

Place

Mieres

Rel. corrDate

28/12/97
2811198

L351 V Ricardo
Other information:

#

429
441

E
Other

USNoD
Asturian

AIMVFn
Usages/referenceù

TRPL
C

G
M

Self
Z
COviedo

PlaceRel. corrDate

613196

L352 V uez
Other information:

#

231

J
{
{

nG

P

Other
EUS

P

NoD
Asturian

A

ll

I

{

{

MV

J

F

{

{
{
{

n

d.

lr

A
A

Usages/references
T

A

R

{

P

{

L
A
A
A
A
B
I

G
M

Self
Z
C

Place

Xixón

Gijón

Rel. corr

LNE 2/95

LNE 9/12

Date

2813192

2UU94
4/t|94
2513/95

517196

30112196

L353 José María
Other information: Tertulia Cultural 'El 168: identidá asturiana

#

030
o62
123

162
258
294
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L354 Yelasco Fernández, Antonio
Other information: reference to LNE article l27l5l95l "EI Chiova y Ia Llingua" bv Manuel Lombardero

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
I
{

MVFn
{

T
Self

RPL
I

G
M

Z
C

Place
Sama de
Langreo

Rel. corr.

191

Date

t6/6/95

#

186

L355 Velázquez,Alfonso
Other information: ALLA reference - nacionalieso-fundamentalistas.

Other
n
{

E
Asturian

USNoDA
L

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RP

{
L
C

G
M

z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corr.Date

t2l4l95

#

167

L356 Yelázqluez Bobes. Alfredo
Other information

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVF

{
nT

Self
RPL

I
G
M

Z
C

Place

Oviedo

Rel. corrDate

tsl8l97

#

364

L357 Villa Costales, Isidoro
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usage s/re fe re nce s

IMV
{

F
H

nT
A

Self
RPL

A
G
M

Z
C

Place
La Pola
(Siero)

Rel. corrDate

tUt2l91

#

425

L358 Villar Menéndez. Carlos
Other information: concerning the reaction of "señores derechistastt at the performance of a Catalan singer. 'Patriotismo de los pobrest.

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMVFnT

Self
RP

{
L
C

G
M

Z
C

Place

Avilés

Rel. corrDate

2019197

#

390

L359 ZapicoL6oez, María Teresa
Other information: socio de AMAM: 217 resnonds to article (LNE 27110) "La Drovocación de la muier".

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMF

F

nT
Self

RP

{

L
I
I

G
F

Z
c

Place

Mieres
Mieres del

Camino

Rel. corrDate

2ltt/95
517197

#

217

345

1xv



OTHER

L360 Bar El Pedrosu
Other information: Responding to article in the "Rutas de fin de semana" series in LNE bv Nacho Poncela.

Other
n
{

GE
Asturian

USNoDA
Usages/references

IMVFnT
Self

RPL
C

GZ
C

Place
Rioseco

Sobrescobio

Rel. coDate

tt/tU94

#

129

L361 Un visitante asiduo del pueblu de Posada Ramón Ordiz García
Other information:

Other
E

Asturian
USNoDA

Usages/references
IMV

{
FnT

{

Self
RP

{
L
I

GZ
Place

???

Rel. corrDate

t8l8l97

#

368
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Villase & rural related

Aon D

Subsection 2: Quotes from letters
lincludins naìsano/aldeano\

L00214221 Y'e un paisano (words of his
friend gran asturiano)

L00S [70] más praos, más arboles, mas

vaques, más gochos, más oveyes, paisanos
montañas y menos 'turistas'.

L013 [095] unos pueblos condergaos a

ser residentes de vieyos, porque la xente
restante tuvo que marchar, les muyeres y los

homes de Turón tienen drechu a un futuru
dignu nel so propitr valle, n'escures
negociaciones en Madrid certifiquen la
muerte del nuesu pueblu.

L015 [171] monte, vaca roxa,

L018 [138] nel dialectu del so pueblu
natsl

L0241236] vino un paisano que ye de
Zamora y ye presidente de un partido que ye
asturianista

L029 U03l xente del pueblu

L043 [082] siendo nosotros ctsturianos
de distintos pueblos de la región

L052 [088] quotes from L320l081

L063 [401] un paisantn

L070 [003] la aldea de donde nunca
debió moverse [talking about Bable]

L1201092] ya estoy oyendo tronar, ye en

un pueblu de Asturias

Ll22l26ll barrio, writer communicates
on behalf of vecinos.

Ll2613691 nuestros vecinos 'del puertu
de Payares pa lla', un concejo y un pueblo
tan 'preciosu', a veces no valoramos lo que
tenemos hasta que Io perdemos.

Ll33 11721 la cantidad de 'praos' que
hay 'pa pacer', porque 'vaques'ya no hoy ...
no hay ya 'vaques', ni na de na, 'paceremos

los praos' ...

L13s [168]
pallabra.

nun ye un paisanu, nun tien

L138 [124] en los pueblos está la vida de
un país. En ellos nace y se desarolla todo lo
que he dicho antes... references to campo, la
pesca. Ellos son el espíritu vivo de una
región, los configurantes de una 'raza' o
cqsta muy nuestra con caracteres comunes

Ll39 [199] de pueblu yzmos.

L140 [169,310] pøisøno, madreñas, fesoria.
El pueblo está en silencio como todo el
valle.

L160 [086] ye tierra de bon paisanaxe y
bon'botelo'

Ll62 [i06] tener al dia las cosas del
pueblo. del movimiento vecinalrecorded:L091[117] conversation

Tranquilu, paisanín.

L0941203J les oveyes

L097 13231 la emoción de cuminar en su
compañía por los calles de Cangas de Onís,
el pueblo de mis ancestros.

Lll0 [002] los mineros, los aldeanos, los
vaqueros, enfin, la gente del pueblo, lagente
obrera, la gente humilde. El pueblo.

L186 [404] writer describes himself as

un asturiano de aldea.

L187 [358] la silueta del paisanu
escanciando

L184 [010] hablando
vectnos

L20712241
tenían que

con amtgos,

los paisanos que yeran como
ser. Descubrí por qué nun



L277l3l8l los 'paisanos'

decimos en asturiano).

consultaben pa na con los paisanos cuando

facien algo nel monte.

L211 [181] el asturiano, como tantos

pueblos con una base social eminentemente

rural, ubicó su vida familiar en torno a un

espacio fisico muy concreto: el llar, la
cocina.

L21812331 Asturias es tierra de 'praos'

yo soy aldeanoL224l00sl

L2301235) un
admirable y bendita

aldea recóndita,

L255 U60l dignísimos 'aldeanos', a
mucha honra [reference to shepherds
guardianes de ia naturalezal.

L301 [253] los concursos puen llevar a

lo más alto la mtisica tradicional d'un pueblu

L323 [081] falar en bable, significaba
imitar al alldeano, al paisanín con la vacq, al
i gn o r ant e, al analfab et o

L3291284) nuestro pueblín

L33212I2) los rasgos autóctonous de

abolengo medieval, perdurar en pueblos y
aldeas [quote by letter writer of another]

L334 1139,148,287,3801 escuchar a los
paisanos y divulgar lo que nos cuentan, en la
Memoria de los paisanos más tradicionales
de pueblos ...; vecinos autóctonos; los
muchos valles del país,

L337 1164l braña, los vecinos subiendo al
hombro, desde Castro, cargas de leña o
paxos con maíz o escanda ...

L341 [188] writer referred to by a

receptionist as paisanín; he offers to share
information with any payaso who may want
it.

L353 [062] Tengo de subir al Puertu
al Puertu y a la montøña.

Ll40 [101,169] Pensé en nuestras
tradiciones, nuestra música, aquel olor
caracteristico de Asturias, los marineros, los
mineros, los labradores ...; estoy silicosu

Ll6914371 letter entitled con los
mtneros.

L208[275] yo soy asturianu y mineru.
Letter is about Asturian bowls.

L22110091 yo vi la primera luz y creci
en los valles mineros del centro de este país
astur.

L223 Í444] Yo no soy minero, ni nadie
en mifamilia lo es. Yo soy un asturiqno.

(como

L2S912461 Asturias sí lo es de
grandes paisanos ... con Antón Saavedra,

Asturias recupera al paisano.

L29512071 no atropellemos al paisano

L299 1276,3061 de nuestres vaques, oveyes y
cabres de nuestres montañes .... En nuestras

cuevqs.

Lols u71l about a new mining project.

Yo, que nací en la cuencaL026 [004]
mtnera ...

L044 [083,20llMineru pa quien trabayas x
2.

L050 [400] enlas cuencas centrales

L110 [002] asturiano puro s\îg by los
mineros, los aldeanos, los vaqueros &c...
L134 [008] about Hunosa retirees and
employees in a language demonstration.

L138 [124] la minería (&) siderurgia,
campo, pesca.

Minine

1l



Diminutives and nicknames

L008 [170] paisanines

L011 [112] probín, cafetín

L018 Í119,130,1421 montesín, tocín,
mayorín, bigotín.

LO2l10521 guapinos

LO27 ll25l un presidentín, pequeñín

L032 U05l el borrachín

L049 [071] conventín

LO6l l2l5l Pachu, Pacha/Pachina,
Chintu, Fedrichu, Frichosu, Chema.

L072 [001] papelín

L088 [175] folletín

L091 [079,1 171 Pachu, paisañín

Ll821289) muyerina

L187146ll pueblín

L200 [313] chistosín de caleya

L20l14281 pequeñín,Güelito,

L204l37tl dulcín

L2l61264) presedentín

L220L3071 furaquín

L229 ll53l borrachín

L23212701 folletín

L235 [109] granín d'arena

L243ll84l cafetucu

L26l U79,2181el pueblín x2

L265 [108] pintina

L267 |82) güelín

L27l13421 calentín

L27812831 pueblín

L28212651 name'. Pqchín

L296 14231 pueblín ejemplar

L301 [253] pasiquí

L306 [069] pueblín, pouquín
probetín

(?),

LOeT 13231

L0e8 [338]

LtoT 14471

Ltt{12671

Lr231266J

Ltzs 10741

Ll2e [03s]

Lt4210641

Lr44lLr4l

Lr46l2e7)

Ltsz14241

Llss [360]

L160 [086]

L163l29sl

L166 [316]

llibriquín

Periodicucho

Gatu

Javierín

guaprno

Camilín

poquiñín

ye pequeñína

muchachitos

names: Pachu, Pachín

Papines

Miguel el Maraxu

merucu

pueblerina

Chus.

L309 [450] localín, homín, paisanín

L312 [385] güelín

L313 [303] pueblerín

L323 [08i] paisanín

L32912841 pueblín

L339 [317] cøsín

L341 [188] paisanín

L351 [441] maletín

L353 1062,2581 p oquiñín, pues tín.

L354 [186] El Chiova

[note also a number of the village references to "paisanín"f



Nuestros

L005 [417] nuestro himno a León

L009 [268] nuesu pueblu

L013 [095] nuesu pueblu, nuesos montes,

L018 [130] la tierra de los nuestros

L019 [375] nuestra idioma

L02l 1052,4031nuesu pueblu, la nuesa

idiosincrasia comu pueblu con llingua y
cultura propia, I'asturianu, ye'l más

importante los idiomes porque ye'l nuesu.

L025 [195] defender nuestra 'llingua' ...

pérdida pørcial de nuestra 'llingua'

L029 [103] nuestres señes d'identidá

L031 [141,420) nuestra región", "y nuestra
plaza ya era el lago Enol

L037 [090] nuestra lengua madre

[referring to Latin]

L038 [102] nuestros músicos asturianos,
que son los mejores.

L039 [150] nuestra tonada

L04l1244] nuestra lengua, nuestra
memoria, nuestros descendientes

L0781269) nuestracultura,nuestra
querida tierra, Pero el asluriano es nuestro.

L081 [034] afalar del nuesuser
primixeniu español

L083[271] nuestro'querido'alcalde,
nuestra historia, nuestros antepasados,
nuestro pueblo, nuestro patrimonio.

L084 [165] nuestrs Mariña (Quintes)

L088 [175] nuestraregión,nuestratierra

L091 [117] nuestro idioma

L092 [056] nuestra lengua

L095 [197] nuesu país

L097 13231 porfortuna otros hanvenido
a reparar nuestro error lpoor conservation of
literary records]

Loes [338]
nuestro

un concejo ... como el

L042 13e8l

Los0 [400]

L0s4 [158]
llinguø

rutestra lengua

nuestra lengua

nues tra universidá, nuesa

Lt02lr27l
Ll03 [08e]

Lr0s [078]
autonomía

Lt0814621

Ll0e [04e]

Ll1o [002]
región

Ll13 [330]

Ll1s [3es]

L119 [334]

Lt20l0e2)
antepasados

nuestras fabas

nuesa llingua, nuesu idioma

nues tra provincia, nuestra

nuestres inquietudes

nuesa llingua

nuestro folclore, nuestrø

nuestro dialecto

nuestra Carta Magna

nuesu idioms

nuestro deporte, nuestros

L0561326] procesos similares al nuestru
n'otros paises

L061 [215] nuestra lengua lariega

L063 [401] nuesø llingua

L066 [104] nuestras valerosas abuelas

L067 1402) nuestros 'dazibaos'

L070 [154] nuesa cultura", "nuesa

realidá ", "nuesa identidá

L071 [054, I92,2).ll nuestra tierra, nuestra
propia cultura, nuestra llingua, nuestru
Estqtutu, nuestra tierra patria, nuestros pas

Lllzl42ll que nuestra lenguay nuestro
estatuto necesitan.

L12613691 pueblín como esti nuestru,
nuestrã villa, nuestros vecinos 'del puertu de
Payores pa lla, nuesra provincia, nuestros
gentes,nuestras tradiciones y fiestas

ll



Ll27 [355] nuestro patrimonio, nuestras

fronterøs, nuestro futuro, nuestra región

Ll29 [035] nuesos güelos, nuesu primer
códigu de comunicación, de la nuesa

Asturies, nuesa llingua,

L130 [433] nuestra lengua castellana

L131 [065] nuesa llingua, nuesu

sentimientu astur.

Ll33ll72l nuestrospolíticos

Ll38 |24] una 'raza' o casta muY

nuestra, a nuestro pueblo, nuestra terrina, mi
lengua.

L139 [191] nuestra conciencia
autonomica, voivamos a lo nuestro.

L140 [101] nuestras tradiciones, nuestra

música", "pero me resisto a perder lo
nuestro, no sólo lo asturiano, sino el
albariño, el ribeiro ...

L14l ll32] nuestros hijos, nuestra
cultura, nuestra lengua

Ll42 1064] pero nuestros, no, de

ninguna manera, las gallinas ...

Ll43 [320] nuestra aldea

Ll45 14421 nuesø propia realidá
económica, nues a llingua

Ll48 [344] nuestra reivindicación de la
solidaridqd

L149 [331]
Prehistoria

nuestros ancestros de la

L151 [011] nuestra propia lengua,
'nuestrq' Academia de la Llingua, Real
Acqdemia de la Lengua Españ'ola no trata
como una igual a la nuestra.

L163 Í2951 nuestra sociedad

Ll54l349l nuestrosiovenes

Ll58 Í2771 que ye de nueso, nuesa

llingua, nuesa sociedá

L159 [393] nuesa tsingua

L160 [086] nuestra cuenca

Lt63lzesl
conceJo

nuestra historia, nuestro

Lt6413461
región

español'nuestro', nuestra

L166 [316] nuestrø Mary Gùay.

Ll72l15ll nuestra tierra, lucha por lo
nuestro, nos involucre en lo nuestro.

Ll34 [010] nosafala, nuestrafala

Ll87 11 57,35 8,461 ] nues tro Orru-Horrio,
nuesu escanciaorín

L190 [006] nueos(?) Munuzas, nuestra
p r op i a I engua, nues tr a p ers onalidød
lingüística, nuestra misma identidad.

Ll92l443l nuestrodiccionario
asturiano

Ll94 |10,180] nuestra xera, nuestra
Tertulia - nuestra historia

L20314321 nuesuidioma.

L20613941 nuestro idiomcl

L2ll 1149,I8ll nues tros eruditos conc ej ales,

nuestros gallardos lugares, nuestros
próceres, nuestra heroica Maliayo, nuestras

temøs, nuestro palrimonio cultural, que nos

hable de nosotros, nuestras abuelas.

L22ll009l nuestros güelos,nuestra
lengua vernacular, nuestro patrimonio.

L22814271 nuestrogallego-asturiano

L231 [007] nuestrø lengua, nuestra
tierra, nuestra libertad (though this is
attributed to X X Sánchez Vicente with
whom writer disagrees on the question of
coofficialityl.

L235 [109] nuestru patrimoniu, :nuesos

mu érganos polític o - cul tur al es.

L236 ll7 8,3011 nuesu pueblu, nues tra
Comunidad Autonoma, nuestra tierrø,
nuestras arcas

L238 [384] nuestra región, el asturiano

forma parte de nuestra esencia cultural: es

una de nuestras joyqs; una herencia que

ll



hemos recibido de nuestros padres y qbuelos,

imponer uno de nuestros idiomas sobre el
otro, nuestra propria pers onalidad,
nues tra' clas e' polí tica.

L239 [463] nuesu país.

L244 13091 lafala y la cultura nuestres

L247 Í274] nuestra costa, nuestra región

L24814391 nuestroshéroesdestronados

L2491216l Asturies,nuestra
martirizada, nues tros picos

L26l U79,2I8lpara nuestro pequeño mundo
de Niembro [Llaned, nuestra región

L266 [050] Nuesa Universidá, nuesa
liingua ilariega, nuesa tradición, nuesa
cultura, nuesu pueblu, la llingua de nuesos
mayores

L267 11821
Terrero

nuestru pariente Diegu

L279 [I34] nuestro idioma [writer is
referring to Castilianl

L282 1265) nuestro paisaje

L283 13271 nuestras autoridades,
nuestras vegas, nuestras ciudades, nuestros
børrios, nues tro P atrimonio cultural, nues tra
degradación ambiental, Picos ... uno de los
rnás importantes de Asturias para nuestro
presente.

L285 [340] si les culpa de nuestras
propias miserias

L291 [085] nuestrs ciudad, Oviedo,
nuestro ilustro toponimo

L298 [413] el drechu a usqr n'Asturies
Ia nuesa llingua y la nuesa dignidá ...

L299 1276] nuestres vaques, oveyes y
cabres de nuestres montañes .... nuestras
cuevas

L301 [253] nuestres músiques y bailles,
nuestru humllde, nuna situacion øsemeyada a
Ia nuestra, nuestros dies, creemos qu'hemos
dirixir tolos nuestros esfuercios

L307 [315] nuestra integración social,
nuestro ilustre paisano D.Enrique Valentín
Iglesias

L317 [351] nuestras señas de identidad

L319 [408] nuestra región

L320 [198] vuestra tierra, vuestros
quesos, vuestra sidrø, vuestrs hospitalidad

L323 [081] nuestra región, la dignidad a
nuestra lengua así como nuestra cultura

L32410591 nuestralenguavernacular.

L326 [055] nuesa llingua, nuesa identidá
cultural y llingüís tica.

L32912841 nuestropueblín,nuestro
tiempo

L333 [098] nuestra lengua [Navia-Eo
region], nuestros dos viejes lenguas

L334 1126,287,3 80] nuestra cultura pas ada,
nuestra cultura, nuestros localidades

L339 [317] nuestra querida Asturias.

L3431325) a los asturianos nos gusta lo
nuestro

L3491058,24If nuesa propia tierra, nuestra
lengua, nuestra culturø, nuesos queríos
güelos y güeles, nuesa identidá personal y
cultural.

L353 1I 62,258,294) nues a llingua, la
recuperación de lo nuestro, de nuestra
cultura popular asturiana, nuestros
øntepasados nuestros descendientes.

L302[2e0)
Asturias

L306 [06e]
procedencia

L3ss u67l
L360 [129]

L361 [368]
generación

nuestra tierra, nuestra

al misterio de nosa

nuestra lengua

nuestro cordero.

nuestrø s ociedad, nues tra

lll



L008 [170] Asturias, que guapqyes.

L018 [1 19] la guapura de les palabres

L053 [070] un cuaderno muy guapo

Ll20l092lP hay tres coses en Asturias
que son patrimonio y fama: ...

Ll2312661 muy guapina

Ll27 l355lP situación de nuestro
patrimonio

L129 [035]P un tesoru culturø|,
patrimoniu esclusivu de la nuesa Asturies

L209 L449lP el patrimoniu hestóricu y
ñatural.

Guapu/a/es & Patrimoniq/u

L240l3s4lP

L267 U82l
L284l4s4lP

L2e4l3s7l

L227 ll59lP Asociación Defensa del
Patrimonio Asturiano.

L235 [109]P nuestru patrimoniu cultural y
ecolóxicu.

Patrimonio del ruido fironic]

les poesíes tan guapes que-y

L211 u8llP
L222lt4sl

patrimonio cultural

llibru bien guapu

L028 [359] Ya me lo decíø mi 'güelu' ..

L031 [382] decíami'güela' ....

L050 [400] nuestros padres o abuelos
eran humiliados si al realizar determinadss
gestiones pronunciaban ciertas palabras en

asturiano courtano ...

L066 U04] nuestras valerosas abuelas.

L097 13231 el pueblo de mis ancestros y
uno de los más bellos que he visto (llevaba
razón mi abuelal , idioma de mis abuelos.en
el exilio como mi tío.

Ll20 10921 que estqr orgullosos de
nuestros antepasados

L140 [310] dondenacieron tres
generaciones de mis antepasados y yo mismo.

L184 [010] Esa lengua se ha transmitido
de padres a hijos resistiendo la marginación.

L185 [404] o la flengual de mis
tqtarabuelos, como la mía, mi lengua
paterna-materna.

L20l 14281 Güelito, siempre te quise y
siempre me acordaré de ti.

L314 [451]
conceJo.

valle de Cabueñes (guapo ..

lo 'guapu' que es nuestro

L345l367lP El bable no sólo es

patrirnonio de Asturias, sino de España.

L211 [181]

L22t l00el
padres.

lo que oi de labios de mis

L22410051 eralalenguaquehablaban
mis padres, la que sigue hablando mis
parientes y amigos.

L23012351 de la lengua de sus abuelos
como un castellano mal hablado ...

L238 [384] flengual una herencia que
hemos recibido de nuestros padres y abuelos.

L266 [050]/a llingua de los nuesos mayores

L267 ll82l Homenaxe al mi güelu.

L26812821 abuelos y nietos.

L27812831 soi de les madres que saben
lo que ye querer que los sos fios estudien
asturianu.

L2ee 12761
padre.

[quesu] lo hicieron con mi

L312 [385] Pa que nadie hable como el
güelín.

Relatives



Use of Bable words in letters otherwise in Castilian

L0021422 Ye un paisanu

L0041440 xastres

L008/170 Asturias, que guapa yes and
gochos, oveyes, vaques, praos

L0l6ll96 facer (relatedto sidra)

L0191375 babayu

L0241128 fabes,leches

L0271125 tesorín míu; que ye carretina

L0281359 güelu

L030/431 el bable lleunés

L03lll4I fabes, pichadines, cocies, ho!
382 güela; calderu; leídu
420 afallaízu, charcu, caxigalines
42r

L0451362 picufino; pa Nava (related to
sidra)

L0641200 cones ta tu

L0671402 nuestros dazibaos

L0761435 amigu

L0801262 tan panchos; puxa Nava;
Ilagares

L0831271 roñosu

LO84ll65 maliayes (adj. related to a

name)

L085/453 gomeru

L088/175 xateiro

L089/038 pitos de caleya

L091/053 esti paisanu ye más

enrevesau que un cuernu
79 ye muy metafóricu; los xatos;

al serviciu de la CE

L0941203

L0961066

LlDu39r

L105/078

Ltl0l2s0

Ltlll33s

les oveyes

ye baratu

Hola, tocayu!

campanu; bula

???

tabais meyor calláus

Ltt4l267
tas fechu

llacieries Jísiques; Javierín,

argayu

na de na

Güevos

puxarra

ye rentable; yaques; praos

nun ye paisanu

estoy silicosu; ye un llixu
les castañes; les formigues
de les baldunes; carne de
pucheru

fala que te falarás

ye pequeñína y galana

???

sin fronteres

paptnes

caleya

estar en sqrøos

caleyes

Puxa Asturies! Puxa la

chuli

de l'Asturies del suañu

caleya

güizos (... niños de mi

? ???

¿yes tontu ofaeste?; tortazu

deagües

la co-oficialida
???
rutiu fediondu; bocayada
gochona; indignes y
puerques manes
???

???

L1221261

Lt241273

Ll25l0'74

Lt261365

Lt33lt72

Ll35/168

Lt40l169
310

Lr4l1227

L1421064

Ll49l33t

Ll51/011

Lt521424

Lt68lt07

L1691437

Lt70lr89

Ll72lt5r
verdad!

Lr77lr85

Lt791223

Lt}l/347

L1861404
pueblo)

Llgu322

L1921443

L1991272

L2001026
113
12t

140

313

L2011428 güelito



L2081275 soy asturianuy mineru

LzllllSl güela electrodoméstica;
diaños, bruyes, gùesties, xanes, xastres y

fames

L2181233 prqo

L220ß07 tixu;furaquín
376 puya el ramu

L2251190 el campaneru; les famoses
pøxarines; les lagrimes

285 tøfecha

L2281427 oficialidá; asturianu

L2341206 fala (disparagingly)
213 lajabla; lafala

L2401354 Pues fale!
L2481332 ???

439 "p'a mí el timón" .... "tú
p'al trabe"

L2491216 la lloba

L2541333 ???

L2551076 Mayaos, el mayeu

L2621144 pelotu

L2641152 muertu; jo; el llobu; llobu a

Ilobu nun se come

L2731292 paxarines

L2821265 pitas

L2861243 gamonéu

L2931329 ???

L2991276 yo faigo les cuentes;
morrillu; nuestres vaques, oveyes y cabres de

nuestres montañes; güeyos blancos; kilu
306 na de na; prau; culiebres; les

escueles

L3l4l45l guapu

L3181234 afogao; fala; gueyes del su
guelo; prau; León nun ye Castiella

L32ut98

L3221436

L3271156

L328lt6t

L3341126
r39
242

287
339
370
380
418

L354l186

L3561364

L3591217
345

L361/368 pueblu

L3371164 braña; paxos

L341l188 payqso; día del bollu

L3431325 ???

L34410'73 chivato

L3501279 potes, xarres

L35ll44l na de na

L3531258 xuegu ls rana; el to esfuerzu
y les tos investigaciones ...; enþtu

294 les caxigalines; caleya

orbayu; prau; neños

quesu; gochos; xatas;

el plan Nuevu Llangr,lu

Puxa Colinas

???

finu; las jablas
asturianu; jabas/fabes;
jablas
???

???
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Tonics of letters written in Bable:

Qué taben esperando de Gabino
Rebel¡ón en Turón
Miseria del provincialismu (en respuesta a un llaniscu oriscu)
Gracia Noriega, el tocín y la velocidá
El padre Galo Fernández, un poeta censuráu
Dos octavuques reales (reales como'l NDEA) al polífugu llaniscu J I

Gracia Noriega.
Ente Bustu y Vidiu

¡Que lo diga la Universidá

¿De qué tienen mieu?
Galeuzca y Asturies
Pin o Xoxín
20 años d'asturianismu
Hores estres y reindustriqlización
Otru pasu alantre [about Asturian language]
Lliga lliberal Antiprohibicionista Asturiøna [environmental heritage issue:

Peaks of Europe]
Les lluces nel Ayuntamientu Piloña [street lighting issue]
La oficialidad del asturiano

¡Decíl Ia verdá, hom! labout language and human rights]
La Cooficiliødad
De la región y lo regional [discusses concepts of title of Asturias]
De vergoña fcomplaint about treatment of Asturian language entries at

prize givingl
Hipocresies
Col pediatra topamos
Derechos lingûísticos
Esclariando fabout Asturian, normalisation, ALLA, Regional Govt.]
Bable y cultura
Respuesta a la consejera
La oposición de García Arias. [about Asturian song and ofhcial Bablists]
La Gabinada flocal government and car licence plates]

Asturias parida querida fabout language, anti-normalisation, ref:
neonacionalcuadonguismo]

Respuesta sobre unos letreros
La enseñanza del asturiano
Organizólu la Xunta pola defensa de la Llingua
La cultura asturiana
Los niños y el asturiano
A Nacho Artime
La enseñanza del asturiano. flanguage: teaching in Bable, respects varieties,

tho' supports ALLA]
El Gomeru fthe comic publication]

¿Qué ye de Jerónimo Grande?
Al rector de la Universidá d'Uviéu
Escontra'l deterioru de la llingua
El cuartu poder
Tonada y cuatreada
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L258
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¡Escueya llingua!
Al rector de la Universidad de Oviedo

Sobre lJaciana
El claustro del Huerna-Pajares, con el bable!
El Pleno de Ribadesella
Reflexión sobre el artículo de Silvino Lantero
mensaje a los iraquíes
El asturiano en Sotrondio
Los vedaos nos ríos
Fantasies animaes
De Mieres a Ponferrada laboutmultinationals]
Murnia y gayola
Al ministru de Exteriores
Un importante olvidu
Porfesores y estudiantes por la oficialidad
El Partíu del señor Rozada y la llingua d'Asturies

¿Qué diañcs ye la cultura asturiana?
Angel, Amable y Pin
Más so toponimia
Escanciador
Liyo
Señas de identidad
Les declaraciones de Mqrita Aragón
La oficialidá del asturianu
Señor Noval, rectifique aina

¿Nun sabemos per ónde andamos?
La cantera de Cabranes
El Rh Tasco
Andecha Astur pide un trato justo
Esa televisión asturiana çlue dicen tan cara
El toru prietu
Un hogar para Mieres
Caleyes con mucho oficiu
Ayeri Hungría y Praga, güei Chechenia
El Garrapiellu y Cuadonga
Cerosiete
Non más desigualdá
Con el bable desde Mallorca
L' asturianu, llingua propia
Pablo Antón responde a Manuel Lombardero
Por obra y Gracia de Noriega
SUATEA respuende a la conseyeria d'Educación
El llabor d'una xente
A don Manuel de la Cera
La cooficilialidad del asturiøno
Felipe mató la utopia
Marqués de Garuafa
La Llniversida ¿asturiana? Perdió la so independencia
ETA, déxanos vivir en paz
Homenaxe al mi güeluL265
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[036]
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Josefa, la del Praón

¡ ¡Sí ye cuestión de cuatro duros! !
Precisiones a ún de Salamanca (señor Alarcos)

¿Qué ye lo que pasa col asturianu?
So'l paraisu natural
Bable y cultura
Natura y cultura
Solidaridá d'un día
Pola oficialidá del asturianu
??

Severo Ochoa: unfaro que alluma nel cenentenerio de Lluarca
El riesgu círculatoriu y el cuartel Cabu Noval d'Argüelles (Siero)

Universidá y bable
Somos pites
El parlamentu asturianu y les antariques
A Constantino Loza Cortina
Nun hay mal que por bien nun venga: Universida, ); Prensa d'Asturies, I0
Laura González: mui mal, fia, mui mal
Carta abierta a Tino Pertierua y Serxu Solares
Atilano, un nueu obispu
Uviéu y Xixón
Botón
Cayó'l telón
Enguedeyu peligrosu
La concentración de Cabrales
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QUOTES IN ASTURIAN CONTAINED IN CASTILIAN LANGUAGE ARTICLES

Note: where no date is next to the quote, the date of the preceding quote applies.

Q001 "Un anciano" and "otro hombre maduro" from Niembro (Llanes) on reports about the whereabouts of ex head
of Telemex, Carlos Salinas:

"Seguro que está ahí. No ves que esti rapaz (Pérez Simón) se lo debe todo, que se hizo ricu con él
(Salinas) ... Está endidu, hombre"

"Estará en el Caribe, debajo de una palmera con una buena moza al lado. Si no, ye tontu." (314195)

Q002 Celia Alvarez, retired, Bueida (Quirós):
"Si algunos de Quirós fuesen menos cerrados .... y permitir que algunas famllias diesen vida a estas caleyas."

(3t4tes)

Q003 one of two women, Rosaria & María José, sisters, 60s, Tudela Veguín:
"... pero es que el Alcalde lo quiere todo pa Oviedo y nada pa los pueblos.l' (1315195)

Q004 An unidentified ìryomen in the streets of Cue, Llanes, at a flower festival in honor of San Xuan:
"Non lo pises jiyu, que é pecáu" (2516195)

Q005 Celia Cruz, at the 300th anniversary o1 El Carmín de Siero, Pola de Siero:
i'No hay 'prau' pa tanta gente!"

Q006 José Vicentiz,'Pachín de los Alpes':
"... pero el Carmín ye muy grande y decidí que tenía que venir." (1811195)

Q007 Participants in Fiestas del Carmen, Celorio (Llanes):
"Esi, ési, el más altu y el rruis derechu." (1817195)

Q008 Inés Pidal, 97, Argüero (Villaciosa):
"Llevo ya 97 años de perra vieya, ... guárdolo bien en la memoria, porque yo, no ye por nada, pero fui una pollita
muy lucida ... y entonces no era como ahora, que los guajes ne cesiten artilugios para pasar el ratu, nosotros éamos

nrás apañaos, y nos conform'ábamos primero ... Taba en el chigre, el único de Argüero ... Si es que ahora nun saben
divertise!" (l/8/95)

Q009 mourner at funeral for one of the Pozo San Nicolás victims, Ablaña (Mieres):
i'Ñeru.!Ñeru! ...." (6lS195)

Q010 Cholo Jvacho, 35, humorist and singer:
Spoke at La Nueva España stand at Gijón fair in"un lenguaje colloquial". (1418195)

Q011 Fali Carrera, spectator at the Abad chocolate making festival, at San Antonio de Villahormes [Llanes]:
l'Qué se va a hacer, saliónos el santu mexónl ....Visti, chatu, qué faena?" (15/8/95)

Q012 Young child at a show in Boal:
'.'Ves como nun morrera? Si nun vimos la caxa por ningún lao." (18/8/95)

Q013 Avelino Alvarez Yázquez, carretero, appears to be in his 50s, La Manjoya:
"Ye muy duro, de lo peor que hay"

Q014 Mari Luz Fernández commenting, at a school reunion, 31 years after last seeing a childhood friend, Belmonte:
"Pero, ¿tu yes Menchu 'la ferrerina'?"

Q015 Rosa, his wife:
"Qué va!, ye que yo era buena adminishadora y con lo que él ganaba crié siete f,ros.l' (1918195)

Q016 Pepe, participant in a tug of war with a donkey at Piedeloro (Carreño) at a fair:
"No sé Carmina, pero creo que ye tirar un paisanu de ur lau y el bumr del otru." (2318195)

Q017 AureliaGonzá,Jez Caso,70, Arenas de Cabrales (From article on Cabrales cheese):
"... el cuajo, que ye el estómago de un cabritín cuando aún no come hierba."



Q018 Padre Juan Antonio Ardisana, appears to be an older person:
"... si al parlirlo se ennegrece al contacto con el aire, sigrrif,rca que no ye verdaderu."

Q0l9Isabellina:
"El mayor enemigo del quesu ye el mosquifu. Hay que tener mucho cuidáu cuando se abre y se cierra la cueva porque
a la primer de cambio, cuélense dentro. Lo mejor ye el matamoscas: cuando entras, echas un chorrín y repites la
operación al cerrar la puertia." (26/8195)

Q020 comments from unidentified spectators at the participation of two young women in a "concurso de
escanciadores":

"Mira esa chavalina" , "¡Vamos neña, a por ellos!" (2718195)

Q021 "Una vecina de Insierto" and íun veterano", speaking about the Romería de los Martires, Valdecuna (Mieres):
"¡Mira cómo ta el to prau!".
"ye que no saben" (speaking about young people who "abusan de la sidra") (28/9195)

Q022 Unnamed person at Romería de los Martires, Valdecuna, Mieres:
i'Mira cómo ta el to prau!"

Q023 Milu, participant en Fiestas del Corpus, Vega de Poja (Siero):
l'Vamos ecologista, que la prueba ye tuya!"

Q024 Román, participant:
"Burros oh!, que mal pensaos sois." (4t7 te6)

Q025 Participant at Fiestas de San Antonio, Fitoria:
"Es que el gochu ye muy hábil." (t0l7te6)

Q026 Manuel Restra, 58, during a festive lunch at a cider bar in Oviedo:
'jla sidra? Sí, ho. Gústame mucho. Lo que pasa es que ye muy meona. Yo prehero el vino, que da menos cañu y,
así, la muyer nun protesta de noche cuando la despierto pa ir al escusao." (1317196)

Q027 Unknovvn person at the shoulder of Emilio Suárez, middle-aged, astur-mexicano, salmon fishing in Narcea
river:

"Era un buen salmón, bien gordu ...." (1417196)

Q028 Patrocinio, gitano woman, in her 60s, presiding at a wedding:
l'Viva la novia y viva lo güeno!" (22t7|e6)

Q029 Azucena García, Queen of the Fishery at the XXVU Festival de la Sardina, Candás (headline of article: Z¿s
Fresques de Candós):

"Nos van a salir les sardines por los ojos." (3llil96)

Q030 Francisco González, m yor of Cudillero, at the civil marriage of a young gypsy couple a year after their
marriage according to tradicional rito gitøno:

"Yo cásolos con fius incluidos." (118196)

Q03l Fernando Noriega, 8, winner of the Junior category of III Concurso de Deporte Autóctono "Villa de Candás',,
Carreño:

"Vaya nerviu que tien esi guaje ... La verdá ye que dáseme mui bien"

Q032 Agustín Rodríguez, 50:
"Esto ye cuestión de fuerza y de mirar a un punto hjo." (3t8te6)

Q033 Residents of Cudillero:
'.'Qué ye, que lus novius pirdierunsi fíu?"
"La culpa ye del alcalde de Soto del Barca, que no acaba de solucionar lo del cruce."
"Ni que el paisano ese fuera el presidente del Gubiernu pa facéi este recibimientu."
fQuico]: "A ver.dónde está el ramo de flores pa la novia de Ramón.l'

ll
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Q034 unnamed youth, resident of Los Cabos (Pravia), taking part in the Romería del Xiringüelu
"El caso ye tener bastante que beber." (3t8te6)

Q035 unnamed person at Cheese fair in Llanes:
"Míralu ahí." (End part of a r€sponse to a question re photographers) (st8/e6)

Q036 Adolfo Martínez Palacio, 90, Valdesoto (Siero) at awarding of "güelos" of the locality as part of Fiesta of San
Félix:

"Yo lo único que tengo ye un poco mal esta rodilla, pero con to los años que tengo, nunca dormí en un hospital
porque nunca tuve na." (1218196)

Q037 Victor Galán Campillo, atPlaza de la Huertona, Llediás-Posada (llanes):
"No, home, no. Pa cornadas las que da la jambre. Míralu, ya se levanta.]' (t3t8te6)

Q038 Nel del Solo (Leonardo), humorista:
"Nel mio pueblu somos tan probes que la misa de gallu facémosla con 'Avecrem' ... ye lo peor que hay. Porque

.ónde se reúnen esos de les Naciones?.En Borines? Non, home non, en Ginebra..Veislo?"
(t6t8te6)

Q039 Group of young people, Fair at San Cucao de Llanera:
"Venga, güelu, venga." (Addressed to José Manuel Rodríguez García, 78, who is quoted in Castilian in his
interview.) (1718196)

Q040

Q041

Q042

Q043

Poem quoted at stari of articie, author not cited:
"De las fiesas de San Roque/ tou el mundu está admiráu./ San Roque está muy contenh.¡/ y hasta el pemr está

pasrnáu." (At Fiesta of San Roque de Monþellier, where crowds shouted: i'Viva San Roque y el perru!")
(r7 t8te6)

"Rete", 70, Argüero (Villaviciosa):
"El permisu téngolu en regla, así que quitái de delante ahora mismo o saco I'hachu y lo tiro así, por bajo,"

( I 8/8/e6)
A neighbour of Varé (Siero), at the Fiesta of Nuestro Señora de la

Asunción:
i'Eses tortilles no van tar ni pa poder cenales, con lo que apetecía ahora un trocín calentín pa olvidase del agua!"

(te/8|e6)
Pedro José Vallin (author of newspaper article):

"iba de bar en bar dándole al punteru."
"Es curioso pero cuando se trata de beber sidra, a nadie le cabe ninguna duda sobre quienes son los asturianos.
Somos los que echamos la sidra desde lo altu, aunque la mitad caiga al suelu." (2118196)

Q044 At the piesca del gochu, festival in Rioseco de Caldones: Marcelino Vigil (propetario del ejemplar):
"Al ser un cruce entre una gocha y un jabalí no van a arreglase pa cogelu, ya lo verás. Ye algo salvaje y muy
inquietu.]' "Ni fartucos de vino vais a pillalu ... Esti gochu ye un torpedo, mairáilu cómo cone."

Q045 Juan Castro,30:
"Hay que estirase todo lo que puedas pnabarcar más espacio ... Esti gochu ye muy piquiñucu."

Q046 José Amador Solís,55, from Gijón:
"Esto,aunquenoloparezca,yemuypeligroso...Noyenadafácil,yeso queyoyaparticipémásvecesencosesde
éstes." (2118196)

Q047 "mexicana ... integrante de la Compañía Nacional de México", and an unnamed couple of streetside observers
at the II Festival Folklórico del Oriente, Ribadesella:

"No la vi, pereo será la única porque les demás tal paecen fies de Moctezuma ..."
"Oye, vaya guapu el traje de los de Monforte" - "Sí, ellos paecen príncipes y elle s dames de la corte"

(26t8te6)

Q048 unnamed man from La Cabana/Repedroso, amongst el Gordo lottery winners:
"Lo malo de esto, si ye que tien algo malo, ye que ahora quedamos sin bar." (2818196)

Q049 Fermín Iglesias junior, 9. Carcarosa (Turón), son of member of IMaster Track! el Gordo winners:
"Güelo, cone, mira apapâ en la tele!" (28/8196)
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Q050 Antonio Sánchez, 60+:
"Ye muy duro. Paga a hacienda, mantén a la familia con esto ... Pa comer lentejes y cuatro fabes." (3118196)

Q051 María José, from Teverga at village fair with counties of Somiedo, Belmonte, Teverga & Grado:
'.'Viste como nosotras teníamos más peñas anirrrándonos que los homes?" (119196)

Q052 unnamed older p€rson in Grandes de Salime:
"Nun teña pena, neste pueblo nun durme naide fora tendo eo cama."(Referred to as being in "el gallego propio de

esta zona." (319196)

Q053 unnamed person at Feria Ganadera de Teverga ("Cueirín"), LaPlaza (Teverga):
"Lu pior nun ya pa nusoutrus, ia pa lus que vien dehás." (419196)

Q054 Marcos Feito Rodríguez (appears to be in his twenties), of El Valle, near Pola de Somiedo at V Certamen
Nacional de rebaños de esta raza autóctona:

"Pa lo que merez, tovía se cotiza pouco." (719196)

Q055 Domingo Gonzile4 xipleiru of El Rebollal (Degaña), 65:
"... aunque ahoruya no salgo co'l acordeón." (819196)

Q056 Magdalena ('Made') Tuñón, Bírzana (Quirós):
"... por un curiosu de los de aqui." (819196)

Q057 unnamed lady to her daughter, at the Romería de la Morgal (Llanera):
i'Nena, mfua, es la 'Muralla' de television!" (919196)

Q058 a ganadero of valle del Pigüeña:
"Ta muy claro que ellos a lo que tan ye a chupar del cargo que tienen mientres les dure." (9/9196)

Q059 unnamed participant in a fiesta in Llamigu (Valle de San Jorge de Llanes):
"De Llamigu a la lavadora que ya é hora." (1019196)

Q060 Paulino Alonso, maker of cheese, and questioner, at seminar in Oviedo:
(In answer to: "Entonces todavía ye baratu aunque cueste tres mil pesetes.") "No, no ye baratu, esti quesu, por
3,000 pesetes , ye regalâu; ' ( 19110196)

Q061 Esperanza (97) y Alfredo Bobes Canga (90), Noreña, awarded titles of "Güelos" de Ia villa condal, as part of EI
Jarro, a ttpeña gastronómica-cultural":

"Hoy la fiesta ye pa nosotros." (21110196)

Q062 person present at wedding of Francisco Alvarez-Cascos, in Cangas de Onis:
i'Aquí no hay 'Cascos', pero hay 'botijos', que ye mejor!" (21110196)

Q063 Engracia Riego Martínez, 104, Agones, Pravia:
"Toy bastante bien", "aquél ye un pueblín muy solitario y nun se puede viajar a ningrin sitio.", "Son unos
neños muy bu€nos." (talking about her great nephews) (1111196)

Q064 Miguel Angel Suárez, teacher at CP Poeta Antón, Candás, Carreño, at celebration of "esfoyaza":
"Intentamos recuperar esta andecha que se facía nes caseries asturianes nun hai tantu tiempu, porque ta perdiendose
la tradición de I'esfoyaza, cuando los güelos contaben histories a los neños y los mozos cortexaben".

(8nUe6)

Q065 unnamed person during a visit of Don Felipe to Nava:
"Que guapu y que altu ye." (tutu96)

Q066 unnamed miner attending fiesta, Cuenca del Caudal
"Pero ye sólo pa los mineros."

Q067 Ensides¿ workers (also in a mountaineering club) who won a prize in the lottery:
IV

(sl12te6)



"De verdá?.Que fue, el 'gordu'?" .... "No el 'flacu'."
"Ye un pellizquín .... Qué pena. Por qué pocu."
"El añu pasáu tocónos la pedrea; esti añu que vien tócanos el 'gordu'. Seguru.]' (23/t2te6)

Q068 Balbina Iglesias, 20s-30s, lottery winner, Santa Eulalia de Oscos:
"Taba derriba de un cenicero en la mesa como si nada, como si fuera un papel de tirar." (13nte7)

Q069 Miguel Rodrigo, subastador de San Antón, Cuerres (Ribadesella):
"Sis mil pesetes a las tres. Pa ti pa siempre .... esti añu nótase la crisis." (2611197)

Q070 José Angel del Río, president of Cofradía de la Sardina Arenque, Carnaval de Gijón:
"Ni ye moz\ ye travesti, ni va a Xixón, ye de Uvieu." (612/97)

Q071 bridesmaid at a wedding in Aviles (couple from Valliniello):
"Corre, nena." (16/2197)

Q072 Manuel Javier Torres, 40s-50s, Mieres:
"Ye algo que viví desde pequeño." (2612197)

Q073 Etelvina Alvarez, 103, Oviedo:
"Es que yo voté al que ta ahora, al bigotinos. Ahora quieren atragantalo p'a ver si lo deja, pero no lo can a
conseguir." (413197)

Q074 one of three 11 year olds, Llanes:
"Yo todavía lo pienso algunas veces: lo que podríamos tener ahora mismo en el bolsillo ... Buenu, por lo menos

salimos en el periódicu." (813197)

Q075 friend of Carlos 'Clarín' Casado, 62:
"Ciudadanu, llibreru y amigu." (1413197)

Q076 Cuca Tamargo, Infiesto:
"Mi güelu compró esta casa, ....." (1513197)

Q077 Engracia Riego, 105, Pravia:
"Yo creo que tais confundíos, paezme que nun tengo tantos ... .Toi bastante bien. Lo que mils me falla ye el oído y
la memoria." (l9l3l9'1)

Q078 Celia Gonzáùez, middle-aged *,Cezana (Belmonte):
References to her use of 'forno' and 'yelde' in her comments. (24t3te7)

Q079 saying quoted by José Manuel Torre, Mier (Peñamellera Alta):
"Dios y el cuchu pueden muchu, pero sobre tou el cuchu." (27/3te7)

Q080 Agustín García, 60, slingshot champion at "torneo 'San José"' held in El Natahoyo:
"Cuando era crío pirábamos la escuela pa ir a mata ñerbatos (mirlos) col gomeru. Luego los vendíamos y
comprábamos castañes mayuques pa quitar la fame. Ahora las cosas son distintas; si no fuera por nuestro habajo,
los neños de hoy no conocerían el gomeru." (2/4197)

Q081 Juan Bautista Alvarez, párroco de San Pedro de Pola de Siero, at the "bendición de los 'huevos"'
"Quemósemos el picalín de la torre de la iglesia. Hubo mieu, sospiros y llárimes ... year guapo ver a tanta xente
arrimando'l llombu." (2/4197)

Q082 María Cosmen Menéndez-Castañedo, 31, born in Oviedo but lives in Gijón, daughter of JoséCosmen Adelaida:
"Me considero 'echada p'alante'." (18/4197)

Q083 a neighbour of José Manuel Suáre2,73, Rubiano (Grado):
"Unavez le trajeron una cocina, pero no la quiso, siguió cocinando en el 'llar'.]'

5
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Q084 Francisco Sobrecueva, EPachul, ganadero in Picos de Europa.
'jGabriel? Ser, e muy güena persona, pero ya tendrá aldredor quien lu jaga malu." (2614197)

Q085 José Antonio Asprón, ganadero, middle-aged, near Los Lagos, Picos de Europa.
"De palabra tóu e güenu, después llega el desengañu." (2614197)

Q086 José Cosmen Adelaida, businessmen:
"Como dkía Manolo Avello, gustóme mucho." (1215191)

Q087 group of residents of Cudillero:
i'Mirádilu, mirádilu! Hay vian el alcaldi. Yall nuastru Antonio Banderas de Cuideiru!l' (1515197)

Q088 José López, retired, miner for 32 years, La Camocha (Gijón):
"Esquedeestaformarnásquenada,sesubsistiría.Paraganarunjornalunpococuriosu,tienes queserunesclavu
de la tierra." (1715197)

Q089 one of the speakers at the opening of a park in honour of footballer Eugenio Suárez, Arriondas:
"Ye muy fácil: tuya, mía, cabecina y gol." (2415197)

Q090 young person shouting to another at the opening of the park cited in Q049:
i'No chupes tantu!" (2415197)

Q091 Pepe el de Campu, ganadero, Arriondas:
"Partil pola mitad." (2515197)

Q092 Quique Torres, 50s, Vega-La Camocha, talking about cyclist Coque:
"Conózcolu desde que era un guaje y ye el padrín de la mi nieta ... Todo bueno, ar¡nque de guaje más malu no lu
había .... Bueno, iba más a manzanes que al colegio, esa ye la verdad. Yo iba en el coche cuando me enteré de que

había ganao la etapa y cayéronme les lagrimes de la emoción." (416197)

Q093 Nicasio Gómez,40s-50s, Vega-La Camocha talking about cyclist Coque:
"Ye un fenómeno y por aquí hay pocos." (4/6197)

Q094 Mother of Chechu, cyclist, Baldornón:
"Cuando vi que coronaba el último puerto sabía que iba a gar'ar, porque bajando ye tan bumr como el padre."

(6/6te7)

Q095 one of four named people (50s-60s), Baldornón, talking about Chechu:
"... al que queremos como si fuera fiu nuestru." (7/6197)

Q096 Anita Bueno, 75, Abrado (Valdés):
"Hay que comere bien... por los dos nenos que yatenía." (1116197)

Q097 various retired people, Castropol:
"Tá muy guapo, Amelia."
"Dios, tamos ilusionadísimas ..." (1216197)

Q098 Manuel Iglesias and other livestock & other produce sellers, Piles:
"Mucha pregunta, pero poques perres."
"Mira qué cebolletes más fresques!"

i'Tengo flores recién cortades." (1416191)

Q099 Ramón Pérez, 100, Llanes:
"Para ti la alta, que de la pequeñina ya me encargo yo .... Saquéla a bailar y aquí la tengo. Sacóme a bailar y
quedámonos juntos pa siempre." (2116197)

Ql00 Chechu Rubiera, 24, from Gijón (in an interview after winning cycle race in Italy):
i'Jo,Chechu,vasaganar,vasaganar!" "...leesperabafiestaenBaldomón,romeríapopularyungritocomún:.Qué
grande yes, Chechu!" (2216197)
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Ql01 participants at the "polémica de 'les sampedraes"', Pola de Siero:
"San Daniel! Esti añu los solteros plantamos roble también."

l'San Salvador!, voy plantar el roble alante de la casa'l corredor." (30t6tet)

Q102 José Antonio Vega, 'mandanguero' historico, Castandiellu (Langreo):
"... echar el resto, que ya falta poco pa les empanaes y les casadielles.". (u7 te7)

Ql03 Aurelio Capín, 65, curator of caves of Tito Bustillo' Ribadesella:
"Les pingarates (estalactitas), guapísimes. Pero les pintures, tantu cuentu con elles, nun valen pa na."

(4t7 te7)

Ql04 Araceli Muñiz García, 89, Sierra del Äramo, at XXX Edición del prau Llagüezos:
"Pero si yo soy joven, qué coño voy a ser 'güela' de nadie, si no tuve hijos.]' (717/97)

Ql05 Patricia Espejo & María García, 17, from Avila, at Romería de Asturias, Pola de Siero:
"... ye internacional ... ye la mejor del mundo." (22t71e7)

Ql06 unnamed young person talking on a train between Oviedo & Gijón:
"Cagon ... Pa mí, no ye por hacer la pelota, pero y el periódico de Asturias, y llevábalu pa mi padre, porque yo

apéome en Santiago del Monte." (2317197)

Ql07 comments from a family and a young person at peregrinación to Mayáu les Capilles (Morcín):
"... ye mucho más dificil."
"Antes tábase muy bien arriba, con ei bar y la gaita.... un vasu cie agua bien fría." (2611,97)

Ql08 unnamed person at Vaqueiro wedding, Aristébano (Valdés):
"Mocín, ten cuidao, que eso no resiste el primer envite." (28t7 te7)

Q109 Natalia Estrada, TV presenter in Italy, born in Gijón' mid-20s:
"Un día me paró una señora y me dijo: "Ay, madre, pero si yes una neña'." (3t\/et)

Ql10 José Muñiz Vega,84, retired wagon driver, Albandi (Carreño):
"Qué crees, que ye cómo ahora? Antes tábamos kabayando con l0 años ... Acuérdome cuando iba a Monteana y
cargabatreìnta carraes de madera pa llevar a la escuela dePoago. Teníamos cuatro parejes de gües, que ye como
ahora tener una flota de camiones ... Pol inviemo, el carto enterrábase hasta el eje y pasábamoslo muymal. Nunye
como ahora que hay carreteres.... Tábamos todo el día cantano: ... voy encuadrar aXíxónl y luego voy a neñes a

Oviedo ... una playuca bien guapa." (918197)

Ql11 Fali Carrera, male 30s, San Antoniu Villahormes (Llanes), at hot chocolate festival:
"Esti añu no nos salió el santu mexón,.eh, chatu? ... estoy como un osu, chatu.]' (rst8te7)

Ql12 participants in fiesta with "suelta de 'gochus' [human not pigs]", Posada, Llanes:
"¿Onde tan eses muyeres?"

Q113 participants in fiesta with "suelta del gochu", Molledo:
l'Venga, ánimo, que quien coja al gochu lleválu pa casa!" (tet8te7)

Qll4 unnamed local person, Luarca (Valdés) commenting on the wife of Francisco Alvarez-Cascos:
"Gema, yes lo mejor, lo mejor." (2318197)

Ql15 unnamed people in Castropol:
"Xa ves."
"Qué che vou decir que hr no sepas." (23t9te7)

Ql16 Manuel Amieva Sobrino, 69, standholder at "Mercáu Astur medieval", Porrúa, Llanes:
"Esti oficiu se pierde porque no deja un duru. Yo estoy a puntu de abandonar." (2418te7)

Ql17 Raquel Gión, uncle of person suspected of involvement in crime:
"Era el neno inocente de toda la vida y nunca se le vio nada malo."

7
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QllS "un habitual de la administración", at the time of the "gordo":
"Allá van, ¡pa engordar a Josemari y compañía!" (6nte8)

Ql19 Encarna Riesco,60, Lo Zorer4 Somiedo:
"Lo malo ye que aquí nun para nadie, ¿quién va querer venir a vivir a un monte como esti? . . .. Desde que mwió mi
marido muchas veces me pregunto qué ye lo hago yo aquí sola, pues cuando r¡na ye más joven todavía lo vas

llevando,...," (7lll98)

Ql20 Angela Baragaño García, 85, from Conforcos (Cuturrasu), Langreo - mistaken for someone else who had died:
"....PaÍa criaralamifia...." (2211/98)

Ql21 Claudio Fernández Junquera,67, first president of Alianza Popular in Asturias, former councillor of Gijón and
president of Chamber of Commerce:

"A pesar de que 'soy playu', me gusta nuis el campo y el monte, pero echaría mucho de menos el mar si no 1o

tuviera cerca." (8/3/98)

Ql22 Consuelo Fernández Iglesias, 102, Àyones (Valdés):
"Ye el huevo batido con café que desayuno por la manaña." (recipe for longevity)
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Appendix F

Encuentros en la Esterilla

Analysis of interviewees

Age was in most cases estimated from photographs included with interviews.
Locale was sometimes stated, other times inferred from context of responses; where no
locale is indicated, the space has been left blank; where the letter A appears the context
of the interview suggested the person came from somewhere within Asturias itself.

Date G Ase Locale Lang
E00l 9.7.95 F 20-30 Giión C
8002 12.7.95 M 20s Giión C
8003 13.7.95 F' 30-40 A c
8004 14.7.95 F 20s A C
8005 20.7.95 M 30s Giión C
8006 21.7.95 F 20-30 A C
8007 22.7.9s F' 30-40 A I
8008 LJ.I.'J M 30-40 A C
8009 24.7.95 F' 20s A C
8010 26.7.95 M 20s Oviedo C
E011 27.7.9s 2F 20s C
EO12 28.7.9s M 40-50 A I
8013 29.7.9s F' 20s C
8014 30.7.9s M Teens-20 C
8015 7.8.95 M 20s A c
E016 8.8.9s 2F 20-30 C
8017 9.8.9s M 30s E C
8018 10.8.95 M 40-50 A B
8019 ?.8.9s 6F' Teens-20 El Entreeo I
8020 14.8.9s M 2 A C
8021 17.8.95 2F 20s Madrid C
n022 18.8.9s M 40s E C
8023 19.8.95 2M 20s A B
noz4 22.8.95 MF 20-30 C
8025 23.8.9s M Teens Desaña C
EOz6 24.8.9s 5M 20-30 C
r,027 25.8.95 M2F s0-60 El Ferrol C
8028 26.8.95 F 30s C
LO29 27.8.95 M 30-40 A I
D030 28.8.95 F 20-30 A I
8031 29.8.95 M Teens-20 A C
8032 30.8.95 M 40s A I
8033 2.9.95 M 30-40 C
8034 2.9.9s? F 20-30 A C
8035 1.7.96 M Teens-20 A C
8036 2.7.96 F' 20s A C
r,ß7 3.7.96 M 40-s0 A C
8038 4.7.96 F' 20-30 A I
8039 5.7.96 M 30-40 A I
8040 6.7.96 M 40-50 A B
8041 7.7.96 M 20s C
8042 8.1.96 M chitd A I
8043 9.7.96 2F Teens C
EO44 10.7.96 M 60s+ A B



8045 tt.7.96 r' 30s A I
E046 13.7.96 M 20s C
F.047 14.7.96 F 20s A I
8048 1s.7.96 2F 20s c
8049 16.1.96 M 30-40 C
8050 t7.7.96 F 30-40 A C
8051 18.7.96 M 30-40 A B
8052 19.7.96 F' 30s A C
tr053 20.7.96 M 50s Gijón I
E054 21.7.96 5F 20s A C
8055 22.7.96 M 40-50 E C
8056 23.7.96 F' 30s A c
8057 24.1.96 M 20s Germany
8058 25.1.96 F' 30-40 Giión C
8059 26.7.96 M 20-30 A I
8060 27.7.96 F' 30s Giión C
E0ó1 28.1.96 M 20s C
8062 29.7.96 F 40s A I
8063 30.7.96 F 20-30 A C
8064 31.7.96 M 40-50 A I
8065 r.8.96 M 20s A I
E0ó6 2.8.96 2F 20s A I
8067 3.8.96 F' 30s E C
8068 4.8.96 M 20s Giión C
8069 5.8.96 F' 20s C
8070 6.8.96 F' Teens-20 C
8071 7.8.96 M 30s A I
8012 8.8.96 M 30-40 Cídiz C
8073 9.8.96 M 40s A A
8074 11.8.96 M 50-60 A A
8075 12.8.96 M 20-30 E C
ß076 13.8.96 F' 20s A C
8077 L4.8.96 M 20-30 A I
8078 15.8.96 M 20-30 (A) c
r,079 16.8.96 MF' 40-50 E C
8080 17.8.96 M 20-30 A I
8081 18.8.96 F 30-40 A B
8082 19.8.96 M 50-60 A C
8083 20.8.96 Mr' 30s A C
8084 21.8.96 M child El Entrego B
8085 22.8.96 M 50s Giión B
E086 23.8.96 M 40s A c
8087 24.8.96 Mock interview with a couple of doqs
E088 25.8.96 F 30-40 A C
8089 26.8.96 M child Noruega C
8090 27.8.96 M 60-70 Giión I
E091 28.8.96 2F Teens-20 A C
8092 29.8.96 MF' 50s 40s A C
8093 30.8.96 M 20-30 A A
8094 31.8.96 5M 20s A A
8095 1.7.97 F' 20s A C
8096 2.7.97 M 40s A A
8097 3.7.97 2F 20s Llanera C
8098 4.7.97 M 20s A I
8099 5.7.97 F' 20s C

" It *u, not indicated whether this interview was conducted in Castilian or translated from German.
ll



8100 6.7.97 M 50-60 Giión C
8101 1.7.97 2F 20s Corredovia c
Et02 8.7.97 MF' 60s Navarra C
8103 9.7.97 4MF' 20s A C
8104 10.7.97 M 60-70 A C
E105 r1.7.97 F 20-30 E C
E106 12.7.97 M 50s Mieres A
8107 13.7.97 M 40s Giión C
8108 14.7.97 4F Teens Bilbo C
8109 t5.7.97 F 60s Tapia C
8110 16.7.97 MF' 30s Tapia C
Ell1 17.7.97 F 20s Tapia C
Ett2 18.7.97 M 20s A I
E113 19.7.97 F 20-30 E C
Ett4 20.7.97 F 20-30 E C
8115 21.7.97 M 70s A C
8116 22.7.97 2F 30s50s A I
r,tt7 23.7.97 M 50-60 A C
8118 24.7.97 F' 20-30 ,ì C
8119 2s.7.97 M child Candas C
Et20 26.1.97 F 20-30 C
Et2t 27.7.97 M 40s El Entreso A
Et22 28.7.97 M 40-s0 A A
El23 29.7.97 M 70s Tapia C
r,124 30.7.97 M 20s A C
r,125 31.7.97 M 20-30 A A
Ì,126 r.8.97 F 40s Aragón C
Et27 2.8.97 M 30-40 , I
8128 3.8.97 M 30s A C
Et29 5.8.97 F' 20s E C
8130 6.8.97 F' 74 A C
8131 7.8.97 2M 20s A I
Et32 8.8.97 F' 20s E C
8133 9.8.97 M 30s Giión C
8134 10.8.97 M 30s A C
8135 11.8.97 F' 30s Murcia C
8136 12.8.97 F' 40s E C
ßt37 13.8.97 M 30s A A
8138 14.8.97 F 40-50 A C
8139 1s.8.97 M 50-60 A I
8140 16.8.97 5M 20s-40s A A
8141 17.8.97 M 20-30 Giión C
Et42 18.8.97 F' 20s A C
8143 20.8.97 2F Children A C
Et44 27.8.97 M 20s A C
8145 22.8.97 M 50s A A
EL46 23.8.97 M 20s A B
Et47 24.8.97 F' 20s A C
El48 26.8.97 M 20-30 C
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APPENDIX G
Responses to the question: "¿Qué es Bable?"

In the Patio de Luces series of mini-interviews in
The Oviedo Semanal supplement of

LA NUEVA ESPANA

Name Quote Date

P001
Julio Alvarez, "Mendo"
DG of Vuelta Ciclista a Asturias

Otra lengua con la que entenderse. 24.8.96

P002

Oliverio,Þrlv arcz, "Oli",
Soccer player with Real Oviedo

Us éas e lengua asturiana. 25.t.97

P003
S everino Alv ar ez Zarugoza
Pres. Asturian Federation of
Commerce

Lo que hablamos los asturianos aprendido de

oído, sin que nos lo enseñe nadie.

318196

P004

Emesto Canton,

Hostelero

Un dialecto a conservar en la región t4.9.96

P005

Elias Carrocera,

Professor of Prehistory

Para unos, una quimera; para otros, un dolor de

cabeza y para el resto, la lengua maternal.

t2.10.96

P006

Luis Estrada Fernández, Gaita
player with Cuarteto Torner

Era, ahora cada vez menos, nuestro segundo
idioma, si así se puede considerar. Me gusta
hablar, hacer poesías y monólogos en bable,

tiene palabras y frases realmente preciosas.
Ejemplo: "Yes nidia como la mantega".

1.2.91

P007

José Antonio Fidalgo,

Gastronome, Chemist and Diarist

Un patrimonio de nuestra Asturias que hay que

revitalizar "en su ser natural", no con
mi s tifi c an ci on es a dult er ad as.

19.10.96

P008

Manuel Herrero Montoto,

Surgeon, Pres. of Tribuna
Ciudadana.

Una alternativa válida. 15.2.97

P009

Luis Legaspi,

Diocesan delegate of missions

Eufalo el galego del occidente astur.¿El bable o
los? El romance hispano "recocido en los
valles de Asturias".

8.2.97

P010

Jorge Martinez,

Leader of the group "Ilegales"

Un síntoma más del resurgimiento de los
nacionalismos. Una mecha más en el polvorín
europeo.

22.2.97



P011

Juan Méjica,

Sculptor

Para us poucos, la memoria desde Ia madre que

nos parió; y para muitos, ahora, una jerga caco-

fónica que me invita irremediablemente a ir al
excusado. [rest of interview in Castilian]

30.11.96

P012

José Manuel Nebot,

Pres ASYCO and photographer

Un dialecto con tres o mas variantes que

hablamos y comprendemos los asturianos y que

apenas tiene que ver con Io que han inventado y
fabricado ciertas personas y que la inmensa
mayoría de los asturianos no entendemos.

9.1 1.96

P013

Rosario Neira,

Poet

Un conjunto de variedades lingüísticas que se

hablan en Asturias.

18. I .97

P014

Juan Luis Rodríguez-Vigil,
Lawyere (and former President of
the regional government)

Los bables de Teverga y Lena me resultan un
conjunto de expresiones familiares, muy
queridas, que procuro utilizar siempre que
puedo. Los bables de otros de otros valles, un
conjunto de expresiones que me interesan, y el
bable artificialmente unificado me carece una
nadería carente de lógica que, en razón de los
intereses creados, sin duda, va a prosperar.

21.12.96

P015

Miguel Rojo,

Writer

Una lengua con muy mala suerte. 28.12.96

P016

María Josefa Sanz,

Profes sor of Paleo graphy

¿Cuál de ellos? Porqueyo conozco el de
Villaviciosa, que hablaba mi abuela; el de

Salcedo de Grado, que escuché en Restiello ... y
más todos ellos hermosísimos.

t4.12.96

P017

David Serna,

Journalist

Una de las denominaciones que recibe Ia lengua
asturiana, o así.

4.1.97

P018
Ramón Sobrino
Prof. of Musicology & doctor

Tres diversidades que no conozco lo suficiente. 17.8.96

P019
Gonzalo Suárez
Film Director

Nel y Flor 6.1.96

P020

Sara Suárez Solís,

Prof (ret) of Language & Literature,
and a writer

Un habla que se ha perdido, sustituida por un
producto artificial

'7.12.96

P021

Etelvino Yâzquez,

Actor and Director of Teatro del
Norte

Le remito a Borges 5.10.96
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APPENDIX H
Letters written to the Oreja Verde supplement of

La Nueva España

Note: The number after 'M' or 'F' in the 'Comments' column (where given) indicates the age of a particular child. Where a number appears before an 'M' or 'F' it indicates the
number of children of that gender and of the age indicated by the number after the letter.

Comments

[All from one school]
All from one school in Lugo de Llanera: M7, 7M8, 3F8, 2M10, 3F10, 2M11, 3F11, lF13

Four letters w¡itten by 6M, 2F3M, 4M, 5F6M

One letter refers to name being in Bable, father having been part of Academia de la Llingua Asturiana

F10 Salava (Tapia); M? Mántaras(Tapia); Ml3 Tapia; M9 Salave(Tapia); F9 Tol(Castropol); Ml I
Mántaras(Tapìa); Fl0 Tapia; M10 A Rosa (Tapia); F8 Tapia; F8 Tapia; F8 Tapia; F9 Campos (Tapia)

Letters in
Asturian

25

4

+

t2

Letters

5

t4
25

7

11

t4

15

49
2

)z
15

JJ

72

t4

Series

Cartas a los Reyes

Carnaval
... Me disfrazare de.

Paz

Por qué me llamo ...

Por qué me llamo ...

Por qué me llamo ...

LaLâmpan
Bruja Pumaruja

LaLâmparu
Por qué me llamo ..

LaLâmpara

Por qué me llamo ..

Por qué me llamo

#

204

9lt

1312

2012

1313

2713

314

t0/4

t'714

8/5

22ls



F9 Avilés; Ml I Uvieu; F9 Avilés

Ml0 Avilés;F9 Avilés

F6 Tapia; F6 Tapia; F5 Tapia; M6 Tapia; M6 Tapia; F5 Tapia; F6 Tapia; F5 Tapia

M6 Grandela (Tapia); M7 A Ventanova (Tapia); M6 El Viso (Tapia); M7 Tapia; M6 Tapia

M7 Tapia; M7 Tapia

F7 Tapia; F7 Tapia; F7 Tapia; F7 Tapia; M7 Tapia; F7 Tapia; F7 Tapia; M8 Tapia; F6 Tapia

F12 Luanco; M8 Orxales- A Roda (Tapia); M8 Candosa (Castropol); Fl l Luanco

F12 Lluanco; F8 Tapia; M8 Bustello-A Roda (Tapia); MlO Sama de Langreo; M12 Bañugues

F14 Lluanco; M7 Tapia; F9 Tapia; F8 Salave (Tapia); F6 Tapia; F8 Tapia; Fl3 Lluanco

3

2

8

5

2

9

4

5

1

il

t2
2t

27
J

8

JJ

4

30
t2

l9
t2
ll

18

8

l0
t9
8

t9

35

t4
9

t0
l3

La familia

La familia
Puente de amistad

Cosas que me hacen
Autoretrato

La familia
Cosas que me hacen
Autoretrato

Autoretrato
La familia

Autoretrato
La familia
Deseos, opiniones...

Autoretrato
La familia

La familia
Autoretrato
Cosas que me hacen

Autoretrato

Autoretrato

Autoretrato
La familia

La familia
Autoretrato

t2/6

269

270

27t

213

274

275

276

277

278

279

280

ll



5F Lieres; Ml l Lieres
M9 Lugo de Llanera;F9 Lugo de Llanera; Fl2 Lugo de Llanera
F9 Tapia; M8 A Búavista (Tapia); Ml5 Tapia; Fl1 El Cascayal (Tapia); Ml0 A Casanova-serantes (Tapia); Ml2
A Volta (Tapia)

F8 El Cascayal (Tapia); Ml I Pedralba-Serantes(Tapia); M9 Salave (Tapia); Fl2 Cardo-Gozón; M? El Cascayal
(Tapia);F9 Tapia; M13 Tapia

M12 Penala-Serantes (Tapia); Ml2 Luanco; M8 Santelos-A Roda (Tapia); Fl1 Tapia; F10 Campos (Tapia); F8
T apia; Ndl2 Cardo (Gozón)

2F&3M Tapia; 4F Tapia;3F&2M Tapia [Students of Colegio Principe de Asturias de Tapia de Casariego]

M11 A Paloma,Mántaras (Tapia);M10 Tapia;Ml0 Tapia;Fl2 Verdicio; Ml2 Casariego;Fl0 El Viso(Tapia)
F9 Tapia
F9 Tapia; Ml I Tapia; M10 Tapia
Fl0 Tapia; Fl1 Tapia; Ml0 Tapia; Ml0 Tapia
M9 Tapia

2
3

6

7

7

J

6

I
J

4
I

3

t2
t7

l5

2

6

5

6

5

J

I
I
t4

9

6

5

7

4

6

15

1
6

7

7

Mensajes
La familia
Autoretrato

Autoretrato

Demonios
Estás contento/a..

Qué me pongo?

Genio

Deseos

Mi pueblo
Osita
Sueño feo
Autoretrato

Estás contento/a..

Genio
Demonios
Estás contento/a..

.Qué me pongo?
Paz

Autoretrato
Genio
Estás contento/a.

Qué me pongo?
Demonios

28r

282

283

284

289

300



MlO Tapia; M10 Tapia; M10 Tapia; M9 Tapia
F9 Tapia; Ml I Tapia
F6 Tapia
F9 Tapia;M9 Tapia

F9 Tapia; M9 Tapia; F9 Tapia; M10 Tapia; FlO Tapìa
[All from one school in Pola de Laviana]

F12 Tapia
M8 Tapia; M7 Tapia; M7 Tapia

Ml l Tapia

Mll Tapia;Mll Tapia; }lfl2Tapia
Fl l Tapia; M9 Tapia; M7 Tapia; F? Tapia; F8 Tapia; F8 Tapia

Fl0 Tapia
Fl4&Ml3 Cangas de Onís; F9 San Martín de Parres; Fl1 Lago (Parres)

F7 Tapia;F12 Tapia
M8; F9; F9; F9; Fl0; F10; F10; F10; M10;F9; F9; M8; M9; M10 [all fromPota de Siero]
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t4
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7

10

4

7

l
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Autoretrato
Surf
Estás contento/a..
Demonios

Osos

Autoretrato
Astures

Qué me pongo?
Estás contento/a...
Demonios
Mascotas

Demonios
Mascotas

Escríbeme

Qué me pongo?
Bruja Pumaruja

Que es para ti ....
Así es mi habitación
Album de recuerdos
Mascotas

Amistad
CartasaPacayTola
Veo, Veo
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303

304

305

306

309

310

311

341

350
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Fl2 Tineo; F7 Tapia; Ml l Tineo; F8 Tapia; M9 Tineo; F9 Tineo; Ml0 Tapia; F13 El Pedregal (Tineo); Ml I
Santa

Eulalia (Tineo)

M9; F8; M8; F7; M7; M6; F10; Fl0; FlO[all from Tapia]

M6 Tapia; F7 Tapia; F8 Tapia; Ml I Tapia; F8 Tapia [+: one keko named Nenaf

F7 Tapia; Ml2 Tapia;F7 Tapia;F9 Tapia

Fl0 Tapia; M7 Tapia

Mll Tapia
Mll Tapia

Fl1 Tapia [nicknames in another all end in -in]

M13 Tapia
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9
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11
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7

l1
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1

3
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7
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5

6

l3
20

Mascotas

Kekos

Kekos

Erase una vez
Kekos

Aventura peligrosa
Erase una vez

Cinco vocales
Kekos
Erase una vez

Kekos
Erase un vez
... Cebolla rellena

Desde mi ventana
Kekos

Erase una vez
Kekos
Desde mi ventana

Erase una vez
Kekos
Adivina que cosas...

352

353

356

3s7

3s8

3s9

360

361

362

363

364

366
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Fl1 Tapia

M6 Oviedo
F7 Tapia

F7 Tapia; M7 El Cascayal (Tapia); F9 Tapia

[All from one school in Gijón]

M6 El Viso (Tapia); M6 Tapia; M6 Tapia
F13 Tapia

[+] one keka called Nuberín and another Kangurín

Fl l Gijóq M6 Tapia; M8 Tapia; M6 El Viso (Tapia)

[From Colegio Rural Laviana-Sobrescobio - 2 stories partly in Asturian related by adults]
M7 Tapia;M7 Tapia

MlO Gijó4 M7 Tapia;F10 Gijón

M7 Tapia; Fl I Xixón; M7 Tapia

[+] one keko called Nena

F6 El Viso (Tapia)

Fl1 Xixón; M10 A Roda (Tapia)
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28
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Desde mi ventana
Bruja Pumaruja

Kekos
Desde mi ventana

Desde mi ventana
Un viaje al país ...
Monstruos

LaPaz
Kekos
Monstruos

Monstruos
Desde mi ventana
Kekos

Monstruos
Kekos

De la mina
Monstruos

Monstruos

Monstruos
Kekos

Si fuera un animal
Monstruos
Kekos
De boca a oreja

Si fuera un animal
Monstruos
Drácula
De boca a oreja

367

368

371

371

313

3',74

378

380

382

383

384
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M7 CP Los Campos; F9 CP Lugo de Llanera; Fl l CP Benavente
F7 Tapia

F7 Tapia

[Very important series of interviews with older people: - 3 all in Asturian]
F9 Xixón;F8 Caborana (Ayer);F9 Caborana (Ayer)
F6 Tapia; F9 Oviedo; [+]: use of pequeñín by F5 Linres (Cangas del Narcea)

F6 Tapia; F11 Xixón; M8 El Peñón

Ml0, Xixón; F11 Xixón; M8 A Grandela (Tapia)
Fl I Tapia; F8 El Viso (Tapia); F9 Caborana (Ayer)

MlO Xixón; Fl I Gijón; M9 El Viso (Tapia); Fl I Tapia; Ml4 Serantes (Tapia)
F10, Xixón
Fl l Tapia; F12Tapia; F6 Tapia; Ml4 Tapia

M,9, Xixón
F8 Tapia; Fl0 Tapia; M9 Caborana (Ayer); F11 Tapia; F10 Xixón; F8 Tapia; F8 El Viso (Tapia);

F9 Carborana; M6 Grado; M10 Xixón; F9 Carborana; M8 Carborana

M 6 Figueras; Fl0 Xixón; M7 Tapia1' F8 Caborana; FB Caborana; Fl0 Xixón; F9 Caborana; F 8 Tapia
F8 El Cascayal(Tapia); F9 Tapia; F8 Caborana(Ayer); F6 Tapia; Ml3 San Blas(Tapia); F7 Tapia F6Tapia

[note contains brief description of various series]

F9 Oviedo; M9 Caborana (Ayer), M7 Oviedo
F11 Tabladiello (Villabona); Fl l apia; F6 Tapia; Fl I Alba; FSTapia; Fl1 Rica(Pravia); FTTapia; M6 Tapia
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36
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18
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Premio de poesía

Monstruos
Si frrera un animal
Dracula
Kekos

De boca a oreja
Si fuera un animal
Monstruos

Mis dedos son ...
Monstruos

Monstruos
Si fuera un animal
Kekos

Monstruos
Si fuera un animal
Dracula

Si fuera un animal
Monstruos

Kekos
Monstruos
Si fuera un animal

Monstmos
Maestros a la ..

38s
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388

389

390

392

400

403

404

40s
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M10 Xixón; F8 Lugones;Fll Xixón
F9 San Martín; F10 El Cascayal (Tapia); F6 Tapia; F8 Silvia Tapia; M7 As Casinas (Tapia); Fl I Tapia;

F8 A Ventosa (Tapia)
M7 Lugo de Llanera; F7 Lugo de Llanera

M8 La Fresneda; M8 Llugo de Llanera; M8 Llugo de Llanera; M7 Llugo de Llanera; M6 Tapia; M8 San
Martín;F? ?

F7 Tapia; F8 Tapia; F7 Represas (Tapia); F10 Casanova-Serantes (Tapia); M8 El Cascayal (Tapia); F11
Lugo de Llanera; F9 Casarego (Tapia); Fl1 Lugo de Llanera

Ml0 A Penala-Serantes (Tapia)

Fl0 Tapia; M10 A Corredoira (Tapia); Ml0 Tapia
M8 Tapia; F7 Tapia; Ml0 El Valle (Tapia)

M9 Grao;M7 Candamo;F7 Candamo
M9 Grao; M9 Grao; F6 Xixón; M6 Tapia; M9 Grao; Fl2Tapía; F9 Grao; F6 Tapia; F8 Tapia
F6 Llugu de Llanera

M7 Tapia; M10 Tapia[+: use of Xixón by F6 who wrote in Castilian]

F7 San Blas (Tapia); F6 Campos (Tapia); Ml I Tapia
M9 A Grandela (Tapia); M9 Grao

Ml l L'Acebal (Llaviana); M10 Tapia; M8 El Cascayal (Tapia)

One contains word puñaos (male, 7)
F12'lapia;'
Ml1 Villoria (Laviana); M10 Les Quintanes de Villoria; F7 Tapia.
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J
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Rico, Rico!
Monstruos
Maestros a la ..

Si fuera un animal

Si fuera un animal

Qué prefieres?

Rico, Rico!

Si fuera un animal
Maestros a la ...

Rico, Rico!

Rico, Rico!
Maestros a la ..

Maestros a la ...
Rico, Rico
Si fuera un animal
Me gustaría ser

Si fuera un animal
Me gustaría ser

Guía de Pola de...

Rico, Rico!
Me gustaría ser

Me gustaría ser

Yo juego
Rico, Rico
Si fuera un animal
Me gustaría ser
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408
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410

412

4r4

415

417

418
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Angel el Churrascu
José el rubio
María la Uca
Luis el Pintu
Joaquina laTata
Pepe el Garbadin
Generosa el topu
Pacita eljuez
Rafael el cuitu
Rosario la del

chigre
Manolo el roxu
Silvino el sillero
Eduardo el roxu
Laura la panera
Tino de camping
Pepe el Frances
José Manuel el

borle
Gerardo el parrau
María la frutera
Fe¡mo el quilosu
Manolo el trincu
Constante el juez
Manuel el roxin
Juan el truchu
Ramón el pintu
Adolfo el quintu
Pepe el vasco
Paco el andaluz
Aurelio el cuquiellu
José Femández el

nene
Manolo el lechero
Josefina la nena
Manuel el nene
Tino el ropiu
Jose pin el

carbonero
Manuel el nene
Luisa el molin
Lola de la central
Jose el poja
Elvira la ramonina
Pepe el tratante
Tila de carbayin
Vicente el terrible
Chús el del café
Pacita la de chella
José el nene
Manuel cajetu
Luisa la cubana

APPEI{DIX I
Ñomatus lnicknamesl observed in obituaries in

La Nuevø Espøña
Felix el chispa delfin
Tino bar Guillen Chús de la
Manuel el andaluz corrapiedra
Manuel el gaitero Pachu la huertona
Tano el de sueros Jesús el moreno
Pepe el mineru Tino el de ruba
Manuel el pibe Manuel relojero
Chata la del carteru Manuel el cabriteru
Hermino el bescon Paquito el
Benigno caffoceta municipal
Tonín el zapato Gersan el de la
Teo el mellizo venta
Pepe el manco Maximino el chato
Valentin el pastorin Avelino el mozu
Tito el pitanu Jaime el gallego

Fonso-motor Maxi el relojero
Gina la pumariega Manolo el alleranu
Maruja el cantu Victor el morreno
Jose el chato Carmen la huelpe
Sa¡a el rubin Antonio el maestro
Enrique el posiegu Josefa la perucha
Luisa la panadera Maruja la voz
Manolo el roxiu Manuel el chato de

Manuel porritas castañera
Manuel barril Pilarina la de las
Luisa el truchu monas
Manolo el alleran Pepe el petrulo
Antonio perosente Luis Langreo
María Jesús la nena Areceli la morena

de la cuesta Joaquin el panadero

María el peludu Kiko el de la
Gerardo el roxu culquera
José Ramón caldin Carlos de la veiga
Gelín el de lelo Enrique el
Eusebio toledo practicante
Francisco el nene Canto la llera
Tonín madreries Luis el cojo
Luis el roxu Isaac el parrau
Antonio el gaitero Pepín el cartero
José el piquinu Telva el sol
Concha la chuta Pepín el de la conda
Chatorreria Faustino el negus

chonchita Maruja la de trubia
Manuel el curiosu Adela la 'lina'
Avelino el teyeru José A el quintu
Manolín el llargu Luis de la parte
Pin el ferreru Pacita el nozal
Enrique el madreñu José María el rubio
Santiago el de la torre

zapatero José el molin
Rosario la de praon Amador fontanero
Chano de casa Luis Rufino el

polesu
Vicente plantin
Juacu el panadero

Carmina la
carnicera

Asunción la de

cueto
Justino el roxu
Oliva la charca
Constante el coxu
Ramón el de la

venta
Josepin el del

corralon
Ricardo el alguacil

de Grandas de

Salime
Nina la del polleo
Pedro el coxu
Leonor la

Madrileña
Manolín el mineru
Sigfredo mandin
Angel el

tamboriteru
Pepín el practicante
Manolín el cuxu
Luis el madamu
Fredin el pitu
Avelino quirosin
Dositeo el gallegu
Manolo palanquin
Jesús borin




